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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDJNG
 
AGREEMENT made between the NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT ADrnORITY 
(hereinafter referred to as "NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT' or the "AtrrHORllY) and 
the MANHAITAN AND BRONX SURFACE TRANSIT OPERATING AUTIJORITY gJ
(hereinafter referred to as the "OPERATING AUTHORITY") (both ofwhich hereinafter . 
jointly referred to as the "Authorities") and the l¥R MiSPQRT WOJDkb ONICRi ·SF 
"haTe>\:; Aa -00, ad TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMER.IC~Local 
1OO~ AFL-CIO (hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Union"). 
It is mutually agreed that the co]]ective bargaining agreement between the Authorities 
and the Union shall be amended as foJlows: 
1. TERM 
This agreement shall continlle in effect thiough December 15~ 2005. This agreement is 
subject to ratification by the MTA Board and by the Executive Board and members ofthe 
union. 
2. GENERAL WAGE INCREASES 
The wage rates for hourly 3JJd clerical employees represented by the Union shall be 
increased as follows: 
(a) Effective December I6~ 2003, the rates ofpay that 
-"Were in effect on December 15~ 2003 shan be increased by 
three (3) percent. 
(b) Effective December 16~ 2004, the rates ofpay that 
were in effect on December 15,2004 shall be increased by 
three (3) percent. 
(c) Rates ofpay below the top rates shall be adjusted 
in accordance with tlie appropriate progression 5Chedule. 
3. LUMP SUM PAYMENT 
(a) In recognition ofsubstantial past productivity ofthe work force
 
since the advent ofMetro-Card and the dramatic increase in
 
ridership, in July, 2003 the Authorities shall pay a one-time, non­

recurring, lump sum payment ofSl ~OOO to each employee who
 
meets the eligibility requirements specified herein.
 
Al 
(b) In order to be eHgible to receive the above referenced lmnpsmn 
. ,payment the employee must be on the payroll on June 17'200) and
 
June I, 2003. However~ jfan employee is hired\lefore June I,
 
200i and retires or is injured on dufy prior to June I, 2003 the
 
employee wi]] be entitled to a p~ratasbare ofthe lmnp sum.
 
4. HEALtH BENEFITS 
MTA NYCT will assume the obligations of the HBT and maintain the current level of 
benefits subject to the fo]]owing plan adjustments: 
1.	 Domestic partner coverage shaJJ be added.Under the same rules applicable 
to non-represented employees ofMTA NYer. 
lJ. A Hi-Option rider will be offered to planpamcipants in the GHI netwOJk 
lll. ·GHIlCBP eO-pays shaJl be increased ~ $101$30 to $15/$45•. 
iv.· PresCJiption drugs sbaJlbepmsuant toa three tier formulary system with 
SOISIOISIS (2x mail ~rder) co-pays. 
v.	 A prescliption drug plan for pre-Medicare retirees shall be instituted at the 
level consistentwith a first year cost of SIO miJlion do]]3I'S. That level of 
benefits ,shall be mainlained in the same fashion as the remainder ofthe 
plan. 
VI.	 Mental health visits shan be increased to sixty (60) visits. 
VII.	 Regular.part time traffic checkers wi)) receive the same health care 
benefits as provided to regular fu]] time employees. 
Effective upon fuJI and final ratification and approval of this agreement by the parties all 
applicable agreements shall be ariJended to provide that the health benefits cmrently 
provided by the Health Benefit Trust, as amended above; shan be provided directly by the 
Authority. 
The Union wi)) be informed ofand have input into any administrative changes that may 
impact upon those receiving benefits. 
5. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
The parties have agreed to nineteen (19) miscellaneous provisions, which are attached as 
Attachment A. . 
6.· DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 
Changes in the disciplinary rules and procedures are as outlined in Attachment B to this 
agreement. 
7.	 SICK LEAVE RULES 
A2
 
Changes in the sick leave rules and procedures are as-outlined in Attachment C. to this 
agreement. 
8. CHILD CARE 
The parties Win establish a jointly administered trust for the express purpose ofdevising 
and implementing strategies and programs to assist employees with issues related to 
childcare. The Employer will make an initial contribution of$100,000 upon full and 
final ratification. Commencing six months thereafter and on a mOnthly basis" the 
Employer will make additional $200,000 contributions. Additional related issues are 
attached as Attachment D. . 
9. TRAININGIUPGRADE FUND 
The parnes will establish a jointly administered trust for the express purpose ofdevising 
and implementing strategies and programs designed to increasetbe ~s ofemplOyees 
including areas ofnew technology. The fimd will not ~ utilized tosubstifiJte for existing 
training programs. The Employerwill make an initial contribution of$IOO,OOO upon full 
and fmal ratification. Commencing six months thereafter and on a JDOnthly basis,..tbe 
Employer will make additional ~()();ooo contributions. The Structure ofthe Trust sball 
be the same as the structure for Child Care as outlined in Section 1 ofthe Child Care 
attacluneilt to this Agreement. 
10. . EOUITY FUND 
An equity fund will be established for pUJpOses ofsalary adjustments for certain titles­
The Union wi)) designate such adjustments subject to the approval of the Authority; up to 
a maximum annualized amount of$3.5 million. 
1]. .SURFACE CONSOLIDATION 
The agreement on Surface Consolidation is outlined in Attachment E. 
] 2. PREVENTABLE ACCIDENTS 
The parties agree to the establishment ofnew procedures for dealingwith preventable 
accidents as outlined in Attachment F. 
13. SAFETY 
The parties agree to the establishment ofnew safety practices as outlined in Attacbment 
G. 
A3
 
14. APPRENTICESHn>s 
The parties agree·to establish ail Apprenticeship Program as outlined in Attachment H Jo 
this docmnent. 
15. NEW TECHNOLOGY
 
The parties agree to establisb new tec]mology procedures as outlined in Attaclunent I.
 
16. JOB SECURITY 
The parties will make every effort to avoid invohmtaryreductions in force. 'These efforts 
will include reassignments and o1her movements ofpeisonnel where applicable. Ifsuch 
reductions are nonetheless necessary the provisions of the contract will apply. 
17. MED1CAL APPEAL PROCEDURES 
The parties agree to the establisJunent ofnew mediCal review procedures as outlined. in 
Attachment J. ' 
] 8. BARGAlNlNG UNIT PROTECTION 
The parties agree to the estabJislunent ofnew f3lDling out practices as outlined in 
Attachment..K. . 
19. RELEASE TIME 
The Authorities agree to release seven (1J additional employees on a compensated basis. 
Members who are released fi'Om nights and weekend tours win continue to receive their 
applicable differential payments. 
20. DEPARTMENTALS
 
The parties7 agreements'concerning the departmental issues are attached hereto.
 
. ." - --.: 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN 1HE PARTIES nIAT ANY. PROVISION OF 
TInS AGREEMENT REQUIRlNG LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY . AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING 
ADDmONAL FUNDS TIIEREFO~ SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECIlVE lJNTll, 
1HE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. IT]S 
FURTIIER AGREED TIlAT 1lIE PARTIES WILL JOlNTLY SEEK sum APPROVAL 
WHERE REQunq:D. 
A4
 
IN WIINESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals as of 16th day 
ofDecember. .
 
New York, New Yolk
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
 
AUTIIORITY
 
MARTIN SCHNABEL 
Acting General Counsel, . 
New York City Transit Authority 
. Date
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
 
COlDlSel, TWO Local 100 . 
COlD1seI, TWU 
Date 
NEW YORK Cl1Y TRANSIT 
~-
Executive Director,
 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
 
\1-\l\tl~'"' 
Date 
LAWRENCE REUTER 
President, 
New York City TranSitAuthority 
Date 
QJD:mftUNIoN, . 
AS
 
AITACHMENT A 
Miscellaneous Provisions 
I) Differentia) Pay
 
11Je Authorities agree.to provide an explanation ofdifferential benefits to employees
 
at the time the differential benefits are paid. Such an explanation wiD inc1llde the
 
period ofdifferential beiDg paid 3nd the aftu-Iax pay base upon which the differential
 
". was calculated. The·Union understands that the implementation ofthis provision wm 
be xcomplished as soo.» as practicable after the executiOD ofthis Agreement. 
2) Assault Bil)
 
The parties agree to jointly support legislation that would amend the Assault·Bill to
 
include Station Agents and CTA. .
 
3) crA Promotions
 
The puties shall make a joint appiieatioD to DCAS to create TIainiDg and Expericnc:e
 
r~~~m~~~b~~~~~~~ 
which crA's collJd be promoted. 
4) C3 and C4 FODPs £Workers Q!np and MectiCal FOIJDS}
 
FmpJoyces who ~ve accidents WJlI be pro'rided with C-3 and C-4 fOlIDS as part of
 
the accident report package.
 
5) Death Benefit
 
1bere wiD be a S50.000 death benefit to spouse or dWdren in the event ofan
 
accidental death in the line ofduty.· 'Ibis particuJarprovision shall be considered to
 
be effective as ofNovcmber 15~ 2002.
 
6) Release Time SUJ!Plement
 
At the mpaest ofthe Uni~ cerlain Authority paid release time cmplo~ who an=
 
so designated by the Uni~ wjD be paid for SO hours. The to-hour diffe:reDCC wiD be
 
reimbursed to the Authority by the Union. .
 
7) Notice oflnvestigatioDS to Union . 
Extend the RTO language concemmg DOtice to the ilion ofinvestigations to the 
entire bargaining unit. 
8) Publication ofCoUcc:tive Bargaining Agreement 
As soon as pacticabJe the parties shaD execute aD iDteP'atcd coDedivc bargaining 
agreemeD~ and shaD publish it c:xpeditiousJy theRaftes-. The Authority shall bear the 
cost ofpriDting sufficient copies and supplying them to 1he Union.· 
9) Days ofPaymcDtlSealed Envelopes @
OA employees shaD be paid bi-weekJy on Wednesdays.. TA employees shaJJ be paid 
bi-weekly OD Thursdays. As SOOD as practicable the Authority wiD provide 
cbeckslpaynient adviees in scaJcd cawelopc:s. . q 
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10)Increase ofOvertime Cap
 
All overtime caps win be increased by 150% ofany general increase.
 
11)Cap on Released Employees
 
The partie:s agree to eliminate the cap on the number ofindividuals on union paid full
 
time release time.
 
12) Picks - Provision oflnfonnation
 
NYC Transit agrees to provide TWU Local 100 with schedules, picks and bids and
 
their results, fanning out information and disciplinary information in computer
 
readable format where available.
 
13) Monthly Presidential Meetings
 
The President of the Authority and the President ofLocal 100 will meet on monthly
 
basis; it 'is encomagC\i that other bilateral meeting will be beld at all levels.
 
14) FfA Report
 
The Authority will forward the Union the annual NYCf MIS drug and alcohol testing
 
and compliance report to the FTA.
 
15) EAP Study
 
A committee will be fonned to review the operations and functions of the Employee
 
Assistance Program.
 
16) Thanksgiving Holiday Scbeduling Exception
 
For employees whose tours ofduty begin in the PM hours and finish in the AM hours
 
and the majority of the hours ofwhose tours are in the AM hours, the Thanksgiving
 
Holiday shall fall on the tour that starts in the PM·ofThanksgiving Day.
 
17) Holiday Recognition
 
When a celebrated holiday fans on a weekend, the employee will celebrate the
 
holiday on that day, rather than the preceding Friday or subsequent Monday.
 
18) Injury on Duty and use ofLeave Balances
 
Employees with injury-on-duty claims pending shall be entitled to use their accrued
 
sick and vacation leave balances on the first day folloWing their injuries where
 
practicable, and the amounts charged against sucb balances and entitJemenU~ballbe
 
restored to the employee in the event NYC Transit does not contest the employee's
 
Workers' Compensation claini or the claim is upheld by the Workers' Compensation@

Board. The waiver fOIJJ:l will be made part ofthe accident package.
 
19) Vacation Scheduling . 
Where practicable, particularly in the operating departments, employees win be 
pennitted to take vacation from ROO to ROO with the understanding that the &/ 
i 
. ! 
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..change must have mjni~al financial impact in the area or division where
 
implementation is contemplated..
 
20)· Arbitration ofDiscrimination Complaints 
All claims alleging illegal discrimination lDlder the conective bargaining 
agreement or any federal, state or local statute Shan be subject, upon the grievant's 
election, to the Agreement's.grievance and arbitration ~edure as the final, 
binding, sole and exclusive remedy for ·~b violations, and employees who so 
elect to aJbjtrate their claims ofdiscrimination shall not file suit or seek reliefin 
any other forum. As a COJidjtion to arbitrating this claim; the grievant agrees to 
execute a wavier, in a fonn piovided by the Authority, ofthe right to advance,· 
. litigate or prosecute the same issue in any other judicial or administrative 
proceeding.ln the event the release is not executed oris deemed invali~ the 
atbitratorWiD have no authority to grant reliefto the.grievant. The arbi~tOIS 
shall apply applicable laW as it would be applied by the appropriate comt in 
rendering decisions on discrimination claims. 
21) Elimination ofMinimum Wage for Trainees 
1be minirnmn wage rate for training periods shall bC eliminated and eniployees shall 
be paid at the fust level ofthe applicable progression on the first day ofwork. 
fJ 
. , 
.... jtJ· l> . 
/ 
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. AITACHMENT-b 
Disciplinary Procedure 
•	 DEPARTMENTAL DISCIPLINE 
Departmental management/supervision c~ meet with an employee and hislher union 
- representative and agree upon a penalty ofawarning, JepJimand or record only 
suspension up to S-days for minor violations. No formal charges would be issued but 
any agreed upon penalty becomes part ofthe employee»s discip1inary reco~ 
-recorded as a warning, reprimand or $USpeDSion time. In additi~ Departmental 
management may choose to limit the discipline loa verbal reprim~which wiD not 
be recorded. The employee may reject the proposed penalty and follow the fonna] 
disciplinary process. . 
Ifan employee has only one Department;d discipline penalty» such penalty shall not 
be considered as part ofthe progressive disciplinary process. 
A warning or repJjmand shall be explDlged after 12 months. if the emploYee has no 
other discipline. 
•	 OTHER REVISIONS 
•	 Disciplinary arbitration will be heard by a neutral arbitrator. 
•	 In the event that the Union contends that a pre-disciplinary suspension has been 
improperly imposed the question ofthe propriety oftbe pre-disciplinary 
suspension shall be subject to immediate review by a disciplinary arbitrator. The 
Union may invoke the right to review by a written connnlDlication to the office of 
the Vice-President ofLabor Relations» which may be transmitted by facsimile. 
The dispute as to the propriety ofthe pre-disciplinary suspension shall be 
scheduled and heard by a disciplinary arbItrator within two business days oftbe 
transmission ofthe Union's request for review or as soon thereafter as pftlctical... '- .. 
That dispute shall have priority over any and all other matters on the arbitrator's 
calendar. In deciding the dispute; the arbitrator shall detennine: 
(a) Whether the offense charged is of the kind for which a pre­
discipJinary suspension should be imposed. and; 
(b) Whether there is a reasonable basis to believe that the grievant 
may be guilty of that offense. The arbitrator shall where 
practicable issue the decision from the bench. 
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The decision ofthe .arbitrator shallbe limited to the ·matter of~ imposition of the pre-' 
.disciplinary suspension and may DOt be ~1roducedby either party j{j.~.subsequent 
arbitration on the merits of the charge for.which the pre""ttisciplmary suspension was 
imposed. Any albitrator who hears a chanenge to the imposition ofa pre~isciplinary 
suspension shan not conduct any subsequent arbitration ontbe merits ofthe lDlderlying 
dispute. 
•	 Employees shaD have 30 days to cure sick documentation violations. 
•	 In so far as practicabl~hearings sball\)e scheduJed dming worlc: boors. 
Employees who are scheduled for work at the time ofascbeduled hearing shaU be 
rele;.sed for the pmposesofattendance at such hearing witboutloss ofpay. In the 
event that the charges against the employee are sosiained in whole or in ~ the 
Compauy shaJl IeCOllP tbe pay associated with·such release nom the employee; 
.provided, however~ that the employee may:request the Arbitrator to modify or 
rescind sUcb recoupment in the event that the sustained penalty is grossly 
dissimilar ftom the initial recommended penalty. 
•	 Disciplinary calenda;rs shaH be. realistic and shall reOect efforts to meet the needs 
ofbotb p~es. In additio~ pre-disciplinary suspension bearings shall be 
scheduled at the start of the day's c3J~ar. . 
•.	 The Parties shall review the feasibility 0"£ scbeduli~g Step l grievances at field 
locations where such is not current practice. '. 
•	 To insure a constructive environment at the outset oftbe new mechanism fOT 
treatment ofpreventable accidents in the Department ofBuses., all pending 
disciplines where the initial penalty is a warning shan be withdrawn. 
•	 The AU1hority wi)) amend the random testing procedures to aJlow employees who 
have verifiable.child carelmedicaJ needs to be excluded Jiom the last segment 
random testing (currently known as "D" segment tests). These pucedures are 
subject to review and approVaJ by the FfA. 
AlO 
AITACHMENT V 
Sick Leave 
Reward those employees with judicious sick leave usage 
It is the intent ofthe parties to exclude 70% ofthe TA employees from the fonowing 
requirements: 
•	 Not be required to &'can in" and "ca)) out" from the sick location 
•	 Not be required to medicaJly document any absence ofthree days or less 
•	 Not be Subject to "home visits" or sick leave location investigations 
•	 This provision shall apply to all employees who have passed probation and
 
wolked through one fun leave year
 
(fo implement this, the parties shan determine the pen:emage, as ofJanuary 1,2003 of 
this agreement, ofdays available (as a pJoportion ofthe maximum possible) in the sick 
leave banks ofall TA empJo~ which 7001'. oftbe TA employees have. All employees 
whose sick leave banks meet or exceed that level shall be subject to cmrently applicable 
sick leave rules during the upcoming sick leave year with the fonowing exceptions.) 
If the employer believes that sick leave is being utilized for purposes ofa job action, 
these exceptions wi)).not apply. . 
The foregoing threshold shaH be adjusted on an annual basis such that 700;'0 ofthe 
employees will be subject to these exceptions. 
In the event ofconsolidation, the parties shan devise a mechanism, which provides that 
upon consolidation, the same percentage of fonner OA employees as TA employees 
eligible to be.~cused from the above referenced monitoring mechanisms will also be 
excused. 
Fresh Start 
For employees whose sick leave balance is below the threshold on the date of 
implementation of this program, the percentage of their sick leave balance shall be 
measured after the completion·ofthe first fun year commencing upon the implementation 
date. 
Sick Leave Control List 
Employees win not be disciplined exclusively for remaining on the sick leave control list. 
However, the length oftim~ on the list may be utilized as evidence to establish abuse. 
Excessive/Chronic Absenteeism 
All 
In the event that the Authority det~thatan euipJoyee~s sick leave record indicates 
abuse for which.a chronic absenteeism.charge 1Vo~ in the A~sview~ be 
warranted~ before bringing Sllm acJiarg~ the A1Jthority must affOrd the employee the 
oppoJ!1mity to present evidence thatbislber sick leave usage is the result ofa verifiable 
chronic medical condition. 
Sick Leave Cas. Out 
An employee who bas no sick leave usage in a calendar year~ may~ at the Cmployee~s 
option, cash out up to two sickdays. In .theevent an employee has Used only one sick 
leave day the employee may~ at the employee's option, cash out ODe sick day. Procedures 
will be implemented to allow payment for this option in the first paycheck in ~ber. 
... ~ 
... 
~ 
Q 
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ATIACHMENT<y
CHJlDCARE I FAMILY NEEDS COMMITTEE /-:-" 
1. Jf the parties agree to a chiJdcare fund: 
a.	 The name of the fund shall be "The Transport Workers Union. local 100 I MTA New 
York City Transit Authority ChiIdCare Fund". 
b.	 There shaD be a total of four (4) trustees to act as fiduciaries of a joint trust fund. 
President of lWU locaJ 100 or his designee shall appoint two (2) trustees and the 
President of MTA New York City Transit or his designee shaI appoint Iwo (2) 
trustees. Each trustee shaI have equal voting power. When necessary. the 
impartiaJ"contract interpretatiorl arbitrator shaD become the fifth trustee and break the 
deadlock by'casting a tie-breaking vote. ". 
c.	 The purpose of fund wiI be to provide and or procure chiJdcare services for active 
empJoyees represented by lWU local 100. The parameters of the fund shal 
include: 
an emergency childcare pilot pr~
 
a voucher day care program,
 
a feasibility study of onsite and or offsite day 'care,
 
and other appropriate childcare programs to address employee needs.
 
d.	 lWU local local 100 shal seJect the Fund's Director. subject to the approval of the 
trustees appOinted by MTA New York City Transil 
e.	 The trustees shall jointly engage in efforts to secure additional funding through 
government grants or from other sources for the purposes stated in (c) above. 
2.	 The Family Assistance Program shaD now be the Family and Member Assistance 
Program. If the parties agree to establish a child care fund. the two employees released 
to the program shall coordinate and assist with the Trustees and Director of the fund. 
3.	 Within a reasonable period of time not exceeding one year after ratifICation, management 
shaD develop a pilot training and education program on the prevention of workplace " 
violence and work related sexual harassment. Management shaft meet with two (2) 
lJnK>n representatives to prevkM and discuss the pilot prior to inpIementation. These 
representatives shan meet once per year to discuss relevant issues. 
4. 
a.	 Should a lWU employee claim to be the victin of work related sexual harassment or 
workplace vioJence from another employee, management will conduct a prompt 
investigation into the claim. If management determines ltle claim to be vafKt...lhe ... 
victim will be reassigned, if feasible, to a shift. location, or job detached from 1he 
perpetrator upon request. If the victim does not request 10 be reassigned and if the 
harasser or vic&nizer is a TWU Local 100 employee, the perpelratorwil be 
reassigned, where feasible, to a shift, Jocation, or job detached from the complainant. 
Should the reassigned perpetrator pick future assignments resuning in dose 
proximity with the complainant and, subject to the victim's request. lhe perpetrator will 
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be reassigned•.where feasible, Without a new investigation. ~twill seek to 
implement similar reassignments refated to sexual haraSSment.dhd ~ 
vk>Ience for perpetralors·from other employee groups Where lWU·local 100 
employees have been victiniized. 
b:	 EinpIoyees reassigned as the resul\ of committingwork related sexual harasSment or 
workplace violence shaD forfeit any guarantees associated With the picked job or run 
from which reassignment was made and shag not be entilled to change of . 
assignment penalties. tow change penalties, change of location penalties. shift 
change penalties or any other penalty payment retated to the reassignmer)l An 
employee reassigned under this procedure shaI be entiIIed to the fuI wages of the 
jobro~m~or.~~~. . 
c.	 .This proviSion shaH not limit management's ~t to cr~Jnethe perpetrator under 
the disciplinary procedure. 
.	 .' 
5.	 Wiltrdue consideration for operational requirements. management will make a best effort 
attempt-to relay emergency family related messages on a finely basis. AI. a re8SOlllable 
time after ratification. management shaD d~rop specific procedures for implementation 
at the operationalJevei. 
6.	 " the parties agree to health coverage for domestic partners. they shal be included in the 
definition of family for the purposes of bereavement under the same rufes. 
7.	 This agreement is subject to the approval of the principals and afuRy executed 
Memorandum of UnderstarKftlg for the Transport Workers Union tocal100. 
~__",,",,=," Date~__ Date: ~-.........----- '---­Lawrence Reuter Roger Toussaint 
President President 
.MTA New York City Transit Authority Transport Workers Union, 
Local-100 
t. 
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SURFACE CONSOLIDATION 
The Authority and the Union agree to the elimination of~e artificial distinction between 
MaBSTOA and the Transit Authority. To that end, the parties agree as follows: 
1)	 Effective 90 days after final ratification all impediments to the free movement 
and commingling ofequipment and personnel between MaBSTOA and 
Transit Authority shan be eliminated except as modified herein or by 
agreement ofthe parties. . 
2)	 Effective that same day,. all contractual pay and work practices at MaBSTOA 
shall be standardized at the Transit"Authority level, provided, however, 
incumbents ofMaBSTOA as ofDecember 16, 2002 sha)) continue to accrue 
vacation and holiday pay under the roles in effect on December 15,2002. 
Incumbent MaBSTOA employees covered by the· MaBSTOA disability plan 
on December 16,2002 shall continue such coverage until December 15,2005 
at which point ~ch coverage shall tenninate. Similarly, assault pay for 
incmnbent MaBSTOA employees shall be continued but limited to the 
average use experience but in nO event less than 18 months. This provision 
wi)) termmate on December 15,2005. Any MaBSTOA employee cunently 
on assault or extended absence due to a work-related or non work-related 
injmy or illness shall continue under the rules in effect on December 15.2002. 
3)	 Employees hired after the effective date of this agreement will be hired. in the 
same ratio as the prior three-year average (Civil ServicelNon-CiviI Service 
Ratio). The ratio shall be established for each covered title. 
The parties recognize that the transition from the current system to a seamless bus system 
will require additional good faith discussions between them. These discussions will 
include important areas ofconcern to the Union such as comfort issues. The Employer 
wi)) approach these issues with respect and appropriate flexibility. Current MaBSTOA 
pick practices will be ContiDUed~ Maintenance division shapeup wi)) apply in TA and 
OA. Employees in OA Swface may bank AVA's that fallon a ROO, holiday, birthday or 
vacation. lbe Union shall establish the seniority system to be used in picks. These . 
discussions wi)) conclude no later than 90 days after final ratification. 
...The foregoing provisions do not apply to the clerical unit. 
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Department·ofBuses 
Tr.msportatieD DivisioD /" :--
AcddeDtReview System . 
. ]n full settJement of all issues raised by the .DjOD aDd maDagemeDt, the foJJowiDg 
- lIas.been agreed to subject to the agreemeDt.ofpriDdpaJs. ,.. 
The pmpose of this program is to establish a process for the review ofaccidents focusing 
more on improving bus operator perfonnance as a means of accident avoidance and 
reduction. This procedure replaces the disciplinary procedure cunently in place for 
preventa:ble accidents and also replaces the OA safety committee as specified in section 
6.2.F(1) of1be coIJective bargaining agreement. 
"Commencing DO. later than Jiinety da)S after the ratification -of"the collective bargaining 
agreement between 1WU Local 100 and t.he New York City Tnmsit AuthoritylManbattan 
and Bronx Smface TJaDSit OperatiDg Alltborityp the following. process wiD be used to 
. detennine the appJopriate actiODS to be takeD in the event of a preventable accident
 
(except for probationary employees). This system is applicable to the Transit Authority
 
and the Operating Authority (hereinafter the Authority).
 
I.) All accidents will continue to be rated as preventable OJ non-preventable by the 
Depaitment ofBuses .Safety and Training Division. 
2.) For minor accid~ as defined by DOB Safety and TraiJiing DivisioDp the fo))owing 
procedure WJl1 be utilized. " 
a) A DOB designated safety and training repJ:CSeDtative win rate the accident as 
preventable ornon-preventabJe. . 
b) If the minor accident is rated preventabICp the Safety and Training 
Representative wi)) review the bus operator's driving record using a rolling 12-month 
period based upon the date of the cmrent accident. If the operator bas no other 
preventable accidents during this period, the ClJITeDt accident wiD be referred to the 
Division Safety and Training Superintendent. 
" c) The Division Safety and Training Superintendent for the opeI3tor~s depotp in 
tbe presence oftbe employeePs depot union Chairman ofTransportatioD, will review the 
accident with the operator. The safety superintendent may"'change the origiiiaJ rating ... " 
based upon infonnation ~e operator and/or the union provides at these reviews. If this 
accident is deemed preventable at the conclusion of this reviewp DO discipline wi)) be 
attacbed to that minor accident. 
d) Accident reviews will be conducted at tbe bus operator~s bome depot and will 
be conducted .on the empJoyee~s own time_ This review process replaces the OA safety 
committee as specified in sectioD 6.2.F (I) oftbecoJlective bargaining agreement. 
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Accident Review System 1-
:-­
e) Ifthe operator has no other preventable accidmt in the 12-month rolling period 
preceding the instant acciden~ the superintendent will det~e whether this review is 
sufficient to assist.the operator in preventing future accidents. 
f) . If the safety superintendent determines- that re-training is necessary, the 
operator will be sent for retraining. The Safety and Training Division wiJI detennine the 
extent ofthe retraining. 
g) The rating of the safety superintendent for minor accidents not referred for 
discipline under this section is not subject to fiutber review. 
4.) If the operator bas one or more preventabl~ accidents in the 12-mOnth period 
preceding the cuuent acci~ the current accidentwill be rated by the designated DOB· 
Safety and Training Representative who will determine if the accident is preventable or 
non-preventable. 
a) If the designated DOB Safety and Training Representative determines the 
accident is preventable, the accident will then be referred to the General Superintendent 
of TraIlSp)rtation (or hislher designee) at the Bus Operator's depot who will conduct a 
Step I hearing. 
b) If the General Superintendent upholds the preventable acciden~ helshe wiU 
assess the appropriate discipline based upon the progressive disciplinary system in the 
safety track. (Again, the progressive system is only applicable to minor preventable 
accidents). 
c) The bus operator and/or the mrion may accept this determination or appeal it 
directly to arbitration. Such appeaJmlist be within five days of the close of the Step J 
hearing. Failure to appeal wiD be deemed as acceptance of the charge and penalty. AU 
appeals must be in writing. 
5) For major accidents, the designated DOB Safety and Training Representative will rate 
the accident as preventable or non-preventable. 
a) Ifthe accident is rated preventable. the accident will be referred to the General 
Superintendent of Transportation (or hislber designee) at the Bus Operator's depot who 
will conduct a Step I hearin.8. 
AI?
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/­Accident Review System . :-$ 
b) If the General Superintendent upholds the preventable· accident, he/she will
 
assess the appropriate discipline in the safety track based upon the specific facts of the
 
case.
 
c) The bus operatorand/or the union may accept this determination or appeal it 
directly to arbitration. Such appeal must be wi1hin five daYS of the close of the Step I 
bearing. Failure to appeal will be.deemed as acceptance ~f the charge and penalty.. All 
appeals must be in writing. 
6) The following arbitration procedure wi.lI be utiJizedfor preventable accidents. 
a) The arbitrator for a particular date will be selected ftom a rotating panel of 
arbitrators mutually selected and paid for equally by the parties. The arbitrators who 
serve on this panel must attend training in preventable accidents at the Department of . 
Buses Training Center. The Authority Wlll determine the length of this training. The 
Union may have a representative present during this training. 
b) .AJbitration will be held with sufficient regularity so that no case pending 
arbitration can remain unheard for a period greater than 90 days from ·the date ofrating of . 
the accident. Cases involving pre-discipJinaJy suSpension wi)) be scheduled within 20 
days 1iom the date the Authority receives the step one -appeal. Where cases consistently 
take a longer time; the parties agree to meet to try to resolve the delays. 
c) The Arbitrator wiD render hislher decision as expeditiously as possible and in
. . 
no case later than 15 days after the conclusion of the hearing. In cases involving pre-
disciplinary suspensi~ the panel must render a decision within five days. . 
d) Cases with pen~lties often (10) days or less wi)) fo))ow an expedited process. 
In this procedure, each side has ~ hour to present their case with an extra ~ hour 
permitted for an additional witness. 
e) Ifa Bus Operator is pre-disciplinaIy suspended, the BIO wiD be pennitted to ., 
work in a non-passenger service capacity until the 151 adj01lIlletl date unless theAuthority "­
adjourns the case. . 
f) All other rules regarding AIbitration which are outlined in section 2.1 of the 
coliective bargaining agreement wiU apply_ 
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Page Four 
Accident Review System 
7) Minor accidents described in paragraph two (2)' above which have been deemed 
preventab]e~ have no discipline attached~ and faltoutside of the 12-month rolling period 
commencing on the date of the current actident being reviewed will not be considered 
towards discipline nor will they effect any promotional opportunity or ERP safe driving 
awards. 
8) As soon as is practicable after the ratificatiOJi ofthe co]]ective baipming agreemen~ 
the Department of Buses Safety and Training Division wi)) review all the outstanding 
preventable accident disciplinary cases using the critma outline 'in'this review system. 
The Authority will incur DO· hearing pay liability for accident cases for which discipline -is 
with~Wn as a result oftbe review based upon this system. . 
9) a) Major Accidents incJude~ but are not limited to~ accidents involving fatalities, 
knockdowns of pedestrians or dragging a pedestrian~ gross negligenc~ property damage 
greater than $I5,OOO~ resulted from recklesslhiving etc. 
b) Minor Accidents iDC]ud~ but ·are not limited to~ accidents involving damage. to 
property of$I5,000 0'/ less~ minor injury~ minor damage to bus or property. . . 
c) The parties will meet to discuss the definition of the terms minor accident and 
major accident. Unless otherwise agreed, the Authority~s definition ofmajor and minor 
will apply. The determination by the Authority that an accident is major or minor is 
reviewable by the arbitrator. 
10) The parties will meet to discuss the guide to preventability utilized by the Authority 
in rating accidents. These discussions will not in any way abrogate the Authority~s right 
to determine the manner in which accidents are rated preventable or non-preventable. 
11.) Discussions concerning the accident prevention pjlotprogram~ specified in the 1999 
MOU~ will continue. . 
... 
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Page Five 
/- .Accident Review ~ys1em . :--. 
. . 
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the­
TranSport Workers Union; Local )()(). 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective Deceniber )6, 2002. 
For MTA NYC Transit For Transport Worlc:ersUnion, LocatIOO 
Millard L. Seay Date Amin Khan Date 
Sr. Vice President, Buses Vice President, TA Smface 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date. Connie Friel Date 
Vice President, Labor Relations Vice President, MaBSTOA 
.Roger Toussaint Date 
President~ TWU, Local 100 
...
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AITACHMENT C1 
Safety Procedures
 
MemoraBdum of UDderstaDdiDg
 /. 
~ ~. 
In full settlement ofall issues raised by Union and Man:.gement, the following bas been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principals: 
I.	 Management agrees that deparbnental safety representatives will not implement or
 
publish new safety policies without prior approval ofthe Office ofSystem Safety.
 
2.	 The Union may request its own safety expert be present on Transit property to review 
a safety issue. In order to do so, the Union must give sufficient notice and 
deinonstrate that the consultant is qualified as a safety expert in the appropriate field. 
:Management agrees that access"will not be unreasonably withheld with the Unions 
understanding that the request or the presence ofthe expert on the property cannot be 
utilized to stop or interfere with the work that bas been deemed by Management to be 
safe. This provision shall not be applicable in those situations where an outside 
agency, such as the Department of~bor, PTSB, or NTSB, is or will be perfonning 
an independent investigation. 
3.	 TWU Local 100 will receive the same telephonic call-in data which has been 
provided to NYC Transit's DepaI1ment ofLaw, which includes the name ofthe 
employee, pass number, the ResPonsibility Center number, and a briefdescription of 
the accident. 
4.	 NYC Transit will provide the following reports to TWU Local 100 Safety
 
Department when issued:
 
•	 Board ofInquiry Reports I Notice ofHearing 
•	 TA Committee Reports 
•	 COLDER (Collision Department) 
•	 Annual Summary of lost time accidents 
•	 Quarterly Near Miss·Reports 
•	 Monthly fire report 
•	 DOSH900 
•	 Exposure Assessment Surveys 
•	 Outreach Program Report 
•	 Product Evaluations 
... 
•	 Asbestos and Lead Placards 
•	 Monthly Loss Time statistic book 
•	 Hazard Assessments 
•	 Timely Notification of accidents by Command or Control Center or Reporting 
Desk 
. 5.	 The Union will be provided with an opportunity to review and comment on new and 
revised policy instructions prior to their issuance. The Union will be permitted to 
preview and comment on newly proposed safety training program content. The Union 
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agrees to provide its comments within a reasonable time period: This paragraph is not 
intended as a waiver ofthe Union~s legal or other rights.'	 . 
6.	 Safety issues reiated to substantial new projects in the bepartfuentlDivision can be
 
reviewed at the request of the Umon at the monthly divisional safety conuniitee
 
meetings or as required. Management will give notice ~fsuch projects.
 
- 7.	 Section 1.9A shall be written to read: "The Autboriti~agree to continue to provide 
adequat~ cl~ safe and sanitary workiDg conditiODs~ in conformance with the 
standards of-applicable law." . 
. 8.	 For the teon ofthis contract, the following pilot program will be implemented: 
a)	 .AD employet1gang that believes that hdsheis being asked to perfOlDl a task that 
is in violation oftbe departmental or applicable Authority-wide safety nJles or 
applicable law has the right to challenge the decision oftbe immediate supervisor. 
The challenge must be in writing on a.form provided by NYC Transit and must 
identify the rule or standard that was violated. NYC Tnmsit $DpCrVisots wiD carry 
such forms. . 
b) The supervisors must respondlresolve the issue in- writing on the form. Ifthe 
response/resOlution is acceptabl~the issue is resolved and both must sign the 
resolution. .. ­
c) If an employee/gang does not agree with the supervisor·s response/resOlution a ­
manager muSt be contacted to review the issue and detQ1nine who is correct. The 
- Union will also be notified. lftbe employec1gang refuses the manager·s decision. 
aPPJopriate action may be taken against the employee(s). 
d) .Ifthe supervisor/manager fails to correct a valid safety condiiion~ appropriate 
action will be taken against the supervisor/manager. 
e) The form must be turned into a departmental review team and the TWU Safety 
Depar1ment for quarterly evaluatioD. . . 
9.	 The parties agree to work together to ensure that the monthly safety walk arounds
 
and/or meetings take place in accord-with Section 1.]9. h is the intent of the parties
 
to achieve at all levels interface and c.ooperation between Union and Management
 
concerning safety related issues.
 
lbis Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for
 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
..,
 
... 
For Transport WorkersUnio~Local 100 For MTA NYC Transit 
Roger Toussaint. President Date Lawrence G. Reuter~ President Date 
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ATIACHMENT \-r 
/ . 
. -:--. 
AppreDticeshipfTraiDiDg/New TethDQlogy Committee 
AppreDticeship Program 
I.	 Expand the current apprenticeship-pilot·as follows: 
DCE 20
 
Lighting 10
 
Carpentry 8
 
Plumbing 6
 
E&E 10
 
V&D 6
 
HVAC 6
 
Power 10

.. 
Signals 
96 total per year by the end ofagreement** 
**This does not include the 10 yearly apprenticeship positions agreed upon in the 
Metrocard working conditions. 
2.	 The nmnber ofapprentices or the ratio ofapprentices to maintainers within each craft 
may be modified by mutual agreement ofthe parties. 
3.	 Apprentices may come from the following sources: 
a.	 Priority will be given to existing employees (especiaUy He~ Cleaners, and 
Traffic Checkers) with appropri~te education, skills or trade background 
b.	 Area·trade school graduates (ifexisting employees under (a) have not fiJled 
the available slots). 
c.	 Where skill and ability are relatively equal, seniority wi)) prevail in the 
selection ofapprentices. 
4.	 In order to be consi~ered,existing employees must have good work records. Those 
who are not chosen due to their workrecOrds will be given additional opportunities to 
participate in future years if their records improve. The Joint Apprenticeship 
Committee shall, among other things, establish criteria for detenni~ng acceptable 
work records. ' 
5.	 The apprenticeship program shall be three years. 
6.	 The following practices which cWTently exist in the pilot shall continue: Apprentices 
wi)) be rotated through different work assigmnents within the craft.to gain experience 
in as wide a range ofduties as possible. In order to accomplish this they may be 
assigned to different shifts. The training may include classroom work and working 
• The parties agrCe that apprentices in signals shaD be introduced as foDows: ]0 in the fnst year, ]5 in the
 
secoud ynr, 20 in the third year. and 20 per year thereafter.
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side-by-side with maintainers assisting with and performing regular.work 
assignments.	 . 
7.	 Those employeeS whO participate in.the program but do not pass the training wi)) be
 
eligibJeto return to their previously held title. . /' ~-
8.	 1beparties agree to petition one or more local trade schools to establish programs for 
less skined employees at NYC transit to help them to become eligible to participate in 
the apprenticeship program. The emplbyees win participate in such a program on 
their own 'time and at their own expense, subject to the agency proposal on the 
training fund. . 
9.	 The contents ofthe app~ticeship programwiJJ be reviewed and discussed in the 
Joint Apprenticeship Committee. 
10. The Joint Apprenticeship Conunittee wiD detenDine the qualifications (i.e., trainin&
 
education and experience) for entry into the Program.
 
1~. Employees who enter into the program will retain their cUllem rate ofp.ay, ifgreater
 
than the enlry level apprenticeship rat~ and win be entitled to the general wage and
 
progression increases oftheir fOnDer title until such time as the apprenticeship rate
 
becomes higher than SUch rate or they move into the higher title.
 
lbis agreemeJit is subject to an entire agreement on a successor contract for the Transport 
Worlcers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit	 For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Ralph J. AgritelJey, Vice President, OLR Roger Toussaint, President, TWU Local. 100 
-
2002 Agreement - ApprenticeshipffrainingINew.TeclmoJogy Committee Page 2 
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. ~ 
.ATrA9IMENT ~ I 
~. 
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
On a semi-annual basistb~ President of~aJ l00~ the President ofthe Authority~ and 
appropriate Executive StaffwiD meet to discuss issues pfsignificant teclmologicaJ 
importance. Issues ofsignificant teclmoJogjcaJ importance includ~ but are not limited to~ 
proj~ such as CBTC~ hybrid buses and second generation Automatic Fare Collection. 
This meeting sbalJ be held excJllsively for these purposes. It is the intent ofthe parties to 
engage each other on the impact ofsuch technology on the woIkforce such that 
employees may enjoy the benefits ofany advancements as well as be appropliately 
prepared and trained. 
The Authority wiD provide the union with appropriate docmnentation and infonnatioD 
sufficient to permit the Union to adequately ~erstand the parameters o(tbe changes or 
. significant teclmologicaJ advancements the Authority is consideiing. It is also intended 
that the notificationwiJJ be given sufficiently in advance ofsuch meetings in Older to 
provide the Union the oppOrtunity to review and analyze the teclmoJogical issues being 
co~dered by the Authority 
.... 
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ATTACHMENT :j' 
Medical Appeal Procedures 
:n fun settlement ofall the issues raised by the Union and Management, the f61lowing has been agreed to 
;object to the approval of the principals. 
For all cases not involving injury-on-duty OOD) conditions~Sections 2.1D and 62D (MaBSTOA) provisions 
:>fthe CoJlective bargaining agreement wiJJ be replaced with the foJJowing: 
.	 . 
•	 An employee who disagrees with an Occupational Health Services (OHS) work status 
determination based upon a non-IOD medical condition may appeal such determination by filing 
a notice ofappeal on a fonn provided by the Authority. 1be ~mpletedfonn,with doctor's 
statement, must be transmitted to the Medical·Director, Occupational Health Services. An appeal 
must be receiv~by OHS while the disputed wort status isstiD in effect in order for it to be 
processed for Tripartite Panel Review. The appeal will be reviewed by the Medical Director. A 
work status issue that is resolved in the employee's favor without the necessity for Tripartite 
Review will entitle the employee to restoration'ofsick leave used during the period ofthe 
disputed work status~ provided that the employee took reasonable steps to timely provide medical 
infonnation necessary for OHS to resolve the issue in the emp~yee~sfavor and it is reasonable to 
conclude that the empJoyee~s medical condition did not change in the interim.. ·The detemrlDation 
ofwhether an employee took such reasonable steps and whether or not the employee~smedical 
condition changed in the interim shan be decided via the expedited arbitration procedmes in 
Section 2.1B ofthe coJJective bargaining agreement used to resolve shortag~ differential and sick 
leave disputes). In no event shall an employee be entitled to any restoration ofleave andlorpay . 
for any period preceding ten (lO) days fiom the date ~freceipt ofthe 3ppeal form by OHS. 
•	 Timely appeals that are unresOlved .as described above wi)) be decided by a Tripartite Panel of 
Physicians (hereinafter: "the Panel"'). . 
•	 .The pane] shaJJ be made up of3 physicians~one chosen by the Union~ one chosen by 
Management and a thiJd chosen by those two physicians ftom a list ofneutral physicians who are 
mutually selected by the parties. The panel will meet as frequently as necessary to ensure 
expeditious processing ofappeals. The panel~s review will include: 
•	 A medical record review~ including each party~s submission. 
•	 An oral presentation at either partys option. 
•	 The panel wiIJ have the authority to direct the employee to undergo additional 
examination(s) and order any diagnostic tests deemed necessary. The cost of such 
additional testing will be shared equally between the parties. 
•	 Within five (5) business days ofreceipt of the appeal by OHS~ the Union will be provided a copy 
oftbe employee~sOHS medical record. The matterwiU be scheduled for review by the p~ 
within two (2) weeks oftransmission ofthe medical record to the Union. The location and time 
of the panel meeting will be mutually agreed upon between the Neutral Physician~ the Authority's 
Physician and the Union~s Physician. Ifat the panel meeting it is determined that the employee 
requires a physical examination by the neutral physician~another physician or that diagnostic or 
other tests are requir~ such examination or testing shall be promptly scheduled (contemplated as 
within a week oftbe determination ofthe need for such additional examination/testing). 1be 
panel meeting will be permitted to be conducted via conference caJl~ ifrequired in order to ~ 
a prompt scheduling, review and decision. Where additional medical evidence is gathered rji'} 
following the initial meeting, it wi)) be received by the neutral physician and shared with the I' Ij) 
respective parties' member.;. A26	 Page J -p 
•	 Within one week ofthe meeting descnDed above, orwbere additional medical evidence was 
sought, within one week ofits receipt by the panel, the panel shall mate its detennination by 
majority Vote. The decision will be rendered in writing by the Neutral Physician. 
•	 The decision ofa majority of the panelwill be final and binding abdnot subject to arbitral ~ew. 
The majority decision must: 
•	 be consistent with NYC Transit's medical standardsljob profiles 
•	 give a diagnosis and work status in the employee's title 
•	 not add to, delete from, or modify any ofthe provisions ofthe Agreemeil~ written rules of 
NYC T~sit, Policyllnstructio~ relevant statutes or NYC Transit's medical standards 
•	 All fees ofthe neutral pbysicians will continue to be divided evenly between NYC Transit and the 
Union. Fees of the pbysicians selected to represent the Union and NYC Transit wi)) be the 
responsibility ofthe respectiye party. . 
•	 Where TWU identifies a Transit-promulgated medical standanI (1) that it contends is 
unreasonable based upon cmrent medical practices or procedures or (2) that does not contemplate 
a physician's discretion in making a fitness for duty determination inaparticular title and the 
Union believes that the standard should ~ modified to pennit discretion on a case-by-case basis. 
it will identify the particular standard, in writing, and give notice to NYC Transit. NYC Transit 
wi)) meet with the Union to review its concern. ]fNYC Transit disagrees with the Union's 
position, the dispute will be submitted to a Tripartite Panel made up of a representative ofTransi~ 
one from the Union ~d an agreed upon neutral medical expert. The decision ofthe majority of . 
the panel concerning that specific standard shall be binding on the p~es. It is understood that the 
panel decision will not be retroactively applied to appeals decided prior to any modification oftbe 
applicable standards. 
•	 When aIrmlployee has a medical appeal, the resolution ofwbich could be affected by a pending 
appeal ofa medical standard, the time ·ft.ames set forth herein can be suspended. 
•	 The parties agree to meet within twenty days ofthe execution ofthis agreem~t to detennine 
whether the category ofinjury-on-duty cases that are currently subject to appeal can be appealed 
through this newly agreed upon process or will continue to be processed through current 
procedures. 
•	 The parties shall make every effort to implement the tenns oftbis agreement OJ) or before April 3, 
2003. In the interim, the existing procedures shall continue. Further, pending completion of the 
detennination concerning 10D medical appeal cases, the existing procedures"shall remain in 
effect. . ~ -.... ... 
.... 
This agreement is subject to au eDtire agreement on a successor agreemeBt for the TraDsport Worken 
UnioD, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC TraBsit	 For TraDsport Workers UnioB, Local 100 
Notice ofMedicalAppeal to Tripartite Panel 
Pagel 
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Name .....:.... Pass Title _ 
. OHSlWCD Work Status as of date of date ofMedical Appeal (RW, NW) 
IRW=Restrided Work; NW=No Work] (t-­
Date disputed work status firSt determined by ODS: _ 
I hereby dispute the 0 medical condition and/or othe 'Work status that ODS has determined. I 
hereby request that this dispute be sUbmitted to a Tripartite PhysiciaD Panel for review ad 
determination. I hereby authorize the-r~lease ofmy ODS medic31 record to TWU Locall00. 
Employee Signature Dated Street Address 
T~lephoneNumber City, State,-Zjp Code 
To be completed by Employee's Physician: IStatemeat ofDispute aDd Medical Condition]
 
(Please attach any relevaDt medical evidelice, hldading diagDostic test results, medical history, etc. hi
 
order to assist the Tripartite Panel in makiDg its determination.]
 
Physician Signature Dated 
,­
Date Appeal Received By Occupational Heahb Services (ODS): -'--- _ 
OHS Representative 
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AITACHMENf (.., 
I 
.-. 
Bargaining Unit Protection
 
Memorandum of Understanding
 
In full settlement ofall issues raised by Union and Management., the following bas been 
agreed to by the parties: 
I.	 As part ofan ongoing, joint., cooperative effort to evaluate TWU Local 100 
proposals to bave maintenance, repair, reconstruction or construction work 
perfonned by in bouse forc~ the parties agree to convene, at least annually, a 
labor-management committee meeting. The parties recognize that in-:house 
.. performance ofcertain projects bas been demonstrated to be comparable to 
similar work that bas been contracted out. 11le pUlpOse ofthe cormnittee is to 
study bringing more work in-house. 
2..	 The parties agree to engage in this joint, cooperative effort to afford the TWO 
Local 100 the opporhmity to presentproposals to Transit for keeping or bringing 
work in-bouse. The parties agree that Transit wiD ·provide infoIDlation reasonably 
necessary to the fonnulation ofsucb proposal$, sucb as Transit or market 
estimates ofthe cost ofacquiring vehicles, equipment and facilities. Subject to 
funding requirements, the parties agree to use the incremental method for 
calculating overhead costs applied to TWU Local 100 proposals for milizingin­
house forces. 
3.	 The parties agree that Transit's ;lcceptance or rejection ofany TWV proposal 
shaU not be subject to the grievance procedure and cannot be utilized in any 
subsequent grievance bearing or litigation. In agreeing to such a committee, both 
. parties are reserving their fuJI rights pursuant to the current coJlective bargaining 
agreement language. 
4.	 All infoIDlation concerning projects which the TA is considering fanning out 
shan be provided to the Union at least 30 days in advance ofa request to submit a 
Request For Proposals or other solicitation. Upon the request ofthe Union, the 
.TA shall meet within one week to descn"be the project and answer questions that 
Union representatives may have about the project. 
This package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement. 
For. Transport Workers Union, Local 100 For: MTA NYC Transit 
Roger Toussaint, President Date Lawrence Reuter, President Date(k! 
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SIDE LEJ JER OF AGREEMENT 
/. 
~-
Thiswillconfirm our ~erstandingwith respect to paragraph 4(a) on the 
Attachment concei'ning Child CarelFamily Needs that it is the Authorities' intention to 
insure that detenninations and investigations regarding sexual harassment ate made by 
personnel appropriately trained in that field. 
Roger Toussaint Gary J. Dellaverson 
Pecember 16,2002 
....
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SIDE LEI JER OF AGREEMENT 
. :-" 
This win confiliD our understandingwith respect to the December]6, 2002 
Memorandmn ofUnderslanding: 
In connection with- the provision oftheMiscellaneous Provisions entitled <nays 
ofPaymentlSeaJed Envelopes" and the Attachment concerning "SUIface Consolidation," 
the parties agree that ifthe Authorities wish to unify the pay date after Consolidation, the 
princlpals wi)) discuss this issUe further. 
Roger Toussaint Gary J. DelJaverson 
December]6,2002 
... 
... 
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SIDE LEI lEX OF AGlmEMENT 
/­
......,;... 
This will conJinn our understanmDg with respect to·the December 16, 2002 
Memorandum ofUnderst3nding: 
I.	 In the event that ratification"ofthe Agreement fails, none ofthe provisions 
of the Agreement orofthe accompanying Departmental Agreements may 
be ~ in any interest arbi1Jation proceedings on t be contract to be 
effective December 16,2002. 
2.	 The Preambles whicb appear: in various plaCes in the Agreement and the 
accompanying Depaabnenlal Agreements which read "in fuJI settlement of 
all issues raise<r are not intended to preclude further appropriate 
,discussion in ~ subject areas to whicb they relate. 
Roger Toussaint	 Gary J. DeDaverson 
December 16, 2002 
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SIDE LEllER OF AGREEMENT 
/. 
This will confinn our Understanding with respect '0 the Attachment concerning . 
Apprenticeship Program it is the consensus ofthe parties that the existirig stroctureofthe 
. Apprenticeship Proitam shan be re-invigorated to provide for mutuality and joint 
decision-making. 
Roger Toussaint Gary J. DeIJaverson 
December 16~ 2002 
r 
... 
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RTO 
MemonDdulB ofUDdentaDdiDg /-~. 
. .. 
In full settlement-ofaJI issues raised by Unicmand Management. the foDoWing has been agreed 
to by the parties subject to the approval ofthc principals: 
J. . RDOS"aps 
Management agrees to allow: Train Operat~ ~oDductors and Towel' Operators to 
swap RDOs With the following understanding: . . 
•	 employees swap both RDO-s fordle week; 
•	 the employee agreeiDg to die swap must be already be qualified to cover the 
job·ofthe employee n:questiDg the·~ . 
•	 both employees iDvolved iDthe swap must work ~ same tolJr ofduty; 
•	 both employees agn:e to accept the actual pay associated with the job worked­
one may ha~ a penalty job ~. the ott. doesn-t; ooe may have a yant job, 
etc.; 
•	 DO swapping.JIDo's OD recognized NYCT holidays; 
•	 each employee is a:Jlowed to initiate three (3) swaps per pick and each 
employee can be the recipient ofthree (3) swaps per pick; 
•	 if an employee agrees to a Swap and calls in sick_on his assigned day, doctors­
lines are required for payment ofthe sick day; . 
•	 requests for swapping are required iD the Crew Assignment Section (CAS) at 
least ] 0 calendar days prior to the ROO swap request; 
•	 subdivision I&A" wiD aDow 20 swaps per week - 10 Conductors and 10 Train 
Operators; 
•	 subdivision "B" will allow 30 swaps per week - 10 Conductors and 20 Train 
Operators; 
•	 subdivision 1&A" will aJJow 1 swap per wedc for Tower Opetators; 
•	 subctivision "B" will allow 2 swaps pel' week for Tower Operators; 
.. 
•	 DO.absentee codes (011,020. etc.) will be granted for the agreed-upon swap
days; . 
•	 both employees involved in the swap arc responsible for submitting the fonn to 
the CAS by the JO-day deadline; 
•	 employees must call the CAS at least seven (7) days prior to the swap to verify 
that the swap was approved. e _ .. 
Management's decision in aJJowing swaps is not subject to the gri~procedure. 
II. Request for Days OfII'rllDedocks 
•	 It is tmderstood that an eoipJoyee must submit a written request for days offno 
more than 30 days and at Jeast ten days prior to the desired day. Such requests 
12115102 5:05 PM 
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may be ~ted~ in accordance with operational ~ and'ODa "first come'" 
basis. 
•	 Management will provide fow (4) timeclocJcs to accoinmodate the· Writtm 
request. One clock wiD be located in Manhattm; ODe in the Bronx; one in . 
Broo1cJyn and one in Queens. 
•	 Employees may continue to mail in ~ however a clocJced in request will 
.tate p-cc.cdence over a mail in request. 
•	 It is understood that employees are not entitled to be paid for time used to. 
request time off. 
. 
•	 It is undemood that .Maoageaat~ s detcrmioatiOD illgranting time offpUrsuant 
to this poYbioD is DOt suiject tothc gricYaDce ~ 
.m. Doeht Nnlbers for SidtLeaves 
Management agrees to provide docJcet Dumbers wheD RTO employees call in sick. 
This will prove time of call. The Docket Number will be used for sick calls and 
for caJJs in and out ofthe house. 
. 
It is understood that an other provisions of §2~6 of the collective bugaining 
agreement have fuji force and effect. 
. IV. Jury Daty 
Management apees to amend §2.8 of the collcdiv.e bargaining agrccmcnt for the 
Division of RTO only 10 allow employees who are OD jury duty but are relieved 
fiom service to workthcir~ pidced assignment wbiJc on jury duty leave with 
-the· following conditions: . 
•	 emplo~ must notify the CAS with sufticieD1 time to have the CAS schedule 
the employee. It is undcIstood that DO employee is CDti1Jcd to work a tour that ­
provides insufIicieot rest or Violates the DcpartIDeDt·s hour ofservice rules; 
• ~pJoyees must request to be placed in their regular' pictcd assignment. 
It is 1D1dcrstood that all other provisions of§2.8 have full f~ and effect. ..­
V. CratioD ofCoBUDittee to Study Recovery rame 
•	 The parties agree to establish a committee that will JDCd periodically to review 
and study issues involving tenuiDaJ recovay time.with the goal of reviewing 
the appropriateness ofexisting schedules. 
12115102 5:05 PM 
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2 
It is undcmood that DO additional release time will be utilized relating to this 
committee..' . . 
This·agreement may not be en~ in~o Cl'ideDcc duriDgany iDteresiiubitration procedures on 
the contract to' be effective l>e<:cmber )'6~ 20<?2~ 
This Divisional package is subject to an colin: agreement on a successor agreement fOr the 
Transport Workers Uni~ ~ JOO. •.. .. 
For MTA-NYC Transit For Transport WorJcers Uni~ Local I~ 
Division ofSubways 
11;11&/~' 
Da~e 
elations 
.... 
.... 
11IISI02 S:OS PM 
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3 
SECURITY - NYCf1\" 
/. 
. . '.	 ~~ 
In fun settlement o(all the issues raised by the Union ~ Management. the foJJowing has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
•	 Management win ensure that TPPA~ receive appropriate training regarding their
 
duties during "a heightened state ofsecuritY.
 
. " 
•	 Currmt-AVA maximlDD ofsix (6) days· accrual will be iDcreased to eight (8)days for
 
employees ~th fifty ~(~") or greater oftheir ~tiaI sick leave balance as
 
herein described. COJnJDeIlCiDg with the first fiJlI leave year following ratification of
 
. "this agreemen~ employees who f1ave taken six (6) clays ofside leave or fewer in the 
prior leave year will be permitted to acaue two (2) additioDaI AVAdays during the 
sua:c:eding leave year. Thereafter. each j~wberean employee uses six (6) or fewer 
side leave days in the leave year. thcemployee wiD be permitted to acaue two 
additional AVA days in the succeediog leave year up to a total acauaIlimit o(ten 
(10) AVAs. This provision shall not apply to any employee who did notacaue the 
full twelve (12) sick leave days in 1hc leave year being reviewed. An employee who 
does ~ have the maximwn nmnber ofAVAs in hisIher bank will be allowed to 
replenish up to hislher maximmn at any time. " 
TI»s Divisional package ~ subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement (or 
the Transport Workers Union. Local J00. 
This agreement may DOt be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16. 2002. 
For MTA-NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union. Local 100 
Division ofSecurity 
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SECURITY - MaBSTOA 
In fUJI settlement ofan the issues miSed by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval ofthe principals. 
•	 Eacb TPPA will be provided, witbout'rost t9 themselves, approved safety wort
 
shoes. It is understood that these shoes are part of the unifOIJD.
 
-
•	 The parties agree that the Division ofSecurity will seJect and assign extra list
 
employees.
 
. ThisDivisional package is siJbject to in entire ~ent on a successor agreement for
 
the Trimsport Workers ~ Local 100.
 
This-agn:ement may DOl be entered into evidence during any intereSt arbitration
 
pr:ocedures on the c:ontraet to be effective December 16,2002.
 
For MTA·NYC Transit For Transport WorJcers Union, LocaJlOO 
Division ofSecurity MaBSTOA 
~ C-.sE? .,.f.s/.>.
JoA:iimerson Date·
 
. ~ef ofSecurity
 
. .	 
... 
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Depar1meDt ofDuel 
Tn.sport_doD DJvbiOD 
/'.
..-
. 
I. run settJemeat of all issua nbed"y the pDio••Dei ·lDaDageaieD~ the following 
••,. bee.. -cned to subjed to the .veeme.t of priDdpals. . 
I. -The language in the CODU'3C1 ~ng roD and work sebcduliDg procedures for bus
 
operators shall be atnended as follows:
 
When • ~ run or work sebcduJe is prepared, i copy thereof shan be given to the Union 
as soon as possible. and in DO evmt less thaD twenty (20) days prior to the date set fOith 
as the date on wbicll it will be posted for picJc. 
2. The n~ber ofAVA dtlYS which a Bus OJ)crator jn,-MaBSTOA may bank in any given 
year will be i~ Uol}l1hRc () tQ four (4). 
3. The stand-time provision wlUdl applies to MaBSTOA bus operator schedules will be _ 
applied to Transit Aulhority bus operator schedules. 
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement OD a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union. Local 100. 
This agreement may nol be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
proc:~~ on me contrae:t to be effective J6 December 2002. 
For MTA NYC Transit 
ConaieFrid 
Vice President, 
MiD 
Sr. 
Date 
12116102 2:5i AM 
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a NewYork CityTransitV Department ofBuses 
December 16. 2002 
Mr. AmiD Khan 
._ V'1Ce President. TA Surfac:c 
80 West End Avenue 
New Yorl. NY 10023 
Mr. Thomas McKeoWD 
a.airm1D TA Maintenanc:e 
. 80 w~ End AYaaUe • 
New Yorl. NY 10023 
Re: Central Work Clew 
Dear Messrs Khan and McKcoWD: 
This leItcF coofums our agreaneDt reached on 1S December 2002 relating to the -Division of 
Facilities in the Transit Authority. .- . . 
:Prior to the next TA PJao~ aDd Equipment geueral pick, the DOB Division ofFacilities
 
will meet with tIJc unioD to discuss the ecoDOIDiC feasibility ofCleating a emtlal WOR
 
aew to perfOIJD 8.0. fimctions on DOD-~ed equipment. .
 
cc: L. Reuter 
Agreed: 
""':"A-m"7"";:KJ==haD=---Da:--te-:--"':in
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. This Dirisiooal pac:kage is subject to aD eutire agI'1eEfJJttJJ1 
Workers UDion, Loc.aIl00. 
~.~. J/' /lid 
T ~odc~~~LocaJ lOb' '"1.­
In fuJi settlement or aU the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been agreed.. 
to subject to the approval of tbe principals. 
MOW - Power Distn"butioD / . 
.. :-.. 
.	 ..
•	 Current AVA maximum of 6 days' accnJaI will be increased to 8 days for employees with SO~ or 
greater of their pOtential sick leave balance as ~in-described.·CommenciDgwitb the fIrSt foJl ~~~ . 
. year following ratification of this agreement. ~fo~ who have taken 6 days of sick leave or fewer in 
the prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional AVA days doriDg the ~iDg leave 
year. Tbereafter; each year ~ an employee uses 6 or fewer sick leave dayS in the leave year.1he 
employee will be permitted to acaue 2 additiooal AVA days in the sua:ecding leave year up lO.a total 
. accrual limit of 10 AVAs. This provision shaD nOt apply to any CJq)Joyec who did DOl aeaue a roD 
tweJvC (12) sick"leave daYs in the ~ve year being reviewed. 
•	 The provisiODS of §3.7L or the·coJJect.ive bargaining agreement sbaJJ be made applicable to employees ill 
Power Distribution. 
•	 Empioyees are requHed to call in to the ficJd office 2 hours prior to the· sdicdoJed start time of RD9
 
overtime to detenniDe if it is cancelled. There shall be DO entitJemeDt to UI'J minimum hOur gwumce
 
for emplOyees whO do DOt caB in as described above. .
 
•	 The parties agree to a ODe year pilot COIaIDiDg overtime distribu~practices. DuriDg the ODe year 
pilot. where employees are curredly canvassed_ for overtime on the basis of strict rotation without 
regard to overaJJ hours worked, Such empIoyCes will during the life of the pilot be canvassed based on 
total accumulated overtime hours at the rime of the canvass, with the employee with the least 
accumuJated hours being first canvassed. At the end of the ODe year period ofcanva.ssiDg in the mamer 
descnDed herein. either panfllfY opt to ~ the pilot and retmn to the prior method of canvassiDg. . 
•	 The parties will discuss the feasibility of iDIroducing a QuarteI' Day VacaIioD Usage Prognm similar to 
the pilot program agreed to in Power Group. based upon the -success of the pilot iD Power Group~ 
•	 For Power Distribution employees. SeclioD 3.S{Q)(I) is amended to lead as follows: -The Oiairman. 
Power Distribution. will be fUrnished with a depaJ twe:Dta1 Jist ofhourly ~Joyee overtime of total 
hours worked the previous week. This Jist will be provided on .. weekly basis." . 
1bis agreement may not be eutered into evideDc:e during any interest arbitration procedures on the 
coatract to be effective December 16, 2002• 
IUCqssqr agreemeDt for the Tr:mspert 
.. 
12115102 
4:14 PM 
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In fuJi settlemeDtor all the issues raised by ~ Union and Management, the fonowing bas been agreed 
to subject to the approval of the principals. 
MOW - Power Group /. 
•	 Current AVA maximum of 6 days' accroaJ wiD be incJ'ease(J t08 days for employees with 50% or . 
greater .of their potential sick "leave balance as herein described•. CommeDCing with the first full leave 
year following ratifICation o( this agreement•.em.Ployees 'who have taken 6 days of sick leave or fewer in 
the prior leave year wiD be permitted to 3CCIUC two additional AVA days during the succeeding leave 
. year.	 Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 or fewer sick leave days in the leave year, the 
employee will be permitted to accrue 2 additional AVA days in the socceeding leave year up to a toral 
accrual limit of 10 AVAs. This' provision shaD nOt apply to any employee who did not acaue a foIJ 
twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year being ,eviewed. . 
•	 Quarter Day Vacation Usage Pilot Program: At the beginning of the leave year, each employee wiD 
be permitted to designate one (1) day ofvacation to be broken up into quarter (114) days. Subject to a . 
quota set by maDagement, employees may, with a. Dnnimum of two days' ~ notice to mmigemeDt, 
elect to tate such leave in quarter days dUring'the last two hours of their JeguJarly scbcduJed tour of 
duty. On any day, DO more than two hours of leave wiD be approved. Employees who are approved to 
take such leave during the last two hours ~f the tour ofduty will be pemUtted to leave directJy from the 
worlcsite.Tbe above descnOed pilot wiD contiDJe for one full calendar year following ratification of the 
entire agreement. At the conclusion of that OJ!C calendar year, ifper employee sick leave usage is not at 
least one day lower than-at the end of~ last calendar year. eitber pany may, at.its option.- tenninate . 
the pilot. Upon termination of the pilot, unused quarter day vacation time will be cashed out•..ID the 
System ~tion group"this may only be used when employees rotate onto·the day' watch. 
•	 The parties agree to establish a committee whichwiJl explore the feasibility of an alternate work week at 
Pitkin Yard. Such an alternate wolk week may consist of four days at ten hours per day. The labor 
managemenr committee will ideDlify issues and working conditions which may be affected by the 
alternate work week program. These include but are DOt limited to leave accrual and leave usage, 
ovenimepay and regular days off. Prior to initiating such work program there must be a Stipulation of 
Agreement between New York City Transit and the Union. 
....	 . 
lbis 3p.eement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on the 
coiItrac:f to be effective December 16, 2002. 
iTilioRal3J~ta:ge is Subject to an entire agreement on 3 successor 3EReJJI·eJit for the Tnmsport 
~ Io/~OJ 
Transport Workers Union. Local 100 
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In.full settlement of aD the issues raised. by the Union aDd Management, the following has been agreed' 
to subject to the apProval of the principals. ­
MOW-Track 
•	 Current AVA maxiinum 0(6 days· accmaJ wiD be increased to 8 days(- ;.- . 
•	 Rodenticide: The Authority will create oDe (1) .TKW Specialist job (RodeDticide) at the TKW Specialist 
rate. Such job wiD be a distinct job on a pick. Transit WIll provide training for licensing examinations 
for individuals who pick sucbjob. Individuals ~ do DOt pasS tbe:ex~tion sbaJJ reimburse Transit 
for the cost of the~. Employees must be appropriately licensed to be eligible for these 
assigmnents. IndiViduals ~bo- suc:cessfuJJy pick and are licensed shaD be locked in to the job for three 
(3) years. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to limit the Authority in assigning such work to 
OIlier individuals as it basin the past. . 
•	 ROO Swap PDot - LiDdea Shop Fabrication: As SOOD as practicable based upon the Authority·s . 
ability to implemcntcomputer programmiDg to ensure compliance with FLSA requirements.;a pilot 
program will be establisbed to permit ROO swaps among employees in Linden Shop Fabrication. It is 
understood that such swaps must be within the same Sunday - Saturday payroll week; employees.must 
be-on the same tour of duty; each employee must sign off on f~ provided by_ Authority; employees 
must give at least one payroll week prior notice or 7 day pie-switch notice. whichever -is greater; 
management wiD pennit up to 2 swap- events- in one payroll week;· failure to Rport for a swap ­
assignment results in ban on future participation for one (I) year. It is exPected that per employee sick 
leave usage at Linden Shop Fabrication will improve by one day over the year prior to the 
impJementationof the pilot. The pilot shall continue for the term of the collective bargaining 
agreement.	 <­
'This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on tbe 
contract to be effeetjve December 16, 2002.­
"Ibis Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the Transport 
Workers Union, Local 100. 
- Jo Samuelsen. Acting Vice President 
T It Worters Union. Local 100 
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REVENUE PROCESSING COORDINATORS 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
.• 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by UDiOD aDd Managemen~ the following has been
 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval. ofthe principals:
 
1.- The wodtweek for Reveuuc Processing CoordiJiatois wiD be increased fiom3S to 40 hours
 
with a commensurate iDc:Rase in pay. ..
 
2. Revenue ProcessiDg Coordinators will be allowed two 10 miDute breaks peF day. 
.
 
This DivisioDalpacbge is subject to aD entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
 
Transport WOlters UDioD. Local 100. .
 
This agrcemcot may not be entered int.o evidence during any interest arbitratioD procedw'es on
 
the contIaCt to be effective December 16. 2002.
 
For MTA New York City Transit For TlJDsl'Ol1. Worlcers Union, LOcal 100I . 
...-- ~-~~~~~---..J.~£::.~~-/Ib-o~ 
thomas J. Savage Date Date 
Senior Vice PresideDt 
Department ofMetroCard Operations 
... 
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The CODSOlicbted Electronic Shop at Woodside. 
l-
In fuJi settlement of the issues Jaised by the Union and M~gemen~tJJe-fOllowing bas been _
 
agreed to subjedto theapprovalofthc principals: .
 
. The parties agree to amend the Agreement between the New Yorlc City Transit 
AuthoritylMaBSTOA and the Transport Workers UDion. Local JOO~ dated December J~ t997~ to 
include the amom:d ofSI.90 peF hour paid to maintaiDels (heretofore paid as a differential) to be 
paid as part ofthe base hourly iate effective upon fUJI ratification ofthis agreeInent. 
The patties also agree to amend thcfirst paragraph of~ (7)(1) ofthc 1997 Agreement to
 
haveempJoyees be able to pidt their RDOs and shift. This ameadment does not modify any
 
other provisioos ofthe 1991 agreement. .
 
This agreemeut may not be catered into evideDce during any interest arbitrationprOcedwes OR
 
the contract to be ~ffective December 16. 2002.
 
This Divisional amendment is subject to an entire agreement oil a successor agreement for the t 
Transport Workers Unio~ LocaIl00.. 
For MTA New York City Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Dated 
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MemoraDdam of UDderstandiDg 
DivisioD .rsupply Logistics--Tnuit Authority 
/. 
. 
~; 
. In fun settlement ofall i~ by the Union and Managemen~ the' following has·been 
agreed to subject to the .approvaJ ofthe principals. . 
I)	 Coverage for holidays iD SateJJite Storerooms DOt selected at the vacation pick 
will be selected by seniority by the following: 
Railroad stoCk WORetS Level II selectiDg~ther B~ Subways NOItb or Subways 
South will select their holidaysby overall seniority within'each ofthese three 
respective areas. Utility and Absentee Reliefwithin these three areas wi)) 
separately be used f~rcoverageat no additiODBl cost to Management. . 
Ifall Utility and Absentee Reliefare utilized thejuniorRRSWIIs witlain each 
location will be assigned to bo6day coverage at no additional expense to 
Management. 
2)	 Employees shall be peimitted to accrue up to eight (8) AVAs•. 
3)	 The vacation schedule shall be changed to coincide with the calendar year. 
This DiVisional package is subject to an entire agreement on 'a successor agreement for 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. . 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procecJun:s on the contract to be effective December 16, 2002. 
For NYC Transit For Transport WorkerS Union, Local ) 00 
Division of Supply Logistics 
vc4-~~/41z-
Edward J. Spellman Date La . Date77 
Vice Presidcn~ Supply Logistics "Vice President 
.... 
It11\/01 
Date. 
lations 
"­
J2IJSI02 
4:49PM 
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• NewYorkCityTransif 
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December ·)5, 2002 
Mr. Jobo Samuelson, Acting Vice President,"MOW 
Transport Workers Union. iocaJ 100 . 
gO West End Avenue 
New y~ NY 10023 _. 
.Re: New TedmoJogy TIdes 
Dear Mr. Samuelson: 
This letter wiD CODfinn that the parties ~ that witbiD twO IDODths ofthc foil exa:otiOD of 
the agreement. they wi)) establish a committee to R:riew thedeveJopmeot ofcfiffereDlleYeJs 
within the TeIephoDe MaintaiDel' aod Sipal MaiDtaha titles. The Committee wiD discuss " 
the wodcmg cooditioDs aDd wage rates for the IeYds. The CommitteewiJI also review"the 
wage rates and wOItingeonditions ofthe EEMs.. The Committee Will meet for one month 
and seeJc to reach a mutually acceptable agrCemeDt. 
Michael LdlDbaliU.i 
~ T.I.S. Acting Sr. Vice Presiden~ Subways 
"CC: L. Reuter Agreed t~ by: 
..... 
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DecemberJ4: 2002·
 
.;.::. . .. 
. I. • 
Ms. DadyDiiawsou. VlCC: ~. .--
Mr. CoDDie Fad. Vxe PrCsidcot - -.- . ~-
T~oWOJhrs_umoa. Local ]00 
80 west End Avame - . 
New Y~ New YodClOO23' . 
Re: IncntISe fir W~II$ TndninK 
This is to cOomm our c:ouversation -that Maoagemeut wiD increase ammal weapoas 
traminglfiriDg range time for CoIIcdiDg Ageo1S-fiom ooee 1& Year to twic:.e a year aDd will 
implement such trainingfrangc time incRase as soon as practicable. 
.. 
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DepanmeDt ofBases 
, Mamleia:aDce DepartlDeDt / . 
.-' 
Ia full settlemeat of aD issues raised by the U.iOD aDd MaDagemeD~tlte foJJcnriDg bas 
bee. agreed 10 slIbjed to the approval of the 'rlDcipals. ' 
I ..The Authority agrees to expc:ditiously process proven employee payroll discJepancies. 
2. ID the event a mamteDance employee'is unable to be fitted with a wodc shoe by the vendor· 
providing shoe$ on Authority PJ'OPtN, the employee may purchase a pair ofANSI certified 
wodc shoes and will be ~ upon the submissioD ofproofsatisfactOlY to the Authority~ 
in an amount DOt greafer thaD the.avenge amouDt whidJ abc Authority pays for the shoe iD that 
distribution year. the DlDDber ofmaio1aioas digiblc for this exception wiD J)c capped at 10 
pm:ent of1bc total DOB maiDtCD8DCe employees. Ifthe DCCd for this cxceptioD'reachcs the 10 
, pcrccot level, the Authority will review the JiJattca- to detenniDc what pobJ~ if tIDY, wbieb 
might exist and cause the high BlUBber ofeXceptions. The'shoes distnDution will tate place 
during the third quarter. 
3. The reimbursement for stolen tools in section 5.2.M (3) and 6.4.L (3) will be increased from 
$300.00 to $400.00. . 
4. The Authority win make a one-time payment to maiDtaiDers to purchase metric tools in the 
amount ofS2OO.00. This payment wiJl be 10 mamtenanee e.q>loyee incumbents required to 
purchase metric too's Who are iu title as of 1 January 2003. Section 5.2.M(S) aDd 6.4L (S ) 
wiD be eJimiDated from the con1Jact.· 
5. The Authority:wilJ substitute the bib overalls and jacket specified in the IS December 1999 
MOU with a "Carbartt" Artie jacket or its equivaJenL The jacket will have re1lective maJtiDgs 
aDd New York City Transit logos. The jadcets will be distributed to OOB Maintenance . 
.employees on or before 1 October 2003• 
. 6. Maintenance employees assigned to.,training at non-MTA locations will be ,paid at their 
regular rate and for the tour ofduty assigoCd OB those training dates. Employees wiD receive 
travd allowance pursuant to policy iDstnIdioD 6.1.5. ' 
7. 1bc meal allowance will be increased to five dollars for the maintenance deparbi.iCnt of the.. " 
Department of Buses only. The Union waives the right to grieve any and all past issues 
associated with ancrgency meal allowance in both the OA and TA. 
12115102 1:55 PM 
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8~ :DJe Authority will ·increase the permitted number or accrued AVA days for OA . 
maintenanCe employees to four (4) per annlDD.
 
/­
.-­
This Divisional package is subjedto an-"entire agreement on a successor agreemeDt for 
.tbe Transport Worken Union, Lent 100. 
This agr«mciit. may not be entered into evidence during aDy iDterest arbitratioD 
procedures on the contract to be effective December J6,2002. . 
For MTA-NYC Transit - Department ofBuses 
John P.WaJ~h, ChiefMaintenance Officer 
/cJ..-/6-~ 
Maintenanc~ 
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COlT IUMAAK.UNIT DUCRIPTION 01 TOOlS
.'l-~~: SIO U CMlTStMH • )U34EA "4" SOAURI DRIVE: STAH~RD SOCK£TS 61)2 TO .,,0' 
I S1488 CRAfTSt.Wf·43117EA 114' souAAI DAM: REVtRSIILE RATCH£T 
III .. CRAfTStMH· ).«)1 10 EA 114' ST-'HOARD DEE' 31" TO .,,,' 
138 00 SNAl'ONONLY f301 f310,f312,f31. nl~EA. 3/1' SQUAAI DRNlIIPT SOCKETS 1/4 TO tlr5 
S18811 CRAfTStMH· ),«01 I E.A. 3/1' SQUAIII aRM: 12 '" IOCKfTS 3111 TO tI',., 
118 88 CRAfTsw.H • 4un -,.EA. 3111S0UAA. DIIIVI; , EXTENSIONS) II AND 10"3 
1 11078 CRAFTSMAN· 443113E.A. 311' SQUAR. DRlVllG' 'LlX HANDLE 
S1U8 CRAfTSMAN· ),«388 EA. 311" SQUAAI DRIVI:'" DEEP lOCKETS 311, ,,,' 
"0.88 CRAfTStMH • 441011 E.A. 3/1' 'OUAAI DRM: Rl'IERSIILE RATCHET 
$U8 CRAFTStAAN • 44311 E.A. 311' SQUAA DAM: UNMRSAL JOINT 
12U8 CMlTSMI.H· NON SET12 112" SQUAA DRM: 12PT. SOCKETS 112 TO l'EA. 
10381 C"-'fT!if,Wf· NON SET8 llTSQUAAEA. DAM: SOCKETS 12 PT 112·" DEE' 
118 w8 CRAfTSMAN· 432833 E.A. lIT SQUAR. Dl'1VI; 3 EXTENSIONS!I "T 
12388 CAAnSM~ • 44201112" SQUAA. DRIVI: 11: f:LEX HANDLE1 E.A. 
12108 CRAFT SIwWI • 441081 '12" aQuAM GRM: RMRSIIU RATCH£TEA. 
CRAFT SIwWI • 4425111 t81 E.A. '12" SQUAll. OI'NI: UNMRW JOINT 
11088 CRAFTStMH·4081320 EA. STANDAAD "IX ICEY WRENCHES 
CRAFT8tMH • 4118.t11 EA 'I"T COMIINATION WRENCH a£T 112 • I 1/4' ..t" 
CRAFT~ • 4382. 43t2$ 431143. 4382t. 431128 431122II seo 45LONG lOX IND WRENCHES 311Jt7118-1111ex,'EA 
CAAnStMH· 430011. 43801 438153 118811EA SHOAT lOX .NDWRENCHEI 31.X7116-6IIX3/4· 
114,t8 CRAFTStMH5 E.A. I PIECE "'NeHAND CHISEL lET 
4 U2110 CftA1TStMH· 41613 416.... 41578.4158. EA. SLonED SCRawDRIVERS 
UU CRAnStMH • 42831 EA. lr AOUINO WlooE 'RY BAA 
1 114" CRAFTStMH·36464EA. 12 OZ BALL ' ....WoN.R 
1 IUt CRAFTSMAN· 3667 UOS2.30131EA. HACKSAW WI1'H EXTRA ILAOES 
114 8D CRAFTStMH·4.,021 EA. II' lONO HO'. PLIERS 
1 113 t8 CRAFTSMAN -46381EA. t lIT ARC.IOIfT PLIERS 
1 I lit8 CRAFTSMAN. 41378E.A. aLlPJOIHT .......
 
1 .12 88 CRAnSMAH • 41380EA. HEAVY O~ "'lEftS 
I E.A. 11088 CRAFTStMH·46074DIA.ONOL CunlHO PUlR' 
1 V\St oR.,r S11 8t CftA1Tsw.H·40UtEA 
4 In It CRAFT~·44101EA. FLARE NUT MEHCHES ". x 7110. lmtl111 I/IX 111111 AND 3/4 
.18 n7 STANDARD NUT DRIllER SET 3/18 • lITEA CftA1T~ • 418' 
""88 CRAFTStMH· 44803. 44806ADJUSTAlLi WftENCH r AHD IT2 fA. 
S748 CRAFTStMH· 41214. 41~02 EA PHILLIPS ICftEWORIVERa 11 AND 112 
1 
~ 
EA. 2L8LUMP~ft "888 CRAFTSMAN· 38202 
1 EA. ...8 t8 CAAnStMHTOOL80XAHDTAAY 
180),27TOTH. 
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MimIC TOOL INVENTORY 
1 SET ...888 CRAFTStMN • 4083213 PC MrtftlC COMIIH WRENCH SElll-aO r.t.fI 
1 S£T 10 PC 1I4·1Q. DR. M£TRIC IPT SOCK£TS ...,.t.i.fl 111 It CRAFT$W.N 
1 1111118 CftA1Tsw.H )4.4)'S£T 10 PC 114'10. DR, METRe. PT DEEP SOCKETS I .. ,3t.Nl 
-
1 SEl II PC )II' SQ. OR. MnRe." SOCKETS 110,18 WI "61111 CftA1TStMH 
-, I SET 10 PC 31. SQ. OR. METRIC 8" OEEP socms 110-1' MMI "111111 CRWTSMAN 
-- .. 
I SET " PC IT 10 DR METRIC 0" SOCKETS I""MM) _~_'~4118 CftA1Tsw.H . )4.4oe 
_... _.....- .~-_.~_ 
._-.!...:.. SET aPC lIT SQ. DR METRIC'" OEEP soclCns 11).11 1,4'.lL_1 IlUt CRWTSlMN.)4.4611 I _~.----,------. - - ....
1 sn MnAIC "DICEYS (10· 10 ~~~L u _______ !. __ .!!~..!! CftA1T~__ .. ______ . _-~ . , ... _. -- - .. -
TOTAl I 1182.12 
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ATTACHMENT A 
EXPENSE LlYITS; MEALS. lQOGltm AND PERSONAL AUTOMOBilES . 
. /. 
MEALS WHILE IN TRAVEL STATUS: PER DIEM AlLOW~ES -- ,:0' 
Dome* Travet 
.­
A per dfem meal 
. 
8Iow8nce of 
. 
$4O.00·1s ~ tor anenh day whDe in travel statui. 
For tess than a full ~ whIJe In 'Iravel statu,. the per diem allowance Is aIocaled u 
followS: 
Per DIem Meal Amount Begint"linq of.TfiR Condu§I9n of rm 
Breakfast $10.00 PriOr 10 8:00 AM After 8:00 AM 
~ $30.00 'Prfor lb 8:00 PM After 8:00 PM 
It Is the ~ Of the Authorfty that lunch expenses WhIe In travel Status IhaI remain the 
obligation of the Itnpaoyee. An. employee whO has been lndueSed In a busineII meal for 
which r81mbur..n.nUs.aoughlunder1he employee expensepolicy ..not eligible lot. per 
d"eem aIow8nC8 for the .same meal. 
Forefgn Travef 
A per diem 8Iow8nce for a specific foreign destination. 85 set. by the U.S. St8te 
'- Department. Is 8IIowed for meal. and Inddentals. Rates are available from the MTA New 
York City Transit Controler-. DivIsIon or from the website: htlp"JIwww.ltate. 
govJwwwlperdlemsl 
Receipts for pet diem allowances are not required. 
BUSINESS MEAlS 
Actual. but i'eaIon8b1e.
 
(The cost of'aIcohoIIc beverages Is not reimbursable.)
 
LODGING (Hotels IWld Motels) . 
AD travel arrangementa fOr todgfng must be madelhrough the AuthorIy"IInIVeI agent.
NYC Transit follows the U.s. State Deplnmenl PerDlenralowance for lodging .. 
domestic and fofefgn IocaUons. ExeepCIons requte approv.aI of the. ConttoIer. ... 
OTHER -C~. 
Valet Charge! lJaundrt. dry de.nIngl,· ~
 
Domestic Travel Actual. after third day in travel status.
 
Foreign Travel Induded In foreigIl per diem allowance. not relmb~ble separately. )
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AnACHMENTB 
EXPENSe L.tMrTS: AUTOMOBIlE 
. ., 
MILEAGE ALlOWANCE 
32.5 ~ per mile 
(ThIs rate. as calCulated. 1ndUde. costs for depredation. gasoline. 011 
maJntenance end repairs. and tnsurance). 
PARKING AND TOllS
 
Parking and toRs are reimbursable at aduaI cost.
 
....
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Department of Buses - MaJnI~naDce U~Pi" ..man
 
Pjlot Prognim for Increasing Helper MaintaiDer Prac~cal Skills
 
. 
In furtherance ofsound labor relations~ either party can choose 10 tenninate the program through 
notification in writing to the other. Such notice oftenDiDation must be ~ at least thirty (30) days 
prior 10 the end ofthe year. Termination ofthe pilot project wiD not take fWeet lUlU) the end oIthe 
period. Among the criteria to be considered in de1ennining wliether the pilot is contmuedare the 
impact on employee availability. overtime and increased.productivity. 
The program would be designed to allow HM~s cmd MHB~s to penon» the :functions ofassisting 
maintainers to perform tire changes both in.the depot and on the road~ winter operations (fJI'C watch) 
. and fire-watch (welder). 
Helpers performing these functions wiJJ be paid a premium of$.50 per hour while performing these 
. . 
fimdiODS. 
. . .
 
The individuals would be trained in the perfonnance ofthese functionS and any equipment needed
 
for these functions will be provided by the Authority; ./Qtv
 
&-...J JI1f/8-'.~ ~::>I'" c,./- ~\ . 
It is understood that HMs,:ssigned regularly to t\e tile changing assignment wl1J.be eJitJole to
 
participate in the existing noductivity IncenUvc Program.
 
The parties agree ·to meet and disCuss expansion of this program to increase employee eligibility_ 
This Divisional packllge ~ subjec1 to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for tlie 
Transpert Workers Union7 LocallOO. . 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence dUriDg any interest arbitratioD procedures 
on tbe contrac1to be effective December 16, 2002. 
Fo.r MTA·NYC Transit - Department ofBuses 
John P. Walsh, CbiefMaintenance Officer 
.. 
12115/02 ) ) :50 PM
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. TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
J. JOB DESCRlynON 
The Traffic Checker-job assignments.Sbal1 include additional dUtieS such as 
guide-a-ride signage updates, Subway cUstomer infonnation ~ter updates. and other 
functions that the parties may detenniDe. 
2. FULL-TIME TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
a. As soon as pmctical after fidJ ratification ofthis agreement, a fuJJ-tiJiJe Traffic 
Checker title will be established with a minimlBD guanmtCe ofthirty-five (35) scheduled 
hours per weeJc~ 1be duties aDd responsibilities oftbe fWl-time title will be 
interchangeable with those of the part-time Traffic Checker title. The rate ofpay will be 
the top rate of the part-time Traffic Cbedcer title. 
b. Sixty (60) fuJI-time Traffic Checkers will be appointed. Appointments will be 
phased in at a minimum oftwmty (20) in each year over the three (3) year period. 
. Appointment to the fUJI-time Traffic Cheder title will follow the foDowing procedures: 
Employees &om the part-time Traffic ChccJcer title will be given an opportunity to 
express a preference for a fUll-time position. From that prefereDCe expressio~ a seniority_ 
list will be created. In seniority order, management will make its selection based upon 
the employee's worlC record. ·lfNYC Transit chooses not to select an individual, the 
union-may asJc for a reviewwitb management. To be eligible for appointment to the filII., 
time title an.empJoyee must have completed one year ofscrvice as a part-time Traffic 
Checker. Date ofappointment to the full-time position will be the hire date to the 
Authority. . 
. c. An employee appointed to the full-time title may ~overmused vacation 
hours from the pan-time title. Vacation pay will continue to ~q>~puted.as 1/52'" ofthe 
prior year earnings. Future Vacation and terminal leave will follow the proVisions for 
other fuJI-time MaBSTOA hourly employees. 
. d. The holiday provisioos for fuU-time Traffic Checkers \ViI) be the same as other . 
fuJI-time hourly MaBSTOA employees with the following exc:eptioDs: When an 
empJoyee is not assigoed to work on an observed holiday, and is otherwise eligible for 
holiday pay, the payment shaD be coinputed on seven (7) hours per day. If the employee-
is required to work on the ~ holiday, the Dumber ofbours to ~ banked as AVA or 
paid as extra holiday pay shall be seven (7) hours. .......... ~ 
Co An employee appointed to the fuJI-time title may <:any over from the part-time
 
- title unused sick leave time on an hour for hour basis. Sick leave for full-time Traffic
 
.	 Checkers wiJl be accrued on a basis ofseven (7) hourS per day at the same nwnber of 
days as other fun-time MaBSTOA employees. The DWDber ofbours paid for a sick day 
shaJl be rile smaller ofthe balance available or the number ofscheduled work hours for 
12116120022:11:43 PM I 
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that day. All other sick leave provisions shaJI follow those ofother fuB-time hourly 
MaBSTOA employees. 
/- . 
. '='9 
f. Full-tinie Traffic checkers shall receive .all e>tha leave provisions offull-time 
hourly MaBSTOA employees except that the nwnber ofhoms per day, where applicable, 
shall be seven (7) hours. 
-
g. Full-time Traffic: Checktl'S win rec:Cive. the same health and pension benefits as 
other fuJI-time hourly MaBSTOA employees. 
. ­
b. Full-time Traffic Checkers shall be ~ted a paid lunch ~riod ofthiIty (30) 
minutes on evecy day when·ac1Ual wort time exteeds six (6) hours. 
i. -Full-time Traffic Checkers required to wort in excess offorty (40) hours in 
one-payroll week will be entitled to pay at ODe and one-halftimes hisIher regular rate of' 
pay. 
3. WORK ASSIGNMENTS 
a. Part-time Traffic Checkers shall be sc:bcduJed for DO less than the following 
hours per quarter. First year ofthe agreement - Do less than 100 homs per quarter; 
second year ofthe agreement - no less than 150 hours per quarter; third year ofthe 
agreement and thereafter - no less than. 195 hours per quarter.. 
b. The ooZeD group provisions ofthe piclc procedures shaJl be eliminated for all 
specialized groups. The PES Group side letter agreement dated September 14, 1996 shall 
be rescinded. 
c. Within a reasonable period of time, the department will develop a pilot 
program to eD3b1e employees to pickup their work assignments on a biweekly basis. 
Management will make reasonable efforts to print landmadcs and bathroom lOcations on 
the work assignments. 
.. d Management sball continue to researclJ and test pilot programs which have a 
goal ofensuring a fair allocation ofbase assignments 10 those employees with the most 
seniority and whkb address an equitable distlibutioD ofextra work. 
4.	 PART,;,11METRAFFJCCHECKER WAGERAffiS 
Part-time Traffic Chec:kers appointed OD or after ratification shaIJ be subject to the...... 
following wage progression: .
 
Entrance 85%
 
19* Month' 9()l','.
 
31sa Month 1000;10
 
12/1612002 2: I I :43 PM 
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5. NYCTRANSITPASSES
 
NYCT Employee Picture Identification Cards (EPIC) will be issued to Traffic
 
ChCdeJ'S'OD their first day ofwork. . /.~. . .
 
. 
. 6. This deparbnental package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement . 
for the Transport Worlceu Union, Local 100. 
7. This agreement J1I2Y not be entered into evideuce dming any interest arbitration
 
pioccdures on the contract to be effcetive December IS. 2002
 
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT 
~ Dat~ r2/lf/'"2:­B~ R. Spencer 
Executive Vice President 
MfA N~ York City Transit 
12116120022:11:43 PM 
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-···APPENDIX<A~··, :'. 
::.. :. :....~Y'MTES oFPA., -HOURLY RATED EMPLoYEs . 
. . ~.' ".. 
. t;,"~ .: .. 01~~ " 12116f.Z~ 12116/2004 
T...."COde) 
~.. 
EJectric:.l(988). ~caI (989)~ ~.: . 
:-S~(994)., 
EntninCe 
'2nd yeer 
3id year . 
~... p 
'~...'~ 1141.m~.z8a.608;609;s.i4 ... '. . 
. .~ AppolntMl Nor to 41111980 : ~, ;' ".: . 
. for ProvisionlU . enu.nc. ... 
. •• After 8 months·' .-. 
'..:'~ .::.fOr~" .. '. :Entrence;· '.:..... 
.:. :..... . -::- .• , ..' Aftel:8~' 
. . '. . .' After 12·ri.Onth :' 
.' 
'. '.;:'~'p,~~ _~~_4n/'·~:~·~.1o·!~~::.· :';'" 
·..7IhmOnth 
2ndyeai .' .' 
19111 n-iih.. ; . 
3rdyea,. 
31st moi)th. 
Appoin1l.d on or Afblr 7;ln985 end PriOr toSn5n992 
Fmrenc:e" '. 
2nd ye.,.'
3rdyoAr 
4diyeaw , 
Appoi..ted on ." Aftw Sn511992 
Emrence 
2ndye8r.• 
'3nfyear 
4thy.. 
Cleaner 1339.38&.217.219)
 
ApptIinted Prior to 41111980
 
for Proilisionefs
 
_ for Permanents
 
Appointed on or Aher 4nn980 MId'Prior to 7111198s 
. . ".Entnince 
71hmonth 
2nd:yeer . 
19111 month 
3n1 year. 
31st month 
Appointed on or aftw 7n185 iIAd Prior to 412911988' 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th'yew 
Appoi"ted on or aher 412911988 
$ $ 
.15.2450 15.7025 
16.3300 16.8200 
18·5975 ·.19.0625 
'21.1250 
,...~~ .. 21.6200 
20.9900' : 21.6200 
21~·' 22.5575 
:. ~2,8875 . - '23:.5750 
~too 
17.1650 ·17.~2S
,> ·;Ui.3100 18.8600 
,~19,.~~50 20:0400 
20.6000 2":.2175 
21.7425 22.3975 
22.8875 23.5750 
16.0225 " 16.~25 
18.3100 '18.8600 
20.6000 21.2175 
22..8875 23.5750 
16.0225 16.5025 
17.1650 17.6825 
19.4550 20.0400 
22.8875 23.5750 
18.4825 19.0375 
18.9750 19.5450 
'19.3925 19.9750 
14.5450 14:9825 
15.5150 15.9800 
16.4825 16.9800 
17.4525 17.9775 
18.4225 18.9775 
19.3925 19.9750 
13.5750 1"3.9825 
15.5150 15.9800 
17.4525 17.9775 
19.3925 19.9750 
16.1725
 
17.3250
 
19.6350
 
-2 7600 .:.~
' 22.2675 
. n~~67.5 
' 23.2350 . '. 
·24.~25-
, '. 
18.:2125
 
19.4250­
20.6400'
 
·21:.8550'
 
23.0675 
24.2825 
16.9975
 
19:4250
 
21.8550
 
24.2825
 
16.9975 
18~~25 
2O,'B400
 
24.2825
 
1~.6075 
2<t.13Z5 
20.5750 
l5~43Z5 
16.4600
 
17.4900
 
18.5175
 
19.54~5 
20.5750 
14.4025'
 
16.4600
 
18.5175
 
20.5750
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
TrtIe fc:odeJ 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3,d yea' 
4th year 
COIIering Agent - Exduding Mebstoa 1238,405,967) 
Appointed Prior 104/1/1980 
Entrance 
2nd Veer 
Appointed on or After 411/1980 and Prior 10 7/111985 
Entrenc:e 
7th month 
2nd year 
19thrnonth 
3rd year 
31st month­
Appo;nted on or After 71111985 and Prior 10 5115/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yeer 
4th year 
Appoirned on or after 5n511992 and Prior 10 212912000 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
41h year 
Appointed on or aher 212912000 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
41h year 
CoIec1ing A~n1-Makt08Only (2581 
Appointed Prior 1041111980 
Entrance 
2nd Veer 
AppO;n1ed on or After 41111980 and Prior to 711n985 
Entrance 
71h month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd yeat 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 71111985 end Prior 1D 5/1511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th yeer 
Appo;nted on or after 5/1511992 
A65 
01130120Q3 
$ 
11.5725 
13.2250 
14.8725 
19.3925 
20.8775 
21.7650 
16.3250 
17.4125 
18.5000 
19.5875 
20.6775 
21.7650 
15.2350 . 
17.4125 
19.5875 
21.7650 
15.2350 
16.3250 
18.5000 
21.7650 
15.2350 
15.5175 
16.6625: 
21.7650 
20.8775 
21.7650 
16.3250 
17.4125 
18.5000 
19.5875 
20.6775 
21.7650 
15.2350 
17.4125 
19.5875 
21.7650 
12/1612003 12/1612004 
$ $ 
11.9200 12.2775 
13.6225 14.0300 
;5.3175 15.7775 
19.9750 20.5750 
21.5050 22.1500 
22.4175 23.0900 
16.8125 17.3175 
17.9350 18.4725 
19.0550 19.6275 
:20.1750 20.7800 
21.2975 ·21.9350 
22.4175 23.0900 
.15.6925 16.1625 
17.9350 18.4725 
20.1750 20.7800 
22.4175 23.0900 
15.6925 16.1625 
16.8125 17.3175 
19.0550 19.6275 
22.4175 23.0900 
15.6925 16.1625 
15.9825 16.4625 
17.1625 17.6775 
22.4175 23.0900 
21.5050 22.1500 
22.4175 23.0900 
16.8125 17.3175 . 
17.9350 18.4725 
19.0550 19.6275 
20.1750 20.7800 
21.2975 21.9350 
22.4175 23.0900 
.	 15.6925 16.1625
 
17.9350 18.4725
 
20.1750 20.7800
 
22.4175 23.0900
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HouRLy RAns OF'PAY : HOUfIl.T 'RAt1;D ~0:nP 
.."" . 
, 81l3Ol2OO3 121151ZOO3 
15.2350 1..5.6925' 16.1625 
1.6.3250 16.8125 , 17.3175 
';i~5OOO' 19.0550 19.6275 
21.7650 .22.4175'· 23.0900 
.ConductW 14'1%.413)' ,', . 
APP~ Prior to.4;il1seo 
-. 
: fot Prt;wisiolliirA"IiPointees Entiance 19.3575 ._ j~.9375 '," , . 20.5350 
, ' for p~& f'roy Promo~"" EntJence 19.8300 20.4250. 21.0375 . 
2nd.Vear .21.2475 21.885Q, 22~5425 
_.~ on iiiA"4i1n980 lind Pricw 10 'in11986 , .'. _. '. '. 
. . Entrance'. . '. ' ·15.9350 . -1&.4150·.. '. ---:..··~18:9075 
7'" mOnth . : -. . _ '16.9975 ..17~~":':""'18.0350­
2nd year . ..:' 18-0600 . - 18.6025 :; .' 19.1600 
,9th.~:, :.;.:;:.' _.:1:9.1225. .- 1'9.8975· .- .. : . -~.287S. 
3i'dyear ... ; "; :20.1850'. 2O.1SOD .":21.4150 
31st mon'" . 21.2475 - 21.88~: ..'- 22.5425 . 
", .'!'_-.... -. 
'­
".,,:: . '. 
' ..: " 
.' .~ . ::.::..:. ::. 
En1nInce 14'.8725 15.3200: '. ··H~.7800 
~nd year -16.9975, ' -- 17.5075' 18.0350 ­
3rdyear 19.1225 ; 9.6975' 2CJ,.287.5:.­
4th year 21.2475' 2'-.8850 -, - -·2r.5:iJ25·~··--
,~ on ~A~'-jnn98serMI PrQ 10 5n5M992 ' 
-, 
En1r8nCe --14~8725 J.S.~3209 15,1800 
2nd~ .15.$350.- '16.4150 . 1"6.9075 
3rd yeer ' .;.::0600' .18.&025 . 19.t600 
4thyeai 2.1.2475 21.8850' '·225425 
Entrance & Max 22.0850 22.7475 ' 23.4)00 
EJe~onicSpeci8.t '1270.,372) 
for ProviSiOtIllls Entrenc:e 24.73SO 25.4775. 26.2425 
". forP~'	 El'J1nInCe . 25.1825 . 25.9375' 26.7150" . 
2'NFreer 25.7275 26.5000- -.27.2950 
3ntV.. 26.1975 26.:9825' 27.7925 
.4th ,'J,WtW 27.1325 '27.9475 28.7850 
Helper.......... oA I448t 
Appcinted Prior to 411/1980
. '. . . 
_ 20.1375 20.7425 21.3&50 
20.5975 21.2150' 21.8525 
AppGintecf on • Af8r 411/1980 end PJicli"io 71m. 
EntJW'Ce 15.4475 15.9-125 18:~ 
7th~ '6.4775 16.9725 17.4825 
2nd year 17~5075 1$.0325 -18.5750 
19th month 18.5375 19.0925 19.6675 
3rd yeer 19.5675 20.1550 20.7600 
31st month 20.5975 21.:2150 2L8525 
Appointed on or AftIw 71111985 and Prior to SM511992 
Entrance 14.4175 14.8500 15.2975 
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tfOURt"tRA'tES 'OF PAY.·HOURly·Me EMPLoYEEs. '. 
. ." - "'-". .,. .. , 
~-':. ::.; ~.:.". " 
3nt Veer 
4th VtI8r· 
.' .. ,
. ;.. 
. ~ 
..·'~w~: ;'8- (&l7). Si~ (7911 ­
. .' for PnMsionaIs ..&trence 
.........for~nts ..&:'enc. 
2ncIV..·· 
....... ­
·3rdV.. 
.':"'.' . 4th V"; " 
.-'. ~~Sec.1nIIlic EM 1441;1031 . : . 
~:. 
".~. 
~~ior~~~I683I·· 
for Permanents .. 
.'" .,: ,.: 
~. ~B.e:v~ 1686t.. 
' .. ·for~· 
forP_1ts 
M~~1Ie..-Eqil~ 
'.1 i49t;260J~ I. ~2;2611 
Maim*- T...... 
:.::::.. 'S;gneI 19961•.Structure -JIc- (8%2). :-8-1825), 
.·~c- (827). -I>- c8331~ -e-(823; 
. Prior'tO 4nn980 
2riiI·Y_ 
3rdVe. 
4th.Vear 
Entrahce. 
Entnml:*, . 
2nd Veer 
3rdY_ 
-4thYeer· 
EntnIiIce 
Entrenc:e 
2ndVear 
3rdY_·.. 
4th,!_ 
./ 
Entrance 
Aft8!' 4 months 
After 8 months 
After.1 yeer 
AppoinIed on or After 4nl1980.nd Prior 10 7nn985 
.. Enttenee 
7th~ 
2ndv-r. 
19th~ 
3rd.,.. 
31st month 
01l3012OO3 1211612003
 
$ .$
 
.. 
. ,.".~~.~~75 . ·.25;1~ . . 25.8225· 
25:3550· .26.~50· . . .. 26:8375 
22.6500 . 23.3300 . 24.0300' 
23.1825 . 23~8775 . 24.5950 
.23.63n( . 24j475' .... : ..25:cmS. 
· 24.0900 ·24.8125 
. ,24.5350 2S~ioo 
25".1450 . . ·.25.9000 
?'l :·. -: 
':-."-_:.= .:.~~•• ~.. '! >.:(:. ~j.'.- .. 
'22.6500· . :····:·23.'3iOO· ::'::" '24".6300 ..' 
· : 23.1Si5 . ;. n:&7'7s.' .:. -- 24.s950 .:<:-' ': .. 
: '23~6375 - . 24.3415. '. 'i5~077,5 ;;. ;. 
2.4.~24.8125.· 
25.0150 ... <; ·:2~~?~.:~" 
·22;2100 .22..871'5 
·22.6500 . 23,3300' 
- 23.1825 23~8775.· 
23.6375 . 24.3:475
24.5350 ··2Snoo 
22.8350 23.5200. 
23.2825 23.9800 
.i3;8275. 24.5425 
24;2975 26.0275 
. 2~..2325 25.9900 
· 25.1450 25.9000 
. 
: 25.5575-' 
. 26~275 
.'. :26.~::>:·' 
... .:.' 
_:_ .-: .t.:~..;~_.:: -.J" .' 
. 
.25:5575 . 
'. 26.5375 ; 
23~650:~ , 
. 2~;Q3OCr;:·.·." 
24.5950 . 
25.0775 .. 
. :·26.0275 
24..2:250 
24.7000 
2~800. 
·-25.m5 
26.7700 
26.6775 
.- '.": 
19;5200 20.1050 20.70~5 . 
20.3425 20.9525 21.5800 
21.1775 21.8125 22.4675 
21.n50 22.4275 23.1000
':.: " 
16.3325 16.8200 " 17.3250 
17.4200 17.9425 18.4800 
18.5100 1~.0625 19.6350 
19.5975 20.1iSo 20.7900 
20.6875 21.3050· i1.9450 
21.n50 22.4275 23.1000 
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/ ~:.,: :: ~ . 
.......~._-:" ....
 0113012003 .'. 12J1si2003 
Trite lcode) $ $. $ 
,~ On or ~~4/111980.,:,d·PricW to 7n1~985 
.. . . . Entrence. 1"5.4475· .15:9125 16.3900 
· 7thmonth 16.4775 16.972S 17:4825 
2ndye. 175075 :: 18.0325 '8~50 
l' .:'.'53'·75" ".. . .19th month 19.0925· .. ' 19.6675 
~~..:: ;9.5675 '20.1550 20.7600 
.31st month,·. . 20.5975 .' . 21".2'1.50 . 21.8525 
..... 
.. '.. 
AppQntH on.or A~ 7/1n9851inc1 Prior ~ snsnm 
. Entt8nce 14.4175." '.:: '..!:4;8.~' . ·15.2975 
.18.4775 .. .. ·f-e3125~·-· . " '17;4825·2nd."'.:..,

.'3ni:v.-:'. "18~5375 ':::,'9-0925'" ·19.667S 
. 4th·year· .. 20~5975 ". '.: .21-.2150' 21;8525 
. .~":' . 
.~.~~·Ah.i5n5n992. . .. -.. .­
. .' . . .. Eriniice . 
. -14~417~ ,.,: '. 1~;8soO·:,: ..· .1~;297S 
2nd'Year 1"5.4475 . " 1.~~~1-~"5 :.~., :", t&;39000' 
3rd~r. 17.5075· :18~032~':': ·18:5750 
4th year. 2O:~?~ '. :....,. 21.i:1"~·· ... : ..·21~8525 
Railroad ~tockWorker11442.728,976) 
Stock Worker's Assistant 1105) ::'.-. 
_." ::~Prior to iHri98S . 
. '.. . ; 
EntranCe·.' 19.6225 '20.2100 20••.175
 
2nd V_ 20.1150 20.7175 21.3400
 
3rdY_ 20.5700 21.1875 21.•~5
 
· 4thV..,~ ·21.0500 21:.6825' 22.3325
 
5thVe., 21.4775 .22~1225 22.7850
 
SpeC Assign 22.4325 .23.1050 23.7975
 
Entrance 15.0350 15.4850 15J.SOO 
2ndVe. 17.1825 17.6975 18;2275 
3rdV_ 19.3300 19.9100 20.5075. 
41hV_ 21.4775 22.1225 2'2.7850 
Spec Assign
'. -=-.... 
22.4325· 23.1050 23-:7975' 
~ S1DCk w~itr. (748) 
. Stock Worker 18191.;... 
f!·· 
./.
"EntJence .. 22.6300 23.3100 24.0100 
2r1dVe. 23.0550 23.7.475 24.4600 
3rd Vew 23.5050 .24.2100 24.9~75 
41hVej" . 24.0100 24.7300 25;4725 
Spec Assign 24.3550 25:0850 25.8375 
RIIiIroed Track CJHner 1725.981) . 
Appoineed Prior to 4nn980 
for ProWlionais Entrance '19.2850 19.8625 20.4575 
for p.,m.nents Entrance 19.7625 20.3550 .20.9650 
2nd Yew 20.1925 20.7975 21.4225 
.Applliritecf on or After 411/"i980 and Prior to 7MI1985 . 
Entrance 15.1450 15.5975 16.0675 
7th month 16.1550 16.6375 17.1375 
2nd yeer 17.1625 17.6775 18.2100 
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APPENOJX Ai: ::: ..' 
HOURLY M"its:"oF'PAY'': HOURLY R.um EWLOnEs
'. - '. . .... .. :;:: ". 
..:': 01.13012003 1211612003 ,2116J2004 
$ $ 
Appoin1ed on Or After 711n98!i and PricW to SI1SiT992 
. Entrllnce 14.0-100 1'4.4300 14~8600 
'.:' 16..4900'"2nd year 18.0100 ]8.9~50 
3n! v.e­ 18..0125 18.5525 19.1075 
.
:
".-
..: 
4~yeer 20.0125 20.8125 21.2300 
E~ance .1!4.0100 14.4300 14.8600 
2nd year . '1 ~:o;,-oo :..rs:;4s00·, '. '15;lt~2~ •.. 
3n!year 17.0100 ."17.5200 · ..·.18.~ 
4thyeer 2O.012~ 20.612$ .2'·.2300 
'-.= . 
.'ncr..... PoWer &.c1r~ c6i2•. 
AppoimecI PriOr to 4nn980. ;'." . 
.. 
. .'~·;:'i;.for ~.AppOint_ .. Entranc.. .."" ...~..865O.· . 21.4900 22.1350 
,:,fw~.Prov~~:·· •.: Entrence .. : " ';;.' .' 21.3575 '...,: .... ·21~75··;:;).·"~u:~657,s 
-.:." "' ".' 
~ . .' - . 2nd Year·.. 22.3ssO··. :.23.0250~· '. 23~7150,.·. 
.r ". "•• _ 
.AP~.d one; Aiier'4i,l1980 8nd Piklr 10 '711119as 
. . . .­ Entri1nee . 16·.7675 t7~2J:00 . . t~ .7875 
7thrnontJ. 17.8850. 18.4200 18.9n5. 
2nd Year 19.0025 19.5725 . 20:1575. 
19th month . ·20.1·200 20.7225 .21..3425 
3n! year .­ .. 21.2375 2U~75O···· 22:5300;.:·~'::'" 
31st.month 22:3550' ... 2~.0250 '.- .23:.7.150 . 
··AflP!l~"''' on ,.A" 7I1n98S'arit!Prirw to 511511992 
·Entr_ 15.6475 16.1175 16.6000
.;' .' 
2ridy..... 17.8850 18.4200 18.9725· 
3rdYear 20.1200 20.7225 . 21.3425 
4th Year 22.3550 23.0250 23.7150 
..~ oncw.AftM5n511992 
Entrance 15.6475 16.1175 16.6000 
2ndY.... 16.7675 17.2700 17.7875. 
3rdY_ 19.0025 19.5725 20.1575' 
4thVe.... 22.3550 23.0250 23.7150' . 
.:;... .. 
Tower Opemor 191~t 
ApPtIinteti PriOr to 4l;1J1980 . 
./
Entranc4t 22.5450 - 23.2225 . ·23.9200 
2nd Vellr 23.0000 23.8900 24.4000 
:- AppoiIiltH on·or After 411n980 and PriOr to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 17.2500 17.7675 18.3000 
. 7th month 18.4000 ·18.9525 19.5200 
.......
 
2ndYe. 19.5500 20.1375 20.7400 
19th month 20.7000 21.3200 .21.~ 
3n! ye.... '·21.8500 22.5C50 23.1800 
31st month 23.0000 23.6900 .24.4000 . 
Appointed on or Af1er 7/111985 and Prior to 5/1511·992,. 
Entrance· 16.1000 16.5825 17.0800 
2nd Year 18.4000. 18.9525 19.5200 
3rd Ve. - 20.7000 21.3200 21.9600 
4th Vear 23.0000 23.6900 24.4000 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY ~ HoURLy RATED EMPlOYEES 
01130/2003 12116/2003 . 1211612004. 
r.... 'codel $ $ $ 
Appointed on cr Aher SnSI1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
16.1000 
17.2500 
19.5500 
23.0000 
16.5825 
17.7675 
20.1375 
23.6900 
-17.0800 
18.3000 
'20.7400 
24.4000 
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... : . 
, 'APPENDIX:A·~.'·· 
'HOURLY RATti OI:PAY - HOURLY RAnDEMPlOms " ~ 
. " . ~.. .: '. :" 
'0113012003 12/1612003 12/16J2004 
$ $ $ 
.-. 
Ught·OwJ. Poweh)isiribuli~m Ctoskstgn"rs'froll 
~: 
Telephone (lOSJ. vent • Dnlin cTo4J . " 
~Prior,~.~1198O .' 
, for PrcYAsiOriiII'~ . 
. Entrance 19.617'5 ·'.r> 2O.:iS75·. :zv.~7.50 .
 
.' .' for P~'.Prov~- ·Entnmce ". 20.1375' 20.7425 ". 21.3650

:'. . .. 
. ' ..::~'., .. ' .•' 
. 2nct'Year ·20.5975 21.2150 21.8525 . 
.........
 
~'A,'Cl~ on ~~ 41111980 ~.~to 7~~e 
'15.4475 .15.3125 16:3900 
7th month ·1~.471S 16.3725' '·17.4825 
2ndye•.- .' .17.5P1.S. 18.0325 . 18.5750 . 
19th month ,. .. ,18:5375' '.. : ,,: '19.0925 .'l,..68n>/"', . '. '.'. :.i:~: 3rdye.··· . :1'9.5675 ·20.1s50 ·.·~.7600· :.' 
" 31st mooth' 20.5975 . ,.,21.2150 . 21'.8525": 
. : . 
.". 
.:~p..d •.wNw·7nn98S..'P.k.r1O 5nSl1m . ' 
.. . . - Entnince t4.417S: '. . ..14::8500" . 15:2975'.. ?." .. -.' 
2nd'yew · 1~~4jjf'<:';:' "·:18~9125···r.···"·": ':17.;4825'· .;•.. " 
3nf·yaar 18.5375 '19~~25' 19.66i5·:· > • 
4th year. '20.5975 21~2150 " 2L8525 
'.'. :; '., 
Appointed on or AJter5ri511992 
,Entrance 14.4175 14.8500 15.29.7.5 
2ndyaer 15.4475 15.3125 l~39OO'"'" - .' 
3rd ye~ 17.5075 .18.0325 . 18.57~ " 
·4thyear , 20.5975' 21.2150 2l~'852S-; 
.. : .... 
TrWiI'~tteiI-'PoWw' mrnAll,""~ 10'41111980' 
forProvisionei Appoint..- Entnince 19.6775 202675' 20.8750 
for PenneneJdS • ProvPJomotees Entrance 20.1375 20.7425 21.3650 
2ndYeer 21.0750 21.7075 :?2:3575" 
or 
. ~.d on or Ahar 41111980'end Prior 10 7;111985 
En1rence. · 15.8075 '16.2800 16.7675 
?thmonth 16.8600 17.3650 17.8850. 
2ndya. 17.9150 18.4525" .19:0050. 
191bmon1b ·"8.9675 19.5375 . 20.1225.: " 
3rd year 20.0225 20.6225 21'.2400 
3~nth 21.0750 21.7075 22.3575 
.AppOinted WI or Af1w 71111985 end Prior 10 5115n992 
Entrence · 14.7525 15.1950 15:6500 
2nd year 16.8600 17.3650 17.88S0 
3rd veer 18.9675 19.5375 20.'225 
4th yaer 21.0750 21.7075 " 22.3575 
Entrilnce 
2nd veer 
3rd veer 
4th yeer 
- 14.7525 
15.8075 
17.9150 
. 21.0750 
15.1950 
16.2800 
18.4525 
21.7075 
15.6500 
. 16.7675 
19.0050 
22.3575 
TreNit Proper1y Proulc:&n Agent {726;945J 
Appoin1lrd Prior 10 41111980 
for PrOYisioneis Entrance 18.4825 19.0375 19.6075 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATE$ OF PAY - HOURlY RATED EMPLOYEES 
0113012003 1211612003 12116/2004 
TI!Je Icode) $ $ 
for Permanents Entrance & Max 18.9750 19.5450 20.1325 
NOTES: 
• A - : For Mecheric81 Mantainer ·C· (637) who ere essigned to the Division of C... Equipment.
 
·S- : For MecMnic81 Maintlliner ·C· 1637} wI:Io are notllSSigned to the Division of Car Equipment.
 
·C· :To be pM for each hour thet employee aetuel!y operates one of the heavy-duty cr_s at either the
 
Atlantic AYenue or 207th Street StOFeroom. 
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·ApPENDI~,;:B.·: 
ANNUAl·RATES.OF PAy·,SALAAtED EMPlOYEES 
• '.' I •••• 
.:r.... ICod••	 $ . 
.. Office Aide. I (808)	 Minimum' 23,614 
Maximum ~8,601 
Minimum 24,413 
· Maximum.. 33,276 
'=1I-Jninum . 26,316 
· Maximum' 34,09~ 
.. 
. ' ...... 
.Rwir.... ""' I::i .:.11 g CooIcIri.tot I (305)· 
. ,; .' . "'. ·~f·.". . 
'-.:: .' 
-: ",' . 
· 
MinirnUrit 
MexinNm·· 
49,161 
'60,667' 
· ·M-rimum . '.64,079 
··Maximum. 66.622, 
Minimum' . 29,9~9 
Mexin'lum 40,186 
.	 . 
.AppOinted on: or Aft. 411180 bat Prior" to 711185 
Entrance 24,976 
7th inonth 26,640 
2ndyeer, 28.306, 
19thmonth· , 29.970 
3riJyeei­ 31~636 
31st~h ·33,300 
Entrance 23,310 
2ndyfJfIW' 26,640 
: 3rd.,e.. 29,970 
.4th year 33,300 
, Entrence 23.310 
~yeer. 24,975 
'3rd,veer- . 28;306 
4thyeer . 33,300 
Minimum 31.106 
MaXimum 40.971 
...... 
~ectrir:8I Support Aide IA (874)	 'Minimum 26,392 
. Milximum 31,271 
TechniCal Support Aide IB (872)	 Minimum 27,368 
Maximum 36;466' 
TechitiAI Support Aide ...(873)	 Minimum 30,321 
Maximum 42,712 
Technical Support Aide III 1871(	 Minimum 33,340 
Maximum 46,611 
12118l2OO4 
'24,322 25.062 '. 
, 29~469·,. 30,343 
. 26,146 
.26,899 
34,273 ,36,301 . 
- '.~. :" ;" 
.27,105 . .' 21,918 
'36,116 . 36,169.' 
60'636': . 62,1'66, .... 
64,26662,3~':: : 
6&,70; - ':', .&7;372 
68,621 70,680 '.. 
".. : . 
. 30,817'­ . .'31,742',' 
'41,3~1 42.63~ 
26,724 26;490-'" 
27,439 , 28,2~2. 
29~164 30,029 
SO.~69 ,31,796 
32,684 33,662 
34.299 36,328 
24,009 -24,730 ­
27;439 28,262 
SO,869 31.795 , 
34.299 36~328' ..._, 
24,009 24.730:, : 
~64724 2&,496 
·29..164' ·30~029· 
84,299 36,328 
32.039' 33.000 
42,200 43,466 
26..164 26,~39 
32,209 33,176 
28,189 29,036 
36,620 37,616 
31,231 32.168 
43,993 46,313 . 
34,340 36,370 
46,876 48,282 
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APP~NDIX Ii 
ANNUAL RATES OF PAY· SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
TItle (Code) " 
Telephone Openrtor 1888) 
Word Processor I lose) 
"Word Processor n 1057) 
Word Processor In (oss) 
Minimum
 
Maximum
 
Minimum
 
Maximum
 
Minimum
 
Maximum
 
Minimum
 
Maximum
 
02/0112003 . 
$ 
28,341 
36,036 
26,010 
32,033 
28,036 " 
3.6,322 
31,061 
43,764 
1211812003 1211812004 
"$ $. 
29,191 30,067 
37,117 38,231 
26,790 27,694 
32,994 33,984­
28,877 29,743 
37,412 38,634 . 
31,993 32,963 
46,067 46,419 
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APPENDIXC··:
 
.NlGur·wt:Eftsnw:.:·MCMJRLY RATES OF PAY ...: -.
 
HOURlY ~tm EMPlOY&S:.. 
01/3012003 
$ 
Apprentices 
ElectricaJ (988). Mechanical (989). 
~~(994) . .. " ': 
Entrance 0.936Q 
-. 2nd yfittr 1.002~ 
~. 3rdyear . 1.1364 
~.~ C14;.325.328aee.eoe.e09.e84) . 
. ;:. ...~ ;.; ..: .; .. -:" .. ;; ~:-:. 
Prior to 4111;980' 
......-' ;.' ·K:. : ;..~~2~ .. 
. ":to, ProYiSiona.. Entrance . 
Aft.8~ --' "'::'::.:.. :·.. 1~·2889~···:: ..:,. 
.,:~~ .for Permanents " .1~2~ ...... 
. . .,. . Aft. s"mOnths ,
'.. Aft.·,i~: . .:;.:....:~ .. :>:"'<.;~=:' 
.~".' r 
.' ... '. ' .. 
~ on Or Aft. 411/;. end Pribr to ·7/1/1985 
. -'. . entrance . . . ".0641,''-: 
7th mont~' 1.1'244'· . 
. . '. 
2ndy.er 1.1947 
19th month L26W' 
3rd·:ye8f'. ' .. . ).33.62..•. 
,.1 ••• ',' . {:486t··31 st· month 
~edon or Aft. 7/1/19as. 8I1dPrior to·$(1511992 
Entrence 0.·9~ 
2nd year 1.1244 
3rd yeei-,. '~2~69 
4th yew '104066 
Appointed on or After 511511.992 ." 
Eritra~ 0.9839 
2ncfyear 1.0641·· .. 
. 3rd year 1.1947 . 
4th yeer:. .1'.010557" 
CIeener (339.389-.217.219) 
Appointed Prior1Gt§f1/1980 
for ProvisionalS~·. 
.Entrance 1.1352 
for Permanents Entrance 1.1648 
2nd Year 1;1906 
AppointM on or Aftw 411/1980 enid Pnotto 7/1/1985 
Entrance' 0.8929 
7th mo.,th 0.9624 ,. 
2nd year. 1.'0119 
19th month 1.0716 
'3rd~. 1.1310 
31st month 1.1905 
Appointed on or eft. 7/1185 end Prior to 5/1511992 
Entrance 0.8334 
2nd.yeer 0;9624 
3rd yeer 1.0716 
4th yeer 1.1906 
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APPENDIX C 
. NIGHT DIFFERENTiAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYns 
Title (code) 
Appointed on or after 5/15/1992 . 
colleeting Agent - Excluding M.bstoe (238.405.987) 
Appointed Prior to 411/1980 
; 
Appointed on or After 411/1980 and Prior to 711/1985 
Entrance 
2nd veer 
3rdvear 
4th veer 
Entrance 
2ndY.-r 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd vear 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on·or after 5/1511992 and Prior to 2129/2000 
Appointed on or after 2129/2000 
Coleding Agenr-Mabstoe Only (258) 
Appointed Prior to 411/1980 
Appointed on or After 41111980 and Prior to 71111985 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4thvear 
Entrance 
2nd vear 
3rd vear 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
.Entrance 
2nd year 
01/3012003 
$ 
0.8334 
0.8929 
L0119 
1.1905 
1.2819 
1.3366 
1.0025 
1.0693 
1.1361 
1.2029 
1.2698 
1.3366 
0.9356 
1.0693 
1:2029 
1.3356 
0.9356 
1.0025 
1.1361 
1.3366 
0.9356 
0.9529 
1.0233 
1.3366 
1.2819 
1.3366 
1.0026 
1.0693 
1.1361 
1.2029 
1.2698 
1.3366 
0.9356 
1.0693 
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APPENDiX C.. ··,. . 
NlGfiT DIFFERDmAL t:ICQIl..y..~~ OF.PAY ... 
," . 
. HOURLY RATED ~~YI;§S 
..... ' .. :".
 
0113012003
 
$ 
1.2029. 
1.3366 
~~ on DI' aft. 511511992
 
~ O:9~66
 
2ndY'ear	 ;.0026 
J:	 3rdyear . 1.1361 
.4th year 1.3366 
ConciactOr,••,2A13)' , 
'-:-". 
'. .,~~ Prior to 4/111980
 
'1:1888' .'

.	 "'~ .foa:, PrOVisionaI'Appointees ··'Entr~•.
 
'·'JPf'~anerlts &'Ptov Promotees Entrance
....: . ;,.2117 
. 2ndV.. 1.3043 
..... 
. '	 
:t. 
. ApPoiM~ on Or Aft.411/1~ and Prior to 7/111985.·.. ·. . .... '. 
.. .	 Entral'1Ce . 
1~inonth 
·2ndvear 
19tt)-'month 
:3rdyear 
. ';31st month 
-.:- .ApfKIinted on DI' Aftw 71111985 and.Prior to 511511992
 
. Entrance . :0:9130
 
2ndyear , 1.0434
 
3rdye.. L1739
 
4th year 1.3043
 
AppoiDted on or Aft... 5/1511992 ,.
 
Entrance 0.9130'
 
2rid year 0.9782.
 
,~d.yeer :' 1..1087' . 
4thyear	 . 1:3943"; 
. . 
COnduCtw-ift.:Chatge. Fr.ight TAins 14" J . Entrance &,~ax ' , 1.3560 
"'1'"­
./ ~ Spec:il1ilt1270;37Z' 
for PtoyjsionaJs Entrance'. 1'.4017 
for Pennenents Er1trance, '1.4297 
2nd V..	 . 1.4629 
3rd'V...	 1.4918 
/-,­ 4th Veer	 1.6492 
HeIper~ M...tain.OA (448' 
. Appointed Prior to .4I1n980
 
Entrance 1.2364
 
2nd Vear 1.2646
 
Appointed on or Aft... 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985' .
 
Entrance 0.9485
 
7th month 1.0117
 
2nd year 1.0749
 
19th month 1.1381
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF ~AY
 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES
 
Title leode) 
Appointed·on or After 711/1985 and Prior to 5115/1992 
Appointed on or After 5/1511992 
Inspector, Car "A"(255',"B"(341' 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Inspector, Roed Car (734) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees 
Appointed on or After 4/111980 
Maintainer 
3rd yeer 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrence 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Bus "A" (320), "8" (321), "B" EI Tech (323',
 
Body (101), Chassis (100), Electro-Mech Elev (T25J,
 
Electro·Mech HVACIT27), Electro·Mech Vent (T26),
 
Farebox (02), light (606), Mechanical "CO (637) • Note B .,
 
Plant & Equipment (106), P&E Electrical n 18), 
P&E Plumbing (119), P&E Carpentry (120), 
P&E Masonry (121) 
Structure (657), "A" (815), "8" (816), "C· (817), 
"D" (81S), "E" (819), "F" (820), "G" (821), 
Telephone (906), Telephone Cable (904), 
Track Equipment (884), Turnstile (932) 
for Provisionals Entrance 
for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maintainer 
Car "8" (3S0), ·C" (351), 
Mechanical ·e" (637) • Not eA· 
for Provisionals Entrance 
.for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
01/30/2003 
$ 
1.2014 
1.2546 
0.8852 
1.0117 
1.1381 
1.2646 
0.8852 
0.9486 
1.0749 
1.2646 
1.4209 
1.4473 
1.4781 
1.5056 . 
1.5644 
1.5756 
1.6052 
1.6052 
·1.3519 
1.3782 
1.4090 
1.4365 
1.4953 
1.4209
 
1.4473
 
1.4781
 
1.5056
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APPENDIXC 
NIGHT DlFFEROOJAL HOURl.Y;RA't£S: .()F.PAY 
H9URlY RATED ·EMP.t.OYEES . 
'ride (c:ocIe) 
01i30/2003 
$ 
4th· Year 1:5644 
. Maintainer . 
Power ~8~ (687); Signal (791) 
for; Provisionels . 
for Permanents . 
'='"!~ 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rdYeaf 
. 4th Yaar 
1.3911 
1.4230 
1.4515 
fA790 
·'.5065 
•MMttainw. EJec:trOnic Equip (441:103) 
Entrance & Max 1.5439 
'MIIiIitBirieir.Pow.r ~is81) 
. ',
.. 
·.fcir .PI'ovisionals • EntranCe ·':.3911­
for. Permanents	 Entrance '_",4230 
200 Year 1.4516 
3rd Year 1.4790 
4th Year ·'.536, 
Maintainer. Pow... Distribution (883) 
·fOr" Provisionals Entrance 1'.3636"· 
·f.OF permanents Entrance 1.3911 
2nd Year 1.4230 
3rd Year 1.4515 
4th Year 1.5065 
Maintainer,. Power EIecbonic: (686) 
for'Provisionals Entrance 1.4017 
fOY' Permanents Entrance 1.4297<, 
2nd Year 1.4629 
3rd Year 1.4918 
4th Year 1.5492 
Maintainer. Re,,_e Equipment 
I (499;260), 111502;261) Entrance & Max .1.5439 
.Maint8iner TRIinH 
Signal (996), Structure -A- (822),-8-(825). 
-e-(827), -0- (833). -E-(823) 
Appointed Prior 10 4/1/1980 
Entrance 1.1987 
After 4 months . 1.~488 
After 8 months 1.3001 
After 1 year 1.3372 
Appointed on or After 4/'/'980 end Prior 10 7/1/1985 
Entrance 1.0029 
7th month' 1.0698 
2nd year 1.1366 
19th month 1.2035 
3rd year 1.2703 
31st month ';3372 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title (code) 
Appointed on or After 711/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5115/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Maintainer Trainee. Car (356' 
Appointed Prioito 4/1/1980 
l-year Training Period Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 year 
18-month Training Period Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 16 months 
Alter 18 months 
2-yesr Training Period Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 18 months 
Alter 2 years 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
.Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Maintainer"s Helper ~B" 16161 
Appointed Prior to 411/1980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
01/30/2003 
$ 
0.9360 
1.0698 
1.2035 
1.3372 
0.9360 
1.0029 
1.1366 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2488 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2318 
1.2669 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2318 
1.2669 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.0029 
1.0698 
1.1366 
1.2035 
1.2703 
1.3372 
0.9360 
1.0698 
1.2035 
1.3372 
0.9360 
1.0029 
1.1366 
1.3372 
1.2082 
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APPENOlX C' " 
.NIGHT DiFFmErn1AL HOURLY RATES of pA,'" .... 
HOURLY RATED tMPLOYEES . ,~ 
01/30/2003 
$ 
.,for Permanents & Prov Promotees .: ~_.,' :Eh~ance L2364 
2nd Year 1.2646~,-,. , 
~ed on or Aft.. 4/1/1980 ~. PriOrti> 711/1985 
Entrance 0.9486 . 
7th month 1.0117 
.... , . 
2nd year . ·1.0749 
i' . 
19th month 1.1,381 
. ,. 3rd year-.. :... 1.2014 
' 
31st month 1.2646' ::'. :;: 
...... 
.....­~ ':-:-' ;' .. : " ~.' 
~ed on or Aft.. 711/1985 end'PriOt-io 5/1511992 
Entrance 0.8852 
• 2nd yeai' 1.0117 
. 3rd year . 
. ' ..~.:: ..... , l..1381: 
:; .. 
.;-".. 4th year· .1.2646· 
Appointed on or After 5/1511992 
Entrance 0.8852 
2nd year 0.9485· 
3rd year. 1.0749 
4th year 1~2646 . 
~:~oc:k weik... (442.728,978) 
Stock Worker's AsSistant (106) 
Appoint... ~ to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 1.2048 
2nd Year 1.2344 
3rd Year 1.2632 
4th Vear 1.292~ 
6th Year 1.3185 
Spec Assign 1.3780 
Appointed on or After 711/1985 
Entrance 0.9230 
2nd Vear 1.0648 
3rd Year 1.1867 
. 4th Yeer 1.3185 
Spec·Assign 1.3780 
RaiIroe!t Stock WOrk.. N(748) 
. Stock Worker (819) 
Entrance 1.3897 
2nd Year ··1.4167 
3rd Year 1.4432 
4th Veer 1.~745 
Spec Assign 1.4963 
Railroed Track Cleaner (725,981) 
Appointed Prior to 411/1980 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.1837 
for Permanents Entrance 1.2137 
2nd Year 1.2392 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DfFfERENnAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title (code) 
Appointed on or After 41111980 and Prior to 71111985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or Aft... 71111985 end Prior to 5/1511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Appointed on or After 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Stetion Agent AFC (813.977' &. NonAFC {242' 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 411/1980 end Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 7/111985 end Prior to 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd yeer 
3rd yeer 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Technician. Power Electronic (6821 
Appointed Prior to 41111980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/111980 and PricK to 7/111985 
Entrance 
0113012003 
$ 
0.9294
 
0.9914
 
1.0533
 
1.1153
 
1.1772·
 
1.2392
 
0.8674
 
0.9914
 
1. 1153
 
1.2392
 
0.8674
 
0.9294
 
1.0533
 
1.2392
 
1.1427
 
1.1697
 
1.2292
 
0.9219 
0.9834 
1.0448 
1.1063
 
1.1677
 
1.2292
 
0.8604 
0.9834 
1.1063
 
1.2292
 
0.8604
 
0.9219
 
1.0448
 
1.2292
 
1.2807
 
1.3112
 
1.3727
 
1.0295 
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. APPENDlXC·· .. 
.. NIGHT ·DlFFERErmALHolaYRATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPl9YEES 
Tit" (code) 
7th month 
2!ld Year 
19ttimonth 
)	 3rd yeer 
31st month 
.Appointed '~Or Aft... 711/1985 end Prio,1O 51'i5l1992 .. 
. Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Yeer 
.4th Yeer 
Eritrenee 
·2ndyear. 
.3rd. Yeer 
4th Year 
Towel' OpenItor (910) 
Appointed Prior 10 4/111980 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
Appointed on or After 411/1980 and Prior to 7/1;1985 
Entrence 
7th month 
200 Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appoiirt~ on or Aft... 7/111985 end Prior to·5115/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year· 
4thYeer 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rdYew 
4th Year 
Trec:kworker (758,912) II ConstJVetion Flegger (387) 
Apponted Prior to 41111980 
for Provisionels Entrance 
for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
for Provisionsls & Permanents Spec Assign (913) 
Appointed on or Aft..- 4/1/1980 end Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
,. 
'1.0982; 
. 1; lE168 
1.2364 
1.3041 
t.3727 
'. :.;..'~. "..:.. 
. :.' 
0.9609 
1.098i· 
.1.2364 
1,3727 
. :.\ ..~. Ci9609' ..
-< 
. 1.0295 
':,668 
1.3727 
1-;3835. 
1-4121" . 
1.0691 
1'.1297 
1.2003 
1.2709 
1.3415 
1'.4121 ; 
0.9885 
1.1297" 
1.2709 
1.4121 
0.9885 
1.0691 
1.2003 
1.4121 
1.~704 
1.3094 
1.3662 
1.4963 
1.0239 
1.0922 
1.1604 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENllAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY
 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES
 
Title (code) 
19th month 
3rd yeer 
31st month 
Spec Assign 1913> 
Appointed on or After 711/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrence 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Spec Assign (913) 
Appointed on Dr After 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign (913) 
Traffic Checker - F"I Ttme(882) Entrance & Max 
Traffic Checker ­ Part T_(878) 
Appointed Prior to 1/30/2003 Entrance & Max 
Appointed on Dr After 1/30/2003 
Entrance 
19th Month 
31st Month 
Train Operator (650.851.9091 
Entrance-Road 
Aft 231 days-Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year-Yard 
Transit Electrical Helper 
EIElctronic Equipment (T02). Elevator & Escal (T06) 
light (T03>. Power Distribution (T06). Signals (T0l) 
Telephone (T08). Vent & Drain IT04> 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional. Appointees 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 41111980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or Aft.r 711/1995 end Prior to 5/1511992 
01/30/2003 
$ 
1.2287
 
1.2969
 
1.3652
 
1.4953
 
0.9556
 
1.0922
 
1.2287
 
1.3652
 
1.4953
 
0.9556
 
1.0239
 
1.1604
 
1.3652
 
1.4953
 
0.2698 
0.2698 
0.2293
 
0.2428
 
0.2698
 
1.4648
 
1.4953
 
1.4090
 
1.4365
 
1.2082
 
1.2364
 
1.2646
 
0.9486
 
1.0117
 
1.0749
 
1.1381
 
1.2014
 
1.2646
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ApPENO"Xc':tt'.' ' ~.• ,:, ' 
. NlGmDIFF~~L HoURLl:flA:m;Q.fPA:Y . 
HOURlYRATEO'EMPLO'YEES' :,.,.,' 
01/30/2003 
$ 
Entrance 0.8852 
~nd yeer ·1.0117 
3rd year 1.1381 
4t~ year " .i:~646~ .' . 
'. . 
AppointM on or After 511511992 
Entrance O~.S862· 
2nd Year .0;9486 
3rd year ·1,0749 
4th·year 1.2646 .. 
.. . 
'~', Entrance' 
. ..En~.~: '.', 
2nd Yeai- .. :f ..•. 
Appointed on or After 411/1980 and Prior to 7/111985· 
Entrance 0.9707· 
7thmonth 1;0354 
2nd yeer 1.1001 
19th month 1~H)4~F' . 
3rd yeer 1.2296 
31st month .1.2942 
Appoint8d Of'! Or After 7/111985 end Prior 10 5/15/1992 
Entrance 0.9069 
2nd year 1.0364 
3rd year 1.1648 
4th year 1.294~ 
Appointed on Of After 5115/1992
 
Entrance 0.9059
 
2nd year 0~9707. 
3rd year 1.1001 
4th year 1.2942 
TnIftSiC Property Protecdon AgentI728;945J 
Appointed Prior 10 411/1980
 
for Provisionsls Entrance 1.1362
 
for Permanents Entrance & Max 1-1648
 
Appointed on or After 4(111980 end P-riOr to 7/111985
 
Entrance 0.8736
 
7th month 0.9318
 
. 2nd Year 0.9901 
19th month 1.0483 
3rd yeer 1.1066 
31st month 1.1648 
Appointed on or After 7/111985 end Prior to 5/15/1992
 
Entrance 0.8164
 
2nd Year 0.9318
 
3rd Year 1.0483
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY
 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES
 
01/30/2003 
Title (code) $ 
4th Year 1.1648 
Appointed on or Aher 5/15/1992 
Entrance 0.8154 
2nd Year 0.8736 
3rd Vear 0.9901 
4th Vear 1.1648 
NOTES: 
•A··: For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who ere assigned to the DiVision of Car Equipment.
 
·B· : For Mechanical Maintainer ~C· (637) who are not "assigned to the Division of C.ar Equipment.
 
·e· :To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the-heavy-duty cranes 8t either the
 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDix D .. 
. . 
NIGHT DlFFERamALHOURLY RATES OF PAY 
SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
0210112003 12/18/2003 - 12118/2004 
Title (Code) 
OHice A~ I (806)	 Minimum 
Maximum 
OfflCeAide II, (804)	 Minimum 
m'xlmum 
Office Aide III (803) - Minimum 
Maximum 
Revenue ProcesSUlo COordinator 1(305)"	 Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Senior Clerk (721) 
Senior Keypunch Operator (7241 
Appointed Prior to 411180 Minimum 
Maximum 
Appointed On or After 411180 but Prior to 711186	 Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed On or After 711185 but Prior to 5116192 Entrance 
2nd year 
.3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed On or After 5116/92	 Entrance 
2ndyeer 
3rd year 
4t,~ear 
Senior TabUl8tor OPerator (7221	 Minimum 
Maximum 
Technical Support Aide IA (8741	 Minimum 
Maximum 
Technical Support Aide IB (8721	 Minimum 
Maximum 
Technical Support Aide II (873)	 Minimum 
Maximum 
Technical Suppon Aide III (871)	 Minimum 
Maximum 
0.8462 
1.0249 
0.8747 
1.1922 
0.9429 
1.2216 
2.3670 
2.9039 
2.6928 
3.1942 
1.0040 
1.3483 
0.8379 
0.8938 
0~9496 
1.0065 
1.0613 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8938 
1.0055 
1.~ 172 
0.7820 
0.8379 
0.9496 
1.1172 
1.0437 
1.3748 
0.8771 
1.0801 
0.9466 
1.2250 
1.0474 
1.4764 
1.1616 
1.6722 
0.8462 
1.0249 
0.8747 
1.1922 
0.9429 
1.2216 
2.4278 
2.9910 
2.6706 
3.2900 ' 
1.0040 
1.3483 
0.8379 
0.8938 
0.9496 
1.0065 
1.0613 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8938 
1.0055 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8379 
0.9496 
1.1172 
1.0437 
1.3748 
0.8771 
1.0801 
0.9466 
1.2260 
1.0474 
1.4764 
1.1616 
1.6722 
0.8462
 
·1.0249
 
.. 0.8747 
L1922 
.:.. 
.0:'9429 ., 
_1.2216 
"' .:" 
2.6006 .. 
3.08'08­
" 
." •.,:,,! . 
.-.2.7507- ­
.'.3.3888. 
1.0040 
1:3483' 
0:8379"" 
'0.8938, ,
 
0.9496
 
1.0056
 
1.0613
 
1.1172
 
0.7820
 
,0.8938
 
1.0055
 
1.1172
 
0:7820'
 
0.8379
 
0.9496
 
1.1172
 
1.0437 
1.3748 
0.877'­
1.0801 
. ~. 
0.9466 
1.2260 ­
1.0474 
1.4764 
1.1616 
1.6722 
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APPENDIX D 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF' PAY' 
SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
rJtle (Code) 
02/01/2003 12/16/2003 12/18/2004 
Telephone Operator (868) Minimum 
Maximum 
0.9508 
1.2091 
0.9508 
1.2091 
0.9&08 
1.2091 
Word Processor I (056) Minimum 
Maximum 
0.8726 
1.0747 
0.8726 
1.0747 
0.8726 
1.0747 
Word Processor" (057) Minimum 
Maximum 
0.9407 
1.2188 
0.9407 
1.2188 
0.9407 . 
1.2188 
Word Processor III (055) Minimum 
Maximum 
1.0422 
1.4681 
1.0422 
1.4681 
1.0422 
1.4681 
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SELECTED AGREEMENTS SUBSEQITENT TO THE 
DECEMBER 16, 2002 
MEMORANDITM OF ITNDERSTANDING 
1. Procedure for Pre-Disciplinary Suspension Arbitration A93 
2. Sick Leave Control List.. A94 
3. Medical Appeal Procedures - IOD Cases : A96 
4. Discipline Arbitration Scheduling A99 
5. OAffA Surface Consolidation Agreement Al 02 
6. DWI Procedures - Department ofBuses AI07 
7. Disciplinary Arbitrator Panels AI09 
8. Agreement Regarding Contract Integration Al 10 
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'SI1PULATION AND AGREEMENT
 
Stipulation and agreement entered into this the 2~th day of Febn13J)" 2003. by "and 
between the MfA New Yorlt City Transit (Transit) and the Transport Workers Union. 
loal 100 ( the Union) related to the processing of~-discipJinarysuspension reviews 
WHEREAS. the MTA New York City Transit and the Union have mutu..Uy a~reed upon 
:a settlement of the instant appeals withour the necessity of any further proceedings 
hereupon: and. 
WHEREAS. the senlement ofthe instant matter is in furtherance ofsound labor relations. 
Jt i.. heieby stipulated and agreed. by and bdwttn the parties hereto as tollnws: 
. . 
. . 
First: Each party sban offer abe aidence th3' the poIrty believes sJPPOrts its position. 
Such evidence may include documents. statements. and Ih'e testimom·. TIle arbitrator 
shall determine exactly. what evidence. hdsbe shall consider. "The arbitrntor m;ay require 
offers ofproofbefore deci"ing the question ofadmissibility. wbenever the introduction of 
evidence is challenged. 
Sec:nnd: The arbitrator. in making his asscssm~nt. both of the issues rnis~ hy the Union. 
"and the evidentiary questions. shall be gUided b)' the notion th:tt his ro;c i~ to conduct an 
inquiry into whether thc. pre-disciplinary suspension is appropriate h;l$ed upon the 
contractual standards. The arbitrator may exclude e\;dcnce on the grounds that it would 
he cumulative or is wmcccssary to make the detennination. 
Third: Disputes as to whether witnesses requested by lhe Union should ~ released rna}' 
he ~lIbrnjtted to the arbitrator by conference eall rhe day before the pre-discipJinary 
:;uspension review is scheduled. 
·Ork~ 
e<. / 11.(.(. J~ 1101 
Roger TouSS3in~ 
President 
Transport 'Workers Union. loc:J1 100 
f);lte: Date: 
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New York City Transit Authority STIPULATION AND AGREEMENT 
Office ofLabor Relations 
Whereas, the parties are seeking to resolve s~veral disputes involving sick leave, 
Wbereas,the parties have reached an agreement ooncerning outstanding issues involving 
§2.6(U) - the Sick Leave Contro~ List ("SLCL"). 
Whereas, the settlement oftbe instant matter is in·fiutherance ofSOlmd labor relations, 
It is hereby stipulated and agreed, by and between the parties hereto as foJIows: 
FU'St: The parties agree to implement §2.6(U)(1) consistently across the Authorities 
unless amended by an implementation agreement concerning smface 
.consolidation. The method ofplacement pursuant to §2.6(U)(1) shall be that an 
employee who has been .counseled afta five (5) lDlSUbstantiated instances of 
sick leave in any numing one year period remains in a cOlDlSeled status for one 
year from the date of that counseling. Hthe employee bas DO other instance of 
unsubstantiated sick leave during this one-year period, slhe shall be released 
from the counseled status. Once released from the counseled status, the 
Authoriti~ will again counsel the employee after slbe bas accumulated five (5) 
unsubstantiated instances ofSick leave in any rwming one-year period. 
SecoDd: Except as contained in this Stipulation and Agreement, and by Attachment ICC' 
(Sick Leave Proposal) to the December 15, 2002 .:..- December 15, 2005 
Memorandum of Understanding, it is understood that §2.6(U)(1-8) remain 
.Wlchanged. 
Third:	 The Authorities agree to remove every hourly TWU-replesented employee from 
the SLCL effective May 1,2003. 
Fourth: If an employee utilizes sick leave after May 1,2003, the employee's record will 
be evaluated for PUIpOses of the SLCL based upon existing contractual criteria. 
This includes a review of the employee's record for a nmning one-year period 
including periods prior to May 1,2003-. No employee will be placed back on 
the SLCL subsequent to May 1, 2003, without first being counseled. Once 
cOlDlseled, the counseling will be effective for a twelve-month period as set 
forth herein. 
Fifth:	 The Authorities agree to remove from hislber discipline record any discipline 
imposed on an individual employee which occurred as of May 1, 2000 where 
the discipline.was imposed only for the charge of "Failing to remove hirnlher 
self from the SLCL" or "Remaining on the SLCL." It is understood that this 
removal shall only apply to employees contained on the list that is attached 
hereto as "Attachment A." It is further lDlderstood that this paragraph does not 
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apply to employees who have been tenninated as a result of the imposition of 
discipline based on these charges. It is fuIther understood that there is no 
entitlement to be compensated in any way, including but not limited to any 
suspension time served, fines paid in lieu of suspension, sick leave or hearing 
pay in comection with a finalized disciplinary action as set forth in this 
paragraph. 
.Sixth: The Authorities agree to withdraw all pendIDg disciplinary charges where the 
disciplinary charge is ·'Failing to remove himlherself ftom the SLCL" or 
·"Remaining on the SLCL." It is understood that this.withdraWal shall only 
apply to employees contained on the list that is attached hereto as "Attachment 
.B.~ It is further understood that there is no entitlement to-any compensation 
associated with the withdrawal of the charges, including but .not limited to 
bearing pay. . 
SeveDth:If any einplo~}las been charged with m~tipJe cbarges in one DAN including 
. ·'Failing to remove himlherself fJom the SLCI:' or ·"Remaining on the SCLC' 
and are not contained on ··Attachment B", the Authorities agree to withdraw 
these charges. It is understood that such withdrawal will not prejudice the 
Authorities' position regarding the charges tbat remain on the DAN. 
Eighth:	 This Stipulation and Agreement is in full settlement of contract interpretation· 
Case No. CI-2001-0853 {TWU 003038)·and of any similar claim involving 
these issues. . 
.	 . 
Ninth: ·Entering into this Stipulation shall not be construed as an admission by the 
Transit Authority that it has violated any provision of the collective bargaining 
agreement between the Transit Authority and the Union, nor shall it constitute a 
precedent for the detennination of any other disputes between the Transit 
Authority and the Union. In this regard it is expressly understood that the 
arrangement herein is predicated exclusively upon the special circmnstances of 
this matter and shall not be construed to represent the policy or procedure of the 
Transit Authority. Furthennore, this Stipulation shall not be offered in evidence 
for any pwpose or for any administrative, judicial or other proceeding except 
for the purpose ofenforcing the obligation contained herein. 
For. For. 
The Transit Authority, Labor ReiatioDs TWO, Locall00 
Dated: 
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. Whereas, tbe parties bave met and entered into discussions pursuant to tbe terms of 
tbe 2002 Memorandum of Understanding involving tbe processiDg of medical 
appeals in Injury on Duty cases; 
Whereas, tbe parties bave agreed upon a process to replace current medical appeal 
procedures; 
The parties agree as follows: 
Medical Appeal Procedures - Injury on Duty 
For all cases involving injury-on-duty claims, Sections 21D and 6.2D ofthe collective 
bargaining agreement will be replaced with the following: 
. ­
An employee who disagrees with a work status ofRestricted Work (RW) or No Work
 
(NW) determined byan Independent Medical Examination may appeal such
 
determination by filing an appeal on a form provided by the Authority. The completed
 
fonn, with doctor's statement, must be transmitted to Transit's Workers' Compensation
 
Division (hereinafter WCD).. An appeal must be received by WCD while the disputed
 
work status is still in effect in order for it to be processed for an Impartial Physician
 
determination. The employee shall be pennitted ten (10) days from the receipt of the
 
disputed work status to file an appeal.
 
Timely appeals wilJ be decided by an Impartial Physician as descnoed herein. The panel 
physicians currently in use willcontinue. The Union wi)) be provided with a list of 
physicians on the current panel. The Union wi)) be given the opportwrity for input into 
the selection and retention offuture hnpartial Physicians. 
Within five (5}business days of receipt of the appeal by the WCD, the employee wi)) be 
instructed to report to the WCD to select an Impartial Physician from a list maintained by 
the WCD. Within five (5) business days of the selection ofthe Impartial, the Union Will 
be provided a copy of the employee's WCD medical record and any other information or 
summary that the WCD intends to submit to the hnpartial Physician. The Union shall 
have the opportunity to submit its own information or summary for inclusion in the 
package. Such union-provided information or summary, if any, shall be transmitted to 
the WeD within two (2) weeks of its receipt oftbe WCDmedical record for inclusion in 
the final package of materials to be sent to the Impartial The entire package wiJl include 
a joint cover letter directed to the bnpartial Physician and will be transmitted by the 
WeD to the Impartial 
The matter win be scheduled for review by an Impartial Physician within approximately 
five (5) weeks or less ofthe date on which the employee selected an Impartial Physician. 
Where the WCD detennines that the medical documentation attached to the appeal may 
resolve the medical issue without the necessity of an lrnpartia) Physician determination, 
the employee will be given the opportunity, at his/her option, to be scheduled for an 
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expedited Independent Medical Examination (lME) prior to scheduling of an Impartial 
Physician examination. The appeal fonn provided by the AuthoritywiJl include such 
option. 
Neither party shall be pennitted to engage in exparte communication with the Impartial 
Physician except for the pmpose ofscheduling. . . 
The decision oftbe Impartial Physician will be final and binding and not subject to 
arbitral review. The decision must be consistent with NYC Transifs medical 
standardsljob profiles; give a diagnosis and wolt status in the employee's title; not add 
to, delete .from, or modify any ofthe provisions ofthe Agreement, written rules ofNYC 
Transit, Policy/Jnsbuctio~relevant statutes or NYC Transit's medical stand3rds. 
All fees ofthe Impartial Physicians wiD continue to be evenly divided between NYC 
Transit and the Union. . . 
When an employee has a medical.appeal, the resOlution ofwhich could be affected by a 
pendi,ng appeal.ofa medical standard (pursuant to the non-IOD medical appeal process), 
the times set.furth herein can be ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~-r=-. 
Roger Toussaint 
President 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
_4130/lB

Dated: 
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MTA New York City Transit 
OKtce ofL:abor Rel:ations 
Discipline Arbitration Scheduling . 
StipubtioD :aDd Agreement 
StipubtioD aDd Agreement entered iDo this ~day ofApril 2003 by MfA New 
Yod City TraiLm (bereinafteI" Transit) and the Transport WOlters ~ Local JOO 
(beaeina:fter"theUnion'); and, 
- Whereas. certain isSues have amen related to the sc:beduJing and procesSing of . 
cases at aJbimrtion both in the Transit Authority and the Operating Authority; and. 
Whereas, the parties agree that cases at aIbitratiOD shooJd be processed in an_ 
expeditious and efficient manner, 1bat the calendars shaD be reaJisticand meet 1bc needs 
ofboth parties and the parties should fully ublize the services of the arbitrators; and, 
.-
Wherns, this agreement is made without prejudice to either parties pOsition 
related to the recently negotiated SUIface Consolidation concerning the OAITA 
disciplinary procedures; an~ 
Whe~ the foJlowing agreement does not Jessen or abrogate Transit's right to _ 
establish schedules except as set forth herein and otherwise agreed upon in the coJ)ective 
bargaining agreement; and, 
Whereas, this agreement is made in the furtherance of sotmd Jabor relations. The 
parties agree to the following pilot program. 
Yam:	 Transit Will continue to schedule cases for arbitration in bo1b MaBSlUA 
and the TA in good faith. 
Second:	 Transit wi~1 create preliminary ~hedules for cases and forward 1hem to 
the Union "grieVance office for revi~ 21 calendar days prior to the date of 
-the bearing.	 1be Union has up to seven calendar days to comment on the 
schedule. The Union will designate the person(s) who wi)) handJe these 
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· discussions. The Union representative and a Transit attorney or designee 
wi)) meet or confer ~uringthe seven day periOd to-di~ the caJendars. 
. . 
·At the time of this review, the parties wi)) discuss reasonable infonnation 
requests pertinent to the presentation of a particular case, offers of proof 
concerning potential Wi~, and offen to settle the cases. Disputes 
related to infoIDl3tion requests. ~r witnesses WJll be discussed with the 
relevant arbitrator prior t~ the ~te ~f the hearing. Both parties must be 
~t in person or by telephone for any such. discussion .w:itb- an 
amitrator. In addition, the parties may discuss·limited removal of cases 
from the calendar and the addition of suspension cases. Cases which are 
removed by either party may be replaced with other cases which the 
parties reawDallIy believe will ~ to arbitration, unless the removed 
case re~ects an agreed upon need to address the length of time one 
arbitration on a particular matter WllI take. It is understQOd that the 
removal of a case during this ~en-day period will not be used to reduce 
the number of cases below a reasonable DlDDber. Agreed upon changes· 
made duriDg this period will not count toWards· either party's contractually 
prOvided fOT adjournment or "off-calendar". To the extent that NYC 
Transit cannot give twenty one (21) days notice for cases involving 
·employees who are pre-disciplinary suspended, management will give 
notice as soon as possible. 
ThUd: The parties will work together to achieve.the goal that disciplinary 
- - . 
calendars-.sball be realistic and shall reflect efforts to meet the needs of 
both parties in order to process pending and future disciplinary cases on a 
timely basis. The length of calendars not involving pre~jsciplinary 
suspension will be assessed based upon the type of cases. For example, 
attendance cases should require far less time to complete than an 
operational violation. 
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Four1h:	 The· parties agree .that the ..following procedural .JUles shall apply at 
arbitration: 
3)	 All parties.are.expected to arrive on time and be ready to proceed 
at the time the case is scheduled for arbim.tion. 
b) . Although witnesses· and the· grievants are expected to alrlve on 
~ they shall be granted a grace period of up. 10 one hour to 
appear. ' .. -- _. -" - - . -." .. -.. .. 
~ 
e)	 Case preparation sho~ take place prior to the time of the 
.~~ hearing. .1;hc impartial ~ibator~ upon application of . 
. '.	 .. - ­
~ ~~the ~~ ~.~ an allowance for a reasonable delay 
. in the processing for preparation. 
d)	 There shall be regular calendar calls at which time the parties shaJl 
advise the arbitrator the case will p~ or one of the parties.will 
take its adjournment. This process is ineant to allow the grievant . 
3ndfor the witnesses to be released witbminimal waiting time if 
the case will not proceed. 
e)	 The impartial arbitrators are expected,to playa role in helping the 
union and management to timely process the cases on the calendar 
in accord with this agJeement. 
Fifth:	 Cases wherein the penalty is a warning or reprimand and where there are 
no other outstanding cases of greater than a warning'or reprimand Will be 
.processed pursuant t~ the Expedited Arbitration Procedure outlined in 
Section 2.1B of the Collective BaIgaining Agreement. These cases will be 
~¢ ~ part of the regular arbitration calendar. This procedure is 
..	 . 
appIiC3:~le to all TA and MaBSTOA employees. This provision does not 
aPPly to preventable accideni cases in the Department ofBuses. 
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Sixth: The pilot program will commence on or about May ]~ 2003 
simultaneously with the iiltroduction of the Accident Review System in 
the Deparbnent of Buses. The pjJot program wiJJ continue for eight 
months. 
-
The- Parties wiJl designatt:- a COJDJJiittee to meet once a month 
dming ibe pilot to_monitor its progress. Prior to the expiration of the 
~ Ule parties will meet 10 evaluate the program and explore the 
feasibility ofits continuation. Either party_bps the right to end the pilot at 
-an, time wi1J& 3o.days written notice. 
SeveDth: the parGes agree.1hal:1bis piJct program is withoUt p-ec.edeut or pejud:ioe to 
either'partyts positiom should 1Iie pilot end or be ~ asset-forth 
. hemo. Further, tis stipulation may not be pcsaJled before the Contract 
Grievance AIbitrator or in any fonm uokss mutuaDy agreed upon in writing 
. ­
except to enforce the tenns ofthis agreement during the period oftbe pilot. 
..
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MTA New York City TJ'Sllsit 
Dtpartmmt ofBuses 
ImpJemeutatioD Agreement -OAlfA Sorfaee COlllolidation 
1. MaintelUlll« lJimiJ111 SluIH-Ul!. 
The parties intend that the Shap&-Up process inMaintenance dexnOed herein will be 
handled in a fair and equitable manner andWithout a neptivc impact on~ty. 
The Sbapo-Up will apply to an maiolenance titles and is fortbe fiJ;st task of each shift:. 
The ~Upwill be at the commeocanent ofthe tour andwiD take no more thaD 
fifteen (15) minutes 110m~ time the assigoments are made available to the emp1oJees. 
Employees who are WOlking on it. continuiog assignment fi:om ~ day to the next do not 
take part in the daily shape. In the event the Sbapo-Up emmot be done in the specified 
time (15 minutes aftc'C tho Shape commences~ the line SupenisorVIiD assign 
employees. After the initial sb.apo-up, employ=s will be assigaed during the tonr by 
management/supervision. 
Where preference has been established aodmultiple employees arc assigned within tbat 
preference, the employees will participate in the shape-up within that preference. 
2. Asslgnmmt"rlhertJmt! {Transpo11DtlD1I DivisUml 
The Union is teSpODsible for administering the distribution ofvohmtaIy overtime in 
MaBSTOA (OA). The panies agree that the system for the disto"bution ofovertimewill 
be fair and equitable to all employees. The Union will demonstrate that system to 
Management. Management win have the right to monitor the implementation ofthe 
system including the right to review the overtime assignment bookon a daily basis. 
3. DgilrAbselJce Q"om and Chu.nge ofRDQ (TrruJspoTttdiOIJ DivisiollJ 
Employees will submit ICqUeSts in writing to the Union on the attached form. These 
fonns will be provided 10 managaneJrt on the date the employee submits the request. In 
addition, the Union's logbook which sets forth the status ofall requestswill bemade 
available to management on ~ dailybasis. 
The Trcmsit Authority (TA) Rule ofl~ % as outlined in section 5.1.W will apply as the 
daily quota for use ofsingle day vacatioDS, AVA days andpeISOJl31 days in each dq>Ot. 
Changes ofRDO (CRDO) must be bymulUal swap except that each depot win allow 
two (2) CRDOs witbont a mutual swap r:very day. 
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4. Divisibll ofFIldJitie8 fPltUtt ailEgyipmentl 
The WOJk and payprac1iccs of MaBSTOA Division ofFacilities' (plaDt and Equipment) 
employees cuxrently in effect shall m:nain. The parties shall jointlydevelop and support 
the creation ofa FacilityMaintainer title in the DepartmentofBuses as a promotional 
title and will present tbcirprOposaljointly to DCAS as soon as practicable.. 
.. 5. Plddng ofExJnu flTtl1fY1!!11tItio1Jl 
Th.c:Te -will be no change in the OA and TA practices 3S.a result ofthe consolidation. 
6. ProliQlltmmy Pm.4 (eIimiJulte secJk1" "I.V 
MaBSTOA employees vtill be subject to a twelve (12) month probatiomuy period. 
Probationary rules and regulations govemingTnmsit Allthority employees will apply 
to MaBSTOA employees. ProbationaryheariDgs currentlyperfurmed in MaBSTOA 
will be eliminated. MaBSTOA Probationary employees tennjnatedwithin two (2) 
months of ;rppointmen~fum (4) months for promotio~ will be entitled to the 
"special" probatiOJUll)' hearings to which Transit AathoIityProbatiODarY employees are 
Cttueutlyentitled. The probaJionary period may be extend~ written Notja; for 
up to six months. In MaBSTO~such extensionwillbe in tbr~ (3) month inc:remc:Dts. 
These p.rovisions will be applicable to all MaBSTOA employees hired on Of sfiec 
September 1, 2003. . 
A:JJ employee-Who is made pe.rmane:ol fi'om a temporary or PIO~Onalassignment
 
where he/she has been perfonoing satisfactorily will have the time spent in SQch
 
assignment credited to the on~year probaUoDaIY period established by the roles and
 
regulations ofthe Cityof NewYOIk. Department ofPersonnel for all contractual
 
purposes.. 'This agreement will apply to appointments to permanent civil secvice
 
~tions in the DepaJtD1ent Ofl~DSe$ only.
 
A pro'Yisional employee in theDepartment ofBuses with more than one year of
 
continuous satis:factozy service in a title covered by.the Collective Bargaining
 
. Agreement may appeal disciplinazy actions pnJSDaDt to the procedlJreS specified in the 
disciplinary gIievance procedure. The one-yearperiod will be defined in the same 
manner as the probationary period in the Transit Authority. With written nouce; 
thisperiod can be extended for up to six months. Daring the exteusion, the provisional 
employee will not have access to the disciplinary grievance procedure. 
081251035:36 PM 
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7. YIU:lltWIJ Accrual (;,1' usr V"adion Pill 
Forthosc OA employees who are entitled to lIS~ vacation. the caueut OAndes 
co:ncemiDg vacation accrual Wldei' section 6.2.B ofthe conective bargaixriDg ageement 
will remain in effect 
8. . ytlClltlDn IDUl GqsendPid TimJng fTrll1W!oTblium DivisIonJ 
There will be DO change in the OA and 'tA pick timing as a resnJt ofconsolidation. 
. 9.	 BuMllilJiidner TIt1efBM/CM) 
There win be no change in the MaBSTOA practices regarding BMlCM titles as a JeSUIt 
ofthe CODSOHdation. 
10. CktmerHelper Title 
The Cleaner-Helper title shall be c:ontinlled in MaBSTOA unless and 11J1ti1 DCAS rejects 
the joint request of the Union and Management for the establishme.nt ofa ct~-HeJper 
civil service title. In the event that DCAS does zeject that appHeati~ incumbents in the 
OA CleanerlHeJper title and the OA practices pertaining to picks, job assigommb and 
pay for OA CleanerlHelpers shall coDtiD~ for as lODg as the incumbents who were in 
their title as of 15 December 2003 J'mlain in that title. In the event that DCAS grants 
the request of the Union and Management for the establishment oftbe Cle3J1erlHe1per 
title. DO TA incum~Cleaner orHelper in the DepartmentofBuses win be adversely 
affected or displaced as a result ofthe establishment ofthe title. 
11. DigiplilUZTf Sy$t£m 
It is the intent ofthe parties to develop a set ofdisciplinaIy grievance steps that will 
resolve cases, whe:reverpossiblCt at the local level (Step JlDepartmental Diseipliue). To 
further 1bat goal the parties agree to the following; 
. 1.	 In the Department ofBuses -MaBSTOA, the OU Step (ClIl'mlt Step DI) ofthe
 
process willbe eliminated. The disciplinary process wouldbe a three step
 
process with the Step I hearing at the localleveJ. The Step n hearing woWd be
 ® 
at the depOt level with tho Assistant Gene:al ManagerofDepot Ope;rcdions or . 
hislber designee. Cases appeaed fi:om Step II would then. proceed to atbittation. 
~
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2.	 The atbitrator for Department ofBuses (both OA and TA) disciplinary cases, 
other than preventable accident cases, will be selected from a IOtating panel of 
three atbitratoJs lobe selected DJIltua1Iybythe parties. 
3.	 Arbi1ration cases willbe schedulednndomly subject 10 the availability ofthe 
arbitrators on1bepanel and relevant contractuaf constraints (OMA). 
4.	 Absent special circumstances. employees inMaBSTOA will be present at aU 
~~h~~ . 
s.	 The parties agree to meet inepp.roximately six (6) mODlhs to discuss any issues 
related to the implementation oftbese provisions related 10 MaBSTOA 
discipline. 
6.	 In the OA and the TA, Department ofBuses, NYC Transit agrees that iswill 
limit it righ1s to increase the penalty i:n a disciplinary case to the following 
cUt:mnst:mces: 
a)	 In oIder to comply with the ncgQtiated penalty improvement system; or. 
b) Where the ch8:rge lepJese4ts se:nO'DS misconduct detrimental to the 
operarion ofthe Authority. 
7_	 The re1eva:u1 provisions of section 2.1 apply except as modified above. 
The above procedure does not apply to cases involving preventable accidents which are 
gove.med by the 2002 Memorandum. ofUndastaoding. 
12.	 Qthel-lpeJ 
For aD other issues in the Department ofBuSes (Tramportation, MaintenaDce, Plant and 
Equipment), . the 2002 MOU shall apply. . 
13. Support Deparb1!Dr'# 
The parties' principals willineet within the:first ten (10) days ofSeptember to agree on 
the principles that maybe applied in connection with SuriBce Consolidation in the 
support departmt:Ilts wmch include Supply Logisti~Security. Metrocard Operations, 
and Technology and Information Services. Meetings will be scheduled with the 
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aMrA Snr;face Consolidation - DOB 
Operating Departmmt DivisionHeads promptly fo1k>wing these discussions for the 
.implCa1cntatiou ofthe principles agreed upon. Eff~ September 1~ 20037 the OA
 
employees in these deparlm~(cuaentlynnmbeiing less 1ban 400 employees) will
 
~eive the additional sick leave provided for TA employees.
 
Shoald the parties fail to agree on implementation ofSurface Consolidation in tbe 
Support Dc:partmcnts on orbefore 0Ct0bez It 2003t Management will be e.iJtitJed to take 
. back the grant ofadditional sick leave, as ooon as pmcbcablet until resololion on 
implementation is achieved 
14. SidLetneAllDcation 
Effective September 1,2003, the additional sick days provided pursuant to the TA system 
will be added to the sick leavebalances ofaD fbll-time MaBSTOA emploY=St except 
OA clericals, subject to the pertinent conditions oftbe TA system. 
15. SwingRt1Dnas(TA) 
The parties agree to work toge1hcr to identify and establish IIp to four (4) Transport:ation 
swinglrenefIOOIDS in Brooklyn as soon as practicable. Every effort will be made to make 
progress o.n this in tbeFaD of2003. . 
16. Release rune- TA M"lntenll1lce 
In TA Maintmance, one (1) union representative in each ofthe six (6) depots will be
 
granted fuur (4) homs ofTA paid ~Iease-tiJne each day (Monday through Friday).
 
Attachment 
MIA New York CityTransit 
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7186945564 LAB RELSFIELD 
STIPULATION AND AGREEMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSES 
The foJIowing procedures win cover Department of Buses Employees, lepresented by 
TWU L«al I00, who arc required to maintain a commercial driver's license (CDL) 
3J'IJ3Jor a 19A certification and who are convicted ofDriving While Intoxicated (OWl) or 
Driving While Ability Impaired (DWAI) while orrduty. ' 
I. CODvietecl ofDWVDWAI ~ Fint otrcDSe. 
a) If the employee does DOl have a drug/alcohol positive OD the employee's 
record, the empJoy~ will M treated as a first-time random positive for alcohol 
and referred to the Union Assistance Program (UAP). l'be ranaining 
applicable povisioDS of Appendix E-2 for first-time random Positives 'will 
apply. 
- b) Upon UAP's recommendation for retum to duty, the employee will be 
piKed on an unpaid administrative leave of absence (or up to one yearfiom 
the revocation date of hislher 19A certification and/or CDL.· If the operator 
does not have hislher certification restored in that time, the operator shall be 
dismissed from service. 
e) Management may. at its discretion and based upon the employee', overall 
record, offer the employee work in a budgeted. available non-safety sensitive 
position while the opetator awaits restoration of hislher 19A certification 
andfor CDL. An operator who has his COL restored, but not hislher 19A 
certification, may be: offered an available shifting bide.; -The operator will be 
paiathe applicable salaryfol the work being penonnc:d. In no instance will 
Ihis le-assignment extend beyond one year from the date of I~catiOn. The 
decision 10 provide or not provide non-safety sensitive worle or shifting is not 
subject to review through the connaetualgrievance procedures. 
Il_ CODYicted orDWIlDWAI - Second Off~D$~ 
An employee convickd or DWIlDWAI a serond- time, will be treated as 
second positive for alcohol ,under Appendix E-2 oftbe Collective Bargaining 
Agreement and will be dismissed with the'right 10 restoration to a budgeted, 
non·safety sensitive po,jtion upon recommendation of the Authority's 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Applicable sections of Appendix £-2 
will apply. 
..,. 
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DWIIDWAI CoftyjdioDJ 
III. ConvictioD (or DWIlDWAI where the employee has previous positive OD 
l'Hord. 
The operator will be trQIed as a second positive for alcohol pursuant 10 
Appendix E-2 of the Collective Bargaining A~enl and win be dismissed . 
'with the right of restoration to a budget, .non-safety sensitive job upon 
recOmmendation ofEAP. Applicable ~ons ofAppeudix E-2 will apply. 
. IV. ~oDd Positives withiD. year of restontion. 
Any DWIlDWAI ~nvictioD that results in a second positil'C within a JCBr of 
Restoration nom a f'm positive will cause the. employee to be dismissed nom 
service pursuant to Appendix E-JIE-2 of the collective bargaining agreement 
V. Out ofState DWllDWAI convictions. 
An out ofstate conviction tor DWIIDWAI. or anothc:c Sl8te~s equivalent to 
NYS's DWIlDWAI. wiU be treated 3.$ if it had occUlTed in the State of 
.NewYoik. 
"-'1. Pr-ogram Terms 
TIle abo'\'e program wiD remain in effect for a minimmn of one year from the 
date of execution ofthi$ agreement. At the end ofone year the parties will 
meet to review the program and continue its terms. At that tim~ either side 
may elect to di~ntil)ue the program. 
MTA NPl' York City .TraDsU nftl~lJI,o~ken UDioDy LonilOO 
Department olBuses . 
~Y;U2 
OUefOfficer C DiviSj\)lt()~~~~et~ . Training 
. _/~./' ../., ...... ~ ...d·····, " "............
...•. -- .' cc~ ~ e=1./...- f...<':' 
- Mjc:!iaeV{· Lendino AminKhan
 
Senior Director, Labor Relati Vice President. TA Surface
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llds· Jetter coniarrRS the agreement between the Authority and TWU Local 100 concerning the 
merger oftbe Department ofBuscs Disciplinary Arbitration Panel with the ""regular'" Disciplirwy 
Arbitration Panel Effective 1 July 2004 all the arbitrators OD the two panels will be combined to 
one list that wiU handle ·all discipliDaly cases for employees covered by TWU Local 100 except 
for Traffic Checking Operations. Cases involving Traffic Checkers wil1, at this tim~ continue to 
be heard by William Dougherty. This agreement does not affect the Preventable Accident panel 
which still remains sepame. 
The parties have also agreed that ,Arbitrator Dougherty will only be scheduled for one (I) 
caJendaT per month (fr3ffic Checking). unless otherwise agreed by the parties to complete 
previously started ~ until such time as he renders all outstanding docisions. At that point, 
the parties will meet to determine Arbitrator Dougherty~s status. 
piease sign Y9ur CODCUITeDc:e below and return to me. 
Very truly yours. ~ 
~;. 
Senior Director, Labor Relations 
Roger"t 
President 
Tnmsport Workers Union, Local 100 
cc: R. Agritelley 
M. Seay 
Wm. Pelletier
 
B.Roberts
 
A. Schwartz 
~ NewYork CityTransit 
• Office ofLabor Relations 
25 June 2004 
Mr, RoguToussaint 
President 
Transport Workers Unio~ Local 100 
80 West End Avenue . 
New York, New York 10023 
Re: Arbitration Panel 
Dear Mr. Toussaint: 
~le~[gOW~~ 
~ JUL - 1 2004 ~ 
lOCAL 100 PRESIDENT 
AI09
 
130 Livingston Street Lawrence G. Reuter 
Brooklyn. NY 11201 President 
D NewYork CityTransit 
AUgUst 13, 2004 
Roger Toussaint, President 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
80 West End Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
Re: December 15,1999 - December 15, 2002 Integrated Agreement 
Dear Mr. Toussaint 
Enclosed pleased find a finalized version ofthe December 15,1999 to December 15, 
2002 Integrated Agreement between New York City Transit and the Transport Workers 
Union, Local 100. The Agreement incorporates the September 18, 1996 Memorandum of 
Understanding, the December 15, 1999 Memorandum ofUnderstanding and various side 
Agreements between the parties through December 15, 2002. 
If this Agreement accurately reflects your.understanding, please affix your signature 
below. 
tions 
~ ~"""-- _~.a
_ _ .....
Roger t<;ussaint, President 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
MTA New York City Transit is an agency of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority. State of New York 
Peter S. Kalikow. Chairman 
SS.()1·55023.{)1 AIIO 
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AGREEMENT made as of the 15th day of December 1999, as amended by various side 
agreements through December 15,2002, by and between the NEW YORK. CITY TRANSIT 
AUTHORITY (hereinafter referred to as the "TRANSIT AUTHORITY") and the MANHAITAN 
AND BRONX SURFACE TRANSIT OPERATING AUTHORITY (hereinafter referred to as the 
"OPERATING AUTHORITY") (both of which hereinafter jointly referred to as the 
"AUTHORITIES") and the TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO, and 
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, Local 100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter jointly 
referred to as the "UNION"). 
ARTICLE 1. GENERAL 
SECTION 1.1 - DECLARATION OF PURPOSE 
The Authorities and the Union, in signing this Agreement, are governed by their desires and 
obligations: 
A. To assure to the people of the City of New York efficient, economical, safe and 
dependable transportation service. 
B. To provide hourly paid employees ofthe Authorities and covered clerical employees 
of the Operating Authority with wages, hours, working conditions and grievance procedures. 
C. To protect the interest ofthe public through a definite understanding ofthe respective 
rights, duties, privileges, responsibilities, and obligations ofthe Authorities, the employees, and the 
Union. 
SECTION 1.2 - RECOGNITION 
The Authorities recognize the Union as the exclusive bargaining representative and the 
exclusive representative for the presenting and processing of employee grievances of all of the: 
A. Hourly paid operating and maintenance employees of the Transit Authority in the 
titles listed in Appendix A, attached hereto and made a part hereof, excluding those employed in the 
Queens Bus Division and those employed in the Staten Island Bus Division. 
B. Hourly paid employees of the Operating Authority in titles listed in Appendix A, 
attached hereto and made a part hereof. 
C. Clerical employees of the Operating Authority in the titles listed in Appendix B, 
attached hereto and made a part hereof 
D. Traffic Checkers of the Operating Authority as provided for in Article VII. 
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SECTION 1.3 - ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
This Agreement constitutes the sole and entire existing Agreement between the parties, 
superseding all prior Agreements, oral and written, and incorporating the 1982 arbitration panel 
award, 1980 and 1978 Agreements and the letters appended thereto, relevant Sections ofPart ill of 
the Rules and Regulations and the appropriate schedules ofworking conditions, as well as the 1985 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the April 29, 1988 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the May 29, 
1992 Memorandum of Understanding, the Ju ly 27, 1994 Memorandum 0 fU nderstanding, the 
September 18, 1996 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, and the December 15, 1999 Memorandum of 
Understanding supplemented by the miscellaneous agreements contained in Appendices G and H. 
This provision does not preclude consideration ofevidence as to an established past practice 
by the Impartial Arbitrator, who shall determine what weight to attach to it in light of the other 
provisions of this Agreement. 
In the event that either party asserts the existence of a past practice, such practice shall be 
resolved pursuant to the following: ifeither party notifies the other in writing or by telegram that the 
disputed practice requires prompt resolution, then the senior labor-management committee shall have 
five days to review or resolve the matter only after which either party may submit the disputed 
practice to the Impartial Arbitrator for an expedited decision. 
Neither party waives any oftheir rights or positions that currently exist under this Agreement. 
SECTION 1.4 - DRAFTING OF AGREEMENT 
This collective bargaining agreement between the parties has been written as a single 
document consolidating the 1994 Agreement, the 1988 Agreement, the 1988 Memorandum of 
Understanding, 1985 Agreement, the 1985 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the 1982 arbitration 
panel award, 1980 and 1978 agreements and the letters appended thereto, relevant sections ofPart ill 
ofthe Rules and Regulations and the appropriate schedules ofworking conditions, the May29, 1992 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the July 27, 1994 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the September 
18, 1996 Memorandum ofUnderstanding and the miscellaneous agreements attached as Appendices 
G and H hereto, the December 15, 1999 Memorandum of Understanding and the miscellaneous 
agreements appended thereto. 
In drafting the definitive agreement, the parties, by mutual agreement may have rephrased, 
rewritten, edited, deleted or otherwise changed the wording ofvarious provisions in order to express 
more accurately the intention of the parties, to achieve greater clarity, or make such other changes 
that the parties may have agreed upon, provided that the original meaning and intent has been 
maintained. In the event ofany subsequent dispute over the interpretation or application ofany such 
edited or rewritten provision, the intent of the original language shall be controlling. 
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SECTION 1.5 - NO STRIKE CLAUSE 
During the tenn ofthis Agreement there shall be no strike, sit-down, slow-down, stoppage of 
work, or willful abstinence, in whole or in part, from the full, faithful and proper performance ofthe 
duties ofemployees authorized or sanctioned by the Union. 
SECTION 1.6 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS 
A. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
Without limitation upon the exercise ofany oftheir statutory powers or responsibilities, the 
Authorities shall have the unquestioned right to exercise all normally accepted management 
prerogatives, including the right to fix operating and personnel schedules, impose layoffs, detennine 
work loads, arrange transfers, order new work assignments, and issue any other directive intended to 
carry out their managerial responsibilities to operate the transit facilities safely, efficiently, and 
economically. 
B. EMPLOYEE RIGHTS 
1) The Authority is committed to assuring that the dignity ofeach employee is 
respected at all times. Management shall treat employees fairly and reasonably, and shall assure that 
employees are not disciplined without proper cause, and that they are notified as expeditiously as 
reasonable with respect to any alleged violations charged by management. 
2) The above policy shall be enforceable by the Union only in the following 
manner: 
a. Any Union Vice-President who has reason to believe that any 
employee has been treated in a manner inconsistent with this policy may submit to his/her 
counterpart in management the Union's proofofthis allegation. The allegation shall be investigated. 
Within two (2) weeks, management shall submit to the Union a report stating its finding on the 
allegation and any proposed action. 
b. Ifthe Union is unsatisfied with the report on the proposed findings, it 
may submit the matter to the Authority's Vice President-Labor Relations. She shall within thirty (30) 
days advise the local president ofhis decision. 
SECTION 1.7 - RECIPROCAL OBLIGATIONS 
The Union fully accepts the Authorities' basic right to manage the transit properties and 
exercise the management prerogatives stated in Section 1.6(A) and in the laws governing the 
Authorities and agrees to cooperate with the Authorities in a joint effort to place and keep the transit 
system on a safe, efficient, economical operating basis. The Authorities recognize that in the 
exercise of their rights and prerogatives to manage the transit properties, as set forth in Section 
1.6(A) above and in this Section, they will preserve the rights of the employees and/or their 
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representatives through the legal and orderly processes provided for in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 6.1(B), 
6.1(C), 6.2(Z), 6.4(Q), 7.0(B) and 7.0(C) hereof. 
SECTION 1.8 - HUMAN RELATIONS COMMmEE 
The Authorities and the Union agree to establish a Human Relations Committee, consisting 
of three (3) distinguished members of the public, knowledgeable in the field of labor relations and 
New York City transit operations. The members ofthe Committee and its chairman shall be jointly 
agreed upon by the parties. The function of the Committee will be to meet periodically with the 
parties to review progress that has been made in connection with agreements with respect to working 
conditions, disciplinary procedures, workers' security, productivity and such otheroverall problems, 
as the parties from time to time, by agreement may refer to such Committee. It is expected that the 
Committee, after consideration of such problems as are presented to it, may make such 
recommendations or suggestions for consideration ofthe parties with respect to such subjects as will 
serve to produce harmonious relations in order that there be a minimum of issues concerning the 
parties during the next negotiations so that reliance on contract deadline pressures can be minimized. 
The foregoing activities and procedures are not in any way intended to replace free 
and responsible negotiations between the parties. Therefore, neither the Union nor the Authorities 
agree to be bound by the recommendations or suggestions of the Committee. Their objective is to 
secure third-party assistance of an informed nature and of their own selection. 
SECTION 1.9 - SAFETY COMMITTEE 
A. The Authorities agree to continue to provide adequate, clean, safe and sanitary 
working conditions, in conformance with the minimum standards ofapplicable law. 
B. The Authority will give consideration to the feasibility of conducting a training 
session for the Union's Safety Representatives and the appropriate supervisors and managers. 
At this training session, the Safety Representatives will be instructed to follow the 
contractual safety procedure; and to refer perceived safety violations to the attention ofthe Union's 
Safety Office and the appropriate managers at the location of the perceived violation. 
C. The joint TAffWU and 0 AffWU Safety Committees shall be continued. T he 
Committees shall have as their objective the continuation and improvement ofpractices designed to 
ensure safe working practices and conditions in the operation and maintenance ofthe facilities ofthe 
Authorities. The committee shall operate according to the following procedures: 
1) Local Safety Committee 
At the local level, the designated Union representative employed by the 
department at that location shall meet monthly with the responsibility center head to discuss safety 
issues of mutual concern with no loss of pay to the Union representative. Either member of the 
Local Safety Committee may place items on the agenda for the monthly meeting. Written minutes of 
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these meetings shall be kept and copies sent to System Safety, the department head and the TWU 
Director of Safety. 
2) Departmental Safety Committee 
Issues unresolved by the Local Safety Committee may be referred in writing, 
as required, to a Departmental Safety Committee composed of the department head and the 
corresponding TWU Vice President. The committee shall meet within forty-eight (48) hours (two 
work days) of receipt of a written request to discuss such unresolved issues. 
3) Senior Labor-Management Safety Committee 
Issues unresolved by the Departmental Safety Committee may be referred in 
writing, as required, to the Senior Labor-Management Safety Committee. The Committee shall be 
composed of the Authorities' Assistant Vice President, System Safety, and the TWU Director of 
Safety. The committee shall convene within forty-eight (48) hours (two work days) ofreceipt ofthe 
request for a meeting. 
4) Presidential Review 
Where the Senior Labor-Management Committee has been unable to resolve 
the safety concern submitted to it, the issue may be given directly to the Presidents ofthe Authorities 
and the Union for discussion and possible resolution. 
5) Emergency Safety Issues 
In emergencies, relevant Authority Senior Management will meet their 
counterparts from the Union (TWU Vice Presidents) to investigate emergency situations, day or 
night, and attempt to correct problems where possible. Ifnot possible, the issue will be advanced to 
the Senior Labor-Management Safety Committee for review. The parties agree that where a 
resolution is not achieved after the Senior Labor-Management Safety Committee meeting, an 
expedited arbitration will be requested. 
6) TWU Safety Committee 
Five (5) representatives ofthe Union's choice maybe released with pay for the 
purpose of prioritizing the Union's safety concerns which do not lend themselves to immediate 
resolution. These suggested priorities shall be forwarded to the Senior Labor-Management Safety 
Committee which shall review the suggested priorities and develop an action plan, if and as 
appropriate, for dealing with these concerns. 
The five (5) full time safety union representatives will be provided the two (2) day 
Dupont Safety Training currently provided to managers and supervisors. 
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7) This procedure has been agreed to in order to facilitate the resolution ofsafety 
concerns and shall not be construed to waive the existing contractual or legal rights or either party. 
SECTION 1.10 - WAGES 
A. Wage Rates 
The wage rates for hourly paid and clerical employees serving in positions set forth in 
Appendices A and B, attached hereto, shall be as set forth in those appendices. Those appendices 
include the following: 
1. Effective December 15, 1999, the rates ofpay that were in effect on December 14, 1999 
shall be increased by five (5) percent. 
2. Effective December 15, 2000, the rates of pay that were in effect on December 14, 2000 
shall be increased by three (3) percent. 
3. Effective December 15, 2001, the rates ofpay that were in effect on December 142001 
shall be increased by four (4) percent. 
B. Night Differential 
1. Night differential shall be paid at the applicable rate specified in Appendices C 
and D for hours worked beginning at 6 p.m. on one day and ending at 5:59 a.m. the next succeeding 
day, except that on weekends, the differential shall be per work hour for all hours worked between 6 
p.m. on Friday night and 5:59 a.m. on Monday morning. 
2. Hours worked, for the purposes of this subdivision, shall include all hours 
within the time limits specified above, including all hours which are paid as part of the employee's 
regular schedule. 
C. TransferslWage Progression 
1. Effective June 1, 1997 the hourly rate for employees promoted from the Cleaner 
title to another title will be increased to the next highest hourly rate in the promoted title based on the 
employee's hourly rate in his/her former title ofCleaner. No Cleanermaking a 3rd year Cleaner rate 
shall be paid a rate less than a 2nd year rate in the promotional title. 
2. Thereafter, employees (other than those who were Cleaners making a 4th year 
Cleaner rate) will move up on the wage progression scale based upon their anniversary date of 
original hire. This does not apply to subsequent promotions. 
3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 only apply to Cleaners promoted into other titles that are in the 
standard wage progression scale (currently 70%, 75%, 85%, 100% in three years.) 
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4. It is understood that only those employees who were promoted prior to June 1, 
1997 shall be paid in accordance with the amounts set forth in paragraphs 1,2, and 3. Furthermore, 
these provisions will apply only to those employees who are promoted from the Cleaner title and 
who are making less than the 4th year Cleaner rate. 
5. It is further understood that all other employees will receive a wage progression as 
follows: when an employee is promoted, he/she will receive the next highest hourly rate in the 
promoted title and will thereafter receive pay increases on his/he anniversary date in the promoted 
title or until such time a subsequent promotion occurs. 
D. Pension Enhancement Support And ITHP 
1. The Authority will continue to provide for the employees covered by this Agreement 
who are members ofthe NewYork City Employees' Retirement System and who are eligible and do 
not elect to contribute to the retirement system for the right to retire after 20 years of allowable 
service as a transit employee with retirement allowance payable at or after age 50, pensions-for­
increased-take-home-pay benefits to the extent of a reduced rate of contribution factor of 2-1/2% 
during the term of this Agreement, provided, however, that there shall be in existence enabling 
legislation which will permit the Authority, with the approval ofthe Mayor, to provide such benefit. 
2. The MTA will support legislation which will reduce all member contributions such 
that those members paying contributions of 5.3% will pay 2%, and those members paying 
contributions of 3% will pay 2%. This provision shall not become effective unless and until the 
necessary legislation is enacted by the appropriate legislative body which will permit the Authority to 
provide such benefit. The parties shall seek said legislative enactment jointly as agreed in the 
December 15, 1999 Memorandum ofUnderstanding. 
E. Prequalification Training 
Employees who are hired or who are working in entry level jobs, on or after October 31, 
1996, will be paid according to the hiring scale wage progression as outlined in Appendix A ofthis 
Agreement after their first full week ofemployment. Employees in their first week ofemployment 
will continue to be paid $4.25 or the current National minimum wage. However, nothing in this 
agreement shall limit management's right to establish different periods for training. 
F. Late Payment Penalties 
The Authority commits itselfto take measures necessary to see to it that employees are paid 
all monies earned by them in a timely fashion. 
The parties agree that such measures as stated below shall be taken to redress situations 
where: 
1. an employee has been improperly underpaid his regular pay through no fault ofhis own, or 
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2. an employee has monies due him as a result of an arbitration or grievance hearing 
decision. 
Thirty (30) days from when the liability accrued, a flat penalty for each full thirty (30) 
calendar days shall be added to the amount due according to the following schedule: 
Amount Owed Penalty 
$100 - 199 $2 
$200 - 299 $3 
$300 - 399 $4 
$400 - 499 $5 
$500 - above $10 
G. Gainsharing Program 
1. It is the intent of the parties to establish a Gainsharing Program, whereby 
employees who participate in jointly adopted programs to increase productivity will receive a share 
of the savings generated. 
2. In each Department a Joint Union-Management Committee composed oftwo 
(2) management representatives and two (2) union representatives will meet to consider work 
productivity issues which will enhance the cost effectiveness and/or efficiency of the Authorities. 
The Committee will review current work practices and consider alternatives which will reduce the 
cost ofoperating the system without diminishing service. However, the Authorities waive none of 
their right to exercise all management prerogatives as set forth in the Management Rights clause of 
the Agreement, including but not limited to the level and type ofservice enhancement: nor does the 
Union waive any contractual right or working condition secured to it by the collective bargaining 
agreement. 
3. Upon the recommendation ofa Joint Committee to implement a gainsharing 
project, a program shall be established. The savings associated with any gainsharing program, which 
may include a pilot phase if the committee so recommends, will be determined by periodic audits 
conducted by the Authority's Office ofInternal Audit. Ifthe Union disagrees with the findings ofthe 
Authority's Office of Internal Audit, the parties will select an independent outside auditor. If the 
parties cannot agree on a independent outside auditor, the contract arbitrator will select an 
independent outside auditor. The determination ofthe independent outside auditor will be binding 
on the parties. After completion ofauditing, the cost savings will be quantified. 
4. Effective May 1, 1993, or on a subsequent date as described below savings 
thus quantified shall be distributed to employees involved in each program as follows: a sum up to 
but not to exceed 1% ofthe annual wages ofthe employees shall be distributed to employees as wage 
increases, provided however, that wage rates may not vary for any particular title. Anything beyond 
shall be divided as follows: 1/3 to employees, in cash: 1/3 to the Authority; and 1/3 to provide 
service enhancements to the public provided that the Authority is not otherwise required to reduce 
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existing service. Ifthe quantified savings do not generate 1% ofthe annual wages ofthe employees 
by May 1, 1993, the 1% wage increase will be made effective on the subsequent date when the 1% 
savings is annualized. In order to prevent creating different wage rates for the same title, the 1% 
wage increase may, by agreement of the parties, be converted into a cash payment. 
5. By mutual agreement, the parties may discontinue gainsharing programs. In 
this case, the payments associated with such discontinued gainsharing programs shall also cease. 
6. The recommendations ofa Joint Committee and the amount ofcost savings 
are not subject to the grievance procedure ofthe collective bargaining agreement. Recommendations 
of the Committee to proceed with a Gainsharing project must be unanimously approved by its 
members. In the event ofdisagreement either party may appeal a decision of the Committee to the 
Presidents ofthe Authority and the Union. Failure ofthe Committee and the Presidents to agree on a 
project recommendation will be deemed a rejection of the project. 
SECTION 1.11- AUTHORITIES - HEALTH BENEFIT TRUST 
A. During the t enn 0 f t his Agreement, t he Authorities jointly with the Union will 
continue the multi-employer welfare benefit trust, established on April 1, 1976, as a successor trust 
to the Transport Workers Union - New York City Transit Authority Health Benefit Trust and the 
Transport Workers Union - Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority Health, 
Welfare and Death Benefit Trust. The purpose of said multi-employer welfare benefit trust is to 
provide medical, surgical, or other health and death benefits for all hourly-rated employees of the 
Transit Authority in titles listed in Appendix A represented by the Union, and pensioners who retired 
from hourly titles represented by the Union at the time oftheir retirement and for all hourly rated and 
Union clerical employees ofthe Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority in titles 
listed in Appendix B represented by the Union and pensioners who retired from hourly rated or 
Union clerical titles represented by the Union at the time of their retirement. 
B1. The Parties agree that the Welfare Benefit Trust shall maintain the current benefits 
through December 31, 2000. Up to that date, there shall be no requirement that the Welfare Benefit 
Trust maintain reserves or a fund balance. Funds sufficient to pay claims incurred but not yet 
reported, as the tenn is understood by the principals, shall continue to be set aside. However, 
reserves above that amount may be accessed by NYC Transit for any purpose. 
B2. After December 31, 2000, the Authorities will recommence making monthly defined 
contributions to the Welfare Benefit Trust Fund. The actual per capita amount for each category of 
beneficiary shall be detennined by the parties after no more than thirty (30) day period ofdiscussion. 
If there is no agreement, the per capita amount shall be detennined by the Impartial Arbitrator. 
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B3. Pursuant to the 1996 and 1999 Memoranda ofUnderstanding, the Authorities
 
will maintain the current level of benefits through December 31, 2000 on which date
 
the Trust shall convert back to a defined contribution plan using a formula
 
predicated upon the 1999 expenditures of the Trust as increased by fifty (50) percent 
of the total expenditure growth of the Trust in the year 2000. In addition to the 
foregoing contribution, the Authorities shall make a one time contribution to the Welfare Benefit 
Trust equaling one month's contribution for reserve purposes except as noted in the side letter 
agreement dated May 11, 1999 contained in appendix G of this Agreement. 
1) Effective January 1,2001 and January 2,2002 respectively, the Authorities 
will increase each contribution rate by six (6) percent. 
2) The Authorities shall further make additional annual contributions 
of$3.75 million dollars payable in equal installments on the same basis as 
the Authorities' normal contribution for the express purpose of enhancing 
benefits. 
3) The Authorities shall not be required to pay any monies to the Trust other 
than the payments provided for under this Section except for eligible Traffic 
Checkers as provided for in Section 7.0J. 
C. The Authorities shall be released and relieved of any and all obligations or other 
claims for payment to any health, medical, surgical, death, or other benefit plan for any ofits Union 
represented hourly-rated employees in the titles listed in the aforementioned Appendix A, Union 
represented clerical titles in Appendix B, Traffic Checkers per Article VII and pensioners who retired 
from titles represented by the Union at the time of their retirement. 
D. The Trustees ofthe multiple employer welfare benefit trust shall have the power by 
unanimous vote ofall the trustees, to increase, reduce, or otherwise change a plan or benefits within 
the same level of funds made available under this Section 
E. Notwithstanding anything in this Section appearing to the contrary, the Trust 
benefits ofpensioners below age 62 who have retired pursuant to the retirement program known as 
Chapter 529 of the Laws of 1994 shall be paid for as set forth in the award ofMilton Rubin dated 
October 10, 1995 rendered pursuant to the agreement ofthe Parties executed July 26, 1994 (attached 
hereto as part ofAppendix G-4). Effective January 1, 1997, the additional one (1) percent employee 
contribution made by participating members, pursuant to the award rendered by Arbitrator Milton 
Rubin on October 10, 1995, will cease. 
SECTION 1.12 - OVERTIME CONTROL 
A. The parties shall voluntarily undertake to insure that no employee is required or 
allowed, except in the case of emergency, to perform overtime work in any month which would 
exceed three times the average number ofovertime hours per month worked during the past twelve 
months by all employees in the same job title and unit in the responsibility center to which he/she is 
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assigned except that this fonnula shall not apply where the Parties have agreed to specific dollar 
amount earnings caps with respective divisions as provided elsewhere in this Agreement. 
B. The effectiveness of the voluntary actions taken under subsection A) above will be 
reviewed monthly, and the Authorities shall have the right, notwithstanding any other provisions of 
this Agreement, to deny further overtime work to any employee whose overtime hours for the past 
twelve months exceed three times the average number of overtime hours worked during the past 
twelve months by all employees in the same job title and work unit in the responsibility center to 
which he/she is assigned, until such time as a subsequent monthly overtime report demonstrates that 
. the employee no longer exceeds the aforesaid criterion. 
C. The parties shall jointly undertake reasonable efforts to identify projected overtime 
requirements and qualified volunteers who are willing to perfonn such overtime work. They will 
also undertake reasonable efforts to identify, from time to time, those employees who are unable to 
work overtime, except in the case of emergency, for good and sufficient personal reasons. 
Employees who are unable to work overtime will not nonnally be required to perfonn overtime 
work. Preference will be given to qualified employees who volunteer for overtime work, subject to 
the provisions ofparagraphs A and B above. 
D. Ifat any time the joint voluntary efforts ofthe parties pursuant to paragraph C above 
fail to yield sufficient qualified volunteers for overtime work in a job title within a work unit in a 
responsibility center, the head ofsuch responsibility center shall have the option to cancel the work 
or assign the work to qualified employees on the basis of inverse seniority, not including those 
employees generally unable to work overtime pursuant to paragraph C above. 
E. If the actions taken under paragraph D above, do not result in equitable coverage of 
the service requirements of the Authorities without abuse, either party may bring the matter before 
the Impartial Arbitrator by submitting a new plan to accomplish the objectives stated in this Section. 
Pending approval of any such plan, the provisions of this Section shall remain in full force and 
effect. 
F. Where employees are being assigned mandatoryovertime on their regular dayoffas a 
result ofa manpower planning failure ofthe Authority, the Union may bring the problem directly to 
the attention of the Vice President - Labor Relations. The Authority shall then take effective 
measures to remedy the problem; among the measures to be considered is the lifting of relevant 
overtime caps. 
SECTION 1.13 - FARMING OUT OF WORK 
The Authorities shall give favorable consideration to having certain repairwork perfonned by 
their employees instead ofbeing fanned out, provided the work is perfonned with existing facilities, 
without adding employees, and that the cost ofsuch work is competitive with outsidemanufacturers 
as to the quality, price, time of perfonnance, and will not conflict with the perfonnance ofnonnal 
maintenance. 
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The Authorities shall continue a joint Authority-Union Committee to facilitate 
communication between the parties as to work being considered for fanning out, and the advisability 
ofhaving such work. perfonned by present employees. The committee may make recommendations 
to the Authorities concerning the farming out ofwork. The Committee shall include representatives 
of the Departments ofRapid Transit, Surface and Operations Support, and the Operating Authority 
and the Union. The Committee shall keep written minutes and shall meet monthly, unless no 
farming-out proposal is pending. 
Before any work, as described above, is farmed out, the Authority shall provide the 
committee with copies ofthe infonnation submitted to the prospective bidders on the items proposed 
to be farmed out, thus, enabling the Union representatives to prepare and submit a proposal for the 
perfonnance of such work by the Authority's employees within the time frame afforded the 
prospective bidder to submit a bid. The information to the appropriate committee shall be furnished 
to it not later than the infonnation is made available to the prospective bidder. 
The decision with respect to the farming out ofany particular work. shall remain solely that of 
the Authority. 
SECTION 1.14 - EXCESS EMPLOYEES 
In the event there is a surplus ofhourly employees regularly assigned to duties and functions 
pertaining to one title or another, the appropriate Authority shall have the right to transfer such 
employees to the duties ofanother title. It is understood that in effecting such transfers no employee 
shall suffer a reduction in pay and that where necessary, the appropriate Authority will offer 
retraining ofaffected employees for the proper discharge ofthe duties to which they will be assigned. 
SECTION 1.15 - "COPE" DEDUCTIONS 
Employees shall be allowed to authorize payroll deductions for political contributions to a 
fund known as the "Committee on Political Education" (the "Committee"). It shall be the 
responsibility of the Union to obtain and deliver such authorization cards to the appropriate 
Authority. The content ofsuch cards shall be agreed to by the appropriate Authority and the Union. 
Upon receipt of authorization cards, the appropriate Authority shall begin weekly payroll 
deductions on the first feasible payroll. Effective January 1, 1996, these deductions will be made 
biweekly. 
The appropriate Authority shall deduct the actual expense ofmaking the payroll deductions 
by a deduction from the contributions. Contributions shall be transmitted to 'the Committee on a 
monthly basis, after the payroll deductions are made. 
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SECTION 1.16- RELEASE TIME 
A. Joint Labor-Management Activities 
Employees who are duly designated by the Union to act on matters relating to the 
interests ofemployees represented by such organization shall be permitted to engage in the following 
activities, subject to the conditions set forth herein and upon advance approval by either Authority, 
without loss of payor other employee benefits, except as otherwise provided in subsection C, 
paragraph 6): 
1.	 to investigate grievances and to process them at all levels of the grievance 
procedure; 
2.	 to represent employees at disciplinary hearings; 
3.	 to participate in meetings of joint departmental labor-management 
committees; 
4.	 to serve as members of authorized Safety Committees; 
5.	 to engage in any other activity for which time without loss of payor other 
employee benefits is specifically provided for in this labor agreement or 
which has the specific prior approval of the Authority's Labor Relations 
Department; 
6.	 to confer with authorized members of management or their designated 
representatives. 
B. Union Activities 
Employees who are duly designated by the Union shall be permitted upon prior 
approval by the Authority's Labor Relations Department to take time offwithout pay, or to charge 
such time to their annual leave allowance, to engage in the following activities for or on behalfofthe 
Union or its members: 
1.	 to attend Union meetings or conventions; 
2.	 to attend collective bargaining sessions with the Authority; 
3.	 to attend trial board hearings; 
4.	 to appear before or confer with governmental bodies, officials, committees, 
etc; 
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5.	 to administer welfare, security and annuity funds; 
6.	 to organize and recruit Union members; 
. 7. to collect Union dues; 
8.	 to distribute Union pamphlets, circulars or other literature. 
Where employees request leaves of absence without pay for Union activities, such 
requests, regardless of the number ofhours or days involved, must be: 
a) initiated by an elected or appointed official of the Union, who has been 
designated by the Union to make such requests in behalfofemployees seeking to be 
released; 
b)	 approved in advance by the employee's department head or hislher designee; 
c) accompanied by a "Request for Leave ofAbsence Without Pay" form 
specifying the exact number ofhours or days for which the leave of absence 
without pay is requested. 
Employees on approved leaves ofabsence for Union activities shall strictly follow the 
established timekeeping procedures in effect in their department or work location including signing 
in and out, or clocking in and out, as the case may be, at the start and end of their tour ofduty and 
during their tour ofduty if such leaves occur within the employee's tour ofduty. 
C.	 Regulatory Provisions 
Department heads shall be responsible for ensuring that all employees under their 
supervision adhere to the following guidelines and provisions: 
1.	 Leaves ofabsence without pay shall be granted as set forth in this Agreement. 
2.	 Employees assigned to joint labor-management activities who are paid out of 
Union or private funds shall not be paid by the Authority. 
3.	 An employee released full or part time and paid by the Authority shall be 
required to submit periodically, an affidavit certifying that he/she has not 
been paid by the Union or private fund during the same period for which 
he/she was paid by the Authority. In addition, the affidavit, which must be 
submitted at least once a year, also requires employees covered by this 
paragraph to report any compensation or expenses received from anyone else 
for time worked over and above the time they are required to work for the 
Authority. Department Heads shall establish the necessary administrative 
safeguards to insure that each employee involved in release time submits the 
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required affidavit at least once each year and such affidavits are properly 
filed. The Labor Relations Department shall be responsible for auditing this 
procedure. 
4.	 An employee who is released full or part time, with or without pay, shall not 
organize, plan, direct or participate in strikes, work stoppages, orjob actions. 
Violation of this provision will cause the privilege to be withdrawn and the 
participating employee will be subject to the penalties provided by law and to 
appropriate disciplinary action. 
5.	 Employees released full or part time with pay shall be incumbents in titles 
represented by the Union. 
6.	 Employees released full or part time with pay shall not receive overtime, shift 
differential, compensatory time, meal allowances or holiday premium while 
on release time, except as provided in the Award of the Impartial Arbitrator 
in the Frank Ancona case of October, 1980. No employee of the Authority 
shall be paid by the Authority for more than forty (40) hours per week for 
release time in order to perfonn labor management activities. 
7.	 Employees released full or part time with pay may work overtime 
assignments for the Authority for additional pay within the limits established 
in this agreement provided that the following provisions are met: 
a.	 The overtime work assigned is necessary and productive work in the 
job title and is required to be perfonned by supervision. 
b.	 The overtime work assignment is specifically authorized by 
supervision. 
c.	 The employee reports directly to the immediate supervisor for the 
work assignment and otherwise confonns to all established 
procedures in connection with the proper perfonnance of the work 
assignment. 
d.	 In order to receive any overtime pay the employee claiming the 
overtime must strictly adhere to all established rules, regulations and 
procedures of the Authority in connection with the perfonnance of 
overtime assignments, including proper, accurate and regular 
maintenance of time records, records of work perfonned, and such 
other documents or records of work assigned the Authority may 
reqUIre. 
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e.	 Failure to adhere to these provisions subjects employees to the loss of 
opportunity to earn overtime and to disciplinary action by the 
Authority. 
8. Department Heads shall be responsible for keeping accurate time records of 
employees on release time and on overtime work assignments. 
9. Employees released pursuant to this provision shall preserve their seniority, 
promotion and pension rights and their entitlement to salary increments. 
D.	 Miscellaneous Release Time Provisions 
1. The Authorities agree to release two (2) employees on a compensated basis for 
the express and limited purposes ofestablishing and maintaining a Family Assistance Program that 
will be a referral source for family assistance issues such as child care, dependent care and domestic 
assistance. The FAP shall be part of the Union Assistance Program. The regulatory provisions 
discussed in this Agreement shall pertain to the employees released pursuant to this subdivision. 
2.	 Release time for UAP Counselors - see Section 1.20. 
3.	 Release time for Safety Committee - see Section 1.09 (C)(6). 
4. Attached hereto as appendix G-l are various agreements pertainingto release 
time. 
SECTION 1.17- IM:PLEMENTATION OF ARBITRAL AWARDS 
When the award ofan arbitrator or panel ofarbitrators appointed pursuant to the Agreement 
is confinned by any court oforiginal jurisdiction, the Authorities shall comply with and effectuate 
the provisions of such award forthwith upon service of such order with notice of entry upon the 
Authority. Such compliance shall not preclude the Authorities from appealing the lowercourt order 
but such appeal shall in no way act as a stay or excuse the Authorities such compliance, unless and 
until the order appealed from may be set aside by an appellate court. The Authorities specifically 
waive any statutory right to an automatic stay on appeal of a lower court order confinning the 
arbitrator's award. 
In the event the Authority's position is subsequently sustained, the Authority shall have the 
right to implement the decision and to recover any payments made pursuant to the arbitration award 
or a prior court determination. 
SECTION 1.18- RULES AND REGULATIONS 
Every employee should study and be thoroughly familiar with the Authorities' rules and 
regulations, as well as the working conditions included herein. 
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SECTION 1.19 - NEW JOB TITLESIREQUIREMENTS 
A.	 The Union and Authority agree that as the need for a new job title and requirements 
is identified the parties will meet to discuss said title and requirements with the intent 
of clarifying and getting Union input in the process. 
B.	 As said new job titles are established, the Authority will make available 
to incumbent employees the opportunity to achieve the requisite basic skills to 
qualify for entry into said title training. 
SECTION 1.20- DRUG/CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE AND ALCOHOL POLICIES 
The Drug and Controlled Substance Policy/lnstruction as amended, is set forth in Appendix 
E-l. The Alcohol PolicylInstruction as amended, is set forth in Appendix E-2. 
A. Where an employee i s to bed ismissed pursuant toe ither Policy/ Instruction as 
amended and such dismissal is not final, calendar action on the dismissal will not take place until the 
employee is no longer eligible for restoration pursuant to Section 9.0, except that such dismissal shall 
be counted as a dismissal for any other purpose under the policy. 
B. The existing Employee Assistance Program (EAP) will no longer service volunteers 
for alcohol and drug and controlled substance treatment. Instead, volunteers may utilize benefits 
available through the Health Benefit Trust for the purposes ofobtaining counseling. 
C. The Union shall have the right to appoint six peer counselors, found qualified by the 
Authority, who shall function in the same role as the current peer counselors. 
D. A Labor-Management Committee shall be established consisting of two 
representatives of management and two representatives of the Union. The committee will meet 
monthly to discuss and review EAP counseling program issues, as well as the planning and delivery 
of services. Any changes in such policies will be discussed by this committee prior to 
implementation. The two Union representatives will be released full-time at their regular rate based 
on forty hours per week. The two Union representatives shall also perform drug education in the 
field. 
E. The Union agrees to withdraw with prejudice any existing litigation challenging the 
Authority's Drug and Controlled Substance Policy, agrees to bring no action in the future challenging 
this PolicylInstruction as herein amended; agrees not to utilize attorneys who act on behalf of the 
Union to represent individuals in challenging the above policy; and agrees not to fund any challenge 
to such policy. Should any portion ofthis policy be declared unconstitutional or otherwise illegal by 
court decision, this agreement shall be deemed modified by the final decision of the court unless 
stayed, but shall otherwise continue in effect. 
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In the event that State or Federal statutes, rules or regulations hereafter adopted 
impose on the Authority the obligation to conduct drug or alcohol testing in a manner inconsistent 
with the provisions ofthis agreement and/or the policies, this agreement and/or the policies shall be 
amended after discussions by the parties to conform to such legal requirements. 
F. The Authority will provide to the Union Assistance Program (UAP) a reasonable sum, 
to be agreed upon, to be used for payment ofreasonable administrative and operations expenses of 
the program. The UAP will prepare a detailed budget for the period December 15, 2000 to December 
15,2001 describing the projected expenses ofthe program and proposed allocation ofthe moniesto 
be provided. The UAP budget for December 15, 2001 to December 15, 2002 will be set forth in the 
same manner and subject to the same provisions applicable to the December 15, 2000 to December 
15, 2001 period. 
All expenses which are presently being reimbursed by t he Authority, including 
salaries of the Director, the UAP and its counselors other than those released by the Authority, will 
be paid by the UAP from the funds to be provided as described herein. In no event shall payments to 
the UAP exceed the agreed upon sum for the period October 1, 1997 to October 1, 1998. 
G. The UAP shall make its accounting, administrative and other records documenting 
expenditures pursuant to this agreement available for inspection and audit by the Authority or 
Authority designees upon reasonable notice to the UAP. Such records shall remain available for 
inspection for a period of two years after each inspection. 
H. The UAP shall assign counselors who are trained in identifying individuals with drug 
and alcohol problems to Authority work locations where they will identify employees with substance 
or alcohol abuse problems and encourage them into seeking treatment on a voluntary basis. In order 
to assure the success of this effort, peer counselors will not be required to disclose to Authority 
managers the identity ofpersons whom they have identified as being in need of treatment. 
1. The Union will encourage its members to contact the Union Assistance Program 
counselors when they believe that another employee may be in an unsafe condition or may present a 
danger to himself7herself or others. 
J. The Authority will make reasonable efforts to place the Union on equal footing with 
the Authority with regard to site visits to laboratories which it selects for use. 
K. The Authority provides and will continue to provide, on an on-going basis, training 
programs for managers and supervisors on the subject ofdrugs and alcohol abuse. In addition, the 
Authority will provide to all employees information and educational materials on the subject ofdrug 
and alcohol abuse. Every effort will be made to use the UAP assistance in this effort. 
L. Effective January 15, 1997, the Authority will not take disciplinary action for a 
positive alcohol result against an employee for whom, during an FTA Random alcohol test, a breath 
analysis test indicates a reading of 0.04 mgm/cc or greater and a blood alcohol test indicates a 
reading ofless than 0.05 mgm/cc, if the employee after evaluation and rehabilitation, ifnecessary, 
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completes rehabilitation as described in Appendix E-2. The employee shall be referred to the 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP), relieved of his or her responsibilities, and given the 
opportunity for rehabilitation, if necessary, through that program. The employee, unless pre­
disciplinary suspended on another matter, will be "in a No Pay" status; however, the Authority will 
permit the employee to use accrued leave balances during his/her participation in EAP. 
Once the employee is certified as drug/alcohol free and otherwise eligible for 
restoration under Section 9 ofAppendices E-l and E-2, the employee will be restored to duty. The 
employee will be required to submit to an Authority administered drug/alcohol test before he/she will 
be returned to duty and will be subject to follow-up testing pursuant to FTA regulations. 
SECTION 1.21 UNION SECURITY/AGENCY SHOP FEES 
The Authorities shall deduct weekly an agency shop fee from the wages ofeach employee 
who has been an employee for more than thirty days and who is not a member of the Union, in the 
same manner and in the same amount as Union dues are deducted pursuant to the Union dues 
deduction authorization. 
Agency shop fees for weeks when an employee, who is not a member of the Union, is on 
vacation shall be deducted as are Union dues pursuant to Union dues deduction authorizations. 
The sum of the agency shop fees deducted in any month shall be transmitted by the 
Authorities to the financial officer ofthe Union at the same time and subject to the same deduction 
ofcosts as are the Union dues deducted for such month. 
Should the Union refuse to accept a Union dues deduction authorization from any employee, 
or should the Union expel an employee from membership, the Union shall so notify the Authorities 
immediately and no agency shop fee shall be deducted from the wage of such employee. 
In cases of unearned wages ofemployees refunded to appropriation accounts, and cases of 
wages ofemployees transferred to "UNCLAIMED" accounts, necessary adjustments in agency shop 
fee accounts will be made by recovery from available unpaid Union agency shop fee fund balances 
and returned to the Controller. 
The Union shall refund to the Authorities any agency shop fees deducted and transmitted to 
the Union in error. 
The Union affirms that it has established and is maintaining a procedure which provides for 
the refund, to any employee demanding the same, ofany part ofan agency shop fee which represents 
the employee's pro rate share ofexpenditures by the Union in aid ofactivities or causes ofa political 
or ideological nature only incidentally related to terms and conditions ofemployment. It is expressly 
agreed that in the event such procedure is disestablished, then this Agreement, insofar as it relates to 
agency shop fee deductions, shall be null and void. 
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The Union shall assume the defense of, and hold the Authorities hannless from and 
indemnify it against any loss, cost or expense resulting from any claim, by whomever made, arising 
out ofthe use ofagency shop fee deductions transmitted to it by the Authorities in accordance with 
this agreement or out of a failure or refusal of the Union to comply with the provisions hereof. 
SECTION 1.22 - JOB SECURITYINO LAYOFF 
During the period between December 15, 1999 and December 15,2002 the Authorities will 
not layoffor furlough any employee represented by the Union, consistent with the original no layoff 
agreement reached between New York City and DC 37. Cooperative efforts between the parties 
regarding redeployment, reassignment, etc., of employees,shall continue where necessary. 
SECTION 1.23 - LONGEVITY PAYMENTS 
The Authorities will make longevity payments, payable in one lump sum on the last payroll 
period in November, according to the following schedule: 
(a)	 An employee with thirty (30) or more years of continuous service shall receive the 
annual equivalent amount offive hundred dollars ($500.00) computed on a biweekly 
basis. 
(b)	 An employee with twenty-five (25) but less than thirty (30) years of continuous 
service shall receive the annual equivalent amount offour hundred dollars ($400.00) 
computed on a biweekly basis. 
(c)	 An employee with twenty (20) but less than twenty-five (25) years of continuous 
service shall receive the annual equivalent amount ofthree hundred dollars ($300.00) 
computed on a biweekly basis 
(d)	 An employee with fifteen (15) but less than twenty (20) years ofcontinuous service 
shall receive the annual equivalent amount of two hundred dollars ($200.00) 
computed on a biweekly basis. 
(e)	 Employees who resign, die, retire or are promoted to a title that does not receive 
longevity payments before the longevity payment is made will be paid a prorated 
share of the longevity payment. 
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SECTION 1.24 - ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
A. 401 (K) 
Effective as soon as practicable but in any event no later than January 1,2001, the 
Authorities will offer employees the option ofopening a 401(k) account on the same 
terms and conditions as currently in effect, as may be amended.. 
B. TransitChek 
Effective as soon as practicable after March 1, 2000, the Authorities shall offer 
TransitChek benefits to employees who express an interest. 
C. Flexible Spending Account 
Effective January 1, 2001, the Authorities will offer an IRC § 125 account to each 
eligible employee to allow for pre-tax contributions for allowable child care and health 
expenses. 
D. Universal Passes 
Effective June 6, 1997 NYC Transit agrees to provide universal passes to TWO 
represented employees as follows: 
1. Current incumbent MaBSTOA employees who presently have a MaBSTOA 
spousal pass will be given the option to retain the spousal pass or exchange it for a 
universal pass. Any employee issued a universal pass will no longer be eligible for a 
spousal pass whether s/he is active or retired. Those retaining the spousal pass may 
exchange it in the future for a universal pass. 
2. Current incumbent MaBSTOA employees who presently do not have a spousal 
pass will be issued a universal pass. New spousal passes will not be issued to such 
employees prospectively. 
3. Current incumbent Transit Authority employees will be issued a universal 
pass. 
4. All new hourly employees hired into both MaBSTOA and the TA will be 
issued a universal pass exclusively. 
5. To the extent that existing policy concerning the loss of employee passes 
cannot be implemented due to technological requirements, the parties agree to negotiate 
alternative options which would apply to the second time loss ofpasses. 
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SECTION 1.25 - BI WEEKLY PAYROLL SYSTEM 
1. Effective January 1,1996, the existing weekly payroll system was eliminated 
and substituted with a bi-weeklypayroll system. In order to minimize the transitional impact 
to hourly employees, an interim payroll system was instituted by the Authorities to gradually 
shift over to the bi-weekly system. With the institution of a bi-weekly system, hourly 
employees have the option of directly depositing their paychecks with their banking 
establislunents subject to submitting proper authorization. 
2. Upon shifting to a bi-weekly payroll system, hourly employees have the 
option of participating in the MTA's 457 Tax deferred Annuity Plan on the same basis as 
other employees. 
3. Overtime payments under the bi-weeklypayroll system will be made no later 
than the pay period next succeeding the period in which the overtime assignment occurred. 
4. Wherever the practice"ofproviding hourly employees with paid check cashing 
time exists, it was eliminated once the option ofdirect deposit became available. 
5. All existing on-site check cashing services provided for members of the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 at various Transit Authority and Operating Authority 
locations was eliminated once the option ofdirect deposit became available. 
SECTION 1.26 - WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM (WEP) 
1. GENERAL 
Effective January 1, 1997, the parties agree to the utilization of participants in the Work 
Experience Program (hereinafter referred to as "WEP") in cleaning and directly related 
functions. While the aggregate number of WEP participants that may be utilized is not 
subject to limitations, the Authorities will not reduce the budgeted number of cleaner 
positions below 2,286 minus headcount needed to offset any additional agreed upon lead 
cleaner positions in excess of the 150, if any. Reductions in the actual number of cleaners 
may be accomplished by attrition or promotion. The WEP program will be administered in 
accordance with Appendix G-2 appended hereto. 
2. LEAD CLEANERS 
The parties agree that lead cleaners will receive a $1.70 per hour differential consistent 
with Appendix G-2. Lead cleaners, in addition to performing cleaning functions, shall 
perform such functions as attendance, training of WEP participants in the field, handing 
out routine assignments. However, the lead cleaners shall have no supervisory authority 
over or responsibility for WEP participants. Lead cleaner positions shall be picked as 
other positions. 
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3. TRAllITNGPROGRAM 
The parties agree to institute a special training program for cleaners modeled on the 
existing Upgrade Training Program. The budget for this program shall be such as will 
enable the Authorities to institute major new training and promotional opportunities for 
cleaners. Trainees will be paid the current cleaner rate while in training. A joint Labor­
Management committee, including one (1) full time release person, will work through 
this contract to identify the needs of the Authority for additional employees in given 
titles, to design training programs for cleaners to become eligible for promotion to those 
titles, to oversee the training and to deal with any problems that may arise. The Training 
Program shall begin no later than January 1, 1997. Any unresolved questions, concerning 
the new Training Program, shall be referred to the principals. 
4. WEP OPPORTUNITIES 
The parties agree to work cooperatively with the New York City Department of Citywide 
Administrative Services to establish career opportunities at the Authorities for WEP 
participants, this shall include a request that satisfactoryjob performance by a WEP for the 
Authorities will be credited for civil service purposes for cleaners. 
SECTION 1.27 - MISCELLANEOUS COMMITTEES 
A. Employee Facilities 
A labor-management committee will be established consisting ofone representative 
each with the specific intent ofprioritizing the Authority's efforts to repair and/or upgrade 
employee facilities. 
Employee facilities are defined as toilets, washrooms, lunchrooms, crew rooms and 
towers. 
B. Capital Program Construction Committee 
A local advisory committee comprised ofone representative ofmanagement and one 
representative of the Union shall be established when capital program construction is scheduled to 
take place at a work facility. The committee shall make recommendations on facility 
accommodations in order to minimize the impact of construction on employee facilities. 
C. A tripartite committee shall be established to review and make recommendations 
on the fairness and equity of the disciplinary system described in §§ 2.1 (C), and 6.1 based on a 
series ofquestions to be agreed upon by the parties. In the event that the Parties cannot agree 
upon a given question or set of questions, a neutral arbitrator of the committee shall decide 
whether the disputed question addresses fairness and equity issues, and, if so, what the 
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question(s) shall be. This committee shall consist of a management representative, a union 
representative and an impartial member who is a member of the National Academy of 
Arbitrators. This tripartite committee shall convene within thirty (30) days of the full and final 
ratification of this Agreement, and shall submit its report and recommendations within one 
hundred twenty (120) days thereafter. Following such report, the Parties may, upon mutual 
consent, submit to the committee additional questions as may arise during the contract term. 
D. Apprenticeship Program 
The Parties agree to establish a Joint Labor Management Apprenticeship Committee. Said 
committee shall develop a set of standards and selection criteria to assist in the formulation of an 
apprenticeship program which shall train graduates oftrade schools and trade programs to become 
maintainers. The parties agree that such standards and selection criteria will be established within 
ninety (90) days from March 1,2000 provided, however, that said apprenticeship program shall be 
subject to the mutual agreement of the Parties at both the local and departmental levels. 
SECTION 1.28 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
A. Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Training 
The Authority shall provide CPR training to 10% ofall represented employees spread 
across the Authority's facilities. No employee will be required to accept the offer of said training. 
B. Renewal ofCommercial Drivers Licenses 
Commencing January I, 1997, the Authorities will reimburse employees for the fee 
associated with renewal of Commercial Drivers' License expiring after January I, 1997. The 
Authorities will only reimburse employees who hold positions which require a commercial drivers' 
license. 
C. Revenue Attendants 
I. The title Revenue Attendant was eliminated pursuant to the Memorandum of 
Understanding of 1994. All functions previously performed by employees in that title 
(including but not limited to retrieving revenue from bus fareboxes, and completing reports 
related to collection activities) are to be performed by employees in the title of Shifter. 
2. Employees currently holding the title Revenue Attendant will be reclassified into an 
existing title whose job duties they can fully perform. These employees will be paid Bus 
Operator rates. 
3. The Authorities agree to provide opportunities for Bus Operators who become 
permanently medically restricted to be reclassified in accordance with its restricted duty 
policy into available budgeted positions. Up to 77 Bus Operators shall be reclassified at Bus 
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Operator rate of pay regardless of the title into which they are reclassified and so long as 
there are 77 pennanently restricted Bus Operators available to be reclassified. 
4. Effective October 31, 1996, shifters who perfonn the duties previouslyperfonned by 
Revenue Attendants shall be paid a differential of .50¢ per hour. 
D. Part-Time Operators 
The parties recognize that transportation demands are changing in New York City. To 
meet these demands, the parties have agreed that the Authorities may utilize Part-time Operators 
under the following provisions: 
1) It is the intention of the Authorities to develop a variety of new service types and 
levels including subway/railroad feeder service, curb-to-curb type transit service, and/or 
circulator service using vans, mini-buses and passengers cars to meet the needs of public 
transit. In addition, these provisions shall apply in the event that the Authorities detennines 
to perfonn any existing contracted subscription services or any portion thereof, with 
bargaining unit personnel. Employees employed to perfonn one ofmore of these types of 
service shall not perfonn existing fixed route bus service work. 
2) For any of these new routes described above, the Authorities may hire employees to 
perfonn up to thirty scheduled hours ofwork per week at a wage rate to be negotiated by the 
parties. Ifa dispute arises over exact rates ofpay, the parties agree to make a joint request to 
the NY.S. Public Employment Relations Board for arbitration referral pursuant to Section 
209(5) of the Taylor Law. 
3) Employees employed to perfonn one or more of these types ofservice shall receive 
overtime pay in accordance with the provisions ofthe FairLabor Standards Act and shall as a 
minimum standard be required to comply with motor vehicle licensing provisions. 
4) Employees hired as part-time operators shall be recognized as union members subject 
to dues check offprovisions. Such employees will not receive any ofthe benefits described 
in the collective bargaining agreement and all work practices will be the subject of further 
discussions between the parties. The Authorities reserve all of its management rights with 
regard to part-time work. 
5) A hiring preference will be granted to the Authorities' OA and TA retirees to the 
extent permitted by law. 
E. Regional Bus Company 
The Union and the Authorities agree to establish a joint senior level 
labor/management executive committee within thirty (30) days from the effective date of 
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this Agreement to develop a plan to consolidate the bus operations at the Transit Authority 
and the Operating Authority into a new subsidiary of the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority. The purpose ofsuch consolidated bus companywould be to provide efficient and 
cost effective bus service in the metropolitan region transportation district. If the parties 
agree that such consolidation is feasible, they shall jointly draft and propose the legislation 
needed to enable such consolidation. 
F. Religious Accommodation Procedures 
NYC Transit and the Union believe it to be in their mutual interest to design and implement 
procedures that will allow the reasonable accommodation ofemployees' religious observance 
within the context of the business needs of the employer and the seniority rights of the 
employees. The procedures for religious accommodation are attached hereto as Appendix 
G-3. 
G. One Person Train Operation 
1. The parties have discussed the Transit Authority's plans to operate certain 
trains without a conductor on board. The discussions thus far have resulted in a 
disagreement as to whether the implementation plan fully abates any negative 
impacts on the safety and security of employees and/or customers. To resolve this 
disagreement, the parties have agreed to submit the issue of safety and security 
impact to a three person panel which will have final and binding jurisdiction. The 
parties will each designate a member of said panel and will select an impartial 
chairman who has an appropriate background and firm grasp oftransportation safety 
issues. In the event that the parties are unable to agree on such a chairman, the 
chairman shall be selected by the impartial contract arbitrator. 
2. The parties further agree to take all responsible steps to insure that the 
presentation to the panel is fully completed within an expeditious timeframe to allow 
the panel to issue its report by the end ofJune, 1995. In the event that the panel finds 
that the implementation plan, or any part thereof, is free ofany negative impact on 
safety and security, then the parties further agree that the Transit Authority may 
implement such plan, or any part thereof, subject to amelioration of any workload 
impact. To this end, the parties agree that they will meet for thirty days to negotiate 
the effects ofany such workload impact. Ifno agreement is reached, the dispute shall 
be submitted to the contract arbitrator for a final decision. It is the intent of the 
parties that all implementation issues will be resolved within six months ofthe first 
panel's decision. 
3. Effective October 31, 1996, the differential rate paid to train operators 
engaged in one-person passenger service and employees performing door operations 
on revenue and refuse trains shall be as follows: 
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New Rate 
Train Operator $2.00 
Employees performing 
door operations on 
revenue and refuse 
trains $0.75 
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ARTICLE II. - TRANSIT AUTHORITY - GENERAL 
SECTION 2.1 - GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES 
A. DEFINITIONS 
1. A Contract Interpretation Grievance is hereby defined to be a complaint on the part of 
any covered employee or group ofsuch employees that there has been on the part ofManagement, 
non-compliance with or a misinterpretation of any of the provisions of this Agreement or of any 
written rule, or PolicylInstruction of the Authority governing or affecting its employees, or that any 
run or work schedule imperils the health or safety of employees. A Contract Interpretation 
Grievance shall not include any claim subject to the Disciplinary Grievance Procedure. 
2. A Disciplinary Grievance is hereby defined to be a complaint on the part of any 
covered employee that there has been a violation ofthe employee's contractual rights with respect to 
a disciplinary action ofa warning, reprimand, fine, suspension, demotion, and/or dismissal except 
that a "disciplinary grievance" shall not include the removal or other discipline ofa probationary, 
provisional, part-time, or temporary employee. This provision shall not be construed to deprive a 
provisional employee ofhis/her right to use this procedure prior to suspension or termination from 
hislher permanent title. 
3. A Medical Appeal Grievance is hereby defined to be a complaint on the part ofany 
covered employee that would otherwise be subject to Sections 72 and/or 73 ofthe Civil Service Law 
that he or she has been improperly placed on such involuntary leave and the procedures contained 
herein shall be in lieu ofany administrative procedure specified in Sections 72 and/or 73 ofthe Civil 
Service Law. A medical appeal grievance shall also include a challenge to a medical fmding offull 
work by an employee suffering from (or allegedly suffering from) an ordinary disability or a 
challenge by an employee injured on duty to a medical finding ofno work when an employee claims 
he/she can work. 
B. CONTRACT INTERPRETATION GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
1. A Contract Interpretation Grievance which is filed with the statement of facts that 
alleges a complaint as defined by sub-section A, Paragraph 1 above but which fails to specifically 
cite what the alleged violation is shall be returned to the filing party for correcting and refiling. 
Refiling shall be within five (5) days and such grievance shall be deemed as filed effective on the 
original filing date, except that the time period for processing such grievance shall commence at 
refiling. 
2. A grievance which is amended at any step to effectively change the subject of the 
complaint shall be refiled as a new grievance. 
3. Contract interpretation grievances as defined in subsection A, Paragraph 1 above, 
shall be processed and settled in the following manner: 
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a. Step I 
An employee or his/her Union representative shall be permitted within thirty 
(30) calendar days from the time a grievance arose to request in writing, by completing a form 
provided by the Authority, to be heard at the Departmental level by the Department Head or his/her 
designee. The grievance shall be scheduled to be heard within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt 
of the written request by the employee's Department Head or designee. The employee may be 
accompanied at this meeting by his/her Union representative. The decision on the appeal will be 
rendered to the employee and his/her Union representative within fifteen (15) calendar days after the 
meeting. 
Revenue shortage and loss grievances, sick leave grievances arising from 
denial by the Sick Leave Review Committee, and injury on duty differential grievances may be 
appealed directly to Step II bypassing Step I ofthis procedure. Such grievances shall be scheduled 
for a Step II hearing within thirty (30) days from receipt ofa written appeal. 
Where three (3) or more employees in one department have a similar 
grievance, the Department Head or his/her designee shall order an informal hearing and render 
his/her decision within ten (10) days. 
b. Step n 
In the event that the matter is not satisfactorily adjusted with the Department 
Head, the employee or his/her Union representative may, within five (5) days after the receipt of 
written notification from the Department Head ofhis/her decision, submit the dispute in writing, by 
completing a fonn provided by the Authority, to the Authority's Deputy Vice President, Labor 
Disputes Resolution or his/her designee. The appeal shall be scheduled to be heard within 
twenty-five (25) days after the receipt of the written request by the Deputy Vice President, Labor 
Disputes Resolution or his/her designee. The Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or 
designee shall, within twenty (20) days after such hearing is closed, render his/her decision in 
writing. 
Where a grievance concerning three (3) or more employees in one department 
is processed through the expedited Step I procedure set forth above, an appeal by the Union to Step II 
shall be scheduled to be heard within ten (10) days after the receipt of the written request by the 
Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or his/her designee, and a written decision shall 
be rendered to the Union within ten (lO) days after the hearing is closed. 
The Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution may, at any time, on 
his/her own motion review any decision at Step I, and may overrule or modify said decision after 
first giving the employee or employees who are affected thereby, and his/her or their Union 
representative, an opportunity to be heard. 
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Grievances involving the "fanning-out ofwork" may be filed directly at Step 
II after being reviewed and considered by the farming-out committee established in Section 1.13. 
c. Impartial Arbitration 
If the Union representative is not satisfied with the decision on the contract 
interpretation grievance at Step II of the grievance procedure, the Union grievance representative, 
may file with the Impartial Arbitrator at any time within fifteen (15) days after said decision has been 
made at Step II, a demand that the Impartial Arbitrator give his/her opinion and make his/her 
determination with respect to the said grievance. The Authority may also submit to the Impartial 
Arbitrator for his/her opinion and determination any complaint arising solely out of the 
interpretation, application, breach, or claim of breach, of the provisions of this Agreement. The 
Impartial Arbitrator shall fix a date for the hearing on at least fourteen (14) days notice to the 
Authority and to the employee or hislher representative, at which the employee, or his/her 
representative, and a representative of the Authority, shall be on hand to present both sides of the 
controversy. 
At the request of the Impartial Arbitrator, such witnesses, records, and other 
documentary evidence as may be required, shall be produced. 
All witnesses shall take an appropriate oath or affirmation prior to testifying. 
Awards will be issued in writing at the conclusion ofeach hearing day except where 
either party requests to file a briefor the arbitrator requests additional time to render a decision. The 
parties shall agree upon the form to be utilized for these expedited awards. On the date of the 
hearing, either party may request a written opinion to follow the expedited award. 
When a written opinion and award is to be rendered, the Impartial Arbitrator shall 
mail a copy ofhis/her opinion and award to the Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution 
and to the employee or his/her representative within five (5) days after the close ofthe hearing before 
him. The determination of the Impartial Arbitrator upon matters within his/her jurisdiction, and 
submitted to him/her under and pursuant to the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement, shall be final 
and binding upon both parties. 
The Impartial Arbitrator to serve as such from June, 2001 to December 15,2002, shall 
be Richard Adelman, who has been selected by the parties to this Agreement. 
If the office of Impartial Arbitrator should become vacant, the Authority and the 
Union will designate a new Arbitrator as soon as practicable. 
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d. Expedited Arbitration 
1. Sick leave, shortage and differential grievances shall be processed, heard and 
detennined through the instant expedited arbitration procedure. The parties may mutually agree to 
have other cases processed through this procedure. A differential grievance involving a major 
interpretation of the collective bargaining agreement may be submitted to the Impartial Arbitrator 
pursuant to the contract interpretation grievance procedure set forth above upon mutual agreement of 
the parties. Disciplinary cases involving time and attendance where the recommended penalty is a 
ten day suspension or less shall be processed through the same arbitration procedures utilized for 
sick leave and differential cases after the Step II hearing. 
2. A mutually agreed upon Impartial Arbitrator(s) will be authorized to hear 
and decide those cases that the parties agree shall be heard pursuant to the expedited arbitration 
procedures. 
3. At the conclusion of each hearing date, the Impartial Arbitrator shall issue 
an Award for each .case heard during that day. Awards issued by the Arbitrator shall be final and 
binding. 
4. The Arbitrator shall issue a written Award, without a written opinion on the 
Expedited Arbitration Award Fonn. Awards issued by the Arbitrator shall not establish a precedent 
and will not be used or referred to in the future by either party. 
5. Each party shall be represented by one person that it may choose and 
designate, and each party shall be limited to one person to testify or offer clarifying infonnation. 
6. Each party shall infonn the other party, in writing (stating name and case 
number), ofits intention ofhaving its witness present at least ten (10) working days prior to the date 
the case is to be heard. 
7. Each party shall have no more than twenty-five (25) minutes to present its case 
and each party shall have an additional five (5) minutes for rebuttal. All documentary evidence must 
be submitted by the parties within the time set forth in this paragraph. 
8. Prior to the start ofa hearing, each party shall be granted one postponement 
for cause. Once either party has presented evidence in support of its case, there will be no 
adjournments or postponements of the hearing. 
9. The time and date ofthe hearing must be agreeable to the parties. Two days of 
hearings per week shall be scheduled unless the parties deem it impractical or unnecessary to do so. 
10. The Arbitrator is prohibited from calling any witness, except those witnesses 
so designated in paragraph 5, to testify in the proceeding. 
11. There shall be no transcripts or electronic records made of the proceedings. 
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e.	 Impartial Arbitrator 
An Impartial Arbitrator, in rendering any opinion or detennination, shall be strictly 
limited to the interpretation and application of the provisions of this Agreement, or ofany written 
rule, or Policy/lnstruction ofthe Authority governing or affecting hourly paid employees, and he/she 
shall be without any power or authority to add to, delete from, or modify any ofthe provisions ofthis 
Agreement, or of such rules or Policy/lnstruction. The Impartial Arbitrator shall not have the 
authority to render any opinion or make any recommendations: 
1. inconsistent with or contrary to the provisions ofthe applicable Civil Service 
Laws and Regulations; 
2. limiting or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, duties, and 
responsibilities of the Authority in operating, controlling, and directing the maintenance and 
operation ofthe transit facilities, or with the Authority's managerial responsibility to run the transit 
lines safely, efficiently and economically; 
3. with respect to modification of any wage rates provided in Section 1.10 
hereof; or 
4.	 with respect to any disciplinary or medical appeal grievance. 
C.	 DISCIPLINARY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
1. It is understood that the right to discharge or discipline employees for cause and to 
maintain discipline and efficiency ofemployees is the responsibility ofthe Authority. The Authority 
shall be guided by a policy of progressive discipline in the administration of its disciplinary 
procedures. As such, penalties will be evaluated in accordance with the principle ofprogressive 
discipline, and as further elaborated in the January 26, 1995 Daniel Collins arbitration award, 
attached hereto as Appendix H. 
2. The Disciplinary procedure set forth in this section shall be in lieu of any other 
disciplinary procedure that may have previously applied to an employee covered by this Agreement 
including but not limited to the procedure specified in Sections 75 and 76 ofthe Civil Service Law 
and shall apply to all persons who but for this procedure would be subject to Sections 75 and 76 of 
the Civil Service Law. This procedure shall not apply to probationary, provisional, part-time or 
temporary employees. 
3.	 Progressive discipline shall be applied on a category-by-category basis as follows: 
A)	 Infractions involving employees required to have a commercial driver's 
license shall be separated into the following three categories: 
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1.	 Time and Attendance violations; 
11.	 Safety related violations; and 
iii.	 Other violations. 
B)	 Infractions involving employees not required to have a commercial driver's 
license shall be separated into the following two categories: 
1. Time and attendance related violations; and 
11.	 Job performance and other violations. 
C)	 When a rule infraction occurs in one ofthe above categories, a penalty will be 
imposed in the categories in which the violation occurs. The penalty imposed 
on each ofthe above categories will be based only on prior violations within 
the category in which the rule infraction occurs. There will be no overlap of 
discipline between categories. 
4.	 Reduction ofPenalties for Minor Violations 
A.	 Effective March 1,2000, employees covered by this Agreement may improve 
their disciplinary record in each category referenced above for certain minor 
violations. Such improvement ofrecord shall be determined by the following 
time schedule: 
Time ofNext Minor Violation	 Penalty to be Assessed for 
Next Minor Violation 
1.	 Additional minor violations within follow progressive discipline 
1 year of last violation 
11.	 Between 1 year and I liz years from repeat last penalty* 
the date of the last violation 
iii. Between 1 liz and 2 years from the Y2 of last penalty* 
date of the last violation 
IV.	 Between 2 and 2 Yz years from the v.. of last penalty* 
date of the last violation 
v.	 Between 2 liz and 3 years from the 1/8 oflast penalty* 
date of the last violation 
*Where the penalty to be assessed is less than a one day suspension, a 
reprimand shall be substituted. 
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After three (3) years with no violations, an employee's record ofminor 
violations will not be considered in setting the penalty for the next minor 
violation. 
B..	 The improvement ofpenalties only applies to minor violations. The penalty 
for a serious violation such as AWOL, fraud, theft, gross insubordination, 
assault, and serious preventable accidents will be based upon the severity of 
the instant violation and/or the employee's overall disciplinary record in 
accordance with existing standards. Nothing contained herein shall preclude 
the union from arguing before the tripartite committee referred to in Section 
1.27 (C) that a particular infraction should be a minor violation and not a 
major violation. 
C.	 A considerable time period (minimum offive (5) to seven (7) years) between 
serious violations, may, on a case by case basis, be considered as a mitigating 
factor in determining the appropriate penalty, depending upon the severityof 
the instant violation and only where there is no impact on the safety and 
welfare of the public or employees ofN.Y.C.T. 
5. So as to assist the parties in the mutual commitment to progressive discipline, the 
parties shall establish a four person management-labor committee composed oftwo appointees each 
which shall meet quarterly. The Committee shall examine the manner in which the various 
departments have applied progressive discipline and make appropriate recommendations. 
6. In the Authority, no disciplinary proceeding shall be commenced more than thirty (30) 
working days after the employee's Responsibility Center Manager or Immediate Supervisor has 
knowledge ofthe alleged incompetency or misconduct complained ofand described in the charges, 
provided, however, that such limitation shall not apply when the incompetency or misconduct 
complained ofand described in the charges is the subject ofan investigation or would, ifproved in a 
Court ofappropriate jurisdiction, constitute a crime. Employee absences and Authority observed 
holidays shall be excluded from the thirty (30) working days. 
7. Fraudulent sick line charges will not be brought against an employee ifmore than one 
year has expired since the submission of the sick lines. 
8.	 Pre-disciplinary Suspension 
A.	 In the Authority, no warning, reprimand, suspension, demotion or dismissal 
shall be entered on an employee's record or otherwise imposed until the 
completion ofthe disciplinary procedure set forth. This provision shall not, 
however, foreclose pre-disciplinary suspension ofan employee for reasons of 
serious misconduct detrimental to the operation of the Authority including 
but not limited to use ofcontrolled substances, being under the influence of 
an intoxicating liquor on the job, theft of Authority property, chronic 
absenteeism, assault upon a supervisor or gross insubordination. 
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B.	 An employee will not be pre-disciplinary suspended for time and attendance 
related violations except where the charges involve fraud. 
C.	 The Authority shall make its best efforts to notify the Union headquarters on 
the day that an employee is pre-disciplinary suspended. 
D.	 In a disciplinary grievance where an employee subject to the disciplinary 
grievance provisions herein has been suspended pending appeal under this 
procedure, such employee shall be restored to the payroll pending the 
finalization of the disciplinary case after the employee has been suspended 
from service for thirty (30) days. 
The thirty (30) days shall be counted from the day on which the Authority 
receives the employee's notice ofappeal to Step I and counting shall continue 
until the day that the case is first scheduled before the Tripartite Arbitration 
Board. However, the thirty (30) days shall not include any time after an 
employee is notified of the decision at any of the steps until the Authority 
receives written notice ofthe appeal to the next step in the procedure nor any 
delay ofa hearing or postponement brought about by the employee or hislher 
Union representative. 
In no event shall this subsection entitle an employee to pay beyond the first 
scheduled hearing date before the Tripartite Arbitration Board except that 
where such hearing date is postponed at the request of the Authority. The 
thirty (30) days shall include any delay directly caused by such 
postponement. 
Should the Union or employee adjourn the scheduled hearing date before the 
Board, the case shall be rescheduled by the Authority within twenty (20) days 
unless the parties mutually agree to extend the time period for rescheduling. 
Should the Authority fail to meet this rescheduling requirement, the employee 
shall be restored to the payroll until the matter is rescheduled for a hearing. 
The Authority may, in its discretion, waive any of the steps of the grievance 
procedure to ensure compliance with this subsection. 
9. Where an employee is charged with a disciplinaryoffense and charges against him/her 
are not sustained at any Step after a Step I hearing, the employee shall be paid three (3) hours straight 
time for each hearing session he/she has attended beginning with the Step II hearing. 
10. Where time and attendance cases are settled at the pre-arbitration steps of the 
grievance procedure, the assessed penalty will appear on the employee's record for the purposes of 
progressive discipline, but no suspension time will be imposed or fine paid. 
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11. An employee maywork offsuspension time, at management's discretion, on hislher 
regular day offor during hislher vacation period at a rate ofone day for each day of suspension. 
A.	 Upon mutual agreement of the parties, an employee may choose to work for 
any period ofsuspension and pay a fine equal to 30% ofhislher regular salaIY 
during the period in question. For purposes of progressive discipline, the 
only penalty reflected on the employee's record will be the suspension time 
that was originally accepted or imposed through arbitration. The Authority 
shall not deduct more than thirty percent (30%) of an employee's weekly 
salaIY in any given week. 
B.	 The provisions set forth in paragraph 11 (A) shall not be available to 
employees who are pre-disciplinaIY suspended. 
12. Notification ofhearing dates shall bemade inwriting and employees shall be required 
to acknowledge, in writing, receipt of said notification. An employee's refusal to acknowledge 
receipt in writing shall be cause for further disciplinaIY action. 
13. A copy of the employee's transcript of disciplinaIY record will be supplied to the 
Union as early in the procedure as is feasible. 
14. No meeting, hearing or arbitration for a disciplinaIY grievance shall interfere with the 
employee's work schedule. 
15. Warnings shall be implemented at any step of the grievance procedure when the 
employee is notified and fails to appear for a scheduled hearing provided that the hearing was not 
scheduled for a day when the employee is on authorized substantiated leave. Warnings shall be 
dismissed ifmanagement fails to proceed at a scheduled hearing unless the management witness is 
absent due to a substantiated illness. 
16. Ifan employee fails to appear on two occasions at any step hearing in the disciplinaIY 
grievance procedure, the grievance shall be deemed abandoned and the penalty imposed. This does 
not prevent the Union from appealing the issue ofabandonment. Employees shall be notified ofsuch 
hearings through personal service or by certified mail. 
17. In any case in which a member ofthe public is a witness on behalfofthe Authorityor 
the Union and appears at a scheduled arbitration hearing prepared to testify, the testimony ofsuch a 
witness shall be taken whether or not the balance of the case is adjourned. 
18. At the pre-arbitration steps ofthe disciplinaIY grievance procedure, the employee may 
represent himlherself, but shall not be allowed to have a representative other than a Union 
Representative. 
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19. Disciplinary grievances as defined in subsection A, paragraph 2 above, shall be 
processed and settled in the following manner: 
a. Step I 
An employee or his/her Union representative shall be permitted within five 
(5) days from the time ofnotification ofthe disciplinary action to request in 
writing, by completing a form provided by the Authority, to be heard by the 
employee's Department Head or designee. The grievance shall be scheduled 
to be heard within fifteen (15) days after receipt ofthe written request by the 
employee's Department Head or designee. The employee may be 
accompanied at this meeting by his/her Union representative. The decision 
on the appeal will be rendered to the employee and his/her Union 
representative within ten (10) days after the meeting. 
Where a pre-disciplinary suspension has been imposed, the employee will be 
given an opportunity to meet with the Department Head or his/her designee, 
within twenty-four (24) hours after his/her suspension (or the next weekday 
work day exclusive of the employee's regular days off, if suspension is on 
Saturday, Sunday or holiday) at whichmeeting a representative ofthe Union 
may be present, and notice, which may be by telephone, ofsuch meeting shall 
be given to such employee and his/her Union representative or the Union 
office in the event the employee's Union representative is not available at 
least twelve (12) hours before such meeting. The location ofthe meeting will 
normally be at the field office ofthe designated member ofsupervision. The 
decision of the Department Head or his/her designee will be rendered in 
writing to the employee and his/her Union representative within two (2) days 
following said meeting. 
b. Step IT 
In the event that the matter is not satisfactorily adjusted with the Department 
Head, the employee or his/her Union representative may, within five (5) days 
after the receipt ofwritten notification from the Department Head ofhis/her 
decision, submit the dispute in writing, by completing a form provided by the 
Authority, to the Authority's Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes 
Resolution or his/her designee. The appeal shall be heard within thirty (30) 
days after the receipt of the written request by the Deputy Vice President, 
Labor Disputes Resolution or hislher designee. The Deputy Vice President, 
Labor Disputes Resolution or designee shall within twenty (20) days after 
such hearing is closed, render hislher decision in writing. 
Where a pre-disciplinary suspension has been imposed, the hearing shall be 
held within eight (8) days of receipt of appeal in the Labor Relations 
Department. The Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or 
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designee shall within two (2) days after such hearing is closed, render hislher 
decision in writing. 
Where proofofthe violation involves evidence from a Special Inspector, the 
Union representative may request that the Deputy Vice President, Labor 
Disputes Resolution or hislher designee direct that such Special Inspector be 
present at a fact-finding conference between the Union representative and 
management. In his/her discretion the Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes 
Resolution or hislher designee may direct that such a conference be held. 
c. Tripartite Arbitration Board 
In the event that the disciplinary grievance is not satisfactorily adjusted with 
the Authority's Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or hislher 
designee at Step II, the employee or hislher Union representative may within 
five (5) days ofnotification ofthe decision, appeal in writing, by completing 
a form provided by the Authority, to the Tripartite Arbitration Board. The 
Tripartite Arbitration Board shall consist of a management representative, a 
Union representative and a rotating impartial chairperson. 
The impartial chairperson for each board meeting shall be selected on a 
rotating basis from a panel of five (5) or more chairpersons. These 
chairpersons shall be selected by mutual agreement ofthe parties to serve as 
such for the period agreed to by the Union and the Authority. 
Should, at any time during the term of this contract, any of the impartial 
chairpersons be unable to serve, a replacement will be selected by mutual 
agreement of the parties to this Agreement. 
The Tripartite Arbitration Board shall meet as soon as practicable at a time 
and place to be agreed upon by the parties, or, if they cannot agree, at a time 
and place fixed by the designated impartial chairperson upon at least fourteen 
(14) days notice to the parties. 
The impartial chairperson shall not be given a case file prior to the arbitration 
hearings. The Tripartite Board shall not be given the grievant's transcript of 
record until the conclusion of the testimony in the case. 
The Union or management shall be able to take a case ofT the Tripartite 
Calendar one time for cause with forty-eight (48) hours notice to the other 
party prior to the hearing date. If the Union adjourns a matter where the 
grievant is suspended, the Authority shall accrue no back-pay liability due to 
the delay in the hearing. 
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Ifan employee fails to appear at a Tripartite Arbitration Board hearing on two 
(2) occasions, the employee will be given fifteen (15) calendar days from the 
date of the second scheduled hearing to submit written proof demonstrating 
that he/she could not appear for good cause. The Board will detennine 
whether good cause has been established. Absent a written correspondence 
from the grievant received by the Board within fifteen (15) calendar days 
after the second scheduled hearing, the charges and penalty shall be upheld by 
the Board. 
Both the Union and management have the right to one adjournment when a 
case has been calendared before the Board. This provision shall not prevent a 
member ofthe public from testifying in accordance with Section 2.1C(12). If 
a case is adjourned where the grievant is suspended and the Authority is ready 
to proceed, the Authority shall accrue no back-pay liability due to the delay in 
the hearing. 
The Union and the Authority shall be given an opportunity to be heard and to 
submit proof as may be desired to the Tripartite Arbitration Board. No 
transcript of the arbitration hearing shall be required. 
All witnesses shall take an appropriate oath or affinnation prior to testifying. 
Within fifteen (15) days after the closing of the hearing, the decision of the 
Tripartite Arbitration Board, whether it be to sustain or to overrule or modify 
the decision made at a Step II hearing in the procedure, shall be issued. Said 
decision shall be by majority vote and be written by the impartial chairperson. 
Such decision shall be final and binding. Such decision shall be mailed to 
the employee and his/her representative and to the Deputy Vice President, 
Labor Disputes Resolution. 
Where an employee is suspended, the Tripartite Arbitration Board shall make 
every effort to make its decision within five days. Where such a decision is 
reached within five days but the impartial chairperson has not yet reduced it 
to a written opinion, said decision shall be rendered in writing to all parties as 
a one line award, and the impartial chairperson may set forth the written 
opinion afterwards. This, however, does not relieve the Tripartite Arbitration 
Board from its obligation to render a fonnal written opinion and award within 
fifteen (15) days. 
The Tripartite Arbitration Board, in rendering any opinion or detennination, 
shall be strictly limited to the interpretation and application ofthe provisions 
of this Agreement, or of any written rule, or Policy/ Instruction of the 
Authority governing or affecting hourly paid employees, and it shall be 
without any power or authority to add to, delete from, or modify any of the 
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provisions of this Agreement, or of such rules, or PolicylInstructions. The 
Tripartite Arbitration Board shall not have the authority to render any opinion 
or make any recommendations: 
(i)	 inconsistent with or contrary to the provIsIons of the 
applicable Civil Service Laws and Regulations; 
(ii)	 limiting or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, 
duties, and responsibilities of the Authority in operating, 
controlling, and directing the maintenance and operation of 
the transit facilities,. or with the Authority's managerial 
responsibility to run the transit lines safely, efficiently and 
economically; 
(iii)	 with respect to modification of any wage rates provided in 
Section 1.10 hereof. 
1ft here i s presented tot he Tripartite Arbitration Board for decision any 
charge which, if proved in Court, would constitute a felony, or any charge 
involving assault, theft ofAuthority property, intoxication, use ofControlled 
Substances, chronic absenteeism, the question to be determined by the 
Tripartite Arbitration Board shall be with respect to the fact ofsuch conduct. 
Where such charge is sustained by the Tripartite Board, the action by the 
Authority, based thereon, shall be affirmed and sustained by the board except 
if there is presented to the board credible evidence that the action by the 
Authority is clearly excessive in light of the employee's record and past 
precedent in similar cases. It is understood by the parties that this exception 
will be used rarely and only to prevent a clear injustice. 
All fees and expenses of the impartial chairperson on the Tripartite 
Arbitration Board shall be divided equally between the Authority and the 
Union. 
D.	 MEDICAL APPEAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
1. The Medical Appeal grievance procedures contained herein, shall be in lieu of any 
administrative procedure specified in Sections 72 and/or 73 ofthe Civil Service Law. 
2. Nothing in these procedures shall prevent the Authority from placing an employee on 
medical leave ofabsence where such leave has been determined to be appropriate by the Authority's 
Medical Department. 
3. Medical Appeal grievances, as defined in subsection A, paragraph 3 above, shall be 
processed and settled in the following manner: 
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a. Step I 
An employee or hislher Union representative shall be permitted within ten 
(10) days from the time of notification ofhislher work status based upon the Authority's medical 
diagnosis to request in writing a Step I hearing, by completing a form provided by the Authority, to 
be heard directly by the Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or hislher designee. The 
employee may be accompanied at this meeting by hislher Union representative and must provide 
written medical documentation in support of hislher claim. The Deputy Vice President, Labor 
Disputes Resolution or designee shall within twenty (20) days after such hearing is closed, render 
hislher decision in writing. Such decision may be to return the grievant to full duty, to allow the 
grievant to remain on leave or to require the grievant to undergo a medical examination by an 
impartial physician. The findings ofthe Impartial Physician shall be binding upon the parties. Ifthe 
decision of the impartial physician is not clear, the parties may seek a written clarification. The 
designation ofthe impartial physician shall be made promptly after the Step I decision is rendered. A 
joint letter requesting the medical examination will be sent by the Authority and the Union. The fees 
of the impartial physician shall be divided equally between the Authority and the Union. 
b. Tripartite Arbitration Board 
Within ten (10) days ofnotification ofthe decision ofImpartial Physician, the 
employee or hislher Union representative may appeal in writing to the Tripartite Arbitration Board. 
The Tripartite Arbitration Board shall consist of a management representative, a Union 
representative, and a rotating impartial chairperson. In no case shall the hearing before the Tripartite 
Arbitration Board be scheduled before the impartial physician's report is received by the parties. 
The jurisdiction of the Board shall be limited exclusively to the issue of 
whether the employee's work status established by the Authority complies with the findings of the 
Impartial Physician. The parties agree that the Impartial's written findings shall automatically 
become part of the record in each medical appeal. The party requesting the hearing shall bear the 
burden ofproof. The Impartial Physician cannot be called as a witness at the hearing. 
The impartial chairperson for each Board meeting shall be selected on a 
rotating basis from a panel offive (5) chairpersons. These chairpersons shall be selected bymutual 
agreement of the parties to serve as such for the period agreed to by the Union and the Authority. 
Should, at any time during the term of this Agreement, any of the impartial 
chairpersons be unable to serve, a replacement will be selected by mutual agreement ofthe parties to 
this Agreement. 
The Tripartite Arbitration Board shall meet as soon as practicable at a time 
and place to be agreed upon by the parties, or, if they cannot agree, at a time and place fixed by the 
designated impartial chairperson upon at least fourteen (14) days notice to the parties. 
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The Union and the Authority shall be given an opportunity to be heard and to 
submit proof as may be desired to the tripartite arbitration board. No transcript of the arbitration 
hearing shall be required. 
Within fifteen (15) days after the closing ofthe hearing, the decision of the 
Tripartite Arbitration Board, whether it be to sustain or to overrule or modify the decision of the 
Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution or his/her designee, shall be issued. Said decision 
shall be by majority vote and be written by the impartial chairperson. Such decision shall be fmal 
and binding. Such decision shall be mailed to the Union and to the Deputy Vice President, Labor 
Disputes Resolution. The Union will promptly apprise the member of the decision. 
The Tripartite Arbitration Board, in rendering any opinion or determination, 
shall be strictly limited to the interpretation and application ofthe provisions ofthis Agreement, orof 
any written rule, or Policy/ Instruction of the Authority governing or affecting hourly paid 
employees, and it shall be without anypower or authority to add to, delete from, ormodifyany ofthe 
provisions of this Agreement, or of such rules, or PolicylInstructions. The Tripartite Arbitration 
Board shall not have the authority to render any opinion or make any recommendations: 
(i) inconsistent with or contrary to the provisions ofthe applicable Civil 
Service Laws and Regulations; 
(ii) limiting or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, duties, and 
responsibilities of the Authority in operating, controlling, and directing the maintenance and 
operation ofthe transit facilities, or with the Authority's managerial responsibility to run the transit 
lines safely, efficiently and economically; 
(iii) with respect to modification of any wage rates provided in Section 
1.10 hereof. 
All fees and expenses ofthe impartial chairperson on the tripartite arbitration 
board shall be divided equally between the Authority and the Union. 
E. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
1. The Authority recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative for the presenting 
and processing of employee grievances. 
2. It is agreed that neither the filing ofanycomplaint, nor the pendency ofanygrievance, 
as provided in this Article shall prevent, delay, obstruct, or interfere with the right ofthe Authority to 
take the action complained of, subject, of course, to the final disposition of the complaint or the 
grievance as provided for herein. 
3. At each step ofthe above contract interpretation grievance or disciplinary grievance 
procedure, management retains the right to increase, decrease or otherwise modify the decision made 
at the lower level. 
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4. By mutual agreement, on a case by case basis, the parties may agree to by-pass any 
step of this procedure. 
5. In computing the time within which a ny action must be taken under the above 
. procedures, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays shall not be counted except where otherwise specified. 
6. The time limitations provided in this Section shall be strictly adhered to by 
employees, by the Union and by the Authority. A grievance may be denied at any level because of 
failure to adhere to the time limitations. In exceptional cases, however, and for good cause shown, 
the time limitations may be waived and a decision made on the merits. It is the understanding ofthe 
parties that this language will be enforced in the future notwithstanding past enforcement. In any 
case where the Authority does not schedule a matter for hearing or render a decision within the 
prescribed time limits the grievance may be appealed to the next Step of the procedure. 
7. In any case where the decision on a grievance filed and presented by an employee 
individually, would affect other employees and would involve a basic interpretation or application of 
the provisions ofthis contract, or ofanywritten working rules or resolution, the Union shall be given 
notice, and its representative shall be permitted to attend and be heard at each step in the grievance 
procedure. 
8. Nothing contained in this Section, or elsewhere in this Agreement, shall be construed 
to deprive any individual employee, or employees, from presenting and processing hislher or their 
own disciplinary grievances through the procedures provided in this Section. 
9. A complaint that any run or work schedule imperils the health or safety of an 
employee or employees, shall be processed in accordance with the provisions ofSection 2.2 hereof. 
10. In the event that an employee is restored to service after a predisciplinary suspension, 
and such restoration is with back pay, then NYC transit will reimburse the employee for C.O.B.R.A. 
purchased during the period for which the employee received back pay. 
11. It is the Parties' express goal to expeditiously resolve the backlog of pending 
disciplinary cases and to timely process and resolve cases that are filed in the future. 
SECTION 2.2 - RUN AND WORK SCHEDULING PROCEDURES 
A. When a new run or work schedule is prepared, a copy thereof shall be given to the 
Union as soon as possible, and in no event less than fifteen (15) days prior to the date set forth on the 
schedule as the date on which it will be posted for pick. The date of the posting for pick shall be 
determined by the appropriate Vice President. The appropriate Vice President shall also determine 
and set forth on the schedule the date upon which the new schedule shall become effective, which 
date shall take into account the time reasonably required to complete the picking. Picking shall 
commence not later than five (5) days after the schedule is posted. Employees who for any reason 
fail to exercise their picking rights shall be assigned. 
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B. The Union shall have the right at any time after it has received the schedule to discuss 
it with the appropriate Vice President. Any complaint made by the Union shall be decided by the 
Vice President within twenty-four (24) hours after the close of the discussion. If, after such 
discussion, any change in the schedule agreed to by the Union is directed by the Vice President 
which cannot be made prior to the posting date, the schedule shall not be posted for pick until such 
change has been made. 
C. The Union, or any individual employee who is affected thereby, may file With the 
Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution at any time, a written complaint that the schedule 
imperils the health or safety ofemployees. Any such complaint shall set forth specifically how, and 
in what manner, the schedule imperils the health and safety of employees. 
1) Where such complaint is filed after the schedule has been posted for pick, 
.such complaint shall constitute a normal grievance to be heard in the first instance, however, at Step 
II ofthe grievance procedure. Such complaint shall thereafter be governed by the normal provisions 
of the grievance procedure. 
2) Where such complaint is filed before the posting of the schedule for pick, a 
hearing thereon shall be held at Step II not more than two (2) working days after the filing of the 
complaint and the decision thereon shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours after the hearing. 
D. Where said Union, or any individual employee affected by the schedule, files hislher 
complaint with the Deputy Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution before the date fixed for the 
posting ofthe schedule, an appeal may be taken to the Impartial Arbitrator immediately after the Step 
II decision, which appeal shall be accompanied by a statement setting forth the basis of the 
contention that the schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees, and accompanied also by a 
copy ofthe decision at Step II. The Impartial Arbitrator shall hold a hearing on notice, by telephone 
or otherwise, as promptly as possible after the filing of the appeal. At the request of the Impartial 
Arbitrator, such witnesses, records, and other documentary evidence as may be required shall be 
produced. The Impartial Arbitrator shall mail a copy ofhis opinion to the Deputy Vice President, 
Labor Disputes Resolution, to the Union, and, where the appeal is taken by an individual, to such 
individual, within two (2) working days after the close of the hearing before him/her. If, in 
considering such complaint, the Impartial Arbitrator finds that a run or work schedule imperils the 
health or safety of employees - which is the sole extent of his jurisdiction - he shall set forth 
specifically the precise elements in the schedule on which he bases such opinion. The opinion ofthe 
Impartial Arbitrator with respect to whether a run or work schedule imperils the health or safety of 
employees, shall be final and binding upon both parties. 
E. Except to the extent specifically provided in paragraphs B and D above, neither the 
filing ofa complaint, nor the pendency ofa grievance at any level, shall prevent or delay putting the 
schedule into effect on the day fixed therefor, subject to any change which may at any time be 
directed by the Transit Authority upon the determination ofthe grievance. 
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F. The Operations Planning Department will host a quarterly m eeting for Subway 
Transportation and Bus Transportation to review work in progress related to each area within the 
Operations Planning Department. Notification ofthe meetings will be sent to the President ofTWU 
who will notify the Assistant Vice President, Operations Planning as to which Union representatives 
will attend the meetings. 
SECTION 2.3 - PAYMENT WHERE CHARGES ARE PREFERRED AGAINST 
EMPLOYEES 
If charges which are preferred against an employee are not sustained, the employee will be 
paid at his/her regular rate of pay for the time lost by reason of such charges. If the charges are 
sustained, the employee will not be paid for any lost time as a result of such charges. 
SECTION 2.4 - VACATION 
A. A vacation with pay will be granted each year to each employee of the Transit 
Authority as hereinafter provided, at such time within the year as the Transit Authority shall fix and 
determine. The twelve month period within which such vacations will be granted and allocated is 
referred to in this Section as the vacation year. The vacation year will be either the calendar year, or 
a year commencing the first day ofMay in a calendar year and ending on the thirtieth day ofApril of 
the following calendar year, as the Transit Authority may determine to be appropriate for the 
particular department or section of a department. Vacations may be spread over the entire twelve 
months of the vacation year whenever the Transit Authority deems this advisable in the interest of 
efficiency or economy. The amount ofvacation allotment in weeks or days will be computed on the 
basis ofthe time and duration ofactive employment prior to the beginning ofthe vacation year. For 
the purpose of this Section, periods of leave ofabsence without pay for one month or more except 
where such leave of absence shall have been for ordered military duty, shall not be deemed to be 
active employment. 
B1. Each employee to whom this Section is applicable who, at the beginning ofa vacation 
year shall have been actively in the employ ofthe Transit Authority for less than one year, will be 
granted a vacation ofone day for each full calendar month he/she shall have been in the employ of 
Transit Authority prior to the beginning of the vacation year but not exceeding two (2) weeks. 
B2. Each such employee ofthe Transit Authoritywho, at the beginning ofa vacation year, 
shall have been actively in the employ of the Transit Authority for one (1) year but who at the 
beginning ofthat vacation year shall not have been actively employed for more than three (3) years in 
connection with the maintenance and operation of any transit facility now constituting part of the 
New York City Transit System shall be granted a vacation of two (2) weeks during such vacation 
year. 
B3. Each such employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year shall have been actively 
employed for more than three (3) years in connection with the maintenance and operation of any 
transit facility now constituting part of the New York City Transit System, shall be granted a 
vacation of four (4) weeks in each such vacation year. 
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B4. Each such employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year, shall have been actively 
employed for more than fifteen (15) years in connection with the maintenance and operation ofany 
transit facility now constituting part ofthe New York City Transit System shall be granted a vacation 
of five (5) weeks in each such vacation year. 
B5. For the purpose of determining the length of active employment upon which the 
allowance provided in subparagraphs 3 and 4 above is based, any leave ofabsence without pay and 
any break in service of less than one year shall not be considered as interruptions in continuous 
employment, except however, that an employee who, for any reason, leaves the employ ofthe Transit 
Authority and returns within one year, will be considered a new employee for the purpose of 
computing his/her vacation allowance as provided under paragraph B during the vacation year 
immediately following the one in which he/she is reinstated. 
B6. An employee who during the preceding vacation year shall have been on leave of 
absence without pay except for ordered military duty, shall be granted a vacation with pay on the 
following basis: 
a. An employee who, at the beginning of a vacation year, shall not have been 
actively employed for more than three (3) years shall be granted a vacation with pay ofone (1) day 
per month for each month or the major portion thereofhe/she shall have worked during the preceding 
vacation year but not more than two (2) weeks. 
b. An employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year, shall have been 
actively employed for more than three (3) years shall be granted a vacation with pay oftwo (2) days 
per month for each month or the major portion thereofhe/she shall have worked during the preceding 
vacation year but not more than four (4) weeks. 
c. An employee who, at the beginning 0 f a vacation year, shall have been 
actively employed for more than fifteen (15) years shall be granted a vacation with pay oftwo and 
one-half (2 1/2) days per month for each month or the major portion thereof he/she shall have 
worked during the preceding vacation year but not more than five (5) weeks. 
C1. During the vacation period each employee will be allowed vacation pay equal to what 
the employee would have earned had he/she been working during that period on his/her regular work 
or run schedule. This shall include the thirty-minute lunch period allowance granted to Transit 
Property Protection Agents as well as the ten-minute reporting allowance granted to Tower 
Operators, Road Car Inspectors, Emergency Light Maintainers and Mechanical Maintainers "B" who 
are entitled to same under Article III or IV. If entitled to shift differential, same will be paid for 
vacation period. Overtime work planned ahead shall not be considered part ofthe employee's regular 
work schedule except where it is part of a scheduled run for a Train Operator, Conductor or Bus 
Operator. However, if a Train Operator, Conductor or Bus Operator who has a regular run is 
permitted, by pick or otherwise, to take on any extra work in addition to his/her regular run, such 
extra work shall not be considered part ofhis/her regular work schedule. Whenever, as a result ofa 
new pick of runs, the run time of a Train Operator, Conductor or Bus Operator changes during 
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hislher vacation period, he/she shall be paid for hislher vacation on the basis ofwhat he/she would 
have earned had he/she been working on hislher regular work or run schedule in effect on each day 
ofhislher vacation. 
C2. The vacation pay for the period ofvacation ofa Train Operator or Conductor, who is 
an "Extra List", "Board", or "Vacation Relief' shall be paid at hislher regular rate ofpay each week 
when he/she is on vacation a number ofhours equal to the average number ofpaid hours perweek in 
all regular runs on the schedules in effect at the beginning of the vacation year for the division to 
which he/she is assigned. 
C3. The vacation pay for the period ofvacation ofa Bus Operator who is an "extra list" 
operator shall be paid at hislher regular rate ofpay when on vacation a number ofhours equal to the 
average number ofpaid hours per week in all regular runs on the schedules in effect for the division 
to which he/she is assigned at the time he/she takes such vacation. 
C4. The vacation pay for the period ofvacation ofa Railroad Clerk who is working as a 
"vacation relief' or as an "extra", shall be paid at hislher regular rate of pay when on vacation a 
number ofhours equal to the average number ofpaid hours per week excluding the time allowances 
granted to Railroad Clerks for verifying accounts with their reliefs after the completion of their 
scheduled tour ofduty, in all regular tricks on the work programs in effect for the department at the 
time he/she takes such vacation. 
D. In the event of a change in the date ofcommencement of the vacation year for any 
department or section ofa department or any class or group ofemployees, so that the vacation year 
shall commence on the first day ofJanuary instead ofthe first day ofMay, the allocations ofvacation 
time that have been announced previous to such action by the Transit Authority will remain 
unchanged, except for those whose allocated vacation time is within the first four months of the 
following calendar year. Ifsuch change should occur, a computation ofvacation allowances within 
the new vacation year, based on the time ofemployment by the Transit Authority up to the beginning 
ofsuch year, will be made and published in the month ofNovember, and a selection and allocation 
ofvacation time during the next vacation year will be made in accordance with the usual methods 
and practices governing allocation ofvacation time. Those employees who had previously selected 
or had previously been allocated vacation time during the months ofJanuary, February, March or 
April, as their vacation time for the old vacation year which commenced the preceding May, will 
have a preferential right to hold and retain such allocations ofvacation time for the vacation to be 
had in the new vacation year, ifthey so desire, but all those who do not make known such desire will 
participate in a new selection and allocation ofvacation time for the new vacation year commencing 
the first day ofJanuary. For all such allocations, the basic principle as to the length ofvacation set 
forth in subdivision (B) of this Section will govern vacation time allowable. No employee will be 
allowed two periods ofvacation time in the same calendar year because ofsuch change in the date of 
commencement ofthe vacation year, unless the Transit Authority, upon a review ofthe facts in the 
particular case, detennines that an exception should be made. 
E. The annual vacation allowance will not be accruable and will not be carried over from 
one year to another except upon the approval ofthe Transit Authority. However, when an employee 
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is hospitalized during vacation, the employee will be pennitted to carry-over such vacation to the 
following vacation year, not to exceed the number ofdays ofhospitalization during the scheduled 
vacation period. 
F. Terminal vacation with pay shall be allowed an employee, whether p ermanent, 
temporary, or provisional, in addition to any vacation due him/her under subdivision (B) of this 
Section: 
1. where the employee's services are terminated or suspended through no fault of 
his/her own, or because ofhis/her induction into the Armed Forces of the United States, or 
2. where the employee, who is resigning or retiring ofhis/her own volition and 
not because of, or in anticipation of disciplinary action against himlher, shall, prior to separation 
from service, make a request therefor. 
However, no vacation/terminal vacation will be due an employee, hired on or after 
April 29, 1988, if the employee resigns or is terminated prior to the completion ofhis probationary 
period. 
Terminal vacation shall be computed as follows: 
To an employee who has completed his/her probationary period, and who at the 
beginning ofthe vacation year in which he/she leaves the employ of the Transit Authority, will not 
have completed three (3) years of service: 
One (1) day for each complete calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to 
the date of separation, but not exceeding two (2) weeks. 
To an employee, who, at the beginning ofthe vacation year in which he/she leaves the 
employ of the Transit Authority, having three (3) years of service but having not completed fifteen 
(15) years of service: 
Two (2) days for each complete calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to 
the date of separation, but not exceeding four (4) weeks. 
To an employee who, at the beginning ofthe vacation year in which he/she leaves the 
employ of the Transit Authority having completed fifteen (15) years ofservice or more: 
Two and one-half (2 1/2) days for each complete calendar month worked in that 
vacation year prior to the date of separation, but not exceeding five (5) weeks. 
No additional vacation allowance or terminal vacation shall accrue to an employee for 
the period ofsuch terminal vacation. No terminal vacation shall be granted for sick leave with pay, 
vacation or overtime offset credits used immediately prior to any terminal vacation granted under 
this paragraph, except that an employee who retires under either the IRT, BMT or City pension plan 
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shall be entitled to credit as time worked for each month or major portion ofa month prior to hislher 
retirement while he/she is on regular vacation. 
Terminal vacation shall be paid on the basis ofeight (8) hours per day. No additional 
payment shall be made because ofany run or tour in excess ofeight (8) hours in a day by which an 
employee may have been paid prior to the period of terminal vacation. Bus Operators shall, upon 
retirement, receive terminal vacation pay on the basis ofthe run held at the time ofsuch retirement. 
No holiday pay shall be granted for any ofthe stated holidays provided under Section 2.5, whichmay 
fall within the period ofsuch terminal vacation. An employee who has not worked during a vacation 
year shall not receive any terminal vacation ifhe/she is separated from the service during such year. 
The allowance of such terminal vacation shall be conditioned, however, upon an agreement by the 
employee to whom it is granted that should he/she return to the service of the Transit Authority 
before the end of the following vacation year, the number of terminal vacation days so allowed to 
him/her shall be deducted from any vacation he/she may be entitled to take in such following year 
after returning. 
G. An employee who is away on leave of absence will not be granted any vacation 
allowance during the continuance of such leave. He/she must be in active service immediately 
preceding the period for which he/she is granted a vacation. In the event, however, that an employee 
is taken sick and on that account stops work before he/she has had his/her vacation for the vacation 
year in which the illness commences, he/she may elect subject to approval by the head ofhis/her 
department, to take such vacation as provided in Section 2.6 (T). When a leave ofabsence due to 
illness, begins in one vacation year and extends into the next succeeding vacation year, an employee 
may, subject to approval by the head ofhis/she department, elect to take the vacation due him/her in 
such later vacation year as provided in Section 2.6 (T). However, such election under this rule and 
under Section 2.6 (T), shall apply only to the complete vacation due the employee at the time of 
his/her request, and no grant shall be made ofonly a portion of a vacation allowance. 
H. An employee who is dismissed on charges, or who resigns while on charges or in 
anticipation thereof, shall not have the date oftermination ofhis/her employment postponed to allow 
him/her any vacation pay whatever whether he/she shall have previously had a vacation in that 
vacation year or not. 
1. While a permanent employee is away in any year on military duty, he/she will be 
treated as continuing in the employ of the Transit Authority for the purpose of determining how 
much vacation he/she is entitled to take in the following vacation year should he/she return to the 
active service of the Transit Authority during that year. Upon hislher return before the end ofthat 
year, he/she shall, to the extent that the time intervening between his/her return and the end of the 
yearmay permit, be entitled to take before the end ofthe vacation year such vacation as he/she would 
have been entitled to take in that year had he/she not been away on military leave, less such part 
thereof as he/she may have been allowed at the time of his/her induction into the armed forces. 
He/she shall not, however, carry over to a subsequent vacation year a vacation which he/she may 
have missed because ofbeing away on military leave of absence. 
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J. Hourly paid employees may be paid for their vacations in advance. 
K. The use ofany vacation allowance provided by this Section shall not be anticipated 
unless authorized by the Transit Authority. 
L. An employee who, during the vacation year, is in service part ofthe time in a position 
to which this Agreement is not applicable and part ofthe time in a position to which it is applicable 
shall accrue annual leave allowances in accordance with the terms ofthis Agreement for each month 
during the major part ofwhich he/she served in a position to which this Agreement is applicable, and 
shall accrue an annual leave allowance for each month during the major part ofwhich he/she served 
in a position to which this Agreement is not applicable in accordance with the rules and regulations 
applicable to such other position. 
An employee shall, in each vacation year, be granted his/her total accrued leave 
allowance regardless of the title in which he/she is serving at the time he/she takes his/her annual 
leave allowance. 
M. To the estates of deceased employees, a cash payment shall be made equal to the 
current monetary value ofaccumulated unused vacation and unused AVA days standing to the credit 
of such deceased employees. . 
SECTION 2.5 - HOLIDAYS 
A. To the extent that it may be practicable, an employee of the Transit Authority, in 
service thirty days or more, will be released from work without loss ofpay on the following holidays: 
New Year's Day, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, 
Labor Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and the employee's birthday, except 
that a new employee, hired on or after April 29, 1988, shall not be entitled to the Birthday holiday 
until after the completion ofone year of service. 
An employee excused from work on one ofthe stated holidays shall be paid for that 
holiday only ifhe/she reported for work on the scheduled work day before and the scheduled work 
day after the holiday, unless he/she is prevented by bona fide illness or for good reason is excused 
from so reporting or by order of the Authority is serving a suspension as a result ofa disciplinary 
penalty which starts the day after the holiday or ends the day before the holiday. 
The dates of observance for holidays in 2000, 2001 and 2002 are specified in 
Appendix F. 
B. An employee, in service thirty days or more, who is not released from work by order 
ofhis/her superior and is therefore required to work on any ofthe stated holidays, will be paid on the 
same basis as ifit had been one ofhislherregularly scheduled working days and in addition will be 
paid eight (8) hours for the holiday. If under another Section of this Agreement such employee 
would have been entitled to be paid at the rate of time and one-half for working on the day in 
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question he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-half for all work perfonned on that day and 
in addition will be paid eight (8) hours for the holiday. 
Employees who actually work on a holiday shall receive a $2 per hour differential for 
all hours actually worked on the following holidays: July 4th, Thanksgiving, Christmas and New 
Year's Day. 
C. An employee who is required to work on a paid holiday at a time when he/she does 
not have six (6) unused AVA days (Additional Vacation Allowance}to hislher credit may elect to be 
paid for hislher work on the holiday onlywhat he/she would receive therefor ifit were perfonned on 
one ofhislher regular working days and instead ofreceiving eight (8) hours additional pay therefor, 
be credited with an AVA day entitling him/her to another day offwith pay in lieu ofthe holiday. The 
provisions of this paragraph shall not be applicable to any employee who is required to work on 
Lincoln's Birthday. 
To make such election, the employee must give notice thereof in writing to hislher 
superior in advance of the holiday. 
An employee shall not be allowed to make such election more than six times in any 
one calendar year or at a time when he/she already has six AVA days to his/her credit. 
The particular day on which he/she is to be released from work to make use ofany 
AVA credit must be agreed upon in advance by hislher superior. 
Despite the fact that the letters "AVA" stand for the words "Additional Vacation 
Allowance", the so-called AVA days shall in no event be added to vacations or used in a group as a 
vacation period. 
The employee shall have the option ofrequesting and obtaining eight (8) hours pay in 
cash at hislher regular straight time rate for any AVA days he/she has accumulated. Such request 
shall be made on a fonn prepared by the Transit Authority for that purpose. For pension purposes, 
the paYment shall not be included in the final year's earnings, except for AVA days accrued in hislher 
final year. 
D. An employee who is not released from duty by order ofhislher superior on one ofthe 
stated holidays and who nevertheless absents himself/herselffrom work shall forfeit hislher right to 
any pay for the said holiday or to any other day off in lieu thereof, except that this shall not be 
applicable to veterans (as defined in Section 63 of the Public Officers Law) in respect to Memorial 
Day or Veterans Day. 
E. An employee, in service thirty (30) days or more, whose regular day offoccurs on one 
ofthe stated holidays may elect to receive credit for an AVA day rather than eight (8) hours holiday 
pay, whether or not he/she is required to work on that day, ifhe/she is eligible under paragraph (C). 
The provisions ofthis paragraph shall not be applicable to any hourly paid employeewho is required 
to work on Lincoln's Birthday. 
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F. When an employee's vacation period includes one or more ofthe stated holidays with 
pay, he/she may elect to retain such day or days as AVA allowance, whether the holiday falls on a 
scheduled working day or on a regular day off, ifhe/she is eligible under paragraph (C), but to make 
such election he/she must give written notice thereofbefore the commencement ofhis/her vacation 
period. The provisions ofthis paragraph shall not be applicable to any employee who is required to 
work on Lincoln's Birthday. 
G. None ofthe foregoing provisions in this Section shall be applicable in respect to any 
ofthe stated holidays to any employee who may have been continuously absent from duty for thirty 
days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding such holiday. An 
employee who has performed no work for the Transit Authority during a period of thirty days or 
more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding a holiday shall not receive any 
pay for the holiday or be allowed another day off in lieu thereof. 
H. Whenever, under the provisions of this Section, an employee may be entitled to 
another day off, without deduction in pay, in lieu ofone ofthe stated holidays above specified, the 
particular day on which he/she is to be excused from duty must be determined by his/her superior, 
who as far as practicable, will consider the preferences of the employee. 
I. An employee, in service less than thirty days, will receive no pay for any of the 
holidays above mentioned ifnot required to work on that holiday, but if required to work on any of 
the said holidays, he/she will be paid at the rate of time and one-half for his/her work on that day. 
Veterans (as defined in Section 63 ofthe Public Officers Law), however, shall be paid for Memorial 
Day and Veterans Day, regardless of the length of their service. 
J. The Transit Authority shall grant, each January 1, a personal leave day to all 
employees, on condition that the Transit Authoritymay limit the number ofemployees who may be 
off from work on anyone day. The Transit Authority may issue reasonable regulations regarding the 
use ofsuch personal leave day. However, new employees shall not receive a personal leave day until 
the January 1st following the completion ofone year of service. 
SECTION 2.6 - SICK LEAVE 
A. Subject to the limitations hereinafter set forth, the Transit Authority will grant to 
every employee who shall have been in its employ for at least one year, sick leave with pay on each 
working day when he/she is unfit for work on account of illness, up to a total in anyone year of 
twelve days plus the number ofdays remaining in the employee's bank from previous years. 
B. Subject to the limitations hereinafter set forth, the Transit Authority will grant to 
every employee in its employ less than one year, sick leave with pay on each working day when such 
employee is unfit for work on account of illness, up to a total ofone day per calendarmonth during 
which, or the major part of which, the employee shall have been in such employ, except that an 
employee hired on or after April 29, 1988 will not receive any sick leav~ with pay for the first day of 
absence for any sick leave instances during the first year of employment. 
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C. The t enn "year" as used in t his Section, shall mean a period of twelve months 
beginning on the first day ofMay and ending on the following thirtieth day ofApril. 
D. For the purpose ofthis Section, an employee shall not be deemed to have been in the 
employ ofthe Board ofTransportation or the Transit Authority during a period ofleave ofabsence 
without pay except where such leave of absence shall have been for ordered military duty. 
E. For any day on which sick leave with pay is granted to an employee, the pay to be 
allowed himlher shall be the same as ifhe/she had worked in accordance with hislher regular work 
schedule for that particular day, as such schedule stood at the time ofthe commencement ofhislher 
illness, but the tenn "regular work schedule" shall not be deemed to include any overtime work 
which may have been planned ahead, except where it is part ofa scheduled run for a Train Operator, 
Conductoror Bus Operator. The tenn "regular work schedule" shall include the thirty-minute lunch 
period allowance granted to Transit Property Protection Agents and the ten-minute reporting 
allowance granted to Tower Operators, Road Car Inspectors, Emergency Light Maintainers and 
Mechanical Maintainers "B" entitled to same under Article ill or N. Ifa Train Operator, Conductor 
or Bus Operator who has a regular run is pennitted, by pick or otherwise, to take on any extra work 
in addition to hislher regular run, such extra work, even ifarranged for in advance, shall not, for the 
purpose of this Section, be considered as part of hislher regular work schedule. Where a Train 
Operator, Conductor or Bus Operator has elected to cover the board or serve as an extra, hislher 
schedule shall be deemed to call for eight hours work per day, except where a run in excess ofeight 
hours has been assigned to himlher in advance for a particular day, in which event such run shall be 
deemed to be hislher regular work schedule for that particular day. For each day ofsick leave, a Bus 
Operator who is an "extra list" operator, shall be paid at hislher regular rate of pay, a number of 
hours equal to the average numberofpaid hours per day in all regular runs on the schedules in effect 
for the division to which he/she is assigned at the time he/she is on sick leave. 
F. Sick leave shall not run concurrently with vacation and will not be granted in respect 
to anyoftheten (10) holidays specified in Section 2.5 or in respect of any day which is the 
employee's regular day off. 
G. In order to be granted a paid or unpaid leave of absence on account of illness, an 
employee must file a written application therefor, on a fonn provided by the Transit Authority, 
within three (3) days after hislher return to work, but this fonn may be filed during the period of 
hislher absence if such absence is for an extended period. The application for sick leave must 
include a true statement of the cause of the applicant's absence from work, including the nature of 
hislher illness or disability, and must be made to the Transit Authority through the applicant's 
appropriate superior. If the application is for more than two (2) days, it must comply with the 
provisions of subdivision (I) ofthis Section. 
H. No sick leave will be granted for illness due to indulgence in alcoholic beverages or 
narcotics except to the extent that if an employee is enrolled in an alcohol or drug/controlled 
substance rehabilitation program and a medical detennination has been made that the employee is 
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unfit for work, such period oftime, ifproperly documented, may be charged to the employee's sick 
leave balance. 
I. The burden of establishing that he/she was actually unfit for work on account of 
illness shall be upon the employee. Every application for sick leave, whether with or without pay, 
for more than two days, must be accompanied by medical proofsatisfactory to the Transit Authority 
and upon a fonn to be furnished by the Transit Authority, setting forth the nature ofthe employee's 
illness and certifying that by reason ofsuch illness the employee was unable to perfonn his/her duties 
for the period of the absence. This paragraph will not in any way relieve the employee from 
complying with subdivisions K and L of this Section, as well as subdivision (c) of Rule 5 of the 
Transit Authority's Rules and Regulations. 
J. To be entitled to sick leave for any day on which he/she is absent from work because 
of illness, an employee, except where it is impossible to do so, must, at least one hour before the 
commencement ofhis/her scheduled tour ofduty for that day, cause notice of the illness and ofthe 
place where he/she can be found during such illness, to be given by telephone, messenger, or 
otherwise, to his/her appropriate superior, and must also give notice to such superior of any 
subsequent change in the place where he/she can be found. Where it is impossible to give such 
notice within the time above prescribed, it shall be given as soon as circumstances pennit. The 
failure to cause such notice to be given shall deprive the employee ofhis/her right to be paid for such 
scheduled tour ofduty and he/she shall not be entitled to pay for any subsequent tour ofduty from 
which he/she absents h imselflherselfunless at some time, not less than 0 ne hour prior tot he 
commencement ofsuch tour ofduty, he/she shall have caused such notice to be given. The failure to 
cause notice to be given as herein provided shall not be excused unless the Transit Authority is 
convinced that special circumstances made it impossible and is also convinced that notice was given 
as soon as the special circumstances pennitted. 
K. If a representative of the Transit Authority calls at the place where the absent 
employee gave notice that he/she could be found during his/her illness, or in the absence of such 
notice, calls at the home of the absent employee and cannot find him/her, the absent employee will 
be deemed to be absent without leave. Such employee will not be granted sick leave and will be 
subject to appropriate disciplinary action. 
L. When an employee is out sick and is visited by a doctor ofthe Transit Authority who 
finds the employee able to work, there will be no deduction made for that day in the current pay 
period but the Transit Authority may deny payment after review and deduct pay for such day in a 
subsequent pay period. When Transit Authority physicians visit employees at their homes, they will 
display identification as Authority physicians. 
M. No sick leave with pay will be granted for less than one-quarterofa day at a time. An 
employee who under this Section is not entitled to sick leave with pay for the first working day in 
any period ofleave ofabsence for illness and who works part ofhis/her scheduled tour ofduty, but, 
because of such illness, does not work the balance thereof, and continues absent because of such 
illness beyond the start ofhis/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, shall be granted sick leave 
with pay for that part ofthe second day ofsuch absence which follows the equivalent time at which 
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he/she ceased work on the day on which he/she became ill. In the event that a paid absence of less 
than one full day is to be charged against unused sick leave allowances, the following table of 
computation shall be used: 
One-fourth (1/4) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty more than 5 hours on the day during 
which his/her services were interrupted by illness; 
One-half (1 /2) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty more than 3 hours but not more than 5 
hours on such day; 
Three-fourths (3/4) of a day if he/she was on duty as much as 1 hour, but not more 
than 3 hours, on such day; 
One (1) full day if he/she was on duty less than 1 hour on such day. 
Ifhis/her work schedule on such day includes a paid meal period and he/she worked 
all ofthat part ofhis/her tour ofdutywhich precedes hislher scheduled meal period, or all ofthat part 
ofhis/her tour ofduty which follows his/her scheduled meal period, the meal period will be treated 
as time on duty in determining the charge to be made against his/her sick leave allowance. 
N. An employee who is found to be in violation of the rules set forth in Section 2.6 
governing sick leave allowances shall, in addition to being subject to the denial ofsick leave, also be 
subject to appropriate disciplinary action. Any serious violation, or persistent infractions, or a 
fraudulent claim for sick leave may result in dismissal from the service. 
O. Time ofabsence from work while incapacitated by injury received in performance of 
duty will not be charged against the sick leave allowable under this Section, except as permitted by 
Section 2.7 (B). 
P. No sick leave will be granted to an employee who is unfit for work on account ofan 
accident incurred while working for an employer other than the Transit Authority. 
Q. In addition to the sick leave required by Section 16-a of the Rapid Transit Law, the 
following additional sick leave shall be provided to each employee at sixtypercent (60%) ofwhat the 
employee would have been paid ifhe/she had worked in accordance with his/her regular schedule, 
subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth: 
Additional Days Per Sick Leave Year* 
Employees with less than 4 years ofservice at the beginning ofthe sick leave 
year 0 
Employees with service from 4 years up to but not including 8 years at the 
beginning of the sick leave year: 15 
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Employees with service from 8 years up to but not including 14 years at the 
beginning of the sick leave year: .30 
Employees with service from 14 years up to but not including 20 years at the 
beginning of the sick leave year: 60 
Employees with 20 years ormore ofservice at the beginning ofthe sick leave 
year 90 
*Unless otherwise indicated, a "year" is defined as the period between May 1 
and April 30. 
R. The additional sick leave days required under subsection (Q) shall not be 
accumulative from year to year but shall be available to the covered employees in each year. The 
additional days shall not be available to an employee unless he/she is absent for illness for nine (9) or 
more consecutive working days, in which event the employee shall receive pay to the extent provided 
in subsection (Q) above from the first day for which the Transit Authority is not required to pay 
himlher under Section 16-a ofthe Rapid Transit Law. 
S. To be eligible to receive the additional days ofsick leave on a sixty per cent (60%) 
payment basis provided by subsection (Q) above, during any sick leave year the employee must be 
eligible for an allowance of twelve (12) days of sick leave pay in said sick leave year under this 
Section. 
T. An employee who has exhausted all hislher sick leave allowances at full pay, may 
elect subject to the approval ofthe head ofhislher department to use any current vacation or accrued 
AVA days to which he/she may be entitled, in their entirety, before making application for sick leave 
at the sixty percent (60%) payment basis. Ifsuch absence is expected to continue beyond the end of 
the vacation year, the employee's leave of absence with pay for illness shall be interrupted for a 
sufficient number ofdays so that he/she may be paid for any remaining current vacation before the 
expiration ofthe vacation year. The employee must provide adequate medical evidence to show that 
the entire period ofabsence including vacation and AVA days used under this subsection was the 
result ofone continuous absence. 
U. The following sick leave control procedures shall be effective April 29, 1988. Only 
instances occurring on or after May 1, 1988 shall be considered instances for the purposes of 
subsections 1,2 and 3 below. 
1) An employee having five (5) unsubstantiated instances ofsick leave absences 
in any running one year period will be counseled by hislher supervisor, at which time he/she will be 
advised and instructed to improve his/her sick leave record. The employee shall be paid for the time 
he/she is counseled and may have a union representative present if he/she requests one. 
2) Upon the sixth (6) unsubstantiated instance of sick leave absence in any 
running one year period, he/she will be placed on the Sick Leave Control List and be so notified with 
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a copy to hislher union representative. The employee shall be required to acknowledge in writing 
receipt of the notification that he/she is on the Sick Leave Control List. 
3) An employee having a recent pattern of one or two day absences, with less 
than one half (1/2) of his possible sick leave balance in the bank, will be counseled by hislher 
supervisor. The employee will be advised and instructed to improve hislher sick leave record. 
Should such patterned absences continue the employee will be placed on the Sick Leave Control 
List. 
4) An employee who is placed on the Sick Leave Control List must provide 
medical documentation for all sick leave absences including unpaid absences, regardless ofduration. 
Failure to do so will be cause for loss ofpay, if the employee would be normally entitled to same, 
and may be cause for disciplinary action. Employees hired on or after April 29, 1988 who at any 
time are on the Sick Leave Control List will not be granted sick leave with pay for the first (1st) day 
of any sick leave instances while on such list. 
5) Each Department must furnish daily to Absentee Control a list of all 
employees who are on the Sick Leave Control List and have reported sick. 
6) The record ofeach employee on the Sick Leave Control List will be reviewed 
every six (6) months starting With the date the employee is placed on the Sick Leave Control List. If 
on the six (6) month review, the employee has two (2) or less sick leave instances during the 
previous six (6) months or four (4) or less sick leave instances during the previous twelve (12) 
months, hislher name will be removed. 
7)	 In the event the employee was absent more than two (2) times during the six 
(6) month period or more than four (4) times during the twelve (12) month period, he/she will remain 
on the Sick Leave Control List and may be subject to appropriate disciplinary action. 
8) A notice will be sent to all employees who have been removed from the Sick 
Leave Control List, with a copy to hislher Union Representative. 
V.	 Effective March I, 2000 the following provisions will apply: 
I.	 Employees with ten or more years of service will be paid a non-pensionable 
lump sum payment upon voluntary separation or retirement from the Transit 
Authority. 
2.	 To be eligible for the payment employees must have a minimum ofhalfof 
their potential sick leave bank at the time of voluntary separation or 
retirement. 
3.	 Payment will be made for halfofthe remaining sick leave balance at the rate 
in effect on the date ofseparation except that eligible Transit employees who 
have at least seventy percent (70%) oftheir potential sick leave balance at the 
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time of voluntary separation or retirement from the Transit Authority will 
receive payment for sixty percent (60%) percent of said sick leave balance. 
4.	 For the purposes of this non-pensionable lump sum payment, "employee" 
includes deceased employees provided that they otherwise were eligible and 
they were in active status at the time ofdeath. 
SECTION 2.7 - INJURY ON DUTY 
A. An employee incapacitated from performing any type ofavailable work as a result of 
an accidental injury sustained in the course ofhis/her employment will be allowed, for such period or 
periods during such incapacity as the Transit Authority may determine, a differential payment which 
shall be sufficient to comprise, together with any Workers' Compensation payable to himlher under 
the provisions of the Workers' Compensation law an amount after taxes equal to hislher tax after 
wages for a forty (40) hour work week. 
Ifthe Workers' Compensation payment granted pursuant to law is equal to or greater 
than the amount the employee was receiving prior to the period ofincapacity, after taxes, for a forty 
(40) hour work week, the employee shall not receive any differential payments. Ifthe absence for 
which he/she is to be allowed pay as herein provided occurs two years or more after the date ofthe 
original accident, the allowance shall be based upon an amount equal to seventy (70) percent of 
his/her earnings on the date of the original accident as set forth herein. 
In no case will an employee be granted the allowance above mentioned or be paid 
more than he/she is entitled to receive under Workers' Compensation Law unless he/she voluntarily, 
and without any additional allowance therefor, submits from time to time, as he/she may be 
requested, to physical examinations by the Transit Authority's designated physician. Should he/she 
at any time after the Transit Authority's determination to grant any allowance under the provisions of 
this Section, refuse to submit to examination by said Medical Department or if, upon examination 
he/she is adjudged by such designated physician to be able to perform either his/her own work or 
lighter work which is offered to him/her and he/she should fail or refuse to perform the same, such 
refusal shall automatically effect a revocation of any and all allowances theretofore granted to 
him/her under this Section, and to the extent that the amount of any such allowance shall have 
already been paid to him/her it shall be treated as an advance payment of, and shall be deducted 
from, whatever monies may thereafter become due and payable to such employee. 
If, as a result ofan injury sustained in the course ofhislher employment, an employee 
is adjudged by the Transit Authority's designated physician to be disqualified for the work ofhislher 
own position but qualified for lighter work in another position, and if he/she is assigned to and 
performs such lighter work he/she will be paid in accordance with Section 2.16. The amount ofany 
Workers' Compensation payable for the period or any part of the period during which he/she so 
works will be deducted from his/her pay for the work. 
No increase, by way ofincrement or otherwise, shall be made in the rate ofpay ofany 
incapacitated employee during the period ofhis/her incapacity, or until he/she returns to work in the 
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same position which he/she held prior to the period ofincapacity, at which time hislher regular rate 
ofpay will become what it would have been had he/she remained continuously in active service. 
No differential pay shall be granted: 
I) Unless the employee sustained an accidental injury while engaged in the 
performance of hislher assigned duty for the Transit Authority and such accidental injury was the 
direct cause of the employee's incapacity for work. 
2) If the employee tests positive for alcohol, drugs or controlled substances 
which testing was initiated by the incident which caused the hann or the injury to the employee. 
3) If the employee failed to report for any work within title when directed that 
they are medically qualified to perform. 
4) Ifthe employee does not give due notice ofthe accident or does not report to 
the Authority's designated physician(s) for examination orre-examination when told to do so. This 
provision shall not be used to require an employee to report for examination at unreasonable times 
and frequency. 
When the question arises as to the granting ofdifferential pay under this Section to an 
employee who has been absent from work on account ofinjury in the course ofhis/her employment, 
the Attorney in Charge ofthe Compensation Bureau ofthe Transit Authority or his/her designee shall 
certify that the following conditions have been met: 
I)	 That the employee was actually performing work for the Authority at the time 
of the accident. 
2)	 That the accidental injury is the direct cause ofthe employee's incapacity for 
work. 
3)	 That the employee did not test positive for alcohol, drugs or controlled 
substances on tests initiated as a result of the incident. 
4)	 That the employee gave due notice ofthe accident. 
5)	 That the employee was duly examined by the Authority's designated 
physician after the accident. 
6)	 That the employee did return for re-examination on every occasion when 
directed by the Authority or its designated physician. 
7)	 That the employee did report for any work within title which he/she was 
deemed medically qualified to perform. 
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In certifying that the conditions as aforesaid have been met the Director ofWorkers' 
Compensation of the Transit Authority or his/her designee in addition to using the information 
available to him/her from the files in hislher bureau maycall upon the Director ofthe System Safety 
Department ofthe Transit Authority, the Medical Department ofthe Transit Authority, and anyother 
bureau or department of the Transit Authority to furnish in writing to the said Director ofWorkers' 
Compensation ofthe TransitAuthority's Compensation Bureau such facts and information as he/she 
may deem necessary to properlymake such certification. TheDirector ofWorkers' Compensation of 
the Compensation Bureau orhislher designee may call for such facts and information and head ofthe 
System SafetyDepartment, the Medical Department of the Transit Authority, and all other bureaus 
and departments ofthe Transit Authority are hereby directed to furnish the facts and information so 
called for by said Director of Workers' Compensation of the Compensation Bureau or his/her 
designee. 
Following certification of the above, the Director ofWorkers' Compensation of the 
Compensation Bureau or hislher designee, shall have the power, subject to and in accordance with 
the provisions above set forth, to grant differential pay. 
B1. An employee absent because of disability which he/she claims to be 
service-connected and who has accrued sick leave or vacation time will, on request, be granted eight 
hours pay for each work day absent beginning with the eleventh consecutive work day ofabsence. 
Such payments which will be made currently as a regular pay check, will be charged against the 
employee's accrued sick leave and vacation time, and will continue until such accrued time has been 
exhausted or until the employee returns to work whichever comes first. 
B2. In the event that the employee's Workers' Compensation claim is not controverted by 
the Transit Authority, or is upheld and an award made to the employee by the Workers' 
Compensation Board, the amount ofpayment made pursuant to (1) above will be a charge against the 
award and a number ofdays equivalent to that amount charged against the award shall be restored to 
the employee's sick leave and/or vacation bank. 
B3. The payments from accrued sick leave and vacation time herein provided for are 
intended only as a convenience for the employee and in no way affect the employee's claim for 
differential pay, which claim will be processed pursuant to and be governed, as heretofore, by the 
provisions ofSection 2.7 A. 
B4. Ifexperience shows that there has been an excessive abuse ofthis benefit, the Transit 
Authority may bring the matter to the Impartial Arbitrator, who shall have the authority to determine 
an appropriate remedy, including revision of this subsection. 
C.	 The Union agrees that if the Authority's costs associated with injuries on duty rise, 
the Union will use best efforts to negotiate controls on such costs. 
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SECTION 2.8 - JURy DUTY 
A. An employee required to perfonn jury duty which in any way interferes with his/her 
regular working hours will be granted a leave ofabsence with pay, provided such employee endorses 
all checks received in payment for such jury service to the Transit Authority. 
B. Pay for such leave of absence for an hourly paid employee shall be the same as if 
he/she had worked in accordance with hislher regular work schedule for each day included in such 
leave of absence. The tenn "regular work schedule" shall not be deemed to include any overtime 
work which may have been planned ahead except where it is part of a scheduled run for a Train 
Operator, Conductor or Bus Operator. It shall also include the thirty-minute lunch period allowance 
granted to Transit PropertyProtection Agents as well as the ten-minute reporting allowance granted 
to Tower Operators, Road Car Inspector, Emergency Light Maintainers, and Mechanical Maintainers 
"B" who are entitled to same under Article ill or N. Ifa Train Operator, Conductor, Bus Operatoror 
Railroad Clerk who has a regular run is permitted by pick or otherwise, to take on any extra work: in 
addition to his/her regular run, such extra work, even if arranged for in advance, shall not, for the 
purpose of this Section, be considered as part of his/her regular work schedule. Where a Train 
Operator, Conductor, Bus Operator or Railroad Clerk has elected to cover the board or serve as an 
extra, his/her schedule shall be deemed to call for eight (8) hours work per day, except where a run in 
excess ofeight (8) hours has been assigned to him/her in advance for a particular day in which event 
such run shall be deemed to be his/her regular work schedule for that particular day. 
C. Fees received for a juryduty perfonned by an employee during such employee's days 
ofT or vacation may be retained by the employee. When it is necessary for an employee to absent 
himselfiberselffrom any part ofhis/her work in order to qualify for jury duty, he/she will be granted 
a leave of absence with pay for such length of time as may be necessary for that purpose, not 
exceeding, however, four (4) hours. 
D. An employee whose Jury Service Fees are in excess ofhis/her regular base earnings 
for the period of absence while on Jury Duty, will have such excess reimbursed to him/her. Jury 
service fees shall include travel allowances granted City and State Courts, but shall not include 
travel allowance ofother courts. 
E. When an employee is required to be on JuryDuty, hislher Schedule Days OfTshall be 
changed to Saturday and Sunday during the period of time he/she is on Jury Duty. In all other 
respects the controls and administration of Jury Duty shall continue. 
SECTION 2.9 - LEAYES OF ABSENCE WITH PAY 
A. ORDERED MILITARY DUTY. Leaves ofabsence with or without pay, according to 
requirements of the law, will be granted to employees for the performance of ordered military or 
naval duty in accordance with the provisions of state statutes applicable thereto. 
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B. STATE OR NATIONAL CONVENTIONS OF VETERANS' ORGANIZATIONS 
1) Leave of absence with pay in accordance with the rules and regulations set 
forth herein will be granted to an employee who is a member ofany ofthe following named veterans' 
organizations and who has been designated as an official delegate to attend a state or national 
convention or encampment of such organization customarily held in the summer and fall of each 
year, commonly referred to as an annual convention: The Army and Navy Union of the United 
States ofAmerica, United Spanish War Veterans, Veterans ofForeign Wars of the United States, 
American Legion, Disabled American Veterans ofthe World War, Army and Navy Legion ofValor 
ofthe United States, Jewish War Veterans ofthe United States, Military Order ofthe Purple Heart, 
Catholic War Veterans, Italian War Veterans, Legion ofGuardsmen, American Veterans ofWorld 
War IT (AM-VETS), Reserve Officers Association of the United States, Military Chaplains 
Association of the United States, Association of the United States Army, and other organizations 
composed of veterans ofwars in which the United States has participated. 
2) Leave ofabsence with pay will be granted for the period ofattendance at such 
state or national convention or encampment, including normal traveling time by rail to and from 
same provided the employee obtain and, upon hislher return, files with the Transit Authority, through 
hislher department head, a certificate by the Secretary or other authorized official ofthe organization 
certifying that such employee was duly designated as an official delegate to said convention or 
encampment and as such delegate, was in attendance thereat for the specific period oftime allowed, 
and further provided that such leave of absence may be granted without impairing the essential 
services of the transit system. 
3) Leave of absence will not be granted where the employee desires to attend 
such convention in a capacity other than that ofofficial delegate thereto. 
4) An employee who is a member ofmore than one ofsaid organizations shall be 
entitled to leave ofabsence as aforesaid to attend the state or national convention or encampment of 
only one such organization, to be designated by him/her. 
5) Employees engaged in the operation of the New York City Transit System 
desiring such leave of absence must make application therefor on the proper form at least two (2) 
weeks in advance of the time when such leave is to take effect. 
SECTION 2.10 - LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR DEATH IN FAMILY 
At the time of death in an employee's immediate family, he/she shall, upon submitting 
evidence satisfactory to the department head, be granted a leave of absence with pay at his/her 
regular rate of pay, on each such day, not to exceed three (3) work days. Such leave shall not be 
charged to any other allowances, such as vacation, sick leave, or holiday. Immediate family is 
defined for this purpose as: spouse; natural, foster, step-parent; mother-in-law, father-in-law, child, 
brother, sister; natural grandparent; and any person residing in the household. "Any person residing 
in their household" is to be interpreted as meaning a person related by family ties with permanent 
residence in the household. 
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SECTION 2.11 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY 
A. Leaves 0 fa bsence without p ay for personal business not exceeding ninety (90) 
calendar days, may be granted to employees by the department head. No such leave of absence 
without pay shall be granted to any employee without written application therefor by or on behalfof 
the employee. Additional leaves ofabsence without pay in excess ofthe ninety (90) day period may 
be granted by the appropriate Vice President upon recommendation of the department head. An 
employee absent without leave will be subject to disciplinary action which may result in his/her 
removal. An employee absent without leave for five consecutive calendar days shall be presumed to 
have abandoned hislher position and charges will be brought for hislher dismissal from the service of 
the Transit Authority. An employee who has been continuously absent from work for a period of 
time commencing in one sick leave year and continuing until two months prior to the expiration of 
the next sick leave year shall not be granted any further leaves of absence, unless, as a condition 
thereof, he/she agrees in writing to waive any right or claim to sick leave allowance or other pay 
during hislher continued absence beyond the end of the latter sick leave year. 
B. Leaves ofabsence without pay for Union duty may be granted for periods extending 
up to one year in duration to an employee who will perfonn such duty with the respective Union on 
the property, provided that if any such employee wishes to return to active employment with the 
Transit Authority prior to expiration ofhislher leave ofabsence without pay, hislher department shall 
send notice ofthe cancellation ofhis/her leave to the Personnel Department ofthe Transit Authority 
for appropriate calendar action. 
SECTION 2.12 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE NOT TO BE GRANTED TO PERFORM WORK 
OUTSIDE THE TRANSIT AUTHORITY'S EMPLOYMENT 
Leaves of absence will not ordinarily be granted to enable an employee to engage in other 
employment than that ofthe Transit Authority. Proofofsuch other employment, without the consent 
of the Transit Authority, during an employee's assigned working hours will be regarded as an 
abandonment by the employee ofhis/her position with the Transit Authority and will be grounds for 
dismissal ofthe employee from the service ofthe Transit Authority. Likewise, ifwork perfonned for 
another employer outside of the time assigned to an employee for hislher work for the Transit 
Authority causes him/her to be unfit for the efficient perfonnance of hislher work for the Transit 
Authority, this will constitute neglect ofduty and delinquency and will be punishable by dismissal 
from the service of the Transit Authority. 
SECTION 2.13 - PAYMENT FOR TIME ATTENDING HEARINGS OR INVESTIGATIONS 
When an employee is required by direction of the Transit Authority to report to court, or to 
the Claim or Law Department, or to attend as a witness at a trial, hearing or investigation, excepting 
a hearing or departmental investigation in regard to hislher own malfeasance or neglect of duty, 
he/she will be allowed pay as follows: 
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A. If, on his/her regular day off, he/she shall be allowed time and one-half for the actual 
time ofattendance but shall receive a minimum oftwelve (12) hours pay for such day, provided that 
he/she has worked on every other day of his/her regular work week. For the purposes of this 
paragraph, paid absences, except sick leave, such as vacations; A.V.A. days; attendance at Court; 
official excused absence for Union business without pay accompanied by proper certification from 
the Union, shall be considered as time worked. If he/she has not worked on every other day of 
his/her regular work week, he/she shall be paid for such attendance as though he/she were working 
on one ofhis/her regular work days. 
B. If, during his/her regular working hours, or during a period partly within and partly 
outside ofhis/her regular working hours, his/her regular pay for a full day's work, to cover his/her 
services as a witness and his/her services in completing his/her regular assignment of work or 
performing other work, except that if he/she is held altogether for a greater length of time than the 
number ofhours ofwork in his/her regular working day, he/she will be paid for such excess time at 
his/her regular rate ofpay. However, if an employee is required to report to the Torts Department 
during a period outside ofhis/her regular working hours, he/she will be granted three (3) hours pay at 
his/her regular rate ofpay for the time he/she is held. Such employee will be paid an additional one 
(l) hour travel time, in each direction, at his/her regular rate of pay. 
C. Ifduring a Bus Operator's time offin a swing period between the two parts ofa swing 
run or trick, after he/she has worked the first part thereof, he/she will be paid his/her regular rate of 
pay for the actual time ofhis/her attendance during such swing period, including travel time from the 
depot or point ofrelease to the location of the hearing and return to the depot or point where he/she 
is scheduled to resume his/her run. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating time 
between the respective points. 
D. If, during his/her time off, but not on his/her regular day off, he/she will not be paid 
for the time spent in reporting or attending, but in lieu thereofwill be excused, with pay, from his/her 
preceding or next regular assignment ofduty, except that in a case where he/she is required to report 
or attend, other than in court, immediately following his/her regular working hours or within two (2) 
hours immediately preceding the same, he/she will be paid at his/her regular rate ofpay for the time 
he/she is actually held either before or immediately following his/her working hours and will not be 
excused from his/her preceding or next regular assignment. If an employee is required to report to 
the Torts Department immediately following his/her regular working hours or within two (2) hours 
immediately preceding the same, he/she will be granted three (3) hours pay at his/her regular rate of 
pay for the time he/she is held. Such employee will be paid an additional one (l) hour travel time, in 
each direction, at his/her regular rate of pay. 
E. An employee ordered to report to Court or to the Claim or Law Department in the 
morning and detained until after 12 o'clock Noon, will be given $3.00 for his/her lunch, either in the 
form ofa meal ticket or in cash. 
F. When an employee is required to attend a departmental hearing or investigation, a 
properly designated Union representative will be permitted to be present as an observer. The Union 
agrees that such representative will in no way impede or interfere with the hearing or investigation. 
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SECTION 2.14 - PAYMENT FOR TIME CONSUMED FOR PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
A. When an employee on duty or reporting for duty is ordered by his/her superior to 
report to the Transit Authority's Medical Department for physical examination and is pronounced fit 
for duty and given a "Return to Duty" slip by a physician of such department, no deduction from 
such employee's pay shall be made for the time necessarily consumed in compliance with such order; 
neither shall an employee lose any pay for attending a hearing at the Workers' Compensation Board, 
if such hearing is held during hislher tour of duty, and such hearing is held because of injury to 
himself, but not as a witness, provided, however, that such employee obtains an attendance slip from 
the Transit Authority attorney which sets forth the time of arrival and time ofdeparture from such 
hearing. 
B. Employees required to report to the Transit Authority's Medical Department for 
physical examination outside their tour ofduty will be allowed pay at the regular rate ofpay for three 
and one-half (3-l/2) hours. Employees required to attend hearings at the Worker's Compensation 
Board because of injuries to themselves but not as witnesses, outside their tour of duty, will be 
allowed pay at their regular rate ofpay for three (3) hours. 
C. Ifrequired to report for such examination while on duty, no deduction shall be made 
from an employee's pay for the time necessarily consumed in undergoing such examination. 
D. No employee shall be required to report for such examination on hislher regular day 
off or during vacation. 
E. An employee who has been injured in the course ofhis/her employment and who is 
required to report to the Transit Authority's Medical Department during his/her time offbetween two 
tours ofduty will be allowed three and one-half (3-1 /2) hours time at hislher regular rate ofpay for 
so reporting. 
F. An employee absent from duty for more than twenty-one (21) consecutive days on 
account 0 f illness or injury, or absent for any other reason for more than sixty (60) days, will not be 
allowed to return to duty until he/she obtains and presents to his/her superior a certificate from the 
Transit Authority's Medical Department that he/she is fit for duty. No allowance will be made for 
the time required to obtain such certificate. 
G. An employee will be given at least forty-eight (48) hours notice of any required 
periodic physical examination. 
SECTION 2.15 - PAYMENT FOR ATTENDANCE AT CNIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS 
No permanent employee of the Transit Authority shall lose pay for time attending a 
promotion examination for a City Civil Service title which appears on the payroll of the Transit 
Authority; nor shall an employee whether a permanent employee or a provisional employee with one 
year or more of service, lose pay for time attending an open-<;ompetitive examination held 
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exclusively to fill a Civil Service title within the New York City Transit Authority. If such 
examination is held within eight (8) hours after the end of the tour of duty of an employee whose 
application for the examination has been accepted by the City Department of Personnel, the 
employee shall be excused with pay from such tour ofduty. 
Employees reporting outside oftheir regular tours ofduty for medical examinations required 
as part of a City Department of Personnel promotion examination to a title which appears on the 
payroll ofthe Transit Authority, shall be allowed three and one-half(3-1/2) hours pay at their regular 
rate ofpay. 
SECTION 2.16 - PHYSICAL DISABILITY 
AI. Subject to approval of the City Personnel Director, a permanent employee who is 
adjudged by the Transit Authority's Medical Department to be disabled from perfonning the full 
duties of his/her position but able to perfonn the work of another position or light duty in his/her 
own position, will generally, but subject to the exercise ofdiscretion by the Transit Authority, be 
assigned to such other work, if available, during the period of such disability. 
a. Ifthe employee is perfonning light duty in his/her own position, he/she shall 
continue to receive the same rate ofpay as though he/she were perfonning full duty in his/her own 
position. 
b. (i) Ifan employee, who has completed ten (10) or more years ofservice at 
the time ofhis physical disqualification is perfonning the work ofanother title, he/she shall continue 
to be paid the maximum rate of pay for the title he/she was assigned to at the time of injury. The 
employee shall receive any subsequent salary raises that he/she would have received had he/she 
remained in the regular service of the title to which he/she was assigned to at the time of injury. 
(ii) Ifthe employee who, as a result ofan injury sustained in the course of 
his/her employment, has completed less than ten (10) years of service at the time of his physical 
disqualification, is perfonning the work of another title, he/she shall receive the same rate ofpay 
which he/she was receiving at the time of disablement or the minimum rate ofpay for such other 
title, whichever is greater. Should the employee continue to perfonn the work of such other title, 
he/she shall receive not less than the rate ofpay appropriate to the length of time he/she shall have 
perfonned work ofsuch other title, subsequent to his/her disqualification from the work ofhis/her 
own title. 
(iii) Ifan employee who, as a result ofa physical condition resulting from a 
cause other than an injwy sustained in the course ofhis/her employment, has completed less than ten 
(10) years of service at the time ofhis physical disqualification, is perfonning the work ofanother 
title, he/she shall receive the highest standard rate established for that title which is not above the 
minimum rate of pay for his original title. Should the employee continue to perfonn the work of 
such other title, he/she shall receive not less than the rate ofpay appropriate to the length of time 
he/she shall have perfonned work ofsuch other title, subsequent to his/her disqualification from the 
work ofhis/her own title. 
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A2. The detennination that any employee is disabled from perfonning the full duties of 
his/herposition shall be within the exclusive detennination ofthe Transit Authority, on the advice of 
its Medical Department, whose findings shall be final and binding and not subject to review or 
arbitration (except as explicitly provided for in Section 2.1 of this Agreement). 
B. The Transit Authority's Medical Department in reporting an employee to be physically 
disqualified for the perfonnance ofthe full duties ofhis/her title, shall specify whether the physical 
disqualification is temporary or pennanent, and shall periodically re-examine each employee who 
shall have been adjudged to be thus temporarily or pennanently disqualified, and when it is found (1 ) 
that such an employee is able to return to the full duties ofhis/her title, or (2) that a detennination of 
temporary disqualification, should be changed to one ofpennanent disqualification, shall make the 
immediate report thereofto the Transit Authority, provided, however, that when an employee has 
remained physically disqualified for the perfonnance ofthe full duties ofhis/her title for a period ofa 
full year, he/she shall be deemed to be pennanently disqualified therefor until the Transit Authority's 
Medical Department shall adjudge him/her qualified. 
C. Ifand when the Transit Authority's Medical Department shall certify that a pennanent 
employee, previously disqualified by physical disability from p erfonning the duties 0 f h is/her 
position, is able to return to those duties, he/she will be reassigned thereto with the same preference 
status which he/she held at the time ofhis/her disqualification. 
D. Any employee who has been disqualified by the Division ofMedical Services or a 
medical consultant utilized by the Authority and who disputes the medical findings ofthe examining 
consultant, shall have the right to utilize the provisions of Section 2.1. 
E. The provisions of this Section are not intended to detract from or conflict with any 
right ofan employee to any disability pension or allowance under any law relating to the New York 
City Employees' Retirement System. These provisions shall not be applicable, however, to any 
employee who is granted any such disability pension or allowance. 
SECTION 2.17 - EMERGENCY WORK 
A. If an employee is required to report back for emergency work after being released 
upon the completion ofhis/her regular tour ofduty and before the commencement ofhis/her next 
regular tour ofduty, he/she will be paid as follows: 
1) Ifhe/she shall have been ordered to and does report to his/her headquarters by 
telephone, he/she will be allowed one and one-half (1 1/2) hours time at his/her regular rate ofpay 
for each required report, if he/she is not, as a result of such telephone report, ordered to report in 
person. 
2) If he/she shall have been ordered to and does report in person to the place 
where he/she is directed to report, he/she will be allowed three (3) hours time at his/her regular rate 
of pay for so reporting, but shall not be entitled to the allowance set forth in paragraph 1) above. 
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3) For all emergency work perfonned outside ofhis/her regular working time. 
he/she will be allowed time and one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. in addition to the allowance 
under paragraph 2) above and. in addition. to any allowance to which he/she may be entitled under 
paragraph 1) above. 
4) Ifhe/she is put to work more than four (4) hours prior to the commencement 
ofhis/her next regular tour ofduty or if. after being put to work. he/she is not held through until the 
commencement 0 f h is/her next regular tour of duty. his/her total pay for the emergency work 
perfonned outside of his/her regular working time. including overtime and allowances under 
paragraphs 1) and 2 above, shall be at least eight (8) hours pay at his/her regular hourly rate. If, after 
reporting in person pursuant to orders. he/she is not put to work at all, he/she shall receive his/her 
regular rate ofpay for six (6) hours in lieu of the allowance provided for in paragraph 2 above. 
B. An employee who is held over after the completion ofhis/her regular tour ofduty for 
the perfonnance ofemergency work shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-halffor the time during 
which he/she is so held. 
C. An employee engaged in emergency work outside of his/her regularly scheduled 
working time will be given a meal allowance ofthree ($3) dollars in cash, for each five hours during 
which he/she is so engaged, provided. however, that an employee held over for emergencywork after 
the completion ofhis/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty will be given such a meal allowance at the 
completion ofhis/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty. provided he/she is to be required to perfonn 
such work or duty for a period ofat least two (2) hours. Employees, without deduction ofpay, will 
be allowed time to eat pennitted meals at times consistent with the requirements of the work. 
D. If. as a result ofemergency work. an employee is required to work six (6) hours or 
more between the completion ofhis/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty and the commencement of 
his/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, and at such time or times as to prevent him/her from 
having eight (8)consecutive hours offduty at any time between the two regularly scheduled tours of 
duty. he/she shall be excused with pay from such part ofhis/her said next regularly scheduled tour of 
duty as may follow the completion of the emergency work and as may be necessary in order that 
he/she may have eight (8) consecutive hours off duty between the time when he/she completed 
his/her emergency work, whether that be before or after the time ofcommencement ofhis/her said 
next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, and the time when he/she shall thereafter report back for work; 
except that ifthe time when he/she would thus report back for work should be within four (4) hours 
ofthe time scheduled for the completion ofhis/her said next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, he/she 
shall be excused with pay from all ofthe said next regularly scheduled tour ofduty. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing. if an employee, upon completing a regularly scheduled tour of duty, leaves the 
premises without having any reason to believe that he/she may be called out for emergency work 
before the commencement of his/her next regularly scheduled tour of duty, but is called out and 
perfonns emergency work for six (6) or more consecutive hours prior to the time scheduled for the 
commencement ofhis/her next tour ofduty. his/her superior, if convinced that such employee has 
had insufficient sleep and is unfit for work, shall have the discretion to excuse him/herwith pay from 
part or all ofsaid next regularly scheduled tour ofduty. irrespective ofwhether or not the employee 
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mayhave had eight (8) consecutive hours ofTduty before being called out for such emergencywork. 
Ifan employee is definitely entitled under the foregoing provision to be excused with pay from part 
or all ofhis/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty following the perfonnance ofemergencywork, 
but is not so excused, he/she shall be allowed time ofTwith pay from a subsequent tour ofduty for 
the length oftime for which he/she should have been so excused, but the day on which he/she is to 
be allowed such time ofT shall be detennined by advance agreement with his/her superior. 
E. If a stretch ofemergency work commences prior to the beginning of an employee's 
scheduled day ofTand continues into such day offfor not more than two hours, it shall be treated as 
though it had all been perfonned on the day when it commenced. Ifit continues into such scheduled 
day ofT for more than two hours and commences not more than two hours before the beginning of 
such day ofT, it shall be treated as though it had all been perfonned on such day ofT. Ifit commences 
more than two hours before the beginning ofthe scheduled day ofTand continues into such day ofT 
for more than two hours, then the work on each day shall be treated as having been perfonned on the 
day when it actually was perfonned and shall not be treated as having been perfonned entirelyon one 
day or the other. If after more than two (2) hours of emergency work perfonned and treated as 
perfonned in the early part of his/her scheduled day ofT, an employee is released from duty and 
allowed to go home and later is brought back again for work on the same day ofT, he/she shall be 
paid at the rate oftime and one-half(1-1/2) for all work perfonned after thus being brought back, in 
addition to receiving a minimum of one and one-half (1-1/2) times a full day's pay for the work 
treated as perfonned in the early part of the day. 
An employee's scheduled day ofT shall commence eight (8) hours after the time 
scheduled for the completion ofhis/her last scheduled tour ofduty preceding the day ofTand shall 
continue for twenty-four (24) hours, except that when an employee has two (2) consecutive 
scheduled days off, the second day ofT shall consist of the twenty-four (24) hours immediately 
following the end of the first day ofT. 
F. The tenn "emergencywork" as used in the foregoing subsections, shall be deemed to 
include any work which an employee is required to perfonn outside ofhislher scheduled working 
hours, except extra trips and "specials" and work made necessary by the failure ofanother employee 
to report for duty and except work which is planned ahead, provided, however, that even where 
overtime work is planned ahead, if an employee, immediately following completion of hislher 
regular full day's work, is held over for a longer period than four (4) hours in order to finish a 
particularjob, the overtime work in excess offour (4) hours will be considered as "emergencywork" 
when it is not made necessary by the failure ofanother employee to report for duty. In cases where 
overtime work in excess of four (4) hours immediately following a scheduled tour ofduty is to be 
treated as "emergency work", the first meal allowance will come after the expiration ofthe first four 
(4) hours ofovertime and the employee will be entitled to another meal allowance for every five (5) 
hours of work thereafter. Work will not be considered as planned ahead unless notice thereof is 
either given to the employee himsel£'herself or posted at hislher headquarters at or before the time 
scheduled for the end of the employee's regular tour of duty next preceding hislher regular tour of 
duty which is followed by the overtime work, except that where the overtime work commences only 
four (4) hours or less before the time scheduled for the beginning ofone ofhislher regular tours of 
duty it will be considered as planned ahead if notice thereof is either given to the employee 
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himself7herselfor posted at his/her headquarters at or before the time scheduled for the end ofhisfher 
last regular tour ofduty immediately preceding the overtime work. 
G. When an employee, after being released from work and allowed to go home following 
the completion of a regularly scheduled tour of duty, is required to report back eight (8) hours, or 
more, before his/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty for emergency work made necessary by 
storm, flood, fire, accident or other catastrophe, he/she shall, if held on such emergency work 
continuously for a period ofmore than eight (8) hours extending into his/her regularly scheduled 
working time, be paid at the rate oftime and one-half(1-1 /2) for all ofthe time during which he/she 
is thus held continuously on such emergency work, including the portion thereof within hislher 
scheduled working time. If, upon completion ofsuch emergency work, he/she is required to resume 
his/her regular duties during the remaining portion ofhis/her scheduled working time, he/she shall be 
paid for such remaining portion at straight time. 
SECTION 2.18 - UNIFORMS 
Where the Transit Authority requires an employee covered by this Agreement to be in 
uniform, the Transit Authority will supply such uniform. 
SECTION 2.19 - MISCELLANEOUS PAYMENTS 
A.l) During the period ofthis contract, the Transit Authority shall pay a sum computed at the 
rate of $500.00 a year to each employee covered by the tenns of this Agreement; 
a. Who was on January 1, 1966 in the employ of the Transit Authority; 
b. Who has been a member ofthe New York City Employees' Retirement System 
for a period ofnot less than five (5) years or who has been in the employ ofthe Transit Authority for 
not less than five (5) years; 
c. Who receives a retirement allowance from the said Retirement System, 
effective on or after October 31, 1996; and 
d. Who continued in the employ ofthe Transit Authority until age fifty-five (55) 
years or later, or is earlier retired from the employ of the Transit Authority by reason ofdisability. 
Such payment shall begin on the effective date of such employee's retirement from the said 
Retirement System, and shall be made in equal monthly installments (except that the first payment 
may be for a portion ofa month) and shall continue only during the term ofthis Agreement, but in no 
event beyond the date ofthe employee's death. 
2) Each retired employee who was entitled on October 30, 1996, to receive such $500.00 
payment pursuant to any preceding contract between the Transit Authority and the Union, shall 
continue to be paid such payments by the Transit Authority during the tenn ofthis Agreement, but in 
no event beyond the date of the employee's death. 
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3) Effective July I, 1993, Transit Authority Tier I operating employees represented by the 
Union shall be covered by the presumed retirement death benefit paid by NYCERS pursuant to 
section 13-151 subdivision 4 ofthe Administrative Code. Section 13-151 subdivision 4 shall onlybe 
applicable to those presumed retirement death benefits for deaths of eligible employees occurring 
prior to July I, 1993 ifpayment has not been made by the Transit Authority and the Transit Authority 
makes payment to the New York City Employees Retirement System directly for such benefit. 
B. The Transit Authoritywill provide a $50,000 payment to cover the death ofan employee 
occurring as the result ofan assault or robbery in the line ofduty. 
C. The Authority shall assume responsibility for contributions to the IRT voluntary relief 
fund for those employees/retirees heretofore making contributions to that fund. 
D. The Authority agrees to provide pension supplementation as approved by the state 
legislature for NYCERS participants effective May 1,1988 to those IRTIBMT pensioners who are not 
also receiving pensions from NYCERS. 
SECTION 2.20 - EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION PROGRAM 
Employees assigned to the Employee Recognition Program will be compensated at their 
regular rate plus 25 percent only when performing work on the Employee Recognition Program and 
only for such time actually assigned to such work. 
This additional payment is provided to fully compensate team members for all other 
additional expenses incurred as a result of the nature of the team's activities. 
SECTION 2.21 - JOINT LABOR - MANAGEMENT TRAINING COMMITTEE 
The Transit Authority agrees to establish a Joint Labor Management Committee to deal with 
education and training issues. The Committee is to be staffed by an equal number of members 
appointed by the Authority and the Union. 
The purpose of the Committee will be to discuss the following matters and jointly seek 
funding from sources outside the Transit Authority for the following items: 
a) Up-grade Training Program 
b) Career Counseling 
c) Literacy and language development 
d) Promotional procedures and promotional opportunities 
e) Employee orientation 
f) Educational opportunities 
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ARTICLE III - RAPID TRANSIT 
SECTION 3.1 - TRAIN OPERATOR 
A. Hours of Work 
1) The basic work day for Train Operators shall be eight (8) hours and all Train 
Operators who are ordered to and do report for duty on any day as ordered shall be entitled to at least 
eight (8) hours pay, provided they report on time and work their full runs or tricks or hold themselves 
available for and perform all such work as may be assigned to them. All Train Operators will be 
required to report for duty at least five (5) days in each payroll week. 
2) Any Train Operator who has picked or has been assigned to a regularly scheduled 
assignment ofwork except "Specials", will be deemed to have finished his/her day's work upon the 
completion ofsuch assignment and will receive at least eight (8) hours pay for the work, even though 
it be completed in less than eight (8) hours. In the event ofdelay in the completion ofan assignment 
ofwork beyond the time scheduled therefor, no extra pay will be allowed on that account unless the 
total time worked is in excess of eight (8) hours. 
3) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be allowed 
to each Train Operator except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
4) In each Division there will be a fixed quota ofTrain Operators who shall report for 
road service five (5) days per week, as may be ordered, and who shall receive the rates ofpay for 
road service for every day they are ordered to and do report. These Train Operators, according to 
their preference status, may pick regularly scheduled runs or may elect to pick the extra list and take 
such runs as may be available. At any time when there is no run available for them they may be 
assigned to terminal or yard service, but each day ofwork on their part, regardless ofthe character of 
the work, will be treated for all purposes as road service. All other Train Operators in the Division 
will be regularly assigned to yard or terminal service and shall pick according to their preference 
status the scheduled yard and terminal tricks. Of these Train Operators such number as the 
Superintendent may determine shall, in the order of their preference status, be qualified for road 
service, to which class of work they may be assigned from time to time as occasion may require. 
These Train Operators shall receive rates ofpay applicable to road service only on such days as they 
may be actually assigned to a run in road service. 
5) When a Train Operator has picked a regular run or trick and after reporting therefor, 
through no fault of hislher own, is assigned to another run or trick instead, he/she shall be paid at 
least the time his/her original run or trick called for by schedule. If the time worked on such other 
run is more than the time scheduled for his/her regular assigned run, or if, on such other run, he/she 
clears after his/her regular clearing time, he/she shall in either case, be paid for the excess time under 
Section 3.1 B hereof, as overtime. 
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6) A Train Operator's reporting time shall be fixed by schedule sufficiently in advance of 
hislher leaving time on initial trip to enable him/her to properly prepare hislher train for service. A 
Train Operator shall be allowed by schedule sufficient time at the end ofhislher run or trick to leave 
the train as he/she may be ordered to leave it and to remove hislher tools therefrom. 
7) A Train Operator reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the 
New York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of time for time lost on that account, provided 
such interruption, as the cause ofhislher lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhis/her superior. 
A Train Operator who reports for duty late may lose part or all ofhislher day's work and shall be 
paid only for time worked. 
8) When a Train Operator assigned to a regularly scheduled run shall have completed 
such scheduled run at the terminal shown on the schedule as hislher point ofclearance, he/she shall 
not be required to take hislher train to another terminal except in an emergency and in such event the 
time necessarily spent in taking hislher train to such other terminal and in promptly returning to the 
terminal at which he/she was scheduled to clear shall be treated as extra work performed after 
finishing hislher day's work. If, however, he/she should clear at such other terminal instead of 
returning to clear at the terminal at which he/she was scheduled to clear, only the time intervening 
between hislher scheduled clearing time and the time of hislher actual clearance at such other 
terminal shall be treated as time during which he/she performed extra work after finishing his/her 
day's work. In the event that because of a diversion of his/her train from its usual course, due to 
traffic conditions, a Train Operator is prevented from completing hislher scheduled run at the 
terminal shown on hislher schedule as hislher point ofclearance and is required to leave his/her train 
at another point instead, he/she shall have the choice ofclearing at such other point or clearing at the 
terminal where he/she was scheduled to clear. In order to exercise the latter choice, however, he/she 
must, after leaving hislher train, proceed without delay to the said terminal and, ifhe/she does so, the 
time necessarily spent in so doing will be treated as part of his/her working time. Irrespective of 
which choice he makes he/she will not be allowed more than eight (8) hours pay for the day unless 
hislher total working time during the day shall have been in excess ofeight (8) hours. 
9) A Train Operator ending hislher run at a terminal other than that at which the run 
started shall be paid for the time required for him/her to return to the starting terminal. The time so 
allowed shall be the scheduled operating time between the two terminals and for the purpose of 
computing overtime it shall be considered as actual working time. 
A Train Operator ending hislher run in a yard or terminal other than hislher 
scheduled clearing location will be allowed a predetermined "deadhead" time to hislher scheduled 
clearing location which will include the allowable walking time from or to a yard and the nearest 
station. 
An Extra List Train Operator ending hislher work assignment at a terminal other than 
that at which he/she originally reported shall be paid for the time required for him/her to return to the 
terminal where he/she originally reported. 
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The time so allowed shall be scheduled operating time between the two tenninals and 
for the pwpose ofcomputing overtime, under Section 3.1 B hereof, it shall be considered as actual 
working time. However, he/she will not be allowed deadheading pay unless his total working time 
during the day shall have been in excess of eight (8) hours. 
10) Train Operators who are required to remain on the premises of the New York City 
Transit System to prepare reports ofunusual occurrences or accidents shall be allowed one (1) hour's 
pay at their regular rate. However, the boost time at the end of the run will be subtracted from the 
one (1) hour. 
11) The spread oftime ofIbetween two (2) tours ofduty for Train Operators on the extra 
Extra List only shall be at least twelve (12) hours. 
B. Overtime 
1) A Train Operator who is assigned to extra work after he/she has finished his/her regularly 
assigned day's work, or is required to work more than eight (8) hours in any day, will be allowed, for 
such excess service or overtime, time and one-halfat his regular rate ofpay, including waiting time 
up to 59 minutes, between the completion ofhislher regularly assigned day's work and the start ofthe 
overtime work. 
2) A Train Operator will not be required to abandon work during working hours to absorb 
overtime. 
3) A Board Train Operator who on any day, after being held on duty for any length of time 
covering the board, is assigned to and works a full scheduled run or trick, commencing it and 
completing it, will be paid for the time ofsuch run or trick a minimum ofeight (8) hours pay and for 
all the time he/she was held on duty covering the board prior to being assigned to such run or trick 
he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half. 
4) The overtime control provisions set forth in Section 1.12 shall apply in full to the above 
Train Operators, except that District will be substituted for Responsibility Center in Section 1.12. 
C. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
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D. Lunch Period 
The schedule for every straight run, trick or job shall be written so as to provide for a thirty 
(30) minute lunch period as nearly as practicable between the third and sixth hours ofwork and no 
deduction ofpay shall be made on account ofsuch lunch period. If, for any reason, a Train Operator 
on a straight run, trick or job, is prevented, through no fault of hislher own, from having at least 
twenty (20) minutes for lunch within the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, he/she will be 
allowed one-half hour's extra pay at hislher regular hourly rate, provided the loss of lunch time is 
proved to the satisfaction of the Superintendent ofhislher Division. 
E. Train Operators Performing More Than One Class of Service 
Should a Train Operator be required to perform more than one (1) class of service within 
hislher title during hislher regular working day, he/she will be paid for all work performed by 
himlher during that working day at the rate ofpay applicable in hislher case to the highest class of 
service so performed by himlher. 
F. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off 
1) An employee who is required to work on hislher regular day offin any payroll week, 
will be allowed time and one-half for hislher work on his regular day off and will be given at least 
eight (8) hours work. 
2) An employee officially excused for Union business without pay, if required to work 
on hislher regular day offin that payroll week, will be paid for such work on hislher regular day off 
at the rate of time and one-half. 
3) An employee who is required to report for training on one ofhislher regular days off 
in anypayroll weekwill be paid time and one-halffor such daywith a minimum oftwelve (12) hours 
pay at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
4) Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-half for working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. Ifthe employee 
was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
G. Payment for Road Train Operator Assigned to Extra Trips or "Specials" 
A Train Operator who has a regularly scheduled run will, if required to make extra trips in 
addition to such scheduled run, be allowed time and one-half for the time necessary to make such 
extra trip, and if the actual time required for such extra trips shall exceed one (1) hour he/she shall 
receive for the extra trips a minimum of four (4) hours pay at hislher regular rate. 
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For a "Special", any Train Operator, whether he/she has a regularly scheduled run or not, will 
be paid, including any overtime allowance, a minimum of four and one-half (4 1/2) hours pay at 
his/her regular rate. 
H. Breaking in For Road and Yard Service 
When a Train Operator regularly assigned to yard or tenninal service is required to break in 
and qualify for road service, or when a Train Operator regularly assigned to road service on any line, 
section or division is transferred to and required to break in on another line, section or division, 
he/she shall be paid at his/her regular rate ofpay for all time actually spent breaking in, except that 
when a Train Operator is transferred from one line to another as a result ofhis/her own pick ofa run 
on such other line he/she shall not be paid for the time which he/she is required to spend breaking in 
on such 0 ther line but must break in 0 n h is/her 0 wn time without pay, unless he/she has not 
previously been qualified on that line, section or division or unless a major physical change has 
occurred on that line, section or division since he/she was previously qualified thereon. 
When a Train Operator regularly assigned to yard service on any line, section or division is 
transferred to and required to break in on another line, section or division, he/she shall be paid at 
his/her regular rate ofpay for all time actually spent breaking in, except that when he/she has been 
transferred from one line to another as a result ofhis/her own pick ofa trick on such other line he/she 
shall not be paid for the time which he/she is required to spend breaking in on such other line, but 
must break in on his/her own time without pay unless he/she has not previously been qualified on 
that line, section or division or unless a major change has occurred on that line, section or division 
since he/she was previously qualified thereon. 
In any case where a Train Operator is entitled to be paid for time spent in breaking in and is 
required to break in during a period outside ofhis/her regular hours, the time spent in so breaking in 
shall in no event be treated as overtime or paid for at other than the employee's regular rate ofpay for 
the time actually and necessarily spent. 
Any Train Operator who is assigned to "break in" another Train Operator for road or yard 
service on any line shall receive an extra time allowance of two (2) hours at his/her regular rate of 
pay on each day that he/she is so assigned. 
I. Annual or Periodic Instructions 
I) Train Operators ordered to report while offduty for annual periodic instructions shall 
be allowed three (3) hours time therefor at their regular rate ofpay. 
2) Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time 
and one-half at his/her regular rate of pay, except that when an employee, because of errors or 
dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
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J. Posting New Work Programs 
When a new work program is to be put into effect, the selection ofruns must be completed 
and the new work program posted, ifpossible, at least five (5) days before the effective date ofthe 
work program. Only a Train Operator assigned to the line on which the new work program is to be 
put into effect shall be entitled to pick on such new work program, except that if, after all employees 
assigned to the line have made their picks, there are any runs left over, those runs will be assigned in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 3.1 K. 
K. Picks ofRuns, Tours of Duty and Vacations 
Picks ofruns, tours ofduty and vacations in each classification ofwork shall be governed as 
follows: 
I) Participation in a pick ofruns, tours ofduty or vacations in any ofthe following units, 
to wit, Division"A" and Division "B", will be limited to Train Operators assigned to the particular 
unit. A vacation pick will be held in each unit once a year. The vacation year for Train Operators 
will run from January 1st to December 31 st in each year and vacations will be spread over the entire 
calendar year. Picks of runs and yard and terminal tricks will be held in the several units as 
hereinafter provided. 
2) In each ofthe two (2) units designated in paragraph (1) of this subsection, a general 
pick ofruns and yard and terminal tricks will be held twice a year, one (1) for the summer schedules 
and one (1) for the winter schedules. Line picks of runs and yard and terminal tricks will be 
conducted whenever a change (other than temporary) is made in the schedules for that particular line. 
Preferences in picks shall depend upon the Train Operators' preference seniority roster for each unit 
and the classification ofwork for which the pick is being held. Only those Train Operators assigned 
to the particular unit at the time of the pick shall be permitted to take part therein, except Train 
Operators appointed after March 13, 1966. 
3) Picks will be put into effect within not more than four (4) weeks after they have been 
completed. Ifa run or trick in any classification ofwork is left open for any reason it will be put up 
for bid within one (I) week, shall be advertised for five (5) days and will be awarded within five (5) 
days after the close ofthe advertisement. The run or trick shall be awarded to the bidder employed in 
such classification ofwork on the line or within the divisional sections which includes the line upon 
which the run or trick is open who has the highest preference seniority status in that classification of 
work. Open runs and tricks will be assigned to Extra Train Operators until such time as they are 
awarded to successful bidders. The provisions ofthis subsection shall apply to runs left over on a 
new work program after Train Operators assigned to the line on which the new runs are to be put into 
effect have made their picks, but until then no runs on a new work program shall be deemed to be 
left over. 
4) The same rules for preferences in picks of vacations will apply on the separate 
divisions as apply to picks ofruns and yard or terminal tricks. Single day vacations will be provided 
to employees under the provisions set forth in subsection S below. 
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5) Selection of runs and tricks on a new schedule will be started before it is placed in 
operation, except in case ofemergency in which case the selection will be started within one week 
after it is placed in operation. 
6) A regular Train Operator will not be assigned on Sundays or holidays to another line 
or section unless there is no suitable run open on his/her own line or section. 
7) A road Train Operator who has no regular run or trick of his/her own (extra road 
Train Operator) will be assigned as follows: 
Change of tours shall generally be made following the "Extra" Train Operator's regular day 
off. 
An "Extra" Road Train Operator shall be pennitted to select his/her regular day off, tour of 
duty and line. He/she shall be assigned to work in his/her selected tour of duty in seniority order 
(A.M., P.M., or Midnight) and line in road service when such assignment is available. When no 
work is available in his/her tour of duty or line, in road service, he/she shall be assigned to yard 
service in his/her selected tour ofduty and line. When there is no work available in either road or 
yard service in his/her selected tour ofduty and line, he/she shall be assigned to the next nearest line 
or tour ofdutywhere work is available, allowing sufficient time between tours ofduty. He/she shall 
be returned to his/her selected tour ofduty and line as soon as possible. 
On all divisions an "Extra" Road Train Operator shall be allowed his/her regular road rate of 
pay for all work performed. An "Extra" Train Operator will be required to perform all classes of 
work for which he/she is qualified within the Train Operator's title. 
8) Runs or tricks on all special schedules will be subject to pick as herein provided. 
9) A Train Operator who is provisionally appointed to another position and who is 
returned to his/her regular position shall have the right to pick any run or trick in accordance with the 
preference status which he/she would have had had he/she continued to work in his/her regular 
position without interruption. 
The same privileges for "bumping" provided to Train Operators on the B1 Division will be 
applicable to Train Operators on all divisions. 
10) A Train Operator working as such Wlder a provisional appointment shall be entitled to 
the same increase in pay after a specified period ofservice in a particular class ofwork as ifhe/she 
were working under a permanent appointment. A Train Operator permanently appointed as such will 
be credited with time worked as a provisional in determining when he/she will be entitled to a higher 
rate ofpay for the class ofwork performed by him/her as a provisional, provided there is no lapse of 
time between the termination ofhis status as a provisional and his/her permanent appointment. 
... 
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11) Sixty-five (65%) percent of the yard or terminal tricks will be available for pick at 
general picks by Train Operator in road service and such Train Operators picking yard or tenninal 
tricks shall receive the road rate of pay within said sixty-five (65%) percent quota. 
12) At each pick a quota of yard and terminal tricks will be reserved for assignment to 
Train Operators physically disqualified to perfonn the full duties oftheir title and such tricks will not 
be available for pick. 
13) New work programs will be posted for the infonnation ofTrain Operators at least five 
(5) days prior to the commencement ofa pick and as close as practicable to thirty (30) days prior to 
the commencement ofa pick. 
14) The foregoing provisions for detennining the respective preference status of Train 
Operators on any division, or on any line or section within a Division, are subject to the following 
qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in detennining length ofservice 
as Train Operator unless the provisional appointee shall receive a pennanent appointment from an 
eligible list to the position of Train Operator in the same Division in which he/she served as a 
provisional immediately upon the tennination of his/her status as a provisional and without 
interruption ofcontinuous service as Train Operator, and even then his/her preference status shall be 
below that ofany Train Operator appointed as such from any promotion eligible list for said Division 
which was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel Directorprior to the 
promulgation of the list from which he/she, himself7herself, was appointed. 
b. When a Train Operator is transferred from one Division to another after the 
holding ofa written civil service examination for promotion to the position ofTrain Operator in the 
Division to which he/she is so transferred, unless he/she himself7herself prior to unification held 
some position in the latter Division, every person who is subsequently appointed to the position of 
Train Operator in that Division from the promotion eligible list certified by the City Civil Service 
Commission or City Personnel Director as a result of said examination, shall have preference in 
picks over the Train Operator so transferred. This shall not apply ifthe examination was held after 
the date ofhislher transfer. The reference above to a "Division" is a reference to either the IND or 
the BMT, or the IRT Division, the latter being intended to include both the Third Avenue Elevated 
Line and the IRT Subway lines. A transfer from the Third Avenue Elevated Line to the IRT Subway 
lines, or vice-versa, shall not be considered as a transfer from one Division to another. 
All Train Operators appointed on or after March 13, 1966, have the right to pick from one 
Division to another without the loss ofseniority, either Divisional or G.A. They shall be slotted into 
the Divisional seniority in accordance with their standing on the G.A. roster. 
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L. Foul Weather Gear and Equipment 
1) Train Operators who perfonn a major portion oftheir duties exposed to the open air, 
will be furnished with foul weather gear at Management's expense. The determining factor as to who 
shall receive such equipment will be by designating the jobs on the crew programs. 
2) It is understood and agreed that the foul weather gear is for the protection ofthe Train 
Operators during inclement weather, and such equipment may not be worn while ofT duty. 
In the event that a Train Operator fails to return the equipment entrusted to him/her, 
he/she will be required to pay for the lost property. 
3) A Train Operator charged with the loss ofa radio shall pay $500 for same. 
4) Train operators assigned as train crews will be furnished with "fur-type" winter hats. 
M. Scheduled Runs and Tricks 
All road runs and yard and tenninal tricks shall be straight runs or tricks, and all work 
programs shall, among other features, contain runs in which road train operators will be required to 
prepare, lay up, and operate trains between tenninals, yards, and storage areas, as well as in road 
service, and in which there will be periods during which the Train Operators will transfer cars and/or 
drill. 
N. Suicides 
When any person jumps or falls upon the tracks in front ofa train and is run overby the train, 
the Train Operator in charge of the train shall be relieved, with pay, for the rest of the day, unless 
he/she voluntarily elects to complete his/her work. If he/she cannot be relieved at the site of the 
accident, the employee shall assist in restoring service by operating the train, without passengers, to a 
yard or other designated point where he/she can be relieved. Ifan employee does not, or is unable to 
file his/her time card for the day ofthe accident, he/she will be paid hislher regular run time for that 
day. Ifadditional pay is owing to him/her for that day, adjustment will be made in a following pay 
period. 
Train OperatorS operating a train which is involved in a passenger fatality shall be granted 
three (3) days leave with pay. 
O. Assignments and Transfers 
1) The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be a Train Operator in 
any Division for whom there is no work in such Division to transfer and assign him/her to work in 
another Division where there may be work for him/her to do within hislher title or classification. 
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2) Any Train Operator who was pennanently appointed to the title ofTrain Operator on 
or after November 1, 1951, and who has been or may hereafter be transferred from any Division shall 
have preference seniority for all pick purposes in the Division to which he/she is transferred, based 
on the date ofhis/her pennane~t appointment as a Train Operator. 
3) When a vacancy occurs in his/her title in the Division from which the Train Operator 
was transferred, he/she shall be returned to such Division with the same preference seniority he/she 
would have had, had he/she remained there. Ifmore than one Train Operator has been transferred 
from one Division to another Division, the Train Operatorwith the highest preference seniority in the 
Division from which he/she was transferred shall be returned to fill the vacancy in the Division from 
which he/she was transferred. 
4) Whenever it is necessary to transfer Train Operators from one Division to another 
Division, they shall be those with the lowest preference status, unless those with higher preference 
status desire the transfer. 
5) Whenever it is necessary to transfer Train Operators who are assigned to the extra list 
from one terminal to another, they shall be those who have the lowest preference status, unless those 
with higher preference status desire the transfer. 
P. AVA Days 
Employees requesting AVA time-off shall be granted such AVA to the extent that the 
department can make such allowance, consistent with the employee's banle 
Q. Hearings and Investigations 
1) If a hearing or investigation is called without prior notice to the employee or the 
Union, it shall be postponed to allow a Union official time to attend as an observer, but in no event 
shall the hearing or investigation be delayed by more than two (2) hours. 
2) Nothing in this Agreement, however, shall prohibit the questioning ofan employee 
immediately following an accident for the purpose ofdetermining its cause. Any statementmade by 
an employee at such time shall not be part ofany record made at a subsequent disciplinary hearing. 
R. Notice of return to work after sick absence. 
In order to achieve operating efficiency, employees must give their respective crew 
assignment office a minimum of three hours notice of return to work after sick absence. 
S. Single Day Vacations 
Single day vacations will be provided to employees in the RTO Division under the following 
conditions: 
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I) Employees who want to take a week of their annual vacation in single days will be 
given the opportunity to do so provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks 
before the general vacation pick. 
2) Employees who choose to take a week in single days but who are unable to take all 
five (5) days as of the end of the vacation year will be paid in cash for all unused days. 
3) Cash sums paid to employees for unused days will not be considered pensionable 
Income. 
4) Employees will not choose a week during the annual vacation pick in which to take 
unused single days. 
5) Ifsingle days ofvacation are not used by December 1, each employee will be paid for 
unused single days prior to December 25 of the current year. 
6) In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week of 
vacation in single days to take such days off, a minimum daily quota for single day vacations, AVA 
days and Personal days combined will be established by title (Train Operator, Conductor, Tower 
Operator) ofone and one halfpercent (1.5%) of the total number of employees in those titles. 
T. Joint Labor-Management Uniform Committee 
A Joint Labor-Management Committee shall be established to make recommendations on the 
design ofmale/female Train Operators and Conductors uniforms. 
U. Joint Union-Management Work Programs and Supplements Committee 
A joint Union-Management Committee will be established to discuss and prepare 
recommendations concerning issues related to Work Programs and Supplements. The Committee 
will meet not later than one month after the Program or Supplement goes into effect. The committee 
will consist of equal numbers of Union and Management and any savings generated by the Joint 
Union-Management Committee shall fall under the auspices of the Gainsharing Committee. 
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SECTION 3.2 - CONDUCTORS 
A. Hours ofWork 
1) The basic work day for conductors shall be eight (8) hours and all conductors who are 
ordered to and do report for duty on any day as ordered shall be entitled to at least eight (8) hours pay 
for the day, provided they report on time and work their full runs or tricks or hold themselves 
available for and perform all such work as may be assigned to them. All conductors will be required 
to report for duty at least five (5) days in each payroll week. 
2) Any conductor who has picked or has been assigned to a regularly scheduled 
assignment ofwork except "Specials" will be deemed to have finished hislher day's work upon the 
completion ofsuch assignment and will receive at least eight (8) hours pay for the work even though 
it be completed in less than eight (8) hours. In the event ofdelay in the completion ofassignment of 
work beyond the time scheduled therefor, no extra pay will be allowed on that account unless the 
total time worked is in excess ofeight (8) hours. 
3) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each conductor, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
4) In each Division there will be a fixed quota ofconductors whose regular assignment 
will be service as conductor on train. On any day when a conductor in this quota is ordered to and 
does report for duty and there is no work available for him/her within his/her regular assignment, 
he/she may be assigned to platform duty or any other work within the title of conductor for which 
he/she may be qualified, but for each day ofwork regardless ofthe character ofthe work, he/she will 
be paid at the same hourly rate at which he/she would have been paid for work within hislher regular 
assignment. 
On the B 1 Division conductors may be assigned to the work ofhand switchmen or to freight 
service for the South Brooklyn Railroad Company and when so assigned shall receive the rates of 
pay applicable to such service. 
5) When a conductor has picked a regular run or trick and after reporting therefor, 
through no fault of hislher own, is assigned instead to another run or trick, he/she shall be paid at 
least the time hislher original run or trick called for by schedule. If the time worked on such other 
run is more than the time scheduled for his/her regular assigned run or if, on such other run, he/she 
clears after hislher regular clearing time, he/she shall, in either case, be paid for the excess time 
under Section 3.2 B hereof, as overtime. 
6) The reporting time ofa conductor assigned to a regular run shall be fixed by schedule 
sufficiently in advance ofhis/her leaving time on initial trip to enable him/herto properlyprepare the 
train for service. He/she shall also be allowed by schedule sufficient time at the end ofhislherrun to 
leave the train as he/she may be ordered to leave it. 
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7) A conductor reporting late because ofan unusual interruption in service on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account provided such 
interruption, as the cause ofhislher lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhislher superior. A 
conductor who reports for duty late may lose part or all ofhislher day's work and shall be paid only 
for time worked. 
8) When a conductor assigned to a regularly scheduled run shall have completed such 
scheduled run at the terminal shown on the schedule as hislher point ofclearance, he/she shall not be 
required to go with the train to another tenninal except in an emergency, and in such event the time 
necessarily spent in going with the train to such other tenninal and in promptly returning to the 
terminal at which he/she was scheduled to clear shall be treated as extra work perfonned after 
finishing hislher day's work. If, however, he/she should clear at such other terminal instead of 
returning to clear at the terminal at which he/she was scheduled to clear, only the time intervening 
between hislher scheduled clearing time and the time of hislher actual clearance at such other 
terminal shall be treated as time during which he/she perfonned extra work after finishing hislher 
day's work. In the event that because of a diversion ofhislher train from its usual course, due to 
traffic conditions, a conductor in service on train is prevented from completing hislher scheduled run 
at the tenninal shown on hislher schedule as hislher point of clearance and is required to leave 
hislher train at another point instead, he/she shall have the choice ofclearing at such other point or 
clearing at the tenninal where he/she was scheduled to clear. In order to exercise the latter choice, 
however, he/she must, after leaving hislher train, proceed without delay to the said tenninal, and, if 
he/she does so, the time necessarily spent in so doing will be treated as part ofhislher working time. 
Irrespective ofwhich choice he/she makes he/she will not be allowed more than eight (8) hours pay 
for the day unless hislher total working time during the day shall have been in excess of eight (8) 
hours. 
9) A conductor ending hislher run at a tenninal other than that at which the run started 
shall be paid for the time required for himlher to return to the starting terminal. The time so allowed 
shall be the scheduled operating time between the two (2) tenninals and for the purpose of 
computing overtime it shall be considered as actual overtime. 
An extra list conductor ending hislher work assignment at a terminal other than that at which 
he/she originally reported shall be paid for the time required for himlher to return to the tenninal 
where he/she originally reported. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating time between 
the two terminals and for the pUIpose ofcomputing overtime it shall be considered as actual working 
time. However, he/she will not be allowed deadheading pay unless hislher total working time during 
the day shall have been in excess ofeight (8) hours. 
A conductor ending hislher run in a yard or tenninal other than hislher scheduled clearing 
location will be allowed a predetermined "deadhead" time to hislher scheduled clearing location 
which will include the allowable walking time from or to a yard and the nearest station. 
10) Conductors who are required to remain on the premises ofthe New York CityTransit 
System to prepare reports ofunusual occurrences or accidents shall be allowed one (1) hour's pay at 
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their regular rate. However, the boost time at the end of the run will be subtracted from the one (1) 
hour. 
11) The spread of time offbetween two tours ofduty for conductors on the extra Extra 
List only, shall be at least twelve (12) hours. 
B. Overtime 
1) A conductor who is assigned to extra work after he/she has finished hislher regularly 
assigned day's work or is required to work more than eight (8) hours in any day will be allowed, for 
such excess service or overtime, time and one-half at hislher regular rate ofpay, including waiting 
time up to 59 minutes between the completion ofhislher regularly assigned day's work and the start 
of the overtime work. 
2) A conductor will not be required to abandon work during working hours to absorb 
overtime. 
3) A board conductor who on any day, after being held on duty for any length of time 
covering the board, is assigned to and works a full scheduled run or trick, commencing it and 
completing it, will be paid for the time ofsuch run or trick a minimum ofeight (8) hours pay and for 
all the time he/she was held on duty covering the board prior to being assigned to such run or trick 
he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half. 
4) The overtime control provisions set forth in Section 1.12 shall apply in full to the 
above Conductors, except that District will be substituted for Responsibility Center in Section 1.12. 
C. Snow Work 
All conductors who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
D. Lunch Period 
The schedule for every straight run, trick or job shall be written so as to provide for a thirty 
(30) minute lunch period as nearly as practicable between the third and sixth hours ofwork and no 
deduction ofpay shall be made on account ofsuch lunch period. If, for any reason, a conductor on a 
straight run, trick or job is prevented, through no fault ofhislher own, from having at least twenty 
(20) minutes for lunch within the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, he/she will be allowed 
one-half(1/2) hour extra pay at hislher regular hourly rate, provided the loss oflunch time is proved 
to the satisfaction of the Superintendent. 
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E. Conductors Perfonning More than One Class of Service 
Should a conductor be required to perfonn more than one class ofservice within hislher title 
during his/her regular working day, he/she will be paid for all work perfonned by himlher during that 
working day at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
F. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off 
1) An employee who is required to work on hislher regular day offin any payroll week 
will be allowed time and one-half for his/her work on hislher regular day off and will be given at 
least eight (8) hours work. 
2) An employee officially excused for Union business without pay, ifrequired to work 
on his/her regular day offin that payroll week will be paid for such work on hislher regular day offat 
the rate of time and one-half. 
3) An employee who is required to report for training on one ofhis/her regular days off 
in any payroll week will be paid time and one-halffor such day with a minimum oftwelve (12) hours 
pay at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
4) Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off. Ifthe employee 
was absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
G. Payment for Train-Service Conductors Assigned to Extra Trips or "Specials" 
A conductor in train service who has a regularly scheduled run will, ifrequired to make extra 
trips in addition to such scheduled run, be allowed time and one-halffor the time necessary to make 
such extra trips, and if the actual time required for such extra trips shall exceed one (1) hour he/she 
shall receive for the extra trips a minimum of four (4) hours pay at hislher regular rate. 
For "Specials" any conductor in train service, whether he/she has a regularly scheduled run or 
not, will be paid, including any overtime allowance, a minimum of four and one-half (4 1/2) hours 
pay at his/her regular rate. 
H. Breaking in for Higher Class ofService 
When a conductor is required to break in and qualify for train service, he/she shall be paid at 
his/her regular rate ofpay for all time actually spent breaking in, but if it be during a period outside 
of his/her regular working hours, the time spent in thus breaking in shall in no event be treated as 
overtime or paid for at other than the employee's regular rate of pay for the time actually and 
necessarily spent. The Conductor who is assigned to break him/her in and give him/her instruction 
shall receive an extra time allowance oftwo (2) hours at hislher regular rate ofpay on each day that 
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he/she is so assigned. When a Conductor whose regular assignment is train service is transferred 
from one line to another and required to break in for the same class ofservice on such other line, the 
Conductor breaking himlher in shall receive no extra allowance for so doing, but the conductor so 
transferred and required to break in on a different line shall be paid at hislher regular rate ofpay for 
the time consumed in so breaking in except that if his/her transfer from one line to another is the 
result of his/her own pick of a run on such other line, he/she must in such event break in on such 
other line on his/her own time and without pay unless he/she has not previously been qualified on 
that line or unless a major physical change has occurred on that line. 
1. Annual or Periodic Instructions 
Conductors ordered to report while off duty for annual or periodic instructions shall be 
allowed three (3) hours time therefor at their regular rate ofpay. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instruction outside of, and in addition to, hislher 
regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and one-half 
at hislher regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the 
performance of his/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary proceedings to 
report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
J. Posting New Work Programs 
When a new work program is to be put into effect, the selection of runs must be completed 
and the new work program posted, ifpossible, at least five (5) days before the effective date ofthe 
work program. Only a Conductor assigned to the line on which the new work program is to be put 
into effect shall be entitled to pick on such new work program, except that if, after all employees 
assigned to the line have made their picks, there are any runs left over, those runs will be assigned in 
accordance with the provision of Section 3.2 K hereof. 
K. Picks ofRuns, Tours ofDuty and Vacations 
Picks ofruns, tours ofduty and vacations in each classification ofwork, shall be governed as 
follows: 
1) Participation in a pick ofruns, tours ofduty or vacations in any ofthe following units, 
to wit, Division "A" and Division "B", will be limited to conductors assigned to the particular unit. 
A vacation pick will be held in each unit once a year and preference status for the purpose ofsuch 
pick shall be determined in the same manner as for the purpose ofpicks of runs and tours ofduty. 
The vacation year for conductors will run from January 1st to December 31st in each year and 
vacations will be spread over the entire calendar year. Picks ofruns and tours ofduty will be held in 
the several units as hereinafter provided. 
2) On each of the two (2) units designated in subsection 1) above, a general pick for 
employees within the title ofConductor will be held twice a year, one (1) for the summer schedules 
and one (1) for the winter schedules. Line picks of runs and tricks will be conducted whenever a 
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change (other than temporary) is made in the schedules for that particular line. Preferences in picks 
shall depend upon the Conductors preference seniority roster for each unit for which the pick is being 
conducted. Only those Conductors assigned to the particular unit at the time of the pick shall be 
permitted to take part therein, except conductors appointed after September 1, 1967. 
3) Picks will be put into effect not more than four (4) weeks after they have been 
completed. Ifa run or trick in any classification ofwork is left open for any reason, it will be put up 
forbid within one (1) week, shall be advertised for five (5) days and will be awarded within five (5) 
days after the close ofthe advertisement. The run or trick shall be awarded to the bidder employed in 
such classification ofwork on the line orwithin the division or section which includes the line upon 
which the run or trick is open who has the highest preference seniority status in that classification of 
work. Open runs and tricks will be assigned to extra men until such time as they are awarded to 
successful bidders. 
The provisions of this subsection shall apply to runs left over on a new work program after 
Conductors assigned to the line on which the new run is to be put into effect have made their picks, 
but until then no runs on a new work program shall be deemed to be left over. 
4) The same rules for preference in pick of vacations will apply on the separate 
Divisions and Divisional sections as apply to pick ofruns and tours ofduty. Single day vacations 
will be provided to employees under the provisions set forth in subsection S below. 
5) Selection of runs and tricks on a new schedule will be started before it is placed in 
operation, except in case ofemergency, in which case the selection will be started within one week 
after it is placed in operation. 
6) A regular Conductor will not be assigned on Sundays or holidays to another line or 
section unless there is no suitable run open on his/her own line or section. 
7) A Conductorwho has no regular run or trick ofhis/her own ("Extra" Conductor) will 
be assigned as follows: 
a. On the A Division, an "Extra" Conductor shall be permitted to select his/her 
regular days off, tour of duty and line. He/she shall be assigned to work in his/her selected tour of 
duty (A.M., P.M. or Midnight) and line when such assignment is available. When there is no work 
available in his/her selected tour ofduty and line, he/she shall be assigned to the next nearest line or 
tour ofduty where work is available, allowing sufficient time between tours ofduty. He/she shall be 
returned to his/her selected tour ofduty and line as soon as possible. 
b. On the B Division, an "Extra" Conductor shall be permitted to select his/her 
regular days off, prorated on the quota ofsuch "Extra" conductors, based on a five (5) dayweek. The 
"Extra" Conductor shall be permitted a choice ofwork location, by line, and shall be assigned to such 
line unless required elsewhere. 
Change oftours shall generally be made following the "Extra" Conductor's regular days off. 
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On all Divisions an "Extra" Conductor shall be allowed his/her regular rate of pay for all 
work performed. An "Extra" Conductor shall be required to perform all classes ofwork within the 
title ofConductor. 
8) Runs or tricks on all special schedules will be subject to pick as herein provided. 
9) A Conductor who is provisionally appointed to another position and who is returned 
to hislher regular position shall have the right to pick any run or trick in accordance with hislher 
original preference status. 
10) A Conductor serving as such under a temporary or provisional appointment shall have 
the same rights in regard to stepping up to higher rates ofpay for work within the title as a Conductor 
performing the same class of work under a permanent appointment. A Conductor permanently 
appointed as such will be credited with time worked as a provisional in determining when helshe will 
be entitled to a higher rate of pay for the class of work performed by him/her as a provisional, 
provided there is no lapse of time between the termination of his/her status as a provisional and 
hislher permanent appointment. 
11) All platform tricks will be available to all Conductors for pick. 
12) Work programs will be posted for the information ofConductors at least five (5) days 
prior to the commencement of a pick and as nearly as practicable to (thirty) 30 days prior to the 
commencement of a pick. 
13) The foregoing provIsIons for determining the respective preference status of 
conductors on any division, or on any line or section within a division, are subject to the following 
qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length ofservice 
as conductor unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent appointment from an eligible 
list to the position of Conductor in the same division in which he/she served as a provisional 
immediately upon the termination of his/her status as a provisional and without interruption of 
continuous service as conductor, and even then his/her preference status shall be below that ofany 
conductor appointed as such from any eligible list for said division which was promulgated by the 
City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel Director prior to the promulgation ofthe list from 
which helshe, himselflherself, was appointed. 
b. When a Conductor is transferred from one division to another after the holding ofa 
written civil service examination for promotion to the position ofConductor in the division to which 
he/she is so transferred, unless he/she himselflherself, prior to notification, held some position in the 
latter Division, every person who is subsequently appointed to the position of conductor in that 
Division from the promotion eligible list certified by the City Civil Service Commission or City 
Personnel Director as a result ofsaid examination, shall have preference in picks over the Conductor 
so transferred. This shall not apply if the examination was held after the date of his/her transfer. 
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c. All conductors appointed on or after September 1st, 1967, have the right to pick 
from one Division to another without the loss ofseniority, either Divisional or G. A. They shall be 
slotted into the Divisional seniority in accordance with their standing on the G.A. roster. 
The reference above to a "Division" is a reference to either the A or the H Division. 
L. Foul Weather Gear and Equipment 
1) Conductors assigned as train crews will be furnished with "fur-type" winter hats. 
2) Conductors who perform a major portion oftheir duties exposed to the open air will 
be furnished with foul weather gear at management's expense. The determining factor as to who 
shall receive such equipment will be by designating the jobs on the crew programs. 
Foul weather gear is for the protection ofthe Conductors during inclement weather, and such 
equipment may not be worn while offduty. 
3) In the event that a conductor fails to return the equipment entrusted to him/her, he/she 
will be required to pay for the lost property. 
M. Scheduled Runs 
All road runs and yard and terminal tricks shall be straight runs or tricks and all work 
programs shall, among other features, contain runs in which road conductors will be required to set 
drum switches, adjust signs, comply with ventilation orders, check and secure safety chains, test 
doors, check conductors' emergency valves, set up operating position; ride put-in and lay-up trains 
between terminals, yards and storage areas as well as in road service and in which there will be 
periods during which conductors will perform platform service, prepare cars in yards and storage 
areas, or close windows and storm doors on lay-up trains as required, and perform such other duties 
as may be required of a conductor. 
N. Suicides 
When any person jumps or falls upon the track in front ofa train and is run over by the train, 
a conductor who assists in moving the body from the rails shall be relieved with pay from the rest of 
the work for that day, unless he/she voluntarily elects to complete hislher work. Ifhe/she cannot be 
relieved at the site of the accident, the employee shall assist in restoring service by operating the 
train, without passengers, to a yard or other designated point where he/she can be relieved. If an 
employee does not, or is unable to file his/her time card for the day of the accident, he/she will be 
paid h islher regular runt ime for that day. I fa dditional p ay i sowing to him/her for that day 
adjustment will be made in a following pay period. 
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o. Assignments and Transfers 
1) The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be a conductor in any 
Division for whom there is no work in such Division to transfer and assign him/her to work in 
another Division where there may be work for him/her to do within hislher title or classification. 
2) Any conductor who was permanently appointed to the title ofconductor on or after 
November 1, 1951, and who has been or may hereafter be transferred from any Division shall have 
preference seniority for all pick purposes in the Division to which he/she is transferred, based on the 
date ofhislher permanent appointment as a conductor. 
3) When a vacancy occurs in hislher title in the Division from which the conductor was 
transferred, he/she shall be returned to such Division with the same preference seniority he/she 
would have had had he/she remained there. Ifmore than one conductor has been transferred from one 
Division to another Division, the conductor with the highest preference seniority in the Division 
from which he/she was transferred shall be returned to fill the vacancy in the division from which 
he/she was transferred. 
4) Whenever it is necessary to transfer conductors from one Division to another 
Division, they shall be those with the lowest preference status, unless those with higher preference 
status desire the transfer. 
5) Whenever it is necessary to transfer conductors who are assigned to the extra list from 
one terminal to another, they shall be those who have the lowest preference status, unless those with 
higher preference status desire the transfer. 
P. AVA Days 
Employees requesting AVA time-offshall be granted such AVA to the extent that the 
department can make such allowance, consistent with the employee's bank. 
Q. Hearings and Investigations 
1) If a hearing or investigation is called without prior notice to the employee or the 
Union, it shall be postponed to allow a Union official time to attend as an observer, but in no event 
shall the hearing or investigation be delayed by more than two (2) hours. 
2) Nothing in this Agreement however shall prohibit the questioning of an employee 
immediately following an accident for the purpose ofdetermining its cause. Any statement made by 
an employee at such time shall not be part ofany record made at a subsequent disciplinary hearing. 
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R. Notice ofreturn to work after sick absence 
In order to achieve operating efficiency, employees must give their respective crew 
assignment office a minimum of three hours notice of return to work after sick absence. 
S. Single Day Vacations 
Single day vacations will be provided to employees in the RTO Division under the following 
conditions: 
1) Employees who want to take a week of their annual vacation in single days will be 
given the opportunity to do so provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks 
before the general vacation pick. 
2) Employees who choose to take a week in single days but who are unable to take all 
five (5) days as of the end of the vacation year will be paid in cash for all unused days. 
3) Cash sums paid to employees for unused days will not be considered pensionable 
income. 
4) Employees will not choose a week during the annual vacation pick in which to take 
unused single days. 
5) Ifsingle days ofvacation are not used by December 1, each employee will be paid for 
unused single days prior to December 25 of the current year. 
6) In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week of 
vacation in single days to take such days off, a minimum daily quota for single day vacations, AVA 
days and Personal days combined will be established by title (Train Operator, Conductor, Tower 
Operator) ofone and one half (1.5%) percent of the total number of employees in those titles. 
T. Construction Flagman 
1) Conductors working as Construction Flagman will receive Trackworker's rate for each 
actual hour that they perform Construction Flagman duties. The former practice that grants nine and 
one-half (9-1/2) hours pay for eight (8) hours work and eight (8) hours pay for six and one-half 
(6-1/2) hours work is discontinued. A Conductor working in a flagging job will be paid the flagging 
rate for all paid leaves provided that said Conductor actually works as a Flagman on the regularly 
scheduled tour before and the next regularly scheduled tour after said leave. 
2) A Joint Labor-Management Committee shall be established to discuss construction 
flagging issues. 
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U. Joint Labor-Management Unifonn Committee 
A Joint Labor-Management Committee shall be established to make 
recommendations on the design ofmale/female Train Operator and Conductor uniform. 
v. Joint Union-Management Work Programs and Supplements Committee 
A Joint Union-Management Committee will be established to discuss and prepare 
recommendations concerning issues related to Work Programs and Supplements. The Committee 
will meet not later than one month after the Program or Supplement goes into effect. The Committee 
will consist of equal numbers of Union and Management and any savings generated by the Joint 
Union-Management Committee shall fall under the auspices of the Gainsharing Committee. 
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SECTION 3.3 - TOWER OPERATORS 
A. Hours ofWork 
1) The basic working day for Tower Operators shall be eight (8) hours and all Tower 
Operators who are ordered to and do report for duty on any day as ordered shall be entitled to at least 
eight (8) hours pay provided they report on time and work their full runs or tricks or hold themselves 
available for and perform all such work as may be assigned to them. All Tower Operators will be 
required to report for duty at least five (5) days in each payroll week. 
2) Any Tower Operator whose assigned tour ofduty is completed, in accordance with 
the schedule, in less than eight (8) hours will be allowed a full day's pay for such tour ofduty. In the 
event ofdelay in the completion ofsuch a tour ofduty beyond the time scheduled therefor, no extra 
pay will be allowed on that account unless the total time worked is in excess of eight (8) hours. 
3) At least two (2) day's rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week will be allowed 
to each Tower Operator, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
4) Any Tower Operator who reports for hislher regularly assigned tour ofduty and who, 
through no fault ofhis/her own is not used, shall receive hislher regular day's pay, provided he/she 
holds himself7herselfavailable for and performs such Tower Operator's work as may be assigned to 
him/her. 
5) A Tower Operator reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the 
New York City Transit System shall receive no loss ofpay, provided such interruption as the cause 
ofhis/her lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher superior. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph (e) above, a Tower Operator who reports for 
duty late may lose part or all of his/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
7) Whenever a Tower Operator who is assigned to a trick with a specified location for 
clearing at the end of his/her tour of duty has hislher work changed so that he/she clears at some 
other location, he/she will be allowed traveling time from that point to the scheduled location for 
clearing. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating time between the two locations and 
for the purpose ofcomputing overtime it shall be considered as actual working time. 
An "Extra List" Tower Operator ending his/her work assignment at a location other than at 
which he/she originally reported shall be paid for the time required for him/her to return to the point 
where he/she originally reported. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating time between 
the two locations and for the purpose ofcomputing overtime, under Section 3.3 B hereof, it shall be 
considered as actual working time. However, he/she will not be allowed deadheading pay unless 
his/her total working time during the day shall have been in excess ofeight (8) hours. 
8) Tower Operators who report for their assigned tour of duty will receive one (1) ten 
(10) minute reporting allowance at their regular rate ofpay for that tour ofduty. 
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9) The spread oftime offbetween two (2) tours ofduty for Tower Operator on the extra 
extra list only, shall be at least twelve (12) hours. 
B. Overtime 
1) A Tower Operator who is required to work in excess ofeight (8) hours during anyone (1) 
trick or tour of duty, whether the excess service be before the beginning or after the end of the 
employee's ordinary tour ofduty will be allowed time and one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay for 
all such work in excess ofeight (8) hours, including waiting time up to sixty (60) minutes between 
the completion ofhis/her ordinary tour ofduty and the start of the overtime work. 
2) Tower Operators will not be required to suspend work during working hours to absorb 
overtime. 
3) The overtime control provisions set forth in Section 1.12 shall apply in full to the 
above Tower Operators, except that District will be substituted for Responsibility Center in Section 
1.12. 
C. Snow Duty 
All Tower Operators who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly 
assigned duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
D. Lunch Period 
Tower Operators will be allowed a thirty (30) minute lunch period, without deduction ofpay, 
as nearly as practicable between the third and sixth hours ofwork. If, through no fault of hislher 
own, such a Tower Operator is not released from duty for at least twenty (20) minutes to enable 
him/her to eat his/her lunch, he/she will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at his/her regular hourly 
rate, provided the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the Superintendent. 
E. Special Tricks Between Regular Tours ofDuty 
A Tower Operator who is ordered to work a special trick between two (2) regular tours of 
duty will be allowed time and one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay while working such special trick, 
with a minimum of four (4) hours, except when he/she works a special made necessary by a cold 
weather plan he/she shall be paid four and one half (4 1/2) hours at his/her regular rate ofpay. If 
because ofsuch special trick he/she is prevented from having eight (8) consecutive hours offduty, at 
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any time between the completion of one scheduled day's work and the beginning 0 f t he next 
scheduled day's work, he/she shall be excused with pay from such part ofsaid next day's scheduled 
work as may be necessary in order that he/she may have eight (8) consecutive hours offduty between 
the time when he/she completed work on the special trick and the time when he/she shall thereafter 
report for work; except that if less than four (4) hours of his/her next scheduled tour of duty shall 
remain, he/she shall be relieved with pay from the entire next scheduled tour ofduty, and except that 
should his/her work on the special trick continue beyond the time fixed for the commencement of 
his/her said next day's work, he/she shall receive, in addition to his/her pay for the special trick, only 
the pay for such part ofhis/her said scheduled day's work as may remain after the completion ofthe 
special trick. 
F. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off 
1) An employee who is required to work on his/her regular day off in any paYroll week 
will be allowed time and one-half for his/her work on his/her regular day off and will be given at 
least eight (8) hours work. 
2) An employee officially excused for Union business without pay, ifrequired to work 
on his/her regular day offin that paYroll week, will be paid for such work on his/her regular day off 
at the rate of time and one-half. 
3) An employee who is required to report for training on one ofhis/her regular days off 
in any paYroll week will be paid time and one-half for such day with a minimum of 12 hours pay at 
his/her regular rate of pay. 
4) For an employee to be eligible for pay at time and one-half for working on his/her 
regular day off, the employee must work at least three (3) days during the week in which he/she also 
worked on his/her regular days off. If the employee was absent on the day immediately prior to 
his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium 
pay on his/her regular day off. 
G. Allowance for Breaking in New Tower Operator 
1) Any Tower Operator ordered by his/her superior to instruct another employee in the 
performance ofa Tower Operator's duties, will receive an allowance oftwo (2) hours at his regular 
rate ofpay on each day, or part thereof, spent in such instructions. 
2) Ifmore than one (1) Tower Operator is assigned to instruct a student on any given 
day, each such instructing Tower Operator shall be paid the instruction allowance provided herein. 
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H. Picks ofTowers and Tours of Duty 
Picks of towers and tours of duty on the respective Divisions will be made as follows: 
1) On the A Division a pick shall be held twice a year, on winter and summer schedules, 
Tower Operators assigned to duty on said Division at the time ofany such pick shall be allowed to 
participate therein. Subject to the provisions ofparagraph 5 ofthis subsection, preferences in picks 
will depend upon length of service as Tower Operator. 
2) On the B Division a pick shall be held twice a year, on winter and summer schedules, 
Tower Operators assigned to duty on said Division at the time ofany such pick shall be allowed to 
participate therein. Subject to the provisions ofparagraph 5 of this subsection, preferences in picks 
will depend upon length of service as Tower Operator. 
3) When a vacancy occurs in a tower, such vacancy shall be advertised on a bid sheet 
and posted on all towers within the Division unit (for the purpose of picks) wherein the vacancy 
occurs, not later than seven (7) days from the date ofoccurrence. The right to bid and preferences to 
bidders shall be governed by the same rules as those which govern the right to participate in picks 
and preferences therein. 
4) Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, in the event of a temporary 
vacancy in a tower, when such temporary vacancy is known in advance to be for two weeks or more, 
the two regular Tower Operators in that tower shall have the right to pick said vacancy for its 
duration according to their preference rights, the resulting vacancy to be covered by an extra Tower 
Operator. If it be known that such temporary vacancy will exist for less than fourteen (14) days it 
shall be covered by an extra Tower Operator from the date ofoccurrence. 
5) The foregoing provisions for determining the respective preference status ofTower 
Operators on any Division, or on any line or section within a Division, are subject to the following 
qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length ofservice 
as Tower Operator unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent appointment from an 
eligible list to the position of Tower Operator in the same Division in which he/she served as a 
provisional immediately upon the termination of hislher status as a provisional and without 
interruption ofcontinuous service as Tower Operator, and even then his/her preference status shall 
be below that ofanyTowerOperator appointed as such from any eligible list for said Divisionwhich 
was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel Director prior to the 
promulgation of the list from which he/she, himself/herself, was appointed. 
b. When a Tower Operator is transferred from one Division to another after the 
holding ofawritten civil service examination for promotion to the position ofTowerOperator in the 
Division to which he/she is so transferred, unless he/she himself/herself, prior to unification, held 
some position in the latter Division, every person who is subsequently appointed to the position of 
Tower Operator in that Division from the promotion eligible list certified by the City Civil Service 
Commission or City Personnel Director as a result ofsaid examination shall have preference in picks 
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over the Tower Operator so transferred. This shall not apply if the examination was held after the 
date ofhislher transfer. 
All Tower Operators appointed on or after January 1, 1967, have the right to pick from one 
Division to another based on G.A. seniority and theymay do so without the loss ofseniority, either 
Divisional or G.A. They shall be slotted into the Divisional seniority in accordance with their 
standing on the G.A. roster. 
The reference above to a "Division" is a reference to either the A or the B Division. 
1. Instructions 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat hislher regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction 
in the performance ofhislher duties, is required bythe Transit Authority, in disciplinaryproceedings, 
to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
J. Assignments and Transfers 
1) The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be a Tower Operator in 
any Division for whom there is no work in such Division to transfer and assign himlher to work in 
another Division where there may be work for himlher to do within hislher title or classification. 
2) Any Tower Operator who was perinanently appointed to the title ofTower Operator 
on or after November 1st, 1951, and who has been or may hereafter be transferred from any Division 
shall have preference seniority for all pick purposes in the Division to which he/she is transferred, 
based on the date ofhislher permanent appointment as a Tower Operator. 
3) When a vacancy occurs in hislher title in the Division from which the Tower Operator 
was transferred, he/she shall be returned to such Division with the same preference seniority he/she 
would have had, had he/she remained there. If more than one (1) Tower Operator has been 
transferred from one Division to another Division, the Tower Operator with the highest preference 
seniority in the Division from which he/she was transferred shall be returned to fill the vacancy in the 
Division from which he/she was transferred. 
4) Whenever it is necessary to transfer Tower Operators from one (1) Division to 
another Division, they shall be those with the lowest preference status, unless those with higher 
preference status desire the transfer. 
5) Whenever it is necessary to transfer Tower Operators who are assigned to the extra 
list from one terminal to another, they shall be those who have the lowest preference status, unless 
those with higher preference status desire the transfer. 
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K. Hearings and Investigations 
1) If a hearing or investigation is called without prior notice to the employee or the 
TWO, it shall be postponed to allow a TWO official time to attend as an observer, but in no event 
shall the hearing or investigation be delayed by more than two (2) hours. 
2) Nothing in this Agreement, however, shall prohibit the questioning ofan employee 
immediately following an accident for the purpose ofdetermining its cause. Any statement made by 
an employee at such time shall not be part ofany record made at a subsequent disciplinary hearing. 
L. AVA Days 
Employees requesting AVA time-off shall be granted such AVA to the extent that the 
department can make such allowance, consistent with the employee's bank. 
M. Notice of return to work after sick absence 
In order to achieve operating efficiency, employees must give their respective crew 
assignment office a minimum of three hours notice of return to work after sick absence. 
N. Single Day Vacations 
1) Employees who want to take a week of their annual vacation in single days will be 
given the opportunity to do so provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks 
before the general vacation pick. 
2) Employees who choose to take a week in single days but who are unable to take all 
five (5) days as of the end of the vacation year will be paid in cash for all unused days. 
3) Cash sums paid to employees for unused days will not be considered pensionable 
Income. 
4) Employees will not choose a week during the annual vacation pick in which to take 
unused single days. 
5) Ifsingle days ofvacation are not used by December 1, each employee will be paid for 
unused single days prior to December 25 of the current year. 
6) In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week of 
vacation in single days to take such days ofT, a minimum daily quota for single day vacations, AVA 
days and Personal days combined will be established by title (Train Operator, Conductor, Tower 
Operator) ofone and one half (1.5%) percent of the total number ofemployees in those titles. 
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o. Joint Union-Management Work Programs and Supplements Committee 
A Joint Union-Management Committee will be established to discuss and prepare 
recommendations concerning issues related to Work Programs and Supplements. The Committee 
will meet not later than one month after the Program or Supplement goes into effect. The Committee 
will consist of equal numbers of Union and Management and any savings generated by the Joint 
Labor-Management Committee shall fall under the auspices of the Gainsharing Committee. 
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SECTION 3.4 - DNISION OF CAR EQUIPMENT 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
I) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and prescribed 
by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in anyone (1) 
day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be allowed 
to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) There may be one (I) or more shifts employed at any shop or barn. The starting time 
ofany shift will depend on service requirements. 
4) Any employee who is required to and does report for his/her regularly scheduled tour 
ofduty and who, through no fault ofhis/her own, is not used, will be allowed pay for the full time of 
hislher scheduled tour ofduty for that day. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on theNew 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on account of such lateness, 
provided such interruption as the cause ofhislher lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
superior. 
6) Except in a case covered by subsection 5) above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
7) If an employee's schedule of working hours is changed on less than a week's notice, 
he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-halffor time worked on the changed tour ofduty that 
may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
8) A Road Car Inspector who is relieved according to schedule by a fellow Road Car 
Inspector and who does report conditions properly to his/her relief, shall receive one (1) ten (10) 
minute turnover allowance at his/her regular rate ofpay for that tour ofduty. 
B. Overtime 
I) Any employee required to work in excess ofhis/her regularly scheduled working hours 
on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end of the employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-half at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours ofduty 
to absorb overtime. 
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3) Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the 
work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
4) Earnings Cap 
The earnings cap for employees shall be $67,000.00 over a rolling twelve (12) month period. 
It is understood that said earnings cap shall be correspondingly increased by the negotiated increases 
which take effect as ofDecember 15, 2000. 
C. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed a thirty (30) minute 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpayon every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhis/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at hislher 
regular hourly rate provided the loss oflunch time is proved to the satisfaction ofthe Superintendent. 
D. Job Title Reclassifications Relating to Technology Upgrades 
The Parties agree that in recognition of the need to train and upgrade its employees in 
preparation for a new emerging workplace with new technology, the following amendments shallbe 
made effective March I, 2000: 
1. The titles ofCar Inspector, Car Maintainer B and Road Car Inspectorwill be utilized 
to perfonn all maintenance, facility and inspection functions. 
2. The job duties of the titles CMA, ABM, MMC, CME, CMF, and CMC will be 
incorporated into the Car Inspectorjob specification and the incumbents shall be reclassified 
to the Car Inspector title. 
3. Effective March 1,2000, the hourly rate for Car Inspectors and Road Car Inspectors 
will be increased by one dollar ($1.00). 
4. The new Car Inspectors who were in the above-listed titles previously will be locked 
into picking shop locations, i.e. Coney Island, 207th Street, and the Diesel Shops. 
5. All of the Car Inspector positions in the Shops shall be considered utility jobs to be 
assigned by management. 
6. Upon the arrival of new subway cars, a five (5) person inspection team shall be 
utilized at the maintenance shops on the new technology cars. A five (5) person inspection 
team shall also be utilized on all inspections of linked cars. 
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E. Cold Weather Work 
If an employee, after being released upon the completion ofhislher regular tour ofduty and 
before the commencement ofhislher next regular tour ofduty, but not on hislher regular day off, is 
required to report back for cold weather work, not including snow or sleet storm duty, he/she will be 
allowed time and one-halffor all such work, provided, however, that ifhe/she is ordered to and does 
report for such work five (5) hours or more before the commencement ofhislher next regular tour of 
duty he/she shall receive a minimum of eight (8) hours pay at his/her regular rate, and ifhe/she is 
ordered to and does report for such work less than five (5) hours before the commencement of 
hislher next regular tour ofduty he/she will be held until such next regular tour ofduty commences. 
If held over for cold weather work after the completion of a regular tour of duty, he/she will be 
allowed time and one-half for such cold weather work but no more. 
F. Special Snow Work Allowance 
An employee will be paid time an one-halfwhen assigned to work at or around the outside of 
shop or bam shoveling snow, spreading salt, plowing by mechanical means, and loading or 
unloading salt. This subsection shall not apply to such work when performed in yard and track areas 
adjoining the shops and bams. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
G. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for himlher as a day off, 
other than one ofthe holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such days, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum of one and one-half times 
hislher regular full day's pay. 
An employee's day off, if it comes between two (2) scheduled tours of duty which are 
thirty-two (32) hours or more apart, will commence eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the 
completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and will continue for twenty-four (24) consecutive 
hours. In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning ofthe first day offwill be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day offwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day off 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. Ifthe employee was 
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absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
H. Picks 
1) All existing agreements, practices and understandings with respect to the exercise of 
seniority shall be replaced with the following: 
Car Equipment will conduct one (1) annual system wide pick for each title. In 
addition, there shall be one (1) division wide pick for the North, and one (1) for the South, to take 
place six (6) months after the system wide pick. Ifajob is abolished between picks the employee(s) 
shall retain his/her location, RDO, and tour of duty. If Management does not wish the affected 
employee(s) to retain his/her location, RDO, or tour ofduty, Management may, at its option conduct 
an additional pick in the appropriate division. The first division wide pick under this Agreement will 
be held in September, 1988. 
2) Quota Jobs may b e removed from bid 0 r pick for a ssigmnent toemployees 0 n 
restricted duty due to medical conditions under the following circumstances: 
a Jobs subject to being removed from pick or bid under this provision will be only those 
created on or after April 1, 1980 and where the number ofjobs in the particular title exceeds those in 
existence on March 31, 1980. 
b. The Union shall have the opportunity to make recommendations as to which jobs shall be 
selected as those subject to permanent restriction. 
c. Any employee permanently medically restricted shall be given consideration for such job 
regardless ofwhether the restriction is as a result ofa service or non-service connected condition. 
d. In order for an employee to be assigned to such job the employee must be able to perform 
the full duties of that job as determined by the Transit Authority's Medical Department.· The 
determination of the Medical Department shall be final. 
I. Night Duty 
In making assigmnents to night duty, except where such assigmnents are rotated, those to be 
assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done at night. 
An employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction ofhis/her superior, is temporarily required to 
change his/her shift on a special assignment, will be allowed time and one-half for time worked 
during the first (1 st) seven (7) consecutive calendar days that such special assigmnent or emergency 
work may continue. This subsection does not apply where the change is part of an employee's 
selected schedule. 
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J. Transfers 
The Transit Authority reserves the right, whenever there may be an employee in any unit of 
any Division with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit, to transfer and assign 
him/her to work in any other unit of that Division or in any unit ofany other Division where there 
may be work for him/her to do within his/her title ofclassification. At any time after his/her transfer 
ifa vacancy in hislher title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, he/she will be given 
one (1) opportunity to elect to return to such unit with the same preference status which he/she would 
have had had he/she remained there. 
An employee appointed to a Division other than the Division ofhis/her choice, will be given 
one ( 1) 0 pportunity toreturn to the Division of his/her choice when a vacancy occurs in that 
Division. 
K. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instruction in the performance of 
their regular duties, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time necessarily consumed, 
except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, 
is required by order ofthe Transit Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or 
instruction, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes 
voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. 
L. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment as 
may be authorized by the Head of the Department. 
2) One (1) employee, designated by the Union, shall be permitted to attend each regular 
local safetymeeting, conducted normally once a month by supervision, without loss ofpay for such 
attendance. At the time of designation the Union shall state which local meeting the designated 
employee shall attend. 
3) Employees assigned to Car Equipment shall be provided with prescription safetyglasses. 
The Transit Authority reserves the right to strictly enforce the safety rules and employees failing to 
wear the safety glasses as required shall be subject to loss of differential pay in addition to 
disciplinary action. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Transit Authority in seeing that safety 
rules are observed. 
4. Effective July 1,2000 New York City Transit shall provide employees with one (1) 
pair of System Safety approved safety shoes every year. Employees will be fitted for and pick up 
shoes on their own time, and employees will be expected to wear such shoes during work hours. All 
employees who fail to wear required safety work shoes will be subject to discipline. 
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M. Foul Weather Gear 
In Car Equipment, the Head ofthe Department will provide an adequate amount and type of 
foul weather gear in each shop and barn, to be made available for use of employees who normally 
work indoors on those occasions when employees are asked to perform work out of doors during 
inclement weather. 
N. Barn Assignments 
A Car Maintainer-Group E (CME) and a Mechanical Maintainer-Group C (MMC) shall be 
assigned to each Car Maintenance Barn. These employees may be utilized without penalty for house 
maintenance at locations other than that to which he/she is regularly assigned according to the needs 
of the Department when the Department determines that such assignments are consistent with the 
employee's workload. 
O. Vacation Scheduling 
1. The maximum number ofhourly-rated employees on vacation on any day in a work 
gang shall be sixteen percent (16%) of the hourly-rated employees in that work gang. The 
maximum number of Road Car Inspectors on vacation in any week shall be ten percent 
(10%) of the incumbents in that title. 
2. Consistent with current rules, employees may use two (2) weeks (10 days) 
vacation in single days in accordance with the needs of the Department. 
3. Effective January 1, 2000, employees will be allowed to bank up to eight (8) AVA 
days. 
P. Release Time Provision 
1. The Authority agrees to release four (4) employees full time with pay: 
A. Chairman, Coney Island Shop 
B. Chairman, 207th Street Shop 
C. Two (2) additional employees for picks and other issues, one (1) in the North 
Division and one (1) in the South. 
2. The Section Chairman will be released with pay on three (3) days each year. A written 
request for such meetings must be submitted to the Division in advance and is subject to the 
Division's approval with regard to the date and location. 
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Q. 1988 Miscellaneous Agreements 
1) Consistent with space, instructor and equipment availability, a good faith effort will 
be made to conduct training at 207th S1. and North Division locations for North Division employees. 
2) Consistent with the current Surface upgrade training format, a six (6) hour per week 
MHB (Helper) upgrade training program will be established. Promotional examinations will be 
requested consistent with the needs of the Department and the rules and regulations of the City 
Department ofPersonnel. 
3. The Division ofCar Equipment (DCE) Management will consult with the Transport 
Workers Union relative to facility rehabilitation and the conditions of shop rehabilitation. 
R. Joint Labor-Management Committees 
1. The Division ofCar EqUipment and the Union agree to establish a LaborlManagement 
Committee which will make a good faith effort to: 
Jointly petition the New York City Department ofPersonnel to: 
A. Develop a promotional examination for which only MHB's in the Division of 
Car Equipment are eligible. This exam would permit MHB's to be promoted to the title ofMaintainer 
in the Division ofCar Equipment and would have a practical component not to exceed 50% ofthe 
examination. 
B. Make the MHB title in the Division of Car Equipment eligible for the Car 
Maintainer Trainee exam. 
C. Establish a mechanism for existing c.I.s and CMEs to mature into the RCI 
title. 
D. Reduce the Car Equipment Maintainer Trainee Program from its current 
length of eighteen (18) months to twelve (12) months. 
(1) It is understood that if the New York City Department ofPersonnel 
approves a proposal made in accordance with subsection I(B) above that MHB's who are at a rate 
above the entrance rate for the Car Maintainer Trainee title will be frozen at their existing rate for the 
length ofthe traineeship. Such an employee will be eligible for contractual increases, but shall not 
be eligible for progression increases in either title. 
(2) MHB's who are at a rate below the entrance rate for the Car Maintainer 
Trainee title will receive the entrance rate for the CMT title and thereafter will be paid in accordance 
with the salary progression for the CMT title. 
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2. It is understood that in the event that the Department ofPersonnel does not approve 
any proposal made in accordance with this section, the provisions as they currently exist will remain 
in effect. 
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SECTION 3.5 - TRACK, INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES DIVISIONS 
A. HomsmdDa~ofWo~ 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled md prescribed 
by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for my employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in my one day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) All scheduled tricks shall be straight tricks md there shall be no swing tricks in this 
department. There may, however, be rotating tricks md m employee may be required to work 
certain hours one week md certain other hours mother week. 
4) Any employee, who is required to md does report for hislher regularly scheduled tom 
ofdutymd who, through no fault ofhis/her own, is not used, will be allowed pay for the full time of 
his/her scheduled tom ofduty. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofm unusual interruption ofservice on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account, provided such 
interruption as the cause ofhislher lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhis/her supervisor. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 5. above, m employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work md shall be paid only for time worked. 
B. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled working 
hours on my day whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time md 
one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the work 
to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
C. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed thirty (30) minutes 
lunch period within their working homs md without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tom of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhis/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
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the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at hislher 
regular hourly rate providing the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
D. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually perfonns such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
E. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day OfT 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day off, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes his/her 
regular full day's pay. 
In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two scheduled tours of duty, the beginning of the first day ofT will be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day ofTwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day off 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-halffor working on his/her regular day off, the employeemust work at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days ofT. If the employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days ofT, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day ofT. 
F. Night Duty Assignments 
In making assignments to night duty, except where such assignments are rotated, those to be 
assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done at night 
except where a senior employee requests such assignment as a matter ofchoice. 
G. Change ofShifts 
1) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's notice, 
he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-halffor time worked on the changed tour ofduty that 
may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
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2) An employee on a fixed day shift who. by direction ofhislher superior. is temporarily 
required to change to night work on a special assignment or an emergencyjob. will be allowed time 
and one-halffor each night's work during the first (1 st) seven (7) consecutive calendardays that such 
special assignment or emergency job may continue. 
On a temporary change of tour of duty for three (3) days or less, the employee shall be 
allowed on the last day of such temporary assignment to work both the changed tour and hislher 
regular tour. 
3) This subsection does not apply to employees on rotating shifts orwhere the change is 
part of the employee's selected schedule. 
H. Transfers 
1) The Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an employee in any unit of 
any Division with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit, to transfer and assign 
him/her to work in any other unit of that division or in any unit of any other Division where there 
may be work for hirnlher to do within hislher title or classification. At any time after hislher transfer, 
ifa vacancy in hislher title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, helshe will be given 
one (1) opportunity to elect to return to such unit from which he/she was transferred with the same 
preference status he/she would have had had he/she remained there. An employee appointed to a 
Division other than the Division ofhislher choice, will be given one (1) opportunity to return to the 
Division ofhislher choice when a vacancy occurs in that Division. 
2) An employee with the divisional preference status, ifhelshe so requests in writing and 
it is approved by the head of the department, or ifby action of the Authority and due to changes in 
the organization, be forced to another Division, may transfer or be transferred from his/her Division 
to a position within the title in another Division, but hislher preference status shall be behind the last 
employee in that title in service on December IS, 1945 in the Division to which he/she has 
transferred. Such employee, ifhe/she returns to hislher original division, shall again resume hislher 
original preference status in that division. 
I. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning their 
duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving such 
instructions, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction in the performance of 
hislher duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or 
instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes 
voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. Employees attending Line 
Equipment School shall be paid straight time for such attendance. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
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one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction 
in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinaryproceedings, 
to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
J. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as may be authorized by the Head of the Department. 
2) One (l) employee, designated by the Union shall be permitted to attend each regular 
local safety meeting, conducted normally once a month by supervision, without loss ofpay for such 
attendance. At the time of designation the Union shall state which local meeting the designated 
employee shall attend. 
3) Employees assigned to Track, Infrastructure and Facilities shall be provided with 
prescription safety glasses. The Authority reserves the right to strictly enforce the safety rules and 
employees failing to wear safety glasses as required shall be subject to loss of differential pay in 
addition to disciplinary action. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Authority in seeing that 
safety rules are observed. 
K. Reporting and Clearance 
1) Employees shall clear at the end oftheir day's work at the same point at which they 
reported for work, such point to be designated by their superiors. Whenever an employee shall clear 
at a point other than that at which he/she reported, he/she shall be paid for the time required for 
him/her to return to his/her reporting point. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating 
time between the two (2) points and for the purpose ofcomputing overtime, it shall be considered as 
actual working time. 
2) When an employee or a group ofemployees are shifted from theirpicked location for 
a period oftwo (2) months or less~ such a move shall be known as a temporary move. The employee 
so affected will be paid traveling time, not to exceed two (2) hours per day per employee, for the 
period during which he/she reports to a location other than his/her picked location. Should the job 
extend beyond the two (2) months for some unforeseen reason, the employee or group ofemployees 
shall be returned to their picked location and a new employee or group of employees shall be 
substituted. Traveling time shall be paid to the new employees while they are at the location in 
question. Management shall have the right to decide which employee or group ofemployees is to be 
moved, and this shall generally be determined bythe availability ofthe employees so that it will have 
the least disrupting effect on urgent work that is in progress. Generally, an employee or group of 
employees as near as possible to the new location will be shifted. 
Where the shift in location is to be made, for a period ofmore than two (2) months, it shall be 
classified as a permanent move. When a permanent move is made, no traveling time will be paid 
even for the first (l st) two (2) months ofthe move. The job at the new location will be put up for bid 
among all the employees in the titles in question throughout the entire rapid transit system. 
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3) An Emergency Light Maintainer who is relieved according to schedule by a fellow 
Light Maintainer and who does report conditions properly to his/her relief, shall receive one (1) ten 
(10) minute turnover allowance at his/her regular rate ofpay for that tour ofduty. 
4) A Mechanical Maintainer B who i s relieved according to schedule by a fellow 
Mechanical Maintainer B and reports conditions properly to his/her relief, shall receive one (1) ten 
(10) minute turnover allowance at his/her regular rate ofpay for that tour ofduty. 
L. Picks and Preference Status 
1) General 
The extent and method ofpicking jobs within a classification in a department will, if 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Vice President, Rapid Transit. Such decision may be made subject to the 
grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet normal production in a reasonable length oftime, normally a period often (10) days. 
Subject to the exceptions hereinafter set forth, preference in picks and bids will 
depend upon length ofservice in the particular title within the particular unit. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect ofpicks 
are subject to the following qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Employees in a particular title at the date ofunification and those appointed to 
a particular Division in the same title between the date of unification and the formation of the 
consolidated Maintenance ofWay Department, December 15, 1945, shall have divisional preference 
only and shall have preference status on that particular Division above that ofany employee in the 
same title appointed subsequent to December 15, 1945. 
b. An employee with divisional preference status only on a Division in which the 
work ofthe title is divided into units or sections, as heretofore established, will ifhe/she desires and 
conditions permit, or ifhe/she is forced by conditions ofthe organization, transfer from one unit or 
section to another of the same classification ofwork on the Division. The employee so transferred 
shall have preference status in the unit or section to which he/she transfers behind the last employee 
who has unit or section divisional preference status in that unit or section, or has previously 
established such unit or section preference status by a similar transfer. 
c. Employees appointed after December 15, 1945 shall have system-wide 
preference status in the titles to which they were appointed. 
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d. (1). For provisional promotion a single eligible list for the entire system will 
be established in each Bureau for each class ofwork in the title. The class ofwork shall generally 
follow the classifications established by the City Civil Service Commission or the City Personnel 
Director in qualifying persons for examinations for pennanent appointment to the title. 
(2). Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length 
of service in a particular position, unless the provisional appointee shall receive a p ennanent 
appointment to the title for such position in which he/she served as a provisional immediately upon 
the termination ofhislher status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service in the 
title, and his/her preference status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the position from 
any eligible list which was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel 
Director prior to the promulgation of the list from which he/she himself/herselfwas appointed. 
2) Track & Structure Employees Other Than Turnstile Maintainers: 
Whenever within any unit in which picks of tours ofduty may be permitted there is 
one quota ofemployees scheduled to work a greater number ofhours per week than another quota, 
employees within such unit will be permitted to pick into the quotas, according to their preference 
status, and any employee who, as a result ofsuch pick, is dislodged from the quota in which he/she 
was previously included shall have hislher scheduled work week changed accordingly. 
3) Locked-in Specialist Position. 
Fully trained and qualified Trackworkers may displace junior employees in a locked­
in specialist position based on seniority at a pick or bid within two (2) years after leaving the specific 
specialist or dual rate position. 
M. Tools 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such tools as may be 
authorized by the Head of the Department, subject to the approval ofthe Authority. 
N. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
The practices regarding these items shall be in accordance with agreements between the 
Authority and the recognized Union. 
O. Asbestos Removal Differential 
Structure, and Line Equipment Maintainers, when assigned to remove and dispose of 
asbestos, either for the purpose of making repairs or complete removal from the property, will 
receive a flat $1.00 per hour differential for the entire eight ( 8) hour tour whether regular 0 r 
overtime. Employees will be trained and qualified to perfonn such functions. 
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P. Track Worksite - Concrete 
On any Track worksite, demolished concrete can be shoveled, bagged and removed by 
Trackworkers and/or Structure Maintainers B. 
Q.	 1988 Miscellaneous Agreements 
1)	 Union and Management agree to modifY Structured Overtime Rules. 
2) A bulletin will be issued in the Track Maintenance Department noting that a 
Trackworker is not to perform work ofan engrossing nature while alone. 
3) The Authority will survey and programmatically upgrade the Work Car Fleet. An 
effort will be made to increase the visibility of work trains using high intensity flashing lights or 
other means. 
R.	 1992 Miscellaneous Agreement (Track Division) 
1)	 The Union and Management agree to offer planned overtime in the track maintenance 
sub-divisions to the section maintenance gang. 
S.	 Vacation 
Track employees (Trackworkers, Track Specialists, TEMs, RRTC's) with midweek RDO's 
(i.e., MT, TW, WTh, ThF) will be permitted to begin their vacation the day after their second RDO 
so they will have offnine (9), or sixteen (16), or twenty-three (23) consecutive days (including two 
(2) RDO's before the vacation and two (2) RDO's after the vacation). All other current vacation 
selection guidelines will be followed. Advanced vacation pay cannot be guaranteed. 
T.	 Joint Committee 
Track Division and TWU agree to establish a joint committee to discuss and prioritize 
concerns with Track crew facilities. This Committee will consist of a maximum of two (2) TWU 
Track members. 
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SECTION 3.6 - ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT-SIGNALS & COMMUNICATION GROUPS 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and prescribed 
by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in anyone day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) All scheduled tricks shall be straight tricks and there shall be no swing tricks in this 
department. There may, however, be rotating tricks and an employee may be required to work 
certain hours one week and certain other hours another week. 
4) Any employee, who is required to and does report for hislherregularly scheduled tour 
ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, will be allowed pay for the full time of 
hislher scheduled tour ofduty. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account, provided such 
intenuption as the cause ofhis/her lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher supervisor. 
6) Except in a case covered by subsection 5) above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
7) A Signal Maintainer whose schedule requires him/her to relieve a fellow Signal 
Maintainer shall receive one (1) ten (10) minute reporting allowance at hislher regular rate ofpay for 
that tour ofduty. 
B. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of hislher regularly scheduled working 
hours on any day whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the work 
to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
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C. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed a thirty (30) minute 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhisJher own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in hisJher schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at his/her 
regular hourly rate providing the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
D. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate oftime and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
E. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day off, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-halffor all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes hislher 
regular full day's pay. 
In the case ofan employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours ormore between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning ofthe first day offwill be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day offwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day off. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-halffor working on his/her regular day off, the employee mustwork at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off. Ifthe employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctors 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
F. Night Duty Assignments 
In making assignments to night duty, except where such assignments are rotated, those to be 
assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done at night 
except where a senior employee requests such assignment as a matter ofchoice. 
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G. Change of Shifts 
1) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's notice, 
he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-halffor time worked on the changed tour ofduty that 
may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
2) An employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction ofhislher superior, is temporarily 
required to change to night work on a special assignment or an emergencyjob, will be allowed time 
and one-halffor each night's work during the first (1 st) seven (7) consecutive calendar days that such 
special assignment or emergencyjob may continue. 
On a temporary change of tour of duty for three (3) days or less, the employee shall be 
allowed on the last day of such temporary assignment to work both the changed tour and hislher 
regular tour. 
3) This subsection does not apply to employees on rotating shifts or where the change is 
part of the employee's selected schedule. 
H. Transfers 
1) The Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an employee in any unit of 
any Division with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit, to transfer and assign 
himlher to work in any other unit of that division or in any unit of any other Division where there 
may be work for him/her to do within his/her title or classification. At any time after hislher transfer, 
ifa vacancy in hislher title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, he/she will be given 
one (1) opportunity to elect to return to such unit from which he/she was transferred with the same 
preference status he/she would have had had he/she remained there. An employee appointed to a 
Division other than the Division ofhislher choice, will be given one (1) opportunity to return to the 
Division ofhis/her choice when a vacancy occurs in that Division. 
2) An employee with the divisional preference status, ifhe/she so requests in writing and 
it is approved by the head of the department, or ifby action of the Authority and due to changes in 
the organization, be forced to another Division, may transfer or be transferred from his/her Division 
to a position within the title in another Division, but hislher preference status shall be behind the last 
employee in that title in service on December 15, 1945 in the Division to which he/she has 
transferred. Such employee, ifhe/she returns to his/her original division, shall again resume his/her 
original preference status in that Division. 
I. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning their 
duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving such 
instructions, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the performance of 
his/her duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or 
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instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes 
voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction 
in the performance of his/her duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to 
report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allo~ance of pay therefor. 
J. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as may be authorized by the Head ofthe Department. 
2) One (1) employee, designated by the Union shall be permitted to attend each regular 
local safety meeting, conducted normally once a month by supervision, without loss ofpay for such 
attendance. At the time of designation the Union shall state which local meeting the designated 
employee shall attend. 
K. Reporting and Clearance 
1) Employees shall clear at the end of their day's work at the same point at which they 
reported for work, such point to be designated by their superiors. Whenever an employee shall clear 
at a point other than that at which he/she reported, he/she shall be paid for the time required for 
him/her to return to his/her reporting point. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating 
time between the two (2) points and for the purpose ofcomputing overtime, it shall be considered as 
actual working time. 
2) When an employee or a group ofemployees are shifted from their picked location for 
a period oftwo (2) months or less, such a move shall be known as a temporary move. The employee 
so affected will be paid traveling time, not to exceed two (2) hours per day per employee, for the 
period during which he/she reports to a location other than hislher picked location. Should the job 
extend beyond the two (2) months for some unforeseen reason, the employee or group ofemployees 
shall be returned to their picked location and a new employee or group of employees shall be 
substituted. Traveling time shall be paid to the new employees while they are at the location in 
question. Management shall have the right to decide which employee or group ofemployees is to be 
moved, and this shall generally be determined by the availability ofthe employees so that it will have 
the least disrupting effect on urgent work that is in progress. Generally, an employee or group of 
employees as near as possible to the new location will be shifted. 
Where the shift in location is to be made, for a period ofmore than two (2) months, it 
shall be classified as a permanent move. When a permanent move is made, no traveling time will be 
paid even for the first (1st) two (2) months of the move. The job at the new location will be put up 
for bid among all the employees in the titles in question throughout the entire rapid transit system. 
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3) A Signal Maintainer whose schedule requires him/her to relieve a fellow Signal 
Maintainer shall receive one (I) ten (10) minute reporting allowance at hislher regular rate ofpay for 
that tour ofduty. 
4) A Telephone Maintainer and Electronic Equipment Maintainer whose schedule 
requires hirn/her to relieve a fellow Telephone Maintainer and Electronic Equipment Maintainer 
shall receive one (l) ten (l0) minute reporting allowance at hislher regular rate ofpay for thattour of 
duty. 
5) A Signal Maintainer who is required to remain on the premises ofthe New York City 
Transit System to prepare reports ofunusual occurrences or accidents, shall be allowed one (I) hour's 
pay at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
L. Picks and Preference Status 
I) General 
At least one (l) pick shall be conducted every fourteen (14) months with all quotajobs 
to be listed on the pick. There will be no bids. 
The extent and method ofpickingjobs within a classification in a department will, if 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Vice President, Rapid Transit. Such decision may be made subject to the 
grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids ajob by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet normal production in a reasonable length oftime~ normally a period often (10) days. 
Subject to the exceptions hereinafter set forth, preference in picks and bids will 
depend upon length ofservice in the particular title within the particular unit. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect ofpicks 
are subject to the following qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Employees in a particular title at the date ofunification and those appointed to 
a particular Division in the same title between the date of unification and the formation of the 
consolidated Maintenance ofWay Department, December 15, 1945, shall have divisional preference 
only and shall have preference status on that particular Division above that ofany employee in the 
same title appointed subsequent to December 15, 1945. 
b. Except for the Signals Sections as covered in c. below, an employee with 
divisional preference status only on a Division in which the work ofthe title is divided into units or 
sections, as heretofore established, will ifhe/she desires and conditions permit, or ifhelshe is forced 
by conditions of the organization, transfer from one unit or section to another of the same 
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classification ofwork on the Division. The employee so transferred shall have preference status in 
the unit or section to which he/she transfers behind the last employee who has Wlit or section 
divisional preference status in that unit or section, or has previously established such unit or section 
preference status by a similar transfer. 
c. (1) For provisional promotion a single eligible list for the entire system will 
be established in each Bureau for each class ofwork in the title. The class ofwork shall generally 
follow the classifications established by the City Civil Service Commission or the City Personnel 
Director in qualifying persons for examinations for permanent appointment to the title. 
(2) Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length of 
service in a particular position, unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent 
appointment to the title for such position in which he/she served as a provisional immediately upon 
the termination ofhis/her status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service in the 
title, and his/her preference status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the position from 
any eligible list which was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel 
Director prior to the promulgation of the list from which he/she himself/herselfwas appointed. 
2) Electrical Employees Other Than Signal Maintainers and Signal Helpers: 
Whenever within any Wlit in which picks of tours ofduty may be permitted there is 
one quota ofemployees scheduled to work a greater number ofhours per week than another quota, 
employees within such unit will be permitted to pick into the quotas, according to their preference 
status, and any employee who, as a result of such pick, is dislodged from the quota in which he/she 
was previously included shall have his/her scheduled work week changed accordingly. 
3) Signal Employees: 
a. The signal sections herein referred to are three (3) in number, namely, the IND 
section, the BMT section, and the IRT section. 
b. In determining the preference status ofemployees in the maintenance forces of 
the IND, BMT, and IRT sections, the provisions as set forth in Section L.l) above shall govern. 
4) Signal Group: 
a. Fifty percent (50%) of the repair and renewal jobs which are designated as 
"asbestos handler certification required" (maximum of24 locked in) will be designated as locked in 
for two (2) consecutive picks. 
b. Fifty percent (50%) of the new technology jobs (maximum of 6 locked in) will be 
designated as locked in for two (2) consecutive picks. 
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5) Communications Group: 
Fifty percent (50%) ofthej obs in the following groups: A sbestos Cable gang 
(maximum of 5 locked in), Station Communication (maximum of 30 locked in), and Network 
Systems (maximum of20 locked in), will be designated as locked in for·two (2) consecutive picks. 
M. Tools 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such tools as may be 
authorized by the head of the department, subject to the approval of the Transit Authority. 
N. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
The practices regarding these items shall be in accordance with agreements between the 
Transit Authority and the recognized Union. 
o. Asbestos/Mercury Removal Differential 
When assigned to remove and dispose of mercury and asbestos, either for the purpose of 
making repairs or the complete removal from the property, those employees will receive a 
differential ofone dollar and seventy-five cents ($1.75) per hour for the entire eight (8) hour tour, 
whether regular or overtime. 
P. Asbestos Handler License and Re-certification 
Employees whose positions are designated as "Asbestos Handler - certification required" will 
be paid a one hundred dollar ($100.00) bonus upon attainment ofan Asbestos Handler license. Upon 
attaining annual re-eertification, those employees in positions designated as "Asbestos Handler 
certification required" will be paid a one hundred dollar ($100.00) bonus. A maximum ofone (1) 
such bonus shall be paid within a consecutive twelve month period. 
Q. Joint Electrical Systems Committee 
1) The Transport Workers Union and Division of Electrical Systems agree to form a 
committee to meet biweekly ending December 31, 1994 or 6 months after ratification ofthe 1994­
1997 Collective Bargaining Agreement, to explore the following: 
Duties, responsibilities and qualifications for positions in the Electrical System 
Department, new titles in the Electrical Systems and appropriate salary ranges for the above, all 
requirements will be given by the committee, in writing, to the Department Head of the Electrical 
System, and the appropriate TWU, Vice President. At the first meeting, the TWU will present an 
agenda prioritizing the positions to be evaluated. 
2) The Division of Electrical Systems agrees to support expanded promotional 
opportunities within the Transit System for Electrical Systems employees. 
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SECTION 3.7 - ELECTRICAL DIVISION POWER GROUP 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The basic number ofhours per week to be worked by regularly assigned employees 
shall not exceed forty (40) hours. The basic day's work for regularly assigned employees shall be as 
scheduled by their superiors subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but shall not exceed eight 
(8) hours per day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar week shall be allowed 
each employee, except in emergency or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's notice, 
he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-halffor timeworked on the changed tour ofduty that 
may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
4) An employee reporting late because ofunusual interruption of service on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost due to such lateness, provided such 
interruption of service, as the cause ofhis/her lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
supenor. 
5) Any employee who has an assignment ofwork carrying with it a specific location for 
reporting to work and who thereafter is temporarily required to report for work at a different location, 
shall be allowed, during the duration ofsuch temporary reassignment, in addition to his/her regular 
day's pay, hislher straight time rate ofpay for the time required to travel from the one location to the 
other and return, provided however, that the total of such time allowance shall not exceed two (2) 
hours in anyone day. 
6) Each employee in the title of "Power Maintainer-B", who is designated as being 
operating personnel (as distinguished from the repair and maintenance employees), and who works a 
rotating tour ofduty requiring relief ofanother employee, will be allowed one (I) ten (10) minute 
reporting allowance at his/her regular rate ofpay for reporting for hislher assigned tour ofduty. 
B. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed a thirty (30) minute 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhislher own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in his/her schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at hislher 
regular hourly rate provided the loss oflunch time is proved to the satisfaction ofthe Superintendent. 
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c. Overtime 
I) Any employee required to work in excess of hislher regularly scheduled working 
hours on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-halfat hislher regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the 
work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply With Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
4) Ifan employee in the operating personnel ofthe Power Department, as distinguished 
from the repair and maintenance employees, is held over for two (2) hours or more ofovertime work 
after the completion ofhislher regularly scheduled tour ofduty, whatever may be the cause ofsuch 
overtime work he/she shall be granted a meal allowance ofthree dollars ($3.00), and ifthe overtime 
work covers a total ofseven (7) hours or more, he/she shall be given another meal allowance. 
D. Increased AVA and Vacation Quotas 
The Union and the Authority Shall meet periodically to discuss increasing the number of 
AVA and vacation quotas where operational needs permit. 
E. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
F. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day off, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes hislher 
regular full day's pay. 
An employee's day off will commence eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the 
completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty and will continue for twenty-four (24) consecutive 
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hours. In the case ofan employee having two or more consecutive days off, the second day offwill 
immediately follow for the next twenty-four (24) hours and similarly for any others. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least three 
days during the week in which he/she also worked his/her regular days off. If the employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
G. Change of Shifts 
If an employee's schedule of working hours is changed temporarily by direction of his/her 
superior, he/she shall be allowed time and one-half for the first seven (7) consecutive calendar days 
of such change. Ifsuch an assignment lasts more than sixty (60) days, then it will be considered as 
another temporary assignment. 
H. Gloves, Goggles, Etc. 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such gloves, goggles and other 
safety equipment as may be authorized by the head of the department. 
1. Night Duty 
In making assignments to night duty, except where such assignments are rotated, those to be 
assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and are qualified for the work which is to be done at 
night. This shall also apply in assignments from fixed day shifts to rotating shifts. 
J. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions in the perfonnance of 
their regular duties they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time necessarily consumed 
except that when an employee is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for 
schooling or instructions because oferrors or dereliction in the perfonnance ofhis/her duties, he/she 
shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes voluntarily for their own 
benefit will do so on their own time without pay. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction 
in the perfonnance of his/her duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings to 
report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
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K. Preferences and Transfers 
The extent and method ofexpressing preference for job assignment within a classification in 
a department will, if possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the 
exclusive Union grievance representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of 
disagreement, the decision shall be made by the Vice President ofRapid Transit. Such decision may 
be made subject to the grievance procedure ofthis Agreement, where it is claimed that the decision 
imperils the health or safety or unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights ofany employee. 
It is understood that any employee who expressed preference and is assigned a job by seniority must 
be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to meet normal production in a reasonable 
length of time. 
An employee transferred from one unit to another shall be credited with the time served in the 
same title or class of work in the unit from which he/she was transferred for the purpose of 
determining his/her preference status in the unit to which he/she is transferred. In transfers from one 
unit to another, preference shall be based on the employee's status on the general roster for his/her 
title. All newly hired employees employed as Helpers shall, as far as practicable, be assigned to the 
least desirable types ofwork within the title. 
Where a vacancy is to be filled, notice ofthe award pursuant to the FM-1 70 procedure shall 
be made within two (2) weeks following the vacancy. 
Employees who have been selected for jobs requiring special maintenance-related training 
(cable fault locating, welding, electronic maintenance, etc.) may be frozen for two (2) years in the 
assignment after the training is completed. 
Newly assigned employees who have been selected for jobs requiring operational related 
training (District Operators and Inspectors and Manual Substation Operators) may be frozen for 
eighteen (18) months in that assignment. 
L. Asbestos/Mercury Removal Differential 
When assigned to remove and dispose of mercury and asbestos either for the purpose of 
making repairs or the complete removal from the property, those employees will receive a 
differential of one dollar and seventy-five cents ($1.75) per hour for the entire eight (8) hour tour, 
whether regular or overtime. 
M. Joint Electrical Systems Committee 
1) The Transport Workers Union and Division ofElectrical Systems agree to form a committee 
to meet biweekly ending December 31, 1994 or 6 months after ratification of the 1994·1997 
Collective Bargaining Agreement to explore the following: 
Duties, responsibilities and qualifications for positions in the Electrical System Department, 
new titles in the Electrical Systems Department, and appropriate salary ranges for the above, 
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all requirements will be given by the committee, in writing, to the Department Head of the 
Electrical System, and the appropriate TWU Vice President. At the first meeting, the TWU 
will present an agenda prioritizing the positions to be evaluated. To the extent that the 
parties agree on the duties, responsibilities and qualifications ofexisting or newly structured 
titles, including wage issues in the 1999 collective bargaining agreement, the committee shall 
meet to discuss the impact of those agreements on areas including but not limited to 
seniority. 
2) The Division of Electrical Systems agrees to support expanded promotional opportunities 
within the Transit System for Electrical Systems employees. 
N. Work Rules Applicable to Power Distribution Employees 
I. All Power Distribution Employees previously covered by Section 3.5 of this 
Agreement shall be covered under this section. Unless otherwise specifically agreed to bythe Parties, 
the work rules for Power Distribution employees shall be contained in this subparagraph which shall 
only apply to Power Distribution employees. 
II. The following working rules and conditions apply to Power Distribution employees 
previously covered by Section 3.5 of this Agreement: 
a. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and prescribed 
by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in anyone day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) All scheduled tricks shall be straight tricks and there shall be no swing tricks in this 
department. There may, however, be rotating tricks and an employee may be required to work 
certain hours one week and certain other hours another week. 
4) Any employee, who is required to and does report for hislher regularly scheduled tour 
ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, will be allowed pay for the full time of 
hislher scheduled tour ofduty. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account, provided such 
interruption as the cause ofhislher lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher supervisor. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 5. above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhislher day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
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b. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled working 
hours on any day whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the work 
to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
c. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed thirty (30) minutes 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhis/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in his/her schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at his/her 
regular hourly rate providing the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
d. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium paYments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually perfonns such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium paYments be made for work if such paYments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
e. PaYment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day off, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes hislher 
regular full day's pay. 
In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days off within a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two scheduled tours of duty, the beginning of the first day off will be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day off will be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day off. 
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Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. Ifthe employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
f. Night Duty Assignments 
In making assignments to night duty, except where such assignments are rotated, those to be 
assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done at night 
except where a senior employee requests such assignment as a matter ofchoice. 
g. Change of Shifts 
I) If an employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's notice, 
he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-half for time worked on the changed tour ofduty that 
may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
2) An employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction ofhislher superior, is temporarily 
required to change to night work on a special assignment or an emergency job, will be allowed time 
and one-half for each night's work during the first (I st) seven (7) consecutive calendar days that such 
special assignment or emergency job may continue. 
On a temporary change of tour of duty for three (3) days or less, the employee shall be 
allowed on the last day of such temporary assignment to work both the changed tour and hislher 
regular tour. 
3) This subsection does not apply to employees on rotating shifts or where the change is 
part of the employee's selected schedule. 
h. Transfers 
1) The Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an employee in any unit of 
any Division with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit, to transfer and assign 
himlher to work in any other unit of that division or in any unit of any other Division where there 
may be work for himlher to do within hislher title or classification. At any time after hislher transfer, 
ifa vacancy in hislher title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, he/she will be given 
one (1) opportunity to elect to return to such unit from which he/she was transferred with the same 
preference status he/she would have had had he/she remained there. An employee appointed to a 
Division other than the Division ofhislher choice, will be given one (1) opportunity to return to the 
Division ofhislher choice when a vacancy occurs in that Division. 
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2) An employee with the divisional preference status, ifhe/she so requests in writing and 
it is approved by the head of the department, or ifby action of the Authority and due to changes in 
the organization, be forced to another Division, may transfer or be transferred from his/her Division 
to a position within the title in another Division, but his/her preference status shall be behind the last 
employee in that title in service on December 15, 1945 in the Division to which he/she has 
transferred. Such employee, ifhe/she returns to his/her original division, shall again resume his/her 
original preference status in that division. 
1. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning their 
duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving such 
instructions, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the performance of 
his/her duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or 
instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes 
voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. Employees attending Line 
Equipment School shall be paid straight time for such attendance. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction 
in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required bythe Transit Authority, in disciplinaryproceedings, 
to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. 
J. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as may be authorized by the Head of the Department. 
2) One (1) employee, designated by the Union shall be permitted to attend each regular 
local safety meeting, conducted normally once a month by supervision, without loss ofpay for such 
attendance. At the time of designation the Union shall state which local meeting the designated 
employee shall attend. 
3) Employees assigned to Track, Infrastructure and Facilities shall be provided with 
prescription safety glasses. The Authority reserves the right to strictly enforce the safety rules and 
employees failing to wear safety glasses as required shall be subject to loss of differential pay in 
addition to disciplinary action. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Authority in seeing that 
safety rules are observed. 
k. Reporting and Clearance 
1) Employees shall clear at the end of their day's work at the same point at which they 
reported for work, such point to be designated by their superiors. Whenever an employee shall clear 
at a point other than that at which he/she reported, he/she shall be paid for the time required for 
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him/her to return to his/her reporting point. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating 
time between the two (2) points and for the purpose ofcomputing overtime, it shall be considered as 
actual working time. 
2) When an employee or a group ofemployees are shifted from theirpicked location for 
a period oftwo (2) months or less, such a move shall be known as a temporary move. The employee 
so affected will be paid traveling time, not to exceed two (2) hours per day per employee, for the 
period during which he/she reports to a location other than his/her picked location. Should the job 
extend beyond the two (2) months for some unforeseen reason, the employee or group ofemployees 
shall be returned to their picked location and a new employee or group of employees shall be 
substituted. Traveling time shall be paid to the new employees while they are at the location in 
question. Management shall have the right to decide which employee or group ofemployees is to be 
moved, and this shall generally be determined by the availability ofthe employees so that it will have 
the least disrupting effect on urgent work that is in progress. Generally, an employee or group of 
employees as near as possible to the new location will be shifted. 
Where the shift in location is to be made, for a period ofmore than two (2) months, it shall be 
classified as a pennanent move. When a pennanent move is made, no traveling time will be paid 
even for the first (1 st) two (2) months ofthe move. The job at the new location will be put up for bid 
among all the employees in the titles in question throughout the entire rapid transit system. 
1. Picks and Preference Status 
1) General 
The extent and method ofpickingjobswithin a classification in a department will, if 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Vice President, Rapid Transit. Such decision may be made subject to the 
grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet normal production in a reasonable length of time, nonnally a period of ten (10) days. 
Subject to the exceptions hereinafter set forth, preference in picks and bids will 
depend upon length of service in the particular title within the particular unit. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect ofpicks 
are subject to the following qualifications and exceptions: 
a. Employees in a particular title at the date ofunification and those appointed to 
a particular Division in the same title between the date of unification and the formation of the 
consolidatedMaintenance ofWayDepartment, December 15, 1945, shall have divisional preference 
only and shall have preference status on that particular Division above that ofany employee in the 
same title appointed subsequent to December 15, 1945. 
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b. An employee with divisional preference status only on a Division in which the 
work ofthe title is divided into units or sections, as heretofore established, will ifhe/she desires and 
conditions pennit, or ifhe/she is forced by conditions of the organization, transfer from one unit or 
section to another of the same classification ofwork on the Division. The employee so transferred 
shall have preference status in the unit or section to which he/she transfers behind the last employee 
who has unit or section divisional preference status in that unit or section, or has previously 
established such unit or section preference status by a similar transfer. 
c. Employees appointed after December 15, 1945 shall have system-wide 
preference status in the titles to which they were appointed. 
d. (l). For provisional promotion a single eligible list for the entire system will 
be established in each Bureau for each class ofwork in the title. The class ofwork shall generally 
follow the classifications established by the City Civil Service Commission or the City Personnel 
Director in qualifying persons for examinations for pennanent appointment to the title. 
(2). Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in detennining length 
of service in a particular position, unless the provisional appointee shall receive a p ennanent 
appointment to the title for such position in which he/she served as a provisional immediately upon 
the termination ofhislher status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service in the 
title, and his/her preference status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the position from 
any eligible list which was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel 
Director prior to the promulgation of the list from which he/she himselfi'herselfwas appointed. 
2) Track & Structure Employees Other Than Turnstile Maintainers: 
Whenever within any unit in which picks oftours ofduty may be pennitted there is 
one quota ofemployees scheduled to work a greater number ofhours per week than another quota, 
employees within such unit will be pennitted to pick into the quotas, according to their preference 
status, and any employee who, as a result ofsuch pick, is dislodged from the quota in which he/she 
was previously included shall have hislher scheduled work week changed accordingly. 
m. Tools 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such tools as may be 
authorized by the Head of the Department, subject to the approval of the Authority. 
n. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
The practices regarding these items shall be in accordance with agreements between the 
Authority and the recognized Union. 
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o. Asbestos Removal Differential 
Power Distribution Maintainers, when assigned to remove and dispose ofasbestos, either for 
the purpose of making repairs or complete removal from the property, will receive a flat $1.75 per 
hour differential for the entire eight (8) hour tour whether regular or overtime. Employees will be 
trained and qualified to perform such functions. 
p. 1988 Miscellaneous Agreements 
1) The Chairman, Power Distribution, will be furnished with a departmental list of 
hourly employee overtime worked the previous week. This list will be provided on a weekly basis. 
2) Union and Management agree to modify Structured Overtime Rules. 
q. 1992 Miscellaneous Agreements (Power Distribution) 
1) The Union and Management agree to include basic circuit breaker power operation 
training as part of the existing power distribution maintainer training course. 
2) The Union and Management agree to seek promotional opportunities for power 
distribution helper. 
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SECTION 3.8 - DIVISION OF STATIONS 
A.	 Daily Working Hours 
1) The basic working day for employees in the Station Division shall be eight (8) hours 
and all such employees who are ordered to and do report on any day shall be entitled to at least eight 
(8) hours pay for the day, provided they report on time and work their full assignments or hold 
themselves available for and perform all such work as may be assigned to them. All employees in 
the Station Division will be required to report for duty at least five (5) days in each payroll week. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week will be allowed 
to each employee in the Station Division, except in emergencies or when service requirements 
prevent it. 
3) Any employee ofthe Station Division who reports for hislher regularly assigned tour 
ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, shall receive hislher regular day's pay, 
provided he/she holds himsel£'herself available for and performs such work as may be assigned to 
him/her. 
4) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption in the service of the 
New York City Transit System shall suffer no loss ofpay (or the time lost on that account, provided 
such interruption, as the cause ofhislher lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhislher superior. 
5) Except in a case covered by paragraph 4) above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her days work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
6) A Railroad Clerk who is required to remain on the premises of the New York City 
Transit System after his/her tour ofduty to prepare reports ofunusual occurrences or accidents shall 
be allowed thirty (30) minutes pay at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
B.	 Overtime 
1)	 Employees in the Station Division who are required to work more than eight (8) 
hours during anyone trick or tour ofduty, whether the excess be before the beginning 
or after the ending of the employee's ordinary trick or tour ofduty, will be allowed 
for such excess service or overtime, time and one-half at their regular rate ofpay. 
2)	 Employees in the Station Division will not be required to suspend work during 
working hours to absorb overtime. 
3)	 Overtime Earnings Cap 
Effective December 15, 1999, the Authority shall have the right to deny overtime to 
any Division ofStations employees who meet the above criteria: 
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1) Cleaners, regardless of responsibility center or work unit, whose gross 
earnings (includes all payroll codes and payments made during the period)over the 
prior twelve month period exceeds $57, 062.00; 
2) Station Agents, regardless ofresponsibility center or work unit, whose gross 
earnings (includes all payroll codes and payments made during the period) over the 
prior twelve (12) month period exceeds $67,437.00. 
These overtime earnings caps will be correspondingly increased by negotiated wage 
increases. 
C. Snow Duty 
All employees who are required to work on snow duty, on other than their assigned stations, will 
receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
D. Lunch Period 
Employees in the Station Division on straight tricks or tours ofduty shall be allowed thirty 
(30) minutes lunch period, without deduction ofpay, as nearly as practicable between the third and 
sixth hours ofwork. If, for any reason, an employee in the Station Division on a straight trick or tour 
ofduty is prevented, through no fault ofhis/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for 
lunch, he/she will be allowed one-half hour extra pay at his/her regular rate provided the loss of 
lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the Superintendent. 
E. Payment For Work On Regular Day Off 
1) An employee who is required to work on his/her regular day offin any payroll week 
will be allowed time and one-half for his/her work on his/her regular day off and will be given at 
least eight (8) hours work. 
2) An employee officially excused for union business without pay, ifrequired to work on 
his/her regular day off in that payroll week, will be paid for such work on his/her regular day offat 
the rate of time and one-half. 
3) Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off. If the 
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employee was absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she mustproduce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
F. Training and Instruction 
All Station Division employees will be paid straight time for any reinstruction occurring 
outside their tours of duty, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the 
performance of his/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority in disciplinary proceedings to 
report for schooling or instructions he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Employees who have revenue or accounting discrepancies may be required, at Management's 
discretion, to attend on their own time, a refresher course in revenue and accounting procedures. 
G. Verification ofAccounts 
Time required to verify accounts with reliefs shall be at the beginning of an employee's 
scheduled tour of duty and be paid for as follows: 
I) A Railroad Clerk assigned to a booth which is open twenty-four (24) hours per day 
shall be granted an allowance offifleen (15) minutes per day at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) This allowance will not be paid if the employee is compensated for such time as 
overtime because ofbeing held over on any overtime assignment. 
3) When absent from duty with pay, employees in the title ofRailroad Clerk will receive 
the allowance for verification ofaccounts only when in attendance at court by direction ofthe Transit 
Authority. 
H. Instructions 
Any Railroad Clerk ordered by his/her superior to instruct employees in a booth in the 
performance of Railroad Clerk's duties will receive an allowance of one (1) hour's pay at his/her 
regular rate ofpay for each day spent in such instruction. This shall not apply where the student or 
trainee Railroad Clerk is in the booth merely for observation purposes. 
I. Picks of Tricks or Tours ofDuty and Vacation 
1) The extent and method ofpicking jobs within a classification in the division will, if 
possible, be mutually anived at between the Head ofthe Division and the exclusive Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Vice President and General Manager. Such decision may be made subject to 
the grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health 0 r safety 0 r 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet normal production in a reasonable length oftime, normally a period often (10) days. 
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Employees in the Station Division shall be entitled to preferences as among 
themselves in any picks which may be permitted in accordance with their seniority status as 
hereinafter provided. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect to picks 
are subject to the following qualifications: 
a. A general pick of tricks or tours of duty shall be held twice a year; in the 
Spring and in the Fall. 
b. At such semi-annual picks all regular Station Division jobs shall be open for 
selection by employees in accordance with their preference status in each title and classification of 
work, as herein provided, but ifany employee should pick an assignment, which, in the opinion of 
the Superintendent, is too difficult for him/her to handle efficiently, there must be a redistribution of 
assignments such as will satisfy the Superintendent that no employee has an assignment which 
he/she or she can not efficiently handle. 
c. Lists showing employees' preference status for such picks and results thereof 
shall be posted on the bulletin boards. 
d. Any employee who expects to be absent at the time ofa pick may leave with 
the head ofhislher department notice in writing indicating hislher choice oftricks or tours ofduty. If 
an absent employee leaves no such written notice, a job will be selected for him/her by hislher 
superior similar, as nearly as possible, to that which he/she held during the period immediately 
preceding such pick. 
e. If a trick or tour of duty in any classification of work is left open for any 
reason, there shall be two (2) bids for open tricks or tours during the life ofa pick. Such bids will be 
advertised for ten (10) days. 
f. Open tricks or tours ofduty will be assigned to employees with the highest 
preference status who have no regular assignment until such time as they are awarded to successful 
bidders. 
g. Jobs for Cleaners (TA) classified as "yard tricks" shall be included as jobs 
open for selection at the semi-annual pick for Cleaners (TA) in the Station Division. 
h. Effective April 19,2001, the new Cleaner positions in the Division ofRapid 
Transit Operations will be posted for selection during the semi-annual Division ofStations picks. 
Once picking into the Division ofRTO, the Cleaners will be under the direction of that division. 
Employees will remain with the RDOs and tours (as originally posted) picked during the period of 
the semi-annual pick. 
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1. The same rules for preference in picks oftricks and tours ofdutywill apply to 
picks of vacations. A vacation pick will be held at the Fall pick, and preference status for the 
pUIposeof such pick shall be detennined in the same manner as for the pick of tricks or tours of 
duty. The vacation year for employees in the Station Division will run from January 1st to December 
31 st in each year and vacation will be spread over the entire calendar year. Open vacation periods 
will not be subject to bid. 
j. Notwithstanding anything in this Section 3.8 to the contrary, time worked in 
any title as a provisional will not be counted in detennining length ofservice in that title unless the 
provisional appointee shall receive a pennanent appointment to the title, in the same unit for general 
picks in which he/she served as a provisional, immediately upon the tennination ofhis/her status as a 
provisional and without interruption of continuous service in the title, and even then his/her 
preference status shall be below that of any employee in the title appointed from any eligible list 
promulgated for the title by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel Director prior to 
the promulgation of the list from which he/she himselflherselfwas appointed. 
k. TheUnion shall be notified ofany changes in Cleaner's (TA) work schedules 
before they are put into effect. 
2) Prior to each pick, the department may designate fifty (50) Railroad Clerks, and forty 
(40) Cleaners (TA) jobs posted on the pick as restricted duty jobs. Suchjobs shall be shown as "on 
chance" on the job pick. Employees with service-connected disabilities or non-service connected 
disabilities will be assigned to these jobs depending on medical restrictions as detennined by the 
Medical Department. Only Station Division employees will be considered for these jobs. 
3) At the Summer General Pick, thirty (30) Railroad Clerks per tour ofduty and fifteen 
(15) Road Cleaners (TA) per tour of duty will be pennitted to pick off on Thanksgiving or New 
Year's Day. 
At said General Pick, forty (40) Railroad Clerks per tour ofduty and fifteen (15) Road 
Cleaners (TA) per tour ofduty will be pennitted to pick off on Christmas. 
At said General Pick, twenty-five (25) Railroad Clerks per tour of duty and fifteen 
(15) Road Cleaners (TA) per tour ofduty will be pennitted to pick off on July 4th or Labor Day. 
In no case will anyone (1) Railroad Clerk or anyone (1) Road Cleaner (TA) be 
permitted to pick off on more than one of the above-stated holidays. 
Cleaners (TA) working in PM and Night groups or gangs ofthree (3) ormore will be 
off on Christmas Eve and New Year's Eve and in exchange will work Christmas Day (December 
25th), and New Year's Day (January 1st). They will not be pennitted to pick off other holidays. 
Cleaners (TA) working in AM groups or gangs ofthree (3) or more will be offChristmas Day and 
New Year's Day. 
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4) Cleaners and Railroad Clerks/Station Agents will be given the opportunity to use one 
(1) week ofvacation in single days subject to the following conditions: 
a. employees who wish to take one (1) week of their annual vacation in single 
days will be given the opportunity to do so provided they commit to do so in writing approximately 
six (6) weeks before the general vacation pick; 
b. Employees may not use single day vacation days on paid holidays as such are 
defined elsewhere in this Agreement; 
c. Single day vacation days that are not used by December 151 of the vacation 
year will be cashed out prior to December 31 51 ofsaid vacation year. Cashed out days shall be paid 
at the employees straight time rate for eight (8) hours per day plus the AFC differential and night 
shift differential ifapplicable. Employees who are suspended pending dismissal will not be allowed 
to cash in any unused days. Cash sums paid to employees for unused days will not be considered 
pensionable income; 
d. The Authority and the Union will undertake a comprehensive effort to inform 
all affected employees of all time-bars relating to this subparagraph four (4). 
J. Comfort Relief 
Railroad Clerks upon request will be granted necessary comfort relief during their tour of 
duty, without reduction in pay. 
K. Picture Identification Tags 
The Division shall provide picture identification tags to all Station Division personnel. Such 
pictures shall be taken during the pick or on the employee's own time. Should the employee's 
physical appearance change, the employee shall be required to take a new picture on his/her own 
time. The identification must be carried and displayed on request while on duty on Transit Authority 
property. 
L. Uniforms and Foul Weather Gear 
1) All Station Agents and Cleaners (TA) will be supplied with uniforms in accordance 
with the provisions of the Uniform Entitlement Program. Maternity uniforms will be supplied as 
necessary. 
2) Cleaners (TA), whose duties so require, will be supplied with foul weather gear which 
must be worn when the duties ofthe employee require such protection. Such foul weather gear will 
consist of raincoats, rain hats, and overshoes. 
3) Effective April 1, 1994, and payable each April 1st thereafter, all Railroad Clerks who 
have been issued uniforms and who have completed one (1) year ofservice in title will receive a fifty 
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dollar ($50.00) unifonn cleaning allowance per year and all Railroad Clerks who have been issued 
unifonns and who have completed at least six (6) months but less than one (1) year of service will 
receive a prorated amount for each month of service. 
4) Effective April 1, 1994, and payable each April 1st thereafter, all Cleaners (TA) who 
have completed one (1) year of service in title will receive a fifty dollar ( $50.00) work shoe 
allowance per year and all Cleaners (TA) who have completed at least six (6) months but less than 
one (1) year ofservice will receive a prorated amount for each month ofservice. 
M. Joint Union/Management Review Committee 
A committee consisting of the Chief Station Officer and/or his/her designees and the Vice 
President, TWU, and/or his/her designees shall be constituted to discuss revenue procedures, booth 
and station conditions, changes ofpolicy, employee facilities and such other matters as are mutually 
agreed to. The Committee shall meet quarterly. 
N. Part-time Railroad Clerks 
Notwithstanding any other provision affecting Railroad Clerks, the Transit Authority may 
continue to hire part-time Railroad Clerks on an experimental basis to be used exclusively for 
opening token booths closed due to the financial crisis or where a new booth is opened to 
accommodate a four (4) hour job due to increased traffic. Such part-time Clerks shall be paid at the 
entrance rate for Railroad Clerks hired on or after April 1, 1980, as set forth in Appendix A ofthis 
Agreement, and shall not be entitled to any night differential, overtime payor fringes of any kind 
including but not limited to pensions, sick leave, vacation, holidays, jury duty, injury on duty 
differential, etc. 
O. Shortages 
Railroad Clerks will be required to pay up to five hundred dollars ($500) of any shortage 
immediately, such payment to be effectuated by payroll deduction. The balance of a shortage in 
excess of five hundred dollars ($500) will be repaid based on a schedule to be set by Management 
after discussion with the Union. Immediate repayment will not be required for booth hold-ups, 
turnstile break-ins, turnstile malfunctions or ten-pack shortages. 
P. Release Time 
The Authority agrees to release full time with pay one (1) additional employee, for a total of 
two (2). 
Q. Refuse Driver Differential 
Employees who work refuse truck driverjobs shall be entitled to a driver differential of$1.00 
per hour which shall be paid for all hours actually worked, including vacation. 
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R. Automated Fare Collection 
1. The Stations Division will conduct the 1993 Fall Pick as early as August 1993. 
Among the jobs listed on the pick will be jobs at the 69 core stations that comprise Phase I of 
the Automated Fare Collection (AFC) Program. Except as explicitly modified by the 
following provisions, all Railroad Clerk (RRC) pick rights and procedures expressed in 
Section 3.8 of this Agreement shall continue in effect. Railroad Clerks picking AFC jobs 
will be subject to the following: 
(a)	 Lock-in - Any RRC picking a full time AFC job will be locked in for a period of 
24 months beginning with the implementation of the 1993 Fall Pick. Twelve 
(12) months after the implementation of the 1993 Fall pick, management will 
offer an AFC pick (only AFC jobs) to RRCs in the AFC Program. As needed, 
open AFC jobs will be offered to trained extras as "hold downs." Existing "hold 
down" procedures will be followed (extras will be canvassed for available jobs 
in seniority order; unfilled jobs will be assigned in reverse seniority order). 
There will be no interim bids for RRCs in the AFC Program. 
(b) Prepackaged jobs - All AFC jobs will contain location, tour ofduty and regular 
days off. 
(c)	 After the initial 24 months period referred to in subsection l(a) and (b) above, 
RRCs picking AFC jobs will be permanently locked-in, but will pick jobs in 
accordance with whatever contractual pick rights are in place at the time in the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 
(d) Training - All Railroad Clerks picking an AFC job will be required to attend and 
successfully complete a training program prior to assignment in the AFC job. 
Other Railroad Clerks, including extras, lunch reliefs and vacation reliefs will be 
receiving AFC training as required. Whenever possible, training will be 
conducted during an employee's picked tour. During training employees will be 
released from their regular duties and will receive their regular rate ofpay. The 
training location will be the reporting location during training and no travel pay 
will be required. 
(e)	 Upon successful completion of training the employee will be able to pick and 
work in an AFC job unless there is persuasive evidence based on Management's 
continuous evaluation ofthe employee's performance in the AFCjob that he/she 
cannot perform the job. Such employees will be returned to a "tokens only" 
booth. However, the Union reserves the right to ask the Division Head, or 
his/her designee, to review the circumstances surrounding the return ofa RRC to 
a "tokens only" booth. Management's return ofa clerk to a "tokens only" booth 
shall not be grievable under the contractual grievance procedures. 
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2. Any Railroad Clerk working an APC location will be required to utilize APC token booth 
equipment in performing date entry and retrieval procedures related to the sale offare media and to 
other booth transactions. Said utilization shall include but not be limited to: 
(a)	 configuring turnstiles (using booth computer to set the turnstiles to operate in an 
exit, entry, exit and entry (both), closed or agent release mode) and obtaining 
turnstile meter readings on the booth computer; 
(b)	 operating the booth printer to print reports and receipts; 
(c)	 using the computer and ''tag'' device to encode onto or read information from 
electronic tags on revenue bags; 
(d)	 performing work such as cleaning ofread/write heads, cleaning and lubricating 
of AVMs, and removing jams from equipment. In addition, Railroad Clerks 
working APC jobs will be trained and assigned the duty of replenishing the 
operating stock pertinent to the functioning ofthe APC booth printer (including, 
but not limited to paper rolls and toner; and 
(e)	 distributing, when so assigned, APC promotional and informational materials to 
the riding public. 
3. Railroad Clerks at APC locations will continue to perform the traditional tasks of a 
Railroad Clerk. 
4. The Union and the Authority agree to jointly petition the New York City Department of 
Personnel for the establishment of a title and qualifications for the "Railroad Clerk of the future." 
The job description for this title will include the duties described in Subsections 2 and 3 above, as 
well as the following functions; 
(a)	 A greater emphasis on direct, proactive customer service functions and such 
work as set forth in subsection 2(d) above on the turnstiles, automatic vending 
machines and passenger information unit; 
(b)	 Expanded travel information services (best routes, mode options, tourist 
attractions); 
(c)	 Station inspections (light outages, elevator/escalator service, reporting 
unsanitary conditions, structural defects, hazardous conditions, public 
telephones); and 
(d)	 Emergency assistance to customers as directed by management. 
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Qualifications for this new title will include an ability to pass tests which screen for 
"customer friendly" attributes, and may include an ability to provide emergency assistance to 
customers. Incumbent employees will not be required to pass a new Civil Service test, but will be 
required to successfully complete training. 
5. Railroad Clerks picking AFC jobs will receive a differential of$I.00 per hour (not added 
to base wages) for all hours paid as soon as the station is "live" and the Railroad Clerk is encoding 
fare card media for sale, except that the differential will not be paid on sick leave hours for RRCs on 
the Sick Control List. Any Railroad Clerk working an AFC job for a full tour (extras, lunch relief, 
vacation reliefs) will receive the differential for all hours worked in that job in conjunction with that 
tour. It is understood that ifan AFC Railroad Clerk works a "tokens only" job that this differential 
will not be applicable. 
It is understood by the parties that the differential referred to above will apply to AFC jobs 
unless and until otherwise agreed to by both parties. The parties further agree that an AFC Railroad 
Clerk who has been assigned to work out ofthe booth as the "clerk ofthe future" is, for this purpose, 
working an AFC job. 
6. Railroad Clerks who have picked AFC locations shall be subject to the same standards for 
the wearing ofuniforms as prescribed for all Railroad Clerks. 
7. As needed and after the Pick described in subsection 1, management will canvass all 
"non-AFC" Railroad Clerks for interest in training for AFCjobs. Individuals expressing interest will 
be selected in accord with seniority and trained, as required to fill vacated jobs. 
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ARTICLE N - TRANSIT AUTHORITY SUPPLY LOGISTICS, 
PROPERTY PROTECTION AND REVENUE DNISIONS 
SECTION 4.1 - DMSION OF SUPPLY LOGISTICS 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and prescribed 
by their superiors subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week or eight (8) hours in anyone day. 
2) The regular working time for all employees scheduled to work forty (40) hours per 
week, shall be eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per week. 
3) At least two (2) consecutive days rest without pay, during the calendar or payroll 
week shall be allowed to each employee, except in an emergency or when service requirements 
prevent it. 
4) There may be one, two,three or more shifts employed at any work location. The 
starting time ofany shift will depend on service requirements. 
5) All employees must give notice of their intention to be absent by telephone, 
messenger or otherwise to his/her appropriate superior at least one (1) hour before the beginning of 
hislher tour of duty. Failure to give such notice will be a violation of the rules and cause the 
employee to be reported as absent without leave. 
6) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the New 
York City Transit System, shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on account of such lateness, 
provided such interruption as the cause ofhislher lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
supenor. 
7) Except in a case covered by paragraph (6) above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
8) Any employee who is required to and does report for his/her regularly scheduled tour 
ofduty and who, through no fault ofhis/her own, is not used, will be allowed pay for the full time of 
hislher scheduled tour ofduty for that day. 
9) The Transit Authority will provide one fifteen (15) minute break during the Supply 
Logistics' employee's tour of duty to be taken before hislher lunch period at times detennined at 
Management's discretion in Transportation and the Main StoreroomslBase Support complexes. This 
break will not directly precede the employee's lunch period. In Satellite Storerooms, the break will 
be taken either two (2) hours before or two (2) hours after the lunch periods, at times determined at 
Management's discretion. This break will not directly precede or follow the lunch period or directly 
follow the employee's tour or directly precede the conclusion ofthe employee's tour. 
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B. Overtime 
I) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled working 
hours on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the 
work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
4) An employee required to work at least four (4) hours in excess ofhis/her regularly 
scheduled working hours on any day whether the excess work is before the beginning or after the end 
ofthe employee's regularly scheduled tour ofduty, will be allowed one (1) fifteen (15) minute break 
during the overtime work at a time set byManagement in accordance with the needs ofservice. The 
break period shall not directly precede the start or end of the overtime work. 
5) Employees who are working a minimum eight (8) hour overtime shift will be entitled 
to one fifteen (15) minute break during the first half of the overtime shift, at a time set by 
Management in accordance with the needs ofservice, which will not directly precede or follow the 
lunch/dinner break. A thirty (30) minute lunch/diner break will be provided at a time set by 
Management in accordance with the needs ofservice. 
C. Earnings Cap 
There shall be a rolling twelve (12) month earnings cap as specified below: 
1) CTA maximum earnings including overtime and leaves cashed in = $57, 988.00 
2) RRSWI maximum earnings including overtime and leaves cashed in = $64, 233.00 
3) RRSWII maximum earnings including overtime and leaves cashed in =$71, 755.00 
These earning caps will be correspondingly increased by negotiated wage increases 
beginning in the second year of the 1999-2002 agreement. 
D. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
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Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions except that under no circumstances shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
E. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed a thirty (30) minute 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on everydaywhen their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhislher own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour extra pay at hislher 
regular hourly rate provided the loss oflunch time is proved to the satisfaction ofManagement. 
F. Payment For Work On Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day ofT, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes his/her 
regular full day's pay. 
Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-half for working on hislher regular day ofT, the employee must work at least three 
days during the week in which he/she also worked his/her regular days ofT. If the employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days ofT, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day ofT. 
In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two scheduled tours of duty, the beginning of the first day offwill be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day offwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day ofT. 
G. Picks and Preference Status 
1) The extent and method of picking jobs within a classification will, if possible, be 
mutually arrived at between the Division representative and exclusive Union representative of the 
employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision shall be made by the 
Vice President ofSupply Logistics. Such decision maybe made subject to the grievance procedure 
where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or unreasonably disregards the 
normal seniority rights ofany employee. It is understood that any employee must be qualified for the 
job he/she selects, and in addition must be able to meet normal production in a reasonable length of 
time, normally a period often (10) days. 
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2) A pick for Railroad Stock Worker Levels 1& n (RSW I & II) will be held every two 
years at which time employees will select their tours ofduty, regular days off(ROO), work location 
within a responsibility center, and job preference. Such job preference selection shall be limited to 
warehousing, kitting, receiving, utility and absentee reliefor a combination ofany ofthe above, as 
determined by management, in Main Storeroom/Base Support complexes. In Satellite Storeroom and 
Transportation job preference selection shall be limited to utility or absentee relief. All picks shall be 
based on seniority status as defined in 5) below. 
3) Between general picks, vacancies which occur shall be filled byoffering are-selection 
of assignment to employees within that location based on their seniority status as defined in 
Paragraph (5) below. Within five (5) days of notification of the opening the Union must provide 
management with any change ofassignments selected. Management shall then fill the open position 
left as a result ofany realignment. 
4) Every two years, subsequent to the movement resulting from a pick, and at least one 
(1) month prior to the commencement ofthe vacation year in non-piCk years, employees in each title 
shall pick the time of their vacations based on their seniority status as defined in subparagraph (5) 
below at their assigned locations. 
5) Seniority status for any employee shall be based upon the seniority list supplied by the 
division and approved in writing by the union. 
6) The pick shall be held during the first two weeks in March and shall be effective 
during the second week in April, except under extenuating circumstances, through mutual agreement 
with the Union. 
7) All employees shall be allowed to pick unless the employee is scheduled to retire 
within one (1) month after the pick date, or the employee is on permanent restriction, no work status. 
Employees on temporary restriction will be allowed to pick. 
8) Any employee who fails to pick and who does not submit an absentee pick form shall 
be assigned his or her previous job ifstill available. Ifnot available, he or she will be assigned to a 
job closest to the job he or she had with the same tour ofduty and ROO's ifpossible, as determined 
jointly by the Division and Union representatives. 
9) Employees transferring to or promoted to a position in a new work location during the 
vacation year shall be subject to reselection of their vacation so that it is in conformance with 
vacation quotas in the new storeroom. 
10) All satellite personnel are required to remain at their locations until relieved. 
Management will work with the union to secure appropriate relief from an availability list. 
11) The pick shall be published on NYC Transit's TALON system in the Pick Module ten 
days prior to the start of the pick, unless otherwise agreed to by Management and the Union. 
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The pick data shall include: a) seniority lists by title; b) job listings by title; c) data 
and time the pick is to commence; d) phone numbers ofpick administration personnel; e) time slots 
associated with seniority position in each title picking. 
Pick absentee forms will be made available to all employees. 
12) Each employee shall be responsible for printing his/her individualized pick kit via the 
TALON terminal/printer at his/her work location. Kits will be made available for pick up by 
employees not on active duty. 
13) Each employee will be allotted three (3) minutes to pick. 
14) No employee shall lose any money if his or her pick time falls within his or her 
regular tour of duty. 
15) Employees picking offtheir tour[s], on vacation or on their day offwill participate on 
their own time. 
16) Employees will pick via the NYC Transit Talon System at their work locations 
commencing and concluding at a time mutually agreed to by Management and the Union, not on a 
Saturday or Sunday. Employees not on duty at the time of the pick may pick by absentee form, by 
telephone, or by reporting to their work location and accessing the system. 
17) CTA's assigned to the Division ofSupply Logistics shall be entitled once every two 
years to submit in writing their preference for work location, tour of duty and RDO's. Selections 
shall be made during the last week in March and shall be effective during the last week in April, 
except under extenuating circumstances, through mutual agreement with the Union, within a 
reasonable period of time. 
18. The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an excess of 
employees in any work location to transfer and assign said excess employees to work in any other 
work location where there may be work for the employee to do in his/her title and classification. 
Those employees to be transferred and assigned will be the employees who have the lowest 
preference seniority. 
An employee transferred and assigned from one work location to another shall be credited 
with his or her classification seniority for the purpose ofdetermining his/her preference status in the 
work location to which he/she is transferred. 
At any time after his/her transfer if a vacancy in his/her title occurs in the location 
from which he/she was transferred, the employee will be given one opportunity to elect to return with 
the same preference status he/she would have had ifhe/she had not been transferred. 
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H. Change of Shifts 
1) Employees who pick or who are assigned to "Absentee Relief' positions can have 
their schedule ofworking hours changed with seventy-two (72) hours notice between the end ofthe 
tour during which the notification was made and the beginning of the changed tour. 
2) Employees who pick or who are assigned to "Utility" positions can have their 
schedule of working hours changed without notice provided the change is not more than four (4) 
hours before or after their picked or assigned schedule of working hours. Changes of scheduled 
working hours in excess of four (4) hours will be subject to seventy-two (72) hours notice as 
referenced in (1) above. 
3) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than seventy-two (72) 
hours notice, s/he shall be paid at the rate oftime and one half for the time worked on the changed 
tour of duty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after such notice was given. 
4) Any employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction of his/her superior, is 
temporarily required to change to night work will be allowed time and one half for each night 
worked during the first seven (7) consecutive days that such change may continue. 
I. Instructions 
1) When employees are required to report for schooling or for instruction in the 
performance of their regular duties, they shall be allowed their regular rate of pay for all time 
necessarily consumed, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the 
performance of his/her duties, is required by order of the Transit Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instruction, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Employees attending classes voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without 
pay. 
2) Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time 
and one-half at his/her regular rate of pay, except that when an employee because of errors or 
dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance or pay therefor. 
J. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with safety equipment and 
outside foul weather gear, as required, and as authorized by Management. 
2) The Authority will provide one pair ofapproved shoes or boots annually or two pairs 
ofshoes or boots every two years at no cost to employees. Shoes or boots will be distributed 
by a mobile s hoe van which will be a vailable a t work locations on a scheduled basis. 
Employees will select their shoes from a small selection ofstyles and types available for their 
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position (safety or workshoeslboots) in confonnance with the standards established by the 
Division. Employees must be fitted for and pick up shoes on their own time either before or 
after reporting for work. In exceptional circumstances (i.e. special fitting needs) employees 
will receive a voucher for use at retail locations ofthe selected vendor. The shoe allowance 
payment due in May 2000 will be eliminated ifthe provision ofshoes is fully implemented 
by July 2000. If shoes are not provided by July 2000, the shoes allowance payment will be 
made at that time. 
K. Special Assignments 
A Railroad Stock Worker Level I shall be paid the Special Assignment rate for the total time 
during a tour of duty spent in actual operation of the heavy duty overhead crane located at 207th 
Street Complex. (Subways Base Support North). 
A Railroad Stock Worker Level IT shall be paid at a rate equal tothat 0 f Mechanical 
Maintainer Group C, 4th year, for the total time during a tour ofduty spent in actual operation ofthe 
above mentioned crane. 
L. Vacation Time 
1) All employees shall be pennitted to schedule one (1) week ofvacation in single days at the 
vacation pick, or to bank a week ofvacations to be used in single days, as requested during the year, 
subject to Management approval. 
2) Employees with more than five (5) years ofservice at the beginning ofthe vacation year shall 
be pennitted to bank one (1) additional week of vacation to be used in single days, as requested 
during the year, subject to management approval. 
3) At the annual vacation pick, all employees with at least three years ofservice shall be entitled 
to elect to be paid one (1) week ofvacation in advance and may specify in which payroll period said 
payment shall be made. Those employees not selecting to be paid in advance will be entitled to cash 
in up to one (1) week, up to a total offive (5) days, at the end ofthe vacation year..Unused days in 
excess offive (5) referenced above, not used and remaining at the end ofthe year will be forfeited. 
This cash-in provision shall commence with the 2000-2001 vacation year. All payments made 
pursuant to this subdivision are non-pensionable. 
4) All remaining vacation time must be scheduled during the vacation pick. At the conclusion of 
the vacation pick, all single days and weeks selected shall be deemed approved and a schedule ofthe 
vacation selected in single days and full weeks shall be made available in each work location. 
5) Employees must submit their requests for vacation in unscheduled single days, Accumulated 
Vacation Allowances (AVA), and/or personal leave days (PLD) no sooner than fifteen (15) days 
prior to the requested days. Such requested time will be granted, by seniority, when coverage is 
available, five (5) working days in advance of the requested day. Requests to use leave in these 
categories submitted by employees less than five (5) working days prior to the requested day shall be 
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reviewed by Management and approved or denied on the same day submitted based upon staffing 
requirements and the needs ofservice. Requests to use leave in these categories submitted with less 
than forty-eight (48) hours notice prior to the requested day shall be deemed emergencyrequests and 
may be approved or denied by Management subject to proofofemergency and the needs ofservice. 
6) Within each work location, employees within their respective title may elect to switch a 
regular day off(RDO) with another employee with advance Management approval and with notice to 
the Union, provided that such switch does not require overtime payments to any employee mandated 
by the Fair Labor Standards Act, or additional payments mandated by any contractual provision. 
M. Holidays 
1) Lincoln's Birthday will be replaced by the day after Thanksgiving and shall be treated 
as all other holidays as specified in Section 2.5 of the collective bargaining agreement. 
2) Each employee in a Satellite Storeroom work location shall be allowed to exercise 
his/her preference for one holiday offwith pay at the time of the annual vacation pick in 
accordance with seniority as defined in section 4.1 (g)(5). 
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SECTION 4.2 - PROPERTY PROTECTION 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The basic working day for Transit Property Protection Agents shall be eight (8) hours, 
and all Transit Property Protection Agents who are ordered to and do report for duty on any day as 
ordered shall be entitled to at least eight (8) hours pay provided they report on time and work their 
full tour or hold themselves available for and perfonn all such work as may be assigned to them. 
The regularly scheduled hours ofwork for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week. 
2) At least two (2) days rest without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be allowed 
to each employee, except when service requirements, shortage ofTransit Property Protection Agents 
or other emergencies prevent it. 
3) There may be one, two or three shifts employed at any location. The starting time of 
any shift will depend on service requirements. 
4) A Transit Property Protection Agent reporting late because ofan unusual interruption 
ofservice on the New York City Transit System, shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost on account 
of such lateness, provided such interruption as the cause of his/her lateness is established to the 
satisfaction ofhis/her superior. 
5) Except in a case covered in subsection 4) above, a Transit Property Protection Agent 
who reports for duty late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time 
worked. 
6) Ifa Transit Property Protection Agent's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less 
than a week's notice, he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time worked on the 
changed tour of duty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
7) If a TPPA is required to work in excess ofseventeen (17) continuous hours, he/she 
shall be excused from reporting to his/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty without loss ofpay. 
B. Overtime 
I) A Transit Property Protection Agent required to work in excess ofhis/her regularly 
scheduled working hours on any day, whether the excess be before the beginning or after the end of 
his/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time 
and one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Transit Property Protection Agents shall not be required to suspend work during 
regularly scheduled tours ofduty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the Transit Property Protection 
Agents. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
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4) Ifa Transit Property Protection Agent is held over for two hours or more ofovertime 
work after the completion ofhislher regularly scheduled tour ofduty, whatever may be the cause of 
such overtime work, he/she shall be granted a meal allowance of three dollars ($3.00), and if the 
overtime work covers a total of seven ( 7) hours 0 r more, he/she shall beg iven another meal 
allowance. 
C. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regular assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually perfonns such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
D. Lunch Period 
Transit Property Protection Agents are required to remain on duty during their entire tour and 
must, therefore, eat lunch on the job. 
Each Transit Property Protection Agent will be paid thirty (30) minutes at hislher regular rate 
of pay on each day on which he/she works and remains on duty during his/her entire tour. A late 
report will not cause the loss of the paid lunch. 
E. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a day off, 
other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes hislher 
regular full day's pay. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular day off. If the employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off 
An employee's day off, if it comes between two (2) scheduled tours of duty which are 
thirty-two (32) hours or more apart, will commence eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the 
completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty and will continue for twenty-four (24) consecutive 
hours. In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days off within a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning ofthe first day offwill be 
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eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day offwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day ofT. 
F. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning their 
duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving such 
instructions, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction in the performance of 
hislher duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for 
schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. Employees attending 
classes voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition to, 
hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat hislher regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because oferrors ordereliction 
in the performance ofhislher duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinaryproceedings 
to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Transit Property Protection Agents who are required to report for schooling or for 
instructions concerning their duties or functions, shall have the option to report for such schooling or 
instruction in civilian clothes, subject to a departmental dress code. However, this does not apply to 
prequalification training. 
G. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as may be authorized by the head of the department. 
2) Each TPPA will be granted a yearly allowance of$75.00 for the purchase ofSystem 
Safety approved safety work shoes. It is understood that the shoes purchased with this allowance are 
part of the uniform. 
H. Reporting and Clearance 
1) Employees shall clear at the end oftheir day's work at the same point at which they 
reported for work, such point to be designated by their superiors. Whenever an employee shall clear 
at a point other than that at which he/she reported he/she shall be paid for the time required for 
himlher to return to hislher reporting point. The time so allowed shall be the scheduled operating 
time between the two (2) points and for the purpose ofcomputing overtime, it shall be considered as 
actual working time. 
2) A ten (l0) minute reporting allowance will be paid to Transit Property Protection 
Agents who properly relieve the Agent on the previous tour on time. 
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3) Transit Property Protection Agents who are called out from their homes to cover a 
post on the Midnight tour of duty shall be guaranteed eight (8) hours pay at the rate of time and 
one-half, if they report within a reasonable length of time and provide the required coverage. 
I. Picks ofTricks or Tours ofDuty and Vacations 
The extent and method of picking jobs within a classification in the department will, if 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the appropriate Vice President of the Transit Authority. Such decision may be 
made subject to the grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or 
safety or unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights ofany employee. It is understood that 
any employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able 
to meet normal production in a reasonable length of time, normally a period often (10) days. 
I) Preference Seniority. 
Employees assigned to work as Transit Property Protection Agents will be given the 
date on which they are assigned to the work ofTransit Property Protection Agent as their preference 
date. 
The foregoing provision for determining the preference status of Transit Property 
Protection Agent in respect of picks are subject to the following exceptions and qualifications: 
Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length ofservice as 
a Transit Property Protection Agent unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent 
appointment as Transit Property Protection Agent from an eligible list for said title immediately upon 
the termination ofhislher status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service in the 
position, and even then his/her preference status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the 
position from any eligible list which was promulgated for the title by the City Civil Service 
Commission or City Personnel Director prior to the promulgation of the list from which helshe, 
himselfi'herself, was appointed. 
2) Picks 
The department will conduct separate picks for the Operations division and Fare Evasion 
division at least two (2) times per year. At least one (l) general pick per year will be conducted in 
which agents may elect to cross over from one division to another. In addition, open jobs will be 
posted on a quarterly basis. 
Just prior to each pick, a number of "light duty" tricks will be set aside for "light duty" 
Transit Property Protection Agents. (A "light duty" Transit Property Protection Agent is one who 
has been adjudged by the Transit Authority's Medical Department as being unable to perform the full 
duties of a Transit Property Protection Agent.) These "light duty" tricks are locations where no 
climbing of stairs or winding of clocks is required. The number of "light duty" Transit Property 
Protection Agents in service at the time ofthe annual pick will be permitted to pick these "light duty" 
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assignments in accordance with their preference status as among themselves, and where there are 
insufficient "light duty" tricks for the number of "light duty" Transit Property Protection Agents, 
those remaining without tricks shall be required to pick regular assignments in accordance with 
preference seniority among all other Transit Property Protection Agents. 
3) Sensitive Posts 
The Authority will have the right to designate up to ten (10) posts as sensitive posts. 
A TPPA who picks a sensitive post and receives two (2) violations during any running thirty 
(30) day period while serving in the sensitive post will be removed and reassigned to the extra list by 
the Authority. The post will then be subject to the bid on the next quarterly bid. 
For the purpose of this provision "violation" shall mean a charge that has been upheld 
through the disciplinary grievance procedure, or accepted. 
4) Picks ofVacations 
Once a year, at least one (1) month prior to the commencement of the vacation year, the 
Transit Property Protection Agents shall pick the time oftheir vacations for the next vacation year in 
accordance with their preference status. 
J. Prequalification or Initial Training Rate 
The number ofdays which Transit Property Protection Agents shall be paid prequalification 
or initial training rate will be five (5) days for new employees. 
K. Equipment Maintenance Allowance 
Each TPPA will be granted a yearly equipment maintenance allowance of $225.00, for 
equipment currently issued. 
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SECTION 4.3 - REVENUE COLLECTING AGENTS
 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The basic working day for Collecting Agents shall be eight (8) hours and all such 
employees who are ordered to and do report on any day shall be entitled to at least eight (8) hours 
pay for the day, provided they report on time and work their full assignments or hold themselves 
available for and perform all such work as may be assigned to them. All employees in the Revenue 
Department will be required to report for duty at least five (5) days in each payroll week. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) Any employee of the Revenue Department who is required to and does report for 
his/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty and who, through no fault of his/her own, is not used, shall 
receive his/her regular day's pay, provided he/she holds himself7herself available for and performs 
such work as may be assigned to him/her. 
4) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the New 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account, provided such 
interruption as the cause ofhis/her lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhis/her supervisor. 
. 5) Except in a case covered by paragraph 4. above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
B. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work more than eight (8) hours during anyone (1) trick or 
tour of duty, whether the excess be before the beginning or after the ending of the employee's 
ordinary trick or tour ofduty, will be allowed for such excess service or overtime, time and one-half 
at their regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the work 
to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
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C. Lunch Period 
Employees on straight tricks or tours of duty shall be allowed a thirty (30) minute lunch 
period, without deduction ofpay, as nearly as practicable between the third and sixth hours ofwork. 
If, for any reason, an employee on a straight trick or tour of duty is prevented, through no fault of 
his/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch, he/she will be allowed one-half 
hour's extra pay at his/her regular rate provided the loss oflunch time is proved to the satisfaction of 
the Superintendent. 
D. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances shall snow 
pay premiwn payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
E. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
1) An employee who is required to work on his/her regular day off in any payroll week 
will be allowed time and one-half for his/her work on his/her regular day off and will be given at 
least eight (8) hours work. 
2) A Collecting Agent (Rapid) officially excused for union business without pay, if 
required to work on his/her regular day offin that payroll week, will be paid for such work on his/her 
regular day off at the rate oftime and one-half. 
3) - Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off. If the 
employee was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days otT, he/she must produce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off 
F. Instructions 
All Collecting Agents will be paid straight time for any reinstruction occurring outside their 
tours ofduty, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction in the performance of 
his/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for 
schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
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G. Safety Equipment 
Collecting Agents will be supplied, without cost to themselves, with bullet proof vests, 
gloves, and other safety equipment as may be authorized by the Chief Revenue Officer. 
H. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
Collecting Agents assigned to Revenue Trucks, will be suppliedwith foul weathergearwhich 
must be worn when the duties ofthe employee require such protection. Such foul weather gearwill 
consist of raincoats, rain hats, and overshoes. 
I. Uniforms 
Collecting Agents will be supplied with uniforms which must be worn at all times while on 
duty. 
Employees shall pay for the replacement oflost uniform items except when such loss is a 
result ofverified robbery or theft onAuthority property, or an "Act ofGod". Replacement itemswill 
be obtained on the employees own time. 
Collecting Agents will receive a fifty dollar ($50) per year uniform cleaning allowance 
payable in January ofeach year. 
J. Work Shoe Benefit 
Effective July 1, 2000, the Authority will provide Collecting Agents with two (2) pairs of 
System Safety approved safety shoes every two years. Employees will be fitted for shoes and will 
pick up shoes on their own time. Employees will be expected to wear safety shoes during work 
hours. 
K. Picture Identification Tags 
The Department shall provide picture identification tags to all Collecting Agents. Such 
pictures shall be taken during the pick or on the employee's own time. Should the employee's 
physical appearance change, the employee shall be required to take a new picture on hislher own 
time. The identification must be carried and displayed on request while on duty on Authority 
property. 
L. Committee on Revenue Procedures 
This Committee shall meet when necessary at no loss ofpay to discuss revenue procedures in 
Rapid Collections and the Revenue Rooms. It shall consist ofthe Assistant ChiefRevenue Officer, 
Revenue Collection or designee and a representative of the Vice President of the Union. 
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M. Hearings and Investigations for Collecting Agents 
1) If a hearing or investigation is called without prior notice to the employee or the 
Union, it shall be postponed to allow a Union official time to attend as an observer, but in no event 
shall the hearing or investigation be delayed by more than two (2) hours. 
2) Nothing in this Agreement, however, shall prohibit the questioning ofan employee 
immediately following an accident for the purpose ofdetennining its cause. 
N. Employee Facilities 
The Revenue Department shall continue its good faith effort to: 
1) provide and maintain toilet and water cooler facilities on all revenue collection trains, 
where feasible; and 2) provide locker facilities for all Collecting Agents. Progress in these areas will 
be reviewed quarterly by the Committee on Revenue Procedures. 
O. Picks of Tricks or Tours ofDuty and Vacation for Collecting Agents 
1) Rapid Collecting Agents 
The extent and method ofpickingjobswithin a classification in the department will, 
if possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the exclusive Union 
grievance representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the 
decision shall be made by the Chief Revenue Officer. Such decision may be made subject to the 
grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet nonnal production in a reasonable length oftime, nonnally a period often (10) days. 
Collecting Agents in the Revenue Department shall be entitled to preferences as 
among themselves in any picks which may be permitted in accordance with their seniority status as 
hereinafter provided. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect to picks 
are subject to the following qualifications: 
a) Picks of tricks or tours ofduty shall be held twice (2) a year; in the Summer 
and in the Winter. 
b) At such semi-annual picks all regular RevenueDepartmentjobs shall be open 
for selection by employees in accordance with their preference status in each title and classification 
ofwork, as herein provided, but ifany employee should pick an assignment, which, in the opinion of 
the Superintendent, is too difficult for him/her to handle efficiently, there must be a redistribution of 
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assignments such as will satisfy the Superintendent that no employee has an assignment which 
he/she or she can not efficiently handle. 
c) Lists showing employees' preference status for such picks and results thereof 
shall be posted on the bulletin boards. 
d) Any employee who expects to be absent at the time ofa pick may leave with 
the head ofhis/her department notice in writing indicating his/her choice oftricks or tours ofduty. If 
an absent employee leaves no such written notice, a job will be selected for him/her by his/her 
superior similar, as nearly as possible, to that which he/she held during the period immediately 
preceding such pick. 
e) If a trick or tour of duty in any classification of work is left open for any 
reason, there shall be two (2) bids for open tricks or tours during the life ofa pick. Such bids will be 
advertised for ten (10) days. 
f) Open tricks or tours of duty will be assigned to employees with the highest 
preference status who have no regular assignment until such time as they are awarded to successful 
bidders. 
g) The same rules for preference in picks oftricks and tours ofduty will apply to 
picks of vacations. A vacation pick will be held at the Fall pick, and preference status for the 
purpose of such pick shall be detennined in the same manner as for the pick of tricks or tours of 
duty. The vacation year for employees in the Revenue Department will run from January 1st to 
December 31 st in each year and vacation will be spread over the entire calendar year. Open vacation 
periods will not be subject to bid. 
h) Employees in the Division of Revenue Control shall be pennitted to pick 
single day vacations subject to the following: 
1) Employees in the Division of Revenue Control who wish to take one week of 
their annual vacation in single days will be given the opportunity to do so 
provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks prior to the 
general vacation pick. 
2)	 Written requests to use single day vacation leave must be submitted no earlier 
than thirty (30) days prior to the date requested and no later than forty-eight (48) 
hours before the requested d ay 0 ff sot hat Management c an review staffing 
requirements to determine whether to grant the employee's request. 
3) Approval of requests for use of single day vacations will be contingent on the 
needs of service of the particular service unit as detennined by management. 
Where an employee provides proofofan emergency which is documented to the 
satisfaction of Management, the employee may be allowed to charge such 
absence to single vacation days. 
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4) Single vacation days that are not used by December 1st of the current vacation 
year will be cashed out prior to December 31 st of the current vacation year. 
Cashed-out days shall be paid at the employee's current straight time rate ofpay 
plus any applicable night shift differential. Employees suspended pending 
dismissal shall not be permitted to cash out any unused vacation days. 
5) Cash swns paid to employees for unused days shall not be pensionable 
Income. 
i) Time worked in any title as a provisional will not be counted in determining 
length ofservice in that title unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent appointment 
to the title, in the same unit for general picks in which he/she served as a provisional, immediately 
upon the termination ofhislher status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service 
in the title, and even then hislher preference status shall be below that ofany employee in the title 
appointed from any eligible list promulgated for the title by the City Civil Service Commission or 
City Personnel Director prior to the promulgation ofthe list from which he/she himself7herselfwas 
appointed. 
j) Prior to each pick, the department may designate seven (7) Rapid Collecting 
Agent jobs posted on the pick as restricted duty jobs. Such jobs shall be shown as "on chance" on 
the job pick. Employees with service-connected disabilities or non-service connected disabilities 
will be assigned to these jobs depending on medical restrictions as determined by the Medical 
Department. Only Revenue Department employees will be considered for these jobs. 
k) Utility CollectingAgents will be permitted to pick RDOs. Such RDOs will be 
subject to change at the Department Head's discretion. Seven (7) jobs will have Friday/Saturday 
RDOs. Three (3) jobs will have Saturday/Sunday RDOs. 
1) A Collecting Agent from any unit may be ordered to report to another unit as 
operational needs dictate. 
m) All revenue trains and PM revenue trucks will be scheduled offon Christmas 
and New Years Eve. All AM tours will be scheduled offon Christmas and New Years Day. These 
designated scheduled days offare subject to operational needs. 
n) At the summer general pick, four (4) Rapid Collecting Agents, (night workers 
only), to be pennitted to pick offon each of the following holidays: July 4th, and Labor Day. 
2) Revenue Room Collecting Agents 
a) In the Revenue Room, there will be no formal picks or bids. There will be 
closing ofranks. 
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b) A Collecting Agent from any unit may be ordered to report to another unit as 
operational needs dictate. 
3) Vacancies 
Vacancies in the Revenue Rooms will be filled by bids. All Collecting Agents will be 
allowed to bid on the jobs. 
4) Reporting and ClearancelTravel Allowance for Collecting Agents 
If a Collecting Agent is ordered to go from his/her pick location (as posted in the 
work program) to a foreign point, he/she will be allowed and paid for the time required to travel from 
hislher pick location to the foreign point and return. Such traveling allowance will be made, 
however, only when the Collecting Agent actually travels back and forth between the two (2) points. 
Time allowed for traveling under the provisions of this paragraph shall be the 
scheduled operating time between the two points and for the pwpose ofcomputing overtime, shall be 
considered as actual time worked. 
P. Salary Schedule 
Effective March 1,2000, the salary schedule for employees newly hired to New York City 
Transit as Collecting Agents shall be as follows: 
1st Year 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
$13.5450 
$13.7950 
$14.8150 
$19.3500 
Q. Driver Differential 
Employees picking Driver jobs shall be paid a $0.75 per hour differential for each hour 
actually worked. Employees picking Driver jobs shall be subject to a one (1) year lock-in starting 
with the next general pick following March 1,2000. 
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SECTION 4.4 - REVENUE EQUIPMENT MA1NTAINERS (RAPID) 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and prescribed 
by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours of 
work for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in anyone day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, during the calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when .service requirements prevent it. 
3) All scheduled tricks for Revenue Equipment Maintainers (Rapid) shall be straight 
tricks and there shall be no swing tricks for Revenue Equipment Maintainers (Rapid). There may, 
however be rotating tricks and an employee may be required to work certain hours one week and 
certain other hours another week. 
4) Any employee of the Revenue Department who is required to and does report for 
his/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislherown, is not used, will be 
allowed pay for the full time of his/her scheduled tour of duty. Revenue Equipment Maintainers 
must hold himself/herselfavailable for and perfonn any other work which he/she may be ordered to 
perfonn. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on theNew 
York City Transit System shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on that account, provided such 
interruption as the cause ofhis/her lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhis/her supervisor. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 5) above, an employee who reports for duty 
late may lose part or all of his/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
B. Rate ofPay for REM Is 
Effective March 1, 2000, the regular pay rate for employees in the title ofREM I covered by 
this Agreement shall be the same pay rate established for the REM II title. 
C. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled working 
hours on any daywhether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe employee's 
regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and 
one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled tours of 
duty to absorb overtime. 
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3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the work 
to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this Agreement. 
4.) Night shift differential shall not be paid on overtime work performed between the 
hours of 6:00 P.M. on Friday night and 5:59 A.M. on Monday morning. 
D. Earnings Cap 
The earnings cap for employees shall be $75,000.00 over a rolling twelve (12) month period. 
Said earnings cap shall be increased correspondingly by negotiated wage increases. 
E. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed thirty (30) minutes 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty who is 
prevented, through no fault ofhis/her own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch within 
the period specified therefor in his/her schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at hislher 
regular hourly rate providing the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
F. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate oftime and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee 
actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would 
not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow 
pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to 
March 31, 1985. 
G. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for himlher as a day off, 
other than one ofthe holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all work on 
such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum ofone and one-halftimes his/her 
regular full day's pay. 
In the case ofa Revenue Equipment Maintainer having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a 
period offifty-six (56) hours or more between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning ofthe 
first day off will be eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion of his/her last 
previous tour of duty and the end of the second day off will be forty-eight (48) hours after the 
beginning of the first day off. 
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Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least three (3) 
days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off. If the employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
H. Night Duty Assignments 
In making night duty assignments to Revenue Equipment Maintainers except where such 
assignments are rotated, those to be assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night 
duty is required who have the lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the 
work which is to be done at night except where a senior employee requests such assignment as a 
matter ofchoice. 
I. Change ofShifts 
1) Ifa Revenue Equipment Maintainer's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less 
than a week's notice, he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time worked on the 
changed tour ofduty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
2) A Revenue Equipment Maintainer (Rapid) on a fixed day shift who, by direction of 
his/her superior, is temporarily required to change to night work on a special assignment or an 
emergency job, will be allowed time and one-half for each night's work during the first seven (7) 
consecutive calendar days that such special assignment or emergency job may continue. 
On a temporary change of t our 0 f duty for three ( 3) days 0 rIess, the Revenue 
Equipment Maintainer (Rapid) shall be allowed on the last day of such temporary assignment to 
work both the changed tour and his/her regular tour. 
3) This subsection does not apply to Revenue Equipment Maintainer's (Rapid) 
employees on rotating shifts or where the change is part of the employee's selected schedule. 
J. Transfers 
1) The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be a Revenue Equipment 
Maintainer (Rapid) in any unit ofanyDivisionwith divisional seniority for whom there is no work 
in such unit, to transfer and assign him/her to work in any other unit ofthat division or in any unit of 
any other Division where there may be work for him/her to do within hislher title or classification. 
At any time after his/her transfer, if a vacancy in his/her title occurs in the unit from which he/she 
was transferred, he/she will be given one (1) opportunity to elect to return to such unit from which 
he/she was transferred with the same preference status he/she would have had had he/she remained 
there. A Revenue Equipment Maintainer appointed to a Division other than the Division ofhis/her 
choice, will be given one (1) opportunity to return to the Division ofhis/her choice when a vacancy 
occurs in that Division. 
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2) A Revenue Equipment Maintainer assigned to Rapid with the divisional preference 
status, if he/she so requests in writing and it is approved by the Head of the Department, or ifby 
action ofthe Transit Authority and due to changes in the organization, be forced to another Divisio~ 
may transfer or be transferred from his/her Division to a position within the title in another Divisio~ 
but his/her preference status shall be behind the last employee in that title in service on December 15, 
1945 in the Division to which he/she has transferred. Such Revenue Equipment Maintainer, if 
he/she returns to his/her original division, shall again resume his/her original preference status in that 
Division. 
K. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning their 
duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving such 
instructions, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the perfonnance of 
his/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for 
schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. Employees attending 
classes voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay. 
Therefore, any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in 
addition to, his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such 
attendance time and one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because of 
errors or dereliction in the performance of his/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in 
disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of 
pay. 
L. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safetyequipment 
as may be authorized by the Head of the Department. 
2) Revenue Equipment Maintainers assigned to Rapid shall be provided with 
prescription safety glasses. The Transit Authority reserves the right to strictly enforce the safety 
rules and Revenue Equipment Maintainers failing to wear safety glasses as required shall be subject 
to loss ofdifferential pay in addition to disciplinary action. The Union agrees to cooperate with the 
Transit Authority in seeing that safety rules are observed. 
3) One (1) employee, designated by the Union shall be permitted to attend each regular 
local safety committee meeting, conducted normallyonce (I) a month by supervisio~without loss of 
pay for such attendance. At tl)e time ofdesignation the Union shall state which local meeting the 
designated employee shall attend. 
M. Reporting and Clearance For Revenue Equipment Maintainers Assigned to Rapid 
1) Revenue Equipment Maintainers shall clear at the end oftheir day's work at the same 
point at which they reported for work, such point to be designated by their superiors. Whenever a 
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Revenue Equipment Maintainer shall clear at a point other than that at which he/she reported, he/she 
shall be paid for the time required for him/her to return to hislher reporting point. The time so 
allowed shall be the scheduled operating time between the two (2) points and for the purpose of 
computing overtime, it shall be considered as actual working time. 
2) When a Revenue Equipment Maintainer or a group of Revenue Equipment 
Maintainers are shifted from their picked location for a period oftwo (2) months or less, such a move 
shall be known as a temporary move. The Revenue Equipment Maintainer so affected will be paid 
traveling time, not to exceed two (2) hours per day per employee, for the period during which he/she 
reports to a location other than his/her picked location. 
Should the job extend beyond the two (2) months for some unforeseen reason, the 
Revenue Equipment Maintainer or group ofRevenue Equipment Maintainers shall be returned to 
their picked location and a new Revenue Equipment Maintainer or group ofRevenue Equipment 
Maintainers shall be substituted. Traveling time shall be paid to the new Revenue Equipment 
Maintainers while they are at the location in question. Management shall have the right to decide 
which Revenue Equipment Maintainer or group ofRevenue Equipment Maintainers is to be moved, 
and this shall generally be detennined by the availability ofthe Revenue Equipment Maintainers so 
that it will have the least disrupting effect on urgent work that is in progress. Generally, a Revenue 
Equipment Maintainer or group ofRevenue Equipment Maintainers as near as possible to the new 
location will be shifted. 
Where the shift in location is to be made, for a period ofmore than two (2) months, it 
shall be classified as a pennanent move. When a pennanent move is made, no traveling time will be 
paid even for the first two (2) months ofthe move. The job at the new location will be put up for bid 
among all the Revenue Equipment Maintainers in the titles in question throughout the entire Rapid 
Transit System. 
N. Tools 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such tools as may be 
authorized by the Head of the Department, subject to the approval of the Transit Authority. 
O. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
For Revenue Equipment Maintainers (Rapid) the practices regarding these items shall be in 
accordance with agreements between the Transit Authority and recognized Union. 
P. Work Shoe Benefit 
Effective Ju ly 1 , 2000, t he Authority will provide all Revenue Equipment Maintainers 
(Rapid) with two (2) pairs ofSystem Safety approved work shoes every two years. Employees will 
be expected to wear issued safety shoes during work hours. 
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Q. Training 
The Authority will provide, at no cost to the employee for tuition or books, the opportunity 
for qualified incumbents to receive technical training which is required to perform the 
responsibilities of their job. 
R. Picks and Preference Status Revenue Equipment Maintainers (Rapid) 
The extent and method of picking jobs within a classification ina department will, i f 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Chief Revenue Officer. Such decision may be made subject to the grievance 
procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or unreasonably 
disregards the normal seniority rights ofany employee. 
It is understood that any employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, 
and in addition must be able to meet normal production in a reasonable length of time, normally a 
period often (10) days. 
Subject to the exceptions hereinafter set forth, preference in picks and bids will depend upon 
length ofservice in the particular title within the particular unit. 
Pursuant to the Resolution, dated April 7, 1959, all vacancies in the Subway, provided there 
are at that time excess employees in Surface, shall be filled by posting vacancies for bid, and, if 
insufficient bids are received, by the assignment ofemployees in the inverse order oftheir seniority 
on the BMT Surface Sub-section seniority roster, such employees transferred to the Subway are to be 
slotted in the Subway seniority list among Surface Turnstile Maintainers previously transferred to the 
Subway, with their Surface seniority as among themselves. 
Further pursuant to that same Resolution, should vacancies develop in Surface, while there 
exists excesses in the Subway, Turnstile Maintainers in the Subway, who were previously transferred 
from Surface under the terms ofsaid Resolution, shall be given priority as among themselves to elect 
to return to Surface, and in the event that voluntary selection by this priority group fail to fill such 
vacancies as they occur, the vacancies will be filled by assignment ofthe junior men in the Surface 
group in the inverse order of their seniority. 
The Resolution further provides, that should additional vacancies develop in Surface, and the 
number ofTurnstile Maintainers on the BMT Surface Sub-section seniority roster as of January 6, 
1957, is insufficient to fill such vacancies, and excesses still remain in Subway, Revenue Equipment 
Maintainers on the BMT, IRT, and lND Rapid Transit Sub-section seniority rosters continuously 
since the date ofunification, will be permitted to select jobs in Surface in the order oftheir seniority. 
The seniority of such employees, for the purpose herein set forth in this paragraph, will be 
determined at a later date by a single integrated Subway list mutually acceptable to the Transit 
Authority and the Transport Workers Union. Turnstile Maintainers on the integrated Subway list 
who transfer to the Surface will retain their seniority as among themselves regardless ofthe date of 
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transfer, and be placed as a group behind the BMT Surface Sub-section seniority roster as ofJanuary 
6, 1957. 
The provisions for detennining the preference status of employees in respect of picks are 
subject to the following qualifications and exceptions: 
For provisional promotion a single eligible list for the entire system will be established in 
each Bureau for each class of work in the title. The class of work shall generally follow the 
classifications established by the City Civil Service Commission or the City Personnel Director in 
qualifying persons for examinations for permanent appointment to the title. 
Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length of service in a 
particular position, unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent appointment to the 
title for such position in which he/she served as a provisional immediately upon the termination of 
his/her status as a provisional and without interruption ofcontinuous service in the title, and his/her 
preference status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the position from any eligible list 
which was promulgated by the City Civil Service Commission or City Personnel Director prior to the 
promulgation of the list from which he/she himselflherselfwas appointed. 
S. Apprenticeship Program 
The division ofAFC Equipment Maintenance shall hire up to ten (10) apprentices per year. 
The number ofapprentices shall not exceed thirty (30). Employees in the REM title maybe assigned 
to familiarize the apprentices with certain tasks. 
T. Productivity Standards 
Effective March 1,2000, the following task times will be instituted for the jobs outlined 
below. Employees will be expected to comply with said task times. 
1) HEETPM Current Time = 50 min. Proposed Time = 40Min. 
2) AFASPM Current Time = 45 min. Proposed Time = 30 Min. 
3) MVMPM Current Time = 70 min. Proposed Time = 60 min. 
4) Service Call 313C Current Time = 18 min. Proposed Time = 15 min. 
5) Service Call501C Current Time = 18 min. Proposed Time = 15 min. 
6) Service Call 354C Current Time = 20 Min. Proposed Time = 15 min. 
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ARTICLE V - TRANSIT AUTHORITY - SURFACE
 
SECTION 5.1 - TA SURFACE TRANSPORTATION 
A. Definitions 
1) A "regular operator" is an operator who has picked a "regular run" or a 
"regular trick" to which he/she is regularly assigned, irrespective ofthe number ofdays in the week 
for which such run or trick is scheduled. 
2) An "extra operator" is an operator who, because ofhislher preference status, 
has been unable to pick and is not regularly assigned to any regular run or regular trick ofhis/her 
own and is assigned only to such work as may be available. 
3) A "regular operator working as an extra" is a regular operator who, on a day 
when he/she is not assigned in advance to a regular run or regular trick, reports, pursuant to orders, 
for such work as may be available for him/her on that day. 
4) A "regular run" is a scheduled run which requires more than six (6) hours 
work. 
5) A "regular trick" is a scheduled trick or yard trick which requires more than 
six (6) hours work. 
6) An "extra run" is a run which is unscheduled, or a run which, whether 
scheduled or not, requires no more than six (6) hours work. 
7) An "extra trick" is a drill trick or yard trick, which is unscheduled, or a drill 
trick or yard trick which whether scheduled or not, requires no more than six (6) hours work. 
8) A "straight run" or a "straight trick" shall be defined as set forth in Section F. 
below. 
9) A "swing run" or a "swing trick" shall be defined as set forth in Section F. 
below. 
B. Hours of Work 
I) The basic work day for operators shall be eight (8) hours and all operators who 
are ordered to and do report for duty on any day as ordered, shall be entitled to at least eight (8) hours 
pay for the day, provided, in the case ofregular operators, they report on time and work the full runs 
or tricks assigned to them, and provided, in the case ofextra operators or regular operators working 
as extras, they report on time and hold themselves available for and perform all such work as may be 
assigned to them. All operators will be required to report for duty at least five (5) days in each 
payroll week. 
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2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each operator, except when service requirements, shortage of operators or other 
emergencies prevent it. 
3) Any regular operator who reports for hislher regularly assigned run or trick 
and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used shall receive his/her regular day's pay, provided 
he/she holds himsel£'herselfavailable for and performs any other work which he/she may be ordered 
to perform. 
4) When a regular operator has picked a regular run and after reporting therefor, 
through no fault ofhis/her own, is assigned to another run instead, he/she shall be paid at least the 
time his/her original run called for by schedule. If the time worked on such other run is more than 
the time scheduled for hislher regular assigned run, or if, on such other run, he/she clears after his/her 
regular clearing time, he/she shall, in either case, be allowed time and one-half for the excess time. 
5) The working time of all regular runs and regular tricks shall be fixed by 
schedule. These schedules for a regular run (but not a regular trick) shall allow as part of such 
regular run, a "reporting/pre-trip inspections/clearing allowance offifteen (15) minutes, with ten (10) 
minutes allocated for reporting and pre-trip inspections and five (5) minutes for clearing, which shall 
be included as working time of such regular run. The allowance, despite its placement on the 
schedule, includes payments for all pre-trip inspections required by applicable law and regulations 
and/or Authority rules for both straight and swing runs. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 7) below, an employee who reports for 
duty late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
7) An operator reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the 
New York City Transit System shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost on that account provided such 
interruption ofservice, as the cause ofhislher lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
superior. 
8) Bus Operators who, after the completion ofeight (8) hours or more ofwork, 
are required to remain on the premises of the New York City Transit System to prepare reports of 
unusual occurrences or accidents, shall be allowed one (1) hour's pay at their regular rate, provided 
they shall have had no reasonable opportunity to prepare the reports during time for which they are 
ordinarily paid. However, the boost time at the end ofthe run shall be subtracted from the one (l) 
hour. 
9) The Authority shall make every reasonable effort to insure that hourly rated 
employees are paid on time and it further agrees to investigate any specific complaint submitted by 
the Union concerning the matter of late or improper paychecks for the purpose of establishing 
corrective procedures. 
10) The department will detennine which employees shall be investigated during 
absences claimed to be caused by illness. 
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C. Overtime 
1. Subject to the provisions ofparagraph F. below, time worked in excess ofeight (8) 
hours in any daily tour of duty shall constitute overtime and be paid for at the rate of time and 
one-half. Travel time allowed under paragraphs 1. and J. below shall be treated as time worked, but 
swing or lunch periods, even though paid for as a part of a run or trick, will not constitute time 
worked and shall not be considered in computing overtime. 
Bus operators required to work a complete second tour ofduty shall be paid for such 
complete second tour of duty a minimum of twelve (12) hours payor time and one-half for such 
excess work, whichever is greater. 
2. Overtime Earnings Cap - Effective June 3,1996, the maximum pay hours in any 
week is sixty-seven (67) hours. Effective November 10, 1996, this provision will be implemented as 
a salary cap fixed at a maximum of$72,250.00 per annum which includes all pay code events. All 
contractual wage increases will be added to the maximum cap allowance. 
Operators whose weekly pay hours are greater than fifty-five (55) hours but less than 
or equal to sixty-one (61) hours may work one RDO every other week. In addition there will be no 
double ups on consecutive days; the eight (8) hour rule applies to all overtime assigned and revenue 
extras; no operator may work both RDOs in a week more than twice a month. Management may 
waive the overtime cap in the event of a service emergency. 
The overtime cap will be computed based upon a rolling fifty-two (52) week period 
which will be updated every four (4) weeks and will be applied in the same manner as the cap 
provisions outlined in Section 1.12 of the Agreement. 
D. Lunch Period. 
1) Operators on straight runs or tricks requiring six (6) or more hours ofwork 
will be allowed a thirty (30) minute lunch period without deduction ofpay as nearly as practicable 
between the third and sixth hour of work; and the schedule for each such straight run or trick shall 
include such lunch period as part of the working time of the run or trick. If for any reason an 
operator on a straight run or trick is prevented through no fault ofhislher own from having at least 
twenty (20) minutes for lunch within the period specified therefor in hislher schedule he/she will be 
allowed one-half hour extra pay at hislher regular hourly rate and will be granted a minimum of 
twenty (20) minutes as soon as practical in order to have an eating period, provided the loss oflunch 
time is proved to the satisfaction of the supervisory employee in charge of the depot. 
2) On swing runs or tricks no lunch period with pay will be allowed unless the 
operator is assigned to work more than six (6) consecutive hours before or after the swing. 
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E.	 Runs 
1) a. Up to thirty percent (30%) ofruns may be swing runs and the remainder of 
scheduled runs shall be straight runs in the boroughs ofManhattan, the Bronx and Brooklyn. 
b. Sixty-five percent (65%) ofall regular runs (straight runs and swing runs 
combined) will be completed within a spread often (10) hours and all remaining regular runs will be 
completed within a spread of eleven (11) hours. 
2) Ifa regular swing run is not completed within a spread ofeleven (11) hours, 
time and one-half will be allowed for all time in excess of said eleven (11) hours which may be 
needed to permit the completion of the run. 
3) All spread time in excess ofeleven (11) hours will be paid at the rate oftime 
and one halfregardless ofwhether or not the operator has worked eight (8) hours during the period. 
F.	 Straight and Swing Runs: Definitions and Payments 
1) A "straight run" or a "straight trick" is a run or trick which has no break ofas 
much as sixty (60) minutes. Breaks of fifty-nine (59) minutes or less shall be paid at the straight 
time rate ofpay from the time the break was scheduled to commence until the break was scheduled 
to end. 
2) A "swing run" or a "swing trick" is a run or trick which has a break or swing 
period ofsixty (60) minutes or more. The first halfofbreaks of sixty (60) minutes or more will be 
paid at the straight time rate ofpay; the second halfwill be unpaid. Even ifan operator is unable to 
actually commence hislher break as scheduled, for pwposes ofcalculating swing payments, the paid 
halfofthe break shall be the first halfofthe scheduled break period. Provided that all operators with 
scheduled swing run breaks ofgreater than fifty-nine (59) minutes and less than two (2) hours will be 
paid at a flat rate of sixty (60) minutes from the break. 
3) Lateness: When an operator is late through no fault ofhis/her own and is 
unable to commence his/her break or complete his/her run as scheduled on either type of run, the 
operator will receive: 
a. no additional straight time for the additional vehicle time incurred 
unless the lateness extends into a period for which no pay is provided on the schedule, in which case 
the operator will be paid additional straight time for each minute ofadditional vehicle time; 
b.	 no overtime premium for the additional vehicle time incurred except 
to the extent to which the additional vehicle time and scheduled work 
time exceed eight (8) hours in which case the operator will receive a 
half-time premium for each additional minute of actual work time 
over eight (8) hours. 
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In accordance with the above, payments under this Agreement shall be 
consistent with the following examples: 
a. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
Actual 
8:00 12:10 12:50 4:50 
As shown, an operator with a scheduled fifty (50) minute break returns from 
the first run ten (10) minutes late. Assuming the lateness is through no fault ofthe operator, payment 
shall include an additional five (5) minutes which represents an additional one-half pay for the 
additional vehicle time in excess ofeight (8) hours, whichpayment satisfies the overtime provision. 
In this example, the total compensation shall be eight (8) hours and fifty-five (55) minutes. 
b. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
Actual 
8:00 12:25 12:50 4:50 
Applying the same principle as in example (a) above. the only additional 
payment to the operator who commences hislher break twenty-five (25) minutes later than scheduled 
through no fault ofhislher own is an additional one-halfpayment for the additional twenty-five (25) 
minutes in excess of eight (8) hours, which would require payment of thirteen (13) minutes. 
Accordingly, total compensation for the operator in this example is nine (9) hours and three (3) 
minutes. 
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c. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
Actual 
8:00 12:35 12:50 4:50 
Assuming the lateness occurs through no fault ofthe operator, the only additional payment to 
the operator in this example is the additional one-half time in excess of eight (8) hours which is 
eighteen (18) minutes, and thirty (30) minutes meal penalty payment since the actual break was less 
than twenty (20) minutes. Accordingly, the operator in this example should be paid nine (9) hours 
and thirty-eight (38) minutes. 
d. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
6:00 10:00 2:00 6:00 
Actual 
6:00 11:00 2:00 6:00 
As shown, an operator with a scheduled swing period offour (4) hours returns 
from the first run one (1) hour late. Assuming the lateness is through no fault of the operator, the 
operator is entitled to ten and one-half(10 1/2) hours pay for the tour, consisting ofeight (8) hours 
pay for the scheduled vehicle time, two (2) hours pay for the first halfofthe scheduled swing, and an 
additional half pay (30 minutes) for one (1) hour of additional vehicle time in excess of eight (8) 
hours. 
G. Pay for Extra Operators and Regular Operators Working as Extras 
Extra operators and regular operators working as extras, when reporting for duty 
pursuant to orders, will be paid for all time during which they may be held at the depot prior to the 
time scheduled for the commencement of any run or trick to which they may be assigned. Ifsent 
from their home depot to a foreign depot to work a run emanating from that depot employees will be 
paid for all time during which they are held at their home depot before they are sent to such foreign 
depot. The time during which they are held shall be considered as actual working time and included 
in the computation ofovertime and spread time. 
H. Instruction Allowance 
1) An operator shall be paid an extra time allowance oftwo (2) hours at hislher 
regular rate ofpay for each day or portion thereofduring which he/she has student operators under 
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instructions, except in cases where other operators are assigned to them for one round trip to acquaint 
themselves with the line or with special equipment used thereon. When more than one (1) round trip 
is involved, then the regular instruction allowance oftwo (2) hours at histher regular rate ofpay shall 
be paid. 
2) Operators picking routes which they have not previously driven will be 
allowed to take one (1) round trip on the picked route at time and one-half. Operators picking the 
extra board or vacation reliefwill be allowed to take one (1) round trip on all depot routes which they 
have not previouslydriven at time and one-half. Operators will not be provided with line training on 
routes which they have previously driven unless the line has undergone major revisions. 
I. Traveling Allowances When Sent to Foreign Depot 
If an operator is ordered in case of emergency to go from his/her home depot to a 
foreign depot to work a run emanating from such foreign depot, he/she will be allowed and paid for 
the time required to travel from his/her home depot to the foreign depot and return. Such traveling 
allowance will bemade, however, onlywhen the operator actually travels back and forth between the 
two (2) depots. An operator who is notified in advance to report from his/her residence to the 
foreign depot instead ofreporting to histher home depot, will be allowed traveling time only to the 
extent that the time required for him/her to travel from his/her residence to the foreign depot may 
exceed the time required for him/her to travel from his/her residence to his/her home depot. 
Likewise, an operator who clears at the foreign depot and does not return to his/her home depot will 
be allowed traveling time only to the extent that the time required to travel from the foreign depot to 
his/her residence may exceed the time required to travel from his/her home depot to his/her 
residence. 
The foreign depot shall be responsible for the correct computation 0 f traveling 
allowances, basing the same on scheduled running time. Unless the operator is delayed through no 
fault ofhis/her own, his/her traveling allowance must not be in excess of scheduled running time. 
Time allowed for traveling under the provisions of this paragraph shall, for the 
purpose of computing overtime, be treated as actual time worked. 
If an operator, sent to a foreign depot, is there assigned to a regular run, and if, after 
he/she leaves the depot, on such run, the run is later patched off because of weather or other 
conditions, he/she shall be paid a minimum equal to his/her regular rate ofpay for the traveling time 
allowed to him/her under this paragraph plus the full time allowed for the run on the schedule. To be 
entitled to this minimum, however, the operator must remain at the depot and be available for service 
at all times within the period oftime scheduled for the run; otherwise he/she will be paid only for the 
actual time on duty. 
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J. Relief Points Away From Depot 
When an operator is required to travel from his/her home depot to a distant point in 
order to start the first trip ofhislher run, or is required, after completing the last trip ofhis/her run at 
a point distant from his/her home depot, to return to such depot in order to clear, he/she shall be 
allowed traveling time based on the scheduled running time between the respective points and shall 
be paid for one (1) scheduled headway in addition to the said scheduled running time, and, ifthe run 
is a regular run, such traveling time shall be included in the time scheduled for the run. When, 
however, an operator is relieved for a swing at a point distant from hislher depot and, after the swing, 
continues hislher run from the same point at which he/she was relieved, he/she will be allowed no 
time for traveling to or from the depot in the interval. 
K. Picks of Runs and Tricks 
1) A Division pick ofbus runs will be held for bus operators once (1) yearlyjust 
prior to the effective date ofthe fall schedules. Immediately prior to such a pick a Division pick of 
drill and yard tricks for bus operators will be held; also a pick of any other tricks to the extent 
permitted by the Vice President, Surface Transit. Operators will be permitted to pick tricks or runs 
according to their preference status determined as set forth in subsection M. In a number to be 
detennined by the Vice President, operators will be permitted in accordance with their preference 
status to pick drill or yard work as extra operators. A list of such operators, in the order of their 
preference status, will be prepared and kept and such operators will have the privilege, in the order in 
which their names appear on such list, to pick drill or yard tricks when the same are available. 
Picking the right to be on said list, however, will not prevent an operator from picking a run, and if, 
having picked a run, the opportunity to do drill or yard work should be presented to himlher, he/she 
shall have the choice ofkeeping hislher run or accepting the assignment to drill or yard work. 
2) Depot picks ofruns or tricks will be held for bus operators twice (2) yearly, as 
soon as practicable after January 1st and just prior to the effective dates of the summer schedules. 
Additional depot picks may be held when lines are discontinued, new lines opened or lines 
transferred from one dq>ot to another or when, in the opinion ofthe Vice President, Surface Transit, 
a change ofschedule warrants a new depot pick. 
3) A pick of runs on a particular bus line will be held whenever the regular 
schedule for that line is changed or when runs are added to or eliminated from the schedule, provided 
the change in the schedule or the addition or elimination ofruns is to be effective for more than one 
(1) week. A line pick will be held also whenever ten percent (10%) ofthe regular runs on such line 
are open, provided such ten percent (10%) amounts to at least two (2) runs. 
4) When a line pick is to be held because ofa change in schedule or the addition 
or elimination ofruns, selection ofruns on the new schedule will, when practicable, be started before 
the new schedule is placed in operation, but in any case the selection of runs will be started within 
forty-eight (48) hours after the new schedule is placed in operation. In making assignments to runs 
on a new schedule which is put into operation before a pick is held, dispatchers shall assign operators 
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holding early runs on the old schedule to early runs on the new, and operators holding late runs on 
the old schedule to late runs on the new. When early runs are not available for all of the operators 
who had early runs on the old schedule, then those who cannot be given early runs on the new 
schedule shall be assigned to the extra list. Runs finishing before 9 P.M. shall be considered as early 
runs and runs finishing at 9 P.M. or later shall be considered as late runs. 
5) On any pick ofruns an operator who picks early runs on weekdays shall not be 
pennitted to pick late runs on Saturdays or Sundays, and operators picking late runs on weekdays 
shall not be pennitted to pick early runs on Saturdays or Sundays. 
6) When any pick is commenced it shall continue with as little delay as possible 
until it is completed. In depot picks, at least twenty (20) operators, commencing with those having 
the highest preference status, shall be assigned each day to make their selections of runs or tricks. 
7) When an operator expects to be absent at a time when he/she is assigned to 
make hislher selection of runs or tricks he/she may leave with hislher superior in writing a list of 
hislher choice ofruns or tricks, and in such case he/she will be assigned to the run or trick highest on 
such list which is not picked by an operator having a higher preference status than hislher, or he/she 
may authorize a representative to pick for him/her, in which event he/she will be assigned to the run 
or trick selected by such representative. If it be found that he/she cannot pick any of the runs or 
tricks on the list left by himlherwith hislher superior, or ifhe/she shall have failed to leave any such 
list with hislher superior and shall have failed to have an authorized representative present to pick for 
himlher, then, in hislher absence, hislher superior shall select and assign him/her to the earliest 
finishing run which hislher preference status would entitle him/her to select. 
8) The picks herein provided for shall include all regular runs on weekday, 
Saturday and Sunday schedules of the respective lines. At all bus depots there shall be relief run 
schedules calling for a different run each day for five (5) days in each week. Such schedules shall be 
included in all picks. The proper supervisors shall detennine how many ofsuch reliefrun schedules 
shall call for five (5) days work, and operators in choosing these relief run schedules shall have the 
right, according to their preference status, to select one (1) of the schedules calling for five (5) days 
work per week to the extent that they, respectively, are available for picking. 
9) If, during an interval between picks, a regular run becomes open, it shall be 
assigned to the extra operator who has the highest preference status. He/she shall hold the run until 
the next line, depot or system pick. 
10) When a new line is opened, all runs on the new line shall be put up for a depot 
pick and such pick shall start not later than forty-eight (48) hours after the commencement of 
operation of the new line. 
11) When a line is discontinued, operators losing runs as a result thereofshall be 
placed on the extra list and arrangements made for a depot pick which shall commence not later than 
forty-eight (48) hours from the date ofdiscontinuance of the line. 
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12) When a line is to be transfeued from one depot to another, arrangements shall 
be made for a depot pick at the depot which is to lose the line, prior to the date ofthe transfer, so that 
operators holding runs on the line to be transferred may choose whether to be transferred with the 
line to the other depot or to remain at their old depot. At the depot to which the line is transferred a 
depot pick, not only ofruns on the transferred line, but ofall other runs at that depot shall be held, 
the picking to commence not later than one (1) week from the date ofthe transfer ofthe line and all 
operators at the depot, including those transferred thereto along with the transferred line, shall be 
allowed to participate in the pick in accordance with their standing on the combined system 
preference list. 
13) Operators will not be allowed to permanently exchange runs after schedules 
are picked unless the exchange is approved by the Vice President, Surface Transit. Temporary 
exchange of runs, however, for a total ofnot exceeding fourteen (14) days between picks, may be 
arranged with the approval of the designated employee in charge of the depot. 
14) When the work of operators who have picked drill or yard tricks is 
unsatisfactory to the Bus Maintenance Department, such operators shall be returned to their 
respective depots and the operators at the head of the extra list of operators desiring drill or yard 
work shall be offered the opportunity to take the drill or yard tricks thus left open. 
15) When a Saturday or Sunday schedule is operated on a holiday which falls on a 
weekday, operators who have picked runs on a Saturday or Sunday schedule, depending upon which 
schedule is operated, shall work on such holiday the runs picked by them on such schedule, provided 
it is not their regular day off. Regular operators holding regular weekday runs who desire to be off 
on such holiday shall make request to be excused and those desiring to work shall be assigned to 
work, to the extent that work is available, as nearly as possible within the hours oftheir regular day's 
work. 
16) New schedules will be posted at least five (5) days prior to the commencement 
ofapick. 
17) If on the day of the actual pick an employee has been absent from duty for 
more than 30 days except for military leave, vacation orjuryduty immediately prior to the pick date, 
then that employee will not be eligible to pick. 
L. Picks of Vacations 
1) Once a year, at least two (2) months prior to the commencement ofthe vacation year, 
the operators at each depot shall pick the times for their respective vacations during the next 
vacation year. Preference in such picks shall depend upon the respective preference status of 
the operators at the depot, detennined as set forth in subsection M below. 
2) The Authority shall increase the quota of employees on vacation from an equal 
number of employees off on each week of the year to 10% above that number during the 
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weeks including May I to September 30; and the weeks of Christmas, New Years, 
Thanksgiving and Easter. 
3) Ifon the day ofthe actual pick an employee has been absent from duty for more than 
30 days except for military leave, vacation or jury duty immediately prior to the pick date, 
then that employee will not be eligible to pick. 
M. Preference Status of Operators. 
I) In all picks of vacations, runs and tours ofduty permanently appointed 
operators shall have preference over provisionals and provisionals shall not pick until all permanent 
operators have made their selections. Preferences in picks in any Division shall depend upon length 
of service as operator in that Division, except that operators pennanently appointed prior to 
November 25, 1949, or permanently appointed after that date from the 1948 Civil Service eligible 
list for Bus Operator, shall pick in the same order, as among themselves, in which they picked prior 
to November 25, 1949. Any operator permanently appointed from a Civil Service eligible list 
promulgated subsequent to the promulgation of the 1948 Bus Operator list shall, for the purpose of 
determining hislher preference in picks among permanent operators, receive no credit for provisional 
service rendered prior to his/her permanent appointment unless it is provisional service in the 
Division to which he/she is permanently appointed which continued without interruption right up to 
the time ofhislher permanent appointment and even for such service he/she shall not receive credit 
which will give him/her preference in picks over any operator who, on November 25, 1949, was a 
permanent operator or who was appointed from a Civil Service eligible list promulgated for the title 
ofBus Operator prior to the promulgation of the list from which he/she, himself/herself, was 
appointed. 
2) When two (2) or more operators are hereafter appointed to the same Division 
from the same Civil Service eligible list on the same date and no one ofthem is entitled to credit for 
provisional service in determining his/herpreference status for picks, their standing on the preference 
list shall be in the same order as their certification by the Civil Service Commission 0 r City 
Personnel Director for appointment. 
3) Any operator assigned or transferred from one (1) depot to another shall retain 
hislher standing on the combined system preference list for the purpose of the next pick at such 
depot, but in the meantime will be carried on the extra list at such depot until an open run is 
available. 
N. Reporting Regulations 
1) An operator holding or assigned in advance to a regular run must report for 
work not later than the reporting time specified in the schedule. 
2) Operators on extra list, including extra operators and regular operators 
working as extras, must report not later than the time specified opposite their names on the extra list. 
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3) Operators on swings must report for the second parts of their runs not later 
than the time specified therefor on the schedules. 
4) Operators who fail to report on time shall go to the foot ofthe extra list, A.M. 
or P.M., whichever they were assigned to. If there is no work available for them and they are not 
held more than one (1) hour, they shall receive no compensation or allowance for reporting. Ifheld 
more than an hour they shall be paid only for the time they are held. 
5) The foregoing paragraph shall not be applicable when an operator is late 
because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the New York City Transit System and establishes 
such fact to the satisfaction of hislher superior. In such case, if he/she be a regular operator and 
hislher own run shall have been sent out before hislher arrival at the depot, he/she shall be assigned 
to such other run or trick as may be available and shall be allowed at least hislher regular rate ofpay 
for the time scheduled for hislher own regular run provided he/she holds himself7herselfavailable for 
and performs such work as may be assigned to him/her within the period scheduled for hislher 
regular run. Ifhe/she be an extra operator or a regular operator working as an extra, he/she shall not 
lose hislher place on the extra list and shall be treated in all respects as though he/she had reported on 
time. 
6) When by sudden change in schedule, notice ofwhich is not posted at the depot 
by 12 o'clock noon on the day before the change is effective, a regular operator whose reporting time 
is advanced by such change in schedule without notice to him/her, and who for this reason reports 
late for hislher run, will be treated in the same manner as provided for in paragraph 5) above. This 
also applies if the first notice ofchange in schedule shall have been posted only the day before the 
change becomes effective and the operator shall have been absent from duty on that day, unless 
hislher absence was without leave or unless he/she was personally notified ofthe change in schedule. 
O. Extra Lists 
1) An extra list will be posted daily at each depot. On this list the names ofextra 
operators assigned to the particular depot shall be arranged in the order oftheir preference status for 
the pwpose ofpicks. 
2) Regular operators assigned to work as extras on a particular day, but not 
operators who report voluntarily without having been ordered to do so, shall be assigned to work 
from the extra list on that day in advance ofall extra operators. 
3) An extra operator or a regular operator who is assigned a day or more in 
advance to a regular run which is not hislher own, will be considered as a regular operator for the day 
ofsuch run and will be allowed time for the run on the same basis as the regular operator who held 
the run would have been allowed it. 
4) Any extra operator will be assigned to open runs or tricks according to 
preference status on a day to day basis. 
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5) A regular run which has become permanently open shall be open for bidding 
to the extra list operators according to their preference status. If no one has indicated hislher 
preference for this run, then it will be assigned to the last employee on the extra list. He/she shall 
hold that run and be considered a regular operator until the next line, depot or system pick. 
P. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off. 
1) An employee who is required to work on hislherregular dayoffin any payroll 
week will be allowed time and one-halffor hislher work on hislher regular day offand will be given 
at least eight (8) hours work. 
2) Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be 
eligible for pay at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work 
at least three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. Ifthe 
employee was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must produce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
Q. Extra Trips and "Specials" 
An operator who has a regularly scheduled run will, ifrequired to make extra trips in 
addition to such scheduled run, be allowed time and one-half for the time necessary to make such 
extra trips. He/she shall not be required to make any extra trip, however, unless there is no relief 
operator available to relieve him/her. 
For "specials" any operator, whether he/she has a regularly assigned run or not, will 
be paid, including any overtime and all other allowances, a minimum offour (4) hours pay at hislher 
regular rate. 
R. Split Runs 
When an operator fails to finish hislher run and another operator is assigned to relieve 
him/her, each operator shall receive the reporting - clearing allowance provided in sub-section B. 5). 
The operator starting the run and not finishing it shall be paid only for the actual time worked, the 
reporting-clearing allowance to be treated as time worked. 
S. Snow Work 
I) Operators working on snow equipment, including plows, and sand or salt 
spreaders, or performing miscellaneous snow work such as shoveling snow, etc., shall be paid for 
such work at the rate oftime and one-halfat theirregular rate ofpay for all such work, either within 
or outside of their usual working time. 
2) Operators held in reserve for snow work shall be paid at their regular hourly 
rate ofpay for the time so held before being put to work, except that when an operator is so held after 
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the completion ofa regular run he/she will be paid at one and one-halftimes his/her regular rate of 
pay for time so held. 
3) Premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the 
employee actually perfonns such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such 
work would not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances 
shall snow pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made 
prior to March 31, 1985 
T. Reimbursement for Dismissed Traffic Violations 
The Department ofBuses will reimburse a Bus Operator up to four (4) hours straight 
time pay for one court appearance related to any instance wherein the Bus Operator has received a 
traffic violation related to the operation of the bus and has been fully exonerated by a court of 
competent jurisdiction. The Bus Operator must submit proofsatisfactory to the Authorities that the 
charges have been completely dismissed. 
U. Preventable Accidents 
Bus accidents will be rated as either "preventable" or "non-preventable" based on 
the specific facts of each case. The fact that an accident is rated preventable does not 
automatically trigger a disciplinary action. The rater of the accident can detennine that a 
reinstruction or counseling may be a more effective tool to modify employee behavior based on 
the specific details ofa given case rather than recommending disciplinary action. 
V. Miscellaneous Provisions 
1) A Joint Management-Union Committee will be established to accept input 
and suggestions from T.W.U. Local 100 regarding new bus procurements and bus design including 
such items as the Bus Operator work station. The Committee will be advisory only and Management 
retains its right to make the final detennination concerning any designs on the bus or bus purchases. 
There will be no increase in the current level ofunion release time for this committee. 
2) The Transit Authority will maintain and provide a toll-free (800) number for 
use by Bus Operators making road calls. 
3) The Transit Authority shall provide toilet facilities for Bus Operators, where 
feasible, on those lines which lack such facilities. 
4) The Transit Authority and the Union shall jointly develop a pilot accident 
reduction incentive program for bus operators. 
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W. Annual or Periodic Instructions 
1. Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in 
addition to, hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such 
attendance time and one-halfat hislher regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee, because of 
errors or dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
2. The Authority will include training for Bus Operators on completing accident 
reports. This training will be part of the Bus Operators bi-annual 19A training and probationary 
training. 
x. Shifting QualificationlDifferential 
Effective with the implementation of the general pick for calendar year 1986, only 
Bus Operators or incumbent Shifters who have passed a shifting qualification test will be allowed to 
pick and/or work shifting tricks and extras. The test will be designed in consultation with the Union. 
All eligible personnel desiring to take the test will be given the opportunity to attend a 
training/qualification session on a RDO on a voluntarybasis. Personnel attending such a session will 
be paid run pay only for the first and second session. Any subsequent attendance will be without 
pay. Personnel who do not qualify will not be allowed to attend another training qualification 
session for six (6) months. Personnel who have two (2) or more preventable accidents while shifting 
during any twelve (12) month period will be disqualified for twelve (12) months. Personnel 
disqualified twice (2) will not be allowed to attend another training qualification session for two (2) 
years. Personnel disqualified three (3) times will not be allowed to attend another training 
qualification session for ten (10) years. 
The basic pay rate for shifting will be the Operator's basic rate plus twenty-five cents 
(25¢) per hour. Shifters who perform the duties ofRevenue Attendants shall be paid a differential of 
50¢ per hour. Incumbent Shifters and Operators disqualified from passenger service working as 
Shifters as of the implementation of the general pick for calendar year 1986 who do not qualify as 
Shifters will be reassigned to other duties or reclassified to another title in accordance with 
applicable provisions of this Agreement. Such personnel will be reassigned to other duties or 
reclassified to another title before being transferred from shifting. Nothing in this provision will be 
construed to affect either party's contractual rights with respect to shifting issues. 
Y. Single Day Vacations 
Employees will be given the opportunity to take either one or two weeks of their 
vacation allowance in single days, or cash-in one or two weeks of their vacation allowance, or take 
one of two weeks ofthe vacation allowance in single days, and the second ofthe two weeks in cash 
provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks before the general pick. Employees 
who choose to cash in a single week or two weeks shall have the choice of receiving the payment 
concurrent with their first week of picked vacation, or at any subsequent time. Employees who 
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choose to take a week or two weeks in single days who are unable to take all five (5) or ten (10) days 
as of the end of the vacation year will be paid in cash for all unused days. Cash sums paid to 
employees, who choose to cash in one or two weeks ofvacation or unused single vacation days, will 
not be considered pensionable income. Under either option, employees will not choose weeks during 
the annual vacation pick in which to take unused single days. 
In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week or 
two weeks of vacation in single days to take such days off, a minimum daily quota for single day 
vacations, AVA days, and personal days will be established in each depot equal to one and a half 
percent of the total number ofoperators assigned to the depot. If the percentage figure results in a 
fraction of.50 or below, the dailyminimum quota for the depot will be the precedingwhole number. 
Ifthe percentage figure results in a fraction above .50, the daily minimum quota for the depot will be 
the subsequent whole number. 
Employees' Birthdays will not be included in the calculation of the one and a half 
percent (1.5%) A.V.A. quota. 
Z. Employee Recognition Program 
All union members of the Employee Recognition Program will be compensated at 
their regular rate plus twenty-five percent (25%) only for work performed on the Program. This 
additional payment is provided to fully compensate members for all other additional expenses 
incurred as a result of the nature of the Program's activities. 
AA Summer Bus operator Unifonn 
The Authority will add "Bennuda" shorts to the items available to bus operators as 
part ofthe summer unifonn. The Authority shall provide guidelines as to the appropriate socks to be 
worn with said shorts. 
BB. ReliefFacilities 
The Authority agrees to begin immediatelya good faith effort to provide and maintain 
facilities on all bus routes. The Authority and the Union agree to meet quarterly to review progress. 
CC. Shoe Benefit 
The Authoritywill provide each bus operatorwith two pairs ofshoes every two years 
to be worn with the bus operator unifonn. Shoes will be distributed to the operators on their own 
time. 
DO. Articulated Bus Differential 
Bus Operators will be paid a $0.25 per hour differential exclusively while operating 
an articulated bus in passenger service. 
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EE. Line Instructor QUalifications/Instruction Allowance 
1) An Operator shall qualifY for consideration as a Line Instructor ifhe/she meets 
the following criteria: (a) a minimum of three years ofpassenger service experience; (b) no more 
than one preventable accident in the past twelve (12) months and (c) no suspension for operating 
violations including passenger complaints in the last twelve (12) months. 
An operator meeting the above criteria will be jointly selected by the Union and 
Management on the basis ofhis/her seniority to participate in a "Train the Trainer" program and be 
certified bi-annually to instruct. 
2) An Operator qualified and certified in accordance with subsection (1) above 
shall be paid an extra time allowance oftwo (2) hours at hislher regular rate ofpay for each day or 
portion thereofduring which he/she has student Operators under instructions, except in cases where 
other operators are assigned to them for one (1) round trip to acquaint themselves with the line or 
with special equipment used thereon. When more than one (1) round trip is involved, then the 
regular instruction allowance of two (2) hours at his/her regular rate ofpay shall be paid. 
3) Operators picking routes which they have not previously driven will be 
allowed to take one round trip on the picked route at time and one half. Operators picking the extra 
board or vacation reliefwill be allowed to take one round trip on all depot routes which they have 
not previously driven at time and one half. Operators will not be provided with line training on 
routes which they have previously driven unless the line has undergone major revisions. 
FF. Transfers 
The Union acknowledges that Management might deem it necessary to transfer employees to 
meet the needs ofservice. The following provisions reflect a reasonable and cooperative process for 
dealing with the issue ofemployee transfer when it is established that there is a significant shortage 
in one depot over the other as determined by the General Manager of the Division, or in his/her 
absence, the ChiefTransportation Officer. 
1) Management will notifY the Union as soon as possible of the need to make a 
transfer. 
2) Volunteers will be solicited by the Union and Management from the 
transferring depot. In the event that there are no volunteers or an insufficient number ofvolunteers, 
bus operators will be transferred in inverse seniority order. No permanent operator will be 
involuntarily transferred from hislher picked depot until all probationary operators at that depot have 
been transferred to fill the shortage. Any permanent bus operator who is involuntarily transferred 
will suffer no loss ofwork. 
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3) Once notification is given to the Union ofthe need to transfer, the process of 
identifying and transferring the affected employees will be completed as soon as 
possible but in a period not to exceed two (2) weeks from the date ofnotice. 
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SECTION 5.2 - TA SURFACE MAINTENANCE 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and 
prescribed by their superiors subject to approval by the Authority, but the regularly scheduled hours 
ofwork for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) hours in anyone 
(1) day. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements prevent it. 
3) The regular working time for all employees scheduled to work forty (40) hours 
per week, shall be eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per week. 
4) There may be one (1), two (2) or three (3) shifts employed at any shop orbam. 
The starting time of any shift will depend on service requirements. 
5) Any employee who is required to and does report for hislher regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, will be allowed pay for 
the full time of his/her scheduled tour ofduty for that day. 
6) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on 
the New York City Transit System, shall suffer no loss of pay for time lost on account of such 
lateness, provided such interruption as the cause ofhis/her lateness is established to the satisfaction 
ofhislher superior. 
7) Except in a case covered by subsection 6) above, an employee who reports for 
duty late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
8) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's 
notice, he/she shall be paid at the rate oftime and one-half for time worked on the changed tour of 
duty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
B. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of hislher regularly scheduled 
working hours on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe 
employee's regularly scheduled tour of duty, will be allowed for such excess service or overtime, 
time and one-half at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled 
tours ofduty to absorb overtime. 
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3) Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the employees qualified 
for the work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 of this 
Agreement. 
4) Overtime Salary Cap - Effective June 2, 1998, the salary cap for all 
Maintenance employees, including maintainers helpers and cleaners, shall be a maximum of $72, 
250.00 per annum which includes all pay code events. All contractual wage increases will be added 
to the maximum cap allowance. 
The overtime cap will be computed based on a rolling 52 week period which will be 
updated every four (4) weeks. The remaining provisions ofSection 1.12 shall continue to apply. 
The eight (8) hour rule shall remain in effect. 
NYC Transit and the Union agree to meet as required to review any problems that 
may arise in covering work that may necessitate further changes and to ensure that overtime is 
equitably distributed. 
C. Rest Periods and Tool and Area Clean-Up 
Non-productive paid time during a regular eight (8) hour tour shall be limited to: a) 
two (2) ten (10) minute rest periods during a shift and b) a five (5) minute period for tool and work 
area clean-up at the end ofa shift. 
Employees may also punch out ten (lO) minutes prior to the conclusion of their 
scheduled tour ofduty in their work clothes. 
D. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed a thirty (30) 
minute lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when 
their actual working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour ofduty 
who is prevented, through no fault ofhislher own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch 
within the period specified therefor in his/her schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at 
hisllier regular hourly rate provided the loss of time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
E. Cold Weather Work 
If an employee, after being released upon the completion ofhis/her regular tour of 
duty and before the commencement ofhislher next regular tour ofduty, but not on hislher regular 
day off, is required to report back for cold weather work, not including snow, sleet or storm duty, 
he/she will be allowed time and one-half for all such work, provided however, that if he/she is 
ordered to and does report for such work five (5) hours or more before the commencement ofhislher 
next regular tour ofduty he/she shall receive a minimum or eight (8) hours pay at hislher regular rate, 
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and if he/she is ordered to and does report for such work less t han five ( 5) hours before the 
commencement ofhis/her next regular tour ofduty he/she will be held until such regular tour ofduty 
commences. Ifheld over for cold weather work after the completion ofa regular tour ofduty, he/she 
will be allowed time and one-half for such cold weather work but no more. 
F. Special Snow Work Allowance 
An employee will be paid time and one-halfwhen assigned to work at or around the 
outside of a garage shoveling snow, spreading salt, plowing by mechanical means, and loading or 
unloading salt. 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly 
assigned duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the 
employee actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such 
work would not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances 
shall snow pay premium payments be made for work if such paYments would not have been made 
prior to March 31,1985. 
G. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a 
day off, other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all 
work on such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum of one and one-half 
times his/her regular full day's pay. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. If the 
employee was absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
An employee's day off, ifit comes between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty which are 
thirty-two (32) hours or more apart, will commence eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the 
completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and will continue for twenty-four (24) consecutive 
hours. In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two (2) scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning ofthe first day offwill be 
eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last previous tour ofduty and 
the end of the second day off will be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning of the first day off. 
H. Picks 
The extent and method ofpicking jobs within a classification in the department will, 
if possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the exclusive Union 
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Grievance Representative ofthe employees in the group affected. In the event ofdisagreement, the 
decision shall be made by the Vice President, Surface Transit. Such decision may be made subject to 
the grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health 0 r safety 0 r 
unreasonably disregards the normal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids ajob by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet normal production in a reasonable length of time, normally a period of ten (10) days. 
Employees in each class of work in each of the separate units shall be entitled to 
preferences, as among themselves, in vacation picks and any other picks which may be permitted in 
such unit, in accordance with their preference status. Only employees assigned to the particular unit 
in which the pick is held shall partake therein. For the purpose ofthis subsection, each bus division 
shall be considered as a separate unit for each class of work conducted therein, and regulations 
governing each pick shall be agreed to prior to the pick by Management and the recognized labor 
organization. 
The foregoing provisions for detennining the preference status of employees in 
respect ofpicks are subject to the following exceptions and qualifications: 
1) Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining length of 
service in a particular position unless the provisional appointee shall receive a permanent 
appointment to such position from an eligible list for the Division in which he/she served as a 
provisional immediately upon the termination of his/her status as a provisional and without 
interruption of continuous service in the position, and even then his/her preference status shall be 
below that ofany employee appointed to the position from any eligible list which was promulgated 
by the City Civil Service Commission orCity Personnel Directorprior to the promulgation ofthe list 
from which he/she, himself7herself, was appointed. 
2) Any employee who shall have taken an examination for promotion to a higher 
position in the Division to which he/she is assigned and who is subsequently appointed to such 
higher position in that Division from the promotion eligible list certified by the City Civil Service 
Commission or City Personnel Director as the result of said examination, shall have preference in 
picks over any employee in such higher position who may have been transferred to that Division 
from another Division subsequent to such examination, provided the latter was not himself7herself 
employed at the time ofunification in the Division where the examination was held. 
I. Night Duty 
In making assignments to night duty except where such assignments are rotated, those 
to be assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who have the 
lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done at night. 
An employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction ofhis/her superior, is temporarily required to 
change his/her shift on a special assignment, will be allowed time and one-half for time worked 
during the first (I st) seven (7) consecutive calendar days that such special assignment or emergency 
work may continue. This subsection does not apply where the change is part of an employee's 
selected schedule. 
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J. Transfers 
The Transit Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an employee in any 
unit ofanyDivision with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit to transfer and 
assign him/her to work in any other unit ofthat Division or in any unit ofany other Division where 
there may be work for himlher to do within hislher title or classification. At any time after hislher 
transfer ifa vacancy in his/her title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, he/she will 
be given one opportunity to elect to return to such unit with the same preference status which he/she 
would have had, had he/she remained there. 
Employees appointed to the Brooklyn Division will be "frozen" in that Division, 
except: 
1) A) That they may be eligible for transfer to 126th Street, (Manhattan) or B) to 
the extent that employees may become excess or be covered by the restricted duty policy. 
K. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instruction in the 
performance of their regular duties, they shall be allowed their regular rate of pay for all time 
necessarily consumed, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the 
performance of hislher duties, is required by order of the Transit Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instruction, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Employees attending classes voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without 
pay. 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time 
and one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
L. Safety Equipment 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as may be authorized by the Head ofthe Department. 
Bus Maintainers "A" and liB" and Maintainer's Helpers on road call trucks will have 
adequate foul weather gear available to them. 
Whenever a single Bus Maintenance employee is sent out on a road call to a 
hazardous area during periods ofdarkness, a Surface Line Patrol Car will also be dispatched to the 
scene of the road call. 
M. Tool Allowance 
1) Permanent employees in the title ofBus Maintainer "~" Bus Maintainer "B," 
and Mechanical Maintainer "C," who complete their probationary period shall be granted two­
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hundred and fifty dollars ($250) in reimbursement ofthe purchase ofrequired hand tools on the date 
that they complete their probationary period. 
2) In July ofeach year, the Authority shall pay to each permanent employee in 
the title ofBus Maintainer"A," Bus Maintainer "B," and Mechanical Maintainer "e," who has been 
in such title for at least eighteen (18) months, a tool allowance of two-hundred and fifty dollars 
($250). The $250 allowance will be payable by separate check. 
3) Where it is established to the satisfaction ofManagement that any such tools 
have been stolen while on the property of the Authority, without negligence on the part of the 
employee, reimbursement will be made by the Transit Authority, but such reimbursement will be 
limited to a total amount ofthree hundred dollars ($300) for each such incident and dependent on the 
number and value oftools stolen. In consideration ofthe above tool allowance, the Transit Authority 
retains and reasserts its right to hold tool inspections at such time as it deems advisable for 
completeness of tool kit and condition of tools. Supervision shall determine the value of stolen 
tools. 
4) Where it is established to the satisfaction ofManagement that a rollawaytool 
box has been stolen while on Transit Authority property, without negligence on the part of the 
employee, reimbursement up to maximum of one hundred dollars ($100) shall be made. Such 
reimbursement shall be additional to reimbursement for stolen tools as provided above. 
5) A Maintainer entitled to a tool allowance under this provision shall be entitled 
to a "special tool allowance" if the Transit Authority should require that metric tools be part of the 
required tools in hislher tool chest. The amount ofthe "special tool allowance" shall be determined 
by the Authority at the time such tools are required. 
N. Prescription Glasses 
Ifa Maintainer breaks a pair ofprescription glasses while performing his/her duties, 
he/she shall be reimbursed in full by the Authority for the usual, reasonable and customary cost of 
repairing the glasses, or if the glasses cannot be repaired, for the usual, reasonable and customary 
cost of replacing the glasses with substantially equivalent glasses. No reimbursement for 
replacement ofglasses shall be allowed unless the employee has first obtained any payment to which 
he/she may be entitled for glasses under the Optical Plan provided by the Union-Authorities' Joint 
Welfare Benefit Trust and the Transit Authority shall only have to reimburse such an employee for 
the portion of the cost of the replacement glasses which exceeds the benefit provided by the Trust. 
No employee may receive any reimbursement for the cost of replacement glasses unless he/she 
submits a statement from hislher Optician that the broken glasses cannot be repaired and the broken 
glasses shall be submitted to and become the property of the Transit Authority. An employee shall 
be entitled to no more than one (1) reimbursement for broken glasses. 
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o. Work Shoe Benefit 
The Authority will provide each maintenance employee (plant and Equipment, Central Road 
Service, and Fleet Services included) with one pair ofsafety shoes per year. Applicable provisions of 
the July 21, 1999 stipulation as to the wearing ofsafety shoes are incorporated as Appendix G-l 0 of 
this Agreement. 
P. Outdoor Clothing 
The Authority will provide outdoor clothing for employees whose job functions 
require that they work outdoors (including Central Road Service, Cleaners that sweep buses outside 
of depot buildings and A.M. Road Service employees at depots where the buses are parked and 
pulled out from outdoor areas). This clothing will consist of "bib" coveralls and jacket. The 
clothing will have reflective safety markings and may be marked with appropriate New York City 
Transit logos. 
Q. Vacation: Prime Time and Single Day 
1) Employees who want either to take a week of their annual vacation in single 
days or to cash in a single week of their vacation allowance will be given the opportunity to do so 
provided that they commit to do so approximately six (6) weeks before the general pick. Employees 
who choose to cash in a single week shall have the choice ofreceiving the payment concurrent with 
their first week ofpicked vacation, or at any subsequent time. Employees who choose to take aweek 
in single days who are unable to take all five (5) days as ofthe end of the vacation year will be paid 
in cash for all unused days. Cash sums paid to employees, who choose to cash in a single week of 
vacation or unused single vacation days, will not be considered pensionable income. Under either 
option, employees will not choose a week during the annual vacation pick in which to take unused 
single days. In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week of 
vacation in single days to take such days ofT, a minimum daily quota for single day vacations, AVA 
days, and personal days will be established in each depot equal to one percent (l%) of the total 
number of operators assigned to the depot. If the percentage figure results in a fraction of .50 or 
below, the daily minimum quota for the depot will be the precedingwhole number. Ifthe percentage 
figure results in a fraction above .50, the daily minimum quota for the depot will be the subsequent 
whole number. 
2) TheAuthority shall increase the quotaofemployees on vacation from an equal 
number of employees off on each week of the year to 10% above that number during the weeks 
includingMay I to September 30; and the weeks ofChristmas, NewYears, Thanksgiving and Easter. 
R. Employee Recognition Program 
All union members of the Employee Recognition Program will be compensated at 
their regular rate plus twenty-five percent (25%) only for work performed on the Program. This 
additional payment is provided to fully compensate members for all other additional expenses 
incurred as a result of the nature ofProgram activities. 
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S. Work Procedure Review Team 
A Work Procedure Review Team shall be established in the Department ofBuses to review 
such tasks or functions perfonned in the operating depots as are submitted to the Team and 
recommend a nonn or standard for the perfonnance of these functions in the TAJOA Maintenance 
Divisions. In making its recommendations the work procedure review team shall be guided by the 
principle that the nonn or standard should be the lowest reasonable and appropriate time within 
which a trained mechanic could perfonn a task or function on an ongoing basis. 
The Team shall consist offour members, two ofwhom shall be designated by the Union and 
two of whom shall be designated by the Authorities. The parties shall determine who their 
representatives shall be and have the option ofdesignating non TAJOA employees or non Union 
officials. 
The Team shall review the present work perfonnance of any function submitted to it in 
recommending a nonn for that function, as well as possible variants in the different work sites. The 
recommendation of a majority of the Team shall be the nonn for the task or function. 
This Team shall function so long as both parties agree thereto. 
Where at least the majority of the Team is unable to make a recommendation, the Chief 
Maintenance Officer and/or the appropriate TWU Vice President will propose a nonn taking into 
consideration the findings of the Team. If no agreement is reached, the parties shall submit the 
dispute to a third-party arbitrator selected by the parties for resolution of this particular dispute, for 
final and binding resolution. It is understood that any disputes will be resolved "expeditiously. 
Work time savings, if any, over present perfonnance, shall not be used to reduce present 
manning levels or overtime work but rather to enhance the operating efficiency of the fleet. 
Failure to meet a nonn shall not be the basis for discipline in and of itself. 
The June 3, 1996 Agreement regarding Surface Maintenance Productivity Procedures is 
attached as part ofAppendix G-6. No employee will be laid offas a direct result ofthe productivity 
. initiatives undertaken by the parties in surface maintenance as reflected in the June 3, 1996 
Agreement. This provision does not apply to other productivity agreements. 
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T.	 Productivity Incentive Bonus Program 
The parties entered into an agreement in 1994 and 1996 concerning the improvement 
oftask times for certain bus repair functions and are seeking to immediately improve maintenance 
productivity, to continue to improve productivity over future years, and to reward employees with a 
bonus where agreed upon levels of performance are met. It is the parties intent that the work 
performed meet industry standards for safety, quality, reliability, functionality and appearance. The 
provisions in the 1994 and 1996 agreements related to the Work Procedure Review Team and 
reclassification shall continue in effect.- It is understood that any reclassification can be appealed 
directly for review by the Senior Vice President, Department ofBuses. 
1.	 The "flat rate times" will become the agreed upon repair times for all maintenance 
functions when the program commences. Where applicable, trouble shooting and 
diagnostics are covered by this agreement. The Parties agree to work together to 
commence the agreement as soon as possible. 
2.	 The Work Procedure Review Team (the "team") will continue as the accepted 
process for reviewing and reevaluating the agreed upon standard repair times and 
procedures under the following circumstances: 
a.)	 Ifajob cannot be performed within the "flat rate time" more than 80% ofthe 
time, the job can be referred to the team; 
b.)	 Management may refer a job for review where it is consistently performed in 
less that the "flat rate time;" and 
c.)	 Jobs and procedures which have no prescribed "flat rate times" will be 
evaluated by the Team. 
3.	 CMF Programs 
a) The "Flat rate times" will immediately be adopted as the repair time for all 
CMF programs. 
b) The process used by the Work Procedure Review Team will be utilized to 
develop repair times for any jobs or procedures that do not have a prescribed "flat 
rate" repair time. 
4.	 Core Jobs 
Core jobs will be performed in accordance with the times which have already been 
established by the Work Procedure Review Team, excluding the sixteen (16) core 
jobs established without TWU participation which will be at "flat rate times." 
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5.	 In January 2000, all Maintainers shall receive a $300.00 bonus. 
6.	 Central Road Service and Support Fleet maintainers will receive a $300.00 bonus in 
January 2000 with the understanding that the parties will work expeditiously toward 
reaching a productivity agreement for these groups. 
7.	 Commencing the first two full quarters of the program, any individual maintainer 
who meets the above-stated standards on ninetypercent (90%) ofthe assigned jobs or 
procedures shall receive a six hundred dollar ($600.00) bonus to be paid within 
twenty (20) work days from the end ofthe quarter. After the first two full quarters, a 
maintainer must achieve ninety-five percent (95%) compliance to receive the bonus. 
Commencing in the second quarter of the year 2002, the bonus will be increased to 
seven hundred dollars ($700.00). 
8.	 The computation for compliance with the flat rate times will be a comparison ofthe 
flat rate time total for the assigned jobs compared against the total time the 
maintainer utilized to complete the assignedjob(s). 
9.	 In order to receive the bonus, the employee must actually work eight (8) weeks in the 
quarter in which the bonus is to be paid. Paid vacation shall count as time actually 
worked. 
10.	 Management and the Union will monitor the program on a daily basis, and 
compliance will be measured and monitored utilizing New York City Transit's work 
order system. 
11.	 All flat rate times assume that the bus is in position, parts are at the bus and any 
special tools and equipment are available. Contractual meals and break times are not 
included in the calculated work time. 
12.	 It is in the interest of both parties to maintain a productivity agreement beyond the 
term of this Agreement. 
The August 7,2002 Agreement regarding the implementation ofthe Productivity Incentive 
Program is attached hereto as part ofAppendix G-6. 
U.	 Miscellaneous Agreements 
The following provisions shall be in effect during the life of the agreement. 
1. Employees in jobs designated as "frozen" for a specific length oftime, will 
pick their vacation separately from other maintenance employees. 
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2. When the Authority performs a procedure study, a union representative may 
be present on paid release time. 
3. S.D. and Heavy S.D., lines will be scheduled offon major holidays. Major 
holidays are defined as New Year's Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and 
Christmas Day. 
One week prior to any other scheduled holiday, management will consult with 
the applicable union representative for a list ofqualified employees to work the holiday. 
4. An employee who "calls in" requesting to take a day offone (1) hour prior to 
the beginning of his scheduled tour of duty, may be granted paid accumulation time for the date 
requested, provided that the established quotas are not exceeded and satisfactory proofis submitted 
that an emergency existed that prevented the employees from reporting to work. 
5. Ifan employee's driving pennit expires through no fault ofhis own, prior to 
Authority qualification, they will be allowed to be excused from work to renew their permit. This 
provision only applies to employees who are scheduled for the day shift with Saturdayand Sunday as 
RDD's. 
V. Meal Allowance Payments for DOB Maintenance Employees 
1. The Union agrees that the payment ofmeal allowances "in cash" under Section 
2.17 C and F will be interpreted to include payments made in an employee's regular pay check. 
2. The parties agree to interpret the phrase ''work made necessary by the failure of 
another employee to report for duty" under Section 2.17 F to include AVA's, single day vacation 
days, change of tours that are granted, and personal business. 
3. The parties agree that overtime work performed to cover absences caused by sick, 
suspension time, leaves to attend UAP or EAP, vacations, training, vacancies, injury on duty, and 
jury duty will not be considered ''work made necessary by the failure ofanother employee to 
report for duty" for the purposes ofpayment ofmeal allowances under Section 2.17 F. 
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SECTION 5.3 - SURFACE (TA) PLANT & EQUlPMENT 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and 
prescribed by their superiors, subject to approval by the Transit Authority, but the regularly 
scheduled hours ofwork for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week, or eight (8) 
hours in anyone day. 
2) At least two (2) consecutive days rest, without pay, during the calendar or 
payroll week shall be allowed to each employee, except in emergencies or when service requirements 
prevent it. 
3) All scheduled tricks shall be straight tricks and there shall be no swing tricks 
in this department. There may, however, be rotating tricks and an employee may be required to work 
certain hours one week and certain other hours another week. 
4) Any employee, who is required to and does report for hislher regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, will be allowed pay for 
the full time ofhislher scheduled tour ofduty. 
5) An employee reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on 
the New York City Transit System shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost on that account, provided 
such interruption as the cause of hislher lateness is established to the satisfaction of hislher 
supervisor. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 5) above, an employee who reports for 
duty late may lose part or all ofhislher day's work -and shall be paid only for time worked. 
B. Overtime 
1) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled 
working hours on any day whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end of the 
employee's regularly scheduled tour ofduty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, 
time and one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Union and Management agree to modify Structured Overtime Rules. 
3) Required overtime will be spread fairly among the employees qualified for the 
work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 ofthis Agreement. 
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C. Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be allowed thirty (30) 
minutes lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when 
their actual working time exceeds six (6) hours. Any employee on a straight trick or tour of duty 
who is prevented, through no fault ofhislher own, from having at least twenty (20) minutes for lunch 
within the period specified therefor in hislher schedule, will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at 
hislher regular hourly rate providing the loss of lunch time is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Superintendent. 
D. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly 
assigned duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the 
employee actually perfonns such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such 
work would not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance 
shall snow pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made 
prior to March 31, 1985. 
E. Payment for Work on Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for himlher as a 
day off, other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one half for all 
work on such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum of one and one-half 
times hislher regular full day's pay. 
In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days off within a period of 
fifty-six (56) hours or more between two scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning of the first day off 
will be eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last previous tour of 
duty and the end of the second day offwill be forty-eight (48) hours after the beginning ofthe first 
day off. 
Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. If the 
employee was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must produce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day off. 
F. Night Duty Assignments 
In making assignments to night duty, except where such assignments are rotated, 
those to be assigned will be the employees in the particular unit where night duty is required who 
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have the lowest preference status and are familiar with and qualified for the work which is to be done 
at night except where a senior employee requests such assignment as a matter ofchoice. 
G. Change of Shifts 
1) Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than a week's 
notice, he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time worked on the changed tour of 
duty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after notice was given. 
2) An employee on a fixed day shift who, by direction of hislher superior, is 
temporarily required to change to night work on a special assignment or an emergencyjob, will be 
allowed time and one-halffor each night's work during the first (lst) seven (7) consecutive calendar 
days that such special assignment or emergency job may continue. 
On a temporary change oftour ofduty for three (3) days or less, the employee 
shall be allowed on the last day of such temporary assignment to work both the changed tour and 
hislher regular tour. 
3) This subsection does not apply to employees on rotating shifts or where the 
change is part of the employee's selected schedule. 
H. Transfers 
The Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an employee in any unit of 
any Division with divisional seniority for whom there is no work in such unit, to transfer and assign 
him/her to work in any other unit of that division or in any unit ofany other Division where there 
may be work for him/her to do within hislher title or classification. At any time after his/her transfer, 
ifa vacancy in hislher title occurs in the unit from which he/she was transferred, he/she will be given 
one (l) opportunity to elect to return to such unit from which he/she was transferred with the same 
preference status he/she would have had had he/she remained there. An employee appointed to a 
Division other than the Division ofhis/her choice, will be given one (1) opportunity to return to the 
Division ofhislher choice when a vacancy occurs in that Division. Division(s) are defined as those 
areas within TA Surface. 
I. Instructions 
When employees are required to report for schooling or for instructions concerning 
their duties or functions, they shall be allowed their regular rate ofpay for all time spent receiving 
such instructions, except that when an employee, because oferrors or dereliction in the perfonnance 
ofhislher duties, is required by the Authority, in disciplinary proceedings, to report for schooling or 
instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance of pay therefor. Employees attending classes 
voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without pay_ 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time 
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and one-half at hislher regular rate of pay, except that when an employee, because of errors or 
dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Transit Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings, to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
J. Safety Equipment 
1) Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety 
equipment as may be authorized by the Head of the Department. 
2) Employees assigned to Surface (TA) Plant & Equipment shall be provided 
with prescription safety glasses. The Authority reserves the right to strictly enforce the safety rules 
and employees failing to wear safety glasses as required shall be subject to loss ofdifferential pay in 
addition to disciplinary action. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Authority in seeing that 
safety rules are observed. 
K. Reporting and Clearance 
1) Employees shall clear at the end oftheir day's work at the same point at which 
they reported for work, such point to be designated by their pick selection. Whenever an employee 
shall clear at a point other than that at which he/she reported, he/she shall be paid in accordance with 
the Surface's Plant & Equipment departments travel time agreement. The time so allowed shall be 
considered as actual working. 
2) When an employee or a group of employees are shifted from their picked 
location for a period of two (2) months or less, such a move shall be known as a temporary move. 
The employee so affected will be paid traveling time (in accordance with travel time agreement 
outlined in subsection P below), not to exceed two (2) hours per day per employee (where 
applicable), for the period during which he/she reports to a location other than hislher picked 
location. 
Should the job extend beyond the two (2) months for some unforeseen reason, 
the employee or group ofemployees shall be returned to their picked location and a new employee or 
group of employees shall be substituted. Traveling time shall be paid to the new employees while 
they are at the location in question. Management shall have the right to decide which employees or 
group ofemployees is to be moved, and this shall generally be determined by the availability ofthe 
employees so that it will have the least disrupting effect on urgent work that is in progress. 
Generally, an employee or group ofemployees as near as possible to the new location will be shifted. 
This is only applicable where the number ofemployees that are available to be assigned to a project 
in a specific trade are less than the number of employees available for that trade. If all of the 
available employees were to be assigned to a project this would not apply. 
Where the shift in location is to be made for a period of more than two (2) 
months, the job at the new location will be put up for bid among all the employees in the titles in 
questions throughout the entire Surface (Structure Maintainer) group. When the move is made, no 
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traveling time will be paid even for the first (1 st) two (2) months ofthe move. Inverse seniority will 
be used ifno bids were to be received. 
L.	 Picks and Preference Status 
Picks will apply for those Structure Maintainers who pick into the Surface (TA) Plant 
& Equipment Division in accordance with the stipulation agreement ofMarch, 1991. 
The extent and method ofpicking jobs within a classification in a department will, if 
possible, be mutually arrived at between the Head of the Department and the Union grievance 
representative of the employees in the group affected. In the event ofdisagreement, the decision 
shall be made by the Chief Facilities Officer, Surface. Such decision may be made subject to the 
grievance procedure where it is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety or 
unreasonably disregards the nonnal seniority rights of any employee. It is understood that any 
employee who bids a job by seniority must be qualified for the job, and in addition must be able to 
meet nonnal production in a reasonable length of time, nonnally a period often (10) days. 
Subject to the exceptions hereinafter set forth, preference in picks and bids will 
depend upon length ofservice in the particular title within the particular unit. 
The provisions for determining the preference status ofemployees in respect ofpicks 
are subject to the following qualifications and exceptions: 
a. (1) For provisional promotion a single eligible list for the entire system 
will be established in each Bureau for each class of work in the title. The class of work shall 
generally follow the classifications established by the City Civil Service Commission or the City 
Personnel Director in qualifying persons for examinations for pennanent appointment to the title. 
(2)	 Time worked as a provisional will not be counted in determining 
length of service in a particular position, unless the provisional 
appointee shall receive a permanent appointment to the title for such 
position in which he/she served as a provisional immediately upon 
the termination of hislher status as a provisional and without 
interruption ofcontinuous service in the title, and hislher preference 
status shall be below that ofany employee appointed to the position 
from any eligible list which was promulgated by the City Civil 
Service Commission or City Personnel Director prior to the 
promulgation of the list from which he/she himselfi'herself was 
appointed. 
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M. Tools 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such tools as may be 
authorized by the Head of the Department, subject to the approval of the Authority. 
N. Foul Weather Gear and Working In Foul Weather 
The practices regarding these items shall be in accordance with agreements between 
the Authority and the recognized Union. 
o. Asbestos Removal Differential 
Structure Maintainers, when assigned to remove and dispose ofasbestos, either for 
the purpose ofmaking repairs or complete removal from the property, will receive a flat $1.00 per 
hour differential for the entire eight (8) hour tour whether regular or overtime. Employees will be 
trained and qualified to perform such functions. 
P. Travel Time Agreement for Structure Maintainer Titles 
An employee reporting directly to a picked/assigned location is not entitled to travel 
time. Travel time hours are not subject to equalization amongst employees. Where a project 
requires reporting to a different location (other than picked) in the Brooklyn, Queens or Staten Island 
Division, the employees in that particular division are the employees who will be canvassed first. 
Inverse seniority will be used if no volunteers were to be received. Where the numbers of 
employee(s) that are required for a particular project is greater than the number of employee(s) 
available in a particular trade in that division, the remaining employee(s) in the other divisions in that 
trade will be canvassed in seniority order, provisions in Section 5.3K still apply where applicable. 
Inverse seniority would be used if no volunteers were to be received. 126th Street depot will fall 
under employee(s) in the Brooklyn Division. All agreements regarding "reporting and clearance" as 
outlined in Section 5.3K remain in effect. 
Q. Work Shoe Benefit 
1. The Authority will provide each Plant and Equipment employee with one pair 
of safety shoes per year. 
2. Each employee who receives a pair of safety shoes is required to wear such 
safety shoes on a regular basis immediately upon their receipt. "A regular basis" shall mean at least 
three (3) eight hour tours per week. On days that an employee does not wear the safety shoes 
supplied, the employee must wear work shoes that are slip resistant. Sneakers and similar soft shoes 
are not acceptable. 
3. If an employee reports to work wearing shoes that management deems 
unacceptable, management will notify the local Union representative in the first instance. Such 
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Union representative will counsel the employee in connection with the requirements of these 
provisions. Any future violations may result in disciplinary action. 
4. Issues involving the question ofwhether these provisions are being enforced 
fairly and unreasonably will be referred to the Department ofBuses ChiefMaintenance Officer for 
resolution. 
5. These provisions are not applicable to employees who docwnent that they are 
required to wear prescription orthopedic shoes or any other special shoed prescribed or 
recommended by a physician. 
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ARTICLE VI - OPERATING AUTHORITY
 
SECTION 6.1 - OA, GENERAL EXCLUDING TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
A. Union Security. 
The Operating Authority will deduct from the pay ofeach employee who is a member 
ofthe Union, upon presentation ofa dues deduction authorization card signed by the employee, the 
regular weekly dues for such week, payable by such employee to the Union, as from time to time 
certified by the President and Treasurer ofthe Union, as provided for in the duly adopted constitution 
and by-laws of the Union. 
Such deductions shall be made from the pay due each employee each week. If any 
employee does not have sufficient pay during any week, such deductions shall be made in any 
following week of the same month. The amounts so deducted shall be paid by the Operating 
Authority to the Union within ten (lO) days from the date the payroll is paid. 
The Union shall pay to the Operating Authority the actual monthly cost ofmaking 
such deductions, which shall not exceed five (5¢) cents per deduction per employee. 
B. Grievance Procedure. 
The term "grievance" or "complaint," as used in this Article, means any dispute 
arising out of the interpretation and application of the provisions of t he collective bargaining 
agreement in effect between the parties. 
The Impartial Arbitrator shall have the authority to decide all grievances and 
complaints but he/she shall not have the authority to render any opinion or make any 
recommendations (a) which amend, modify or change this Agreement or any ofits terms; (b) limiting 
or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, duties, and responsibilities of the Operating 
Authority in 0 perating, controlling, a nd directing the maintenance and operation of the transit 
facilities, or with the Operating Authority's managerial responsibility to run the transit lines safely, 
efficiently, and economically. 
1)a. Any grievance or complaint which an employee may have shall be presented 
by the employee and his/her Union representative to the employee's Location Chiefor appropriate 
superintendent within five (5) days after the grievance arose. In the event that the matter is not 
satisfactorily adjusted within eight (8) days after the presentation to his/her Location Chief or 
appropriate superintendent, the case must be referred, at the request of the employee's Union 
representative within an additional three (3) days, to the employee's Department Head or his/her 
designated representative. 
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In the event that the matter is not satisfactorily adjusted with the Department Head, 
then the Union must, within three (3) days after the receipt of written notification from the 
Department Head ofhis/her decision, submit the dispute in writing to the Director, Labor Relations, 
MaBSTOA or hislher designee or designees. The Director, Labor Relations, MaBSTOA or hislher 
designee or designees shall, within eight (8) days, hold a hearing on the grievance, with due notice to 
the Union, and within eight (8) days after such hearing is closed, the Director, Labor Relations, 
MaBSTOA or his/her designee or designees shall deliver to the Union in writing hislher decision on 
the disposition of the grievance. 
2) If the Union is not satisfied with the disposition of such grievance by the 
Director, Labor Relations, MaBSTOA or hislher designee or designees, made as provided in 
paragraph 1 above, or in case there is any dispute between the parties hereto arising out of the 
collective bargaining agreement, then in any such case, at the written request of the party hereto 
desiring arbitration as herein provided, the matter shall be submitted for decision to the Impartial 
Arbitrator. If the requested arbitration arises from a grievance processed pursuant to Paragraph 1 
above, the request for arbitration shall bemadewithin six (6) days ofthe receipt by the Union ofthe 
written decision of the Operating Authority's designee or designees. If the requested arbitration 
arises out ofany other dispute between the parties arising out ofthe collective bargaining agreement, 
the request for such arbitration shall be made within five (5) days after such dispute arises. The 
request for arbitration shall be made to the Impartial Arbitrator with a copy ofthe request sent to the 
opposing side. 
3) The time limitation, as provided herein, shall in every case be exclusive of 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, and the Impartial Arbitrator shall be empowered to excuse a failure 
to comply with the time limitations for good cause shown. 
4) All non-disciplinary grievances shall be scheduled after consultation between 
the parties. 
In the event that the parties hereto cannot agree upon the time and place to be fixed 
for such hearing, said Impartial Arbitrator shall fix such time and place and give notice thereof in 
writing to the parties hereto at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the time fixed for such hearing, 
and the filing of a telegram for sending or the mailing of a letter containing such notice, shall be 
deemed to be the giving ofsuch notice. 
After both the Union and the Operating Authority have been given an opportunity to 
be heard and to submit proofas may be desired, the decision in writing ofsuch Impartial Arbitrator 
shall be binding and conclusive upon the employees to whom this Article applies and upon all the 
parties hereto. 
In case the Impartial Arbitrator hears testimony ofor proofby any special service men 
or investigators whose identity the Operating Authority desires should not be known, such testimony 
or proof shall be given before the Impartial Arbitrator with no one else present, and any records, 
reports or actions of the Impartial Arbitrator with reference thereto shall refer to such witnesses by 
number only so that their identity shall not be known. Furthermore, if there is presented to the 
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Impartial Arbitrator for decision any matter involving theft or drunkenness ofany employee, the only 
question to be determined by the Impartial Arbitrator in any such case shall be with respect to the 
fact of such theft or drunkenness as the case may be, and in case the fact of theft or drunkenness is 
found by the Impartial Arbitrator, then the action by the Operating Authority, based thereon, shall be 
affirmed and sustained by the Impartial Arbitrator. 
The Impartial Arbitrator to serve as such from June, 2001 to December 15,2002, shall 
be Richard Adelman, who has been selected by the parties to this Agreement. 
If the office of Impartial Arbitrator should become vacant, the Operating Authority 
and the Union will designate a new Arbitrator as soon as practicable. 
C.	 Disciplinary Procedure. 
1. The right to discharge or discipline employees for cause and to maintain discipline 
and efficiency ofemployees is the responsibility ofthe Operating Authority. The Authority shall be 
guided by a policy ofprogressive discipline in the administration ofits disciplinary procedures. As 
such, penalties will be evaluated in accordance with the principle of progressive discipline, and as 
further elaborated in the January 26, 1995 Daniel Collins arbitration award, attached hereto as 
Appendix H. 
2.	 Progressive discipline shall be applied on a category-by-category basis as follows: 
a)	 Infractions involving employees required to have a commercial driver's 
license shall be separated into the following three categories: 
1.	 Time and Attendance violations; 
11.	 Safety related violations; and 
111.	 Other violations. 
b)	 Infractions involving employees not required to have a commercial driver's 
license shall be separated into the following two categories: 
i. Time and attendance related violations; and 
11.	 Job performance and other violations. 
c)	 When a rule infraction occurs in one ofthe above categories a penalty will be 
imposed in the categories in which the violation occurs. The penalty imposed 
on each of the above categories will be based only on prior violations within 
the category in which the rule infraction occurs. There will be no overlap of 
discipline between categories. 
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3.	 Reduction ofPenalties for Minor Violations 
a.	 Effective March 1,2000, employees covered by this Agreement may improve 
their disciplinary record in each category referenced above for certain minor 
violations. Such improvement ofrecord shall be determined by the following 
time schedule: 
Time ofNext Minor Violation	 Penalty to be Assessed for 
Next Minor Violation 
1.	 Additional minor violations within follow progressive discipline 
I year of last violation 
11.	 Between I year and I 'l2 years from repeat last penalty* 
the date of the last violation 
iii. Between I 'l2 and 2 years from the 'l2 of last penalty* 
date of the last violation 
iv. Between 2 and 2 'l2 years from the ~ of last penalty* 
date of the last violation 
v.	 Between 2 'l2 and 3 years from the 1/8 of last penalty* 
date of the last violation 
*Where the penalty to be assessed is less than a one day suspension, a 
reprimand shall be substituted. 
After three (3) years with no violations, an employee's record 0 fminor 
violations will not be considered in setting the penalty for the next minor 
violation. 
b.	 The improvement ofpenalties only applies to minor violations. The penalty 
for a serious violation such as AWOL, fraud, theft, gross insubordination, 
assault, and serious preventable accidents will be based upon the severity of 
the instant violation and/or the employee's overall disciplinary record in 
accordance with existing standards. Nothing contained herein shall preclude 
the union from arguing before the tripartite committee referred to in Section 
1.27 (C) that a particular infraction should be a minor violation and not a 
major violation. 
c.	 A considerable time period (minimum offive (5) to seven (7) years) between 
serious violations, may, on a case by case basis, be considered as a mitigating 
factor in detennining the appropriate penalty, depending upon the severityof 
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the instant violation and only where there is no impact on the safety and 
welfare of the public or employees ofN.Y.C.T. 
4. So as to assist the parties in the mutual commitment to progressive discipline, the 
parties shall establish a four person management-labor committee composed of two 
appointees each which shall meet quarterly. The Committee shall examine the manner in 
which the various departments have applied progressive discipline and make appropriate 
recommendations. 
5.	 Pre-Disciplinary Suspension 
a.	 In the Authority, no warning, reprimand, suspension or dismissal shall be 
entered on an employee's record or otherwise imposed until the completion of 
the disciplinaryprocedure set forth herein. This provision shall not, however, 
foreclose pre-disciplinary suspension ofan employee for reasons ofserious 
misconduct detrimental to the operation of the Authority including but not 
limited to use of controlled substances, being under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor on the job, theft of Authority property, chronic 
absenteeism, assault upon a supervisor or gross insubordination. 
b.	 An employee will not be pre-disciplinary suspended for time and attendance 
related violations except where the charges involve fraud. 
c.	 If an employee is pre-disciplinary suspended, then he/she shall be given a 
hearing before hislher Location Chief, within twenty-four (24) hours after 
hislher suspension (in case the suspension is on Saturday, Sunday or a 
holiday, such hearing to be within forty-eight (48) hours), at which hearing a 
representative ofhislher Union may be present, and notice (which may be by 
telephone) ofsuch hearing shall be given to such employee and the Union at 
least six (6) hours before such hearing. 
d.	 Where an employee is pre-disciplinary suspended, the Union may by-pass the 
Step II hearing and appeal directly to Step m. In such cases or where the 
penalty is imposed at Step II, a Step ill hearing shall be scheduled to be heard 
within five (5) days after the Director of Labor Relations receives written 
notice ofthe appeal from the Union, and a decision shall be rendered within 
ninety-six (96) hours after the close of the Step ill hearing. If the Union 
appeals the Step ill decision where the penaltyhas been impo~ such appeal 
shall be heard at the next scheduled arbitration hearing date. The Operating 
Authority and the Union shall make a joint request to the Arbitrator for an 
expedited award in such cases. 
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e.	 In the event that an employee is restored to service after a predisciplinary 
suspension, and such restoration is with back-pay, then NYC Transit shall 
reimburse the employee for C.O.B.R.A. purchased during the period for 
which the employee received back pay. 
6. Fraudulent sick line charges shall not be brought against an employee ifmore than 
one year has expired since the submission of the sick lines. 
7. Where disciplinary charges against an employee are not sustained at any step after a 
Step I hearing, the employee shall be paid three (3) hours straight time for each hearing 
session he/she has attended beginning with the Step IT hearing. 
8. Where time and attendance cases are settled at the pre-arbitration steps of the 
grievance procedure, the assessed penalty will appear on the employee's record for the 
purposes ofprogressive discipline, but no suspension time will be imposed or fine paid. 
9. Upon mutual agreement of the parties, an employee may choose to work for any 
period ofsuspension and pay a fine equal to 30% ofhislher regular salary during the period 
in question. For purposes of progressive discipline, the only penalty reflected on the 
employee's record will be the suspension time that was originally accepted or imposed 
through arbitration. The Authority shall not deduct more than 30% ofan employee's weekly 
salary in any given week. 
10. The provisions set forth in paragraph 9 above shall not be available to employees who 
are pre-disciplinary suspended. 
11. The Authority shall schedule all hearings at all steps of the disciplinary grievance 
procedure. 
12. In the transportation department, the place at which any Operator shall be required 
to appear for any infraction of a rule shall be at the garage where hislher Location Chief is 
located. 
13 General Superintendent or Superintendents may hold disciplinaryhearings, however, 
Superintendents may not award any penalty in excess of final warning. 
14. The Impartial Arbitrator to hear all disciplinary grievances during the tenn of this 
Agreement shall be William Dougherty. 
15. It is the Parties express goal to expeditiously resolve the backlog of pending 
disciplinary cases, and to timely process and resolve cases that are filed in the future. 
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D.	 Medical Appeal Grievance Procedure 
1)	 Where an employee's physician disagrees with the determination of the 
Authority's Medical Assessment Center (MAC) physician or Authority 
physician consultant, the employee, accompanied by his/her union 
representative, must immediately bring this to the attention ofthe Director of 
Labor Relations, MaBSTOA by furnishing medical evidence from hislher 
own physician. The medical evidence must indicate the employee's 
physician's findings, state a diagnosis, address the employee's ability to work 
and the anticipated time ofdisability in order to establish a medical dispute. 
2)	 Where the employee's medical evidence satisfactorily sets forth a difference 
ofmedical opinion thereby establishing a medical dispute, the employee will 
be given an appointment to report to NYC Transit's Medical Department to 
select an impartial physician from a list of impartial physicians maintained 
exclusively by the Medical Department. 
3)	 The determination of the impartial physician following examination of the 
employee shall be dispositive of the medical dispute and binding upon the 
employee and the parties to the extent set forth in this procedure. 
4)	 Where the employee fails to report for duty upon receiving a full work or 
restricted work status from the MAC and/or fails to establish a medical 
dispute as described above, he/she may be carried AWOL and maybe subject 
to discipline. 
5)	 Where the impartial physician agrees with the Authority's position that the 
employee is medically able to perform full work or restricted work and the 
employee refuses to report for work, the employee shall be dismissed. In this 
circumstance, the Union may submit the dismissal directly to the disciplinary 
arbitrator for review. The only question to be determined by the arbitrator 
shall be with respect to the fact ofthe impartial physician's detennination that 
the employee is able to perform work, and in case the fact that the employee 
is able to perform work is found by the impartial arbitrator, then the dismissal 
action by the Authority, based thereon, shall be affirmed and sustained bythe 
impartial arbitrator. 
6)	 Fifty percent (50%) of the fees of the impartial physician will be paid by 
NYC Transit and fifty percent (50%) by the Transport Workers Union, Local 
100. 
E.	 Retirement. 
1) As used in paragraphs 1 and 2 ofthis subsection, the word "Employee" shall 
mean any person who at the time ofretirement worked for Surface Transit, Inc., Fifth Avenue Coach 
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Lines, Inc., Gray Line Motor Tours, Inc. or their predecessor operators in a title for which the TWU 
was the collective bargaining agent or who is now in a title listed in Appendix A hereof. Certain 
employees have been receiving pension payments from Surface Transit, Inc., or from Fifth Avenue 
Coach Lines, Inc. or from Gray Line Motor Tours, Inc., or from the Trustee under a Pension and 
Trust Agreement, dated as ofJanuary 1, 1960, made by said companies. The TWU recognizes that 
the said companies have the primary obligation for the continued payment ofsaid pensions and has 
assured the Operating Authority that it will, on behalfofsuch pensioners, vigorously prosecute the 
claims against the said companies and the Trustee for continued payment ofsuch pensions. 
2) The TWU instituted an arbitration proceeding against said companies under 
the provisions ofthe collective bargaining agreements in effect with said companies. The Impartial 
Arbitrator, Theodore Kheel, made certain awards in connection therewith, and the TWU, in a 
proceeding instituted in Supreme Court, New York County, entitled, "Quill, etc. v. Fifth Avenue 
Coach Lines, Inc., and Surface Transit, Inc." (Index No. 18029/1963), petitioned for an order 
confirming said awards. The Court made an Order and Judgment confirming said award on 
September 30, 1965, which said Order and Judgment was amended October 14, 1966. 
Thereafter and beginning in November, 1966, the persons named in said Order and 
Judgment, as amended, were paid monthly the amounts specified therein from a Trust Fund, entitled 
"TWU, Fifth, Surface, Westchester Pension Trust," dated January 1, 1960, as amended. 
Thereafter, in accordance with collective bargaining agreements dated as ofJanuary 1, 
1966, January 1, 1968, January 1, 1970, January 1,1972, April 1, 1974, April 1, 1976, April 1, 1978, 
and April 1, 1980, the Arbitration Award ofApril 29, 1982 and the collective bargaining agreements 
dated as of April 1, 1985, April 1, 1988, and May 1, 1991, respectively, the Operating Authority 
continued to make retirement advances through December 15, 1999 to employees referred to in 
paragraph (1) ofthis subsection for whom Fifth Avenue Coach Lines, Inc. and Surface Transit, Inc. 
were not held liable, as well as employees retiring from this Operating Authority for whom such 
companies were also not held liable, in amounts they would have been entitled to receive either 
under the Pension Plan ofSurface Transit, Inc. or the Pension Plan provided for Fifth Avenue Coach 
Lines, Inc. employees under the Arbitration Award ofHonorable Sidney Sugarman, dated November 
21, 1949, except that with respect to employees retiring from the Operating Authority on or after July 
1, 1968 in accordance with Article XXIV (3) of the collective bargaining agreement between the 
parties dated as of January 1, 1968, their eligibility and retirement advances were computed as 
provided for in said Article XXIV (3), for employees retiring on or after January 1, 1970, their 
eligibility and retirement advances were computed as provided for in Article XXIX (3) of the 
agreement between the parties dated as of January 1, 1970, and for employees retiring on or after 
January 1, 1972, their eligibility and retirement advances were computed as provided for in Article 
XXIV (3) of the Agreement between the parties dated as of January 1, 1972. The TWU has 
demanded that the Operating Authority continue to make such retirement advances during the term 
ofthis contract and the Operating Authority, in consideration ofthe covenants ofthis Agreement so 
agrees. 
In the event that the TWU, Fifth, Surface, Westchester Pension Trust becomes 
unable to pay monthly pensions to the pensioner beneficiary of such Trust during the term of this 
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contract, and provided that the Union and the pensioners have vigorously prosecuted the pension 
claims of the pensioners against the Companies primarily obligated, and have exhausted all 
practicable legal remedies to have the pensions currently paid by the Companies, the Operating 
Authority shall advance his/her monthly pension to each ofsuch pensioners whose monthly pension 
had been advanced to him/her by the Operating Authority for the month of October, 1966, on the 
same terms and conditions as the October, 1966, payment had been advanced to him/her, as set forth 
in Article XXN ofthe Agreement between the parties dated as ofJanuary 1, 1966. The Union also 
agrees for itself and the pensioners to have executed and furnish such additional documents as the 
Operating Authority may deem necessary to protect the Operating Authority's right to 
reimbursement. 
The OperatingAuthority shall not, by reason ofthe foregoing paragraphs (1) 
and (2) of this subsection be required to make any payments beyond the tennination of this 
Agreement. 
3) There are certain employees now employed by the Operating Authority and for 
whom Fifth Avenue Coach Lines, Inc., or Surface Transit, Inc. were not held liable under said 
Judgment referred to in paragraph (2) ofthis section, who have or would become eligible between 
December 1, 1962 and December 15, 2002, for benefits under Pension Plan ofSurface Transit, Inc., 
dated August 27, 1946, or the Pension Plan ofFifth Avenue Coach Lines, Inc. provided under the 
Arbitration Award of Honorable Sidney Sugarman, dated November 21, 1949, as hereinafter 
modified, if said Plans were in effect during such period. 
The TWU has demanded, and the Operating Authority has agreed in 
consideration ofthe covenants ofthis Agreement, to paymonthly during the term ofthis Agreement 
to each such person who so elects, the amount he/she would have received under the Pension Plan of 
the said Company by whom he/she was employed prior to March 1, 1962, as hereinafter modified, 
provided such employee is eligible and complies with the terms and conditions ofsuch Plan, as so 
modified. 
a. Such retirement advances shall be computed as follows: 
For employees electing to retire, or who leave the Operating Authority's 
service or who die during the period between December 15, 1999 and December 15,2002. 
The original pay-as-you-go plans described in paragraph (3) of this 
subsection, as applicable to the above employees, are modified to provide the same benefits to the 
employees described in this subparagraph 3)a. as are provided for New York City Transit Authority 
hourly-paid employees covered by the non-contributory 20-year, half-pay transit plan, under the same 
terms and conditions as are applicable to Transit Authority hourly-paid employees or their 
beneficiaries who receive benefits under said transit plan, except that such plans shall be further 
modified to provide only such payments as would be made to hourly employees of the New York 
City Transit Authority, retiring under the same circumstances. 
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The modifications ofsaid transit plan applicable to employees covered 
under this paragraph 3)a. are: 
i) All benefits payable under this paragraph 3 (a) shall be paid 
from the Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority Pension Fund, and there shall be 
no other obligation on this Operating Authority to fund any such benefits. 
ii) With respect to disability retirement, the ordinarydisabilityor 
accidental disability must have occurred on or after January 1, 1972. 
iii) The method of computation of service shall be as follows: 
Years ofservice shall be allowed on the following basis from 
the date an employee is hired. 
Number ofmonths prior to 3/1/62;
 
Number ofmonths from 3/1/62 to 6/30/70;
 
Number ofmonths from 7/1170 to date of retirement.
 
Months of service are computed as follows:
 
The years, months and days ofcredited service between each of 
the above dates are totaled, and credit is computed in the same manner as an employee retiring in the 
New York City Retirement System. 
iv) Credit for service with this Operating Authority and Fifth 
Avenue, Surface, their predecessors or the Trustee or Trustees of Surface shall be allowed in the 
same manner as heretofore under said original Plans. 
v) The computation of the amount of retirement advance 
percentages shall be detennined as follows: 
An employee shall be given credit from the date he/she is hired 
for each year of service prior to March 1, 1962, at 1 1/2%; for each year of service from March 1, 
1962 to July 1, 1970 at 2%; and for each year of service after July 1, 1970 at 2 1/2%. 
Provided, however, that when such employee reaches 50%, 
even though it occurs during any particular year, the retirement advance will be computed at 1 1/2% 
thereafter. 
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vi) The basis of earnings shall be computed as follows: 
The first 50% shall be based on one-half his/her salary or 
compensation earnable by himlher for Operating Authority service in the year prior to his/her 
retirement. 
The said 50% ofsalary or compensation earnable by himlher in 
the year prior to his/her retirement shall be computed in the same manner and to the same extent as is 
now or hereafter provided for Transit Authority hourly-rated employees under the non-contributory 
20-year, half-pay transit plan. 
The amount in excess of 50% shall be based on final 
compensation, which is defined as compensation earnable during his/her last five (5) years ofservice 
or during any other five (5) consecutive years of service which such employees shall designate. 
Disability benefits received by an employee under the 
Transport Workers Union-New York City Transit Authority-Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit 
Operating Authority Health Benefit Trust shall be deemed as earnings for the purpose ofcalculating 
retirement advances. 
vii) An active employee who dies before attaining twenty (20) years 
ofservice shall be entitled to receive the same benefits as a Transit Authority hourly-rated employee 
under the non-contributory Transit Plan under the same conditions, less the $1,000 Group Life 
Insurance provided for under the collective bargaining agreement. 
viii) The Medical Board ofthe New York CityEmployees Retirement 
System (NYCERS) shall arrange for and pass upon all medical examinations required or deemed 
necessary in connection with this subsection 3(a), and shall investigate all essential statements and 
certifications by or on behalf of an employee of the Operating Authority in connection with an 
application for disability retirement, and shall report to the Operating Authority's Board of 
Administration as originally created by Resolution dated May 21, 1963, his/her conclusions and 
recommendations thereon. 
ix) The Operating Authority, for the period from December 15, 
1999 to December 15, 2002, shall pay a sum computed at the rate offive-hundred ($500.00) dollars a 
year to each employee who was, on July 1, 1970, in the employ of the Operating Authority and who 
retires on or after July 1, 1970 and receives a retirement advance, as provided herein, on or after July 
1, 1970, and who continued in the employ of the Operating Authority until the age offifty-five (55) 
years or later, or is earlier retired from the employ ofthe Operating Authority by reason ofdisability. 
Such payment shall begin on the effective date of such employee's retirement, and shall be made in 
equal monthly installments (except the first payment may be for a portion of the month), and shall 
continue only for the period from retirement to December 15, 2002, but, in no event beyond the date 
of the employee's death. 
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x) Employees who retired under the previous alternate eligibility 
retirement of fifteen (15) years of service at age sixty (60) shall continue to receive benefits as 
provided in Article XXN, paragraph 3(B), (1) and (2) of the agreement between the parties dated as 
of January 1, 1970 and not subsection 3.a) of this Section. 
b. Except as modified in subsection 3 ofthis section, all ofthe provisions 
in said pension plans shall remain the same for all purposes in detennining eligibility, or amount of 
pension or for any other applicable purpose. 
c. Each retired employee entitled on December 15, 1999 to receive 
payments pursuant to subsection 3 of this section in any preceding contract between the Operating 
Authority and the Union shall continue to be paid such payments by the Operating Authority during 
the tenn of this agreement but in no event beyond the date of the employee's death. 
d. The Operating Authority shall not, by reason hereof, be required to 
make such payments, as provided in subsection 3 of this section, beyond the tennination of this 
Agreement. 
4) In order to more closelyconfonn the retirement benefits ofOperatingAuthority 
employees to those provided to hourly-rated employees ofthe Transit Authority in tiers 1,2, and 3, the 
following modifications shall be made effective April 1, 1982, unless otherwise provided: 
a. The Operating Authority and the retirees who retire on or before May 
31, 1982, who have elected coverage shall continue tomake contributions for the MABSTOA 
Retirees Group Life Insurance Policy on the same basis as in the past. Retirees who retire on or after 
June I, 1982, shall not be entitled to coverage under the MABSTOA Retirees Group Life Insurance 
Policy and no contributions shall be made in their behalf. 
b. Employees will be eligible to retire under the 55 1/1 00 plan. The 
eligibility requirements for such retirement shall be the same as for Transit Authority employees 
retiring under the 55 1/1 00 plan. 
c. MABSTOA employees shall be allowed to switch tiers within the 
MABSTOA Retirement Plan under the same conditions as an employeewho is amemberoftheNew 
York City Employees' Retirement System may do under Chapter 1044 of the Laws of 1981. Such 
privilege shall be limited to those employees who have already applied for such change and the same 
criteria used by the New York City Employees Retirement System to detennine eligibility for such 
change will be applied. 
d. A retiree shall not have Workers' Compensation payments offset from 
ordinary disability retirement benefits where the disability occurred prior to January 1, 1972. 
5) The provisions ofthis section are not intended to detract from or conflict with any 
right ofan employee to any disability pension or allowance under any law relating to the New York 
City Employees' Retirement System. They shall not be applicable, however, to any employee who is 
granted any such disability pension or allowance. 
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6) MaBSTOAwill supply the Unionwith a copyofthe quarterlypension forecast for 
employees represented by the Union. In accepting this forecast the Union expresslywaives on behalf 
ofall employees it represents and their beneficiaries any claims it may have as a result ofinaccurate 
data contained in such reports. 
F. Insurance. 
The Operating Authority will pay the full premium, without any deduction from the 
employee's wages, for One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars Group Life Insurance policy now in effect, 
including the provision with respect to pennanent total disability benefit. 
G. MaBSTOA Probation 
Employees will be subject to a six month probationaryperiod. Probationaryrules and 
regulations governing Transit Authority employees will apply with the exception oftennination for 
medical reasons. There will be a three step review process; the first after 30 days, the second after 90 
days, and the third after 150 days. Ifthe probationer's performance is unsatisfactory, he/she must be 
counseled by his/her General Superintendent or his/her designee or the department head or designee 
where applicable in the presence of the probationer's Union Representative. A notation of the 
counseling session will be made on the review form. The probationary period may be extended by 
mutual consent. A probationary employee dismissed pursuant to this process or at any time during 
the probationary period for serious infractions may not appeal such action under the grievance and 
arbitration provisions of this Agreement. 
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SECTION 6.2 - OA, TRANSPORTATION, MAINTENANCE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION, 
EXCLUDING CLERICAL AND TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
A. Overtime 
1) Overtime - Bus Operators. 
a. Subject to the provisions ofparagraph (b), time worked in excess ofeight (8) 
hours in any daily tour ofduty shall constitute overtime and be paid for at the rate oftime and 
one-half. Travel time allowed under Section 6.3 (F) shall be treated as time worked, but 
swing or lunch periods, even though paid for as part ofa run or trick, will not constitute time 
worked and shall not be considered in computing overtime. 
b. Extra operators, and regular operators working as extras, when reporting for 
duty pursuant to orders, will be paid for all time during which they may be held at the depot 
prior to the time scheduled for the commencement ofany run or trick to which they may be 
assigned. Ifsent from their home depot to a foreign depot to work a run emanating from that 
depot, employees will be paid for all time during which they are held at their home depot 
before they are sent to such foreign depot. The time during which they are held shall be 
considered as actual working time and included in the computation ofovertime and spread 
time. 
c. An employee who is required to work on hislher regular day offin any payroll 
week will be allowed time and one-half for his/her work on hislher regular day offand will 
be given at least eight (8) hours work. For an employee to be eligible for pay at time and 
one-half for working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least three days 
during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days ofT. Ifthe employee was 
absent on the day immediately prior to his/her regular days off, he/she must produce a 
doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular days off. 
d. An operator who has a regularly scheduled run will, ifrequired to make extra 
trips in addition to such scheduled run, be allowed time and one-halffor the time necessary 
to make such extra trips. He/she shall not be required to make any extra trip, however, 
unless there is no relief operator available to relieve him/her. 
e. Overtime Earnings Cap - Effective June 3, 1996, the maximum pay hours in 
any week is sixty-seven (67) hours with the exception that OA operators can pick up seventy­
two(72) hours including picked Xs. Effective November 10, 1996, this provision will be 
implemented as a salary cap fixed at a maximum of$72,2S0.00 per annum which includes all 
pay code events. All contractual wage increases will be added to the maximum cap 
allowance. Any OA operator who has a picked extra and reaches the cap amount will be 
pennitted to work that picked extra but will not be pennitted additional discretionary 
overtime. 
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Operators whose weekly pay hours are greater than fifty-five (55) hours but less than 
or equal to sixty-one (61) hours may work one RDO every other week. In addition there will 
be no double ups on consecutive days; the eight (8) hour rule applies to all overtime assigned 
and revenue extras; no operator may work both RDOs in a week more than twice a month. 
Management may waive the overtime cap in the·event of a service emergency. 
The overtime cap will be computed based upon a rolling fifty-two (52) week period 
which will be updated every four (4) weeks and will be applied in the same manner as the 
cap provisions outlined in Section 1.12 on the Agreement. 
2) Overtime - All Other Employees. 
a. Any employee required to work in excess of hislher regularly scheduled 
working hours on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end 
ofthe employee's regularly scheduled tour ofduty, will be allowed for such excess service or 
overtime, time and one-half at hislher regular rate ofpay. 
b. Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled 
tours of duty to absorb overtime. 
c. Required overtime work will be spread fairly among the employees qualified 
for the work to be done. Overtime work assignments shall comply with Section 1.12 ofthis 
Agreement. 
d. An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her 
as a day off, other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and 
one-half for all work on such day, but shall be paid for hislher work on such day a minimum 
ofone and one-halftimes regular full day's pay. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible for pay 
at time and one-half for working on hislher regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three days during the week in which he/she also worked on hislher regular days off. If the 
employee was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must 
produce a doctor's certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular days 
off 
In the case of an employee having two (2) consecutive days offwithin a period of fifty-six 
(56) hours or more between two scheduled tours ofduty, the beginning of the first day off 
will be eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the completion of his/her last previous 
tour 0 f d uty and the end of the second day off will be forty-eight (48) hours after the 
beginning of the first day off 
e. Maintenance Overtime Salary Cap - Effective June 2, 1998, the salary cap for 
all Maintenance employees, including maintainers helpers and cleaners, shall be a maximum 
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of$72, 250.00 per annum which includes all pay code events. All contractual wage increases 
will be added to the maximum cap allowance. 
The overtime cap will be computed based on a rolling 52 week period which will be updated 
every four (4) weeks. The remaining provisions ofSection 1.12 shall continue to apply. 
The eight (8) hour rule shall remain in effect. 
NYC Transit and the Union agree to meet as required to review any problems that may arise 
in covering work that may necessitate further changes and to ensure that overtime is 
equitably distributed. 
B. Vacations 
1) Each of the employees to whom this Section applies, who shall have been 
continuously in the employ ofthe Operating Authority, Fifth Avenue, Surface, their predecessors, or 
the Trustee or Trustees ofSurface, for the periods indicated below shall, not more than once in each 
calendar year, receive a vacation with pay as follows: 
a. Each such employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year, shall have been 
in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for less than one (1) year, will be granted a vacation 
of one (1) day for each full calendar month he/she shall have been in the employ of the 
Operating Authority prior to the beginning of the vacation year, but not exceeding two (2) 
weeks. 
b. Each such employee of the Operating Authority, who, at the beginning ofa 
vacation year, shall have been in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for one (1) year but 
who at the beginning ofthe vacation year shall not have been employed for more than three 
(3) years, shall be granted a vacation of two (2) weeks during such vacation year. 
c. Each such employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year shall have been 
employed for more than three (3) years, shall be granted a vacation offour (4) weeks in each 
such vacation year. 
d. Each such employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year shall have been 
employed for more than fifteen (15) years, shall be granted a vacation of five (5) weeks in 
each such vacation year. 
2) For all employees, the amount of vacation allotment in weeks or days will be 
computed on the basis ofthe time and duration ofemployment prior to the beginning ofthe vacation 
year. 
The vacation year shall be the calendar year. 
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3) Vacation pay for each employee shall be computed as follows: 
For each week of vacation, each employee shall receive one fifty-second (1/52) of 
hislher total earnings for the year prior to hislher vacation. The total yearly earnings for each 
employee shall be based upon the sum ofhislher gross earnings as shown on Social Security reports 
in the four (4) quarters which precede by thirty (30) days or more the first day ofhislher vacation. 
If an employee is legitimately ill and does not earn a minimum of forty (40) hours 
vacation pay for each week ofvacation he/she is entitled to, the Operating Authority will grant such 
employee forty (40) hours pay for each ofhislher vacation weeks. This provision shall not apply to 
employees on leave of absence or on the Inactive List. In every case a doctor's certificate setting 
forth the nature of the illness and duration thereof must be furnished by the employee. Workers' 
Compensation cases are included in this arrangement. 
Employees shall be credited for vacation purposes at their regular rate ofpay for each 
day spent on Union business on the Operating Authority's property. But no credit will be granted an 
employee for Union duties in any week in which such employee does not perfonn any work for the 
Operating Authority. 
The Union will furnish to the Operating Authority a monthly statement setting forth 
the names of such employees and the dates they were so engaged on Union business on the 
Operating Authority's property. 
4) The Operating Authority shall have the right to schedule vacations, so that it will have 
ample personnel in each of the departments to meet its requirements. Employees shall be given 
adequate notice of the vacation period. Subject to the foregoing, seniority shall be followed in 
picking vacation. 
5) The annual vacation allowance will not be accruable and will not be carried over from 
one year to another except upon the approval of the Operating Authority. However, when an 
employee is hospitalized during vacation, the employee will be permitted to carry-over such vacation 
to the following vacation year, not to exceed the number of days of hospitalization during the 
scheduled vacation period. 
6) Tenninal vacation with pay shall be allowed an employee, whether p ermanent, 
temporary, or provisional, in addition to any vacation due him/her under paragraph (1) of this 
Section: 
a. Where the employee's services are terminated or suspended through no fault 
ofhislher own, or because ofhislher induction into the Armed Forces ofthe United 
States; or, 
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b. Where the employee, who is resigning or retiring ofhislher own volition and 
not because of, or in anticipation ofdisciplinary action against him/her, shall, prior to 
separation from service, make a request therefor; or, 
c. Who dies. 
However, no vacationltenninal vacation will be due an employee if the 
employee resigns or is terminated prior to the completion ofhis probationary period. 
Terminal vacation shall be computed as follows: 
i) To an employee who has completed hislher probationary 
period, and who at the beginning ofthe vacation year in which he/she leaves 
the employ of the Operating Authority, will not have completed three (3) 
years of service: One (1) day for each complete calendar month worked in 
that vacation year prior to the date of separation, but not exceeding two (2) 
weeks. 
ii) To an employee who, at the beginning ofthe vacation year in 
which he/she leaves the employ of the Operating Authority, had completed 
three (3) years ofservice but had not completed fifteen (15) years ofservice: 
Two (2) days for each complete calendar month worked in that vacation year 
prior to the date of separation, but not exceeding four (4) weeks. 
iii) To an employee who, at the beginning ofthe vacation year in 
which he/she leaves the employ of the Operating Authority, had completed 
fifteen (15) years ofservice or more: Two and one-half(2 1/2) days for each 
complete calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to the date of 
separation, but not exceeding five (5) weeks. 
No additional vacation allowance or terminal vacation shall 
accrue to an employee for the period ofsuch terminal vacation. No terminal 
vacation shall be granted for sick leave with payor vacation used 
immediately prior to any tenninal vacation granted under this subsection. 
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7) Terminal vacation shall be paid on the basis ofeight (8) hours per day. No additional 
payment shall be made because ofany run or tour in excess ofeight (8) hours in a day by which an 
employee may have been paid prior to the period of terminal vacation. No holiday pay shall be 
granted for any of the stated holidays provided under Section 6.2 (C) which may fall within the 
period ofsuch terminal vacation. An employee who has not worked during a vacation year shall not 
receive any terminal vacation ifhe/she is separated from the service during such year. The allowance 
of such terminal vacation shall be conditioned, however, upon an agreement by the employee to 
whom it is granted that should he/she return to the service ofthe Operating Authority before the end 
ofthe following vacation year, the number oftenninal vacation days so allowed to him/her, shall be 
deducted from any vacation he/she may be entitled to take in such following year after returning. 
8) An employee who is away on leave of absence will not be granted any vacation 
allowance during the continuance of such leave. He/she must be in active service immediately 
preceding the period for which he/she is granted a vacation. In the event, however, that an employee 
is taken sick and on that account stops work before he/she has had his/her vacation for the vacation 
year in which the illness commences, he/she may elect, subject to approval by the head of his/her 
department, to take such current vacation as may be due him/her. When a leave of absence, due to 
illness, begins in one vacation year and extends into the next succeeding vacation year, an employee 
may, subject to approval by the head ofhis/her department, elect to take the vacation due him/her in 
the succeeding calendar year, provided he/she has not been absent more than one (1) year. However, 
such election under this subsection shall apply only to the complete vacation due the employee at the 
time ofhislher request, and no grant shall be made ofonly a portion ofa vacation allowance. 
9) An employee who is dismissed on charges, or who resigns while on charges or in 
anticipation thereof, shall not have the date oftennination ofhis/her employment postponed to allow 
him/her any vacation pay whatever, whether he/she shall have previously had a vacation in that 
vacation year or not. 
10) While a permanent employee is away in any year on military duty, he/she will be 
treated as continuing in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for the purpose ofdetermining how 
much vacation he/she is entitled to take in the following vacation year should he/she return to the 
active service ofthe Operating Authority during that year. Upon his/her return before the end ofthat 
year, he/she shall, to the extent that the time intervening between his/her return and the end of the 
year may pennit, be entitled to take before the end ofthe vacation year such vacation as he/she would 
have been entitled to take in that year had he/she not been away on military leave, less such part 
thereof as he/she may have been allowed at the time of his/her induction into the armed forces. 
He/she shall not, however, carry over to a subsequent vacation year a vacation which he/she may 
have missed because ofbeing away on military leave of absence. 
11) The obligations imposed on the Union and the employees in Article XI, paragraph 6, 
of the Agreement between the parties made as ofDecember 1, 1962, shall remain in full force and 
effect during the period of this Agreement. 
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12) Employees who want either to take a week oftheir annual vacation in single days or 
to cash in a single week of their vacation allowance will be given the opportunity to do so provided 
that they commit to do so approximately six weeks before the general pick. Employees who choose 
to cash in a single week shall have the choice of receiving the payment concurrent with their first 
week ofpicked vacation, or at any subsequent time. Employees who choose to take a week in single 
days who are unable to take all five days as ofthe end ofthe vacation year will be paid in cash for all 
unused days. Cash sums paid to employees, who choose to cash in a single week of vacation or 
unused single vacation days, will not be considered pensionable income. Under either option, 
employees will not choose a week during the annual vacation pick in which to take unused single 
days. In order to provide adequate opportunities for employees who opt to take a week ofvacation in 
single days to take such days off, a minimum daily quota for single day vacations, AVA days and 
personal days will be established in each depot equal to one percent ofthe total number ofoperators 
assigned to the depot. If the percentage figure results in a fraction of .50 or below, the daily 
minimum quota for the depot will be the preceding whole number. Ifthe percentage figure results in 
a fraction above .50, the daily minimum quota for the depot will be the subsequent whole number. 
C. Holidays. 
The following ten (10) days shall be considered paid holidays under the provisions 
hereinafter set forth: 
New Year's Day Labor Day 
Lincoln's Birthday Veterans' Day 
Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving 
Memorial Day Christmas 
Independence Day Employee's Birthday , 
However, new employees shall not be entitled to the Birthday holiday until after the 
completion ofone (1) year of service. 
The dates of observance for holidays in 2000, 2001 and 2002 are specified in 
Appendix F. 
1) Each of the employees to whom this Section applies, who is not assigned to 
duty on a holiday listed above, shall be paid as follows: 
a. In respect to each Bus Operator having a regular run, the weekdayblueprint 
time scheduled for such run. 
b. In respect to extra Operators, eight (8) hours. 
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c. In respect to all other employees, on the basis ofhis/her regular day's pay. 
2) Employees a ssigned to work on any of such holidays will perform such 
assignments and will be paid as follows: . 
a. A Bus Operator having a regularly assigned run on a holiday, or assigned to 
a supplementary run on a holiday, shall be paid straight time for eight (8) hours and time and 
one-half(1 1/2) thereafter, provided, however, he/she shall not receive less than the amount called 
for by his/her regular weekday run and, in addition, shall receive a day's pay computed as set forth in 
I )a. of this subsection, at the applicable time set forth therein. 
b. All other employees assigned to work on a holiday will receive straight 
time for eight (8) hours and time and one-half(l 1/2) thereafter and, in addition, shall receive a day's 
pay computed as set forth in 2)a. of this subsection. 
c. Employees who actually work on a holiday shall receive a $2 per hour 
differential for all hours actually worked on the following holidays: 
July 4th, Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Day. 
3) Employees who are assigned to duty on any ofthe foregoing holidays and who 
do not report for duty will not be paid for such holiday. 
4) None of the foregoing provisions in this subsection shall be applicable in 
respect to any ofthe stated holidays to any employee who may have been continuously absent from 
duty for thirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding 
such holiday. An employee who has performed no work for the Operating Authority during a period 
ofthirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding a holiday, 
shall not receive any pay for the holiday or be allowed another day off in lieu thereof. 
5) Employees who are on leave ofabsence or who are on the Inactive List will 
not be paid for holidays occurring during their period ofabsence. 
6) An employee shall not receive wages for a paid holiday unless he/she reports 
for work on his/her last scheduled work day before the holiday and the first scheduled WOIK day after 
the holiday, except when prevented by proven illness or death in the immediate family. 
7) When a contract holiday falls within an employee's vacation period, or in the 
event an employee's birthday coincides with any other holiday herein, such employee shall receive 
holiday pay for that day, computed as provided for elsewhere in this subsection. 
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8) An employee who is required to work on a paid holiday at a time when he/she 
does not have three (3) unused AVA days (Additional Vacation Allowance) to hislher credit may 
elect to be paid for work on the holiday onlywhat he/shewould receive therefor ifit were performed 
on one ofhis/her regular working days, and instead ofreceiving additional pay therefor, be credited 
with an AVA day entitling him/her to another day offwith pay at eight (8) hours pay in lieu of the 
holiday. The provisions ofthis paragraph shall not be applicable to any employeewho is required to 
work on Lincoln's Birthday. 
To make such election, he/she must give notice thereof in writing to hislher 
superior in advance of the holiday. 
He/she shall not be allowed to make such election more than three times in 
anyone calendar year or at a time when he/she already has three AVA days to hislher credit. 
The particular day on which he/she is to be released from work to make use of 
any AVA credit must be agreed upon in advance by hislher superior. 
The employee shall have the option ofrequesting and obtaining eight (8) hours 
pay in cash at hislher regular straight time rate for any AVA days he/she has accumulated. Such 
request shall be made on a fonn prepared by the Operating Authority for that purpose. For pension 
purposes, the payment shall not be included in the final year's earnings, except for AVA days accrued 
in hislher final year. 
Despite the fact that the letters "AVA" stand for the words "Additional 
Vacation Allowance," the so-called AVA days shall in no event be added to vacations or used in a 
group as a vacation period. 
9) The Operating Authority shall grant a personal leave day to all employees on 
condition that the Operating Authority may limit the number of employees who may be off from 
work on anyone day. The Operating Authoritymay issue reasonable regulations regarding the use of 
such personal leave day. However, new employees shall not receive a personal leave day until the 
January 1st, following the completion ofone (1) year of service. 
D. Medical Examination 
The Operating Authority shall have the right to require employees to submit to a 
medical examination at reasonable intervals. The Operating Authority shall also have the right to 
have an employee examined by its Medical Department when it deems such employee may be 
medically unfit to do the work required in hislher job classification. If. as a result of such 
examination. a dispute arises as to the disability ofan employee, the employee shall have the right to 
have the findings ofthe OperatingAuthority-designated physician checked by a physician ofhislher 
own choice. In the event of a continuing dispute, the matter shall be submitted to the Impartial 
Arbitrator. 
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E. Medical Department 
1) The Medical Department may send a doctor ofits own choosing to the home 
of a sick employee when such employee has reported himselfi'herself sick. 
2) In the event an employee is offsick for a period not exceeding thirty (30) days, 
the Operating Authority will accept a doctor's certificate for the purpose ofallowing the employee to 
return to work, subject to the provisions of subsection (D). 
There shall be no requirements for a doctor's certificate when an employee is 
off for two (2) days or less, except as required by Section U. below. 
An employee who is offbetween three (3) and five (5) days, inclusive, maybe 
required to produce a doctor's certificate ifthe Authority deems it necessary or ifrequired by Section 
U. below. 
In the event that an employee does not have a doctor's certificate, as required 
above, he/she must be examined by the Medical Department and receive from it a "Back-to-Work" 
slip in order to be able to return to work ifout more than two (2) days. 
3) In the event that an employee is offsick for more than (30) days, then, before 
returning to work he/she must report to the Medical Department for examination and receive a 
"Back-to-Work" slip. 
4) In the event an employee is granted a leave ofabsence ofnot more than six (6) 
months for reasons other than illness, he/she shall not be required to report to the Medical 
Department for an examination before returning to work but shall be required to report to the 
Personnel Department. 
5) In the event that an employee is denied the right to return to work, the Union 
may make such denial a grievance, which grievance will be covered by the contractual grievance 
procedure. 
F. Safety Department 
1) Each employee operating an Operating Authority vehicle which is involved in an 
accident must, on his/her own time, report personally to the Location Chief, Transportation or 
Maintenance, as the case may be, at the time specified by such Location Chief. When it is 
determined by the Location Chiefor the Safety Department that such accident was ofa preventable 
or questionable nature, then such employee will be required, on his/her own time, to report for a 
hearing at a date, time and place set by the Operating Authority before a Safety Committee composed 
of the Location Chief, a member of the Safety Department, and two (2) designees of the Union, 
which Committee will analyze the case and check the issue ofpreventability. Ifthe accident is found 
to be of a non-preventable nature, the case will be dismissed and the accident entered upon the 
employee's record as a non-preventable accident. If the accident is found to be ofa preventable 
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nature, the Operator will be so advised and such accident will be entered upon the record as a 
preventable accident. 
2) Any employee may, at the discretion ofthe Operating Authority, be required 
to attend the Safety School for retraining. Any employee who has had one or more preventable 
accidents in the six-month period prior to his/her attendance at Safety School shall be tested on the 
corrective testing devices. The employee shall be paid by the Operating Authority on the basis of 
his/her regular run. 
3) Bus accidents will be rated as either ''preventable' or "non-preventable" based 
on the specific facts of each case. The fact that an accident is rated preventable does not 
automatically trigger a disciplinary action. The rat~r of the accident can detennine that a 
reinstruction or counseling may be a more effective tool to modify employee behavior based on the 
specific details ofa given case rather then recommending disciplinary action. 
G. Attendance at Court, Hearings, or at the Legal D~artment as a Witness 
Employees required by direction ofthe Operating Authority to r~ort to Court or to 
the Claim or Legal D~artment, or to attend as a witness at a trial, hearing or investigation, shall be 
paid his/her regular day's pay for the day so lost. An employee whose entire day or the major portion 
thereofis so spent, will receive $3.00 for lunch money. 
H. Dropping ofEmployee After Two Year's Absence Because of Injury/lllness 
I) An employee absent because ofa work related or non-work related injury or 
illness shall be dropped from the service of the Operating Authority after a period of two (2) years 
has elapsed since the last day worked. 
2) MaBSTOA employees injured on duty and MaBSTOA employees on ordinaty 
disability, shall have the same rights to return to their jobs following termination that the Transit 
Authority employees have. 
3) An employee with restricted work status may be offered reassignment or 
reclassification. Ifhe/she refuses the offer ofreassignment or reclassification, the rules concerning 
refusal ofwork will be applicable. 
Jfhe/she acc~ts the offer but expresses a preference for another job, he/she 
shall be placed on a preferred list until such time as the job becomes available so long as the person 
is working in the first offered job. Reassignment or reclassification will be offered on a first come, 
first serve basis. Notwithstanding any other provision herein employees may be dropped from 
service after two years ofabsence as a result ofinjury. This provision shall not prevent MaBSTOA 
from taking disciplinary action against such an employee for refusal to perform assigned work which 
he/she is capable of doing within his/her title in which case the employee will be subject to 
appropriate disciplinary action including the possibility ofdismissal. 
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4) MaBSTOA shall have the authority to file a pension application on behalfof 
an employee who has been injured by an assault or injured on duty, where MaBSTOA believes that 
such an application is appropriate. 
Compensation Cases - Injury On Duty - Visits To The Doctor 
1) An employee injured while on duty and who is unable to continue work for the 
remainder of the day in which such injury occurs shall receive full pay for the day of injury. 
2) An employee shall not lose any pay for attending a hearing at the Workers' 
Compensation Board if such hearing is held during his/her tour of duty, and such hearing is held 
because of injury to himselfi'herself, but not as a witness, provided, however, that such employee 
obtains an Attendance Slip from the Chiefofthe Compensation Bureau, or hislher designee, which 
sets forth the time ofarrival and time ofdeparture from such hearing. 
In the event an employee attends a Workers' Compensation Board hearing 
because ofan injury to himselfi'herself, but not as a witness, outside ofhislher tour ofduty, he/she 
will be allowed pay at his/her regular rate ofpay for three (3) hours. 
3) An employee classified as a Compensation Case because ofan injuryon duty 
will be paid only for time lost in reporting to an Operating Authority's doctor at the Operating 
Authority's request. In such case, he/she must obtain a form from his/her supervisor showing the 
time he/she stopped work, have the Medical Department fill out and sign such report, showing time 
arrived and left the Medical Department, and return such form to hislher supervisor before resuming 
work. 
4) An employee who is certified by the Medical Department as unable to work 
due to an LO.D. and is absent for 14 days or less, may use available sick days to cover the first five 
working days of absence only, after return to work following requalification by the Medical 
Department. 
5) The Accounting Department will pay compensation claims within five days 
after receipt of the completed forms from the Compensation Department. 
J. Bulletin Board Notices 
The Operating Authority shall permit the posting of official Union notices on its 
regular bulletin boards, and space thereon shall be allotted whenever required, but such official 
Union notices shall be limited to announcements and shall contain nothing political or controversial 
and in no circumstances shall reflect upon the Operating Authority or upon any of its employees. 
K. Snow Work 
All employees who are required to work on snow work instead of their regularly 
assigned duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
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Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the 
employee actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such 
work would not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances 
shall snow pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made 
prior to March 31, 1985. 
L. Promotions 
1) Promotions to positions within the bargaining unit covered by this section 
shall be based on qualifications and seniority. 
2) The Operating Authority shall have the right to specify qualifications for jobs 
in all classifications and shall have the right to prescribe the necessary tests to determine whether an 
employee has such qualifications. An employee, to be eligible for promotion to, or employment in 
such jobs, shall be required to satisfy the Operating Authority that he/she reasonably meets such 
qualifications. This is applicable to employees in all departments. 
3) The qualifications of any employee for any job shall be determined by the 
head ofthat department, but in the event ofa dispute between the Union and the Operating Authority 
with respect to qualifications of any employee for any job, which dispute cannot be satisfactorily 
disposed ofbetween the parties hereto under the grievance procedure, then it shall be submitted to 
the Impartial Arbitrator under the grievance procedure. 
M. General Items 
1) Gambling on Operating Authority Premises: 
Gambling on Operating Authority premises is strictly forbidden. Any 
employee involved in gambling shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
2) Theft ofProperty. 
Theft ofproperty ofthe Operating Authority or ofan employee will be cause 
for immediate discharge. Removal of Operating Authority property, including records or 
confidential information from Operating Authority premises without authorization, or the wilful 
misuse or destruction of such property, records or confidential information, shall be cause for 
immediate discharge. 
3) Enumeration ofthe above specific causes for discipline shall not preclude the 
Operating Authority from the right to take disciplinary action in any other cases for cause, as 
provided in Section 6.1 (C). 
4) An employee in the Operating Authority who has been continually absent 
without leave for a period of20 days shall after written notice, be considered to have resigned. 
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N. Distribution ofPay Checks 
Pay checks will be distributed on Thursday except that, when a holiday occurs on 
Thursday, checks will be distributed as early as possible on Wednesday. 
o. Motor Vehicle Bureau 
The Operating Authority will use its best efforts to procure the prompt reinstatement 
of the driver's license of any driver whose license has been or shall be suspended or revoked by 
reason of an accident occurring while such driver is engaged in the performance of hislher duties, 
provided that such driver is not at fault. 
P. Jury Duty 
An employee required to perform jury duty which in any way interferes with hislher 
regular working hours will be granted a leave ofabsence with pay, provided such employee endorses 
all checks received in payment for such jury service to the Operating Authority. 
Pay for such leave of absence for an hourly paid employee shall be the same as if 
he/she had worked in accordance with hislher regular work schedule for each day included in such 
leave of absence. The term "regular work schedl:I1e" shall not be deemed to include any overtime 
work which may have been planned ahead except where it is part of a scheduled run for a Bus 
Operator. Ifa Bus Operator who has a regular run is permitted by pick or otherwise, to take on any 
extra work in addition to his/her regular run, such extra work, even ifarranged for in advance, shall 
not, for the purpose ofthis subsection, be considered as part ofhislher regular work schedule. Where 
a Bus Operator has elected to serve as an extra, his/her schedule shall be deemed to call for eight (8) 
hours work per day, except where a run in excess ofeight (8) hours has been assigned to him/her in 
advance for a particular day, in which event such run shall be deemed to be hislher regular work 
schedule for that particular day. 
When an employee is required to be on juryduty, hislher scheduled days offshall be 
changed to Saturday and Sunday during the period of time when he/she is on jury duty. In all other 
respects, the controls and administration ofjury duty shall continue. 
Fees received for jury duty performed by an employee during such employee's days 
off or vacation may be retained by the employee. When it is necessary for an employee to absent 
himselfi'herselffrom any part ofhislher work in order to qualify for jury duty, he/she will be granted 
leave of absence with pay for such length of time as may be necessary for that purpose, not 
exceeding, however, four (4) hours. 
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Q. Death in Family 
At the time ofdeath in an employee's immediate family, he/she shall, upon submitting 
evidence satisfactory to the department head, be granted a leave of absence with pay, at hislher 
regular rate ofpay, on each such day, not to exceed three (3) work days. Such leave shall not be 
charged to any other allowances, such as vacation or holiday. "hnmediate family" is defined for this 
purpose as spouse; natural, foster, step-parent; child, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law; 
natural grandparent; and any person residing in the household. "Any person residing in the 
household" is to be interpreted as meaning a person related by family ties with permanent residence 
in the household. 
R. Accident Reports 
Bus Operators who are required to remain ontheprenuses ofthe Operating Authority 
to prepare reports of unusual occurrences or accidents shall be allowed one (l) hour's pay at their 
regular rate. However, the boost time at the end ofthe run will be subtracted from the one (l) hour. 
S. Uniforms 
Where the Operating Authority requires an employee to be in uniform, the Operating 
Authority will supply such uniform. 
The Authority and Union agree to establish ajoint labor/management committee to 
design a female bus operator uniform that can be provided at no significant additional cost to the 
Authority. 
T. Physical Disability 
For injuries or illness occurring on or after January 1, 1968 the following provisions 
shall be effective: 
1) a. A n employee who is adjudged by the Operating Authority's Medical 
Department to be disabled from performing the full duties ofhislher position but able to perform the 
work of another position, or light duty in hislher own position, will generally, but subject to the 
exercise ofdiscretion by the Operating Authority, be assigned to such other work, ifavailable, during 
the period of such disability. 
i. If the employee is performing light duty in his/her own 
position, he/she shall continue to receive the same rate ofpay as though he/she were performing full 
duty in his/her own position. 
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ii. If an employee, who has completed ten (10) or more years of 
service is perfonning the work ofanother title, he/she shall continue to be paid the maximum rate of 
pay for the title he/she was assigned to at the time of injury. The employee shall receive any 
subsequent salary raises that he/she would have received had he/she remained in the regular service 
ofthe title to which he/she was assigned to at the time of injury. 
Ill. If the employee who, as a result of an injury sustained in the 
course ofhis/her employment, has completed less than ten (10) years of service at the time of his 
physical disqualification, is performing the work ofanother title, he/she shall receive the same rate of 
pay which he/she was receiving at the time ofdisablement or the minimum rate ofpay for such other 
title, whichever is greater. Should the employee continue to perform the work of such other title, 
he/she shall receive not less "than the rate ofpay appropriate to the length of time he/she shall have 
performed work of such other title, subsequent to his/her disqualification from the work ofhis/her 
own title. 
iv. Ifan employee who, as a result ofa physical condition resulting 
from a cause other than an injury sustained in the course ofhis/her employment, has completed less 
than ten (10) years ofservice at the time ofhis/her physical disqualification, is performing the work 
of another title, he/she shall receive the highest standard rate established for that title which is not 
above the minimum rate ofpay for his/her original title. Should the employee continue to perform 
the work ofsuch other title, he/she shall receive not less than the rate ofpay appropriate to the length 
oftime he/she shall have performed work ofsuch other title, subsequent to his/her disqualification 
from the work ofhis/her own title. 
b. The determination that any employee is disabled from performing the full 
duties ofhis/her position shall be within the exclusive determination ofthe Operating Authority, on 
the advice of its Medical Department, whose findings shall be final and binding and not subject to 
review or arbitration, except as explicitly provided for in Section 6.1 of this Agreement. 
2) The Operating Authority's Medical Department in reporting an employee to be 
physically disqualified for the performance ofthe full duties ofhis/her title, shall specify whether the 
physical disqualification is temporary or permanent, and shall periodically re-examine each 
employee who shall have been adjudged to thus temporarily or permanently disqualified, and when it 
is found (1) that such an employee is able to return to the full duties ofhis/her title, or (2) that a 
determination oftemporary disqualification, should be changed to one ofpermanent disqualification, 
shall make the immediate report thereofto the Operating Authority, provided, however, that when an 
employee has remained physically disqualified for the performance of the full duties ofhis/her title 
for a period ofa full year, he/she shall be deemed to be permanently disqualified therefor until the 
Operating Authority's Medical Department shall adjudge him/her qualified. 
3) Ifand when the Operating Authority's Medical Department shall certify that a 
permanent employee, previously disqualified by physical disability from performing the duties of 
his/her position, is able to return to those duties, he/she will be reassigned thereto with the same 
preference status which he/she held at the time ofhis/her disqualification. 
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4) Any employee who has been disqualified by a physician of the Authority's 
Medical Department and who is dissatisfied with the finding ofthe examining physician, shall have 
the right to have hislher case reviewed, and to be personally examined, by the Authority's Medical 
Director in the presence of the employee's own physician. The decision ofsuch Medical Director 
shall in all cases be final. 
u. Sick Leave 
I) Subject to the limitations hereinafter set forth, or otherwise contained in this 
Agreement, each employee first employed prior to July I, 1994, shall accrue the right to five (5) days 
sick pay during each contract year. Those employed between June 30, 1994 and August I, 1995 
shall accrue such right during the second contract year. Those employed between July 3 I, 1995 and 
August 3 I, 1996 shall accrue such right during the third year ofthe contract. All sick leave accrued 
but unused during the previous contract shall be carried over into the new contract. Available sick 
leave days unused during the first year of the contract shall accrue and be available during the 
second, third year. 
2) To qualify for sick pay, the employee must be unable to work because of 
illness. The definition of illness shall be uniform with the definition of illness in the Transit 
Authority. 
3) A day's sick pay shall consist ofeight (8) hours at the employee's regular rate 
ofpay. 
4) Sick pay will be payable beginning the first day ofillness. Doctor's lines will 
not be required for absences of two (2) days or less. Abuse ofsick leave will not be tolerated. A 
pattern of sick leave where a person on two occasions during any 12 month period takes off sick 
immediately before or after an RDO will be considered abuse. In addition, it is agreed that if, during 
the term ofthis Agreement, the MaBSTOA wide per employee average ofsick day absence exceeds 
five (5) days absent per year, the sick leave provisions will revert to those in the 1978 Agreement and 
will be renegotiated. 
5) In order to prevent duplication ofbenefits, the Operating Authority shall take a 
credit for any payment which may be made to the employee under the State Disability Benefits Law 
as a disability payment which covers the same day or days for which he/she is being paid sick leave. 
6) To be paid sick leave days in any particular week, the employee will be 
required to waive hislher right to that portion of the $55 Health and Welfare benefit that might 
otherwise be payable for that week for any such days. This provision shall continue to be effective 
only as long as the trust continues to provide such $55 benefit. 
7) For the purpose of the rules contained in this subsection, an employee shall 
not be deemed to have been in the service of the Operating Authority during a period of leave of 
absence without pay except where such leave ofabsence shall have been for ordered military duty. 
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8) Sick leave shall not run concurrently with vacation and will not be granted in 
respect to any of the ten (10) holidays or in respect to any day which is the employee's regular day 
off. 
9) No sick leave will be granted for illness due to indulgence in alcoholic liquors 
or narcotics except a s permitted by Transit Authority policy as issued by the President of the 
Authorities. 
10) In order to be granted a paid or unpaid leave ofabsence on account ofillness, 
an employee must file a written application therefor, on a form provided by the Operating Authority, 
within three (3) days after hislher return to work, but this form may be filed during the period of 
hislher absence, if such absence is for an extended period. The application for sick leave must 
include a true statement of the cause of the applicant's absence from work, including the nature of 
hislher illness or disability, and must be made to the Operating Authority through the applicant's 
appropriate superior. The burden ofestablishing that he/she was actually unfit for work on account 
ofillness shall be upon the employee. Every application for sick leave, whether with or without pay, 
for more than two (2) days, must be accompanied by medical proof satisfactory to the Operating 
Authority, and upon a form to be furnished by the Operating Authority, setting forth the nature ofthe 
employee's illness and certifying that by reason ofsuch illness the employee was unable to perform 
hislher duties for the period ofthe absence. This rule will not in any way relieve the employee from 
complying with paragraphs (4), (12) and (13) of this subsection. 
11) To be entitled to sick leave for any day on which he/she is absent from work 
because of illness, an employee, except where it is impossible to do so, must at least one (1) hour 
before the commencement ofhis/her scheduled tour ofduty for that day, cause notice ofthe illness 
and ofthe place where he/she can be found during such illness to be given by telephone, messenger, 
or otherwise to hislher appropriate superior, and must also give notice to such superior of any 
subsequent change in the place where he/she can be found. Where it is impossible to give such 
notice within the time above prescribed, it shall be given as soon as circumstances permit. The 
failure to cause such notice to be given shall deprive the employee ofhislher right to be paid for such 
a scheduled tour ofduty, and he/she shall not be entitled to pay for any subsequent tour ofduty from 
which he/she absents h imselflherself unless at some time, not less than 0 ne hour prior tot he 
commencement ofsuch tour ofduty, he/she shall have caused such notice to be given. The failure to 
cause notice to be given as herein provided shall not be excused unless the Operating Authority is 
convinced that special circumstances made it impossible and is also convinced that notice was given 
as soon as the special circumstances permitted. 
12) If a representative of the Operating Authority calls at the place where the 
absent employee gave notice that he/she could be found during hislher illness, or in the absence of 
such notice, calls at the home ofthe absent employee and cannot find himlher, the absent employee 
will be deemed to be absent without leave. Such employee will not be granted sick leave and will be 
subject to appropriate disciplinary action. 
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13) When an employee is out sick and is visited by a doctor of the Operating 
Authority who finds the employee able to work, there will be no deduction made for that day in the 
current pay period but the Operating Authority may deny payment after review and deduct pay for 
such day in a subsequent pay period. 
14) An employee who is found to be in violation of the rules contained in this 
subsection governing sick leave allowances shall, in addition to being subject to the denial of sick 
leave, also be subject to appropriate disciplinary action. Any serious violation, persistent infractions, 
or a fraudulent claim for sick leave, may result in dismissal from the service. 
15) Time of absence from work while incapacitated by injury received in 
performance of duty will not be charged against the sick leave allowable under this subsection. 
16) No sick leave will be granted to an employee who is unfit for work on account 
of an accident incurred while working for an employer other than the Operating Authority. 
17) No sick leave with pay will be granted for less than one-quarter ofa day at a 
time. In the event that a paid absence of less than one full day is to be charged against unused sick 
leave allowances, the following table ofcomputation shall be used: 
One-fourth (1/4) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty more than 5 hours on the day 
during which his/her services were intenupted by illness; 
One-half(1/2) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty more than 3 hours but not more 
than 5 hours on such day; 
Three-fourths (3/4) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty as much as 1 hour, but not 
more than 3 hours on such day; 
One (l) full day ifhe/she was on duty less than 1 hour on such day. 
Ifhis/her work schedule on such day includes a paid meal period and he/she 
works all ofthat part ofhis/her tour ofduty which precedes his/her scheduled meal period, or all of 
that part ofhis/her tour ofduty which follows his/her scheduled meal period, the meal period will be 
treated as time on duty in determining the charge to be made against his/her sick leave allowance. 
V. Injury on Duty. 
The following provisions shall apply with respect to accidental injuries sustained in 
the course of an employee's employment on or after July I, 1968. 
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An employee incapacitated from performing any type ofavailable work as a result of 
an accidental injury sustained in the course ofhislher employment will be allowed for such period or 
periods during such incapacity as the Operating Authority may determine, a differential payment 
which shall be sufficient to comprise, together with any Workers' Compensation payable to him/her 
under the provisions ofthe Workers' Compensation law an amount after taxes equal to hislher after 
tax wages for a forty (40) hour work week. 
Ifthe Workers' Compensation payment granted pursuant to law is equal to or greater 
than the amount the employee was receiving prior to the period ofincapacity, after taxes, for a forty 
(40) hour work week, the employee shall not receive any differential payments. If the absence for 
which he/she is to be allowed pay as herein provided occurs two years or more after the date ofthe 
original accident, the allowance shall be based upon an amount equal to seventy (70) percent of 
his/her earnings on the date of the original accident as set forth herein. 
In order to qualify for such payment, the employee must be absent from employment 
because of such accidental injuries sustained in the course of his/her employment eight (8) 
consecutive days and the payment provided for herein will commence only on and after the eighth 
day ofsuch absence. 
In no case will an employee be granted the allowance above mentioned or be paid 
more than he/she is entitled to receive under the Workers' Compensation Law unless he/she 
voluntarily, and without any additional allowance therefor, submits from time to time, as he/she may 
be requested, to physical examinations by the Operating Authority's Medical Director or his/her 
authorized assistant. Should he/she at any time after the Operating Authority's determination to grant 
any allowance under the provisions of this subsection, refuse to submit to examination by said 
Medical Director or hislher assistant, or if, upon examination he/she is adjudged by such Medical 
Director or his/her assistant to be able to perform either hislher own work or lighter work which is 
offered to him/her and he/she should fail or refuse to perform the same, such refusal shall 
automatically effect a revocation ofany and all allowances theretofore granted to himlher under this 
subsection, and to the extent that the amount ofany such allowance shall have already been paid to 
himlher it shall be treated as an advance payment of, and shall be deducted from, whatever monies 
may thereafter become due and payable to such employee. 
If, as a result ofan injury sustained in the course ofhislher employment, an employee 
is adjudged by the Operating Authority's Medical Staffto be disqualified for the work ofhis/her own 
position but qualified for lighter work in another position, and ifhe/she is assigned to and performs 
such lighter work, he/she will be paid in accordance with the applicable provisions ofthe subsection 
(T) above. The amount of any Workers' Compensation payable for the period or any part of the 
period during which he/she so works will be deducted from hislher pay for the work. 
No increase, by way ofincrement or otherwise, shall be made in the rate ofpayofany 
incapacitated employee during the period ofhis/her incapacity, or until he/she returns to work in the 
same position which he/she held prior to the period ofincapacity, at which time his/her regular rate 
ofpay will become what it would have been had he/she remained continuously in active service. 
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No differential pay shall be granted: 
1) Unless the employee sustained an accidental injury while engaged in the 
performance ofhis/her assigned duty for the Operating Authority and such accidental injury was the 
direct cause of the employee's incapacity for work. 
2) If the employee tests positive for alcohol, drugs or controlled substances 
which testing was initiated by the incident which caused the harm or injury to the employee. 
3) If the employee failed to report for any work within title when directed that 
they are medically qualified to perform. 
4) Ifthe employee does not give due notice ofthe accident or does not report to 
the Authority's designated physician(s) for examination or re-examination when told to do so. This 
provision shall not be used to require an employee to report for examination at unreasonable times 
and frequency. 
When the question arises as to the granting ofdifferential pay under this subsection to 
an employee who has been absent from work on account of injury in the course of his/her 
employment, the Chiefof the Compensation Bureau of the Operating Authority shall certify on all 
applications submitted by employees that the following conditions have been met: 
I) That the employee was actually performing work for the Operating Authority 
at the time of the accident. 
2) That the accidental injury is the direct cause ofthe employee's incapacity for 
work. 
3) That the employee did not test positive for alcohol, drugs or controlled 
substances on tests initiated as a result of the incident. 
4) That the employee gave due notice of the accident. 
5) That the employee was duly examined bythe Operating Authority's designated 
physician after the accident. 
6) That the employee did return for re-examination on every occasion when 
directed by the Authority. 
7) That the employee did report for any work within title which he/she was 
deemed medically qualified to perform. 
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In certifying the conditions as aforesaid have been met, the Chief of the 
Compensation Bureau of the Operating Authority, in addition to using the information available to 
him/her from the files of his/her bureau, may call upon the Safety Department, the Medical 
Department, and any other Bureau or Department ofthe Operating Authority to furnish in writing to 
the said Chief of the Operating Authority's Compensation Bureau, such facts and information as 
he/she may deem necessary. 
W. $50,000 Death Payment 
The Operating Authority will provide a $50,000 payment to cover the death of an 
employee occurring as the result ofan assault or robbery in the line ofduty. 
X. Instructions 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, hislher regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time 
and one-half(1 1/2) at his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee because oferrors or 
dereliction in the performance ofhis/her duties, is required by the Operating Authority in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Y. Employee Recognition Program 
All Union members of the Employee Recognition Program will be compensated at 
their regular rate plus 25 percent only for work performed on the Employee Recognition Program. 
This additional payment is provided to fully compensate team members for all other additional 
expenses incurred as a result of the nature of the Program's activities. 
Z. Run and Work Scheduling Procedure 
1) When a new run orwork schedule is prepared, a copy thereofshall be given to 
the Union as soon as possible, and in no event less than fifteen (15) days prior to the date set forth on 
the schedule as the date on which it will be posted for pick. The date ofthe posting for pick shall be 
determined by the General Superintendent. The General Superintendent shall also detennine and set 
forth on the schedule the date upon which the new schedule shall become effective, which date shall 
take into account the time reasonably required to complete the picking. Picking shall commence not 
later than five (5) days after the schedule is posted. Employees who for any reason fail to exercise 
their picking rights shall be assigned. 
2) The Union shall have the right at any time after it has received the schedule to 
discuss it with the General Superintendent. Any complaint made by the Union shall be decided by 
the General Superintendent within twenty-four (24) hours after the close of the discussion. If, after 
such discussion, any change in the schedule agreed to by the Union is directed by the General 
Superintendent which cannot be made prior to the posting date, the schedule shall not be posted for 
pick until such change has been made. 
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3) The Union may file with the General Superintendent at any time, a written 
complaint that the schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees. Any such complaint shall set 
forth specificallyhow, and in what manner, the schedule imperils the health and safety ofemployees. 
a. Where such complaint is filed after the schedule has been posted for 
pick, such complaint shall constitute a normal grievance to be heard in the first instance, however, by 
the Operating AuthoritYs Director of Labor Relations or his/her designee. Such complaint shall 
thereafter be governed by the normal provisions of the grievance procedure. 
b. Where such complaint is filed before the posting ofthe schedule for 
pick, a hearing thereon shall be held by the Operating AuthoritYs Director of Labor Relations or 
his/her designee, not more than two (2) working days after the filing of the complaint and the 
decision thereon shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours after the hearing. 
4) Where said Union files its complaint with the General Superintendent before 
the date fixed for the posting of the schedule, an appeal may be taken to the Impartial Arbitrator 
immediately after the decision by the Operating AuthoritYs Director of Labor Relations or his/her 
designee, which appeal shall be accompanied by a statement setting forth the basis ofthe contention 
that the schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees, and accompanied also by a copy ofthe 
decision by the Operating AuthoritYs Director ofLabor Relations or his/her designee. The Impartial 
Arbitrator shall hold a hearing on notice, by telephone or otherwise, as promptlyas possible after the 
filing of the appeal. At the request of the Impartial Arbitrator, such witnesses, records and other 
documentary evidence as may be required shall be produced. The Impartial Arbitrator shall mail a 
copy of his/her opinion to the Operating Authority and to the Union, within two (2) working days 
after the close of the hearing before him/her. If, in considering such complaint, the Impartial 
Arbitrator finds that a run or work schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees-which is the 
sole extent of hislher jurisdiction-he/she shall set forth specifically the precise elements in the 
schedule on which he/she bases such opinion. The opinion ofthe Impartial Arbitrator with respect to 
whether a run or work schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees, shall be final and binding 
upon both parties. 
5) Except to the extent specifically provided in Paragraphs (2) and (4) above, 
neither the filing ofa complaint nor the pendency ofa grievance at any level, shall prevent or delay 
putting the schedule into effect on the day fixed therefor, subject to any change which may at any 
time be directed by the Operating Authority upon the determination of the grievance. 
6) The Operations Planning Department will host a quarterly meeting for Surface 
Transportation to review work in progress within the Operations Planning Department. Notification 
of t he meetings w ill be s ent tot he President 0 f the T WU who w ill notify t he Assistant Vice 
President, Operations Planning as to who will attend the meetings. 
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AA Payroll Deductions 
MaBSTOA will, at least two (2) weeks in advance, notify all employees ofimpending 
payroll deductions ofwhich they have not been previously notified or which they have not requested 
except as required by law. 
AB. Labor-Management Committee for MaBSTOA Transit Property Protection 
A Committee consisting of an equal number of Management and Union 
representatives shall be established to discuss: 
a) Unifonns, rain gear, winter jackets, and boots. 
b) Shelters for inclement weather at all locations that do not have shelter 
presently. 
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SECTION 6.3 - OA, TRANSPORTATION, EXCLUDING CLERICAL 
A. Definitions 
1) A "regular operator" is an operator who has picked a "regular run" or a 
"regular trick" to which he/she is regularly assigned, irrespective ofthe number ofdays in the week 
for which such run or trick is scheduled. 
2) An "extra operator" is an operator who, because ofhislher preference status, 
has been unable to pick and is not regularly assigned to any regular run or regular trick ofhislher 
own and is assigned only to such work as may be available. 
3) A "regular operator working as an extra" is a regular operator who, on a day 
when he/she is not assigned in advance to a regular run or regular trick, reports, pursuant to orders, 
for such work as may be available for himlher on that day. 
4) A "regular run" is a scheduled run which requires more than six (6) hours 
work. 
5) A "regular trick" is a scheduled trick or yard trick which requires more than 
six (6) hours work. 
6) An "extra run" is a run which is unscheduled, or a run which, whether 
scheduled or not, requires no more than six (6) hours work. 
7) An "extra trick" is a drill trick or yard trick, which is unscheduled, or a drill 
trick or yard trick which, whether scheduled or not, requires no more than six (6) hours work. 
8) A "straight run" or a "straight trick" shall be defined as set forth in Sub-section 
E. below. 
9) A "swing run" or a "swing trick" shall be defined as set forth in Sub-section E. 
below. 
10) Ifa regular swing run is not completed within a spread ofeleven (11) hours, 
time and one-half will be allowed for all time in excess of said eleven (11) hours which may be 
needed to permit the completion ofthe run. 
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B. Hours ofWork 
1) The basic work day for operators shall be eight (8) hours, and all operators 
who are ordered to and do report for duty on any day as ordered, shall be entitled to at least eight (8) 
hours pay for the day, provided, in the case ofregular operators, they report on time and work the full 
runs or tricks assigned to them, and provided, in the case of extra operators, or regular operators 
working as extras, they report on time and hold themselves available for and perfonn all such work 
as may be assigned to them. All operators will be required to report for duty at least five (5) days in 
each payroll week. 
2) At least two (2) days rest, without pay, in a calendar or payroll week shall be 
allowed to each operator, except when service requirements, shortage of operators, or other 
emergencies prevent it. 
3) Any regular operator who reports for hislher regularly assigned run or trick 
and who, through no fault of hislher own, is not used, shall receive hislher regular day's pay, 
provided he/she holds himself/herselfavailable for and perfonns any other work which he/she may 
be ordered to perform. 
4) When a regular operator has picked a regular run and after reporting therefor, 
through no fault ofhislher own, is assigned to another run instead, he/she shall be paid at least the 
time hislher original run called for by schedule. If the time worked on such other run is more than 
the time scheduled for hislher regular assigned run, or if, on such other run, he/she clears after hislher 
regular clearing time, he/she shall, in either case, be allowed time and one-half for the excess time. 
5) An Operator reporting late because ofan unusual interruption ofservice on the 
New York City Transit System shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost on that account, provided such 
interruption of service, as the cause ofhislher lateness, is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
supenor. 
C. ReportinglPre-trip Inspections/Clearing Allowance 
1) The working time of all regular runs and regular tricks shall be fixed by 
schedule. These schedules for a regular run, (but not a regular trick) shall allow as part of such 
regular run, a "reporting/pre-trip inspections/clearing allowance offifteen (15) minutes, with ten (10) 
minutes allocated for reporting and pre-trip inspections and five (5) minutes for clearing, which shall 
be included as working time of such regular run. The allowance despite its placement on the 
schedule, includes payments for all pre-trip inspections required by applicable law and regulations 
and/or Authority rules for both straight and swing runs. 
2) When an operator fails to finish hislher run and another operator is assigned to 
relieve himlher, each operator shall receive the reporting-clearing allowance provided in (1). The 
operator starting the run and not finishing it shall be paid only for the actual time worked, the 
reporting-clearing allowance to be treated as time worked. 
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3) An operator working a second complete run in addition to hislher regular 
assigned run in a single day, shall be paid straight time at hislher regular rate of pay for the boost 
time existing in such second run, in addition to being paid time and one-halfat hislher regular rate 
ofpay for all work in such second run. 
D. Runs 
Up to thirtypercent (30%) ofruns may be swing runs and the remainder ofscheduled 
runs shall be straight runs in the boroughs ofManhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx. 
E. Straight and Swing Runs: Definitions and Payments 
1) A "straight run" or a "straight trick" is a run or trick which has no break ofas 
much as sixty (60) minutes. Breaks of fifty-nine (59) minutes or less shall be paid at the straight 
time rate ofpay from the time the break was scheduled to commence until the breakwas scheduled 
to end. 
2) A "swing run" or a "swing trick" is a run or trick which has a break or swing 
period of sixty (60) minutes or more. The first halfofbreaks of sixty (60) minutes or more will be 
paid at the straight time rate ofpay; the second halfwill be unpaid. Even ifan operator is unable to 
actually commence hislher break as scheduled, for purposes ofcalculating swing payments, the paid 
halfofthe break shall be the first halfofthe scheduled break period. Provided that all operatorswith 
scheduled swing run breaks ofgreater than fifty-nine (59) minutes and less than two (2) hours will be 
paid at a flat rate of sixty (60) minutes from the break. 
3) Lateness: When an operator is late through no fault ofhislher own and is 
unable to commence his/her break or complete hislher run as scheduled on either type of run, the 
operator will receive: 
a. no additional straight time for the additional vehicle time incurred 
unless the lateness extends into a period for which no pay is provided on the schedule, in which case 
the operator will be paid additional straight time for each minute of additional vehicle time;. 
b. no overtime premium for the additional vehicle time incurred except to 
the extent to which the additional vehicle time and scheduled work time exceed eight (8) hours in 
which case the operator will receive a half-time premium for each additional minute ofactual work 
time over eight (8) hours. 
In accordancewith the above, payments under this Agreement shall be consistentwith 
the following examples: 
a. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
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Actual 
8:00 12:10 12:50 4:50 
As shown, an operator with a scheduled fifty (50) minute break returns from 
the first run ten (10) minutes late. Assuming the lateness is through no fault ofthe operator, payment 
shall include an additional five (5) minutes which represents an additional one-half pay for the 
additional vehicle time in excess ofeight (8) hours, which payment satisfies the overtime provision. 
In this example, the total compensation shall be eight (8) hours and fifty-five (55) minutes. 
b. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
Actual 
8:00 12:25 12:50 4:50 
Applying the same principle as in example (a) above. the only additional 
payment to the operator who commences his/her break twenty-five (25) minutes later than scheduled 
through no fault ofhis/her own is an additional one-halfpayment for the additional twenty-five (25) 
minutes in excess of eight (8) hours, which would require payment of thirteen (13) minutes. 
Accordingly, total compensation for the operator in this example is nine (9) hours and three (3) 
minutes. 
c. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
8:00 12:00 12:50 4:50 
Actual 
8:00 12:35 12:50 4:50 
Assuming the lateness occurs through no fault ofthe operator, the only 
additional payment to the operator in this example is the additional one-halftime in excess ofeight 
(8) hours which is eighteen (18) minutes, and thirty (30) minutes meal penalty payment since the 
actual break was less than twenty (20) minutes. Accordingly, the operator in this example should be 
paid nine (9) hours and thirty-eight (38) minutes. 
d. Schedule 
Report Off On Clear 
6:00 10:00 2:00 6:00 
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Actual 
6:00 11 :00 2:00 6:00 
As shown, an operator with a scheduled swing period offour (4) hours returns 
from the first run one (1) hour late. Assuming the lateness is through no fault of the operator, the 
operator is entitled to ten and one-half(10 1/2) hours pay for the tour, consisting ofeight (8) hours 
pay for the scheduled vehicle time, two (2) hours pay for the first halfofthe scheduled swing, and an 
additional half pay (30 minutes) for one (1) hour ofadditional vehicle time in excess of eight (8) 
hours. 
F. Travel Time 
1) Traveling Allowance When Sent to Foreign Depot. 
Ifan operator is ordered in case ofemergency to go from hislher home depot 
to a foreign depot to work a run emanating from such foreign depot, he/she will be allowed and paid 
for the time required to travel from hislher home depot to the foreign depot and return. Such 
traveling allowance will be made, however, only when the operator actually travels back and forth 
between the two (2) depots. An operator wQo is notified in advance to report from hislher residence 
to the foreign depot, instead ofreporting to hislher home depot will be allowed traveling time only to 
the extent that the time required for him/her to travel from hislher residence to the foreign depot may 
exceed the time required for him/her to travel from hislher residence to hislher home depot. 
Likewise, an operator who clears at the foreign depot and does not return to hislher home depot will 
be allowed traveling time only to the extent that the time required to travel from the foreign depot to 
hislher residence may exceed the time required to travel from hislher home depot to hislher 
residence. 
The foreign depot shall be responsible for the correct computation oftraveling 
allowances, basing the same on scheduled running time. Unless the operator is delayed through no 
fault ofhislher oWn, hislher traveling allowance must not be in excess of scheduled running time. 
Time allowed for traveling under the provisions of this subsection shall, for 
the purpose ofcomputing overtime, be treated as actual time worked. 
Ifan operator, sent to a foreign depot, is there assigned to a regular run, and if, 
after he/she leaves the depot on such run, the run is later patched ofT because of weather or other 
conditions, he/she shall be paid a minimum equal to hislher regular rate ofpay for the traveling time 
allowed to him/her under this subsection plus the full time allowed for the run on the schedule. To 
be entitled to this minimum, however, the operator must remain at the depot and be available for 
service at all times within the period of time scheduled for the run; otherwise he/she will be paid 
only for the actual time on duty. 
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2) Relief Points Away From Depot. 
When an operator is required to travel from his/her home depot to a distant 
point in order to start the first trip of his/her run, or is required, after completing the last trip of 
his/her run at a point distant from his/her home depot, to return to such depot in order to clear, he/she 
will be allowed traveling time based on the scheduled running time between the respective points, 
and, ifthe run is a regular run, such traveling time shall be included in the time scheduled for the run. 
When, however, an operator is relieved for a swing at a point distant from his/her depot and, after 
the swing, continues his/her run from the same point at which he/she was relieved, he/she will be 
allowed no time for traveling to or from the depot in the interval. 
G. Lunch Period 
1) Operators on straight runs or tricks requiring six (6) or more hours ofwork 
will be allowed a thirty (30) minute lunch period without deduction ofpay as nearly as practicable 
between the third and sixth hours ofwork, and the schedule for each such straight run or trick shall 
include such lunch period as part of the working time of the run or trick. If for any reason an 
operator on a straight run or trick is prevented through no fault ofhis/her own from having at least 
twenty (20) minutes for lunch within the period specified therefor in his/her schedule, he/she will be 
allowed one-half (1/2) hour extra pay at his/her regular hourly rate and will be granted a minimwn of 
twenty (20) minutes as soon as practical in order to have an eating period, provided the loss oflunch 
time is proved to the satisfaction of the supervisory employee in charge of the depot. 
2) On swing runs or tricks no lunch period with pay will be allowed unless the 
operator is assigned to work more than six (6) consecutive hours before or after the swing. 
H. Reserve Time 
An Operator on report who may be reassigned to one (1) or more pieces ofwork of 
less than eight (8) hours, that is a part of a regular run or trick or an extra as part ofhis/her regular 
day's work, will be required to build up eight (8) hours ofactual work (exclusive ofanymeal period), 
before being allowed time and one-half for time worked in excess ofeight (8) hours. 
I. Specials 
For "specials", any operator, whether he/she has a regularly assigned run or not, will 
be paid, including any overtime and all other allowances, a minimum offour (4) hours pay at his/her 
regular rate. 
J. Motor Vehicle Test 
All employees who are required to take a MotorVehicle Test shall be paid at straight 
time for the loss of time involved. 
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K. Report to Medical Department 
Any Operator having more than seven (7) absences in a calendar year maybe required 
by the Authority for each absence thereafter to report on hislher own time to the Authority's Medical 
Department before being allowed to return to work. 
L. Bus Operators Injured by Assault 
1. A MaBSTOA bus operator who is absent as a result ofinjuries sustained by an 
assault perpetrated upon himlher while engaged in the performance ofhislher duties or in an attempt 
to rob himlher ofAuthority monies, will be allowed a differential payment which shall be sufficient 
to comprise, together with any Workers' Compensation payable to himlher under the provision ofthe 
Workers' Compensation Law the amount, after taxes, equal to hislher after tax wages for hislher 
scheduled working time exclusive of extra runs or specials. 
2. No bus operator will be eligible for the benefits set forth in paragraph "1" if 
he/she violates the provisions set forth below: 
a. Ifthe employee failed to report for any work within title when directed 
that they are medically qualified to perform. 
b. If the employee does not give due notice of the accident or does not 
report to the Authority's designated physician(s) for examination or re-examination when told to do 
so. This provision shall not be used to require an employee to report for examination at 
unreasonable times and frequency. 
3. In the event an Operator is declared permanently disqualified as an Operator, 
he/she will receive his/her Operator's rate and be paid for the hours of the job he/she is filling. 
4. Except as provided in paragraphs 5 and 6 below, a MaBSTOA bus operator 
who is absent as a result ofinjuries sustained by an assault perpetuated upon himlher while engaged 
in the performance ofhislher duties or in any attempt to rob himlher ofAuthority monies, shall be 
dropped from the service of MaBSTOA after a period of 4 years has elapsed from the day of the 
assault. 
5. An employee with restricted work status will be offered reassignment or 
reclassification. Ifhe/she refuses the offer ofreassignment or reclassification, the rules concerning 
refusal ofwork will be applicable. 
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If he/she accepts the offer but expresses a preference for another job, he/she 
shall placed on a preferred list until such time as the job becomes available so long as the person is 
working in the first offered job. Reassignment or reclassificationwill be offered on a first come, first 
serve, basis. This provision shall not prevent MaBSTOA from taking disciplinary action against 
such an employee for refusal to perfonn assigned work which he is capable ofdoing within his title 
in which case the employee will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action including the possibility 
ofdismissal. 
6. MaBSTOA employees injured on duty and MaBSTOA employees on ordinary 
disability, shall have the same rights to return to their jobs following termination that the Transit 
Authority employees have. 
7. MaBSTOA shall have the authority to file a pension application on behalfof 
an employee who has been injured by an assault or injured on duty, where MaBSTOA believes that 
such an application is appropriate. 
M. Extra Operators 
Extra Operators who receive less than forty (40) pay hours including all fringes, in 
one (1) week will be brought up to forty (40) hours in such week, provided they make all reports on 
their scheduled work days in such week. 
N. Employees Temporarily Working in Higher Classifications 
Any employee temporarily doing the work ofanother employee whose rate ofpay is 
higher, shall be paid the higher rate for each hour that such employee does such work. In case the 
time ofsuchwork is in any fraction ofan hour, the higher rate will be for a full hour. After any such 
temporary period, the lower rate ofpay shall be resumed. 
O. General Transportation Items: 
I) Passing Passengers - Running Ahead ofSchedule. 
Operators who run ahead of schedule under nonnal conditions or pass up 
intending passengers shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
2) Failure to Complete a Trip. 
Any Bus Operator who fails to complete his/her trip to a terminal without 
reasonable cause or authorization by a supervisor, shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
3) Failure to Complete a Run. 
Any Bus Operator who fails to complete his/her run without reasonable cause 
or consent of a supervisor shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
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4) Filling Gap in SeIVice. 
When directed by a supervisor to fill a gap ins eMce a rising 0 ut 0 fan 
emergency and occurring during scheduled work hours, an Operator shall comply therewith or be 
subject to suspension. 
5) Preparation of Trip Sheets. 
Operators who fail to adhere to the instructions with respect to preparation of 
trip sheets, without valid excuse, will be subject to suspension. 
6) Turning in Receipts. 
Operators who fail to tum in the day's receipts promptly after completion ofa 
day's work, will be subject to dismissal. 
7) Failure to Take Out Scheduled Runs. 
Operators who, without proper cause, fail to take out their scheduled runs or 
any other runs which they have agreed to work, shall be subject to suspension. 
Enumeration ofthe above specific causes for discipline shall not preclude the 
Operating Authority from the right to take disciplinary action in other cases for cause, as provided in 
the discipline section of the contract. 
P. Stand Time 
Stand time ofthree (3) minutes or more shall be provided for all runs at terminals to 
arrange for service to be sent out of terminals on time and to afford operators an opportunity for 
personal reliefifnecessary. Bus Operators shall follow their scheduled leaving time from tenninals 
unless authorized by supeIVisors to the contrary or due to conditions beyond their control. 
Q. Emergency Work - Snow Work 
1) If an employee is required to report back for emergency work after being 
released upon the completion ofhislher regular tour ofduty and before the commencement ofhislher 
next regular tour ofduty, he/she will be paid as follows: 
a. If he/she shall have been ordered to and does report to hislher 
headquarters by telephone, he/she will be allowed one and one-halfhours time at his/her regularrate 
ofpay for each required report, ifhe/she is not, as a result ofsuch telephone report, ordered to report 
in person. 
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b. If he/she shall have been ordered to and does report in person to the 
place where he/she is directed to report, he/she will be allowed three (3) hours time at hislher regular 
rate ofpay for so reporting, but shall not be entitled to the allowance set forth in paragraph a. above. 
c. For all emergency work performed outside ofhis/her regular working 
time, he/she will be allowed time and one-half at his/her regular rate of pay, in addition to the 
allowance under subdivision b. above and, in addition, to any allowance to which he/she may be 
entitled under subdivision a. above. 
d. If he/she is put to work more than four (4) hours prior to the 
commencement ofhis/her next regular tour ofduty or if, after being put to work, he/she is not held 
through until the commencement of hislher next regular tour of duty, his/her total pay for the 
emergency work performed outside of hislher regular working time, including overtime and 
allowances under subdivisions a and b. above, shall be at least eight (8) hours pay at his/her regular 
hourly rate. If, after reporting in person pursuant to orders, he/she is not put to work at all, he/she 
shall receive his/her regular rate of pay for six (6) hours in lieu of the allowance provided for in 
subdivision b. above. 
2) An employee who is held over after the completion ofhislher regular tour of 
duty for the performance of emergency work shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for the 
time during which he/she is so held. 
3) An employee engaged in emergency work outside of his/her regularly 
scheduled working time will be given a meal allowance of three dollars ($3.00) for each five (5) 
hours during which he/she is so engaged, provided, however, that an employee held over for 
emergency work after the completion ofhis/her regularly scheduled tour·ofduty will be given such a 
meal allowance at the completion ofhislher regularly scheduled tour ofduty, provided he/she is to be 
required to perform such work or duty for a period of at least two (2) hours. Employees, without 
deduction of pay, will be allowed time to eat permitted meals at times consistent with the 
requirements ofthe work. 
4) If, as a result of emergency work, an employee is required to work six (6) 
hours or more between the completion of hislher regularly scheduled tour of duty and the 
commencement of his/her next regularly scheduled tour of duty, and at such time or times as to 
prevent him/her from having eight (8) consecutive hours offduty at any time between the two (2) 
regularly scheduled tours of duty, he/she shall be excused with pay from such part of his/her said 
next regularly scheduled tour ofduty as may follow the completion of the emergency work and as 
may be necessary in order that he/she may have eight (8) consecutive hours off duty between the 
time when he/she completed his/her emergency work, whether that be before or after the time of 
commencement ofhislher said next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, and the time when he/she shall 
thereafter report back for work; except that ifthe time when he/she would thus report back for work 
should be within four (4) hours of the time scheduled for the completion of hislher said next 
regularly scheduled tour ofduty, he/she shall be excused with pay from all ofthe said next regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty. Notwithstanding the foregoing, ifan employee, upon completing a regularly 
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scheduled tour ofduty, leaves the premises without having any reason to believe that he/she may be 
called out for emergency work before the commencement ofhis/her next regularly scheduled tour of 
duty, but is called out and performs emergency work for six (6) or more consecutive hours prior to 
the time scheduled for the commencement ofhis/her next tour ofduty, his/her superior, ifconvinced 
that such employee has had insufficient sleep and is unfit for work, shall have the discretion to 
excuse himlher with pay from part or all ofsaid next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, irrespective of 
whether or not the employee may have had eight (8) consecutive hours offduty before being called 
out for such emergency work. Ifan employee is definitely entitled under the foregoing provisions to 
be excused with pay from part or all ofhis/her next regularly scheduled tour ofduty following the 
performance of emergency work, but is not so excused, he/she shall be allowed time offwith pay 
from a subsequent tour ofduty for the length oftime for which he/she should have been so excused 
but the day on which he/she is allowed such time offshall be determined by advance agreement with 
hislher superior. 
5) If a stretch of emergency work commences prior to the beginning of an 
employee's scheduled day offand continues into such day offfor not more than two (2) hours, it shall 
be treated as though it had all been performed on the day when it commenced. If it continues into 
such scheduled day off for more than two (2) hours and commences not more than two (2) hours 
before the beginning of such day off, it shall be treated as though it had all been performed on such 
day off. If it commences more than two (2) hours before the beginning of the scheduled day offand 
continues into such day offfor more than two (2) hours, then the work on each day shall be treated as 
having been performed on the day when it actually was performed and shall not be treated as having 
been performed entirely on one day or the other. Ifafter more than two (2) hours ofemergency work 
performed and treated as performed in the early part of hislher scheduled day off, an employee is 
released from duty and allowed to go home and later is brought back again for work on the same day 
off, he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all work performed after thus being 
brought back, in addition to receiving a minimum ofone and one-halftimes a full days' pay for the 
work treated as performed in the early part of the day. 
An employee's scheduled day off shall commence eight (8) hours after the 
time scheduled for the completion of his/her last scheduled tour ofduty preceding the day offand 
shall continue for twenty-four (24) hours, except that when an employee has two (2) consecutive 
scheduled days off, the second day off shall consist of the twenty-four (24) hours immediately 
following the end of the first day off. 
6) The term "emergency work", as used in the foregoing subdivisions shall be 
deemed to include any work which an employee is required to perform outside ofhislher scheduled 
working hours, except extra trips and "specials" and work made necessary by the failure ofanother 
employee to report for duty and except work which is planned ahead, provided, however, that even 
where overtime work is planned ahead, ifan employee immediately following completion ofhislher 
regular full day's work, is held over for a longer period than four (4) hours in order to finish a 
particularjob, the overtime work in excess offour (4) hours will be considered as "emergency work" 
when it is not made necessary by the failure ofanother employee to report for duty. In cases where 
overtime work in excess of four (4) hours immediately following a scheduled tour ofduty is to be 
treated as "emergency work", the first meal allowance will come after the expiration ofthe first four 
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(4) hours ofovertime, and the employee will be entitled to another meal allowance for every five (5) 
hours of work thereafter. Work will not be considered as planned ahead unless notice thereof is 
either given to the employee himselfTherselfor posted at hislher headquarters at or before the time 
scheduled for the end of the employee's regular tour ofduty next preceding hislher regular tour of 
duty which is followed by the overtime work except that where the overtime work commences only 
four (4) hours or less before the time scheduled for the beginning ofone ofhislher regular tours of 
duty it will be considered as planned ahead if notice thereof is either given to the employee 
himselfTherselfor posted at hislher headquarters at or before the time scheduled for the end ofhislher 
last regular tour ofduty immediately preceding the overtime work. 
7) When an employee, after being released from work and allowed to go home 
following the completion ofa regularly scheduled tour ofduty, is required to report back eight (8) 
hours 0 r more before hislher next regularly scheduled tour of duty for emergency work made 
necessary by stonn, flood, fire, accident, or other catastrophe, he/she shall, ifheld on such emergency 
work continuously for a period of more than eight (8) hours extending into hislher regularly 
scheduled working time, be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all of the time during which 
he/she is thus held continuously on such emergency work including the portion thereofwithin hislher 
scheduled working time. If, upon completion ofsuch emergency work, he/she is required to resume 
hislher regular duties, he/she shall be paid for such remaining portion at straight time. 
8) Operators working on snow equipment, including plows, and sand or salt 
spreaders or perfonning miscellaneous snow work, such as shoveling snow, etc., shall be paid for 
such work at the rate oftime and one-halfat their regular rate ofpay for all such work, either within 
or outside of their usual working time. 
Notwithstanding any other rule or working conditions, such premium 
payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the employee actually perfonns such 
duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such work would not be required but for 
the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstance shall snow pay premium payments 
be made for work if such payments would not have been made prior to March 31, 1985. 
9) Operators held in reserve for snow work shall be paid at their regular hourly 
rate ofpay for the time so held before being put to work, except that when an Operator is so held 
after the completion ofa regular run he/she will be paid at one and one-halftimes hislher regular rate 
ofpay for the time so held. 
R. Line Instructor QualificationslInstruction Allowance 
1) An Operator shall qualify for consideration as a Line Instructor ifhe/she meets 
the following criteria: (a) a minimum of three years ofpassenger service experience; (b) no more 
than one preventable accident in the past twelve (12) months and (c) no suspension for operating 
violations including passenger complaints in the last twelve (12) months. 
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An operator meeting the above criteria will be jointly selected by the Union 
and Management on the basis ofhislher seniority to participate in a "Train the Trainer" program and 
be certified bi-annually to instruct. 
2) An Operator qualified and certified in accordance with subsection (l) above 
shall be paid an extra time allowance of two (2) hours at hislher regular rate ofpay for each day or 
portion thereofduringwhich he/she has student Operators under instructions, except in cases where 
other operators are assigned to them for one (1) round trip to acquaint themselves with the line or 
with special equipment used thereon. When more than one (l) round trip is involved, then the 
regular instruction allowance of two (2) hours at his/her regular rate ofpay shall be paid. 
3) Operators picking routes which they have not previously driven will be 
allowed to take one round trip on the picked route at time and one half. Operators picking the extra 
board or vacation relief will be allowed to take one round trip on all depot routes which they have 
not previously driven at time and one half. Operators will not be provided with line training on 
routes which they have previously driven unless the line has undergone major revisions. 
S. Second tour ofDuty-Operators 
Bus Operators required to work a complete second tour ofduty shall be paid for such 
complete second tour of duty a minimum of twelve (12) hours payor time and one-half for such 
excess work, whichever is greater. 
T. Seniority 
There will be one (l) general seniority list for all Bus Operators covered by this 
Section for the purposes of promotions, layoffs, and the yearly general pick of runs. Said Bus 
Operators will assume their place on such single seniority list in accordance with their original date 
of appointment either with Fifth Avenue Coach Lines, Inc., Surface Transit, Inc. or their 
predecessors, or the Authority. There shall continue to be at least one (1) general pick and three (3) 
depot picks each year. 
U. Extra List 
Each Depot in the Authority's Transportation Department will maintain one (1) Extra 
List from which assignments will be made to all duties normally assigned to Bus Operators. 
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V. Shifting QualificationlDifferential 
Effective with the implementation of the general pick for calendar year 1986, only 
Bus Operators or incumbent Shifters who have passed a shifting qualification test will be allowed to 
pick and/or work shifting tricks and extras. The test will be designed in consultation with the Union. 
All eligible personnel desiring to take the test will be given the opportunity to attend a 
training/qualification session on a RDO on a voluntary basis. Personnel attending such a session will 
be paid run pay only for the first and second session. Any subsequent attendance will be without 
pay. Personnel who do not qualify will not be allowed to attend another training qualification 
session for six (6) months. Personnel who have two (2) or more preventable accidents while shifting 
during any twelve (12) month period will be disqualified for twelve (12) months. Personnel 
disqualified twice (2) will not be allowed to attend another training qualification session for two (2) 
years. Personnel disqualified three (3) times will not be allowed to attend another training 
qualification session for ten (10) years. 
The basic pay rate for shifting will be the Operator's basic rate plus twenty-five cents 
(25¢) per hour. Shifters who perfonn the duties ofRevenue Attendants shall receive a differential of 
.50¢ per hour. Incumbent Shifters and Operators disqualified from passenger service working as 
Shifters as of the implementation of the general pick for calendar year 1986 who do not qualify as 
shifters will be reassigned to other duties or reclassified to another title in accordance with applicable 
provisions of the contract. Such personnel will be reassigned to other duties or reclassified to 
another title before being transferred from shifting. Nothing in this provision will be construed to 
affect either party's contractual rights with respect to shifting issues. 
w. Reimbursement for Dismissed Traffic Violations 
The Authority will reimburse a Bus Operator up to four (4) hours ofstraight time pay for one 
court appearance related to any instance wherein the Bus Operator has received a traffic violation 
related to the operation ofthe bus and has been fully exonerated by a court ofcompetentjurisdiction. 
The Bus 0 perator must submit proof satisfactory tot he Authority that the charges have been 
completely dismissed. 
x. Shoe Benefit 
The Authority will provide, every two years, each bus operator with two pairs ofshoes to be 
worn with the bus operator unifonn. Shoes will be distributed to the operators on their own time. 
Y. Miscellaneous Provisions 
1) Ajoint Management-Union committee will be established to accept input and 
suggestions from T.W.u. Local 100 regarding new bus procurements and bus design including such 
items as the Bus Operator workstation. This committee will be advisory only and management 
retains its right to make the final detennination concerning any bus designs or bus purchases. There 
will be no increase in the current level of union release time for this committee. 
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2) The Operating Authority will maintain and provide a toll-free (800) number 
for use by Bus Operators making road calls 
3) The Authority agrees to begin immediately a good faith effort to provide and 
maintain toilet facilities on all bus routes within twelve (12) months of the signing of this 
. Agreement. The Authority and the Union agree to meet quarterly to review progress. 
4) The Parties agree that they will jointly develop a pilot Accident Reduction 
Incentive Program for Bus Operators. 
z. Accident Report Instruction 
The Authority will include training for Bus Operators on completing accident reports. This 
training will be part ofthe Bus Operators bi-annual19A training and probationaryoperator training. 
AA.. Summer Uniforms for Bus Operators 
The Authority will add "Bermuda" shorts to the items available to bus operators as 
part of the summer uniform. The Authority will provide guidelines as to the socks to be worn with 
said shorts. 
BB. Transportation Picks 
The Authority will continue to conduct at least one (1) general pick and three (3) 
depot picks each year for MaBSTOA Bus Operators. 
cc. Prime Time Vacation 
The Authority shall increase the quota of employees on vacation from an equal 
number of employees off on each week of the year to 10% above that number during the weeks 
including May I to September 30; and the weeks ofChristInas, New Years, Thanksgiving and Easter. 
DD. Change in RDO 
Amaximum ofone (1) percent ofBus Operators will be allowed to changeRDO's on 
any given day. All requests for a change in RDOs will be submitted to management prior to the 
assignment of the next days work except for bona fide emergencies. The one percent figure will be 
calculated based on depot bus operator quota. Management will designate the replacement day 
within the same work week. 
EE. Articulated Bus Differential 
Bus Operators will be paid a $0.25 per hour differential exclusively while operating 
an articulated bus in passenger service. 
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FF. Transfers 
The Union acknowledges that Management might deem it necessary to transfer 
employees to meet the needs of service. The following provisions reflect a reasonable and 
cooperative process for dealing with the issue ofemployee transfer when it is established that there is 
a significant shortage in one depot over the other as determined by the· General Manager of the 
Division, or in his/her absence, the ChiefTransportation Officer. 
1) Management will notify the Union as soon as possible ofthe need to make a 
transfer. 
2) Volunteers will be solicited by the Union and Management from the 
transferring depot. In the event that there are no volunteers or an insufficient number 
of volunteers, bus operators will be transferred in inverse seniority order. No 
permanent operator will be involuntarily transferred from hislher picked depot until 
all probationary operators at that depot have been transferred to fill the shortage. Any 
permanent bus operator who is involuntarily transferred will suffer no loss ofwork. 
3) Once notification is given to the Union ofthe need to transfer, the process of 
identifying and transferring the affected employees will be completed as soon as 
possible but in a period not to exceed two (2) weeks from the date of notice. 
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SECTION 6.4 - OA, MAINTENANCE, and PLANT & EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENTS 
A. Chauffeurs 
Chauffeurs in all departments, when necessary, will ask and receive assistance from 
the Maintenance Department in the loading and unloading of their trucks or vehicles. 
Chauffeurs in all departments will accept any cargo (without regard to the department 
from which it originates or to which it is being sent) which is designated by the person or persons 
who customarily dispatch cargo in the division 0 f the department i n which such chauffeur 0 r 
chauffeurs are employed. 
B. Work Outside Classification 
Maintenance Department employees in any particular classification may be assigned 
to work in any classification when it is deemed necessary by the Operating Authority for the proper 
operation of the business. 
In the case ofemergency, any storeroom employee or maintainer may be assigned to 
transfer needed material by any means designated from 0 ne point to a nother anywhere i n the 
Operating Authority's system. 
C. Use ofTools 
No Line Supervisor or Equipment Inspector or Inspection Line Supervisor shall use 
tools or do any routine or general work usually perfonned by an employee under his/her supervision 
except when necessary in order to maintain operation, comply with schedules or prevent loss to the 
Operating Authority, or for the purpose of demonstration, or testing. 
D. Assignment of Garage Maintainers 
I. a) The Operating Authority has the right to assign garage employees to 
work in their respective classifications at any of the Operating Authority's garages where the 
employee's qualifications or the needs ofbus operation and maintenance require such assignment in 
the judgment of the Operating Authority. 
b) All Maintainers and Helpers regardless oftitle must maintain a Class 2 
license. 
2. a) Depot Group personnel with the Plant and Equipment Department will 
do all repair and maintenance ofequipment including projects. When working on such projects they 
will perfonn all work incidental and necessary to complete such projects. Such work will include, 
but is not limited to, electrical, masonry and carpentry work. 
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b) The Mason Group will perform all necessary form work associated 
with a masonry project. 
c) The Depot Group will work with the NC Remgeration Group when 
major repairs on depot ventilation and exhaust equipment are being made. 
d) The Depot Group will also be required to perform welding, burning 
and sheet metal work with proper training. 
e) Painters will perform all plastering, spackling and walVlloor/ceiling 
preparation associated with painting projects they are performing. 
t) Plumbers and Electricians may be required to make necessaryopenings 
in walls/floors/ceilings and to refinish the surfaces when installing pipe and conduit. 
g) Designated Plant and Equipment personnel will be trained and 
certified in asbestos removal and disposal for the purpose of making repairs and/or removal of 
asbestos from Authority property. 
h) Plant & Equipment Maintainers shall receive a premium ofone dollar 
($1.00) per hour over the Maintainer's rate effective April 1, 1990. 
E. Rest Period 
The Operating Authority will provide two (2) ten (10) minute rest periods for 
Maintenance Department employees. 
F. Lunch Period 
Employees, who are regularly scheduled work hours are forty (40) hours a week on an 
eight (8) hours a day basis, will be allowed a thirty (30) minute daily lunch period within their 
working hours, without deduction ofpay, on every day when their actual working time exceeds six 
(6) hours. 
G. Employees Temporarily Working in a Higher Classification 
An employee temporarily doing the work ofanother employee whose rate ofpay is 
higher, shall be paid the higher rate for each hour that such employee does such work. In case the 
time of such work is any fraction ofan hour, the higher rate will be for a full hour. After any such 
temporary period, the lower rate ofpay shall be resumed. 
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H. Temporary or Seasonal Employees 
Temporary or seasonal employees shall not accrue seniority unless theirjobs become 
permanent. 
I. Contracting Out of Work 
It is the policy ofthe Authority to the extent it determines practical not to subcontract 
work which may be performed under this Agreement. 
J. Seniority 
There will be one (1) general semonty list for all employees within their 
classifications. F or pick purposes, employees within the shops, garages, stores and plant and 
equipment shall pick according to their seniority within those units and respective classifications. 
K. Emergency Work-Snow Work. 
1) If an employee is required to report back for emergency work after being 
released upon the completion of hislher regular tour of duty, and before the commencement of 
hislher next regular tour ofduty, he/she will be paid as follows: 
a. If he/she shall have been ordered to and does report to hislher 
headquarters by telephone he/she will be allowed one and one-halfhours time at hislher regular rate 
ofpay for each required report, ifhe/she is not, as a result ofsuch telephone report, ordered to report 
mperson. 
b. Ifhe/she shall have been ordered to and does report in person to the 
place where he/she is directed to report, he/she will be allowed three (3) hours time at hislher regular 
rate of pay for so reporting, but shall not be entitled to the allowance set forth in subdivision a. 
above. 
c. For all emergency work performed outside ofhis/herregularworking 
time, he/she will be allowed time and one-half at his/her regular rate of pay, in addition to the 
allowance under subdivision b. above and, in addition, to any allowance to which he/she may be 
entitled under subdivision a. above. 
d. If he/she is put to work more than four (4) hours prior to the 
commencement ofhis/her next regular tour ofduty or, if after being put to work, he/she is not held 
through until the commencement of hislher next regular tour of duty, his/her total pay for the 
emergency work performed outside of his/her regular working time, including overtime and 
allowances under subdivision a. and b. above, shall be at least eight (8) hours pay at hislher regular 
hourly rate. Ifafter reporting in person pursuant to order, he/she is not put to work at all, he/she shall 
receive his/her regular rate ofpay for six (6) hours in lieu ofthe allowance provided for in paragraph 
b. above. 
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2) An employee, who is held over after the completion ofhis/her regular tour of 
duty for the performance of emergency work shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for the 
time during which he/she is so held. 
3) An employee engaged in emergency work outside of hislher regularly 
scheduled working time will be given a meal allowance of three dollars ($3.00) for each five (5) 
hours during which he/she is so engaged, provided, however, t hat an employee held 0 ver for 
emergency work after the completion ofhis/her regularly scheduled tour ofduty will be given such a 
meal allowance at the completion ofhislher regularly scheduled tour ofduty, provided he/she is to be 
required to perform such work or duty for a period of at least two (2) hours. Employees, without 
deduction of pay, will be allowed time to eat permitted meals at times consistent with the 
requirements of the work. 
4) If, as a result of emergency work, an employee is required to work six (6) 
hours or more between the completion of hislher regularly scheduled tour of duty and the 
commencement of hislher next regularly scheduled tour of duty, and at such time or times as to 
prevent himlher from having eight (8) consecutive hours offduty at any time between the two (2) 
regularly scheduled tours of duty, he/she shall be excused with pay from such part ofhis/her said 
next regularly scheduled tour ofduty as may follow the completion of the emergency work and as 
may be necessary in order that he/she may have eight (8) consecutive hours off duty between the 
time when he/she completed hislher emergency work whether that be before or after the time of 
commencement ofhislher said next regularly scheduled tour ofduty and the time when he/she shall 
thereafter report back for work; exceptthat ifthe time when he/she would thus report back for work 
should be within four (4) hours of the time scheduled for the completion of his/her said next 
regularly scheduled tour ofduty, he/she shall be excused with pay from all ofthe said next regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty. Notwithstanding the foregoing, ifan employee, upon completing a regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty, leaves the premises without having any reason to believe that he/she may be 
called out for emergency work before the commencement ofhislher next regularly scheduled tourof 
duty, but is called out and performs emergency work for six (6) or more consecutive hours prior to 
the time scheduled for the commencement ofhislher next tour ofduty, hislher superior, ifconvinced 
that such employee has had insufficient sleep and is unfit for work, shall have the discretion to 
excuse himlher with pay from part or all ofsaid next regularly scheduled tour ofduty, irrespective of 
whether or not the employee may have had eight (8) consecutive hours offduty before being called 
out for such emergency work. Ifan employee is definitely entitled under the foregoing provisions to 
be excused with pay from part or all ofhislher next regularly scheduled tour ofduty following the 
performance of emergency work, but is not so excused, he/she shall be allowed time off with pay 
from a subsequent tour ofduty for the length oftime for which he/she should have been so excused, 
but the day on which he/she is to be allowed such time offshall be determined by advance agreement 
with hislher superior. 
5) If a stretch of emergency work commences prior to the beginning of an 
employee's scheduled day offand continues into such day offfor not more than two (2) hours, it shall 
be treated as though it had all been performed on the day when it commenced. If it continues into 
such scheduled day off for more than two (2) hours and commences not more than two (2) hours 
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before the beginning ofsuch day off, it shall be treated as though it had all been perfonned on such 
day off. Ifit commences more than two (2) hours before the beginning of the scheduled day offand 
continues into such day offfor more than two (2) hours, then the work on each day shall be treated as 
having been perfonned on the day when it actually was perfonned and shall not be treated as having 
been perfonned entirely on one day or the other. Ifaftermore than two (2) hours ofemergencywork 
perfonned and treated as perfonned in the early part ofhislher scheduled day off, an employee is 
released from duty and allowed to go home and later is brought back again for work on the same day 
off he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all work perfonned after thus being 
brought back, in addition to receiving a minimum ofone and one-halftimes a full day's pay for the 
work treated as perfonned in the early part of the day. 
An employee's scheduled day off shall commence eight (8) hours after the 
time scheduled for the completion ofhislher last scheduled tour ofduty preceding the day offand 
shall continue for twenty-four (24) hours except that when an employee has two (2) consecutive 
scheduled days off the second day off shall consist of the twenty-four (24) hours immediately 
following the end of the first day off. 
6) The tenn "Emergency Work" as used in the foregoing subdivisions, shall be 
deemed to include any work which an employee is required to perfonn outside ofhislher scheduled 
working hours, except work made necessary by the failure ofanother employee to report for dutyand 
except work which is planned ahead, provided, however, that even where overtime work is planned 
ahead, if an employee, immediately following completion ofhis/her regular full day's work, is held 
over for a longer period than four (4) hours in order to finish a particular job, the overtime work in 
excess of four (4) hours will be considered as "emergency work" when it is not made necessary by 
the failure ofanother employee to report for duty. In cases where overtime work in excess of four 
(4) hours immediately following a scheduled tour ofduty is to be treated as "emergency work", the 
first meal allowance will come after the expiration of the first four (4) hours of overtime and the 
employee will be entitled to another meal allowance for every five (5) hours of work thereafter. 
Work will not be considered as planned ahead unless notice thereofis either given to the employee 
himselflherself or posted at hislher headquarters at or before the time scheduled for the end of the 
employee's regular tour ofduty next preceding his/her regular tour ofduty which is followed by the 
overtime work, except that where the overtime work commences only four (4) hours or less before 
the time scheduled for the beginning ofone ofhislher regular tours ofduty it will be considered as 
planned ahead if notice thereof is either given to the employee himselflherselfor posted at hislher 
headquarters at or before the time scheduled for the end of hislher last regular tour of duty 
immediately preceding the overtime work. 
7) When an employee, after being released from work and allowed to go home 
following the completion of a regularly scheduled tour ofduty is required to report back eight (8) 
hours 0 r more before his/her next regularly scheduled tour of duty for emergency work made 
necessaryby stonn, flood, fire, accident or other catastrophe, he/she shall, ifheld on such emergency 
work continuously for a period of more than eight (8) hours extending into hislher regularly 
scheduled working time, be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all of the time during which 
he/she is thus held continuously on such emergency work, including the portion thereof within 
hislher scheduled working time. If, upon completion ofsuch emergencywork, he/she is required to 
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resume hislher regular duties during the remaining portion ofhislher scheduled working time, he/she 
shall be paid for such remaining portion at straight time. 
8) Operators working on snow equipment, including plows, and sand or salt 
spreaders or performing miscellaneous snow work, such as shoveling snow, etc., shall be paid for 
such work at the rate oftime and one-halfat their regular rate ofpay for all such work, eitherwithin 
or outside their regular working time. 
9) Operators held in reserve for snow work shall be paid at their regular rate of 
pay for the time so held before being put to work, except that when an Operator is so held after the 
completion ofa regular run he/she will be paid at one and one-half times hislher regular rate ofpay 
for the time so held. 
L. Tool Allowance 
1) Permanent employees in the title ofMaintainer in the Maintenance and Plant 
& Equipment Departments, who complete their probationary period shall be granted two hundred 
fifty dollars ($250) in reimbursement of the purchase of required hand tools on the date that they 
complete their probationary period. 
2) In July ofeach year ofthe contract, the OperatingAuthority shall pay to each 
permanent employee in the title ofMaintainer in the Maintenance (Fleet Service and Ceiltral Road 
Serve included) and Plant and Equipment Departments who has been in such title for at least 
eighteen (18) months, a tool allowance of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). 
3) Where it is established to the satisfaction ofManagement that any such tools 
have been stolen while on the property ofthe OperatingAuthority, without negligence on the partof 
the employee, reimbursement will be made by the Operating Authority, but such reimbursementwill 
be limited to a total amount ofthree hundred dollars ($300), payable by separate check, for each such 
incident and dependent on the number and value oftools stolen. In consideration ofthe above tool 
allowance, the Operating Authority retains and reasserts its right to hold tool inspections at such time 
as it deems advisable for completeness of tool kit and condition of tools. Supervision shall 
determine the value ofstolen tools. 
4) Where it is established to the satisfaction ofManagement that a rollaway tool 
box has been stolen while on Operating Authority property, without negligence on the part of the 
employee, reimbursement up to a maximum of one hundred dollars ($100), payable by separate 
check shall be made. Such reimbursement shall be additional to reimbursement for stolen tools as 
provided above. 
5) A Maintainer entitled to a tool allowance under this provision shall be entitled 
to a "special tool allowance" ifthe Operating Authority should require that metric tools be part ofthe 
required tools in hislher tool chest. The amount ofthe "special tool allowance" shall be determined 
by the Operating Authority at the time such tools are required. . 
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M. Assault by non-Transit Authority/Operating Authority Employees. 
1) A MaBSTOA Bus Maintainer who is absent from duty as a result ofinjuries 
sustained by reason ofany assault by non-Transit AuthoritylMaBSTOA employees perpetrated upon 
him/her while engaged in the proper performance of his/her duties will be allowed a differential 
payment which shall be sufficient to comprise, together with any Workers' Compensation payable to 
him/her under the provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law, the amount equal, after taxes, to 
his/her after tax wages for his/her regularly scheduled working time, exclusive ofovertime. 
2) No bus maintainer will be eligible for the benefits set forth in paragraph "1" 
above ifhe/she violates any of the provisions set forth below: 
a. If the employee failed to report for anywork within title when directed 
that they are medically qualified to perform. 
b. If the employee does not give due notice of the accident or does not 
report to the Authority's designated physician(s) for examination or re-examination when told to do 
so. This provision shall not be used to require an employee to report for examination at 
unreasonable times and frequency. 
3) In the event a Bus Maintainer is declared permanently disqualified as a 
Maintainer, he/she will receive his/her Maintainer's rate and be paid for the hours ofthe job he/she is 
filling. 
4) Except as provided in paragraphs 5 and 6 below, a MaBSTOA bus maintainer 
absent as a result ofinjuries sustained by an assault by non-Transit AuthoritylMaBSTOA employees 
perpetuated upon him/her while engaged in the proper performance of his/her duties, shall be 
dropped from the service ofMaBSTOA after a period of 4 years has elapsed from the day of the 
assault. 
5) An employee with restricted work status will be offered reassignment or 
reclassification. Ifhe/she refuses the offer ofreassignment or reclassification, the rules concerning 
refusal ofwork will be applicable. 
Ifhe/she accepts the offer but expresses a preference for another job, he/she 
shall placed on a preferred list until such time as the job becomes available so long as the person is 
working in the first offered job. Reassignment or reclassificationwill be offered on a first come, first 
serve, basis. This provision shall not prevent MaBSTOA from taking disciplinary action against 
such an employee for refusal to perform assigned work which he/she is capable of doing within 
his/her title in which case the employee will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action including 
the possibility ofdismissal. 
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6) MaBSTOA employees injured on duty and MaBSTOA employees on ordinary 
disability, shall have the same rights to return to their jobs following tennination that the Transit 
Authority employees have. 
7) MaBSTOA shall have the authority to file a pension application on behalfof 
an employee who has been injured by an assault or injured on duty, where MaBSTOA believes that 
such an application is appropriate. 
N. Prescription Glasses 
Ifa Maintainer breaks a pair ofprescription glasses while perfonning his/her duties, 
he/she shall be reimbursed in full by the Operating Authority for the usual, reasonable and customary 
cost of repairing the glasses, or if the glasses cannot be repaired, for the usual, reasonable and 
customary cost ofreplacing the glasses with substantially equivalent glasses. No reimbursement for 
replacement ofglasses shall be allowed unless the employee has first obtained any payment to which 
he/she may be entitled for glasses under the Optical Plan provided by the Union-Authorities' Joint 
Welfare Benefit Trust and the Operating Authority shall only have to reimburse such an employee 
for the portion of the cost of the replacement glasses which exceeds the benefit provided by the 
Trust. No employee may receive any reimbursement for the cost of replacement glasses unless 
he/she submits a statement from his/her optician that the broken glasses cannot be repaired and the 
broken glasses shall be submitted to and become the property of the Operating Authority. An 
employee shall be entitled to no more than one (1) reimbursement for broken glasses. 
O. Work Shoe Benefit 
1. The Authority will provide each maintenance employee (including Plant and 
Equipment, Central Road Service, and Fleet services) with one pair of safety shoes per year. 
Applicable provisions ofthe July 21, 1999 stipulation regarding the wearing ofsafety shoes shall be 
incorporated into this agreement as Appendix G-I0. 
P. Outdoor Clothing 
The Authority shall provide outdoor clothing for employees whose job functions 
require outdoor work. This clothing will consist of "bib" coveralls and jacket, and shall have 
reflective safety markings and may be marked with appropriate New York City Transit logos. 
Central Road Service employees, Cleaners who sweep buses outside depots buildings, and A.M. 
Road service employees at depots where buses are parked in and pulled out from outdoor areas shall 
be included as employees covered by this provision. 
Q. Picks 
1) When a new run orwork schedule is prepared, a copy thereofshall be given to 
the Union as soon as possible, and in no event less than fifteen (15) days prior to the date set forth on 
the schedule as the date on which it will be posted for pick. The date ofthe posting for pick shall be 
detennined by the ChiefMaintenance Officer. The ChiefMaintenance Officer shall also detennine 
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and set forth on the schedule the date upon which the new schedule shall become effective, which 
date shall take into account the time reasonably required to complete the picking. Picking shall 
commence not later than five (5) days after the schedule is posted. Employees who for any reason 
fail to exercise their picking rights shall be assigned. 
2) The Union shall have the right at any time after it has received the schedule to 
discuss it with the ChiefMaintenance Officer. Any complaint made by the Union shall be decided 
by the ChiefMaintenance Officerwithin twenty-four (24) hours after the close ofthe discussion. If, 
after such discussion, any change in the schedule agreed to by the Union is directed by the Chief 
Maintenance Officer which cannot be made prior to the posting date, the schedule shall not be posted 
for pick until such change has been made. 
3) The Union may file with the ChiefMaintenance Officer at any time, a written 
complaint that the schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees. Any such complaint shall set 
forth specifically how, and in whatmanner, the schedule imperils the health and safety ofemployees. 
a. Where such complaint is filed after the schedule has been posted for 
pick, such complaint shall constitute a normal grievance to be heard in the first instance, however, by 
the Operating Authority's Director of Labor Relations or his/her designee. Such complaint shall 
thereafter be governed by the normal provisions of the grievance procedure. 
b. Where such complaint is filed before the posting of the schedule for 
pick, a hearing thereon shall be held by the Operating Authority's Director of Labor Relations or 
his/her designee, not more than two (2) working days after the filing of the complaint and the 
decision thereon shall be made within twenty-four (24) hours after the hearing. 
4) Where said Union files its complaint with the Chief Maintenance Officer 
before the date fixed for the posting of the schedule, an appeal may be taken to the Impartial 
Arbitrator immediately after the decision by the OperatingAuthority's Director ofLaborRelations or 
his/her designee, which appeal shall be accompanied by a statement setting forth the basis of the 
contention that the schedule imperils the health or safety ofemployees, and accompanied also by a 
copy ofthe decision by the Operating Authority's Director ofLabor Relations or his/her designee. 
The Impartial Arbitrator shall hold a hearing on notice, by telephone or otherwise, as promptly as 
possible after the filing of the appeal. At the request of the Impartial Arbitrator, such witnesses, 
records and other documentary evidence as may be required shall be produced. The Impartial 
Arbitrator shall mail a copy ofhis/her opinion to the Operating Authority and to the Union, within 
two (2) working days after the close ofthe hearing before him/her. If, in considering such complaint, 
the Impartial Arbitrator finds that a run or work schedule imperils the health or safety of 
employees-which is the sole extent of his/her jurisdiction-he/she shall set forth specifically the 
precise elements in the schedule on which he/she bases such opinion. The opinion ofthe Impartial 
Arbitratorwith respect to whether a run orwork schedule imperils the health or safetyofemployees, 
shall be final and binding upon both parties. 
5) Except to the extent specifically provided in Paragraphs (2) and (4) above, 
neither the filing ofa complaint nor the pendency ofa grievance at any level, shall prevent or delay 
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putting the schedule into effect on the day fixed therefor, subject to any change which may at any 
time be directed by the Operating Authority upon the determination of the grievance. 
R. Prime Time Vacation 
The Authority shall increase the quota of employees on vacation from an equal 
number of employees off on each week of the year to 10% above that number during the weeks 
including May I to September 30; and the weeks ofChristmas, New Years, Thanksgiving and Easter. 
S. Work Procedure Review Team 
A Work Procedure Review Team shall be established in the Department ofBuses to review 
such tasks or functions performed in the operating depots as are submitted to the Team and 
recommend a norm or standard for the performance of these functions in the TAlOA Maintenance 
Divisions. In making its recommendations the work procedure review team shall be guided by the 
principle that the norm or standard should be the lowest reasonable and appropriate time within 
which a trained mechanic could perform a task or function on an ongoing basis. 
The Team shall consist offour members, two ofwhom shall be designated by the Union and 
two of whom shall be designated by the Authorities. The parties shall determine who their 
representatives shall be and have the option of designating non TAlOA employees or non Union 
officials. 
The Team shall review the present work performance of any function submitted to it in 
recommending a norm for that function, as well as possible variants in the different work sites. The 
recommendation ofa majority of the Team shall be the norm for the task or function. 
This Team shall function so long as both parties agree thereto. 
Where at least the majority of the Team is unable to make a recommendation, the Chief 
Maintenance Officer and/or the appropriate TWU Vice President will propose a norm taking into 
consideration the findings of the Team. If no agreement is reached, the parties shall submit the 
dispute to a third-party arbitrator selected by the parties for resolution ofthis particular dispute, for 
final and binding resolution. It is understood that any disputes will be resolved expeditiously. 
Work time savings, if any, over present performance, shall not be used to reduce present 
manning levels or overtime work but rather to enhance the operating efficiency of the fleet. 
Failure to meet a norm shall not be the basis for discipline in and of itself. 
The June 3, 1996 Agreement regarding Surface Maintenance Productivity Procedures is 
attached as part ofAppendix G-6. No employee will be laid offas a direct result ofthe productivity 
initiatives undertaken by the parties in surface maintenance as reflected in the June 3, 1996 
Agreement. This provision does not apply to other productivity agreements. 
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T. Productivity Incentive Bonus Program 
The parties entered into an agreement in 1994 and 1996 concerning the improvement 
of task times for certain bus repair functions and are seeking to immediately improve maintenance 
productivity, to continue to improve productivity over future years, and to reward employees with a 
bonus where agreed upon levels of performance are met. It is the parties intent that the work 
performed meet industry standards for safety, quality, reliability, functionality and appearance. The 
provisions in the 1994 and 1996 agreements related to the Work Procedure Review Team and 
reclassification shall continue in effect. It is understood that any reclassification can be appealed 
directly for review by the Senior Vice President, Department of Buses. 
1) The "flat rate times" will become the agreed upon repair times for all maintenance 
functions when the program commences. Where applicable, trouble shooting and diagnostics are 
covered by this agreement. The Parties agree to work together to commence the agreement as soon as 
possible. 
2) The Work Procedure Review Team (the "team") will continue as the accepted 
process for reviewing and reevaluating the agree upon standard repair times and procedures under 
the following circumstances: 
a)	 If a job cannot be performed within the "flat rate time" more than 
80% of the time, the job can be referred to the team; 
b)	 Management may refer a job for review where it is consistently 
performed in less that the "flat rate time" and; 
c.)	 Jobs and procedures which have no prescribed "flat rate times" will 
be evaluated by the Team. 
3) CMF Programs 
a) "Flat rate times" will immediately be adopted as the repair time for all CMF 
programs. 
b) The process used by the Work Procedure Review Team will be utilized to 
develop repair times for anyjobs or procedures that do not have a prescribed flat rate 
repair time. 
4) Core Jobs 
Core jobs will be performed in accordance with the times which have already been 
established by the Work Procedure Review Team, excluding the sixteen (16) core 
jobs established without TWU participation which will be at "flat rate times". 
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5) In January 2000, all Maintainers shall receive a $300.00 bonus. 
6) Central Road Service and Support Fleet maintainers will receive a $300.00 bonus in 
January 2000 with the understanding that the parties will work expeditiously toward reaching a 
productivity agreement for these groups. 
7) Commencing the first two full quarters ofthe program, any individual maintainerwho 
meets the above-stated standards on ninety percent (90%) of the assigned jobs or procedures shall 
receive a six hundred dollar ($600.00) bonus to be paid within twenty (20) work days from the end of 
the quarter. After the first two full quarters, a maintainer must achieve ninety-five percent (95%) 
compliance to receive the bonus. Commencing in the second quarter ofthe year 2002, the bonuswill 
be increased to seven hundred dollars ($700.00). 
8) The computation for compliance with the flat rate times will be a comparison ofthe 
flat rate time total for the assigned jobs compared against the total time the maintainer utilized to 
complete the assignedjob(s). 
9) In order to receive the bonus, the employee must actually work eight (8) weeks in the 
quarter in which the bonus is to be paid. Paid vacation shall count as time actually worked. 
10) Management and the Union will monitor the program on a daily basis, and 
compliance will be measured and monitored utilizing New York City Transit's work order system. 
11) All flat rate times assume that the bus is in position, parts are at the bus and any 
special tools and equipment are available. Contractual meals and break times are not included in the 
calculated work time. 
12) It is in the interest ofboth parties to maintain a productivity agreement beyond the 
term of this Agreement. 
The August 7, 2002 Agreement regarding the implementation of the Productivity 
Incentive Program is attached hereto as part ofAppendix G-6. 
U. 1988 Miscellaneous Agreements 
1) Each vacation pick within the Maintenance Department shall contain a 
minimum ofa fifty-two (52) week vacation period which will commence on the Sunday closest to 
January 1st. 
2) The Vice Chairman and ChiefSteward within the Maintenance Department 
will be permitted a vacation pick independent of garage vacation quota. However, they shall not 
pick the same week. 
3) Plant & Equipment employees shall not be permitted to pick out into other 
maintenance functions following the next general maintenance pick. 
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4) The Union agrees to make a good faith effort to have OA Emergency response 
crews cover 126th Street Depot. 
5) The Vice Chairman to be guaranteed a position in his job classification. 
V. Filling Plant and Equipment Vacancies 
1. Practical Examination - All applicants for Plant and Equipment vacancies 
must first pass a practical examination administered by the Authority in the discipline 
related to the vacancy he/she is seeking to fill. This exam will be graded on a pass or 
fail system. 
2. Filling Vacancies - Incumbents who are in Plant and Equipment after January 
2000 and who fulfill the practical exam requirement will be given first preference for 
the Plant and Equipment vacant positions. Vacant positions will then be filled in 
seniority order by maintainers who have passed the practical examination related to 
the vacancy he/she is seeking to fill. 
3. Evaluation Period - There will be an evaluation period of up to six (6) 
months. In the event that an employee is not able to perform within the discipline 
he/she has selected, the employee will be returned to his/her original position. The 
union may provide input to management regarding an employee's evaluation. 
Management reserves its right to make the final evaluation regarding the performance 
of any employee. 
4. Lock-in Period - All Plant and Equipment employees in the trade group, 
excluding the material group, will be locked into their positions for a period offour 
(4) years. 
5. Right of Election - An employee may elect one time during his/her freeze 
period, by letter which will be kept on file by the Authority, to move into another 
discipline when an opening occurs. The employee must still fulfill the practical exam 
requirements. 
6. Training - The Authority will provide training for employees to improve their 
proficiency in the discipline in which they are working. 
7. Resume Positions - The Authority may require applicants from outside the 
Authority who seek to fill Plant and Equipment vacancies to submit a resume and to 
pass a practical exam. 
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SECTION 6.5 - OA, CLERICAL ONLY 
A. Overtime 
Each employee to whom these working conditions apply shall be paid overtime at the 
rate of one and one-half times hislher hourly rate of pay for all time worked at the request of the 
Operating Authority in excess ofhis/her regular workday or regular workweek. 
B. Supper Money 
All employees covered by this Section who are required to work overtime two (2) or 
more hours shall receive three dollars ($3.00) for supper. 
C. Vacations 
1) Employees to whom this section applies, who shall have been continuously in 
the employ ofthe Operating Authority, Fifth Avenue, Surface, their predecessors, or the Trustee or 
Trustees ofSurface, for the periods indicated below, shall not more than once in each calendar year, 
receive a vacation with pay, as follows: 
a. An employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year, shall have been 
in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for less than one (1) year, will be granted a vacation ofone 
(1) day for each full calendar month he/she shall have been in the employ ofthe Operating Authority 
prior to the beginning of the vacation year, but not exceeding two (2) weeks. 
b. An employee of the Operating Authority who, at the beginning of a 
vacation year, shall have been in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for one (1) year but who at 
the beginning ofthe vacation year shall not have been employed for more than three (3) years, shall 
be granted a vacation of two (2) weeks during such vacation year. 
c. An employee who, at the beginningofa vacation year, shall have been 
in the employofthe Operating Authority for more than three (3) years, shall be granted a vacation of 
four (4) weeks in each such vacation year. 
d. An employee who, at the beginning ofa vacation year, shall have been 
employed for more than fifteen (15) years, shall be granted a vacation offive (5) weeks in each such 
vacation year. 
e. An employee will at the sole discretion of the Department Head be 
permitted to take one (1) week ofvacation in days provided prior notice is given to the Department 
Head and all of the days are taken prior to hislher picked vacation period. 
2) For all employees the amount ofvacation allotment in weeks or days will be 
computed on the basis ofthe time and duration ofemployment prior to the beginning ofthe vacation 
year. 
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The vacation year shall be the calendar year beginning January 1. 
3) Vacation pay shall be the employee's basic weekly salary. In the event the 
vacation allotment is in days, the amount ofpay for any day will be one-fifth (1/5) ofhis/her basic 
weekly salary. 
4) The Operating Authority shall have the right to schedule vacations so that it 
will have ample personnel in each ofthe departments to meet its requirements. Employees shall be 
given adequate notice ofthe vacation period. Subject to the foregoing, seniority shall be followed in 
picking vacation. 
5) The annual vacation allowance will not be accruable and will not be carried 
over from one year to another except upon the approval ofthe Operating Authority. However, when 
an employee is hospitalized during vacation, the employee will be permitted to carry-over such 
vacation to the following vacation year, not to exceed the number ofdays ofhospitalization during 
the scheduled vacation period. 
6) Terminal vacation with pay shall be allowed an employee in addition to any 
vacation due him/herunder subdivision (1) of this subsection: 
a. Where the employee's services are terminated or suspended through no 
fault ofhis/her own, or because ofhis/her induction into the Armed Forces of the United States; or 
b. Where the employee, who is resigning or retiring of his/her own 
volition and not because of, or in anticipation ofdisciplinary action against him/her, shall, prior to 
separation from service, make a request therefor; or 
c. Who dies. 
However, no vacation/terminal vacation will be due an employee if the 
employee resigns or is terminated prior to the completion ofhis probationary period. 
Terminal Vacation shall be computed as follows: 
(i) To an employee who has completed hislher probationary period, and 
who at the beginning of the vacation year in which he/she leaves the employ of the Operating 
Authority, will not have completed three (3) years of service: One (1) day for each complete 
calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to the date ofseparation but not exceeding two (2) 
weeks. 
(ii) To an employee who, at the beginning of the vacation year in which 
he/she leaves the employ of the Operating Authority, had completed three (3) years ofservice but 
had not completed fifteen (15) years of service: Two (2) days for each complete calendar month 
worked in that vacation year prior to the date ofseparation, but not exceeding four (4) weeks. 
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(iii) To an employee, who, at the beginning of the vacation year in which 
he/she leaves the employ ofthe Operating Authority, had completed fifteen (15) years ofservice or 
more: Two and one-half(2 1/2) days for each complete calendar month worked in that vacation year 
prior to the date of separation, but not exceeding five (5) weeks. 
No additional vacation allowance or terminal vacation shall accrue to an 
employee for the period of such tenninal vacation. No terminal vacation shall be granted for sick 
leave with pay, or vacation used immediately prior to any terminal vacation granted under this 
subsection. 
7) Terminal vacation computed in days shall be paid at the rate ofone-fifth (115) 
of the employee's basic weekly salary for each day of terminal vacation. No holiday pay shall be 
granted for any ofthe stated holidays which may fall within the period ofsuch terminal vacation. An 
employee who has not worked during a vacation year shall not receive any terminal vacation if 
he/she is separated from the service during such year. The allowance ofsuch terminal vacation shall 
be conditioned, however, upon an agreement by the employee to whom it is granted that should 
he/she return to the service ofthe Operating Authority before the end ofthe following vacation year, 
the number of terminal vacation days so allowed to him/her shall be deducted from any vacation 
he/she may be entitled to take in such following year after returning. 
8) An employee who is awayon leave ofabsence will not be granted any 
vacation allowance during the continuance of such leave. He/she must be in active service 
immediatelypreceding the period for which he/she is granted a vacation. In the event, however, that 
an employee is taken sick and on that account stops work before he/she has had hislher vacation for 
the vacation year in which the illness commences, he/she may elect, subject to approval by the Head 
of hislher Department, to take such current vacation as may be due him/her. When a leave of 
absence, due to illness, begins in one vacation year and extends into the next succeeding vacation 
year, an employee may, subject to approval by the Head of hislher Department, elect to take the 
vacation due himlher in the succeeding calendar year, provided he/she has not been absent more than 
one (1) year. However, such election under this subsection shall apply only to the complete vacation 
due the employee at the time ofhis/her request, and no grant shall be made of only a portion of a 
vacation allowance. 
9) An employee who is dismissed on charges, or who resigns while on charges or 
in anticipation thereof, shall not have the date of termination ofhislher employment postponed to 
allow him/her any vacation pay whatever, whether he/she shall have previously had a vacation in that 
vacation year or not. 
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10) While a pennanent employee is away in any year, on military duty, he/she will 
be treated as continuing in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for the purpose ofdetennining how 
much vacation he/she is entitled to take in the following vacation year should he/she return to the 
active service ofthe Operating Authority during that year. Upon his/her return before the end ofthat 
year, he/she shall, to the extent that the time intervening between hislher return and the end of the 
year may permit, be entitled to take before the end ofthe vacation year such vacation as he/she would 
have been entitled to take in that year had he/she not been away on military leave, less such part 
thereof as he/she may have been allowed at the time ofhis/her induction into the Anned Forces. 
He/she shall not, however, carry over to a subsequent vacation year a vacation which he/she may 
have missed because ofbeing away on military leave of absence. 
11) The obligations imposed on the Union and the employees in Article XI, 
paragraph 3, ofthe Agreement between the parties made as ofDecember 1, 1962, shall remain in full 
force and effect during the period of the current contract. 
D. Holidays 
Each ofthe employees to whom this section applies shall be entitled to a holiday or a 
partial holiday without deduction of pay when the following holidays occur on any day on which 
they would 0 therwise be required to work: New Years Day, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's 
Birthday, Good Friday (after 1 P.M.) Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, 
Election Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and the employee's birthday, except 
that new employee shall not be entitled to the birthday holiday until after the completion ofone (1) 
year of service. 
For purposes of the birthday holiday only, an employee whose birthday occurs on a 
Saturday or Sunday will be granted the preceding Friday as his/her holidaywithout deduction ofpay. 
The dates ofobservance for holidays, as they may apply, in 2000, 2001 and 2002 are 
specified in Appendix F. 
If one of these stated holidays falls on a Saturday, it may be observed either on the 
preceding Friday or the succeeding Monday, or if the work of the department does not permit 
completely closing an office, a part ofthe force shall be released on the Friday, and the remainder on 
the Monday. 
Each ofthe employees to whom this Section applies who is assigned to duty on any of 
the above mentioned holidays shall discharge and perfonn his/her duties on that day and shall be 
paid, in addition to their regular pay, time and one-half for the time worked on such holiday. 
Employees who actually work on a holiday shall receive a two dollar ($2.00) perhour 
differential for all hours actually worked on the following holidays: July 4th, Thanksgiving, 
Christmas and New Year's Day. 
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Ifany ofthe said holidays fall within the vacation period ofany employee covered by 
this Section or in the event the employee's birthday coincides with any other holiday listed in this 
subsection when he/she would otherwise be required to work, such employee shall be granted a day 
off, or a half day, as the case may be, by hislher department head within thirty (30) days of said 
holiday to take the place of such holiday. 
Ifany employee is assigned to duty on any ofsuch holidays and does not discharge 
such duties, an amount equal to hislher pay for a regular workday, or half a regular workday in the 
case ofGood Friday, shall be deducted from hislher pay and appropriate disciplinary action may be 
taken against such employee. 
None of the foregoing provisions in this subsection shall be applicable in respect to 
any of the stated holidays to any employee who may have been continuously absent from duty for 
thirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding such 
holiday. An employee who has perfonned no work for the Operating Authority during a period of 
thirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding a holiday, 
shall not receive any pay for the holiday or be allowed another day off in lieu thereof. 
An employee shall not receive wages for a paid holiday unless he/she reports for work 
on hislher last scheduled work day before the holiday and the first scheduled work day after the 
holiday except when prevented by proven illness or death in the immediate family. 
The Operating Authority shall grant a personal leave day to all employees on 
condition that the Operating Authority may limit the number of employees who may be off from 
work on anyone day. The Operating Authoritymay issue reasonable regulations regarding the use of 
such personal leave day. However, new employees shall not receive a personal leave day until the 
January 1st, following the completion ofone (I) year ofservice. 
E. Medical Department 
1) The Medical Department may send a doctor ofits own choosing to the home 
of a sick employee when such employee has reported himself7herself sick. 
2) In the event an employee is offsick for a period not exceeding thirty (30) days, 
the Operating Authority will accept a doctor's certificate for the purpose ofallowing the employee to 
return to work, subject to the provisions of subsection F. below. 
There shall be no requirement for a doctor's certificate when an employee is 
off sick for two (2) days or less. 
An employee who is offbetween three (3) days and five (5) days, inclusive, 
may be required to produce a doctor's certificate if the Operating Authority deems it necessary. 
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In the event that an employee does not have a doctor's certificate, as required 
above, he/she must be examined by the Medical Department and receive from it a "Back-to-Work" 
slip in order to be able to return to work if out more than two (2) days. 
F. Medical Examination 
The Operating Authority shall have the right to require employees to submit to a 
medical examination at reasonable intervals. The Operating Authority shall also have the right to 
have an employee examined by its Medical Department when it deems such employee may be 
medically unfit to do the work required in hislher job classification. If, as a result of such 
examination, a dispute arises as to the disability ofan employee, the employee shall have the right to 
have the finding ofthe Operating Authority designated physician checked by a physician ofhis/her 
own choice. In the event of a continuing dispute, the matter shall be submitted to the Impartial 
Arbitrator. 
G. Chauffeurs 
Chauffeurs in all departments, when necessary, will ask and receive assistance from 
the Maintenance Department in the loading and unloading of their trucks or vehicles. 
Chauffeurs in all departments will accept any cargo (without regard to the department 
from which it originates or to which it is being sent) which is designated by the person or persons 
who customarily dispatch cargo i n the division 0 f t he department i n which such chauffeur 0 r 
chauffeurs are employed. 
H. Promotions, Layoffs, and Seniority 
There shall be one clerical seniority list for employees covered by this Section. 
Clerical seniority for the purposes ofthis subsection shall include continuous clerical 
department service with the Operating Authority, Fifth Avenue, Surface, their predecessors or the 
Trustee or Trustees ofSurface. 
Promotions to classifications within the bargaining unit covered by this Section shall 
be on the basis ofqualifications and clerical seniority. 
The Operating Authority shall have the right to specify qualifications for jobs in all 
classifications and shall have the right to prescribe the necessary tests to detennine whether an 
employee has such qualifications. An employee to be eligible for promotion to, or employment in 
such jobs shall be required to satisfy the Operating Authority that he/she reasonably meets such 
qualifications. This is applicable to employees ofall departments. 
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In the event ofa layoffwithin a classification in any department, the employee to be 
displaced shall be the one with the lowest clerical seniority in such classification. Each employee so 
displaced shall be pennitted to displace any employee with less clerical seniority at the same or lower 
rate ofpay, provided such employee has the necessary qualifications. This process shall be repeated 
until there is no employee to be displaced, and then the employee who cannot displace another shall 
be the one who leaves the employ ofthe Operating Authority. An employee so transferred to another 
classification shall receive the rate ofthe new classification, but prior years service shall be credited 
to the employee in determining where he/she fits in the salary range. 
I. Sickness Disability Benefits 
I) All clerical employees shall be qualified to receive payments under these 
provisions for physical disability to work by reason of sickness. Such payments are hereinafter 
referred to as "Sickness Disability Benefits". Such payments shall terminate when disability ceases 
and shall in no case extend beyond the periods hereinafter mentioned. For the purpose of these 
provisions, sickness shall include injury, other than accidental injury arising out ofor in the course of 
employment by the Operating Authority, and shall exclude any sickness, disability or injurybrought 
about by the use of intoxicating liquors or narcotic drugs or resulting from social disease or 
preventable disabilities; or absences connected with correction ofnon-disabling conditions. 
2) Subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth, the sickness disabilitybenefits 
in sickness disability cases originating hereafter shall be as follows: 
If term of employment has been ­
a. less than six (6) months:	 full pay for one (1) week 
b. from six (6) months to less than twelve (12) months: 
full pay for two (2) weeks 
c. from one (1) year to less than two (2) years: 
full pay for two (2) weeks 
halfpay for two (2) weeks 
d. from two (2) years to less than three (3) years: 
full pay for two (2) weeks 
halfpay for four (4) weeks 
e. from three (3) years to less than four (4) years: 
full pay for three (3) weeks 
halfpay for five (5) weeks 
f.	 from four (4) years to less than five (5) years: 
full pay for four (4) weeks 
halfpay for six (6) weeks 
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g. from five (5) years to less than six (6) years: 
full pay for five (5) weeks 
halfpay for seven (7) weeks 
h. from six (6) years to less than seven (7) years: 
full pay for six (6) weeks 
halfpay for eight (8) weeks 
I. from seven (7) years to less than eight (8) years: 
full pay for eight (8) weeks 
halfpay for nine (9) weeks 
j. from eight (8) years to less than nine (9) years: 
full pay for ten (10) weeks 
halfpay for ten (lO) weeks 
k. from nine (9) years to less than ten (10) years: 
full pay for twelve (12) weeks 
halfpay for twelve (12) weeks 
1. from ten (10) years or more: 
full pay for thirteen (13) weeks 
halfpay for thirteen (13) weeks 
"Full pay" and "Half pay" will be calculated upon the regular rate of pay, 
excluding overtime, and the period of sickness disability benefits shall be based on the length of 
service at the time the disability began. For this purpose, term ofemployment will be considered as 
exclusive ofperiods ofvoluntary or involuntary leave of absence or furlough. 
In determining the period for sickness disability benefits, all allowances made 
during the twelve (12) month period irrunediately preceding the current absence for illness shall be 
deducted. 
3) The wages ofall employees absent from duty because ofphysical disability 
and who are covered by New York State Disability Benefits shall be paid according to the statute or 
according to the foregoing schedule, whichever shall be greater, but the statutory benefits shall be 
considered as part payment thereof; that is to say, the difference between the statutory benefits 
payments and the employee's wage will be paid by the Operating Authority for the period during 
which wage payments are allowed hereunder on account ofabsence from duty because ofphysical 
disability. 
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4) Every employee who shall be absent from duty on account of sickness or 
injury must at once notify his/her immediate superior, and the employee shall not be entitled to 
benefits for time previous to such notice, unless delay shall be shown to have been unavoidable and 
satisfactory evidence of disability is furnished. 
5) Disabled employees wishing to leave home shall obtain from the Operating 
Authoritywritten approval ofabsence for a specified time and furnish satisfactoryproofofdisability 
while absent, otherwise no benefits shall be paid for such period 0 fa bsence. T he 0 perating 
Authority shall have the right to send a representative to the employee's home or to otherwise verify 
the employee's absence because of illness or injury. 
6) Upon request of the Operating Authority, employees applying for sickness 
disability benefits shall furnish a certificate from their attending physician stating the nature ofand 
the date ofthe beginning ofthe illness, or date ofinjury, the date first attended by the physician, and 
the estimated or actual duration of illness or injury. Upon request by the Operating Authority, an 
employee claiming sickness disability benefits shall submit to an examination by a physician 
designated by the Operating Authority. The Operating Authority also shall have the right to have a 
doctor or nurse visit the home ofan employee absent on account of illness or injury. 
7) Employees willfully making any misrepresentation to obtain sickness 
disability benefits shall be subject to disciplinary action and shall not be entitled to any benefits. 
8) Sickness disability benefits shall not exceed the allowance shown in paragraph 
2 ofthis subsection for any fifty-two (52) week period, but ifan employee has a chronic or recurring 
illness he/she shall be entitled to an allowance for only one (1) fifty-two (52) week period and shall 
not be entitled to any allowance for disability from such illness occurring within five (5) years from 
date of last allowance hereunder for such illness. 
J. Dropping of Employees After Two (2) Years Absence Because of Illness. 
1) An employee absent because of illness shall be dropped from the service of 
the Operating Authority after a period of two (2) years has elapsed since the last day worked. 
2) The Operating Authority, in its sole discretion for good cause shown, may 
consider an application ofa former employee offsick for more than two (2) years for reinstatement 
without loss ofseniority or length ofservice, provided he/she is medically qualified by theOperating 
Authority's Medical Department. 
K. Cross-Bidding 
Cross-bidding on job vacancies within the collective bargaining unit will not be a 
matter of right where the vacancy is in a job classification carrying the same or a lower rate or 
progression rate as that occupied by the person seeking to bid into the job vacancy. 
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L. Bulletin Board Notices 
The Operating Authority shall pennit the posting of official TWU notices on its 
regular bulletin boards and space thereon shall be allotted whenever req~ but such official TWU 
notices shall be limited to announcements and shall contain nothing political or controversial and in 
no circumstances shall reflect upon the Operating Authority or upon any of its employees. 
M. Jury Duty 
Employees required to report for jury duty shall be excused for the required period of 
jury duty and may, at the discretion ofthe Operating Authority, be paid during such absence provided 
he/she endorses his/her check for jury duty to the Operating Authority. 
N. Death in Family 
An absence, without deduction ofpay, not to exceed three (3) work days, will 
be granted in the case of a death in the immediate family. "Immediate Family", for this purpose, 
shall include spouse, son or daughter, or parent, brother or sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, 
natural grandparent orrelative living in the household. "Any person residing in the household" is to 
be interpreted as meaning a person related by family ties with pennanent residence in the household. 
o. Group Life Insurance 
The Operating Authority will pay the full premium without any deduction from the 
employee's wages for the one thousand dollar ($1000) Group Life Insurance policy now in effect, 
including the provision with respect to pennanent total disability benefit. 
P. Instructions 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, his/her regularly scheduled work hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance time and 
one-halfat his/her regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee because oferrors or dereliction 
in the perfonnance of his/her duties, is required by the Operating Authority in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
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SECTION 6.6 - OA, DISTRIBUTION DMSION 
A. Hours and Days ofWork 
1) The working time for regularly assigned employees shall be scheduled and 
prescribed by their superiors subject to approval by the Operating Authority, but the regularly 
scheduled hours ofwork for any employee shall not exceed forty (40) hours per week or eight (8) 
hours in anyone (1) day. 
2) The regular working time for all employees scheduled to work forty (40) hours 
per week, shall be eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per week. 
3) At least two (2) consecutive days rest without pay, during the calendar or 
payroll week shall be allowed to each employee, except in emergency or when service requirements 
prevent it. 
4) All employees must give notice oftheir intention to be absent by telephone, 
messenger or otherwise to hislher appropriate superior at least two (2) hours before the time 
scheduled for the beginning ofhis/her tour ofduty. Failure to give such notice may be a violation of 
the rules and cause the employee to be reported as absent without leave. 
5) An employee reporting late because of an unusual interruption ofservice on 
the Operating Authority System, shall suffer no loss ofpay for time lost on account ofsuch lateness, 
provided such interruption as the cause ofhislher lateness is established to the satisfaction ofhislher 
supenor. 
6) Except in a case covered by paragraph 5) above, an employee who reports for 
duty late may lose part or all ofhis/her day's work and shall be paid only for time worked. 
7) Any employee who is required to and does report for his/her regularly 
scheduled tour ofduty and who, through no fault ofhislher own, is not used, will be allowed pay for 
the full time ofhislher scheduled tour ofduty for that day. 
8) The Operating Authority will provide two (2) ten (10) minute breaks during 
the Distribution employee's tour ofduty, one (1) to be taken before hislher lunch period and one (1) 
to be taken after hislher lunch period, at times determined in accordance with the needs of the 
service. These breaks will not directly precede or follow the lunch period. Satellite personnel will 
be allowed their breaks in conjunction with location operations, at Management's discretion. 
9) Employees will punch out in work clothes ten (10) minutes before the end of 
the their tour of duty at all main and satellite storerooms, except for the personnel assigned to 
positions based out of the Maspeth facility. 
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B. Overtime 
I) Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled 
working hours on any day, whether the excess work be before the beginning or after the end ofthe 
employee's regularly scheduled tour ofduty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, 
time and one-half at his/her regular rate ofpay. 
2) Employees shall not be required to suspend work during regularly scheduled 
tours ofduty to absorb overtime. 
C. Snow Work 
Employees who are required to work on snow work instead oftheir regularly assigned 
duties will receive pay at the rate of time and one-half for such work. 
Such premium payments for snow duty shall be limited to situations where the 
employee actually performs such duty outside where there is snow on the ground and where such 
work would not be required but for the snow or icing conditions, except that under no circumstances 
shall snow pay premium payments be made for work if such payments would not have been made 
prior to March 31, 1985. 
D. Lunch Period 
Employees in the Distribution Division, whose regularly scheduled work hours are 
forty (40) hours a week on an eight (8) hours a day basis, will be allowed a thirty (30) minute daily 
lunch period within their working hours, without deduction ofpay, on everyday when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. 
E. Payment For Work On Scheduled Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a 
day off, other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-halffor all 
work on such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum ofone and one-half 
times his/her regular full day's pay. 
Notwithstanding any other rules or working conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-halffor working on his/her regular day off, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked his/her regular days off. Ifthe employee 
was absent on the day immediately prior to hislher regular days off, he/she must produce a doctor's 
certificate in order to be eligible for premium pay on his/her regular day off. 
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F. Picks and Preference Status 
1) The extent and method ofpickingjobs within a classification will, ifpossible, 
be mutually arrived at between the Division representative and Union representative of the 
employees in the group affected. In the event of disagreement, the decision shall be made by the 
ChiefDistribution Officer. Such decision may be made subject to the grievance procedure where it 
is claimed that the decision imperils the health or safety ofany employee. It is understood that any 
employee must be qualified for the job he/she selects and be able to meet normal production. 
2) Employees will select their tours ofduty, regular days off, and work location. 
3) Between general picks, vacancies which occur will be filled by offering a 
reselection of assignment to employees within that location or by promotion. 
4) Seniority status for any employee shall be based on the seniority list supplied 
by the Division. 
5) Personnel who have been absent thirty (30) days or more and those who plan 
to retire will not be afforded the opportunity to pick. Any of the personnel indicated in the pick 
package who return to work before the pick commences and who have prooffrom their doctor and/or 
the approval of the Authority Medical Department, will be allowed to pick. Any person who is 
"picked over" and returns to full duty after the pick commences will be assigned to work as close as 
possible to the position previously picked, based on seniority, to an available vacant position. 
6) Any employee who fails to report to pick and who does not submit an absentee 
pick form will be picked for by the Union. 
7) Employees transferring to or promoted to a position in a new storeroom during 
the vacation year may be subject to reselection of their vacation so that it is in conformance with 
vacation quotas in the new storeroom, except in the event ofprearranged bona-fide commitments, 
with Management's approval. 
8) All satellite personnel are required to remain at their locations until relieved. 
Management will work with the Union, whenever possible, to secure appropriate relief from an 
overtime availability list supplied by the Union. 
9) Each employee will be allotted two (2) minutes to pick. The picking times 
will be listed in the pick kit. No employee shall lose any money ifhis or her pick time falls within 
his or her regular tour ofduty. 
10) Employees picking off their tours, on vacation or on their day off, will 
participate on their own time. 
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G. Transfers 
The Operating Authority reserves the right whenever there may be an excess of 
employees in any storeroom to transfer and assign said excess employees to work in any other 
storeroom where there may be work for him/her to do in his/her title and classification. Those 
employees to be transferred and assigned will be the employees who have the lowest preference 
seniority. 
An employee transferred and assigned from one storeroom to another shall be credited 
with hislher classification seniority for the purpose ofdetennining his/her preference status in the 
storeroom to which he/she is transferred. 
At any time after hislher transfer if a vacancy in his/her title occurs in the location 
from which he/she was transferred, the employee will be given one (l) opportunity to elect to return 
with the same preference status he/she would have had, had he/she not been transferred. 
H. Instructions 
1) When employees are required to report for schooling or for instruction in the 
perfonnance of their regular duties, they shall be allowed their regular rate of pay for all time 
necessarily consumed, except that when an employee, because of errors or dereliction in the 
perfonnance 0 fh is/her duties, is required by order of the Operating Authority, in disciplinary 
proceedings to report for schooling or instruction, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
Employees attending classes voluntarily for their own benefit will do so on their own time without 
pay. 
2) Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in 
addition to his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such 
attendance time and one-halfat hislher regular rate ofpay, except that when an employee because of 
errors or dereliction in the perfonnance ofhislher duties, is required by the Operating Authority, in 
disciplinary proceedings to report for schooling or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance or 
pay therefor. 
I. Safety Equipment 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safetyequipment 
as may be authorized by the Heads of the Departments. 
The work shoe allowance for all Distribution employees (excluding clericals) shall be 
fifty dollars ($50) payable annually. Work shoes must be worn during their tour ofduty, and must be 
in confonnance with the standards established by the Division. 
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SECTION 6.7 -OA, REVENUE	 - COLLECTING AGENTS AND REVENUE PROCESSING 
COORDINATORS 
A.	 Unifonns 
Collecting Agents will receive a fifty dollar ($50.00) per year unifonn cleaning 
allowance payable in January ofeach year. 
B.	 Work Shoe Benefit 
New York City Transit will provide collecting agents with two (2) pairs of System 
Safety approved safety shoes (steel tip) every two years. Employees will be fitted for and pick up 
shoes on their own time, and employees will be expected to wear the safety shoes during work hours. 
C.	 Revenue Trucks 
1. Surface Collecting Agents (OA) will collect Surface Revenue in both the 
Operating Authority and the Transit Authority using two (2) man crews. 
2. The parties agree to track the impact ofthe reduction from three (3) Collecting 
Agents per truck to two (2) Collecting Agents per truck on both the safety of the agents and the 
protection of the Authority's assets. 
3. Surface Collecting Agents (OA) will be paid at the Bus Operator rate in 
accordance with the appropriate pay schedules for their date ofhire in the Operating Authority. For 
instance, a Collecting Agent (OA) hired prior to April 1, 1980 currently earning top Collecting Agent 
(OA) hourly rate will receive the top Bus Operator hourly rate; and a Collecting Agent hired on or 
after 5/15/92 currently earning the second year Collecting Agent (OA) hourly rate will receive the 
second year Bus Operator hourly rate. 
Surface Collecting Agents (OA) will receive future wage increases at the Bus 
Operator rate in accordance with the appropriate pay schedule based on their date ofhire in the OA. 
4. Revenue trucks will be garaged on OA depots and/or at the Central Bus facility at 
Maspeth. 
D.	 Revenue Processing Coordinators 
1.	 The salary for Revenue Processing Coordinators (RPCs) shall be increased by 3.75% 
retroactive to November 2, 1998. Salaries for RPCs shall be increased by subsequent 
wage increases negotiated by the Union for represented hourly employees. 
2.	 Health and Welfare benefits for RPCs will be the same as for other TWU-represented 
employees and shall be provided through the Health Benefit Trust referred to in 
Article I of this Agreement. 
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3.	 RPCs will be covered by the negotiated TWU Grievance and Discipline procedures. 
4.	 IfRPCs are required to wear safety shoes, management will provide shoes. 
5.	 Picks for RPCs shall be conducted in accordance with the following procedures 
which encompass the Pick Procedures Agreement reached on August 12, 1999: 
a)	 RPCs will pick their tours of duty (AM or PM tours), regular days off 
(RDOs) and reporting location on an annual basis, unless the ChiefOfficerof 
Revenue Control and the Union Vice President agree otherwise. Jobs must 
be selected by facility and by tour; i.e moving between tours and/or sites is 
prohibited except as noted in paragraph four (4) below. The current reporting 
locations are at the Maspeth Coin Counting Facility (CCF) and the 34th Street 
High Production Encoding Machine (HPEM) operation. Future reporting 
locations may be altered and will be detennined by Management based upon 
operational needs. 
b)	 For pick purposes, only seniority in the title of RPC will be utilized for 
calculating senior to junior pick status. Job picks will be filled in seniority 
order (senior to junior). 
c)	 It is understood that any RPC who picks a job must be qualified for the job, 
and must be able to meet the nonnal production within a period often (10) 
business days. 
d)	 RPCs picking the CCF facility, upon receiving five (5) days notice, will be 
required to work at the HPEM site once every two months ("Periodic 
Rotation"), for a period of five (5) business days, or as scheduled by the 
Director ofHPEM, based on RPC availability. The CCF job will be filled by 
the vacation relief/utility RPC. The CCF and vacation relief jobs will be 
noted with an asterisk (*) on the pick, denoting the aforementioned ''Periodic 
Rotation." 
e)	 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Management reserves the right to change 
reporting locations, RDOs, tours ofduty, and work assignments to meet the 
needs ofNYCT Revenue Operations, with prior notification to the Union. 
f)	 During the annual pick, vacation bids will also be posted and finalized. 
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The Following RPC Job Bid illustrates the RPC proposed pick fonnat 
Location 
Tour 
Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. 
HPEM 
AM 
RDO RDO 
HPEM 
PM 
RDO RDO 
CCF 
AM* 
RDO RDO 
Vac. 
Relief* 
RDO RDO 
6. Except as modified above, the existing working conditions for RPCs shall continue in 
effect. 
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ARTICLE VII - OPERATING AUTHORITY 
SECTION 7.0 - TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
A. Union Security 
The Operating Authority will deduct from the pay ofeach employeewho is amember 
ofthe Union, upon presentation ofa dues deduction authorization card signed by the employee, the 
regular weekly dues for such week, payable by such employee to the Union, as from time to time 
certified by the President and Treasurer oftheUnion, as provided for in the duly adopted constitution 
and by-laws of the Union. 
Such deductions shall be made from the pay due each employee each week. If any 
employee does not have sufficient pay during any week, such deductions shall be made in any 
following week of the same month. The amounts so deducted shall be paid by the Operating 
Authority to the Union within ten (10) days from the date the payroll is paid. 
The Union shall pay to the Operating Authority the actual monthly cost ofmaking 
such deductions, which shall not exceed five (5¢) cents per deduction per employee. 
B. Grievance Procedure 
The tenn "grievance" or "complaint," as used in this Article, means any dispute 
arising out of the interpretation and application of the provisions of the collective bargaining 
agreement in effect between the parties. 
The Impartial Arbitrator shall have the authority to decide all grievances and 
complaints but he/she shall not have the authority to render any opinion or make any 
recommendations (a) which amend, modifY or change this Agreement or any ofits tenns; (b) limiting 
or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, duties, and responsibilities of the Operating 
Authority in operating, controlling, and directing the maintenance and operation of the transit 
facilities, or with the Operating Authority's managerial responsibility to run the transit lines safely, 
efficiently, and economically. 
1) Any grievance or complaint which an employee may have shall be presented 
by the employee and his/her Union representative to the employee's appropriate Deputy 
Superintendent within five (5) days after the grievance arose. In the event that the matter is not 
satisfactorily adjusted within two (2) days after the presentation to his/her appropriate Deputy 
Superintendent, the case must be referred, at the request of the employee's Union representative 
within an additional three (3) days, to the Director, Traffic Checking a nd Analysis 0 r h is/her 
designated representative. In the event that the matter is not satisfactorily adjusted with the Director, 
Traffic Checking and Analysis then the Union must, within three (3) days after the receipt ofwritten 
notification from the Director, Traffic Checking and Analysis ofhis/her decision, submit the dispute 
in writing to the OperatingAuthority's Director ofLaborRelations orhis/her designee or designees. 
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The Operating Authority's Director ofLaborRelations or his/her designee or designees shall, within 
three (3) days, hold a hearing on the grievance, with due notice to the Union, and within three (3) 
days after such hearing is closed, the Operating Authority's Director ofLabor Relations or his/her 
designee or designees shall deliver to the Union in writing his/her decision on the disposition ofthe 
grievance. 
2) If the Union is not satisfied with the disposition of such grievance by the 
Operating Authority's Director ofLaborRelations orhis/herdesignee ordesignees, made as provided 
in paragraph 1), noted above, or in case there is any dispute between the parties hereto arising out of 
the collective bargaining agreement, then in any such case, at the written request ofthe party hereto 
desiring arbitration as herein provided, the matter shall be submitted for decision to the Impartial 
Arbitrator. If the requested arbitration arises from a grievance processed pursuant to paragraph 1) 
above, the request for arbitration shall be made within six (6) days ofthe receipt by the Union ofthe 
written decision of the Operating Authority's designee or designees. If the requested arbitration 
arises out ofany other dispute between the parties arising out ofthe collective bargaining agreement, 
the request for such arbitration shall be made within five (5) days after such dispute arises. The 
request for arbitration shall be made to the Impartial Arbitrator with a copy ofthe request sent to the 
opposing side. 
3) The time limitation, as provided herein, shall in every case be exclusive of 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, and the Impartial Arbitrator shall be empowered to excuse a failure 
to comply with the time limitations for good cause shown. 
After both the Union and the Operating Authority have been given an 
opportunity to be heard and to submit proof as may be desired, the decision in writing of such 
Impartial Arbitrator shall be binding and conclusive upon the employees to whom this Article applies 
and upon all the parties hereto. In the event that the parties hereto cannot agree upon the time and 
place to be fixed for such hearing, said Impartial Arbitrator shall fix such time and place and give 
notice thereof in writing to the parties hereto at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the time fixed for 
such hearing, and the filing of a telegram for sending or the mailing of a letter containing such 
notice, shall be deemed to be the giving of such notice. 
In case the Impartial Arbitrator hears testimony of or proof by any special 
service men or investigators whose identity the Operating Authority desires should not be known, 
such testimony or proofshall be given before the Impartial Arbitrator with no one else present, and 
any records, reports or actions of the Impartial Arbitrator with reference thereto shall refer to such 
witnesses by number only so that their identity shall not be known. Furthermore, ifthere is presented 
to the Impartial Arbitrator for decision any matter involving theft or drunkenness ofany employee, 
the only question to be determined by the Impartial Arbitrator in any such case shall be with respect 
to the fact of such theft or drunkenness as the case may be, and in case the fact of theft or 
drunkenness is found by the Impartial Arbitrator, then the action by the Operating Authority, based 
thereon, shall be affirmed and sustained by the Impartial Arbitrator. 
The Impartial Arbitrator to serve as such from June, 2001 to December 15, 
2002, shall be Richard Adelman, who has been selected by the parties to this Agreement. 
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If the office of Impartial Arbitrator should become vacant, the Operating 
Authority and the Union will designate a new Arbitrator as soon as practicable. 
C. Disciplinary Procedure 
The right to discharge or discipline employees for cause and to maintain discipline 
and efficiency ofemployees is the responsibility of the Operating Authority. 
No entry ofa warning or reprimand shall be made in the record ofany employee until 
after such employee has been afforded an opportunity to appear and be heard, accompanied by a 
representative ofhislher Union. 
If an employee is suspended, then he/she shall be given a hearing before hislher 
Deputy Superintendent, as defined in the Grievance Procedure, within twenty-four (24) hours after 
his/her suspension (in case the suspension is on Saturday, Sunday or a holiday, such hearing to be 
within forty-eight (48) hours), at which hearing a representative ofhis/her Union may be present, and 
notice (which may be by telephone) ofsuch hearing shall be given to such employee and the Union 
at least six (6) hours before such hearing. 
The Director, Traffic Checking and· Analysis or his/her designee may hold 
disciplinary hearings, however, he/she may not award any penalty in excess of final warning. 
Disciplinary penalties may be imposed at any Step of the disciplinary procedure. 
However, where the penalty is to be imposed at either Step I of Step IT, such action may be taken 
only after the person imposing the discipline consults with the Director ofLabor Relations or his/her 
designee. 
Ifa penalty is imposed at Step I, the Union may bypass the Step IT hearing and appeal 
directly to Step ill. In such cases or where the penalty is imposed at Step IT, a Step ill hearing shall 
be scheduled to be heard within five (5) days after the Director ofLabor Relations receives written 
notice ofthe appeal from the Union and a decision shall be rendered within seventy-two (72) hours 
after the close of the Step ill hearing. Ifthe Union appeals the Step ill decision where the penalty 
has been imposed, such appeal shall be heard at the next scheduled arbitration hearing date. The 
Operating Authority and the Union shall make a joint request to the Arbitrator for an expedited 
award in such cases. 
The Impartial Arbitrator to serve as such until December 15,2002 shall be William J. 
Dougherty, Esq. who has been selected by the parties to this Agreement. 
D. MaBSTOA Probation 
Employees will be subject to a six (6) month probationary period. Probationary rules 
and regulations governing Transit Authority employees will apply with the exception oftennination 
for medical reasons. There will be a three (3) step review process; the first after thirty (30) days, the 
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second after ninety (90) days, and the third after one hundred fifty (150) days. If the probationer's 
perfonnance is unsatisfactory, he/she must be counseled by his/her Deputy Superintendent or his/her 
designee or the Department Head or designee where applicable in the presence ofthe probationer's 
Union representative. A notation of the counseling session will be made on the review fonn. The 
probationary period may be extended by mutual consent. A probationary employee dismissed 
pursuant to this process or at any time during the probationaryperiod for serious infractions maynot 
appeal such action under the grievance and arbitration provisions of this Agreement. 
E. Wages 
1) The hourly wage rates for Traffic Checkers shall be the following: 
Effective October 31, 1996, the hourly rate will 
continue to be $10.5450. 
Effective November 1, 1998, the hourly rate will be $10.9404. 
2) Night Differential 
Effective May, 1, 1993 night differential shall be paid at a rate of .26¢ per 
hour for hours worked beginning at 9 P.M. on one day and ending at 5 A.M. on the next succeeding 
day. This differential shall apply seven (7) days a week. 
3) Prequalification Training 
Employees who are hired in entry level jobs, on or after October 31, 1996, 
shall be paid at the applicable national minimum wage for the established training period agreed 
upon by the parties, for up to five (5) work days. Upon completion of their first full week of 
employment, they will begin on the hiring scale wage progression as set forth in Appendices A and B 
to this agreement. However, nothing in this agreement shall limit management's right to establish 
different periods for training. 
4) PES Group 
Effective December 28, 1998, Traffic Checkers working in the Passenger 
Environmental Survey (PES) group will be paid a $0.50 per hour differential for all hours actually 
worked in the PES group. 
Management shall have the right to select those Traffic Checkers for the PES 
group who management believes will most likely be successful in the group. The selection will be 
based upon the employees work history at Transit; i.e. disciplinary and leave records. 
The above differential will also be paid during the initial training period. 
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F. Overtime 
1. Any employee required to work in excess of eight (8) working hours on any 
day or forty (40) hours in any week will be entitled to pay at one and one-half times his/her regular 
rate ofpay. 
G. Vacations 
1) Effective April 1, 1988, each of the employees to whom this Section applies, 
who are continuously in the employ ofthe Operating Authority following the April 1, 1988 effective 
date, for the periods indicated below, not more than once in each calendar year, shall receive a 
vacation with pay as follows: 
a. Each such employee who, at the beginning of a vacation year, shall 
have been in the employ of the Operating Authority for less than one (1) year, will be granted a 
vacation of one (1) day for each full calendar month he/she shall have been in the employ of the 
Operating Authority prior to the beginning of the vacation year, but not exceeding two (2) weeks. 
b. Each such employee ofthe Operating Authority, who, at the beginning 
ofa vacation year, shall have been in the employ ofthe Operating Authority for one (1) yearbut who 
at the beginning of the vacation year shall not have been employed for more than three (3) years, 
shall be granted a vacation of two (2) weeks during such vacation year. 
c. Each such employee who, at the beginning of a vacation year shall 
have been employed for more than three (3) years, shall be granted a vacation of four (4) weeks in 
each such vacation year. 
d. Each such employee who, at the beginning of a vacation year shall 
have been employed for more than fifteen (15) years, shall be granted a vacation offive (5) weeks in 
each such vacation year. 
2) For all employees, the amount ofvacation allotment in weeks or days will be 
computed on the basis ofthe time and duration ofemployment prior to the beginning ofthe vacation 
year. 
The vacation year shall be the calendar year. 
3) Vacation pay for each employee shall be computed as follows: 
For each week of vacation, each employee shall receive one fifty-second 
(1152) of his/her total earnings for the year prior to his/her vacation. The total yearly earnings for 
each employee shall be based upon the sum ofhis/her gross earnings as shown on Social Security 
reports in the four (4) quarters which precede by thirty (30) days or more the first day ofhis/her 
vacation. 
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4) The Operating Authority shall have the right to schedule vacations, so that it 
will have ample personnel in each ofthe departments to meet its requirements. Employees shall be 
given adequate notice ofthe vacation period. Subject to the foregoing, seniority shall be followed in 
picking vacation. 
5) The annual vacation allowance will not be accruable and will not be carried 
over from one year to another except upon the approval ofthe Operating Authority, however, when 
an employee is hospitalized during vacation, the employee will be permitted to carry-over such 
vacation to the following vacation year, not to exceed the number ofdays ofhospitalization during 
the scheduled vacation period. 
6) Terminal vacation with pay shall be allowed an employee, in addition to any 
vacation due him/her under paragraph 1) ofthis subsection: 
a Where the employee's services are terminated or suspended through no 
fault ofhis/her own, or because ofhis/her induction into the Armed Forces ofthe United States; or, 
b. Where the employee, who is resigning or retiring of his/her own 
volition and not because of, or in anticipation ofdisciplinary action against himlher, shall, prior to 
separation from service, make a request therefor; or, 
c. Who dies. 
However, no vacation/terminal vacation will be due an employee if the 
employee resigns or is terminated prior to the completion ofhis probationary period. 
Terminal vacation shall be computed as follows: 
i) To an employee who has completed his/her probationary period, and 
who at the beginning of the vacation year in which he/she leaves the employ of the Operating 
Authority, will not have completed three (3) years of services: One (1) four (4) hour day for each 
complete calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to the date of separation, but not 
exceeding two (2) weeks. 
ii) To an employee who, at the beginning ofthe vacation year in which 
he/she leaves the employ of the Operating Authority, had completed three (3) years ofservice but 
had not completed fifteen (15) years of service: Two (2) four (4) hour days for each complete 
calendar month worked in that vacation year prior to the date ofseparation, but not exceeding four 
(4) weeks. 
iii) To an employee who, at the beginning of the vacation year in which 
he/she leaves the employ ofthe Operating Authority, had completed fifteen (15) years ofservice or 
more: Two and one-half(2 1/2) four (4) hour days for each complete calendar month worked in that 
vacation year prior to the date of separation, but not exceeding five (5) weeks. 
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No additional vacation allowance or tenninal vacation shall accrue to an 
employee for the period of such terminal vacation. No tenninal vacation shall be granted for sick 
leave with payor vacation used immediately prior to any tenninal vacation granted under this 
subsection. 
7) Terminal vacation shall be paid on the basis of four (4) hours per day. No 
holiday pay shall be granted for any ofthe stated holidays provided under Section 7.0 H. which may 
fall within the period ofsuch terminal vacation. An employee who has not worked during a vacation 
year shall not receive any tenninal vacation ifhe/she is separated from the service during such year. 
The allowance ofsuch tenninal vacation shall be conditioned, however, upon an agreement by the 
employee to whom it is granted that should he/she return to the service of the Operating Authority 
before the end of the following vacation year, the number of tenninal vacation days so allowed to 
him/her, shall be deducted from any vacation he/she may be entitled to take in such following year 
after returning. 
8) An employee who is a way 0 n 1eave 0 fa bsence will not begranted any 
vacation allowance during the continuance of such leave. He/she must be in active service 
immediately preceding the period for which he/she is granted a vacation. In the event, however, that 
an employee is taken sick and on that account stops work before he/she has had his/her vacation for 
the vacation year in which the illness commences, he/she may elect, subject to approval by the Head 
of his/her Department, to take such current vacation as may be due him/her. When a leave of 
absence, due to illness, begins in one vacation year and extends into the next succeeding vacation 
year, an employee may, subject to approval by the Head of his/her Department, elect to take the 
vacation due him/her in the succeeding calendar year, provided he/she has not been absent more than 
one (1) year. However, such election under this subsection shall apply only to the complete vacation 
due the employee at the time ofhis/her request, and no grant shall be made of only a portion ofa 
vacation allowance. 
9) An employee who is dismissed on charges, or who resigns while on charges or 
in anticipation thereof, shall not have the date of tennination ofhislher employment postponed to 
allow him/her any vacation pay whatever, whetherhe/she shall have previously had a vacation in that 
vacation year or not. 
H. Holidays 
Effective April 1, 1988, to the extent that it may be practicable, Traffic Checkers, in 
service thirty (30) days or more, will be released from work without loss of pay on the following 
holidays; New Year's Day, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence 
Day, Labor Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and the employee's birthday, 
except that new employees shall not be entitled to the birthday holiday until after the completion of 
one (1) year of service. 
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The dates of observance for holidays in 2000, 2001 and 2002 are specified in 
Appendix F. 
1) Each of the employees to whom this Section applies, who is not assigned to 
duty on a holiday listed above, shall receive four (4) hours pay at their current rate of pay. 
2) Employees assigned to work on any of such holidays will perform such 
assignments and will receive straight time for such assignment and. in addition, shall receive four (4) 
hours pay. 
3) Employees who are assigned to duty on any ofthe foregoing holidays and who 
do not report for duty will not be paid for such holiday. 
4) None of the foregoing provisions in this subsection shall be applicable in 
respect to any of the stated holidays to any employee who may have been continuously absent from 
duty for thirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding 
such holiday. An employee who has performed no work for the Operating Authority during a period 
ofthirty (30) days or more, except for absence during paid vacation immediately preceding a holiday, 
shall not receive any pay for the holiday or be allowed another day off in lieu thereof. 
5) Employees who are on leave ofabsence or who are on the Inactive List will 
not be paid for holidays occurring during their period ofabsence. 
6) An employee shall not receive wages for a paid holiday unless he/she reports 
for work on his/her last scheduled work day before the holiday and the first scheduled work day after 
the holiday, except when prevented by proven illness or death in the immediate family. . 
7) When a contract holiday falls within an employee's vacation period, or in the 
event an employee's birthday coincides with any other holiday herein, such employee shall receive 
holiday pay for that day, computed as provided for elsewhere in this subsection. 
8) An employee who is required to work on a paid holiday at a time when he/she 
does not have three (3) unused AVA days (Additional Vacation Allowance) to his/her credit may 
elect to be paid for work on the holiday only what he/she would receive therefor ifit were performed 
on one ofhis/her regular working days, and instead ofreceiving additional pay therefor, be credited 
with an AVA day entitling him/her to another day off with pay at four (4) hours pay in lieu of the 
holiday. The provisions ofthis paragraph shall not be applicable to any employee who is required to 
work on Lincoln's Birthday. 
To make such election. he/she must give notice thereof in writing to his/her 
superior in advance of the holiday. 
He/she shall not be allowed to make such election more than three (3) times in 
anyone (1) calendar year or at a time when he/she already has three (3) AVA days to hislher credit. 
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The particular day on which he/she is to be released from work to make use of 
any AVA credit must be agreed upon in advance by hislher superior. 
The employee shall have the option ofrequesting and obtaining four (4) hours 
pay in cash at hislher regular straight time rate for any AVA days he/she has accumulated. Such 
request shall be made on a form prepared by the Operating Authority for that purpose. 
Despite the fact that the letters "AVA" stand for the words "Additional 
Vacation Allowance," the so-called AVA days shall in no event be added to vacations or used in a 
group as a vacation period. 
9) The Operating Authority shall grant each January 1, a personal leave day to all 
employees, on condition that the Operating Authority may limit the number ofemployees who may 
be off from work on anyone day. The Operating Authority may issue reasonable regulations 
regarding the use ofsuch personal leave day. However, new employees shall not receive a personal 
leave day until the January 1st following the completion ofone (1) year ofservice. 
1. Sick Leave 
1) Effective July 1, 1994, subject to the limitations hereinafter set forth, or 
otherwise contained in this Agreement, each employee employed prior to July 1, 1994, shall accrue 
the right to five (5) days sick pay during each contract year. Those employed between June 30, 1994 
and August 1, 1995 shall accrue such right during the second contract year. Those employed 
between July 31, 1995 and August 31, 1996 shall accrue such right during the third year of the 
contract. Available sick leave days unused during the first or second year ofthe contract shall accrue 
and be available during the second or third year. 
2) To qualify for sick pay, the employee must be unable to work because of 
illness. The definition of illness shall be uniform with the definition of illness in the Transit 
Authority. 
3) A day's sick pay shall consist offour (4) hours at the employee's regular rate of 
pay. 
4) Sick pay will be payable beginning the first day ofillness. Doctor's lines will 
not be required for absences of two (2) days or less. Abuse ofsick leave will not be tolerated. A 
pattern ofsick leave where a person on two (2) occasions during any twelve (12) month period takes 
offsick immediately before or after an RDO will be considered abuse. In addition, it is agreed that 
if, during the term ofthis Agreement, the MaBSTOA-wide per employee average ofsick day absence 
exceeds five (5) days absent per year, the sick leave provisions will revert to those in the 1978 
Agreement and will be renegotiated. 
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5) For the purpose of the rules contained in this subsection, an employee shall 
not be deemed to have been in the service of the Operating Authority during a period of leave of 
absence without pay except where such leave ofabsence shall have been for ordered military duty. 
6) Sick leave shall not run concurrently with vacation and will not be granted in 
respect to any of the ten (10) holidays or in respect to any day which is the employee's regular day 
off. 
7) No sick leave will be granted for illness due to indulgence in alcoholic liquors 
or narcotics except a s permitted by Transit Authority policy as issued by the President of the 
Authorities. 
8) In order to be granted a paid or unpaid leave ofabsence on account ofillness, 
an employee must file a written application therefor, on a form provided by the Operating Authority, 
within three (3) days after his/her return to work, but this form may be filed during the period of 
his/her absence, if such absence is for an extended period. The application for sick leave must 
include a true statement ofthe cause of the applicant's absence from work, including the nature of 
hislher illness or disability, and must be made to the Operating Authority through the applicant's 
appropriate superior. The burden ofestablishing that he/she was actually unfit for work on account 
ofillness shall be upon the employee. Every application for sick leave, whether with or without pay, 
for more than two (2) days, must be accompanied by medical proof satisfactory to the Operating 
Authority, and upon a form to be furnished by the Operating Authority, setting forth the nature ofthe 
employee's illness and certifying that by reason ofsuch illness the employee was unable to perform 
his/her duties for the period ofthe absence. This rule will not in any way relieve the employee from 
complying with paragraphs 4), 10) and 11) ofthis subsection. 
9) To be entitled to sick leave for any day on which he/she is absent from work 
because of illness, an employee, except where it is impossible to do so, must at least two (2) hours 
before the commencement ofhislher scheduled tour ofduty for that day, cause notice ofthe illness 
and ofthe place where he/she can be found during such illness to be given by telephone, messenger, 
or otherwise to hislher appropriate superior, and must also give notice to such superior of any 
subsequent change in the place where he/she can be found. Where it is impossible to give such 
notice within the time above prescribed, it shall be given as soon as circumstances permit. The 
failure to cause such notice to be given shall deprive the employee ofhis/her right to be paid for such 
a scheduled tour ofduty, and he/she shall not be entitled to pay for any subsequent tour ofduty from 
which he/she absents himsel£'herself unless at some time, not less than one (1) hour prior to the 
commencement ofsuch tour ofduty, he/she shall have caused such notice to be given. The failure to 
cause notice to be given as herein provided shall not be excused unless the Operating Authority is 
convinced that special circumstances made it impossible and is also convinced that notice was given 
as soon as the special circumstances permitted. 
10) If a representative of the Operating Authority calls at the place where the 
absent employee gave notice that he/she could be found during his/her illness, or in the absence of 
such notice, calls at the home ofthe absent employee and cannot find him/her, the absent employee 
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will be deemed to be absent without leave. Such employee will not be granted sick leave and will be 
subject to appropriate disciplinary action. 
11) When an employee is out sick and is visited by a doctor of the Operating 
Authority who finds the employee able to work, there will be no deduction made for that day in the 
current pay period but the Operating Authority may deny payment after review and deduct pay for 
such day in a subsequent pay period. 
12) An employee who is found to be in violation of the rules contained in this 
subsection governing sick leave allowances shall, in addition to being subject to the denial of sick 
leave, also be subject to appropriate disciplinary action. Any serious violation, persistent infractions, 
or a fraudulent claim for sick leave, may result in dismissal from the service. 
13) Time of absence from work while incapacitated by injury received in 
performance ofduty will not be charged against the sick leave allowable under this subsection. 
14) No sick leave will be granted to an employee who is unfit for work on account 
ofan accident incurred while working for an employer other than the Operating Authority. 
15) No sick leave with pay will be granted for less than one-quarter ofa day at a 
time. In the event that a paid absence of less than one full day is to be charged against unused sick 
leave allowances the following table ofcomputation shall be used: 
One-fourth (1/4) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty more than 3 hours on the day 
during which his/her services were interrupted by illness; 
One-half(1/2) ofa day ifhe/she was on duty as much as 2 hours, but not more 
than 3 hours on such day; 
Three-fourths (3/4) ofa day if he/she was on duty as much as I hour; but not 
more than 2 hours on such day; 
One (I) full day ifhe/she was on duty less than I hour on such day. 
Ifhis/her work schedule on such day includes a paid meal period and he/she 
works all of that part ofhis/her tour ofduty which precedes his/her schedule meal period, or all of 
that part ofhis/her tour ofduty which follows his/her scheduled meal period, the meal period will be 
treated as time on duty in determining the charge to be made against his/her sick leave allowance. 
J. Health Benefit Trust 
Qualified part-time employees are defined as those employees who are in the aCtive 
employ ofthe Operating Authority and who have worked in excess ofsixty (60) hours in the monthly 
period. 
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Contributions to the Health Benefit Trust will not be made in behalfofan employee 
who has worked less then sixty (60) hours in a month. 
Effective October 31, 1996, the Operating Authority's mandated defined 
contributions made to the Welfare Benefit Trust for Traffic Checkers, referred to in Section 1.11 of 
the collective bargaining agreement will be eliminated. The Authority agrees to provide sufficient 
funds to the Welfare Benefit Trust to maintain the current level ofbenefits through December 15, 
1999. The parties agree that the Welfare Benefit Trust Fund shall maintain current benefits through 
December 15, 1999. As a result there shall be no requirement that the Welfare Benefit Trust 
maintain reserves or a fund balance during the term ofthis Agreement. At any time during the term 
of this Agreement, Welfare Benefit Trust reserves or fund balances or the like, including any funds 
associated with the 25/55 program, may be accessed for expenses by the Welfare Benefit Trust, in 
the event the Authorities do not make contributions. Funds sufficient to pay claims incurred but not 
yet reported, as that tenn is understood by the principals, shall continue to be set aside. 
After December 15, 1999, the Authorities will recommence making monthly defined 
benefit contributions to the Welfare Benefit Trust Fund. The defined contribution shall be fifty 
percent (50%) of the rate set forth in Article I of this Agreement. 
K. Picks 
All newly hired employees, after completion of training, will be assigned to the 
General Field Traffic Checking Force. Scheduling, Data Tabulation and Environmental Survey 
groups will be frozen and not subject to picking. Vacancies, however will be posted for selection. 
Either party may request a review ofthe frozen status ofthe three (3) groups after one (1) year. Ifthe 
parties can not resolve these issue ofjob preference expression for the three (3) frozen groups, the 
issue may be submitted to arbitration. 
An employee selecting a position in any special work group including the three (3) 
frozen groups will be subject to reassignment to the General Traffic Checking Force at any time 
within the first thirty (30) working days in the that special work group, given bona fide reasons for 
such reassignment which will be demonstrated to the union. 
Nothing in these provisions is intended to permit incumbents in the Scheduling, Data 
Tabulation and Environmental Survey groups to be "bumped" by other Traffic Checkers with greater 
seniority in the title ofTraffic Checker. These provisions apply only to the filling ofvacancies as 
they occur. 
At least twice each year, all Traffic Checkers in the General Traffic Checking Field 
Force and special work groups which are not frozen will have the right to select their RDO's and 
hours they will be available for work. This selection ofdays and hours ofavailability will be used by 
management to determine Traffic Checker assignments. As a regular practice, no Traffic Checker 
will be assigned to work during any days or hours when he/she indicates that he/she is unavailable to 
work. The selection process will permit Traffic Checkers to select at least two (2) consecutive 
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RDO's. For newly-hired Traffic Checkers, days and hours ofavailability will be assigned until the 
next general selection ofdays and hours ofavailability by all Checkers. 
Within any special work groups, the days and hours ofavailabilitywill be specified at 
the time when the position is offered for selection. In selecting to work in any special work group, 
the Checkers agrees to be available during the hours and days specified. The specification ofhours 
and days ofavailability for positions in any special work group will provide for two (2) consecutive 
RDO's per week. 
Management may limit the number ofCheckers within the General Traffic Checking 
Field Force who can elect to be unavailable to work during any day and/or hours. If it exercises this 
right, the Checker who are permitted to choose to be unavailable for work during those days and 
hours shall be those assigned to that group with greatest seniority in the title of Traffic Checkers. 
This right to limit the number ofCheckers who are unavailable to work during certain days and/or 
hours may be exercised during all or part of the time period when the then current preference is in 
effect. 
The number ofpersons assigned to any special work group may vary, as Management 
determines. If the number of such assignments decreases, Checkers will be reassigned from the 
special work group to the General Traffic Checking Field Force in reverse seniority order. Any 
Checkers so reassigned will retain the same hours ofavailability and RDO's which he/she had in the 
special work group until the next general selection ofdays and hours ofavailability by all Checkers. 
Once a Checker has selected work in any special work group, he/she may not select 
reassignment to either the General Field Traffic Checking Force or to another special work group 
until at least the time ofthe next general selection ofdays and hours ofavailability by all Checkers. 
If a Checker elects to be reassigned from any special work group to the General Traffic Checking 
Field Force at a time other than when days and hours of availability are selected, hislher days and 
hours 0 fa vailability w ill b e a s assigned until the next general selection of days and hours of 
availability. 
L. Medical Examinations Outside Tour ofDuty 
Three and one half (3.5) hours pay shall be allowed to a Traffic Checker who is sent to 
Medical outside ofhislher tour ofduty. However, no such payment will be made for return to work 
physicals. 
M. Lunch Period 
Traffic Checkers will be granted a paid lunch period of thirty (30) minutes on every 
day when their actual working time exceeds six (6) hours. 
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N. Leave ofAbsence for Death in Family 
At the time ofdeath in an employee's immediate family, he/she shall, upon submitting 
evidence satisfactory to the department head, be granted a one (1) day leave ofabsence with pay for 
four (4) hours. Such leave shall not changed to any other allowances, such as vacation or holiday. 
"Immediate family" is defined for this purpose as spouse: natural, foster, step parent, child, brother, 
sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, natural grandparent, and any person residing in the household. 
"Any person residing in the household" is to be interpreted as meaning a person related by family ties 
with pennanent residence in the household. 
O. 1992 Miscellaneous Agreements 
1) On occasions where a checking program is in multiple boroughs on the same 
day, every reasonable effort will be made to assign the employee to the borough in which he/she 
lives. Union will have the option to review and discuss assignments with management prior to 
implementation. 
2) Where promotions are to be made from the Traffic Checkers ranks, the 
Authority will take Traffic Checker seniority and qualifications into account. 
3) Employees shall pick up their assignment for the following work week and 
their paychecks between 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday until 5:00 p.m. on Friday. 
P. 1996 Miscellaneous Agreements 
The parties have agreed that the following provisions pertaining toO A Traffic 
Checkers shall be in effect during the life of the 1996-1999 agreement. 
1) New York City Transit will continue the pilot program involving a third 
Traffic Checker pick. Either party can choose to terminate the pilot project through notification in 
writing to the other. 
2) New York City Transit will make a good faith effort to include listing 
"landmarks" or identifying specific areas for Traffic Checkers to position themselves at assigned 
locations on assignment sheets. 
3) The frozen Scheduling group will remain open and subject to picking at 
annual General picks. All other provisions covering the Scheduling group shall remain in effect. 
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ARTICLE Vill- OFFICE OF CENTRALIZED ELECTRONICS SHOP SERVICES (TAlOA) 
1. The Electronic Shop shall be operated as a consolidated/commingled central Bus and 
Subway electronic repair facility to be established at Woodside or any subsequent future site to be 
detennined by the needs ofthe Authorities. In the event a location change does occur, the Authorities 
will endeavor to work with the Union to find a suitable site to address the needs ofthe Authorities 
and its employees at the time. 
2. For the start up ofthe Electronic Shop only, the Authorities will identify the number 
ofpositions in the Divisions ofCar Equipment, Communications, Revenue and Power necessary for 
the start-up of the Electronic Shop. The Authorities will fill the positions by allowing employees 
holding the REM II, EEM and PEM titles in the above mentioned divisions the right to exercise their 
seniority for those positions. 
3. After the start-up of the Electronic Shop, when vacancies occur candidates shall be 
selected to work in the Electronic Shop based on experience, resumes and an interview process. 
Positions at the shop shall be open to all employees where the employee can verify prior experience 
or training in electronics, subject to management's review and approval. When the new title 
described in paragraph J below is established in those instances where skills and experience are 
equivalent, the Authorities will give preference to internal candidates prior to hiring external 
candidates. 
4. Once the Electronic Shop is started, maintainers in the shop shall be assigned to 
perform any electronic work in the electronic shop regardless ofthe title they hold. Such universal 
assignments are intended to allow for maximum flexibility in utilizing labor assigned tot he 
Electronic shop. 
5. Once the employees have elected to work in the Electronic Shop, pursuant to 
paragraph 2 above, the employees will be provided, tot he extent necessary as detennined by 
management, appropriate training to perform their new functions. Employees who are unable to 
satisfactorily complete the required training will not be allowed to work at the Electronic Shop. The 
Authorities will, in consultation with the Union, place the employees in positions for which they 
qualify, without any loss to his/her hourly rate ofthe pennanent title held prior to the assignment to 
the Central Electronic Shop. The reassignment will not be subject review through the contractual 
grievance procedure. 
6. All employees electing to work in the Electronic Shop will be locked into the 
assignment for two years. If at the end of two years, no new title has been established pursuant to 
paragraph J below or if the employee's title has not been changed to such new title, the employee 
may pick out of the shop. 
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7.	 Operations Support Division - Central Electronics Shop 
A.	 Hours and Days of Work 
1. The basic number of hours per week to be worked by regularly assigned 
employees shall not exceed forty (40) hours. The basic day's work for regularly assigned employees 
shall be as scheduled by their superiors subject to approval by the Authorities, but shall not exceed 
eight (8) hours per day. 
2. Two (2) consecutive days rest, without pay, during the calendar week shall be 
allowed each employee, except in emergency or when service requirements prevent it. 
3. Employees governed by this agreement will report to the Woodside 
Centralized Electronics Shop or subsequent location as described in paragraph one ofthis agreement, 
to perform electronic repairs. In those instances where the repair work cannot be transported in to 
the shop and the work is deemed to be beyond the capacity ofthe field forces thereby requiring the 
services of the shop personnel or where the technical expertise is needed in the field, then the 
Authorities have the right to assign employees to report to another location. Before requiring an 
employee to report to a different location, management would work with the union to seek a 
volunteer for such an assignment taking into consideration qualifications and time frames. 
B.	 Lunch Period 
Employees who are not required to eat lunch on the job will be thirty (30) minute 
lunch period within their working hours and without deduction ofpay on every day when their actual 
working time exceeds six (6) hours. This lunch period shall be given at sometime after the 
commencement of the third hour ofwork. 
If an employee is working outside of the shop and is prevented, through no fault of 
hislher own, form having at least 20 minutes for lunch after the commencement ofthe third hour of 
work, he/she will be allowed one-halfhour's extra pay at this/her regular rate providing the loss of 
lunch time is approved by management. 
C.	 Overtime 
1. Any employee required to work in excess of his/her regularly scheduled 
working hours on any day, whether the excess be before or after the end ofthe employee's scheduled 
tour ofduty, will be allowed, for such excess service or overtime, time and one-halfat his/herregular 
rate ofpay. 
2.	 Management will attempt to spread overtime fairly among employees 
consistent with Section 1.12 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
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3. The earnings cap for employees in the shop shall be $74, 959 over a rolling 
twelve (12) month period. This earning cap shall be correspondingly increased by negotiated wage 
Increases. 
D. Payment for Work on Regular Day Off 
An employee who is required to work on a day which is scheduled for him/her as a 
day off, other than one of the holidays allowed with pay, shall be allowed time and one-half for all 
work on such day, but shall be paid for his/her work on such day a minimum of one and one-half 
times his/her regular day's pay. 
An employee's day offwill commence eight (8) hours after the time scheduled for the 
completion ofhis/her last previous tour ofduty. 
Notwithstanding any other rules orworking conditions, for an employee to be eligible 
for pay at time and one-halffor working on hislher regular day ofT, the employee must work at least 
three (3) days during the week in which he/she also worked on his/her regular days off, [and] he/she 
must produce a doctor's certification in order to be eligible for premium pay on hislher regular day 
off. 
E. Change of Shift 
Ifan employee's schedule ofworking hours is changed on less than 36 hours notice, 
he/she will be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time worked on the changed shift for 3 
subsequent work days after notice was given. 
F. Safety Equipment 
Employees shall be provided, without cost to themselves, with such safety equipment 
as required and authorized by the head ofthe department, subject to the approval ofthe Authorities. 
G. Tools 
Employees shall be provided without cost to themselves such tools as required and 
authorized by the head of the department, subject to the approval of the Authorities. 
H. Instructions 
Any employee ordered to attend schooling or instructions outside of, and in addition 
to, his/her regularly scheduled working hours on any day shall be allowed for such attendance, 
his/her regular rate of pay, i.e. straight time, except that when an employee, because of errors or 
dereliction in the perfonnance of his/her duties, is required by the Authorities, in a disciplinary 
proceeding, to report for school or instructions, he/she shall receive no allowance ofpay therefor. 
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I. Preferences 
A periodic expression ofpreference RDOs will take place. Ifmore than one shift is 
added to the shop, an expression ofpreference for shift will also take place at that time. 
Management will make every effort to allow employees to have one day off on 
weekends. 
The frequency ofsuch a preference selectionwill be detennined bymanagement after 
consultation with the Union. 
Employees covered by this agreement working in the Electronic Shop at the time the 
title is established will be grandfathered into the new title. Once the new title is established and 
employees are placed in the title, assignments are permanent. Employees will not be able to pick out 
of the Electronic Shop. 
J. Subject to NYC Department ofCitywide Administrative Services approval, 
the Authorities will establish a new non-competitive class title. Once this Agreement is executed, 
the Transit Authority and the Union will jointly petition the NYC Department of Citywide 
Administrative Services to establish the new non-competitive class title with the intention that the 
new title would be established within one year but not later than two years from the date the 
Agreement is executed. The qualifications for this title will focus on prior to work experience in 
electronics, training in electronics and satisfactoryperformance in an interview process. The rate of 
pay for the new title shall be equal to the Power Electronic Maintainer title. Employees covered by 
this agreement working in the Electronic Shop at the time the title is established will be 
grandfathered into the new title. Once the new title is established and employees are placed in the 
title, assignments are permanent. Employees will not be able to pick out ofthe Electronic Shop orbe 
returned to former titles. 
K. REM Is working in the machine shop will be grandfathered under the 
Consolidated Electronic Shop Agreement except that: 
1) Existing REM Is will be given a one-time opportunity to pick out ofthe 
Shop, and vacancies created as a result thereofwill be filled through canvass 
ofexisting REM Is. 
2) Thereafter, all other terms of the Consolidated Electronic Shop 
Agreement shall apply. 
L. Employees may use ten (10) days of their annual vacation in single days 
subject to departmental regulations. 
M. A differential of $1.90 per hour shall be paid to maintainers working in the 
consolidated Electronic Shop subject to the following conditions: 
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1	 The differential will be paid for hours worked and for vacation days. The 
differential will not be paid for any other paid or unpaid absences. 
2.	 Employees who actually work on holidays will receive one dollar and ninety 
cents ($1.90) differential for each hour worked. This is in addition to the 
holiday differential referenced in 2.5 of this Agreement. 
3.	 Pay for cashing-in single day vacations will include the $1.90 per hour 
differential. 
4.	 The amount of the differential will not be paid at a time and one-half rate. 
5.	 The differential will only be paid to employees after they have been 
physically relocated to the central facility. 
6.	 The differential will not be compounded for the purposes of calculating 
future wage increases. 
7.	 Night shift differential shall only be paid for work performed between the 
hours of6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 
It is understood by the parties that the $1.90 per hour differential described above will 
apply to the Electronic Shop maintainerjobs unless and until otherwise agreed to by both parties and 
that changes in related duties, changes in location ofshops, additional shop locations, etc., will not 
result in additional increases. 
N. In-house productivity standards competitive with the electronic industrywill 
be established by management and implemented in the Electronic Shop. It is understood that neither 
party waives any of its rights under Section 1.13 of the collective bargaining agreement. 
o. In the event shortfalls in meeting the new set ofproductivity standards are tied 
to any individual's performance, Management has the right to reassign the individual(s) to areas 
where vacancies exist without encumbering the pick rights ofothers. Union and Management will 
coordinate in reassigning the individual preference where feasible. Ifan employee is found to be not 
performing up to the established standards, and is reassigned by management, the decision will not 
be reviewed throughout the grievance procedure. 
Employees hired externally and who do not have a permanent civil service 
title, after a new title is established, and who do not perform to the established standards may be 
terminated. The Union reserves the right to grieve these situations. 
P. The performance of the work completed at the Electronic Shop will be 
measured and monitored by the Electronic Shop personnel and they will keep the Union advised of 
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results. The Union will be routinely briefed on productivity shortfalls or gains. As productivity and 
goals are achieve, the Authorities and the Union will cooperate to maintain an industry-competitive 
level to attract more in-house work. 
Q. No other working conditions, not provided for explicitly in this section, shall 
apply to the Electronics shop. 
8. Alternate Work Week Pilot 
a.) The Office of Centralized Electronic Shop Services and the Transport 
Workers Union agree to establish a committee which will make a good faith effort to establish, 
within the term of this agreement, a program initiating an alternate work week. Such an alternate 
work week may consist of four (4) days at ten (l0) hours per day. The Labor Management 
committeewill identify and agree to modifications ofthose existingworking conditions which will 
be affected by the alternate work week program, including but not limited to leave accrual, leave 
usage, overtime pay and regular days off. Prior to initiating such work program, there must be a 
Stipulation ofAgreement between NYC Transit and the Union. 
b) The pilot will be in effect for a minimum ofone year. Either party can choose 
to tenninate the program through written notification to the other. Such notice oftennination must be 
made at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of the minimum one year period above-referenced. 
Tennination ofthe pilot will be effective until the minimum one year period has expired. Among 
the criteria to be considered in determining whether the pilot is continued are the impact the pilot 
program has had on employee availability, overtime, and productivity. 
c) All disputes arising out of the interpretation of the Stipulation ofAgreement 
referenced in subparagraph (a) above, and all disputes arising out ofthe application ofthe work rules 
within the pilot program will be resolved through discussion between the Union Vice President and 
the Vice President of Centralized Electronic Shop Services. In the event that the Parties fail to 
resolve disputes in this manner, the pilot program will terminate in accordance with the procedure 
contained within subparagraph (b) above. 
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ARTICLE IX - CONCLUSION 
SECTION 9.0 - CONCLUSION 
The parties have, by mutual agreement, in writing this Agreement consolidated, 
edited, deleted from, rewritten and rephrased for clarity the 1982 arbitration panel award, 1980 and 
1978 Agreements and the letters appended thereto, relevant Sections of Part ill of the Rules and 
Regulations and the appropriate schedules ofworking conditions as well as the 1985 Agreement, the 
April 29, 1988 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, the May 29, 1992 Memorandum ofUnderstanding, 
the July 27, 1994 Memorandum of Understanding, the September 18, 1996 Memorandum of 
Understanding, the December 15, 1999 Memorandum of Understanding and the miscellaneous 
agreements attached hereto as Appendix G and H. 
Every effort has been made to preserve the intent and meaning of the original 
documents except as changed in collective bargaining. In the event ofany subsequent dispute over 
the interpretation or application ofany such edited or rewritten provision, the intent ofthe original 
language of the provision shall be controlling. 
Except as otherwise herein provided, this Agreement, and each of its provisions, 
provided they are not in violation oflaw as determined by a court ofcompetent jurisdiction, shall be 
effective as of March 1, 2000 except as to provisions made effective at a later date by the 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding, and shall continue in full force and effect until December 15, 2002. 
To the extent that any ofthe provisions ofthis Agreement require approval of, or are 
subject to modification, by a federal or state agency pursuant to statute or regulations issued 
thereunder, they shall be subject to such approval or modification. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING ADDmONALFUNDS 
THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1/1980) 
Title (code) 
Bus Operator (141,326,325;266,608,609) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219)
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Collecting Agent (406,967;268) 
Conductor (412,41 3) 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
Conductor·in·Charge, 
Freight Trains (411) 
Electronic Specialist (270; 372) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Helper/Helper P&E (448) 
Inspector,. Car (266,341) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Inspector, Road Car (734) 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
12116/1999 
$ 
19.6960 
20.4460 
21.3676 
19.1460 
19.6960 
17.7126 
18.1060 
17.2660 
19.4900 
20.3176 
18.6126 
19.8360 
18.0700 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
18.7976 
19.2276 
20.9600 
21.4226 
21.8426 
22.7360 
20.6600 
23.3626 
22.9060 
2/29/2000 
$ 
19.6960 
20.4460 
21.3676 
19.1460 
19.6960 
17.7126 
18.1060 
17.2660 
19.4900 
20.3176 
18.6126 
19.8360 
18.0700 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
18.7976 
19.2276 
21.9600 
22.4226 
22.8426 
23.7360 
21.6600 
24.3626 
23.9060 
12/16/2000 
$ 
12/16/2001 
$ 
20.1826 
21.0676 
22.0076 
20.9900 
21.9000 
22....8876 
19.7200 
20.1826 
20.&100 
209900 
18.2460 
18.6476 
18.9750 
19..392.6 
17.7726 18.4820 
20.0760 
20.9276 
20.8775 
21.7660 
19.0676 
20.4300 
19.8300 
21.24-76 
18.6126 19.3675 
21.2360 22.0850 
22.3876 
22.9100 
23.3626 
24.2626 
23.2826 
23.8276 
24.2976 
26.2326 
21.S67:­ 22.8~b( 
19.3626 
19.8060 
20.1376 
20.6.976 
22.5076 
23.0960 
23.6276 
24.4476 
23.&120 
24.0200 
24.4676 
26.4250 
22.2076 23.0960 
26.0826 26.0800 
24.6226 26.6076 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1/1980) 
12116/1999 2129/2000 12116/2000 12110/2001 
Title (code) $ $ $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake (071), Car"A" (349), 
"B" (360), "C" (361), "E" (363), "F" (364), 
Mechanical "C (637) • Note A· Entrance 20.9600 21.9600 22.6076 2'3.6125 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 22.4226 23.0960 24.02.00 
3rd Year 21.8426 22.8426 23.6276 24.4675 
4th Year 22.7360 23.7360 24.4476 15.4250 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 21.6600 22.2076 23.0960 
Maintainer /
Bus "A" (320), "B" (321), "B" EI Tech (323), 
Body (1011, Chassis (100), Light (606),'" 
Mechanical ·B" (636r, "C (637) • Note B ., 
Plant &. Equipment (106) eNote C·, 
Structure "A" (816), "B" (816), "C" (817), 
"0" (818). "E" (819), "F" (820), "G" (821). 
"H" (839), Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (904), Track Equipment (884), 
Turnstile (9321. Vent &. Drain (944) Entrance 20.9600 20.9600 21.6776 2.2..4400 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 21.4226 22.0660 22.9475 
3rd Year 21.8426 21.8426 22.4976 2'3.397D 
4th Year 22.7360 22.7360 23.4176 24.3550 
for Provisionsls Entrance 20.6600 20.6600 21.1776 22.0760 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 n.66DO 
Power Distribution (683) 2nd Year 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 2;s.1825 
for Permanents 3rd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6375 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.6360 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.7326 20.7326 21.3660 22.2100 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 103) Entrance &. Max 23.4726 23.4726 24.1776 26.1460 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687), Signal (791) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1825 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 2'3.6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.5360 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 2.2..6600 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 2.3.182.5 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6375 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 23.3626 23.3626 24.0626 2.5.0160 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.5600 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATEO EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTEO PRIOR TO 4/1/19801 
Title (code) 
Maintainer 
Power Electronic (6861 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip I (499;260) 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip II (602;2611 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (366), Signal (9961. 
Structure "A" (8221, ~B~ (8261. 
~C~ (8271, ·O~ (833),
 
~E~ (823), ~H" (8421
 
1-year Training Period
 
18-month Training Period -Note 0­
2-year Training Period -Note 0­
Maintainer's Helper 
~B~ (616), -O~ (618), 
Signal (804) 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
Railroad Stock Worker I (728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (1061 
-Note E-
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 year 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 16 months 
After 18 months 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 18 months 
After 2 years 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4ttT Year 
6th Year 
Spec Assign 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
23.1060 
23.4726 
18.2226 
18.9900 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.2226 
18.7276 
19.2626 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.2226 
18.7276 
19.2626 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.7976 
19.2276 
18.3700 
18.3176 
18.7800 
19.2060 
19.6600 
20.0600 
20.9426 
2/29/2000 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
23.4726 
23.4726 
18.2226 
18.9900 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.2226 
18.7276 
19.2626 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.2226 
18.7276 
19.2626 
19.7700 
20.3276 
18.7976 
19.2276 
18.3700 
18.3176 
18.7800 
19.2060 
19.6600 
20.0600 
20.9426 
12/16/2000 12/15/2001 
$ $ 
22.3876 2.3.282.6 
22.9100 23.8Z75 
23.3626 24.2lJ16 
24.2626 26.2.326 
21.9676 Z2.83S0 
24.1776 20.14"60 
24.1776 20.14"60 
18.7700 19.6200 
19.6600 20.3425 
20.3626 21.1775 
20.9376 21.7760 
18.7700 19.6200 
19.2900 20.0626 
19.8400 20.6326 
20.3626 21.1775 
20.9376 21.7760 
18.7700 19.6200 
19.290\,; 20.062.6 
19.8400 20.6326 
20.3626 21.1775 
20.9376 21.7760 
19.3626 20.1376 
19.8060 20.6976 
18.9200 19.6776 
18.8676 19.6226 
19.3426 20.1160 
19.7800 20.6700 
20.2400 21.0600 
20.6626 21.4775 
21.6700 22.432.6 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title (codel 
Railroad Stock Worker II (7481
 
Stock Worker (819)
 
·Note E-
Railroad Track Cleaner (725)
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Station Agent 1813. 9771
 
for Permanents and
 
Provisional Promotees
 
for Provisional Appointees 
Technician. Power Electronic (682) 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
Tower Operator (9101 
Trackworker (912) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Treffic Checker (876) 
Train Operator (660.661.9091 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (T02). 
Elevator and Escalator (T06). 
Light (T031. Power Distribution (TOO), 
Signals (T01), Telephone (T081, 
Vent & Drain (T04I 
for Parmanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1/19801 
12/16/1999 
$ 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
Spec Assign 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance-Roed 
Aft 231 deye·Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year-Yard 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
18.4600 
18.8600 
18.0026 
17.7926 
18.6826 
17.3760 
19.9376 
20.8700 
19.4776 
21.0460 
21.4700 
19.9160 
20.7676 
22.7360 
19.3160 
22.7360 
11.4876 
22.2726 
22.7360 
21.4226 
21.8426 
18.7976 
19.2276 
18.3700 
2/29/2000 
$ 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
18.4600 
18.8600 
18.0026 
17.7926 
18.8826 
17.3760 
19.9376 
20.8700 
19.4776 
21.0460 
21.4700 
19.9160 
20.7676 
22.7360 
19.3160 
22.7360 
11.4876 
22.2726 
22.7360 
21.4226 
21.8426 
18.7976 
19.2276 
18.3700 
12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
$ $ 
21.7600 22.6300 
22.1676 23.055"0 
22.6000 23.6060 
23.0876 24.0100 
23.4176 24.3550 
19.0025 19.7620 
19.4160 20.192.6 
18.6426 19.2850 
18.3276 19.0600 
19.2426 20.012.6 
17.8976 18.6125 
20.6350 21.3576 
21.4960 22.3660 
20.0626 20.8650 
21.6776 22.6460 
22.1160 23.0000 
20.6126 21.3325 
21.3800 22.23">') 
23.4176 24.366v 
19.8960 20.6900 
23.4176 24.3660 
11.8326 12.3060 
22.9400 23.8676 
23.4176 24.35'60 
22.0660 22.9476 
22.4976 23.3975 
19.3626 20.1375 
19.8060 20.6976 
18.9200 19.6776 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1/1980) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 12/16/2000 12116/2001 
Title (codel $ $ $ $ 
Transit Electrical Helper Power lT07) 
f~ Permanents and Entrance 18.7976 18.7976 19.2626 20.1"376 
Provisional Promotees 2nd Year 19.6760 19.6760 20.2660 21.0760 
for Prov~ional Appointees Entrance 18.3700 18.3700 18.9200 19.6775 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;946) 
for Permanents Entrance & Max 17.7126 17.7126 18.2460 18.97S0 
for Provisional6 Entrance 17.2660 17.2660 17.7726 18.4826 
NOTES: 
-A- : F~ Me<:hanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-B - : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-C-: Mabstoa Plant and Equipment Maintainers (106) are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium. 
"0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only. . 
"E· :To be paid f~ each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986) 
rrtle (code)
 
Bus Operator (141 ,326,326;266,608,609)
 
Cleaner 1339,389;217,219) 
Collecting Agent (406,967;268) 
Conductor (412,41 3) 
COnductor-in-Charge, 
Freight Trains (411) 
Electronic Specialist (270;372) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionels 
HelperlHelper P&E (448) 
Inspector, Car (266,3411 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals
 
Inspector, Road Car (734)
 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd vear 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd vear 
19th month 
3rd vear 
31st month 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd vear 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
16.0260 
17.0960 
18.1626 
19.2300 
20.3000 
21.3676 
13.6800 
14.4860 
16.3900 
16.2960 
17.2000 
18.1060 
16.2376 
16.2660 
17.2700 
18.2860 
19.3026 
20.3176 
14.8776 
16.8676 
16.8600 
17.8626 
18.8426 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
20.9600 
21.4226 
21.8426 
22.7360 
20.6600 
23.3626 
2/29/2000 
$ 
16.0260 
17.0960 
18.1626 
19.2300 
20.3000 
21.3676 
13.6800 
14.4860 
16.3900 
16.2960 
17.2000 
18.1060 
16.2376 
16.2660 
17.2700 
18.2860 
19.3026 
20.3176 
14.8776 
16.8676 
16.8600 
17.8626 
18.8426 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
21.9600 
22.4226 
22.8426 
23.7360 
21.6600 
24.3626 
12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
$ $ 
16.6060 17.1660 
17.6060 18.3"100 
18.7076 19.46:£i0 
19.8076 20.6000 
20.9076 21.7425 
22.0076 22...8.876 
13.9860 14.6460 
14.9176 16.6160 
16.8600 16.4826 
16.7826 17.4026 
17.7160 18.4225 
18.6476 19.3926 
16.6960 16.3260 
16.7426 17.4126 
17.7876 18..6ODO 
18.8360 19.6876 
19.8800 20.6776 
20.9276 21.7650 
16.3226 16.9360 
16.3460 16...9976 
17.3660 18.0600 
18.3876 19.1226 
19.4076 20.1800 
20.4300 21.2476 
: ~ ~ ..... ~~~ :2.t.:·do~ 
22.3876 23.2826 
22.9100 23.8216 
23.3626 24.2976 
24.2626 26.2326 
21.9676 22.8360 
14.8660 16.4476 
16.8460 16.4775 
16.8360 17.0076 
17.8260 18.5376 
18.8160 19.6676 
19.8060 20.0976 
22.6076 23.6126 
23.0960 24.0200 
23.6276 24.4676 
24.4476 26.4260 
22.2076 23.0960 
26.0826 26.0860 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
Title (code) $ $ $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake .(071 I, Car·A· (3491, 
"S" (3601, "C" (361), "E" (363), "F· (3641, 
Mechanical "C" (637) " Note A· Entrance 20.9600 21.9600 22.6076 23.6126 
for Permanents 2nd Yesr 21.4226 22.4226 23.0960 24.0z00 
3rd Year 21.8426 22.8426 23.6276 24-.4676 
4th Year 22.7360 23.7360 24.4-476 26.4250 
for Provisionsls Entrance 20.6600 21.6600 22.2076 23.0960 
Maintainer 
Bus "A" (320), "B" (321), "B· EI Tech (323), 
Body (101), Chassis (100), light (6061, 
Mechanical "B"(636), "C" (637) " Note B ". 
Plant & Equipment (1 06) "Note C", 
Structure "A" (8161, "B" (816), "C" (817), 
"0" (818), "E" (819), "F" (820), "G· (8211, 
"W (8391, Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (904), Track Equipment (884), 
Turnstile (932), Vent & Drain (94-4) Entrance 20.9600 20.9600 21.6776 22.4400 
for Permanents 2nd Yesr 21.4226 21.4226 22.0660 2.2-.94-76 
3rd Year 21.8426 21.8426 22.4976 23.3975 
4th Year 22.7360 22.7360 23.4176 24.3550 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 20.6600 21.'776 22.0260 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.6"600 
Power Distribution (683) 2nd Year 21.6400 21.6400 2~.":~00 2"$. ~a2l; 
for Permanents 3rd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22."12.76 ~.6'::7i:: 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.6360 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.7326 20.7326 21.3660 22..2100 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 103) Entrance & Max 23.4726 23.4726 24.1776 26.1460 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687), Signal (7911 Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1825 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6375 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.6360 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.6500 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) Entrance 21.6400 21.6406 22.2900 23.1826 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 23.3626 23.3626 24.0626 26.0160 
for Provisions's Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.6500 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/111980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/19861 
Title (codel 
Maintainer
 
Power Electronic (686)
 
for Permanents
 
fCK Provisionals 
Maintainer
 
Revenue Equip 1 (499;260)
 
Maintainer
 
Revenue EQUip II (602;261)
 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (366), Signal (996), 
Structure "A" (822), "B" 1826), 
"C" (827), "0" (833), 
"E" (823), ·W (842) 
Maintainer's Helper 
"B" (616), "0" (618), 
Signtl! (804) 
Railroad Stock WCKker I (728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (106) 
"Note E-. 
Railroad Stock Worker II (748) 
Stock Worker (819) 
-Note E-
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
6th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
23.1060 
23.4726 
16.2460 
16.2626 
17.2776 
18.2960 
19.3100 
20.3276 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
18.3176 
18.7800 
19.2060 
19.6600 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
14.1376 
16.0800 
16.0226 
16.9660 
17.9076 
18.8600 
2/29/2000 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
23.4726 
23.4726 
16.2460 
16.2626 
17.2776 
18.2960 
19.3100 
20.3276 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
18.3176 
18.7800 
19.2060 
19.6600 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
14.1376 
16.0800 
16.0226 
16.9660 
17.9076 
18.8600 
12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
$ $ 
22.3876 23.282.6 
22.9100 23.8:zTIi 
23.3626 24.2976 
24.2626 26.232.6 
21.9676 22.8350 
24.1776 26.1450 
24.1776 26.1450 
16.7026 16.3326 
16.7600 17.4200 
17.7976 18.6100 
18.8460 19.5976 
19.8900 20.6876 
20.9376 21.7750 
14.8660 15.~·75 
16.8460 16.4770 
16.8360 17.6076 
17.8260 18.6375 
18.$!' U: ~9.f'~ 
19.8vSO 20.0970 
18.8676 19.6226 
19.3426 20.1160 
19.7800 20.6700 
20.2400 21.0600 
20.6626 21.4776 
21.6700 22.4326 
:£1.7600 22.6300 
22.1676 23.0650 
22.6000 23.6060 
23.0876 24.0100 
23.4176 24.3060 
14.6626 16.1460 
16.6326 16.1650 
16.6026 17.1626 
17.4726 18.1726 
18.4460 19.1826 
19.4160 20.1926 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986) 
Title (code) 
Station Agent 1813, 977) 
Technician, Power Electronic (682) 
Tower Operator (910) 
Trackworker (912) 
Traffic Checker (876) 
Train Operator (660,661,909) 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (T02), 
Elevator and Escalator (T06), 
Light (T031. Power Distribution (TOS), 
Signals (TOll. Telephone (T08), 
Vent &. Drain (T04) 
Transit Electrical Helper Power (T07) 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Spec Assign 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance·Road 
Aft 231 days-Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year·Yard 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
14.0126 
14.9460 
16.8800 
16.8160 
17.7476 
18.6826 
16.6626 
16.6960 
17.7400 
18.7826 
19.8276 
20.8700 
16.1026 
17.1760 
18.2600 
19.3226 
20.3976 
21.4700 
16.6676 
16.6060 
17.6460 
18.6826 
19.7200 
20.7676 
22.7360 
11.4876 
22.2726 
22.7360 
21.4226 
21.8426 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
14.7676 
16.7400 
16.7260 
17.7076 
18.6926 
19.6760 
2129/2000 
$ 
14.0126 
14.9460 
16.8800 
16.8160 
17.7476 
18.6826 
16.6626 
16.6960 
17.7400 
18.7826 
19.8276 
20.8700 
16.1026 
17.1760 
18.2600 
19.3226 
20.3976 
21.4700 
16.6676 
16.6060 
17.6460 
18.6826 
19.7200 
20.7576 
22.7360 
11.4876 
22.2726 
22.7360 
21.4226 
21.8426 
14.4200 
16.3826 
16.3426 
17.3060 
18.2660 
19.2276 
14.7676 
16.7400 
16.7260 
17.7076 
18.6926 
19.6760 
12116/2000 12116l2OO1 
$ $ 
14.4326 16.0100 
16.3960 16.0100 
16.3660 17.0100 
17.3176 18.0126 
18.2800 19.0125 
19.2426 20.01:2.6 
16.1226 16.7676 
17.1960 17.8.8.60 
18.2700 19.0026 
19.3460 20.1200 
20.4200 21..2376 
21.4960 22.3560 
16.6876 17.2.600 
17.6926 18.4000 
18.7976 19.6600 
19.9026 20..7000 
21.0100 21.8600 
22.1160 23.0000 
16.0360 16.6776 
17.1060 17.7876 
18.1726 18.9000 
19.2426 20.0126 
20.3100 21.1226 
21.3800 2.2..23.60 
23.4176 24.3660 
11.8326 12..306D 
22.9400 23.8675 
23.4176 24.36.6.0 
22.0660 22.9476 
22.4975 23.3976 
14.8660 16.4476 
16.8460 16.4776 
16.8360 17.6076 
17.8260 18.6376 
18.8160 19.6676 
19.8060 20.6975 
16.2000 16.8076 
16.2126 16.8600 
17.2260 17.9160 
18.2376 18.9676 
19.2626 20.0226 
20.2660 21.0760 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
Title (code) $ $ $ $ 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;946) 
Entrance 13.2860 13.2860 13.6860 14..232.6 
7th month 14.1700 14.1700 14.6960 16.1800 
2nd Year 16.0660 16.0660 16.6076 16.1300 
19th month 16.9426 16.9426 16.4200 17.0776 
3rd year 16.8276 16.8276 17.3326 18.0276 
31st month 17.7126 17.7126 18.2460 18.9760 
NOTES: 
-A - : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
·S- ': For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
·C·: Mabstoa Plant and Equipment Maintainers (106) are antitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium. 
-0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only. 
• p	 :To be paid for aach hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at 8!ther the 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 7/111986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/1992) 
Title (code) 
Bus Operator (141,326,326;266,608,609) 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) 
Appointed on or after 7/1186 
but prior to 4/29/88 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) 
Appointed on or after 4/29/88 
Collecting Agent (406,967;268) 
Conductor (41 2.41 3) 
Conducto··in·Charge, 
freight Trains (411) 
Electronic Specielist (270;372) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionsls 
Helper/Helper P&E (448) 
Inspector, Car (266,341) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Inspector, Road Car (734) 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yeer 
4th yeer 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
EnYance & Max 
12/16/1999 
$ 
14.9676 
17.0960 
19.2300 
21.3876 
12.8726 
14.4860 
18.2960 
18.1060 
10.8026 
12.3476 
13.8826 
18.1060 
14.2226 
16.2660 
18.2860 
20.3176 
13.8860 
16.8876 
17.8626 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
13.4600 
16.3826 
17.3060 
19.2276 
20.9600 
21.4226 
21.8426 
22.7360 
20.6600 
23.3626 
2/29/2000 
$ 
14.9676 
17.0960 
19.2300 
21.3676 
12.6726 
14.4860 
16.2960 
18.1060 
10.8026 
12.3476 
13.8826 
18.1060 
14.2226 
16.2660 
18.2860 
20.3176 
13.8860 
16.8676 
17.8626 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
13.4600 
16.3826 
17.3060 
19.2276 
21.9600 
22.4226 
22.8426 
23.7360 
21.6600 
24.3626 
12/16/2000 12/16/2001 
$ $ 
16.4060 16.02ZS 
17.6060 18.3100 
19.8076 20.6000 
22.0076 22.8876 
13.0626 13.6750 
14.9176 16.61"50 
16.7826 17.4626 
18.6476 19.3926 
11.1276 11.6726 
12.7176 13.2260 
14.3000 14.87Zli 
18.6476 19.3926 
14.6600 16.2300 
16.7426 17.4126 
18.8360 19.6876 
20.9276 21.7lS6O 
14.3000 14.8726 
16.3460 16.9976 
18.3876 19.1226 
20.4300 21.2476 
21.2360 22.0860 
n:;87!; 23.287.5 
2,L £" J,.. ~.:: • .:.: ... I ~l 
23.3626 24.2976 
24.2626 26.232.6 
21.9676 22.8350 
13.8626 14.4176 
16.8460 16.4775 
17.8260 18.6376 
19.8060 20.6976 
22.6076 23.6126 
23.0960 24.0200 
23.6276 24.4676 
24.4476 26.4260 
22.2076 23.0960 
26.0826 26.0860 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 7/111986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/1611992) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 12116/2000 12/1612001 
Title (codel $ $ $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake (071), Car"A" (3491, 
"B" (360). "C" (361), "E" (3631. "F" (3641. 
Mechanical "C" (637) • Note A· Entrance 20.9600 21.9600 22.6076 2.3..61.2.6 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 22.4226 23.0960 24.0200 
3rd Year 21.8426 22.8426 23.6276 24.4676 
4th Year 22.7360 23.7360 24.4476 2.6.4.2.60 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 21.6600 22.2076 23.0960 
Maintainer 
Bus "A" (320), "B" (3211. "B" EI Tech (3231. 
Body (101), Chassis (100), Ught (606). 
Mechanical "B" (6361. "C" (637) • Note B •• 
Plant & Equipment (106) "Note C·. 
Structure "A" (816). "B" (816). "C" (8171. 
"0- (818). "E" (819). -F" (820), -G- (821), 
-H- (8391. Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (9041, Track Equipment (884). 
Turnstile (9321. Vent & Drain (944) Entrance 20.9600 20.9600 21.6776 22..4400 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 21.4226 22.0660 22.9475 
3rd Year 21.8426 21.8426 22.4976 23..3976 
4th Year 22.7360 22.7360 23.4176 24.3660 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 20.6600 21.1776 220260 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21,7800 Z2.6.IiOO 
Power Distribution (683) 2nd Year 21.6400 21.6400 22.29OC n.182r, 
for Permanents 3rd Year 22.0660 22.0660 ~2.:;:7i. L3.oJ7i: 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24..6.3.60 
for Provisioll8ls Entrance 20.7326 20.7326 21.3660 22.2100 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 103) Entrance & Max 23.4726 23.4726 24.1776 26.1460 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687). Signal (791) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1826 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23..6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.0360 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22..6600 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1826 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 23.3626' 23.3626 24.0626 26.0160 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 Z2.6600 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 1/1/1986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/19921 
Title (codeI 
Maintainer
 
Power Electronic (6861
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionels 
Maintainer
 
Revenue Equip I (499;260)
 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip II (602; 261) 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (366), Signal (9961, 
Structure -A- (822). "B- (826), 
"C" (8211, -0" (833), 
"E- (823), ·W (8421 
Maintainer's Helper 
-B- (616). -D· (6181, 
Signal (8041 
Railroad Stock Worker I (1281 
Stock Worker's Assistant (1061 
-Note E-
Railroad Stock Worker II (1481 
Stock Worker (8191 
-Note E-
Railroad Track Cleener (7261 
Station Agent (813, 9171 
Technician. Power Electronic (6821 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entnmce 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Yeer 
4th Yeer 
Entrance 
2nd yeer 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
12/16/1999 
$ 
21.1360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3116 
23.1060 
23.4126 
14.2300 
16.2626 
18.2960 
20.3216 
13.4600 
16.3826 
11.3060 
19.2216 
14.0360 
16.0400 
18.0460 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21. 1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.1360 
13.1960 
16.0800 
16.9660 
18.8600 
13.0116 
14.9460 
16.8160 
18.6826 
14.6100 
16.6960 
18.1826 
20.8100 
2/29/2000 
$ 
21.1360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3116 
23.4126 
23.4126 
14.2300 
16.2626 
18.2960 
20.3216 
13.4600 
16.3826 
11.3060 
19.2216 
14.0360 
16.0400 
18.0460 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21. 1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
13.1960 
16.0800 
16.9660 
18.8600 
13.0116 
14.9460 
16.8160 
18.6826 
14.6100 
16.6960 
18.1826 
20.8100 
12/16/2000 12/1"6/2001 
$ $ 
22.3816 23.2.82.6 
22.9100 23.8275 
23.3626 24.2976 
24.2626 26.232.6 
21.9616 22.8350 
24.1116 2"6.141)0 
24.1116 2"6.1450 
14.6616 16.2425 
16.1600 11.4200 
18.8460 19.6975 
20.9316 21.1750 
13.8626 14.4176 
16.8460 16.4116 
11.8260 18.6375 
19.8060 ZO.6:975 
14.4616 16.0360 
16.6226 17.1825 
18.6816 19.3300 
2r).e·- .;' , ~ ,. ;".""" 
21.6700 22.4326 
21.1600 22.6300 
22.1616 23.0560 
22.6000 23.6060 
23.0816 24.0100 
23.4116 24.3560 
13.6900 14.1360 
16.6326 16.1660 
17.4126 18.1125 
19.4160 20.1926 
13.4100 14.0100 
16.3960 16.0100 
11.3116 18.0126 
19.2426 20.0125 
16.0416 16.6476 
17.1960 11.8860 
19.3460 20.1200 
21.4960 22.3550 
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NOTES: 
-A- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-8- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
- C': Mabstoa Plant and Equipment Maintainers (1061 are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium. 
-0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only. 
-E- :To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the 
·Atlantic Avenue or 207th StreeCStoreroom. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
Title (code) 
Apprentices 
Transit EJect Apprentice (988) 
Trensit Mech Apprentice (989) 
Trensit Struc Apprentice (994) 
Bus Operator 1141,326,326;266.608,609) 
Cleaner 1339.389;217,219) 
Collecting Agent 1406,967;268) 
Appointed on or .fter 6/16/1992 
but prior to 2f29f2000 -Note 0­
Collecting Agent (406,967) -Note D-
Appointed on or after 2129f2000 
Conductor (412.413) 
Conductor-in-Charge, 
Freight Treins (411) 
Electronic Specialist 1270;372) 
for Permenents 
for Provisionels 
HelperfHelper P&.E (448) 
Inspector, Car (266,341) 
for Permanents 
for Provisiona/s 
Inspector, Road Cer (734) 
Entrence 
2nd yeer 
3rd yeer 
Entrance 
2nd yeer 
3rd yeer 
4th yeer 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yeer 
4th year 
Entrence 
2nd yeer 
3rd year 
4th yeer 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th yeer 
Entrence &. Max 
Entrance 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrence 
Entrence 
2nd yeer 
3rd year 
4th yeer 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrence &. Max 
12/16/1999 
$ 
14.2300 
16.2460 
17.2776 
14.9676 
16.0260 
18.1826 
21.3676 
10.8026 
12.3476 
13.8826 
18.1060 
14.2226 
16.2376 
17.2700 
20.3176 
13.8860 
14.8776 
16.8600 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
13.4600 
14.4200 
16.3426 
19.2276 
20.9600 
21.4226 
21.8426 
22.7360 
20.6600 
23.3626 
2/29/2000 
$ 
14.2300 
16.2460 
17.2776 
14.9676 
16.0260 
18.1626 
21.3676 
10.8026 
12.3476 
13.8826 
18.1060 
14.2226 
16.2376 
17.2700 
20.3176 
14.2226 
14.4860 
16.6660 
20.3176 
13.8860 
14.8776 
16.8600 
19.8360 
20.6176 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6660 
21.3176 
13.4600 
14.4200 
16.3426 
19.2276 
21.9600 
22.4226 
22.8426 
23.7360 
21.6600 
24.3626 
12/16f2000 12116/2001 
$ $ 
14.6676 16.2450 
16.7026 16.3300 
17.7960 18.6076 
16.4060 16.022.6 
16.6060 17.1660 
18;7076 19.4'5DO 
22.0076 22.8876 
11.1276 11.6726 
12.7176 13.2260 
14.3000 14.8726 
18.6476 19.3926 
14.6600 16.2360 
16.6960 16.3250 
17.7876 18.5000 
20.9276 21.7660 
14.6600 16.2360 
14.9200 16.6176 
16.0226 16.6625 
20.<:1276 21.7&.50 
14.Z000 14.872"5 
16.3226 16.9360 
17.3660 18.0600 
20.43OC 21247FJ 
21.2360 22.0860 
22.3876 23.2826 
22.9100 23.8275 
23.3626 24.2976 
24.2626 26.2326 
21.9676 22.83.60 
13.8626 14.4175 
14.8660 16.4476 
16.8360 17.6076 
19.8060 20.6975 
22.6076 23.6126 
23.0960 24.0200 
23.6276 24.4676 
24.4476 26.4260 
22.2076 23.09.60 
26.0826 26.0860 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY· HOURLY RATED EMPlOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 12116/2000 12116/2001 
Title (code) $ $ $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake 10711. Car"A" (3491. 
"B" (3601. "C" (3611. "E" (3631. OF" (3541. 
Mechanical "C" (637) • Note A· Entrance 20.9600 21.9600 22.6076 23.6126 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 22.4226 23.0960 24.0200 
3rd Year 21.8426 22.8426 23.6276 24.4676 
4th Year 22.7360 23.7360 24.4476 26.4260 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 21.6600 22.2076 2.3.0960 
Maintainer 
Sus "A" (320), "B" (321), "B- EI Tech (323), 
Body (101), Chassis (100), light (6061. 
Mechanical "B" (636), "C" (637) • Note B.·, 
Plant & Equipment (106) ·Note C·, 
Structure "A" (816), "S" (8161. "C" (817), 
"0" (818), "E" (8191. "F" (8201, "G" (8211. 
"W (8391, Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (9041. Track Equipment 18841. 
Turnstile (9321, Vent & Drain (944) Entrance 20.9600 20.9600 21.6776 22.4400 
for Permanents 2nd Year 21.4226 21.4226 22.0660 22.94-76 
3rd Year 21.8426 21.8426 22.4976 23.3976 
4th Year 22.7360 22.7360 23.4176 24.3550 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.6600 20.6600 21.1776 22.0250 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22 .615'{) 
Power Distribution (683) 2nd Year 21.6400 21.6400 2;;.:"Q()(l 23 • 8ZF. 
for Permanents 3rd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.727b 2.3.6370 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.6360 
for Provisionals Entrance 20.7326 20.7326 21.3660 22.2100 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441;103) Entrance & Max 23.4726 23.4726 24.1776 25.1460 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687), Signal (791) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1826 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 23.6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 22.9060 22.9060 23.6926 24.6360 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.6000 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) Entrance 21.6400 21.6400 22.2900 23.1826 
for Permanents 2nd Year 22.0660 22.0660 22.7276 2.3.6376 
3rd Year 22.4876 22.4876 23.1626 24.0900 
4th Year 23.3626 23.3626 24.0626 26.0160 
for Provisionals Entrance 21.1460 21.1460 21.7800 22.6600 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
IAPPOINTEO ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
Title (code) 
Maintainer
 
Power Electronic (686)
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip I (499;260) 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip 11(602;261) 
Maintainer Traw-
Car (3661. Signal (996), 
Structure -A- (822). -B- (826), 
-C- (8271. -0" (833). 
-E- (823). -W (842) 
Maintainer's Helper 
-B- (616). -0- (618). 
Signal (804) 
Railroad Stock Worker I (728) 
Stock Worker'e Aesistant (106) 
-Note E-
Railroad Stock Worker \I (748) 
Stock Worker (81 9) 
-Note E-
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
Station Agent (813. 977) 
,... 
-t:. -(:...,..., 
Technician, Power Electronic (682) 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 8. Max 
Entrance 8. Max 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rdyear 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Ye. 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.6650 
21.3176 
23.1060 
23.4726 
14.2300 
16.2460 
17.2776 
20.3275 
13.4600 
14.4200 
16.3426 
19.2276 
14.0360 
16.0400 
18.0460 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9425 
22.4160 
22.7360 
13.1960 
14.1376 
16.0226 
18.8600 
13.0776 
14.0126 
16.8800 
18.6826 
14.6100 
16.6626 
17.7400 
20.8700 
212912000 
$ 
21.7360 
22.2426 
22.6826 
23.5660 
21.3176 
23.4726 
23.4726 
14.2300 
16.2460 
17.2776 
20.3276 
13.4600 
14.4200 
16.3426 
19.2276 
14.0360 
16.0400 
18.0460 
20.0600 
20.9426 
21.1260 
21.6226 
21.9426 
22.4160 
22.7360 
13.1960 
14.1376 
16.0226 
18.8600 
13.0776 
14.0126 
16.8800 
18.6826 
14.6100 
16.6626 
17.7400 
20.8700 
12/16/2000 1211612001 
$ $ 
22.3876 23.282..6 
22.9100 23.8275 
23.3626 24.2975 
24.2625 2.6.232.6 
21.9676 22.8360 
24.1776 26.1460 
24.1775 26.1460 
14.6676 16.242.6 
16.7026 16.3326 
17.7976 18.6100 
20.9375 21.7760 
13.8625 14.4176 
14.8660 16.4475 
16.8360 17.607& 
19.8060 20..6976 
14.4675 16.0360 
16.6226 17.1826 
18.6~7& 1~.J300 
20.6626 21.4776 
21.6700 22.4326 
21.7600 22.6300 
22.1676 23.06.60 
22.6000 23.6060 
23.0876 24.0100 
23.4176 24.3660 
13.6900 14.1360 
14.6626 16.1460 
16.6026 17.1626 
19.4160 20.1926 
13.4700 14.0100 
14.4326 16.0100 
16.3660 17.0100 
19.2426 20.0126 
16.0476 16.6476 
16.1226 16.7676 
18.2700 19.0026 
21.4960 22.3660 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
12/16/1999 2129/2000 12116/2000 12/16/2001 
Title Icode)	 $ $ $ $ 
Tower Operator (910)	 Entrance 16.0300 16.0300 16.4800 16.1000 
2nd Year 16.1026 16.1026 16.6876 17.2600 
3rd Year 18.2600 18.2600 18.7976 19.6600 
4th Year 21.4700 21.4700 22.1160 23.0000 
Trackworker (912)	 Entrance 14.6300 14.6300 14.9660 15.6550 
2nd Year 16.6676 16.6676 16.0360 16.6776 
3rd Year 17.6460 17.6460 18.1726 18.9000 
4th Year 20.7676 20.7676 21.3800 22.2350 
Spec Assign 22.7360 22.7360 23.4175 24.3660 
Traffic Checker 1876}	 Entrance & Max 11.4876 11.4876 11.8326 12.3060 
Train Operator (660,661,909)	 Entrance-Road 22.2726 22.2726 22.9400 23.8676 
Aft 231 daya-Road 22.7360 22.7360 23.4176 24.3550 
Entrance-Yard 21.4226 21.4226 22.0660 22..9476 
2nd Year-Yard 21.8426 21.8426 22.4976 23.3975 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment {T021. 
Elevator and Escalator (TOSI. 
Light (T03). Power Distribution (T06), Entrance 13,4600 13.4600 13.8626 14.4176 
Signals (T01). Telephone (TOB). 2nd year 14.4200 14.4200 14.8660 16.4476 
Vent & Drain IT04) 3rd year 16.3426 16.3426 16.8360 17.6076 
4th year	 19.2276 19.2276 19.8060 20.6976 
Transit Electrical Helper Power {T071	 Entrance 13.7726 13.7726 14.1860 14.7625 
2nd year 14.7676 14.7676 16.2000 16.8076 
3rd year 16.7260 16.7260 17i;":~ ~ j J'i~' 
4th year 19.6760 19.6760 20.2660 21.0760 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;945) 
Entrance 12.4000 12.4000 12.7726 13...2826 
2nd Year 13.2860 13.2860 13.6860 14.2326 
3rd Year 16.0660 15.0660 16.6076 16.1300 
4th Year 17.7126 17.7126 18.2460 18.9760 
NOTES: 
- A- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who ere assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-8- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not asaigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-C·: Mabstoa Plent and Equipment Maintainera (lOS) ere entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium• 
• D -: Progression change for Collecting Agents hired on or after 2129/2000 does not apply to Mabstoa employees (258) 
"E"	 :To be paid for each hour that employee actuaHy operates one of the heavy-duty cranea at either the
 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom.
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APPENDIX B 
ANNUAL RATES OF PAY - OPERATING AUTHORITY CLERICAL EMPlOYEES 
12116/1999 12116/2000 12116/2001 
Title (Code) 
Office Aide f (806) 
Office Aide 11 (804) 
Office Aide III (803) 
Revenue Processing Coordinator I (3061 
Revenue Processing Coordinator II (0791 
Senior Clerk (721) 
Senior Keypunch Operator (124) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/80 
Appointed On or After 4/1/80 but Prior to 7/1/86 
Appointed On or After 7/1/86 but Prior to 6/16/92 
Appointed On or After 6/16/92 
Senior Tabulator Operator (722) 
Technical Support Aide fA (874) 
Technical Support Aide 18 (872) 
Technical Support Aide II (873) 
Technical Support Aide III (871) 
Telephone Operator (8681 
333 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
$ $ $ 
22,046 22,706 23,614 
26,700 27,601 28,601 
22,790 23,474 24,413 
31,063 31.996 33,276 
24,667 26,304 26,316 
31,827 32,782 34,093 
40,167 41,362 43,016 
49,474 60,968 62,996 
44,174 46,499 47,319 
64,419 66,062 68,294 
27,930 28,768 29,919 
37,614 38,639 40,186 
23,316 24,014 24,976 
24,869 26,616 26,640 
26,423 27,216 28,306 
27,977 28,817 29,970 
29,632 30,418 31,636 
31,086 32,019 33,300 
21.760 22,413 23,310 
24,869 26,616 26,640 
27,977 28,817 29,970 
31,086 32,019 ;33('1.-. 
21,760 22.413 23,310 
23,316 24,014 24,976 
26,423 27,216 28,306 
31,086 32,019 33,300 
29,039 29,910 31.106 
38,248 39,396 40,971 
23,704 24,416 26,392 
29,192 30,068 31.271 
26,649 26,316 27,368 
33,099 34,092 36,466 
28,306 29,166 30,321 
39,873 41,069 42,712 
31,124 32,068 33,340 
42,486 43,761 46,611 
26,467 27,261 28,341 
33,641 34,660 36,036 
APPENDIX B 
ANNUAL RATES OF PAY - OPERATING AUTHORITY CLERICAL EMPLOYEES 
Title (Code) 
12/16/1999 12116/2000 
$ $ 
12/16/2001 
$ 
Word Processor I (066) Minimum 
Maximum 
24,282 
29,904­
26,010 
30,801 
26,010 
32,03"3 
Word Processor II (067) Minimum 
Maximum 
26,173 
33,908 
26,968 
34,926 
28,036 
36,322 
Word Processor III (066) Minimum 
Maximum 
28,996 
40,846 
29,866 
42,071 
31,061 
43,764 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
IAPPOINTED PRiOR TO 411/19801
 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 
Title (code) $ $ 
Bus Operator (141,326,326;266,608,6091 Entrance 1.2889 1.2889 
for Permanents After 6 months 1.3446 1.3446 
After 12 months 1.4066 1.4056 
for Provisionsls Entrance 1.2693 1.2593 
Cleaner 1339,389;217,219/ Entrance 1.1648 1.1648 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.1906 1.1906 
for Provisionels Entrance 1.1362 1.1362 
Collecting Agent 1406,967;2681 Entrance 1.2819 1.28"19 
2nd Year 1.3366 1.3366 
ConductOl' (41 2,4131 
for Permanents and Entrance 1.2177 1.2177 
Provisional Promotees 2nd Year 1.3043 1.3043 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 1.1888 1.lBBB 
Conductor· in·Charge, 
Freight Trains (411/ Entrance & Max 1.3660 1.3660 
Electronic Specialist (270;3721 Entrance 1.4297 '.:":"&7 
fOl' Permanents 2nd Year 1.4629 1.4629 
3rd Year 1.4918 ! .4918 
4th Year 1.6492 1.l;4~ ;> 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.4017 •••.;,i.. I, 
Helper/Helper P&E (448/ Entrance 1.2364 1.2364 
2nd Year 1.2646 1.2646 
Inspector, Car (266,341/ Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.6')lj"f 
4th Year 1.4963 1.6644 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
Inspector, Road Car 17341 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees Entrance & Max 1.6361 1.6062 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 1.6066 1.6706 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/111980) 
Title (code) 
Maintainer
 
Airbrake (071), Car WA" (349),
 
wBw (360), "C· (361), wEw (363], WF" (364),
 
Mechenical wCw (637) • Note A·
 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Bus WA" (320), w8 w (321), "8" EI Tech (323), 
Body (101), Chassis (100), Light (606), 
Mechanical wBw (636), WC" (637) • Note 8 ., 
Plant lit Equipment (106) -Note C·, 
Structure wAw(816), "8" (816), wC w(817), 
wOw (818), "EW(819), "F" (820), wGw (8211. 
wW (839), Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (904), Treck Equipment (884), 
Turnstile (932), Vent lit Drain (944) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) 
Power Distribution (683) 
f01 Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441: 103) 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687), Signal (791) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionsls 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
~d Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
~d Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance lit Max 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
12/16/1999 2129/2000 
$ $ 
1.3782 1.4473 
1.4090 1.4781 
1.4366 1.6066 
1.4963 1.5644 
1.3619 1.4209 
1.3782 1.3782 
1.4090 1.4090 
1.4366 1.4365 
1.4963 1.4963 
1.3619 1.36"1 q 
1.3911 ., :':-1 "! ~ 
1.4230 1.4230 
1.4616 1.4'610 
1.6066 1.6066 
1.3636 1.3636 
1.6439 1.F439 
1.4230 1.4230 
1.4616 1.4"51"6 
1.4790 ;.4790 
1.6066 1.6065 
1.3911 1.3911 
1.4230 1.4230 
1.4616 , .4616 
1.4790 1.4790 
1.6361 1.6361 
, .3911 , .3911 
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Title (code) 
Maintainer 
Power Electronic (686) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
PtlV9rl:Ja Equip I (499;260) 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip II (602;261) 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (366), Signal (9961. 
Structure "A" (822). "B" (8261. 
·C" (827). ·0" (833),
 
·E" (823), "W (842)
 
l-year Training Period
 
18-month Training Period "Note 0" 
2-year Training Period "Note 0" 
Maintainer's Helper 
"B" (616), ·0" (618), 
Signel (804) 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
for Provisional Appointees 
Railroad Stock Worker I (728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (106) 
"Note E· 
APPENDIX C
 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1/1980) 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
Aher 1 year· 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 16 months 
Aher 18 months 
Entrance 
Aher 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 18 months 
After 2 years 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Y~r 
4th Year 
6th Year 
Spec Assign 
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12/16/1999 
$ 
2/29/2000 
$ 
1.4297 
1.4629 
1.4918 
1.6492 
1.4297 
1.4629 
1.4918 
1.6492 
1.4017 1.4017 
1.6344 1.6439 
1.6439 1.6439 
1.1987 
1.2488 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2488 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2318 
1.2669 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1. Hi~17 
1.2318 
1.21i69 
1.3Qm 
. . -. 
1.1987 
1.2318 
1.2669 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.1987 
1.2318 
1.26"6"9 
1.3001 
1.3372 
1.2364 
1.2646 
1.2364 
1.2646 
1.2082 1.2082 
1.2048 
1.2344 
1.2632 
1.2921 
1.3186 
1.3780 
1.2048 
1.2344 
1.2632 
1.2921 
1.3186 
1.3780 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL- RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/1119801 
Title (codel 
Railroad Stock Worker II (748) Entrance 
Stock Worker (819) 2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
for Provisionals Entrance 
Station Agent (813, 9771 
for Permanents and Entrance 
Provisional Promotees 2nd Year 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
Technician, Power Electronic (682) 
for Permanents and Entrance 
Provisional Promotees 2nd Year 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
Tower Operator (910) Entrance 
2nd Year 
Trackworker (912) Entrance 
for Permanents 2nd Year 
Spec Assign 
for Provisionals Entrance 
Spec Assign 
Traffic Checker (8761 Entrance & Max 
Train Operator (660,661,909) Entrance-Road 
Aft 231 days-Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year-Yard 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (T02), 
Elevator and Escalator (T061, 
light (T03), Power Distribution (t06), 
Signals (T01), Telephone (T08), . 
Vent & Drain (T04) 
for Permanents and Entrance 
Provisional Promotees 2nd Year 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
12/16/1999 
$ 
2/29/2000 
$ 
1.3897 
1.4167 
1.4432 
1.4746 
1.4963 
1.3897 
1.4167 
1.4432 
1.4746 
1.4963 
1.2137 
1.2392 
1.2137 
1.2392 
1.1837 1.1837 
1.1697 
1.2292 
1.1697 
1.2292 
1.1427 1.1427 
1.3112 
1.3727 
1.3112 
1.'STZ7 
1.2807 1.2807 
1.3836 
1.4121 
1.3836 
1.4121 
1.3094 
1.3662 
1.4953 
1.3094 
": -~~;:;: 
••4~b..> 
1.2704 
1.4963 
1.2704 
1.4953 
0.2698 0.2698 
1.4648 
1.4963 
1.4643 
1.4:163 
1.4090 
1.4366 
1.4090 
1.4365 
1.2364 1.2364 
1.2646 1.2646 
1.2082 1.2082 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL· RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED PRIOR TO 4/111980) 
Title lcodel 
12/16/
$ 
1999 2/29/2000 
$ 
Transit Electrical Helper Power IT071 
for Permanents and 
Provisional Promotees 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
1.2364 
1.2942 
1.2364 
1.2942 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 1.2082 ·'.2082 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726
for Permenents 
;9461 
Entrance & Max 1.1648 1.1648 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.1362 1.1362 
NOTES: 
• A- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment.
 
-B- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not a68igned to the Division of Car Equipment.
 
-C-: Mabetoll Plant and Equipment Maintainers (106) are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium.
 
-0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only.
 
-E- :To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the
 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986) 
12116/1999 2/29/2000 
Title (code) $ $ 
Bus Operator (141,326,326;266.608,609) Entrance 1.0641 1.0541 
7th month 1.1244 1.1244 
2nd year 1.1947 1.1947 
19th month 1.2660 1.266D 
3rd year 1.3362 1.3362 
318t month 1.4066 1.4066 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) Entrance 0.8929 0.8929 
7th month 0.9624 0.9624 
2nd yeer 1.0119 1.011"9 
19th month 1.0716 1.0716 
3rd year 1.1310 1.1310 
31st month 1.1906 1.1906 
Collecting Agent (406,967;258) Entrance 1.0026 1.0025 
7th month 1.0693 1.0693 
2nd year 1.1361 1.1361 
19th month 1.2029 1.2029 
3rd year 1.2698 1.Z6'98 
31st month 1.3366 1.3366 
Conductor (4]2,413) Entrance 0.9782 0.9782 
7th month 1.0434 1.0434 
2nd year 1.1087 1.1087 
19th month 1.1739 1.173'9 
3rd year 1.2391 1.239l 
31st month 1.3043 1.3043 
Conductor-in-Charge, 
Freight Trains (411) Entrance & Max 1.3660 ,.~... :­
Electronic Specialist (270;372) Entrance 1.4297 1.42.97 
for Pennanents 2nd Year 1.4629 1.4629 
3rd Year 1.4918 1.491"8 
4th Yeer 1.6492 1.6492 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.4017 1.4C'17 
Helper/Helper P&E (448) Entrance 0.9486 0.9486 
7th month 1.0117 1.0117 
2nd year 1.0749 1.0749 
19th month 1.1381 1.1381 
3rd year 1.2014 1.2014 
31st month 1.2646 1.2646 
Inspector, Car (266,341) Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.6066 
4th Year 1.4963 1.6644­
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
Inspector, Road Car (734) Entrance & Max 1.6361 1.6062 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/19861
 
12/16/1999 2/2!iJ/2000 
Title (codeI $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake (0711. Car "A" (3491. 
"8" (3601. "C" (3611. "E" (3631. "F" (3641. 
Mechanical ·C" (6371 • Note A· Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
fO( Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3fd Year 1.4366 1.6056 
4th Year 1.4963 1.6644 
for Provisionars Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
Maintainer 
Bus -A· (3201. "B· (3211. "B" EI Tech (3231, 
Body (1011. Chassis (1001. Light (606), 
Mechanical ·B· (6361. ·C· (637) " Note 8 ., 
Plant & Equipment (106) "Note C", 
Structure ·A· (816), "B" (816), ·C" (8171. 
"D· (818), "E· (8191. "F" (8201. "G" (821), 
·H· (8391. Telephone (9061. Telephone 
Cable (9041. Track Equipment (884). 
Turnstile (932). Vent & Drain (944) Entrance 1.3782 1.3782 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4090 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.4366 
4th Year 1.4963 1.4963 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3619 1.3E19 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 1.3911 '.39.1 
Power Distribution (683) 2nd Year 1.4230 ':-:':'.0 
for Permanents 3rd Year 1.4616 ,.4016 
4th Year 1.6066 1.6065 
fO( Provisionals Entrance 1.3636 1.3636 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 103) Entrance & Max 1.6439 1.6439 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (687). Signal (791) Entrance 1.4230 1.4230 
fO( Permanents 2nd Year 1.4616 1.4616 
3rd Year 1.4790 1.4790 
4th Year 1.6066 1.6066 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3911 1.3911 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) Entrance 1.4230 1.4230 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4616 1.4616 
3rd Year 1.4790 1.4790 
4th Year 1.6361 1.6361 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3911 1.3911 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAl- RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/1986)
 
Title (code) 
Maintainer
 
Power Electronic (686)
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip I (499;2601 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip II (602;2611 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (3661. Signal (996). 
Structure ·A· (822). -B" (8261. 
"e- (827). "D· (8331. 
-E" (823). "H" (842) 
Maintainer's Helper 
"B" (6161. "0" (618). 
Signal (804) 
Railroad Stock Worker 1(728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (106) 
Railroad Stock Worker II (748) 
Stock Worker (819) 
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
318t month 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
318t month 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
6th Year 
Spec A8sign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
12/16/1999 2129/2000 
$ $ 
1.4297 1.4297 
1.4629 1.4629 
1.4918 1.4918 
1.6492 1.6492 
1.4017 1.4017 
1.6344 1.6439 
1.6439 1.6439 
1.0029 1.0029 
1.0698 1.0698 
1.1366 1.1366 
1.2036 1.2036 
1.2703 1.Z7U3 
1.3372 1.ll72 
0.9486 0.9485 
1.0117 l.011:­
1.0749 1.0749 
1.1381 1.1381 
1.2014 1.2014 
1.2646 ' .25415 
1.2048 1.2048 
1.2344 1.2344 
1.2632 1.2.632 
1.2921 1.2921 
1.3186 1.3185 
1.3780 1.3780 
1.3897 1.3897 
1.4167 1.4167 
1.4432 1.4432 
1.4746 1.4745 
1.4963 1.49.63 
0.9294 0.9294 
0.9914 0.9914 
1.0633 1.0633 
1.1163 1.1163 
1.1772 1.1772 
1.2392 1.2392 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/111986)
 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 
Title (code) $ $ 
Station Agent (813, 977) Entrance 0.9219 0.9219 
7th month 0.9834 0.9834 
2nd year 1.0448 1.0448 
19th month 1.1063 1.1063 
3rd year 1.1677 1.1677 
31st month 1.2292 1.2292 
Technician, Power Electronic (682) Entrance 1.0296 1.029.6 
7th month 1.0982 1.0982 
2nd Year 1.1668 1.1668 
19th month 1.2364 1.2364 
3rd year 1.3041 1.3041 
31st month 1.3727 1.3727 
Tower Operator (910) Entrance 1.0691 1.0691 
7th month 1.1297 1.1297 
2nd Year 1.2003 1.2.003 
19th month 1.2709 1.2709 
3rd year 1.3416 1.3415 
31st month 1.4121 1.4121 
Trackworker (912) Entrance 1.0239 1.0239 
7th month 1.0922 1.0922 
2nd Year 1.1604 1.1604 
19th month 1.2287 i .2287 
3rd year 1.2969 1.2969 
31st month 1.3662 1.3662 
Spec Assign 1.4963 1.496"3 
Traffic Checker (876) Entrance & Max 0.2698 O._~,)8 
Train Operator (660,661,909) Entrance-Road 1.4648 1.4648 
Aft 231 days-Road 1.4963 1.4963 
Entrance-Yard 1.4090 ;.4090 
2nd Year·Yard 1.4366 1.4366 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (T02), Entrance 0.9486 0.9486 
Elevator and Escalator (T06). 7th month 1.0117 1.0117 
Light (T03), Power Distribution (T06), 2nd year 1.0749 1.0749 
Signals (TOn Telephone (T08), 19th month 1.1381 1.1381 
Vent & Drain (T04) 3rd year 1.2014 1.2014 
31st month	 1.2646 1.2646 
Transit Electrical Helper Power (T07.....	 Entrance 0.9707 0.9707 
7th month 1.0364 1.0364 
2nd year 1.1001 1.1001 
19th month 1.1648 1.1648 
3rd yeer 1.2296 1.2296 
31st month 1.2942 1.2942 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT OIFFERENTIAl- RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 4/1/1980 BUT PRIOR TO 7/1/19861
 
Title (codel 
12/16/1999 
$ 
2/29/2000 
$ 
Transit Property Protection Agent (126;946) Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd yaar 
31st month 
0.8736 
0.9318 
0.9901 
1.0483 
1.1066 
1.1648 
0.8736 
0.9318 
0.9901 
1.0483 
1.106.6 
1.1648 
NOTES: 
- A - : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· 1637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-B- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not aasigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-C-: Mab6toa Plant and Equipment Maintainers 11061 are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium. 
-0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only. 
-E- :To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-dUty cranes at either tha 
Atl8ntic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 7/1/1986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/1992)
 
Title (codel 
12116/1999 
$ 
2/29/2000 
$ 
Bus Operator (141,326,326;266,608,609) Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
0.9839 
1.1244 
1.2660 
1.4066 
0.9839 
1.1244 
1.2660 
1.4065 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) 
Appointed on or efter 7/1/86 
but prior to 4/29/88 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
0.8334 
0.9624 
1.0716 
1. 1906 
0.8334 
0.9624 
1.0716 
1.1906 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) 
Appointed on or after 4/29/88 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
0.8333 
0.9624 
1.0714 
1.1906 
0.8333 
0.9624 
1.0714 
1.1906 
Collecting Agent (406,967;268) Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
0.9366 
1.0693 
1.2029 
1.3366 
0.9356 
1.0693 
1.2029 
1.3366 
Conductor (412,413) Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
0.9130 
1.0434 
1.1739 
1.3043 
0.9130 
1.0434 
1.1739 
1.3043 
Conductor-in-Charge, 
Freight Trains (41 1) Entrance & Max 1.3660 1.3E60 
Electronic Specialist (270;372) 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
1.4297 
1.4629 
1.4918 
1.6492 
".'-.:?'S­ -
.. ~ 32· 
1.4918 
1.6492 
for Provisionals	 Entrance 1.4017 1.4017 
Helper/Helper P&E (448)	 Entrance 0.8862 0.8862 
2nd year 1.0117 1.0117 
3rd year 1.1381 L .38: 
4th year 1.2646 1.2646 
Inspector, Car (266,341)	 Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
for Permanents	 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.6066 
4th Year 1.4963 1.6644 
for Provisionals	 Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
Inspector, Road Car (734)	 Entrance & Max 1.6361 1.6062 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAl - RATES OFPAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 7/1/1986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/1992)
 
Title Icode) 
Maintainer
 
Airbralce (0711. Car "A" (349),
 
"B" (.3601. "C" (361), "E" (3631, "F" (364),
 
Mechanical "C" (637) - Note A-

for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Bus "A" (3201, -B" (321), "B" EI Tech (323), 
Body (101), Chassis (100), Light (606), 
Mechanical "B" (636), "C" (637) - Note B -, 
Plant & Equipment (106) -Note C·, 
Structure -A" (816), "B" (816), "C" (817), 
"0" (818), "E" (8191. "F" (820), "G" (8211. 
"H" (839), Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (904), Track Equipment (8841. 
Turnstile (932), Vent & Drain (944) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) 
Power Distribution (683) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 103) 
Maintainer 
Power "B" (681), Signal (791) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (681) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionals 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entranca 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
12116/1999 
$ 
2129/2000 
$ 
1.3782 
1.4090 
1.4366 
1.4963 
1.3619 
1.4473 
1.47Bl 
1..606.6 
1.6644 
1.4209 
1.3782 
1.4090 
1.4366 
1.4963 
1.3619 
1.3782 
1.4090 
1.4366 
1.4963 
1.3619 
1.3911 
1.4230 
1.4616 
1.6066 
1.3636 
; .3911 
.4. 
1.461& 
1.6066 
1.3636 
1.6439 1.6439 
1.4230 
1.4616 
1.4790 
1.6066 
1.3911 
1.4230 
1.4516 
1.4790 
1.6066 
1.3911 
1.4230 
1.4616 
1.4790 
1.6361 
1.4230 
1.4616 
1.4790 
1.6361 
1.3911 1.3911 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 7/111986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/1992)
 
Title (code) 
Maintainer
 
Power Electronic (686)
 
for Permanents
 
for Provisionals 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equ~ I (499;260) 
Meintainer 
Revenue Equ~ II (502;261) 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (3661. Signal (9961. 
Structure -A- (8221. -B- (826), 
-C- (8271. -0- (8331. 
-E- (823), -W (8421 
Maintainer's Helper 
-B- (6161, -0- (6181. 
Signal (804) 
Railroad Stock Worker I (728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (106) 
Railroad Stock Worker I( (748) 
Stock Worker (819) 
-Note E-
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
Station Agent (813, 977) 
Technician. Power Electronic (5821 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yea, 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th YeaT 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
347 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 
$ $ 
1.4297 1.429.7 
1.4629 1.46.29 
1.4918 1.4918 
1.6492 1.6492 
1.4017 1.4017 
1.6344 1.6439 
1.6439 1.6439 
0.9360 0.9360 
1.0698 1.0698 
1.2036 1.2036 
1.3372 1.3372 
0.8862 0.8852 
1.0117 1.0117 
1.1381 1.1381 
1.2646 1.2646 
0.9230 0.9230 
1.0648 1.0548 
1.1867 1.1867 
1.3186 
1.3780 1.3180 
1.3897 1.3897 
1.4167 1.4167 
1.4432 1.4432 
1.4746 1.4746 
1.4963 1.4953 
0.8674 0.8674 
0.9914 0.9914 
1.1163 1.1163 
1.2392 1.2392 
0.8604 0.8604 
0.9834 0.9834 
1.1063 1.1063 
1.2292 1.229.2 
0.9609 0.9609 
1.0982 1.0982 
1.2364 1.2364 
1.3727 1.3727 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY
 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 71111986 BUT PRIOR TO 6/16/1992)
 
Title (code)
 
Tower Operator (910)
 
Trackworker (912) 
Traffic Checker (876) 
Train Operator (660,661,909) 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (T021. 
Elevator and Escalator (T06), 
Light lT031, Power Distribution (T06) , 
Signals (T01), Telephone (TOS), 
Vent &. Drain (T04) 
Transit Electrical Helper Power (T07) 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;946) 
NOTES: 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance-Road 
Aft 231 days-Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year-Yard 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd YeM 
4th Year 
12/16/1999 212S/2DOO 
$ $ 
0.9886 Q..988.6 
1.1297 1.1297 
1.2709 1.2709 
1.4121 1.4121 
0.9666 0.9556 
1.0922 1.0922 
1.2287 1.2287 
1.3662 1.3652 
1.4963 1.49.63 
0.2698 0.2698 
1.4648 1.4648 
1.4963 1.4953 
1.4090 1.4090 
1.4366 1.4365 
0.8862 0.8862 
1.0117 1.0117 
1.1381 1. 13el 
1.2646 1.2646 
0_9069 0.906.9 
1.0364 '.0364 
1.1648 ~. 1 t·.;. 
1.2942 1.2942 
0.8164 0.8164 
0.9318 0.931'8 
1.0483 1.0483 
1.1648 1.1648 
- A- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment.
 
-B - : FOf' Mechanical Maintainer ·e· (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment.
 
-C·: Mabstoa Plant and Equipment Maintainers (106) are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium.
 
-0-: For Car Maintainer Trainee only.
 
-E- :To be paid fOf' each hour thet employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the
 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT OIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTEO ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 
Title (code) $ $ 
Apprentices 
Transit Elect Apprentice (988) . Entrance 0.9360 0.936D 
Transit Mech Apprentice (989) 2nd yeer 1.0028 1.0028 
Transit Struc Apprentice (994) 3rd year 1.1364 1.1364 
Bus Operator (141,326,326;266,608.6091 Entrance 0.9839 0.9839 
2nd year 1.0641 1.0641 
3rd year 1.1947 1.1947 
4th year 1.4066 1.4066 
Cleaner (339,389;217,219) Entrence 0.8333 0.833'3 
2nd year 0.8929 0.8929 
3rd year 1.0119 1.0119 
4th year 1.1906 1.1906 
Collecting Agent (406,967;268) Entrance 0.9366 0.9366 
Appointed on Of after 5/1 6/1992 2nd year 1.0026 1.002'6 
but prior to 2/29/2000 -Note 0­ 3rd year 1.1361 1.1361 
4th year 1.3366 1.3366 
Collecting Agent (405,967) -Note 0­ Entrance 0.9366 
Appointed on or after 2/29/2000 2nd year 0.96"29 
3rd year 1.0Z33 
4th year 1.3366 
Conductor (412,413) Entrance 0.9130 0.9130 
2nd year 0.9782 0.9782 
3rd year 1.1087 t .1087 
4th year 1.3043 • ~lr·...d.~ 
Conductor-in-Charge, 
Freight Trains (411) Entrance & Max 1.3660 1.3060 
Electronic Specialist (270;372) Entrance 1.4297 1.4297 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4629 1.4629 
3rd Year 1.4918 1.4918 
4th Year 1.6492 1.6 -·9'­
fOf Provisionals Entrance 1.4017 1.4017 
Helper/Helper P&E (448) Entrance 0.8862 0.8852 
2nd year 0.9486 0.9486 
3rd year 1.0749 1.0749 
4th year 1.2646 1.2646 
InspectOf, Car (266,341) Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.6066 
4th Yeer 1.4963 1.6644 
for Provisionsls Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
InspectOf, Road Car (734) Entrance & Max 1.6361 1.6062 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAl- RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
12116/1999 2129/2000 
Title (code) $ $ 
Maintainer 
Airbrake (071), Car "A- (3491, 
-B" (3601, -C- (3611, -E- (3631, -F- (3541, 
Mechanical -C- (637) - Note A- Entrance 1.3782 1.4473 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4781 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.6066 
4th Year 1.4963 1.6644 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3619 1.4209 
Maintainer 
Bus -A- (320), -B- (321), -B- EI Tech (323), 
Body (101), Chassis (1001, Ught (606), 
Mechanical -B- (636), -C- (637) - Note B -, 
Plant & Equipment (106) -Note C-, 
Structure -A- (816), -B- (816), -C- (8171, 
-0- (818), -E- (819), -F- (8201, -G- (821), 
-W (8391, Telephone (906), Telephone 
Cable (9041, Track Equipment (884), 
Turnstile (9321, Vent & Drain (944) Entrance 1.3782 1.3782 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4090 1.4090 
3rd Year 1.4366 1.43·66 
4th Year 1.4963 1.49.63 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3619 1.3619 
Maintainer 
Circuit Breaker (388) Entrance 1.3911 1.3911 
Power Distribution (6831 2nd Year 1.4230 1.4:230 
for Permanents 3rd Year 1.4616 
4th Year 1.6066 1.5066 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3636 1.3636 
Maintainer 
Electronic Equipment (441; 1031 Entrance & Max 1.6439 1.6439 
Maintainer 
Power -B- (687), Signal (791) Entrance 1.4230 1.4230 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4616 1.4616 
3rd Year 1.4790 1.4790 
4th Year 1.6066 1.6066 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3911 1.3911 
Maintainer 
Power Cable (6811 Entrance 1.4230 1.4230 
for Permanents 2nd Year 1.4616 1.4616 
3rd Year 1.4790 1.4790 
4th Year 1.6361 1.6361 
for Provisionals Entrance 1.3911 1.3911 
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Title (code) 
Maintainer 
Power Electronic (686) 
for Permanents 
for Provisionels 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip I (499;260) 
Maintainer 
Revenue Equip II (602;261) 
Maintainer Trainee 
Car (366), Signal (9961. 
Structure "A- (822), "B" (8261. 
"C" (8271. -0" (833), 
"E" (8231. "W (842) 
Maintainer's Helper 
"B" (6161. -0" (618), 
Signal (804) 
Railroad Stock Worker I (728) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (106) 
-Note E-
Railroad Stock Worker II (748) 
Stock Worker (819) 
-Note E-
Railroad Track Cleaner (726) 
Station Agent (813, 977) 
Technician, Power Electronic (682) 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/19921 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance &. Max 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
351 
12/16/1999 2/29/2000 
$ $ 
1.4297 1.4297 
1.4629 1.4629 
1.4918 1.4918 
1.6492 1.6492 
1.4017 1.4017 
1.6344 1.6439 
1.6439 1.6439 
0.9360 0.9360 
1.0029 1.0029 
1.1366 1.1366 
1.3372 1.3372 
0.8862 0.8802 
0.9486 0.9486 
1.0749 1.0749 
1.2646 1.2646 
0.9230 0.9230 
1.0648 1.0648 
1.1867 1.'Pl:7 
1.3186 1.31 ::.t 
1.3780 1.3780 
1.3897 1.3897 
1.4167 1.4107 
1.4432 1.4432 
1.4746 1.4745 
1.4963 1.4953 
0.8674 0.8674 
0.9294 0.9294 
1.0633 1.06.3.3 
1.2392 1.2392 
0.8604 0.8604 
0.9219 0.9219 
1.0448 1.0448 
1.2292 1.2292 
0.9609 0.9609 
1.0296 1.0295 
1.1668 1.1668 
1.3727 1.3727 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL - RATES OF PAY 
(APPOINTED ON OR AFTER 6/16/1992) 
12116/1999 2129/2.000
 
Title (code) $ $
 
Tower Operator (910)	 Entrance 0.9886 0..98136 
2nd Year 1.0691 1.0691 
3rd Year 1.2003 1.2003 
4th Year 1.4121 1.4121 
Trackworker (912)	 Entrance 0.9666 0.95'66 
2nd Year 1.0239 1.0239 
3rd Year 1.1604 1.1604 
4th Year 1.3662 1.3652 
Spec Assign	 1.4963 1.4953 
Traffic Checker (876)	 Entrance & Max 0.2698 0.2698 
Trsin Operator (660,661,909)	 Entrance~Road 1.4648 1.4648 
Aft 231 days-Road 1.4963 1.4963 
Entrance-Yard 1.4090 1.4090 
2nd Yesr-Yard 1.4366 1.4366 
Transit Electrical Helper 
Electronic Equipment (l02) , 
Elevator and Escalator (T06), 
light (l03), Power Distribution (l06), Entrance 0.8862 0.8862 
Signals (l01l. Telephone (l08L 2nd year 0.9486 0.9485 
Vent & Drain (l04) 3rd yesr 1.0749 1.0749 
4th year	 1.2646 1.2646 
Transit Electrical Helper Power (l07)	 Entrance 0.9069 0.9069 
2nd year 0.9707 O.;H07 
·3rd yesr 1.1001 1.100·' 
4th year 1.2942 1.2942 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;946)	 Entrance 0.8164 0.8154 
2nd Year 0.8736 0.8736 
3rd Year 0.9901 0.9901 
4th Year 1.1648 1.1648 
NOTES: 
-A - : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-8- : For Mechanical Maintainer ·C· (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
-C-: Mabstoa Ptant and Equipment Maintainers (106) are entitled to an additional $1.00 per hour premium. 
-0-: Progression change for Collecting Agents hired on or after 2129/2000 does not apply to Mabstoa emp!oy8ef i2531 
-E- ;To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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OPERATING AUTHORITY CLERICAL EMPLOYEES
 
Title ICode) 
Office Aide I (806) 
Office Aide II (804) 
Office Aide III (803) 
Revenue Processing Coordinator I (306) 
Revenue Processing Coordinator" (079) 
Senior Clerk (721) 
Senior Keypunch Operator (724) 
Appointed Prior to 411/80 
Appointed On or After 411/80 but Prior to 7/1/86 
Appointed On or After 711/86 but Prior to 6/16/92 . 
Appointed On or After 5/16/92 
Senior Tabulator Operator (122) 
Technical Support Aide IA (874) 
Technical Support Aide IB (872) 
Technical Support Aide II (873) 
Technical Support Aide III (871) 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
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12116/1999 
$ 
0.8462 
1.0249 
0.8747 
1.1922 
0.9429 
1.2216 
2.2004 
2.7109 
2.4206 
2.9819 
1.0040 
1.3483 
0.8379 
0.8938 
0.9496 
1.0066 
1.0613 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8938 
1.0066 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8379 
0.9496 
1.1172 
1.0437 
1.3748 
0.8771 
1.0801 
0.9466 
1.2260 
1.0474 
1.4764 
1.1616 
1.6722 
12116/2000 12/16/2001 
$ $ 
0.8462 0.8462 
1.0249 1.0249 
0.8747 0.8747 
1.1922 1.1922 
0.9429 0.942"9 
1.2216 1.2216 
2.2664 2.3570 
2.7922 2.9039 
2.4931 2.6928 
3.0713 3.1942 
1.0040 1.0040 
1.3483 1.3483 
0.8379 0.8379­
0.8938 0.8938 
0.9496 0.9496 
1.0066 1.0066 
1.0613 1.0613 
1. 1172 1.1172 
0.7820 0.7820 
0.8938 0...8938 
1.0066 1.0066 
1.1172 1.1172 
0.7820 0.7820 
0.8379 0.8379 
0.9496 0.9496 
1.1172 1.1172 
1.0437 1.0437 
1.3748 1.3748 
0.8771 0.8771 
1.0801 1.0801 
0.9466 0.9466 
1.2260 1.2260 
1.0474 1.0474 
1.4764 1.4764 
1.1616 1.1616 
1.6722 1.6722 
APPENDIX D 
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OPERATING AUTHORITY CLERICAL EMPLOYEES
 
Title (Code)
 
Telephone Operator (868)
 
Word Processor I (066)
 
Word Processor II (067)
 
Word Processor III (066)
 
Minimum
 
Meximum
 
Minimum
 
Maximum
 
Minimum
 
Meximum
 
Minimum
 
Meximum
 
12/16/1999 
$ 
0.9608 
1.2091 
0.8726 
1.0747 
0.9407 
1.2188 
1.0422 
1.4681 
12116/2000 12116l2OO1 
$ $ 
0.9608 0 ..9608 
1.2091 1.2091 
0.8726 0.872.6 
1.0747 1.074-7 
0.9407 0.9407 
1.2188 1.2188 
1.0422 1.0422 
1.4681 1.4681 
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Subject ClassulCation Issued Number 
DRUGS AND CONTROLLED AdmiDiUrative 
SUBSTANCES 
~.O	 POLICY 
1.1	 It is the policy of the Authority to operate and maintain its transportation facilities in a safe 
and efficient manner and to provide a safe work envi~t for its passengers a~ 
erJ1)loyees. Possession or the use of Drugs and ControUed Substances that may prevent 
an elTl>loyee of the Authority from performing the duties of hislher job safely and/or 
efficiently is prohibited. In addition, it is the policy of the Authority to provide eligible 
elTl>loyees the opportunity to rehabilitate themselves by use of counseling services as 
provided in this policy. 
2.0	 PURPOSE 
2.1	 The purpose of this PII is to set forth policies and the procedures concerning employee 
possession or use of Controlled Substances or Drugs, as defined in paragraph 4.0. 
3.0	 SCOPE 
3.1	 This PII shall apply to alllWU represented elTl>loyees. 
32	 Authority - For the purpose of this PII shan mean the New York City Transit Authority, 
Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority, Staten Island Rapid Transit 
Operating Authority and/or the South Brooldyn Railway ~ny. 
4.0	 DEFINITIONS 
4.1	 ControUed Substances - drugs or substances listed in Public Health Law Section 3306, 
including but not 6mited to marijuana (marijuana), heroin, LSD, concentrated cannabis or 
camabinoids, hashish or hash oil, morphine or its derivatives, mescaline, peyote, 
phencyclidene (angel dust), opium, opiates, methadone, cocaine, quaaludes, 
aJT'4>hetamines, seconal, codeine, phenobarbitaJ, or valium. 
42	 Drug - Any substance which requires a prescription or other writing from a licensed 
physician or dentist for its use and which may i~ an e"l'loyee's ability to perform 
hislher job or whose use may pose a threat to the safety of others. 
m-ued By: Effective	 Page 
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4.3	 Marijuana - (Marijuana) - means all parts of the plant of the genus Cannabis, whether 
growing or not; the S&eds thereof; the resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every 
compound, manufacture, saJt, derivative, I'nixlure, or preparation of the plant, its seeds or 
resin. It does not include the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil 
or cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, manufadure, salt, 
derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks (except the resin extracted 
therefrom), fber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of 
germination. 
4.4	 Medical Authorization - A prescription or other writing from a licensed physician or dentist 
for the use of a Drug in the course of medical treatment, including the use of methadone 
in a certified drug program. 
5.0	 REPORTING AND TESTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, DRUGS AND MARIJUANA 
Reporting 
5.1	 Each employee is under an affirmative obligation to report to the Authority's lT~ical 
department hislher use or possession of any Controlled Substance or Drug. Each 
employee must also report the use of any other drug or substance, whether or not used 
pursuant to proper medical authorization, which may irJl)air job performance or pose a 
hazard to the safety of others. Questions conceming the effect of a Drug on performance 
should be referred to the Autnority's Medical Department. . 
52	 Each erre:>loyee shaD provide evidence of medical authorization upon request. The failure 
to report the use of such Drugs or Controlled Substances to the Medical Department as 
described in 5.1 above, or the failure to provide evidence of medical authorization upon 
request wi1l result in disciplinary action and may be deemed proper grounds for dismissal. 
The MecfICal Department shaJI notify the erTl>1oyee's Department Head as appropriate. 
5.3	 Err1:»oyees d the Authority shaH submit to Drug screening testing when ordered to do so 
in the following circumstances: 
Issued By: Effective Page 
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5.3.1	 Back-tc>-work physical following extended iDness. suspension or unauthorized 
absence, (21 or more days); 
5.3.2	 Biannual and/or annual periodic physicals; 
5.3.3	 Physical examinations for promotion; 
5.3.4	 When directed by members of supervision or management following any accident. 
or unusual incident that occurs while on duty where it is reasonable to conclude 
that dru~alcohol use could have contributed to the accident. except that Cleaners 
[TAlOA), Railroad Clerks and e~loyees in the dencal unit shall only be tested 
following an incident where there is reasonable suspicion of drug use. 
5.3.5	 When a Drug or Controlled Substance has been identified in a prior test. and less 
than one year has elapsed since the e"1'loyee's successf ul ~Ietion of the 
EAP, and. where applicable. the erJ1)loyee has been restored to duty: 
5.3.6	 When supervision or rranagement has reason to believe that the elTl'loyee is 
impaired by virtue of being under the influence of alcohol. Controlled Substances. 
induding marijuana, Drugs or any other substance. 
5.3.7	 When the e"1'loyee is classified as safety-sensitive and is selec1ed pursuant to 
the random testing program. 
6.0	 USE OR POSSESSION OF CONTROllED SUBSTANCES. DRUGS AND MARIJUANA 
Use or possession of Controlled Substances, including marijuana. and/or Drugs is strictly prohibited. 
6.1	 Except as set forth in paragraph 6.7 inclusive use or possession of any Controned 
Substance. as that term is defined in Section 4.0. DEFINITIONS. in violation of this PII is 
strictly prohibited and will result in dismissal from service. Use or possession of any Drug. 
as that term is defined in Section 4.0. DEFINITIONS, in violation of this P/I is strictly 
prohibited and may result in dismissal from service. 
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6.2	 Refusal to take such test(s) as provided for under paragraph 5.3 herein wiD be deemed an 
admission of irrproper use of Controlled Substances or Drugs and will result in dismissal 
from service. The provisions of Sedion 9.0 shall not apply to e"1'loyees dismissed under 
this paragraph. 
Refusal to take a random drug test is treated under Section 10.3. 
6.3	 Any e"l'loyee voluntarily reporting hislher use of Drugs or Controlled Substances may be· 
temporarily reassigned. transferred or placed on a leave in accordance with the Authority's 
restrided duty policy. 
6.4	 When the testing is positive for controlled substances or drugs, including marijuana, and 
the e"l'loyee has less than one year of service, he/she shall be dismissed. The 
provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to e"l'loyees dismissed under this paragraph. 
6.5	 When the testing is positive for drugs or controned substances, excluding marijuana, for 
an erJl)loyee with one or more years of service, the 8"l'loyee shall be ~'srrissed. 
6.6	 An e"l'loyee, with more than one (1) year of service, who tests positive for the first time 
for drugs or a&cohol underthe random drug testing program shall be treated in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 10.1. 
6.7	 ·When the testing is positive for manluana for an employee with one (1) or more years of 
service. the employee will be referred to the Union Assistance Program (UAP) and will be 
required to participate in counse6ng. Failure to participate in counseling shall result in 
dismissal. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees dlsmissed under this 
paragraph. In the event of an incident, the employee shaD be disciplined for any 
misconduct or i"l'roper performance relating to the incident only. in accordance with 
existing rules, regulations and policies of the Authority. 
An Employee who is referred to the UAP pursuant to this paragraph shaD be rerlVed of his 
or her responsibilities and placed on no wor1( status without pay. The employee may 
request us of sick leave balances pursuant to Section 2.6 of the collective bargaining 
agreement UAP must certify, in writing, that the employee is drug free and eligible for 
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-,.. 
restoration to duty. UAP wiU notify the Authorities, in writing. when the erTl'loyee has 
corTl>leted its program. The elT'ployee must also prove that he or she is drug free (by 
means of an Authority administered urine test) before he or she is returned to duty. 
6.8	 If an e"1)loyee who has tested positive for marijuana for the first time has been certified 
by UAP as drug free and if the Authority administers a drug test to the employee: the 
results from the test shan be obtained by the Authority within 72 hours. If the Authority 
fails to obtain 8 result, the elJl>loyee shaH be returned to pay status after 72 hours,. 
pending receipt of test results, provided that the test result is negative. 
6.~	 When the testing is positive for marijuana for an e"1)loyee with one (1) or more years of 
service, following an incident that resulted in harm or injury to any person where it is 
reasonable to conclude that drug usage could have contributed to the incident, the 
employee shall be dismissed. The provisions of Sedion 9.0 shaD not apply to employees 
dismissed under this paragraph. 
6.10	 In the event that an e"1)loyee tests positive for drugs, including marijuana, and/or alcohol 
a second time as a result of any alcohol and/or drug testing. including a random test, the 
employee shaD be dismissed without restoration, except that when the second positive test 
occurs more than one year after the e~loyee's restoration to duty following the first 
positive test, the employee wiD be eligible for restoration to an available, budgeted 
non--safety sensitive position if he/she again completes rehabUitation as described in 
section 8.0 and 9.0. The efTl)loyee win be paid the applicable rate of the non-safety 
sensruve position as per the coUedive bargaining agreement The erTl>loyee will be 
reclassified and assigned to the non-safety sensitivE! position in accordance with the 
procedures defined in the restricted duty policy. Section 2.16 does not apply herein. 
6.11	 An employee who tests positive B third time shall be dismissed without the opportunity 10r 
restoration. 
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7.0	 PROCD>URES FOR MAKING BLOOD OR URINE SAMPLES AVAlLABLE FOR 
CONFIRMATION TESI1NG 
Employees whose drug screening tests result in a positive finding shan have the option of having 
the results confirmed outside of the laboratories utilized by the Authority. 
When an etl1'loyee or hislher representative requests that a urine sample or a frozen blood sample 
be sent for confirmation tes1ing outside of the laboratories utilized by the Authority, the following procedure • 
shall apply: 
7.1	 The employee shaU submit a written request to the Labor Disputes Resolution Section of 
the labor Relations Department including the etl1'loyee's name, pass number, the date 
on which the samples were given. An 8lTl>loyee wiD be allowed flYe (5) weeks from the 
date the results of the initial tests are reported to the e"",loyee to request a confirmation 
retest from another laboratory. 
7.2 Requests for confirmation of test results can only be honored if the e"l'loyee cN>oses to 
give sufficient sa~ at the time of the original examination. 
7.3	 The employee may choose to send hislher sarll>Ie to any one of the laboratories that 
appear on a list which is maintained by the Labor Disputes Resolution Section of the Labor 
Relations Department Where an employee chooses to send hislher sample to a laboratory 
that does not appear on the above list, Section 7.7 shan not apply. However, the Authority 
shan receive a copy of the laboratory test results. 
7.4	 The selected laboratory shall be responsible for the pick-up and transport of the safTllle. 
7.5	 The selected laboratory shall fill out a chain of custody form which will be submitted with 
the test results. 
7.6	 The erJl)Ioyee shaU be solely responsi>le for the cost of transport and the cost of all 
laboratory tests requested. AD anangements for payment shan be made by the employee 
with the laboratory. 
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7.7	 Laboratory test results shall be submitted to the Authority and the e~loyee. Where the 
initial results rendered by the laboratory utilized by the Transit Authority are not confirmed. 
the Authority wiD not proceed with disciplinary action for Drug and/or Controlled Substance 
use. 
7.8	 For retesting by a second laboratory of aD drugs and controlled substances subject to 
testing by the Authorities. the deflllition of a "negative retest result" shall be: a laboratory 
test using the same procedure as the initial laboratory's confirmation test O.e.• currently. 
a GCMS test) which reports that there is present less than one-half of the minimum • 
quantitative cut-off level used by the initial laboratory to confirm that a specimen has tested 
positive. 
8.0	 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
8.1	 The Errployee Assistance Program shall provide assistance to erJ1>loyees who are referred 
to it as provided in this PII. The EAP program will no longer service volunteers. 
8.2	 Employees referred to EAP programs under the provision of this policy must comply in all 
respects with the directions and program requirements of EAP or be subject to dismissal 
from service. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees dismissed under 
this paragraph. 
8.3	 Volunteers and e"1'loyees mandated to UAP after first time marijuana may utilize benefits 
available through the Health Benefits Trust for the purposes of obtaining counseling. 
8.4	 Where an 8"1'loyee who is required to participate in the ~Ioyee Assistance Program 
fails to CO"1'1y with the requirements of the En1:lloyee Assistance Program. and the 
e~yee is wor1<ing in a safety sensitive position. the En-pIoyee Assistance Program shall 
invnediately notify the efTl>loyee's Department Head to relieve the e~loyee of hislher 
responsibilities and place hirrv'her in a no pay status. The ErrpJoyee Assistance Program 
shaa then notify the director of the Union Assistance Program of the erT1'Joyee's 
~iance. The Union Assistance Program wal have ten (10) working days in which 
to contact the efTl>loyees and encourage him'her to comply with the requirements of the 
~Joyee Assistance Programs. If after ten (10) working days the employee has not 
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co~lied,the Employee Assistance Program shaD notify the employee's Department Head 
and the e~loyee shall be cflSmissed. 
8.5	 If the employee is not ~g with the requirements of the Employee Assistance 
Program and is not working or is not wooong in a safety sensitive position, the e~loyee's 
Department Head will not be notified of the non-compliance until after the ten (10) days 
and only if the e~loyee is stiR norr<:orJl)lianl 
8.6	 It is understood that the e~loyee must authorize the Employee Assistance Program. in . 
writing. to notify the Union Assistance Program of hislher non-compliance in order for the 
Employee Assistance Program to be bound by the notice provisions of this agreement. 
Failure to provide such authorization will result in immediate notification of non-co~liance 
to the Department Head. 
8.7	 It is further understood that the EAP will not unreasonably apply its non-co~liance 
standards. 
9.0	 RESTORAnONS 
An erTl'loyee who has been dismissed from service under this policy, except where the dismissal 
occurred while the elll>loyee was on probation or where restoration is not available under this policy, will 
be restored to duty if he or she (1) enrolls in a treatment program and is certified by such program or other 
medical authority as being free from use of Controlled Substances or Drugs as defined in Section 4.0 of 
this policy; or (2) submits other medical proof that he or she is not using Controlled Substances or Drugs 
as defined in Section ".0 of this policy, satisfactory to the Authority. E1tl>!oyees desiring to obtain 
counseling or treatment in a program or under medical authority not under the jurisdiction of the Authority. 
must obtain prior approval to use such treatment program or medical authority. Treatment rendered under 
such approved program or mecfJCal authority must be reviewed and approved by the Authority's Medical 
Department prior to a reconmendation of restoration to duty. Such program or medical authority must be 
licensed by the State of New York or equivalent licensing authority. 
9.1	 The restoration provisions of this policy instruction are not available to ~Ioyees who are 
dismissed from service following detection of use of Controlled Substances or Drugs 
through testing precipitated by an incidenVaccident which resulted in harm or injury to any 
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person where it is reasonable to conclude that drug use could have contributed to the 
accident 
9.2	 In the absence of an incident which resulted in harm or injury to any person; employees 
who meet the requirements of Section 9.0 within the time limitations of paragraph 9.3 
following the first instance of a positive drug test or second instance, to the extent 
pennitted by 9.3 shall be restored to duty. The dismissal will be rescinded and the time 
elapsed since the e~loyee's dismissal until the day of restoration will be registered as a . 
suspension without pay. 
9.3	 Such restoration shall be considered no earlier than one (1) month nor later than one (1) 
year following such dismissal, except that an erT'C'loyee may be allowed more than one (1) 
year for rehabilitation and eligible for restoration if the e~loyee has always remained 
compliant with the conditions of EAP and the treatment program. 
9.4	 Atter a positive finding for marijuana, where EAP or UAP does not certify that an employee 
is fit to perform full duty in hislher title, following one (1) year from the initial positive test 
for marijuana, the e~loyee shall be dismissed. except that an employee may be allowed 
more than one (1) year for rehabilitation and be eligible for restoration if the employee has 
always remained compliant with the conditions of EAP and the treatment program. The 
restoration provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to e~loyees dismissed under this 
paragraph. 
9.5	 When an e~yee reports to hisIher department with an EAP restoration letter he/she 
must be returned to the payroll no later than ten (10) work days after such report except 
where an e"l'loyee is to be placed in an available, budgeted non-safety-sensitive position 
pursuant to Section 6.9. 
9.6	 An employee who tests positive a third time for drugs or alcohol or any cormination 
thereof, shall be dismissed without opportunity for restoration. 
10.0	 RANDOM DRUG TESTING 
The following only applies to random drug testing: 
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SUBSTANCES 
10.1	 No cflSciplinary action will be taken against an erJl)loyee who tests positive for drugs or 
controUed substances in a random test if (i) the erfl)Ioyee has no record of prior positive 
drug and or alcohol tests at the Authority and Oi) the elJl)loyee co~etes rehabilitation as 
herein described. TIle e~oyee shall be referred to the Employee Assistance Program, 
relieved of his or her responsibilities. and given the opportunity for rehabilitation through 
that program. The e"l'loyee will be in a no pay status, however, he/she wiD be permitted 
to use accrued leave balances during hislher participation in the Employee Assistance 
Program. Once the e"l'loyee is certified as drug/alcohol free and otherwise eligible for. 
restoration under section 9 of the pancies, the erJl)loyee will be restored to duty. The_ 
erJl)loyee will be required to submit to an Authority-administered drug/alcohol test before 
he or she will be retumed to duty. 
10.2	 Employees whose first positive drug test at the Authority is a positive test for marijuana 
onty shall be treated in accordance with the above paragraph except that they shall be 
referred to UAP. 
10.3	 Refusal to take a random drug/alcohol test as directed will be deemed an admission Of 
improper use of controlled substances. drugs and aJcohol and treated as ." '·.e ~r:"'O!cVe( 
had been found positive. In addition, the elJl)Ioyee will be subject to appropriate discipline 
for failure to COlJl)1y with a direct order lor which the penalty may be dismissal. 
.10.4	 Representatives of the Authority and the Union have met to discuss the method in which 
random testing win be conducted. The random testing wl1l be conducted in a manner 
which accords with the appropriate standards of medical safety and which respects 
erfl)loyee privacy and the standards of work-force faimess and decency, as weD as the 
Authority's needs for efficiency in its operation. The method of random testing will requir6 
that the Authority develop a nst of unique selected numbers (e.g. social security numbers) 
which pool of numbers will be used for random selection; avoidance of the use of actual 
elJl)loyees names in the selection has the purpose of avOiding any suspicion of SUbjectivity 
in selection. The Authority will inform the union of selection methods to be used. It is 
understood that mobile vans may be used to facilitate the collection of test samples with 
minimal work disruption and to acconvnodate the wor1< kx:ations of elT1'loyees. 
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10.5	 Whenever it is feasible to do so during day time hours, the Authority wm transport and 
escort e~loyees to the testing site. The Authority wiD transport and escort erre:>loyees 
who are required to report at night to the testing site. En1>IoYees who are not transported 
and escorted are required to report for testing to the appropriate medical assessment 
center or other appropriate testing site, as directed by supervision, as soon as possible via 
public transportation. Use of an erTl'loyee's personal vehicle is prohibited unless the 
erJl)loyee is escorted by supervision. Er1l:»loyees who report unreasonably late after they 
are directed for testing or who do not appear at an shall be considered as having refused­
the test. 
10.6	 For purposes of meeting service to the public, absences aeated by random drug/alcohol 
testing will be filled as per current practice for filling any other open work. 
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1.0 POLICY 
1.1	 It is the poficy of the Authority to operate and maintain its transportation facilities in a safe 
and efficient manner and to provide a safe environment for its passengers and e"l'loyees. 
Possession of an aIcohorlC beverage on Authority property or the consumption of an 
aJcohorlC beverage while on duty or at any time where there would be a threat of rendering 
an employee unfit to perform the duties of hislher job safely and/or efficiently is prohibited. 
In addition. it is the policy of the Authority to provide eligible e"l'loyees the opportunity to 
rehabilitate themselves through the use of counsefing services as provided in this policy. 
2.0 PURPOSE 
2.1	 The purpose of this Authority PII is to set forth policies and procedures concerning 
employee possession of alcoholic beverages on Authority property and consumption of 
alcoholic beverages on Authority property or at any time or place to the extent that there 
would be the threat of rendering an employee unfit to perform hislher duties. 
3.0 SCOPE 
3.1	 This PII shall apply to all TWU represented employees. 
3.2	 Authority • For the purpose of this PII shall mean the New York City Transit Authority. 
Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority, Staten island Rapid Transit 
Operating Authority and/or the South Brooldyn Railway Coftl)Sny. 
4.0 DEANITJONS 
4.1	 Unf. due to indulgence in an alcoholic beverage (a positive finding) - A reading of 
.5mgm'oc or greater by a blood alcohol test or a refusal as per 5.2. below. 
4.2	 Property. For the purpose of this PII shaD mean the property of the New York City Transit 
Authority, Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority. Staten Island Rapid 
Transit Operating Authority and/or the South Brooldyn Railway Coftl)Sny. 
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5.0	 TESTING FOR USE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
5.1	 EtJ1;>loyees of the Authority shaD submit to alcohol testing in the foUowing circumstances: 
5.1.1	 When directed by members of supervision or management following any accident 
or unusual incident that occurs while- on duty where it is reasonable to conclude 
that drugfalcohol use could have c:ontrbuted to the accident, except that Cleaners 
(TAlOA), Railroad Clerks and eJ11)loyees in the clerical unit shall only be tested 
following an incident where there is reasonable suspicion of alcohol use. 
5.12	 When supervision or management has reason to believe that the employee is . 
i~ired. 
5.1.3	 When the efl1)loyee is classified as safety·sensitive and is selected pursuant to 
the Random Testing Program. 
5.1.4	 When an efl1)loyee has tested positive for alcohol, whether in a random or other 
test, and has been restored to duty, helshe will be required to submit to a breath 
analysis test on an unannounced basis for a period of one year after successful 
corrpletion of the EtJ1;>loyee Assistance Program. H the breath analysis test 
indicates a reading or .02 mgrn'cc or greater, the efl1)loyee will be required to 
submit to a blood alcohol test. 
52	 RefusaJ to take such test(s) shall be deemed an admission of being unfit for duty and 
subjed the efl1)loyee to immediate suspension from duty and may be deemed grounds 
for dismissaJ. 
RefusaJ to take a random alcohol test is treated in accordance with Section 102. 
5.3	 The Authority shan utilize a breath analysis test to determine whether a blood alcohol test 
should be given. After a breath analysis test indicating a reading of less than .02 mgrrv'cc, 
there shaJI be no further testing. If the breath analysis test indicates a reading of .02 
mgrrv'cc or greater the efl1'loyee wiJJ be required to submit to a blood ak::ohol test. 
However, the errployee may waive the blood aJcohol test in which case the results of the 
breath analysis test will be construed as positive as defined by the policy. 
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6.0	 CONSUMPTION OR POSSESSION OF AlCOHOUC BEVERAGES 
6.1	 When someone is found ·UNFfT DUE TO INDULGENCE IN AN AlCOHOUC BEVERAG~ 
(a positive finding) and the elTployee has less than one (1) year of service, he/she shalJ 
be dismissed from service. The provisions of Section g.o shan not apply to 81Tployees 
cflSmissed under this paragraph. 
62	 When the blood alcohol finding is positive for an elTployee with one (1) or more years of 
service, in the absence of any in-service incident that resulted in harm or injury to any 
person where it is reasonable to conclude that aJcohoVdrug use could have contributed to 
the incident, the e"l'loyee, in the first such instance, wiD be suspended from duty for thirty • 
(30) work days without pay. The elTployee will be referred to the Er1l>loyee Assistance 
Program (EAP) and will be required to participate in counseling. Where EAP recommends 
restoration to full duty the employee shall be restored to duty following examination by the 
Authority's Medical Services Department. provided heJshe has served the thirty (30) day 
suspension period. 
6.3	 When the blood alcohol fll'lCfing is positive for an e"l'loyee with one (I) or more years of 
service; following an incident that resulted in harm or injury to any person where it is 
reasonable to conclude that alcohol use could have contributed to th~ :ndd'e"t. the 
elTployee shall be dismissed. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to 8iTl,:lloyees 
dismissed under this paragraph. 
6.4	 Enl>loyees covered by this PII are oovered by the provisions of the Authority's restricted 
duty policy. ~yees who are referred to EAP pursuant to paragraph .62 may, where 
EAP reconmends, be te~1y reassigned, placed on a leave or transferred in 
accordance with the restricted duty policy of the Authority. However, where the EAP does 
not certify that an e~oyee is fd to perform fuU duty following one year from the initial 
positive f&nding for alcohol, the errpJoyee shall be dismissed. The provisions of paragraph 
9.0 shall not apply to erJl)loyees dismissed under this paragraph. 
An employee wiD be allowed more than one (1) year for rehabilitation and eligible for 
restoration only if the 8rJl)Joyee has always remained in c:or1'l>6ance. 
6.5	 Where an erJl)loyee is suspended and referred to EAP pursuant to paragraph 62 of this 
policy and EAP reports that the e"1'Joyee has not satisfactorily met the requirements of 
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the EAP program the e~loyee shaD be dismissed. The ..,rovisions of Section 9.0 shall 
not apply to eI'll)Ioyees dismissed under this paragraF~. EAP will COI'll'Iy with the 
notifk:ation provisions of Section 8.5 and 8.6. 
6.6	 Where an el'll'loyee is found to be in possession of an aJcoholic beverage while on duty. 
the employee. in the first such instance, shaD be suspended from duty for thirty (30) work 
days without pay and referred to EAP. If an erJl)loyee is found to be in possession of an 
alcoholic beverage while on duty in a second such instance, the e~loyee shall be 
dismissed. 
6.7	 An e~loyee found in possession of an alcoholic beverage while on duty, who previousJy 
was found or subsequently is found positive for alcohol, shall be dismissed. An erJl)loyee 
found positive for alcohol and in possession of an alcoholic beverage, in the context of the 
same factual circumstances, shall be subject to treatment or penalty hereunder as if solely 
found positive for alcohol. 
6.8	 In the event the erJl)loyee tests positive for drugs and/or aJcohoI a seoond time as a result 
of any alcohol and/or drug testing, including a random test. the e~loyee shaD be 
dismissed, without restoration, except that when the second positive test occurs more than 
one year after the employee's restoration to duty following the first positive test, the 
e~loyee will be eligible for restoration to an available, budgeted non-safety sensitive 
position if he/she again co~letes rehabilitation as described in the Sections 8.0 and 9.0. 
The e~loyee wiD be paid the appfJeable rate of the non-safety sensitive position as per 
the collective bargaining agreement The e~loyee wiJI be reclassified and assigned to 
the non-safety sensitive position in accordance with the procedures defaned in the 
restricted duty policy. Section 2.16 does not apply h~rein. 
6.9	 An e~loyee who tests positive a third time for drugs or alcohol or any combination thereof 
shall be dismissed without opportunity for restoration. . 
7.0 PROCEDURES FOR MAKING BLOOD SAMPlES AVAILABLE FOR CONFIRMATION TESTING 
7.1	 ~\oyees whose blood aJcohot tests result in a positive finding shaD have the option of 
having the results confirmed outside of the laboratories utilized by the Authority. 
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72	 When an erJl>loyee or hislher representative requests that a frozen blood sa~le be sent 
for confumation testing outside of the laboratories utilized by the Authority, the following 
procedure shaD apply: 
72.1	 The eq>loyee shaD submit a written request \0 the Division of Labor Disputes 
Resolution of the Office of Labor Relations including the employee's name, pass 
number and the date on which the safll'les were given. En1:>Ioyees will be 
allowed fIVe (5) weeks from the date the results of the initial tests are reported to 
the ef1l)loYee to request a confirmation i'etest from the other laboratory. Requests 
for confirmation of test results can only be honored if the employee chooses to. 
give sufficient blood samples at the time the sarTl>Ies are given. 
722	 The employee may choose to send hislher sample to anyone of the laboratories 
that appear on a list which is maintained by the Division of Labor Disputes 
Resolution of the Office of Labor Relations. 
72.3	 The selected laboratory shall be responsible for the pick-up and transport of the 
S8lJ1'le. 
72.4	 The selected laboratory shaD fIJI out a chain of custody form which will be 
submitted with the test results to the Authority. 
72.5	 The eq>loyee shaD be solely responsible for the cost of transport and the cost of 
aU laboratory tests requested. All arrangements for payment shall be made by the 
eq>loyee with the laboratory. 
72.6	 laboratory test results shall be submitted to the Authority and the employee. 
Where the positive results rendered by the fust laboratory are not confirmed by the 
second laboratory, the Authority wiD not proceed with disciplinary action for being 
unfit due to indulgence in an alcoholic beverage. 
7.2.7	 Where an e~oyeechooses to send hWher sample to a laboratory that does not 
appear on the above list, Section 7.2.6 shaD not apply. However, ihe Authority 
shaJI receive B copy of the laboratory test results. 
8.0	 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
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8.1	 The ~Ioyee Assistance Program shaB provide assistance to e~loyees who are referred 
to it as provided in this P/l. The EAP program will no longer service volunteers. 
8.2	 EAP shaJl notify, in writing, the e~loyee's Department Head or his designee immediately 
in all cases where an elTl>loyee has failed to cooperate or satisfactorily meet the 
requirements of the EAP program in accordance with Paragraphs 8.5 and 8.6. 
8.3	 Erll>loyees referred to EAP programs under the provision of this policy must co~1y in all 
respects with the directions and program requirements of" EAP or be subject to dismissal 
from service. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees dismissed under. 
this paragraph. 
8.4	 Volunteers may utilize benefits available through the Heahh Benefit Trust for the purposes 
of obtaining counselling. 
8.5	 Where an erJ'l'Joyee who is required to participate in the Employee Assistance Program 
fails to COfr4)1y with the requirements of the ~Ioyee Assistance Program, and the 
e"l'loyee is wonong in a safety sensitive position, the Employee Assistance Program shall 
invnediately notify the erTl>loyee's Department Head to relieve the e"l'loyee of hislher 
responsibilities and place himlher in a no pay status. The En1>loyee Assistance Program 
shall then notify the director of the Union Assistance Program of the efr4)Joyee's 
non-<x>mpliance. The Union Assistance Program wiU have ten (10) working days in which 
to contact the erTl>loyee and encourage him'her to c::orf1)ly with the requirements of the 
Erll>Joyee Assistance Program. If after ten (10) working days the e~loyee has not 
complied, the Employee Assistance Program shan notify the e~loyee's Department Head 
and the e"l>loyee shaJJ be dismissed. 
8.6	 " the employee is not c::ort1'lying with the requirements of the Employee Assistance 
Program and is not wori<ing or is not worldng in a safety sensitive position, the e~loyee's 
Department Head will not be notified of the non-compliance until after the ten (10) days 
as mentioned in Section 8.5. and onty if the el'J'1)ioyee is still non-<:Onl>lianl 
8.7	 It is understood that the errc:>loyee must authorize the En1>Ioyee Assistance Program. in 
writing, to notify the Union Assistance Program of hislher non-corTl>liance in order for the 
En1>loyee Assistance Program to be bound by the notice provisions of this agreement. 
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._, 
Failure to provide such authorization will result in immediate notification of non-eompliance 
to the Department Head. 
9.0	 RESTORAnONS 
9.1	 An e"l'loyee who has been dismissed from service under this policy, except where the 
dismissal occurred while the e"l'loyee was on probation or where restoration is not 
available under this policy, will be restored to duty pursuant to the terms of this policy if he 
or she (1) enrolls in a treatment program and is certified by such program or other medical 
authority as being free from misuse of alcoholic beverages, controlled substances or. 
drugs; or (2) submits other medical proof satisfactory to the Authority that he or she is not , 
misusing aJc:oholic beverages, controlled substances or drugs. Employees desiring to 
obtain counseling or treatment in a program or under medical authority not under the 
jurisdiction of the Authority must obtain approval to use such treatment program or medical 
authority. Treatment rendered under such approved program or medical authority must 
be reviewed and approved by the Authority's Medical Department prior to a 
recorrvnendation of restoration to duty. Such program or medical authority must be 
licensed by the State of New York or equivalent licensing authority. 
92	 The restoration provisions of this porsc:y instruction are not available to employees ."";-; al ~ 
dismissed from service following detection of use of alcotlol through testing precipitated by 
an incident which resulted in harm or injury to any person, where it is reasonable to 
conclude that alcohol use could have contributed to the incident. 
9.3	 After the first olSmissal, in the absence of an accident or an incident which resuhed in 
harm or injury to any person where it is reasonable to c:oncIude that alcohol use could 
have contrmuted to the accident, errployees who meet the requirements of Section 6.8 and 
9.0 within the time limitations of paragraph 9.4 following the first dismissal for p!)Sitive 
finding shall be restored to duty in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.8. The 
dismissal wiD be rescinded and the time elapsed since the e"l'loyee's dismissal until the 
day of restoration wiD be registered as a suspension without pay. 
9.4	 Such restoration shaJI be considered no earlier than one (1) month nor later than one (1) 
year following such dismissal except that an employee may be considered for restoration 
after one (1) year only if the ef11)loyee has always been compliant with the directives of 
EAP and the treatment program. Art e"l'loyee may be restored to duty under the 
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provision of this section only once. A second dismissal will be fanal and will not be subjed 
to such restoration. 
An employee restored to duty under this provision will be required to serve a one (1) year 
probationary term from the date of restoration and will be restored to duty with a warning, 
final and absolute, that any derelictions in the year following res1oration will result in 
dismissal. This provision shaD not fimit the Authority from dismissing an erTl'loyee for 
cause after the one year probationary period. 
9.5	 ~Ioyees dismissed for violating an Authority rule or regulation other than that involving.. 
use or possession of alcoholic beverages shaJI not be eligible for restoration under this P/I. , 
9.6	 When an el1'l>loyee reports to his or her department with an EAP restoration letter. he or 
she must be returned to the payroll no later than ten (10) work days after such report 
except where an el1'l>loyee is to be placed in an available, bUdgeted, non-safety-sensitive 
position pursuant to Section 6.8. 
10.0	 RANDOM TESTING 
The following shall only apply to random tests: 
10.1	 No disciplinary action will be taken against an employee who tests positive for alcohol in 
a random test if (i) the employee has no record of prior positive drug and/or alcohol tests 
at the Authority and (Ii) the employee col1'l>letes rehabilitation as herein descri>ed. The 
el1'l>loyee shall be referred to the Employee Assistance Program, relieved of his or her 
responsibilities, and given the opportunity for rehabilitation through that program. The 
el1'l>loyee will be -In a No Pay" status, however, he/she will be permitted to use accrued 
leave balances during hislher participation in the En1>loyee Assistance Program. Once the 
employee is certified as drug/alcohol free and otherwise eligible for restoration under 
section 9 of the policies, the employee will be restored to duty. The employee will be 
required to submit to an Authority-administered drug/alcohol test before he or she will be 
returned to duty. 
10.2	 Refusal to take a random alcohol test as directed will be deemed an admission of improper 
use of alcohol and treated as if the erre:>Ioyee had been found positive. In addition, the 
employee will be subject to appropriate discipline for failure to comply with a direct order 
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for which the penalty may be dismissal. Employees who report unreasonably late after 
they are directed for testing or who do not appear at all shall be considered as having 
refused the test. 
10.3	 Representatives of the Authority and the Union have met to discuss the method in which 
random testing will be conducted. The random testing will be conducted in a manner 
which accords with the appropriate standards of medical safety and which respects 
employee privacy and the standards of work-place faimess and decency, as well as the 
Authority's needs for efficiency in its operation. The method of random testing will require 
that the Authority develop a list of unique selected numbers (e.g. social security numbers) 
which pool of numbers will be used for random selection; avoidance of the use of actual 
employees names in the selection has the purpose of avoiding any suspicion of subjectivity 
in selection. The Authority will inform the union of selection methods to be used. It is 
understood that mobile vans may be used to facilitate the collection of test samples with 
minimal work disruption and to accommodate the work locations of employees. 
. 
10.4	 Whenever it is feasible to do so during day time hours, the Authority will transport and 
escort employees to the testing site. The Authority will transport and escort employees 
who are required to report at night to the testing site. Employees who are not transported 
and escorted are required to report for testing to the appropriate medicBI :.~':>'-·s·"'>~" 
center or other appropriate testing site, as directed by supervision, as soon as possible VI" 
public transportation. Use of an employee's personal vehicle is prohibited unless the 
employee is escorted by supervision. 
10.5	 For purposes of meeting service to the public, absences created by random drug/alcohol 
testing will be filled as per current practice for filling any other open work. 
10.6	 An employee who is required to submit to a blood alcohol test following a breath analysis 
test will be relieved of hislher responsibilities pending the results of the blood alcohol test. 
Should the blood alcohol test result in a negative finding, the employee will be paid for the 
time held out of service as if he/she had worked. 
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Holiday 
New Year's Day 
Lincoln's B.D. 
Washington's RD. 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Veterans Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
Personal Day 
Employee's RD. 
* 
APENDIXF 
TWU 
Holiday Schedule 
2000 
Date /Day of Obs. 
December 31 - Fri.· 
February 11 - Fri.· 
February 21- Mon. 
May 29-Mon. 
July 4 - Tues. 
September 4- Mon. 
November 10 - Fri* 
November 23- Thurs. 
December 25 - Mon. 
** 
NA 
2001 
DatelDay of Obs. 
January 1 - Mon. 
February 12 - Mon. 
February 19 - Mon. 
May 28-Mon. 
July 4 - Weds. 
September 3- Mon. 
November 12 - Mon.* 
November 22- Thurs. 
December 25 - Tues. 
** 
NA 
2002 
DateIDay Obs. 
January 1 - Tues. 
February 12 - Tues. 
February 18 - Mon. 
May 27 -Mon. 
July 4 - Thurs. 
September 2- Mon. 
November 11 - Mon. 
November 28- Thurs. 
December 25 - Weds. 
** 
NA 
As a general rule, holidays which fall on a Saturday or Sunday will be observed on 
Friday or Monday respectively. 
** Personal Day shall be taken at the employee's discretion subject to departmental 
circumstances and supervisory approval. 
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APPENDIX G-l 
Stipulation and Agreement 
Whereas, the pa.rties are seeking to resolve a number of i$sues related to
 
release time.
 
Whereas", the resolution of these issues is in the furtherance of sound
 
labor-managem.:nt relations.
 
It is hereby agreed as follows: 
FIRST:	 The parties agree that the current level of 47 full-time Union paid
 
release time positions shall be increased by six (6) positions for a
 
total of 53 positions. As in the past, these individuals are not able
 
to participate in picking jobs during the period when granted
 
Union paid release time. If the Union seeks to change the
 
individuals holding these positions at a time other than a pick, the
 
Union will work with rrumagernent: to minimize any operatior..al
 
impact. Those individuals returning to work for l\TYC Transit wm,
 
where possible, be granted normal seniority preferences.
 
SECOND:	 The five (5) employees who are currently being carried absent
 
without leave and are working for TWU, LocatI00 will have their
 
status changed to an approved leave of absenceWithol,1t pay for the
 
Union ·for the entire period during which they have been absent.
 
THIRD:	 The Union agrees to continue participation in the Employee
 
Recognition Program. When one of the hourly positions in the
 
program is vacated,1WU, Local 100 and NYC Transit will jointly
 
interview and select the replacement
 
FOUR-TIl:	 NYC. Transit agrees to convert the 13 part-tirn.e NYC Transit paid
 
release time positions in the Division of Maintenance ofWay into
 
13 full-time paid rel~aselime positions subject to the rules set forth
 
in the collective bargaining agreement.
 
FOR: NYC 1ransit 
ll...<­'b.. ~ /"'~ /'(}h/f) I
 
laWTence G. Reuter Rog Toussaint Date {~ 
President Pl-esident 
TOTR.. P.E'S 
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MfA New ~otk City Tnnsit Authonty 
Office of Labor Relations 
Stipulation and Agreement 
Stipulation and Agreement entered into this.1l.1h.. day of December 200l by 
and between NYC Transit and Transport Workers Union, I.ocallOO. 
Whereas, a dispute has arisen conceming vacation bm.efits for UniOn 
IepIes~ntatives who are on full-time release long term without pay to worle for the 
Union who then returned to work for NYC Transit; and 
Whereas, the Transit Authority and the Union have mutually agreed upon a 
settlement of the instant matter without the necessity of any further proceedings 
hereupon; and 
~as,the settlement of the.instant matter is in furthennce of sound labor 
relations, 
It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the parties hereto as follows: 
P...."ST:	 Employees who are granted Jong" term £un-time release without pay work 
fOT TWU, Local 100 will be able to freeze certainvacation leave time for 
use should they return to work for NYC Transit as {oRows: 
a)	 Any va~tionleave not utilized in the yeu in which they are 
granted unpaid leave to work for the Union will be frozen; and 
b)	 A prorate share of accrued vacation based. upon the number d 
months worked for NYC Transit in the vacation yeat" in whi..h 
they take leave to work lor the Union will be frozen for later use; 
c)	 The maximumnumber of vacation days granted when the 
employee returns to work shaD not exceed 25 days. Any days 
accrued exceeding the 25 vacation days can be cashed out.at the 
end of the leav~ year in accord with the parties' agreement 
concerning single day vacatiOIl5. 
Example! 
Assume the vacation year is the calendar year. On July 1, an 
employee is granted full-time unpaid release time to work for the Union. 
The employee is entitled to four weeks vacation and has utilized two 
weeks prior to July 1. The two weeks not yet utilized will be frozen for 
later use. 
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In addition,.. the employee has a<nUed two additional weekS while 
working during the period January 1 throngh June 30 prior to going to 
work [or the Union. .These two weeks can also be frozen for later use. 
The employee re~ to work on January 1, four years later. They 
would ~ entitled to the four weeks frozen as. set forth above. 
SECOND:	 The entering into this Stipulation shan notbe construed as an 
admission by NYC Transit that it has ~oJated any provision of the 
collective bargaining agreement between NYCTrclnsit and the Union.. nor 
shaD it constitute a precedent for the deteonination of any other disputes 
between NYC Transit and the U.tlian. In this regard it is expressly . 
understood the auangexnenth~ is predicated exclusively upon the 
special circumstances of this matter and sbaIlnotbe construed to 
zepzesentany'policy or procedure of NYC Transil. Purthamore, this 
Stipulations hall notbe offered in evid~for any purpose or for any 
administrative, judicial or o1her proceedingexcept of the purpose of 
enforcing the obligation contained herein. 
J.i ~J. {U9oY -It-<',. ~ tl nfr,~~~ For.~~d Br.~~~~/trBy: ". . f1 n I 
TOTPL P.B3 
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6/3196 
Release 
New York City T::'a.nsit agrees t::2 release vith pay 3 (tbree) me.t:......rs 
of :.ocal 100 ~"E~i~~ to the Union Assistance ::>1:ogLaa as peer 
counsellors for the purpose of ~ield education and intervention. 
These 3 (three) employees are in addition to the S (five) peer 
counselors/representatives mentioned in the contract secticms 1.20 
c ... d. r wid: ~rin9s tlle total to 8 (eigbt) employees released for 
CAP purposes. In addition r NYCI' aqrees to release 2 (tvo) 
adci:i-:ional membP...rs of ~cal :..00 to serve on the Safety CoPmittee 
for a total of S. 
OA union representative may e.sccrt a retiree to East Nev York upon 
his/her retirement. The safety walk around at each fac.iJ.i.1:.y once 
per ~th vill be restored. ID ac:lditioJ1 r shop steVarc!s at n 
depots (1Iaintenance), OA clerical aDd traffic checkers will De 
qran-:ed. paid =elease for the purposes and under the ccnc:litions 
specified in Se~ion 1.~6 A and C of the collee:t.ive ~9 
ac;reement. 
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APPENDIX G-2
 
Tha r&~~1e. &gTe. to worx toqe~h.r i~ good !ait~ to e=aure 
t.h&t boeh th. thUOz:l. uui Xanag-.c~ rill not be ..carr••••el by 
4avelop1u~ a work lobeciule that cau••• cUreat c:=tact b.ew.~ '%W 
npnlct.c! cl.&D.r. &Ad. WIP J1~t1eip&Au. 
XU&g'GI8Jl~ may utilise n» ~an1c:i:pUlta iA aob!la waD ~e... 
if 1~ iz:l.clu4e•• l ••d eleaaer. 
%A BtaUC2U_ .~uate work g&D98 rill be util1aN LA • gtY'ell
locati=. 
KaAa.,....slt =ay .uppleaaGc the dP gaDq vit.h acIcUt1a.zal WlI', 
but. aazmce reciuce ~ TW -aZ')r:~c:ce at .1IaA locationa. nta 
pr:v1.icm cnly appli•• to the .uppluumtal "'OZ'k perfc::ad Ull J.~ il 
ClOt: applicable to oZ' affact: tha avr-ecl vp~ Z"*l\lct1=u in elaa.ra. 
1SaDaV-.sl~ ...-ree. t= id.Clt1fy eA. t.ndn'l po.it.i=.a b car 
Zqa.ipmmlt eh&t will ba ..uject to rwplac.-at by wa-a. ~ 
nplac:eaenc occur.. the loweat ee:iority cleaer(a) • .baJ.l be 
Ul"Placed. ~1r.t. ClNAU'a rill fill oracu.oi... 1: thei.r 0'WIl 
cU~ai01l_ 1.~ a.,.tl~l._ prior to beJ.:g .8at t.o uaothar cUY1.ic=. 
It no ~can=y azi.ata t:ha.. tAl _cl.."az: wU.l rw'i" 1: hi.;"r OWD 
?-".ckecl loc&.ti.c= UZltll .uch- u.- •• & vaaucy u.t.ta. 
It &. cl.Ular ia tar=ed to ~.ill &. vacancy iA aJloehar t!lviaicm• 
• aid clea:ar will ba g1YCl t.ha oppcrtu:.1ty to .zerc-..;.aA b.J.4/har 
.udcr1t;y to nttu:U too tua/h.r olcl c:U.viatc= wbeA & pi-ok cc~ura aJUl 
& ~C&Dcy azia~'. 
HaAaV.-.zl!; avrae. na~ t.o racl\lca mara thaA 300 c:la&Dera fram 
uy .iqle cU.rtaic=_ i.e. Stat1c=. O~ C&z' lq\UpuDt. &Acl OILly to ~. 
1...,.1 COZlaiataAt with Pe-agraph , (a) o~ tJL. ~r&Ddu:a of 
~~atuc11n.g. 
-~t a~a•• that 100 c:1.a&:Aen -frc=a eacb divi.aicm. 1;.~ 
It&tJ.ou &JIll c~ EquipaaA' will la. ~,.aa t1le oPJ-~ty ~ ..,..... 
&. pefarea.ce 1:0 bac:01Ila l ..d cla&J:Ler.. AI t!ae uaci U'1... to 
utili.. laa4 cleuar.. they rill ba c:.bc8Cl trDII eA. lJ..~ 111. 
.R.icrity OZ1!.r. -. . 
.....~ .. _ _J_= '" mm:l.u. o~ Ca:»MmC~~ t.l~ ~ prcra"'" the "~~ - .• ~ ... 1 e·.parti•• agre. that. ther. V11l be a .inim" of 150 .aaa c ean :a; 
ritA 75 Dai:q chc.8A frc:- SQ~iCZl. &A4 75 !n- CAr Z..,u.p-~ 
4aapi'. ~ ultimat.a 41YiI1~ o! .thair a••i~t. 
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bu.a cl.Ul.in~ ~!. ~. ~:~ :.:: ~-';'.i ci"9Q I;, uC)~ aC p-.a.Ll ~ t!.::a at &Bd oi 
eauz.) lJn4a=:..: C;.~~"'&ACl•• :.ay e~o u•• of ~. in th••• ana. 
b. u ••ci tc raduc:. t.ha O'V'erall quo~. ct cl&&Zlers or claa.aar/heJ.per•• 
t.e&d cla&Dar. lull be paid a ciiff.Z'aa~1 ..1 f"r all h:N.=. 
,",:'k.cl Ulcl .Ail. en pald. V"&c:a~1CA. :;ut r.~t wtL11. t&kinlJ uy otau 
paid or ~.p..i~ laav.. r.ae &~e.d u~~ ~f~araat1al i. the 1&Sa 
ter all ti=. worke6, ~tr~iiAt or.cvert~. 
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Stipulation and Agreement 
It is hereby agreed by and between, TWU Local 100 ("Local 100") and 
New York City Transit Authority ("NYCT") that the MOU signed on September 
18, 1996 by Local 100 and NYCT regarding WEPs in the Car Equipment 
Department will be implemented in the following manner: 
1.	 The CTAjlead cleaner pick will provide relief in those instances 
where a lead cleaner is not available for work, and replacement is 
appropriate. 
2.	 WEPs will be assigned to work at C/E terminals to supplement 
employee work gangs in the cleaning of cars. The parties agree 
that NYC Transit employees and WEP participants will work in 
separate work gangs at a ~erminal. To the extent possible, and if 
practicable, gangs will work on separate tracks depending on 
workload. 
3.	 Lead cleaners will perform the type of duties listed in the attached 
job description in addition to cleaning duties. Lead Cleaners will 
not be disciplined or held responsible for WEP non-performance. 
4.	 Parties will address other WEP-related issues as they arise. 
Arnold Cherry 
Vice President 
Transport Workers U 
80 West End Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
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JOB DESCRIPION
 
LEAD CLEANER
 
NYC Transit is seeking Cleaners for the position of Lead Cleaner to work with 
Work Experience Program participants. The lead Cleaner should have the 
ability to work and communicate w~1I with others and possess good 
organizational skills. The Lead Cleaner will report to a supervisor and 
perform other duties, in addition to cleaning such as; 
1.	 Act as a lead for a gang of 6-10 Work Experience Program participants. 
2.	 Train Work Experience Program participants in the fieldi 
3.	 Hand out routine assignments and equipment. 
•	 Issuing safety vests, and supplies needed for task. 
•	 Assign participants general cleaning task once group has arrived at 
location, e.g. all cleaning functions related to subway cars. 
4.	 Perform administrative duties related to the program such as attendance, 
timekeeping related functions; 
•	 Insuring daily time control logs are filled out when reporting on and off 
duty, in and out for lunch and any movement during the course of the 
day. Insure sheets are handed to supervisor at end of day. 
•	 Attendance roster check. All participant absences are communicated 
to supervision. 
•	 Reporting any unusual occurrences and submitting reqUired
 
documentation.
 
The Lead Cleaner will receive a differential of a $1.70 per hour while working 
in the Work Experience Program. This differential will also be applicable to 
paid vacation hours. 
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APPENDIX G-3 
6/3/9' 
Procedures for Religious Ac:ccmmodation 
New York Ci:ty :'n.nsit and '1'Wtr I.A::>cal 100 believe it to be in their 
mutual interest to de.siqn and i::ple-ent procedures tha~ will allow 
~e reas....~le accommodation o~ employteC.s J religious o~ce 
ritJ:l.in the con~ o~ the business needs of the employer· am the 
seniority rights of the employees. To that end, the parties 
mutually agree as follows: 
A. Any employee desi=inq to avail hU/herself ef these r.uigious 
accommodation procedures sbaJ.l flle a request on an a.nm:lU basis. 
SUch request shall ccntain appropriate suppor--inq dOC"T'Perrt:atj.on 
evidence. As part of 'the request, the employee sball speci;fy each 
....... _4" ~~_ • ....__ .... ~_.... ------~-.. ~-- .-- ------- ..-- ~-
-~ -. - 4- ..-. -_...- -. -_• ..,....~ 6••'·..." ....~J'. ~~u:tee5 
..y oJUy request relic;ioas accoamodation for days on which work is 
prohibited by the teneu of their reliqion. 
B. The designated Employer official at the facility shall work 
with the desiqnated Union represe.ntative at the faciUty am the 
employee :-equestinq aCCClmIlodation to secure an acceptable ·vork 
schedu..le. The parties have aCJ%eed that the £ollovinq proceclares 
shall be utilized: 
1. "Cb.a.nqe of ROO.· 'l'!Us procedure shall be used in 'the 
accomllodation context ~o eDaJ::):le those requi.rinq a day ~~ for 
religious reasons to exc:baDc;e work sb.i.£ts with other qual ifieci 
empl.oyees in the same job classif'ication. O'tilization ~ sua. 
consensual \lork shift dlanqes is not intended to be availaJ:)le 
solely ~or re.liqious acccmmodaticn cmd sJ:aa.ll not. be delUed solely 
Qecause the request is not based em re.l.iqious a~atiii~t1cm. 
2. ·Split- ROO's. For pm:poses of ac:eomm.odation, the 
employer ll1ay post jobs vith. split RDO's provided, hcvever r that no 
employee lIlay be so assigned involuntarily nor :aay any employee be 
denied his/her pick rights. The parties shall work cooperatively 
in advance of ~e pick to insQre that no jobs with split R1)()'s qo 
unpic:ked. This ac;reement shall nat be considered a p1:ecedent for 
any purpose ether than reliqious acco:modation nor .ay it be 
iDtroduced in any future proceeai.nq, il1clud.inq izrterest 
arbitratioD, for such a purpose. 
Every effort shaJ.l be made to allov the emp.loyee requestinq 
acccDedati"n to secure an RnO, :N'bal exchange of .. vcrk ...~t or 
! oth~ ccntra~l means oCsecurinq the day Qf~, provicled that 
seniority riqh1:S shal.l not be infri.nqed. In no event shall an 
:employee ~h:S2 ~eliqious acco=moaatiQn application bas been 
accepted be required or permitted to worx on a day of re.J.iqious 
observance. 
c. ~se..nces occa.sioned sole~y by religious observance for :ar. 
employee whcse reliqious acco~tion application nas been 
accepted und~ ~"'l~sp. pr~edUT.es bllt ~~ r..o~ able to be ac:-.colP1DOd<\~~ 
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6/3/96 
Pre~dur~ ~:'r	 ~eligious Aeeo:modation 
(con-e' d) " 
shal~ be considered excc.sed ..ithou~ pay. 
D. Where the lmmr-ll- ,.;,f e1lploy~ at a particular locaticm seekinq 
~c=:1:mlodat::"on on a partic::ula~ clay Testll~ .in an i.na.bility to cover 
the required vor.k and. manaqeaent determines that the work ~ kle 
covered" -:hen =nsisten~ with the co~~ect=.ve bargaining agreeaent, 
the work ..il.~ be covereci 'by assigninq ercra-list urploy... to the 
assiqnment in question. If no such e%1:...-a list employees are 
"availal:>le" then" consistent with t!I.e collective ~q 
aqree:en-e" e.ployees of the location Who have not requested a 
religious acccmmoc:lation shall be assic;11eci to vork on S't:rait;llt tUae 
when possibJ.e" O'V~i:e if necessary. 
These proceclures shall be i5ple:ented in the Depart:::ent ~ Buses 
but ":JJ:II.y be t!!X't.encied by aqreement" to other Depart:eni:s iD t:be e~ 
tha~ the need. so arises. 
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APPENDIX G-4 
e NewYork CItyTransit 
December 30, 1997 
Mr. WlUle James. Preside",t
 
Trensport Woriters Union. LDea, 100
 
80 West End Avenue
 
NtrW Yont, New York 10023
 
Oe.r Mr. James; 
This letter will confirm the part185 agr,emant oer"efu'nino certain b@nMJt 
changes to bQ provIded throuQh the Healt'" Benefit TNst. 
Ptllt., B9IIemt 
The TN8t win continua to provide dent8J ben8flts 1hmugh AMU. ~thin 
netwol1t delms will bQ rBimbursed at the fee schedule described as SpBdnlm 
Plus (1994 GHI booklet). Out of ~twor1< claims 'Nill be reImbursed at the rates 
which exJ.sted prior to use of the Sp42ctrum PhJ5 rates. 
Covtl!ftl0CStep, Child"" 
Stepchildren will be inchJd8d In coverage ;or drug, dental and optical benefits. 
Tmttlc Ch,ck,1S 
Traffic ChocJ(ers who have been wor1cing for a minImum or 1 full year S8r\';ce 
wlP recGlve dOdOf's coverage through GHI·CBP with a $10 CG-f'AY 8tre~e as 
aoon a$ possible. After one-ysr.1r. Ihe partle; will review the eligibility o'-all 
emplDY88& These employees who CNet· ~ one-year period wort lela Inan 
72Q.. hAu~ (or average of 60 hours per month) because they haVe refused 
work or failed to eppear for easigned waft(. will no Ion;'" ~ eligible for 
benefit&. Each ·year. thereafter, the aarne elfglbility crfteria must be met for 
continued bonefit.. 
UTA He- Yor4c City T,.,.,., ••" lGer'lcY O' I". '-Ifl'opel,\8f\ ",~e~atio" "II!"O~. ~..,.0' N_ YOt"c 
E v,ror COll"'~Y. C,,",IIr1'l'!a,., 
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If} 002ID: DEC 31 'Yt' Y;j~ NO.UUi l"'.~ 
Mr. WIllie Jama•• President 
Page 2 
Docember 30, 1997 
TraffIC Ched<ere will also be ellglbll to receive optJeaI benefits If they meet the 
elfglblllty requr~menrs set forth above. 
Please indlcate YO'"' approval by ligring befow. 
I concur, 
~~~--
TYJU.local1DO 
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AWARt> 
The appropriate contribution otLocal 100 participating 
members to their Health Benefit· Trust to cover the additional 
medical costs enqendered by the newly legislated retirement 
proqra. providinq ~or retirement on and after the age ot 55 
years vith 2S years of employment shall be .70' ot vaqes 
. eftective fro. August 1, 1995 a~d increased to 1. of vaqes 
effective froa September ~~ 
oct:ober/(I. 199.5  
Kilton RUbin, bilEritor 
r, Hilton Rubin, hereby affirm that I prepared this
 
Opinion and Avard.
 
OCtober /~, 1"5 ~;....rT'_r _ 
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tOt MaUCpolJ.tan 'h"'an.po~.uon AuCoZ'1~y 
aaa lfew Ynk ~ty ~.1t AU~=-~~y 
~J Dam.ao aeda, Pn8~ 
IA:lcal. 100. ~~ worlta~. Union of Mariea 
h. 0»13 OJ'PD 
Datal ~ 21. 1114 
-
• .­ a • •••• 
-. TlllJ. Local 10D _. ~"1o,e l..,iJo­
.lacun t:o pa.. AW6~ encl· S ~ ., bill.' 
noVi4in9 a 35-1 palla Oft 'to DU1.~ n~ 
aploy_ or =u. ... Ym:k ~l1:y ~~ ~\I­
~orl~, ~. oo.~ O~ Vb1cll 18 ~ ~. paiL! tor 
by -.play.. canuibuUou aDd . 
lIKDDI, Ula *~po11ta.ft ~anapon.aC10ft 
AUCo¥'lty -eaa .I1S. ~t the pMll1= aap-=
of tile bill, _ cafted, lap.... 110 ~ Oft 
t1fs Nn t~~ C:1~ TJtanalt A\l~~, ami 
_, t!l. .~cl11:an T'ranapoJ:1:&~1= 
Author1~ u. ra1.ect aqains: =. bUl· thD. 
a~~ tha~ ~ea1. 100·. anftouaoed vl11.1nq· 
n... to baV. ~ara pay &11 -.d1cal ca.~ 
&••oc~.~.4 vi~ ~. bill. 1. ~anfozeaabl•• 
antS 
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~, the q\1••~1on ot an e'V&1u.a~1on ot 
what .....r cone~ibuc1ana would 'afray addi­
tional aecUo&l axpan._ 1. in 41IlNt., Local 
100 havaq al1-tM ~t .22' !os .ppl"Opriat.,
and ~ X.~opol~t&ft ~an.,c~at1oft Au~or1~y 
havJ.n9 ~ec1 2. 'I', . 
HOW, fltt1(ifCU. r.ooa1. loOO banDy _vr••• 1 
1. 1.00&1 lC1' Glplayeea vill make • contr1bu~·ion ~o 
~a1r HeaJ.1:b len.t1t Trust d••1qnai.cs to ccrJ'U' t.he macUcal QC.~. 
of ttl. newly leq1.1a~a4 aqa '5 rat:1reB~~: 
:z. ~u celt Y111 ba paid cut of tha aqtr.ad upon- va,. 
1zu:ra.... tor t.ba l~ t:VO yean of m. nert ccll.ot1ve bal'1a.in­
Usv aqraUlaft't' 
2. Local 1.00 aDd ~. ~.1t A~taori~y, tcllov~; ~e 
p••••q. or A~ met , (1-;2A in~ 1.", "U1 n.~i.~. toZ' 30 
&lay. an th. ~ of ~. ccm~~ibuticn MCMaary eo C:OV.Z' ua 
casu of aq. 51 n-t1nzan~: 
•• l'Ollav1nq Qat ~c day par1oc1, It no &U.Q&~ t.~P! 
bee!l raac.htld. a1t.har lIarty ay ~ arb1~%at:1cn ot th. uau•• 
I~ ~ pam.. an Wl&bl. eo &CJ'Z'•• = an _=1tntor vi~1n 15 
«lay. o~ _i4 ~, .1~" paftY _y raquast ~~ the panl.. 
: . . 
~~ brpirtial Az'.i~n~~ appoint a .pee1&1 ari:li.~1:l'r ~D . 
4aa14. ~. du~t.. hllov1nq. hear1.nv, tbe aftitn'CoZ' MaU. 
award ~ .J)prcpr1au llUSbar ,.. ccmtr1bUt1on. lU- c!.~1na'C1cn 
ahall be t1nal ancl ld,n1Sln9 Clft bOUJ ~•• , 
's. I.oca1 100. by &f~1.Jtin9 l.u aivnatur. l:).lOtl, 
~U'&n'C••• t.ha~ thb of:-r v1ll rULI1n opan b~ prior to and fer 
10 days tQl~cvin~ p••••,. into , "'lV at A \'J06Q and s~; 
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5. The p.~ie. 1n~and ~ o~11q&~1on. t.p=••4 by ehl. 
Afneaan~ = laa 1.ftco~ora~.4 1.a~a alu! enactacl aa Plzot af t.halr 
flU": 08~l~ty. bUfle1ftinq &9~..a~. 
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a New York City Transit
 
March 3, 1999 
Mr. WIllie James, President 
Transport Workers Union, local 100 
80 West End Avenue 
New Yorie, NY 10023 
Re: Health Benefit Trust 
Dear Mr. James: 
This will memorialize the offer which NYC Transit made at our March 2 
emergency Health Benefit Trust meeting in order to provide an altemate 
health plan for those employees and retirees partldpating in HIP New Jersey. 
NYC Transit would agree to provide a risk HMO as an option for those 
participants who are Medicare eligible through Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of New York ($5 PCP/$10 Spec. with unlimited RX $7/$15). The premium 
would be paid through the Trust. 
Present HIP New Jersey partidpants will have the option, without making 
additional contributions, to switch to GHI which is greatly expanding its 
network of providers. In addition, NYC Transit would be willing to offer an 
additional choice of plans for this discreet group of people prior to collective 
bargaining. The Aetna US Healthcare plan that we discussed at the trust 
meeting, i.e. In network-$10 PCP/$10 Specialist copays/out-of-network ­
$1000 deductible{70% reimbursable, proVides a benefit and choices much 
greater than provided by HIP at a modest co-payment. . 
The new plan, however, is much more costly to provide than GHI or HIP 
because of the added features. NYC Transit would be Willing to have the 
additional cost paid for through Trust reserve rather than have the 
em ployees contribute toward their benefits dUring the period prior to 
collective bargaining. This would be accomplished by redudng the one 
month reserve which we agreed would be established In December 1999 by 
any additional cost incurred by the Trust in providing the new plan versus the 
HIP plan. 
\.~T;"N€-w ~C~o(·::. -·.=-S.~·:C"'::;~-:("·~·-::·--:-·"2ircCJ'J·.:~;'" -'=-SDC'r~c:~:-- ~,,;r"".C~7·J ~:::€-CI:;E''''' 1~·"'. 
~ Virg:1 Ccnwa:.... : -o,-.-;.ar­
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Mr. Willie James 
March 3, 1999 
Page 2 
By providing both GHI and Aetna US Healthcare, our employees and retirees 
will have viable options with modest co-payments with no additional out-of­
pocket expenses at this time. 
Please let me know your thoughts. 
cc:	 L Reuter 
Trustees 
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May 11, 1999 
Mr.	 Willie James, President 
Transport Woneers Union, Local 100 
80 West End Avenue 
New Yone, NY 10023 
Re: Health Benefit Trust/Interim Agreement 
Dear Mr. James: 
At the Health Benefit Trust meeting on March 28, the union trustees asked that NYC 
.Transit o'ffer the Aetna US Healthcare ~an to new employees who live in New Jersey 
in addition to those employees who were utilizing the HIP New Je~ program. 
NYC Transit will agree to offer the same Aetna plan to new employees hired after 
March 31 who live in New Jersey under the same tenns as we offered the ptan to 
employees and retirees who were utiliZing HIP New Jersey. The Aetna plan is more 
costly to provide than GHI or HIP because of its added features. NYC Transit would 
be willing to have the additional cost paid for through the Trust reserve rather than 
have the em~oyees contribute toward their benefits during the period prior to 
collective bargaining. This would be accomplished by redudng the one month 
reserve which we agreed would be established in December 1999 by any additional 
cost incurred by the Trust in providing the new plan versus the HIP ptan. 
In entering into this interim agreement, the parties agree that it shall not be utilized 
as a precedent for the determination of future disputes or issues. In addition, this 
interim agreement shall not be offered In evidence for any purpose or for any 
administrative, judicial or other proceeding except for the purpose of enforcing the 
obligations contained herein. 
If you agree to tt1ese terms, please indicate your ~currence by signing below. 
i t
 
f tJbor ReJations
 
cc:	 L Reuter
 
Trustees
 
MTA ~"" Yv,k C,ry Tra"'S'1 's an agency cl :he MerrOOClr'an T'anscc'c.allon Autnonry. Slate 01 New 'fo,I< 
E V"9,i ConWay. Ct\a"mar-. 
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Brookly'1 NY 11201 President 
APPENDIX G-S 
a NewYorkCityTransit 
April 27, 2000 
Mr. Willie James, President
 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100
 
80 West End Avenue
 
. New York, NY 10023 
Re: Commingled Maintenance Facilities . 
Dear Mr. James: 
The purpose of this letter is to memorialize the parties' recent understanding 
concerning the commingling of Transit Authority and MaBSTOA hourly 
emr:!oyees at Central Maintenance facilities. 
The parties have agreed that the ratio of TWU, Local 100 represented 
maintenance employees in the Central Maintenance Facilities will be established 
at approximately 60% TA to 40% OA employees. It is understood that in order to 
achieve this goal, a reduction in CMF headcount may be required. The 60% ­
40% ratio is a cumulative goal for all CMF facilities when looked at as a whole, 
and does not apply to any individual facility. In fact, NYC Transit will open the 
Zerega Avenue facility initially with a ratio of 50% TA to 50% OA employees. 
It is understood that at any commingled facility, the employees from both 
Authorities will work and be assigned as one workforce without consideration as 
to whether they are TA or OA employees. They will work side-by-side with one 
common set of working conditions in keeping with the procedures presently in 
. place at the 207 Street, CMF facility. 
Concurrent with the opening of Zerega Avenue, the CMF facilities at East New 
York and Crosstown will revert back to being staffed by Transit Authority 
employees until such time as the second Central Maintenance facility is opened. 
It is understood that with the opening of the second Central Mainte.nance facility, 
all eMF facilities will be co-mingled and subject to the parameters outlined 
above. 
With the opening of the second Central Maintenance facility, all parties agree to 
meet to reevaluate the 60% - 40% ratio set forth herein. 
The distribution of work among CMF facilities will continue to be at the sole 
discretion of management based upon the needs of service. 
MTA Ne·.... York C;~I Transit IS an agency of the ~'elJopolitan T,ansporration Authollly. State 01 New York 
E '.' r0:1 Con'.f':;~! C...... ?~:r-:t~:~ 
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Mr. Willie James 
Page 2 
April 27, 2000 
J1IAlt
. Millard Seay 
. Senior Vice President 
Department of Buses I concur with the above, 
Willie J es, President 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
TWU, Local 100 
~dez. Vice President 
es Whalen, Director 
U, Local 100 
Tom Lenane, Division Chairman 
TWU, Local 100 
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CDun:l !rf4111UIWlct FadJlty (lJI~ AJUlaa
 
N8W '(crt C::1 irmslit and tho Tra:a,on WClCU'I Unioa. Local 100 (Va1cD) "-10 Uw 
opC'lZicn of I ccmminlil'J <:=ni M'im"'mcD Faclity IDd Azzntxa ~ to the 
foDcrwma loIrmIlI'd caDtirtnre' 
1)	 c..ni ~~F~ INI Anncu:I wm Do amd by DepctunIat otBuICl 
TA &lid OA ccmminIIed in b du. a( buc IK)C UmiSid ~.IMB.. 
BMA Od and BW'.. Q ...Depot wiD iIat be CC WAil_ .,.. lime. 
llII ~UIcnly IDd the UDioD raerve thB riPt Ie nviIh t!is iaua am. -=ops oi 
wwk ~.U»C.-.l MaialIDlnCil Pe;iity prolfllZil chap or 4_ueUmI 
• a .,, "men clza"p. 
2)	 Tho &Mi&1 fimc&zoa. at u.o Catni Ma.ln:ea&nc:II hcWty 4",... will inr::lvd, 
but In ncn 5mirecfto. - body,."..a aDd ~ bus remIIlUfIr..-ft&. 
wMeieJsm J'eU'D&. -.M)"-' coulpOU'lt aMaZSbly aai i1roject 1Peci!c 
~ put&. na-boicc, ~ be cbuepd u and. req\lira. 
3)	 Employees M1ectiq ~Ulipaw.. IZ Caanl MaiD=ance PIIiiityad 
...·n wiD he IUbjIlClID aD ---IIY~ aDd & 2 year lea in. ~~ 
~ thuo potIricm will be ·u 'uiped- wIaIa pcfblw:iac punl..n. 
.)	 on. Uuioa mr;( M.-pm1lJl ~~ SA ...mal pet Df1iis ~amn ia10 
~ a pnxi~ IIMIi coaq4d£ift ",1M priftla -=aer. NIW YCIIk City 
TnaIit aad tha UJIi= wm mIUn aDd maritor 1ha work ;>eformanc:a OIl & 
resular buh. 
S)	 To me tlla.I!m& thIllba npeiDS otu-. &ell_ c:rara V8C1&nd" uayow_. iza tM 
11ft. they wiB be SId in IDariry ord. u • .-lariJes ., th.t poolfll . 
amIIldy ciJplACld 01. W TA. 1M'"'iinen ~..hckIi,. other pcIiIicu Of are 
iD • DO wark s&aZI:L M 'qu wi! 'be IMde ta JSOCiPI aJI DClG-~ illdivilt.aa1l 
u expedidcu&1y u ~ fix III ~p UP" nwlcaJ ",,·nPMdoa. n illbi 
ccmznc= aoaJ of New Ycdt Oty Trusit _the UIIioa u» haw 111&.... 
~~ ~.)who opt tEa ram to _,.ejwr titJ.m.l,..tM 
IDIdicaI gwmjrprina m1ho.- poaillana by ~ 3. 1196. AD ~ wiD be 
..to ~ dIia ptOCUI with t.ka NYC ctPcncaad where 
qsp6cahle 1'bD1i ml!fvi4ua11 m~ no wert DIUa wtm "'10 f'IQml m won: 
mglt pIA • rr*ita1 aaiuz:ion. nx- who do net pall cha .am at ~ Ume due 
to a \IlZZSpcn:y mediciIJ ~ wtll b. Fnn ,~,,"oeloflime to II" 
the m"';;c:a1 ~ 
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1."'0) .,.,~ ht,;A'1..· _b 1'_-------.~ - ~~ _"21 "- •• :I~- tftrraJ':"" g I • _ .! • ~.- "~)',"'......._ t'W...---- OWI_ - - ........ MliW WoI-llIltl ,.. 1IiIIiII 
1IIIplayen. bodl \heM hoi..odw pcCtiDu or ill a ISO work IIImIt bM nmained 
cmpicytC La ~ 1i\!IL lDdividwalJ....eo did DOt 'Walk fbr NIW YeaCity 
Tranm& and who an te=Old Ih&1llCaUa VlClliOIl bcDaI1u b- iiJo lW7 YlmOan 
year It S~ ,;f..l".-~i~Unl ~ had :.., ....",inai ~~~ AJl'f 
t.ve ~ tW:h u inn not 1init8d Ie JiK:;k, Mil CUIy O'YW. 
Tha &bow DCUd ~ ani the oD!y bellcau thJ:t wW apply U) diapllCed 
_pio) I e. tIw mw cUluad,laid eEl. 
.­
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6/3/95 
cen-a-al "'Ie Shop 
It is aqreed that:. ~e A\:ti1crity wi1.~ e.sta.blish a centt'al oA/n BUS 
anc:i s\U)vay c:ambince. Air conditioni....-.q and small unit repair shop. 
This shop ... il1 initially be established at the site of the Ni=~ 
Avenue Onit Shop and will be S'ta£fed by TA/OA bus aDd su!:rny 
maintainers and perform vor); on componen1:S ~onlerly rebuilt both in 
house and by vendors as lonq as the shop. ~crms in a cost 
ecmpetitive wa.y witil vendors. In 'the event 'that the shop location 
may be reloc:a~ed, tile parties re.serv1! their eonttae:tual rights 
u.n;:1er the collective barqaininq agreemen't:. (e.g- pick =ights. travel 
tae, etc:.). This shop vil~ :be established wi.thin 30 days of the 
parties agreeJ:llent of the 1:eDI:1S and c:ond:itions unaer vhich the shop 
will operate. 
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Base Shop 
~-_.:- ----...; ....
.. _......-...-...... _.._---­
Base Shop at ~ ~ev "for); under the tenls ana. coDditions, 
including procedures for ~e sel.ectie.n of Personnel.. to be agz:ea:i 
upon by the par-...ies .... i't±.i.n 30 days. The base shop cum other 
central shops i!1cludinq ~e c:.ent::r'al Ale shop, rill be iDitially 
loye.es of 't.:1e Authority, includinq ellPloy~ 
currently excessed (laid off or reassiqned) or to be excessed. in 
:'\ fU'ture .~lt o'f lover staffinq result1nq from 
prt:ldue:tiv i ty i:%pr:vements in mai.n'tenance areas. This shop vil.l be 
in operation wit .. .;~ 30 (thi.::"-1) days of such agreement. Xt is the 
parties in'tention that the work per~onleCl in the base shop shall 
inc1ude existing work per~o=ed intexnally and some vork herat:ofore 
perfor:ed by ver~~c.ct.. I'i: is als.,) aCJ%'ead tllat the Nav·Yoz:X c:.i1:y' 
Transit commi'ts to operating several other centtal:ized sb.ops (e.q. 
elec::t:ronics shop) if productivity iJlzproveJDents can justify ~ cost 
effeceive operation. 
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--M+ .. --. ..... c:i- ,t..., •• , ••__ .. _APPENDIX G-6 
The parties .ill i:Dledi.ately :i.:pleJleJ1't the 26 work iu.s ·cw::ently 
agreed to. =n ac1c:li.tion the var..k ~viev precess established by the 
c':l.l.loectiv'! t'~.T.,!"i.~i!'c: agreement: will continue and the additional 
standards ..ill be imple.meneeci each week upon completion of ei~ 
a.qreement as to standards or as directed l:ly the iJzI:partial ~. 
It is aqre.ea t.:at it is the intention of ~e parties to CCA'Ci:me 
reviewiDo; ca:rrent1.y identified job items as expeditiously as 
possible but not to exceed. 3 additional mon':hs. As c'ther jo!) itells 
are ic1enti~ied ~e parties aqree to esta.l::»lish vark stazxI.u'ds as 
sOQn· as possi;le and they are not required to Wilit for "this precess 
to i.1lple.me.nt: ~ose taes. 
It ~s also unders-:ooci tha'C these standards :ay be improved upoD aDd. 
the pa.r'eies aqree ':0 work toqe1:her to ccntinually 
z::aaintenance productivity. Thisagree.ment sha1.1 nat :e ccmstzued as 
Q 'irtii-ver of any fUture argument that such additional pxocmd;!vity 
gains are subj ect 'to gainsharinq. 
The parties recoc;n:ize that some inc:mnbA...nt :aintainers may nquire 
additional training to perter: at the levu of produc::.ivity'that is 
necessary. The work reviev tea: • shall be responsible far 
determining 'the additional· traininq that is required as vell as 
whether -ce aadi.ti.ona~ trainin<; .has sU£ficed to allow the wee:banics 
to oDtain the required deqree o:t profi.ciency. My u.intainer vb.o 
is unable to attain suc1:l profic1ency due 'CO apci~e, eYeD vim 
additional training, vill ~ o~~ered reassiqm:e.nt to another 
appropriate budqe1;ed vacancy within the Authority, to the extent 
*	 For these particular purposes (additional t:raininq aDCl 
prcficiency) there shall. be an OA work review teaa (ODe 
representative fro= the union, ODe manaqe.ment, aDd ~e 
Impartial Expe.rt:) and. a TA review t&aJI (one ~eFesentat1.v,: 
fro: the union, one 1I1anagement, and the !:%partial Expert). 
()
 I ,
 The parties shall choose tile rmpa~ia1. EXper= :Qr the. ~es 
\ J \ of 'these additional work review teaJD fUnc::e:.ons V1.th.in one
..iJ.-,; ),,\\ ",eek of ~plementationof t.~e surface maintenance proclue::tivity 
~ ~rccedures. . 
)(~	 . 
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SUtiaee Maintenance ?rodt1~;vity P;'ceedures (cent-d) 
such is permi't~ed ~y law with £i~ preference offered. to existinq 
vacancies in the same title. I~ none~ ~ to budgeted vacancies 
in Hainuiner helper or bus operator. If r.one available p employees 
may Qoose differen-: bud.geted existing vacancies in other titles, 
if quali~ied and confc.n=.s vith the la.... In 'the event that 'the 
rea.ssign:e.n-e is to a. position which carries a. lover rate of pay, 
then the transferred employee will be red-eircled (i.e. ra'te of pay 
would be entitled in the reassigned pcsition~ exceeds 'the rrozen 
rate). Any ~isputes under this provision, o'ther than payor 
reassi9n:llen~. shall be finally resolVed. by the Impartj.al J'XpP..rt. 
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f 
Stipubfton And Agreement 
Stipulation and Agreement entered into this ~ day ofAngust 2002 by the New York 
City Tnnsit Authority. and the Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Opeming 
Authority (beteinafterNYC Tmnsit) and Transport Workers Uai~ Local 100 
(hereinafter·"die Unionj. 
Wherus. the NYC TnnSit has filed a grievance d~tcd April 29. 2002. related to the 
productivity agreement as Outlinc:d in the December 15~ 1999 M~orandum of 
Understandingbdwcen the parties; ~ 
Whereas.. the Unioohas filed two grievances dated March 25. 2002 and ~ 28. 2002. 
rebtc:d to the productivity agreement; and, . . . 
-'~j~ ··:reas, NYC Transit and the Union have mutually agreed upon a settlement ofthe 
'>..::Wnt matta-without the necessity ofanyfurth« proceedings ha-c:upOn; and. 
Whereas~ NYC Transit and the Union have mutually agreed upon a plan for 
implementing the Decembc:c IS, 1999, productivity agreement. which states that the 
provisions in the 1994 and 1996 agreements related to the WoO: Procedure Review Team 
and reclassification shall continue in effect. and a copy ofwhich is attached hereto: 
. . 
Whereas, the senlement of the instant maner is in funherance ofsound labor· relations. 
It is hereby stipulated md agreed. by and between the parties hereto as follows: 
First: The Union and NYC Transit mutually agree to withdraw their grievances without 
prejudice_ 
Second: Commencing the first full payroll week in August. i.c. August -1, 2002, the lenns 
of the Dccembcr 15, 1999 Productivity Agreement (hereinaner referred io as the "PIP") 
will1>e implemented in the following eMF o~ted shops: Zerega. East New York, and 
9th Avenue and Crosstown Shops. Monitoring proCedures outlined in the PIP will utilize 
MIDAS and/or Spear. NYC Transit will provide training 10 those employees who will 
serve as the Union's designee for monitoring the process. The Union will designate one 
monitor per shift pet' location. The monitors· will also perform maintcnaoc.e wotk. 
Third: Eligible shop employees will be paid a pro-rated amount ofthe 1600 bonus for 
the period from August 4 through OClober 5. ·W02. Thisreprese.n\s 9 of the 13 weeks 
between Angust 4 and November 2, i.e.. 9113 ofS600 which equals $41 S. 
403 
Fourth: During the implementation Period in the shops. i.e. the first nine (9) week 
~-:>d, NYC Transit agrees to assign as needed 1 OA and I TA union representative to 
\VorJc Produdivity review Team (wpRT) to review repair times for any jobs or 
I' .' ccdures.in the shop tIw do Dot have a presaibed "flat rate~' time in accord with 
provision"C"" afthe DecemberlS~ 1999 agreement. This is in 8ddition to lhc 2 OA and 
;;. 1A union repf~sent:ativcs·wtioMe curreotly assigned as needed to participate in lhe 
WPRT. S~scquent to the first nine> (9) week period. the extR two (2) positions will be 
eliminated 'uuless the parties owtuaJly agree to exten~the team . 
Firth: Durjlg the rollout oftile PIP in the shops. for the period August ~t2002 through 
9cto\>et S~ 2002. NYC Trmsit wiD h~1d in abeyance the demotion provisions of the 
parties" }'994 and 1996·m3intenance productivity a~ments unless the parties agree to a 
diffe£ent date.. 
Sixth: The PIP will be implemented in the dqKJlS effective oa~ 6. 2~ unless the 
parties mutually agree to a ~ffefent date. Whefe implemented.. an employee In t!'c.shops 
:'i_~;d depots. who is compliant with the PIP during the period October 6. 2002 through 
lanuaiy 4. 2()()3-wtlt be paidaS600.00 bonus ifthe9C)O.-' comPliance standard is md. 
Tha-eaftec. the $700.00 per quarter bonus along with 95% compliance standard as set 
follh in the December 15. 1999 agreement will be applicable. 
Seventh: A senior labor/management tearn will meet eVerJ two (2) weeks during the 
roll-<>ut in the shops and the depots to review the progress ofthe implementation ofthc 
PIP and review any problems which might arise, including compliance issues. 
Eighth: The WPRT t~al has been meeting over the last few years will continue to meet 
~d will discuss and revieWjobsand procedures in the depots ,,!,here no Uflat rale timcs" 
exist as set forth in S·ection 53 of the December 1S. 1999 agree'men!. This team will then 
continue after October 5, 2002 to perfonn the functions set forth in the December 15~ 
1999 agreement. 
Nin~h: Concurrent\1Jith ltle roll.,out of.hc PIP in the shops. NYC Transit will rebuild 
some additional units in the East New York Shop c,g.. some World lIallsmission (\\r']') 
Allison B500 transmissions and some cooling system hydraulic pumps. Such assignment 
ofwork is contingent upon the work being perfonncd within the standards set forth 
pursuant to the PIP_ 
The entering into this stipulation shall not be construed as an admission by NYC Transit 
that ilbas violated any provisions ofthe collective bargaining agreement between the 
partics and the Unioo.. nor shall it constitute a precedent for the determination ofany 
other disputes bctween NYC Transit and the Uoion. In this regard it is ex.pressly 
understood that the arrangement herein is predicated exclusively upon tlle'special 
circumstances of ;:ili:; matter. Furthermore. this Stipulation shall not be offered ill 
evidence for any purpose or admission, judicial or other proceeciingexccpt or the purpose 
of enforcing the obligation contained herein. 
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. -. . . 
_ _ Re: Counter·Offer orSupportneet Senic:es Vehicles 
\.. - ·oarMr. Soda: 
1 am pleased to'repott my acceptance of the a=che4 cowue:-offer for Support 
1-1etl Services submitted by the Transport Workers Union.l«aJ 100 dated 
N\) \'ember 3. 1995 wichan implemenudon dare of,January 1. 1996. As per Ibe 
counter·offer. New YorlcCityTtmsit~ thengbt toc:onttlCtcut this wode 
ifprodu,:tivit)' targeu 2I'e Dot met. Although we have mis a~ l~cw York 
Cicy ntt.sit and me Transpon Workers Union Will h;zvo to ~ elose~y loged1er 
<luring the impleme on of this agreement in. order ior it to be succus..411l. 
Cowgltr...Qffcr on the M,inttclDCC if KYO'. S\logor1 f1$~ 
,,) No".rnbe.r 3, 1m 
lOt TrlDJPor{ Worker' Un.ion, Locil 100 counter-offer to tlle GE C.pjuJ propoul (or lD1intJinin! 6~O 
tomobiles IDd Ug.ht-dury trucks is IS follows: 
1.	 The Authority will e~lbli.sh I progrllIJ that !oel into rffc..ct on JaCUI!)' I, ]996, wbtrein it will 
perform m-boUbe the lDlwtooUCe lDd ~air of 6S0 Jutotoobiles I..Ild li~t-dury trucks. The Cniot) 
commiu to work. times for Jcleduled operatioDs alld unscheduled openrions H shown m 
Atu~t' 1 lDd" The F1lt-R!te Ma.nuaJ wiD be used If the basu in d~c::nDruiDg • we m4 
rel101lAble time Illowa.nce for all otha UD'-Cheduled m2intcnmce work. 
~.	 AD JChcduJod IDd \JIlKbedulod work required by the AUlhoriry. DOW performod by J 1 ernplo)'te&, 2$ 
ofwhicb l1e repruentod by the Un.ion, wiD be pc:rform~ by l' employees JUtting lunary I, ]996; 
13 of tho 17 .~ repruenlcd by the UnJou, of wh:cb II are m.a.iDtainen respon~ole for wOrXml1S 
descrlb cd ab ove. 
I.	 The Authority will mak.e every don poufble to plJce the 14 emplcye~ no JoogClf' required IS of 
JmUIr)' 1. ]9%, for t.hi.. fimctiou of which 12 are represented by the Union (lO. wiD be OA a.n.d 2 
wiD b~ TA) in posirloD.5 for which thry ue qutlified. As IlwlY~ the p1niel rllcogniu th.at the 
Authority'S ri!ht to impo~ Ltyoffs is not affected by thillgree:ment. 
I.	 The Union lpees to worl: In one unified ihop in E.ut Nt'W York. The Autboriry Ipee5 Dot to 
require OA and TA employees to worx together 00 the ~me vehicle It the lime time. 
1.	 The Authoriry will mee..sure l.Od monitor dllUy the pe.rfomu.nce of the 'W'Ork iD·hous.e. Productiviry 
i.bortfills \\.ill be briefed to the Uwoa periodicilly. On April 1~. 1996, and every three monthi 
the:ruftcr, if the Authority determi.Du that productivity is not It a level to Hsure the a..nnual U'ViDg, 
required, the Authority has the un.i1Jtml right to di.sc01ltUJue the m-boui( proplm I.Ild contr.ct out 
tbe 'W'O!k, with the Unian not ub1ultmg tlle iuue. If OIl April IS, 1996, rnd subs.equent 
rncu:urcmC'ltS., other [acton Ire found by the Authority to be solely responsible for not lcll.ieviDl 
the t11it1ed ~ viegl u &hO\lr'D in An,ch.r:nclt 3, the Authoriry will 'IoIr'Ork 'l't'itb the Union for lDother 
~ IDOCUu to fuld v,,"1)"S to lchievt the urgeted SJ'YiDgs.. If tbe~ uviDgs UIlD01 be achieved In 
three months, the Authority em then seek to C{)n1.uct ou~ \lr1thout the Union foregoin.& arbirution of 
tile iuut. 
J. The Authority agrees to lift the loc~·m for the nan-Uj) o(this Igroemeot, but tbe loc~·iD will reJUme 
&.fie! the ~..ut·up is complete., IS iDdjctted by tbe Authority. 
,	 11W propoul doe. Dot go into effea UDtll uld unless I fOI1I)Al agree:metJt has beal approved by the
 
prlncipili of the Authority l11d the UniO:l.
 
:RA.NSPORT W RKERS tJNl0N, LOCAL 100 
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SAMPUN<l OF MAJOR REPAIR flHCDOHa 
-­.~, 
CURSEHI' 
flAI. 
BAIl 
nnL 
PROeOSAL SA\Iltj~ 
,. R l R Di~ln~o( Pu~ 11.0 5.2 '.0 5.0 
2. A • R Starttr Motor 2.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 
3. (I) 4 Wheel R.lj~ S.7 3..8 4.0 2.7 
(b) 2~R.nM 3.3 1.8 2.0 1.3 
~. R & R Radlato( .4.8 1.7 2.0 2.8 
5. Cha~ TraN Flu~ll'ltr 2.4 1.1 l.S 0.8 
S. R &. R Wattr Pu~ 8.2 3..4 4.0 6.2 
7. R& RM& e.an~ 3..8 2.4 3.0 c.e 
•• 
R " R Heatl( (;(Ire 8.3 3..2 4.0 ".3 
t. ~rAx$e~ a.s 1..5 2..0 U 
'0.
'1\" .
,.... 
R & R 86ctt'Jc F~ Pu~ 4.5 1.8 2..0 2..! 
11. R & R I~r Arm+ PItm.a.J'\ Arm 2.8 1.4 1..5 1.3 
12. Ig-JtSoo 'Mrec 3.1 1.1 2.0 1.1 
13­ RlR4Shodc1 4..5 1..5 2.0 2.! 
14. Rotate T1rec 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.0 
lS. R & R AIC ~re.s.s¢( + 5.5 2..2 3.0 2.5 
EVltcuate & ~r~ 
18. R & R RMr Trans ~I 2.3 0.8 1.0 1.3 
17. A &.R LAR Motor Mount ~.2 1.e 2.0 4.2 
le. A & R F~l Tank ~nding Unit 4.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 
AVlrag-f 4.' ~O 2.4 2.4 
lClO"% 42% !.j% 50% 
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Support nHt S~rvicts DiKussioD Pa~r
 
BaSo(d 00 Discussions Held on Octo~r1.6. 1995
 
We have agr~ to reVlew in deUJI a sample of Ihe mcuntenanct work performed on the 650 vth.icles 
under conslc:kration Basc-d on that review ~ have ascefUJned lhat the cunenl times spent by NYCT 10 
perfonn the scheduled and unscheduled ""Ork. can ~ Improved upon 
Scbedul~d Operauoo Current Cort (Hours) TWU Proposal Cort mours) Savings (Houn) 
Lighl 2.S 1.0 U 
Total @ 650 per Year 1,625 650 915 
.4,5 
TouJ @ 325 per Year 1,463 975 418 
Annual ).0 1.5 
Heavy U 5.0 2.5 
Total @ 32~ per Year 2,438 1.625 8IJ 
Toul Hours ~,.52~ 3,.150 2,275 
Dire<t Labor FTE @ 1.5J~ 3.6 2.1 1.5 
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APPENDIX G-7 
:STIPULATION OF AGREEMENT 
stipulation of Agreement ezatercd into by New York City Transit Authority and tb~ TJansport 
WoiXers Union, Loc:allOO. 
. 
'WHEREAs, the llevCnue Control Division of the New York City Transit Authority 
(hereinafter -the:Revenue Control Dimion'") has historically recruited CoDccdng Agalts 
Ibrough the intema1 hire process from the J2nks otStatiOll Agents. and, more recently, ftom 
the Tnnsit Propcny Protection Agent an~ Oeaner titles; aDd 
WHEREAS, this intema1 hire process takes too long and yields too few qualified· taDd"Jdates to 
meet the Revenue Control Division's projected staffing n~ 
It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the panies bereln as fonows: 
The Revenue Control Division will use the open competitive process to . 
fill Collecting Agent vacancies. 
Second:	 New hires from the open competitive process will ,be expected to meet 
an of the 4ualfficmons of the title prior 10 hire, including having valid 
New York City pistol pcniUts and New york State commercial drivers 
licenses (COLI) or permits, and will be appointed Provisionally. IIthey. 
pass the Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) 
examination for the title, they would be eligible for permanent 
.	 .,
appoIntment.	 . 
Third:	 Subject to approval by DCAS, ~ candidates for whom the Revenue 
Control Division has already filed pistol pemut applications wiD be 
given priority over extemal candidates for appointment to Vicant 
budgeted Collecting Agent poSiuOftS once their permits have been 
. .... - - ..	 secured (see AU3clunent A).·
_. 'to .- •••• - _. 
It is understood that ifduring the period betweeIi the Revenue CoIltrol 
Division's filing for·the pistol permit and the ~e the approval is . 
actually secured, the employee no longer lI}eets the :Revenue Control 
Division's selection criteria for any reason ·including ~ involvement in a 
drug or alcohol infraction or a disciplinary action, the Revenue Control 
Division ~es the right to not appoint the employee as a Collecting 
Agent. 
.. 
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Fourth: 
FUth: 
Sixth: 
." ' ..... :..::. -.:' .:: .. 
. . .~ 
The Revenue Control Division wiD file pistol permit applications for 
those Tnnsit Property Pro~on Alents, Station· Agcnb, and Cleaners 
who have already applied for consideration for aSsi~t as Co1lceting 
. Agents and who have met its selection criteria (sec Attachment B). Once 
these pennits are secured, these employea will be giVeD priority over 
eXternal hires for assignment· to vacant budgeted Collecting Agent 
positions, subject to the Personnel Regulations. of the City of New York. 
It is undcntood that ifduring the period between the Revenue Cannot 
Division;s filing for the pistol pennit and the time·the approval is 
actually secured, the employee DO laager meets the hvenue Coutro1 
Division's selection criteria for aD)' reason including an involvement in a 
drug or alcohol iDfnction or a disciplinary dOD•. the:Revenue Coottol 
.Division reserves the tight to not assign the employee as a Collecting 
AgenL 
•Subject to approval by DCAS. Cleaners assigned as CoDecting Agents 
pursuant to paragraph four above will be permitted to compete in a 
one-time only promotion examination for pennanent appointment to the 
CoDecting Agent title. It is UDderstood that such appointment will be 
subject to the ~ersoMe1 Regulations of the City of New York. 
Based on itS projected hiring needs for CoDecting f\gcnfS. the Revenue 
Control Division will periodiCally canvass Station Agents and Propclty 
Protection Agents to determine their interest. qualifications and ability to 
become CoUeding Agents. The Revenue Conuol Division will continue 
its practice ofapplying for pistol permits for selected employees. Once 
pistol pennits are secured, these employees will be given priority over 
external hire$ for appointment to vacant budgeted Collecting Agent 
positions. subject to the Penonne1 Regulations of the City of New York. 
.­
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Seventh:	 The entering into this Stipulation shall DOl be construed as :aD admission 
by the Transit Authority that it has violated any provision of the 
collective barpining agreemeat between the Transit Authority and the 
Vnion, nor sb3ll it eonstftute a precedent for the detenniJwicm ofany 
other disputes between the Tnnsit Authority and the Union. In this 
regard it. is expressly undmtood that the amngement herein is 
predicated exclusively upon the special circumstanc:es of this matter and 
shall not be constrUed to represent the policy or procedure of the Transit 
Authority. Furthennore, this Stipulation shall not be offertd in evidence 
for any purpose or for any administrative, judicial or other proceedings, 
except for the pwpose of enforcing the obligations contained herem. 
New York City Transit Authority 
J.' . . ~ Uk'/. By:!~"?I-<...-1\Ll- • -, ;"..)_ 
Valerie Bynoe-Kasden
..,­
Director
 
Labor Research
 
Date: f..d ~~v 'I', I ~ qs 
By: .!k~r£~ 
Alan F. Putre "
 
Chief ReVenue Officer
 
Division of Revenue Control
 
Date: 
........... ,....: :.,.~~- -".:. -" ... ~.~ ....: .
 
, 
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-STIPULATION OF AGREEMENT
 
AGREEMENT made this (~./4. day of June, 2000 by;and between the New York City 
Transit Authority (hereinafter referred to as the "Transit Authority..) and the Transport 
Workers' Union, Local 100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred to as the "Unionj. 
WHEREAS, the Division of Revenue Control of the Transit Authority has vacancies in 
the position of Collection Supervisor (Revenue) which it seeks to fill through Civil Service 
promotional examination, and 
WHEREAS. the job of Collecting Age'lf in the Divisicn of Revenue Control is currently 
performed by employees in the frtfes Collecting Agent (Trtle Code 405) and Station 
Agent Paid as Collecting Agent (Tltle.Code 967), and 
WHEREAS, the parties understand that the Transit Authority's intent is to eventually 
place an employees performing the job of Collecting Agent into the Collecting Agent title 
(Title Code ~05), and 
WHEREAS, the Department of Citywide Administrative Services (hereinafter referred to 
as ·DCAS·) has determined that, only those persons permanently (not provisionally) 
employed in or appearing on a preferred list for the titJe of Collecting Agent (Title Code 
405) are eligible to take the aforementioned promotional examination, and 
WHEREAS, the parties mutually seek to prOVide the greatest range of promotional 
opportunities to all qualified employees, 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the parties 
hereto as follows: 
First	 All Station Agents Paid as Coliecting Agents will be given an opportunity to 
request that their permanent Civil Service title be changed from Station Agent 
to Collecting Agent pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph 6.1.9 of the 
Personnel Rules And Regulations of the City of New York. 
Second:	 Those Station Agents Paid as Collecting Agents (Title Code 967) who choose 
to remain as Station Agents will continue to perform their nonnat functions 
with the Division of Revenue Control and will retain all employment rights 
inherent to the Station Agent title. These rights inclUde, but are not limited to, 
seniority rights and promotional opportunities. 
Third:	 Those who choose to become permanent Collecting Agents (Title Code 405) 
will also continue to perfonn their normal functions with the Division of 
Revenue Control but will supplant their employment rights as Station Agents 
with those inherent to the titJe of Collecting Agent. As such, they will be 
eligible to take the upcoming promotional examination to Collection 
Supervisor (Revenue). 
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Fourth:	 The Division of Revenue Control will provide notice of this opportunity to all 
Station Agents Paid as Collecting Agents. along with a form for requesting 
the title change. Anyone requesting a title change must do so in writing no 
later than July 14, 2000. Requests may be submitted either on that tonn or in 
the fonn of a signed statement to the Assistant Chief Officer. Revenue 
.	 Collection Services specifying the change requested. It is understood that, 
as with any such title change, the effective date is subject to the approval of 
DCAS. 
Fifth: The entering into this Stipulation shall not be construed as an admission by 
the Transit Authority that it has violated any provision of the collective 
bargaining agreement between the Transit Authority and the Union, nor shall 
it constitute a precedent for the determination of any other disputes between 
the Transit Authority and the Union. In this regard It is expressly understood 
that the arrangement herein is predicated exclusively upon the special 
circumstances of this matter and shall not be construed to represent the 
policy or procedure of the Transit Authority. Furthermore. this Stipulation 
shall not be offered in evidence for any purpose or for any administrative, 
jUdicial or other proceeding except for the purpose of enforcing the obligation 
contained herein. 
New York City Transit Authority: Transport Workers' Union, local 100: 
Date: -~~"';;"I-=-~;:;':'-----
By" u1L ~-: /)1/ry-I By:	 _. .L 
Alan F_Putre
 
Chief Revenue Officer
 
Division of Revenue Control
 
Date: _'-+""1_1---:.\/_.'~'_'u _ 
I	 
Date: 
-----------­
l.AST PRINTEP lliMMlO 11:17 .... 
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Whereas. ~A New ~~xx ~:~1 7~:~~ ~~~~~in~fter referred t: ae 
NYC 7=~~5ie) and ~~ar~por~ wO:Aer3 OLic~. ~ocal 100 {herein~fter 
~efe~d to as TWO} en~ered i~eo an aqreemenc in Sep~~er. :996 
concerninq promo~i:::.Al opport'.mities for Cleaners: 
Wbere.aJl. the parties ~ve aqreed to allow i~~\,;,I:'':c:~~ ~:'~~"'!.er~ TA to 
be c~naidered for ~~.ition8 aa ~=ackworkers as follows: 
1.	 Incumbent Cleaners "'ill be eliqible "to participate 'in a 
four-week traininq proqram to beccme '!'rac:kworkers. 
2.	 one huf of a.J.l am approved 'rrackworker l-.i.ri:q per quarter 
will be allocated to those Cleaners who have su.cc:e==fully 
completed traininq. 
3.	 ManaQemet1C. wil:' ca.avass fer volun~eers and choo:se .from 
amcnq8 ~ qualified -candidates. in seniority orcler based u~ 
date of appoi::.=enc to t~e Cleaner o:itle. Three year 
evaluA~iOAs vill be perfor:ed on all candidate, as part of 
the selection process. . 
4.	 Thosa selected for o;=,,-ininq must ::teee minimWD Civil Service 
requirements for the po8ition of Trac.kvorker at the tme of 
selectiO!1~ :lUst PU8 the appropriate mecUcal eX2lminiltion fc: 
Trackworker ~riQr eo reclassification aD4 must have completed 
the probaticna.ry period aa a Cleimer. OIndida~ea !mat &lso 
posse•• ~d diacipluary, safety, and attendance record. iA 
c:der :0 be selected for tra;n;nq_ No employee who has been 
previously reelassified from a safety stm$itive position 
will be Allowed t.o participate in crai:inq. 
s.	 Trainees will cOlltir.ue to be ~aid at ~e Cleaners' :ate of 
pay un~il appoinced to Trackvcrker. canciidates will ~.a.ve 
one oppor~unity t:> parcicipat.e in traininq. ODce a 
c:and:ici&te parti=ipa~es i: the trZl.ininq proc;ram. ~e or she 
wil~ not .be allow.a to pa.rtici~te aqaiu. re9a.rcUe•• of 
whether or not. ~e or she completes tra:.ninq. Az:Ly Cleaner 
who is reclassified to ttackwCrker a.fter a.tt.enciinq t::aininfjJ 
will generally noe be allowed to retu:: to the Cleaner . 
~i~l=. ~~v.v~r. exce~tione m~y be considered on a case-by-eaae 
basis. 
6.	 't'rainees will be reclassified to a permanent 'l'rackwo:-ker
 
posi tiOD wi~ ::10 prcbacionllry period upon successful
 
completion of the traininq proqram.
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7 • !his p:"Cqra..~ "'ill commence with any hirinq i..:lt.o '!'=aekvorker 
title which ~akes place within or a:ter ~e four::. quarter 
of ~39 . 
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UlPENDIX G-9 
It is htr.by &;rttd te '1 l~e bet.ttn tht Traasport MOrk.rs ualOft. 
L=cIl '00. Ind tht Ntv York t1ty Transit Authority and th. Hlnhlttlft aftd IrOftr 
Sur.fICt Tran~' t ~tratln9 Author1ty (MlaSTQ.I.) as f=llows: ­
I. r, aft .~lo~I' tl lbsl~t fTCC work 'or.~~ months !UI to aft \n3ury 
en eut1 or d1sabl,d dUt to. ~".~.rytc. c=nn,c~'Q llln.SI vr IhjUry, or " In 
~to1tt 'njurtd on duty ts cllsstfted by tht AuthOr\ty·s M.d\cal Ot,artment 
to be ptr~antnt ftO wor~ or ~,rml".nt r.'tr1tttd duty (lftd 1s not r,claIJ"',d
Into a tttl. In whIch ~t rlturns -to work}. th. emDloyet shall bt I.ftt a aot1cI 
!nat tne Authority {nter.:s t: tarmiftltt ~!S t~l~y~ftt a~d th.r.for., " h. ts 
tlig1bl •• tht emoloy., should f111 for rlt1rtmtnt (dlllblltty or oth,r.1st). 
T~I ~ot'ct shill contlin tht 'lc'~t1cns ~rcY\d.6 bllow. . 
. 2. If .tth'ft !O il,S fro- the Glt, of thl ftOttc. such taploy•• 
looltls for rettr•••nt. ht .'ll.b.,lacld on I 1.lv. of abstne, without 'I' 
aftd without an1 bln.flts ~atsOtY.r t'f.,tt't; 
a. tft tht CISI of lft e~lo,., whost abseftc, is dUI to • nOft-seryic.
cOftftlettd \llnts, or Injury. Oftt ,.lr from tht datI of 1ft1t!ll abstnct from 
the 111nt" or injury. er 30 dtYS 'ron th, date of thl net'ce wb\cht'tr JS 
bUr; . 
b. in tht cas, of aft tsplcy" whoSt abstftct Is due to aft ,",urI on 
duty ,nd who's not ,1'SS1ft.d as permlnlnt no work or ;tra&fttnt r.str1cted 
duty, aft,r abstntt for aft 199"tatt ptriod Of Oftt ,.ar to tht particular 
\ft~url. or 30 diYS frem the dlte of the not1et wh'th.v.r is latlr; 
c. 1ft thttlS' of 1ft Imployee whose lbstftc. ts dut to an 'n,ur, on 
duty Ind who " classtf'td as ~.rman.nt no wor~ or pe'aln.nt r,str1ct,d dut,. 
10 Cays frem t~e date of t~. not'tt. . 
3. lb. ltlye cf abstnet w'll bt ttre'nat.d by the Author't, lad tht 
tmoloytt'S t-oloymlnt stltus t.~tftlttd at afty time that the .mplo1ft 'OIS not 
ccop.rlta in t~1 proctsstnV of tht rttirtment a~o"eatton. lt such t,.. IS tht 
lDP11cat1cn for rttirtment 1s dented, cr Z-l/Z ytlrs fr~ the date of th. 
accid,"t or '"'tial lOs.nc. fro= the 111fttss. whlcbev,r occurs ,trst. 
•. T~'S 19Tttatftt s~att bt t.rmtnat.d 0" tht efflet1" date of 
le,tslat10n vrlftt1ng ti.r t Ind t'.r Z t~loYlts the abIlIty to IDPly for a 
d'Slb'11ty plnslon under ~rot.dur.s wb\c~ Irt at l.ast substantially . 
eQu1yalent to thoSI pro~'~td t,~ C 18ploy••s. 
S. It's undt;stcod that the ,~lo1tt Ind ~"/htr unIon r'S'rYeS the 
ri,nt to VI•• i ••ai'tini ;;:.t:;:~;:~ ~:~ :~~~! ::~~~~ ~!~:~!~~ ~ ~PCI' tht 
Author'ty's dtttrainat10n of t.ra1nat1on Ind ..d'cat hlstor,. 
SOn Hill. Prts14tftt 
Transport Norttrs Union. local 100 
AU9Vtt 2'1 1"0 
ueso 
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MTA NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT DEPARTMENT OF BUSES
 
STIPULATION AND AGREEMENT
 
The New York City Transit Authority (TA), the Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating 
Authority (OA) (both hereinafter referred to jointly as "the Authority") and the Transport 
Workers Unio~ Local 100 (MaBSTOA and TA Divisions), (the Union), having met together 
have agreed, by and between the parties, upon the following tenns which are in the furtherance 
ofemployees safety and sound labor relations. 
1. Prior to December 31, 1999, the Authority will provide one pair ofsafety shoes to each 
employee represented by the Union and employed in the Department of Buses in a Maintenance 
title, who is eligible to receive a 550 work. shoe allowance under the Collective bargaining 
agreement that expires on December 31, 1999. 
2. The contractual Work Shoe Allowance of$50 payable to such employees in July, 1999
 
will not be affected by this Agreement.
 
3. Each employee who receives a pair ofsafety shoes pursuant to this Agreement is required 
to wear such safety shoes on a regular basis immediately upon their receipt. ··A regular basis" 
shall mean at least three (3) eight-hour tours per week. On days that an employee does not wear 
the safety shoes supplied pursuant to this Agreement, the employee must wear work. shoes that 
are slip resistant. Sneakers and similar soft shoes are not acceptable. 
4. If an employee reports to work wearing shoes that management deems unacceptable 
under this Agreement, management will notify the local Union representative in the first 
instance. Such Union representative will counsel the employee in connection with the 
requirements of this Agreement. Any future violations may result in disciplinary action. 
5. Issues involving the question whether this Agreement is being enforced fairly and 
reasonably will be referred to the Department ofBuses Chief Maintenance Officer for resolution. 
6. This Agreement is not applicable to employees who document that they are required to 
wear prescription orthopedic shoes or any other special shoes prescribed or recommended by a 
physician. 
7. The parties agree to bargain in good faith regarding the incluSion ofa provision in the 
next collective bargaining agreement between the parties under which the Authority will supply 
safety shoes in place if the current Work Shoe Allowance. 
For MTA New York City Transit and MaBSTOA: For TWU Local 100 TA: 
Millard Seay lsi Date: 7/23/99 C. Melendez lsi Date: 7/21/99 
For Office ofLabor Relations: For TWU Local 100 MaBSTOA: 
Ralph J. Agritelley lsi Date: 7/26/99 J. Whalen lsi Date: 7/21/99 
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APPENDIX G-ll 
STAT~ OF N6W YORK
 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS :eOARD
 
---------------------------------------X 
In the Matter of
 
TRANSPORT WORXBRS UNION OF GREATER
 / ). r 
NEW YORX, AFL-CIO, LOCAL 100 / STIPULATION OF
 
SETTLEMENT
 
Charging Party.
 
-against-

NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY,
 
Respondent.
 
------------------------------~--------x 
In settlement of the above captivn~c matter. the 
parties agree as follows: 
1. Charging party withdraws the charge in this matter. 
2. With regard to an employee in the title of 
conductor or train operat.or ....ho is placed in no 'Work. 
restricted work. or rest:ricted work (with no work. 
available) status because of t:he appl~cat.ion of the hearing 
standards. respondent's Occupat.ional Healt.h Services (OHS) 
shall conduct: a praet. ieal examinatlon to t;er..~rmlne .....hether 
such employee meet.s t.he hear1.ng stanaards in such 
employee's work environment vithin eight (8} work days. 
subject. to extention. as provided herein, a:t.er receipt. by 
OHS of t:he tr:edieal dO:::.Jmenta:l.op. :rom su::n.' employee's 
physician. "'h i ch shows. ~por. reVleW by o~S. t.hat the 
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employee meets ~he c~iteria icr a pr~=:lcal examlr.at:~~ 
(the "Exarni~~t!~~ Per~cd"). However, ~r. t~e evcn~ :na: 
. 
such employee or Transport Workers Union of' Great.e:- New 
York, AFL-CIO, Local 100 causes a delay ~n scheduling t.he 
practical examination or the return to work examination. 
the 8 working day period shall be extended to the number of 
days the practical examination action is delayed due to the 
. 
employee or Transport Workers Union of Greater New York, 
AFL-CIO, Local 100. Should ~he employe~ no~ be 9iven a 
practical examinat.ion wit.hin the Examination Period, the 
employee shall be returned to pay status 3t the conclusion 
of the Examination Period, until such a practical 
examination is given. 
3. Respondent shall apply the principle set for~h in 
~2 t.o the thir~een (13) pending and ~o all previously filed 
medical grievances brought by employees in t.he ~it.les of 
conductor and train operator who were placed in no work or 
rest.rict.ed work (with no work ava:l.1able) stat.us because of 
the application of the hearing standa=ns which were 
implemented in April 1999 and t.hey will .1a""e their sick. 
leave ret.urned or, if s~ck leave was not available. receive 
back pay for the time e~ceeciin9 :he Examination Period 
ur.tll such practical examlnatlon was gIven. 
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4. It: lS unde~stood by t.he partl.es that ~he prlnc1pie 
set forth in i 2 shal~ nc~ preclude employees ir. the titles 
of conductor or tra1.n operator who OHS ~lassi:ies as 
rest.ricted work because of the applicat.ion o~ the hearing 
standards from being able to seek placement in restricted 
. ~duty jobs 1. ... such ,",ork is available nor from using sick 
leave, if available under the terms of the collective 
h~r9ainin9 agre~ment. It is further understood by the 
part:.ies t:.hat this paragraph shall not . affect the 
!"espondent's right to place employees who do not pass the 
:nedical examinat.ion or practical examination on 
restricted duty or no work status. 
5. Within thirty (30) days, respondent :;hall mail to 
employees in the titles of conductor and t=ain operator who 
were placed in no work or restricted work (with no work 
available) status prior to July 20. - 2001 [t:.he. date the 
Transit Authority implemented the procedures to conduct the 
practical hearing test promptly aftet" the initial 
disqualification} because of the applIcation oL the hearing 
st.andards implement.ed in Ap=il ·1999, a l~tter asking 
authorization to release such ir-.formation to :'he charging 
party. Upon receiving au~horizat.lon, OHS will ~rov1de such 
information to charglng party_ This in!ormat. ion is 
prlvllegec and cor.!:der.:'.i.al fl'edical info:'Tlat~on and 
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charging party will ~a:~:aln :~:s 1nfo~a:ic~ as p~lv:iegeG 
and confidential. 
6. Respondent intencs :0 pre-viae charg:r:g par::y w:~:: 
written notice regard1ng the implementation of any new or 
revised Medical Standards or any change J.r. the practical 
examination, referenced in 1 2 ·above, which affect a 
title represented by charging party at lea~t seven (i) 
calendar days prior to such implementation. Failure t.o 
provide such notice shall not preclude t:~E: implementation 
of any new or revised medical s~anda~ds ~or shall ~otice be 
deemed consent by ~ha::-ging party :0 such new or revlsed 
medical standard or ~hange in the practical examinacion. 
7. This St.ipulac.on ~s without preJudice t.o charging 
party's claims and to a:1Y defenses Wh1Ch respondent may 
have in Case No. U-22649 and i~ shall not be deemed a 
concession by charging party :hat the hea:::-ing st.andard 1S· 
occupationally appropriate. 
8. This St.lpulat::.c:-: sha~~ no~ :,e o:fer-ed. :::::-oducec. 
used or considered as eVlder.:::e C:!JY judicla~. 
administrative or othe:- p:-oceedir.g, except to the ext.en~ 
necessary to enfor=e :~e ~er~s of t~1S St.:pulQ:l~n. 
9. This St:pula~:o:: ;,as bee:-. exec'..1teC: CO:1nect;.on 
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Ne~ther this Stipulat10n nor the underly:ng comprcrroise ar.d 
settlement of the ::la.lms shall be deemed to const:.tute ar. 
acknowledgement. admission. or concessicn O~ :he pa.L"::' of 
respondent or charging party of any liability. 
10. This Stipulation contains the entlre agreement 
among the parties relating to the rights .herein granted and 
tr.e obligations herein assumed. and lt completely 
3upersedes any prior written or oral agreements or 
representations concerning the s1,;bJect matter hereof. Any 
oral representation or modification r::oncernir.g this 
~~ipulation shall be of no fo~ce or e=fect. ThJ.s 
Stipulation can be mod~=ied only by a writing signed by the 
parties to this Stipula~ion. 
Dated: New York. New YorK 
November 13. 200l 
Arthur Z. Schwartz Martin B. Sc~abel 
Kennedy. Schwartz & Cure. P.C. Vice President and 
C~unsel for Charging Party Gene::-al Co\#nsel. 
13 University Place ~ew York City Transit Authority 
New York, New York 10003 Counsel fer Respondent 
(212)	 358-1500 )47 Mad~so~ Avenue
 
New York, New York 10007
 
(212) 87B-ln38 
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APPENDIX H 
Gary ~~nsjergen: Progressive Dis~ipli~~ 
TWTJ 18655, LR 3053 
TWU Rep: Gary Hansjergen 
The Union claims that the Transit Authority has violated the 
Contract by unilaterally changing disciplinary standards. In 
par1:icular the Union argues that in the Stations and Surface 
departments, t.o of the eleven Transit Authority departments, the 
Authority has without notice or bargaining with the union 
eliminated the categories (' tracks") for progressive discipline and 
has truncated the step-by-step process of progressive discipline, 
1. e., the process beginningw~s a warning and cUlminating in 
~ismissal, so that employees are being disciplined more severely 
sooner and w·ith less opportunity for corrective response. The 
Union contends that the Authority's action not only violated the 
-Contract but also the Taylor Law, which is incorporated by 
reference in the Contract. 
There is here a highly relevant if not dispositive negotiating 
and arbitral history. Prior to 1985 discipiine with the exception 
J 
of "cautions" and short suspensions was appealable solely in 
-accordance with Section 75 of the civil Service Law. In their 1985 
I 
Contract the parties adopted an arbitration system for all 
disciplinary grievances, .hich has been continued with some changes 
-
~ -
not here relevant in the parties' succeeding Contracts, those of 
1988, 1991 and 1~94. Beginning_in 1986 the AU~hority incl~ded in 
its Labor Relations Department's Disciplinary Manual the following 
,. 
statement concerning discipline: 
Discipline: 
Discipline is the corrective action that 
~anagement takes to respond to employee 
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conduc~ which interfgres with ~ safe work 
environmen~ and the efficient operation of the 
transit system. Correc.tive action is no~ 
primarily retributive or punitive. Its 
purpose is to influence and moaify ~he 
employee's future conduct, ~ot eo "qet even" 
with	 the employee.' . 
Progressive/Corrective Discipline: 
Proqressive discipline involves 
correc~ive ac>ion where management establishes 
penalties of increasing severit~ for repeated 
offenses as a pre~equisit'e to" teIinination. 
Such discipline has a' definite 'progression 
includtnq; oral warniriq/counseling~ written 
warning/reprimand,' suspension/demo~ion, and 
finally termination. _. J 
corrective discipline is the primary 
responsibility of the immediate supervisor. A 
responsible supervisor - must consistently 
remind employees of the relevant rules, 
regulations and. procedures in 'an attempt to 
avoid unwarranted disciplind. 
, --> 
A progressive system of discipline may 
not be' applicable to certain offens'es, such 
as; "theft, violence, falsif ication of records, 
etc. Tfte severity of these offenses may call 
for immed-iate suspension or termination 
withou~ reqard- to the progr~ssiv.elcorrective 
system. Certain Transit Authority policies, 
such as the drug and alcohol policies, 
establish and set appropriate penalties in the 
policy itself. 
In the negotiations for the 1988 Contract the Union 
7 ,. , 
unsuccessfully advanced the fdllowinq proposal: . 
"	 '~':.-:--:.::~:.::-:==--....:.-==== :.~-='~ - j 
- --_... ­
13.	 Add a new sUk;se-ction'-- C(14), entitled 
"Progressive Discipline", which' shall provide: 
a. The principle of progressive discipline 
shall apply to the maxim~m extent feasible, 
to all disc~plinary cases. 
b. Disciplinary cases based on routine rules 
violations shall be handled as follows: 
after an employee has received 5 warnings 
within one year, the sixth violation may 
result in more severe discipline. 
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3egi:lning -.lith thesixt~ '!i~lation, an 
ordinary sequence of progressive discipline 
for violations would be: reprimand, 1 day 
suspension, 2 day suspension, J e:y 
suspension, 4 day suspension, 6 day 
suspension, a day suspension, 10 day 
suspension and final warning. 
An extended· period with no violations shall 
redound to the employees credit in determining 
where the scale of progressive discipline he 
should be placed. 
"Special discipline", Le., for such major 
violations as justified pre-disciplinary 
suspension, shall not count in sUbsequent 
penalty decisions regarding unrelated rules 
violations. 
The part:ies adopt:ed in that Contract only the following 
provisions, in Section 2.1 C(l) regarding progressive discipline: 
1. It is understood that the right to 
discharge or discipline employees for cause nd 
to maintain discipline and eff~iency of 
employees is the responsibil~ty of the 
Authority. ~lth~ugh the parties disag;,~~. ~_~ 
to the application-' o£---the-- principle of 
progressive' discipline in th~ past, the 
Authority shall be guided by ·s~ch polfcy in 
the administration of~ its disciplinary 
procedures. 
In 1989 the Union brought to arbitration before then,Impartial 
Arbitrator John E. Zuccotti a grievance alleg~ng that the Authority 
had violated Section 2.1C(1) with respect to its application of
. . 
discipline in the Rapid Transit department. The Union's position 
was S&t forth in a letter to Arbitrator Zuccotti from then Union 
Vice President James Jefferson, in which Jefferson stated ill 
summary as follows: 
It is the Union's position that: 
1. If there is no prior suspension on a worker's record 
the disciplinary procedure should be administered and 
implemented in the following way: 
(a) Re-instruction 
(b) Warning 
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~-=) Rep~i.~:!'!::I. 
(d) One day suspension 
(e) ~JO day suspension 
2.	 If there is an operational violation by the same worker, 
the penalty should not be based on penalties 
issued for attendance and sick violations and 
for other violations not related to 
operational matters. 
Arbitrator Zuccotti denied the grievance, finding r.O Contract 
violation. 
In then 1991 Contract the parties added the following 
provision in Section 2.1C (1): 
So as ~o assist the parties in the mutual 
commit~ent to progressive discipline, the 
parties shall establish a four man management­
labor committee composed of two appointees 
each which shall meet quarterly. The 
Committee shall examine the manner in which 
the various departments have applied 
progressive discipline and make appropriate 
recommendations. 
It	 is undisputed that the Committee referred to in Section 2.1C(1), 
Which was continued under the 1994 contract, was appointed, has met 
regularly, but has never made any recommendations concerning 
progressive discipline policy. 
The Union unsuccessfully sought further additions to section 
2.1C(1) in the negotiations for the 1991 and 1994 Contracts. In 
1994 it proposed as follows: 
PROGRESSIVE DISCIP~INE 9Y CATEGORY 
The parties agree to apply progressive discipline on a 
category-by-category basis. There shall be established 
the following categories, including but not limited to, 
sick control review, time and attendance, shortages, 
preventable accidents, non-performance of duties, and 
employee conduct. When a rule infraction occurs in one 
of the above categories the penalty standard set forth 
below .ill be imposed in the category in which the 
violation occurs. Each of the categories will have its 
own independent system of penalty standards and there 
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penalty standards to be applied to each of the categories 
will be as follows: ~arninq, reprimand, 1 day, 3 days, 
5 days, 10 days, 15 days, 20 days, 25 days, 30 days, 
demotion, dismissal. 
Any employee without a violation, by category , for 
t·...elve (12) months shall repeat the earlier penalty 
imposed as part of the progression in that category. 
Employee records shall not be used for purpose of penalty 
going back more than 18 months. 
It is understood that these penalty standards, for 
purpose of discipline arbitration, are not binding on the 
arbitrator and the arbitrator will have the sole 
discretion to determine the appropriateness of the 
recommended penalty. 
On February 15, 1994 Carmen Suardy, the Authority's Vice 
President, tabor Relations, sent a memorandum liRe: Progessive 
Discipline,- with attachment, copies of which are appended hereto, 
to All Department Heads/Labor Relations Managers." 
The grievance at issue herein was set forth as follows in 
March 2 and 17, 1994 letters to Suardy from Union counsel Manlio Di 
Preta. 
The March 2 letter stated: 
The union tlereby grieves the Authority I s decision to 
change the manner in which progressive discipline is 
applied in the Transit Authority's Surface Division. 
It has been the practice in that division for many years 
to apply progressive discipline by category so that 
infractions of the same type and in the dame category 
result in progressively more severe discipline. The 
Authority has now decided to digress from this long­
standing practice and in doing so has breached the 
contract. 
Please consider this letter a grievance and schedule it 
for a Step II for an eventual arbitration before 
Professor collins. 
The March 17 letter stated: 
The Union has received a copy of the February 15, 1994 
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-.emorandum ~~ ~ll depar~~e~~ heads a~d l~bcr ~ela~~~~s 
:::anagers from you concerning progressive discipline. 
:t is the ~nion's position that you have unilaterally 
changed the discipline penalty standards in effect, and 
in doing so, have violated the both the contract and the 
Taylor Law. By unila'terally eS'tablishing progressi'"e 
discipline penalty standards, 'the Authority commits an 
unfair labor prac~ice since discipline is an mandatory 
sUbjece of bargaining requiring negotiation. 
Additionally, the prac'tice has been con'trary to the 
standards you have now implemented and, as such, violated 
the con'tract. Furthermore, such unilateral 
implemen'ta'tion is contrary to the meaning, intent and 
spirit of section 2.1 (C) (1). 
Please be advised that this grievance is in addition to 
the earlier grievance concerning progressive discipline 
in the Sur:ace Division ~ailed to Mr. Leonard Grumbach, 
dated ~arc~ 2, 1994 and a't'tached hereto. 
If yo desire a meeting concerning this matter please 
con'tact me. Otherwise, consider this letter a grievance 
to be sCheduled for Step II and ultimately contract 
arbitration. 
The Union in the hearing before the Impartial Arbitrator 
asserted that the Contract was violated by Suardy's memorandum in 
that it departed significantly from the standards for prog~essive 
discipline as set forth in the Authority's Disciplinary Manual and· 
~s ~eflected :n the Authority's application of progressive 
discipline over a long pe=iod of years in the Stations and Surface 
Transit departments. As the Arbitrator noted at the outset, the 
Union contends in particular that the Authority has truncated the 
required step-by-step process for progressive discipline has and 
eliminated categories, or tracks for progressive discipline. 
The Contract uses the term progressive discipline without 
furthe~ definition. However, Arbitrator Zuccotti expressly 
approved the use of the Disciplinary Manual's generic description 
of progressive discipline as a measure of the contractual 
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terminol:::gy. There is nothing in Suardy'S February 15, 1994 
~emoraodum and attachmenc which conflicts either with the generic 
description or with what the Arbitrator understands prGgressive 
discipline to mean in the context of labor relations. 
As co categories, there is nothing in the Con~ract that refers 
to, no less ~andates tracks for progressive discipline, and 
Arbitrator Zuccotti years ago held that the language of the 
Contract at issue here did not require tracks. Furthermore the 
Union has repeatedly but unsuccessfully sought tracks in 
negotiations. 
The Union con~ends ~hough that an exper~ stUdy of discipline 
by the Hay Group for the Authority found the existence of tracks in 
some departments, and that an analysis of discipline proceedings in 
the Stations and Surface departments establishes that there has 
. been tracking. The Arbitrator though is not at all certain what, 
if anything, the evidence reveals about tracks in Stations and 
Surface because he sees that evidence as establishing that 
discipline as administered in those departments has not constituted 
progressive discipline as that term is used in the Contract or 
Disciplinary Manual or as it is commonly understood. The Evidence 
as to discipline in Stations is replete with instances in which 
there are multitudinous warnings, as to individual employees, e.g., 
69, 47, 41, 33, 32. Furthermore there is often no rhyme to the 
sequence of discipline sometimes warnings follow reprimands, 
sometimes warnings follow suspensions. And even in the cases of 
employees with egregious records there is no significant 
discipline, e.g., 69 warnings with two suspensions totalling 13 
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days, 47 warnings with four suspensions totalling 36 days, 41 
warnings with four suspensions totalling six days. The evidence as 
to Surface is less dramatic but fails to establish that there have 
been clear progressive patterns even within alleged tracks. 
Under well established principles of contract law the fact 
that the Authority failed to exercise its contractual right, in the 
case of stations and Surface, to impose progressive discipline at 
all or without tracks does not mean that it has lost that right. 
Rather its inaction constituted a waiver which could on notice be 
revoked with the contractual right reinstated. In this connection 
there is no question that the Union became well aware that the 
Authority intended to impose a progressive discipline system in 
Stations and Surface. Of course the Authority' s former failure to 
·do so may have lulled individual employees not to assert 
disciplinary appeal rights which they might have asserted had they 
known that subsequent discipline would be proqressive. But 
protection of the equities of such employees is the province of 
disciplinary Arbitrators in individual cases and is not germane to 
the issue of whether the Authority has the contractual right to 
impose generally a progressive discipline system with respect to 
such employees. 
The Union also argues that the Authority violated Section 
2.1C(1) in failing to submit the February 15 memorandum and 
attachment to the joint committee established thereunder or to the 
Union. There is nothing though in Section 2.1C(1) that requires 
such SUbmissions, and since the Authority's issuance of the 
memorandum and attachments was within its contractual rights 
1:2 
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management had no obliqation to consult with the Union or obtain­
the Union's concurrence prior to issuance. 
The Union contends finally that the Authority violated Section 
209-a.l(d) of the Pu~lic Employees Fair Employment Act by 
implementing unilaterally a more severe schedule of discipline. 
The Union cites New York City Transit Authority and Amalgamated 
Transit Union Division 726. AFL-CIQ, 20 PERB 3037 (1987) and county 
of Orange and Orange county unit. orange county Local 836. CSEA. 
INC. AFSME. AFL-eIQ, 19 PERB A 4579 (1986). Neither case is 
appos i te here. The Transit Authority case reversed an 
Administrative Law Judge's decision finding of no improper 
practice on the ground of contractual waiver because the employer 
in its answer had failed to raise that defense. Here there was a 
clear contract waiver. The Orange County decision found an 
improper practice where the employer unilaterally replaced a 
discretionary with a mandatory schedule ot penalties. Here there 
never was nor is there now such a mandatory schedule. 
For the foregoing reasons the grievance is denied. 
13 
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STATE OF NEW YORK
 
ss: 
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK 
I, Daniel G. Collins, do hereby affirm upon my oath of office 
as Arbitrator that I am the individual d.escribed in and who 
executed this instrument, which is my award. 
January 27, 1995 FJ~-A1~ 
(Dated) (Signature of Arbitrator) 
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